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COMMITTEE .ON NATIONAL DEBT AND TAXATION. 

MINUTES OF APPOINTMENT. 

Treasury Minute dated 20th March, 1924. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer states to the Board that he 
proposes to appoint a Committee to consider and report on the 
National Debt and on the incidence of existing taxation, with 
special referenqe to their effect on trade, industry, employment 
and national credit. 

The Chancellor further proposes that the Committee should 
be constituted as follows :-

The Rt. Hon. LoBD COLWYN, Chairman; 
Sir CHABLBS ADDIS, K.C.M.G. ; 
Sir ALAN G. ANDBBSON, K.B.E.; 
Sir ARmuB BALFOUB, K.B.E.; 
Mr. HBNBY BULL; 
Mr. J. W. BOWBN; 
Mr. FBJ!'D BBAMLBY; 
Mr. W. L. HIoHBlls; 
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Mr. H. B. LBBs-SMITB; 

Sir WILLIAM MoLlNToOJ[, K.B.E., C.V.O.; 
.Sir JOSIAH STAMP, K.B.E.; 
Mrs. BARBARA WOOTTON; 

with Mr. G. R. HAMILTON of the Inland Revenue Department . 
as Secretary and Mr. G. ISMAY of the Treasury as Assistant 
Secretary. 

My Lords ooncur. 

'hetl8U1'1/ Minute dated 14th Ap1il, 1924 .. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer states to the :Board that 
he proposes to appoint Professor Fred Hall to be a member 
of the Committee on National Deb~ and Taxation in place of 
Mr. J. A. Hobson wbo has resigned on 8COOont of other 
engagements. 

My Lords ooncnr. 



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 

ON 

NATIONAL DEBT AND TAXATION. 

To TBB LORDS COIIIIISSIONBRS OF HIS MAJBSTr'S TlmASURY. 

1{Y LoRDS, 

1. We have now completed our consideration of the wide 
subject-matter referred to us in the minute of our appointment 
dated the 20th March, 1924, and have the honour to submit our 
Report. 

51. We have held 48 sittings, and have received evidence from 
611 witnesses, several of whom have appeared before us twice. 
Witnesses eminent in different spheres of industry, finance and 
economic!\, have sometimes given expression to their purely 
personal viewB, and sometimes represent.ed the (·orporo.te 
opinion of leading industrial, etc., bodies. The views of the 
Trades Union Congress, of the Co-operative Congress and of the 
Women's Co-operative 'Guild have also been laid before us. 
We have heo.rd official evidence from the Treasury and the 
Board of Inland Revenue; in addition, both from these Depart.. 
ments and from others-the Board of Customs and Excise, the 
Board of Trade, the Ministry of Labour, and the Registrar. 
General's Department-we have received valuable statistics and 
other information. 'We may mention that we have not seldom 
made UBe of this material for somewhat speculative inferences, 
IWd for thelle we tske sole responsibility. 

8. We have also received memoranda from various bodies and 
persons interested in particular aspects of our enquiry. To. 
number of these we have referred under the appropriate head 
in our ,Report; in some caeea, however, the points raieed 
appeared already to be fully covered, and in certain others we 
were unable to regard them u directly reieftDt to our reference. 

•. Shortly after the commenoement of our investigation, 
:Mr. J. A. Hobson found it nece'I8Pry to reeign from the Com
mittee in order to fulfil engagements abroad, and Professor Fred 
Hall, Principal of the Co-operative College and AdviSer of Studiea 
to the Co-operative Union, Ltd., wu appointed in his place. 
M • later stage of our proceedings we were deprived of the
aenices of Mr. Fred Bramley, who resigned in March. 1925, 
on aacount of ill-health, and died shortly after. 

5. A word may be said u to the area covered by our enquiry. 
Our terms of reference link together .. the National Debt" !IIld 
.. the incidence of existing taxation." So far u conoerns taD
tion for the service of the debt, the two terms stand for aspects 

... 
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of a single subject. Questions of debt policy arise, however, 
independently of taxation; we have therefore treated the debt 
and taxation separately as well as in conjunction. Similarly, we 
have understood the specific reference to the National Debt and 
its effect on trade, etc., as empowering us to go beyond existing 
taxes, and give cOnsideration in some detail to large schemes for 
debt reduction, including especially the Capital Levy. Apart 
from such schemes we have limited our consideration almost 
wholly to existing taxes, and have not attempted to explore 
alternative sources of revenue. The broad lines we have' pur
sued will be clear from the general questionnaire and the q ues
tionnaire on the Capital Levy, which we issued to witnesses, 
and which we reproduce as the firRt Appendix to tliis Report. 
We have regarded questions of a definitely technical character 
on the assessment of taxes as, in general, outside our reference. 
We may note that tinder the head of .. existing taxes " we have 
not directed specific attention either to entirely new taxes im
posed in the Finance Acts of 1925 and 1926, or to the New 
Import (or McKenna) Duties which were re-imposed in the , 
Finance Act, 1926,. after being repealed in 1924 at the com
mencement of our enquiry. 

6. The wide character of our task in relation to the debt and 
existing taxes is made clear hy the direction that they are to 
be considered .. with special reference to their effect on trade, 
industry, employment and national credit." Whatevel' inter
pretation may be placed on the term .. incidence of tnation "
and for convenience we use it throughout in its r.arrower 
economic ,sense (el. para. 288l-we have to examine ·the whole 
range of reactions set up by existing taxes. Emphasis is laid 
upon the corporate industrial :lspect of the commomity, but the 
effect upon individuals as individuals is ·not excluded. 

7. In this extensive field questions conl't8ntly arise to which 
there are no answers admitting of anything like mathematical 
proof. Taxation is pre-eminently a matter on which the 
opinions of individuals, even when in general harmony, differ 
by an indefinite number of' shades, and are almost certain to 
come into conflict on some pOint of more or less importance. 
We found this to be the case with our witnesses, and we do not 
pretend that we have been able to eliminate all difference of 
degree among ourselves, in particular regarding the importance 
to be attach~d to the harmful effects of high taxation on enter
prise in trade and industry. While, however, those of us who 
sign this Report may differ on some of the details of argument, 
we agree suh'ltantially in the conclusions. 



STANDARDS 01' LIVING AND SA VlNG. 3 

PART I. 

SECTION I. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS: THE STANDARD OF 
LIVING AND THE STANDARD OF SAVING. 

8. In view of the concurrent enquiry by the Committee on 
Industry and Trade, we do not think it incumbent upon ourselves 
to attempt any review of thl! general position· of industry in 
its m811Y aspects. In the study of taution, however, we are so 
deeply concerned with questions relating (1) til the standard of 
living ·of the wag!H!8l'Der, and (2) to the standard of 8&ving in 
the community, that we think it well, at the outset, to give 

·loOme broad consideration to these two subjects. Inevitably, the 
figures and other evid·ence which we paM under review will 
relied to a large extent the industrial. condition8 of tcHlay. 

THE STANDARD OF LIVING. 

9. lmroductory.-The phrase .. atandl\l'd of living .. is ofteu. 
used as if there were some fixed and absolute ecale of comfori 
to which people have a rigM. Such a use is misleading. Ideas 
of what is comfortable or even decent constantly vary from one 
country and one time to another, and it does not follow, from 
the fact that a certain standard of living has been attained 
under one set of economill conditione, either that it can be 
maintained or that it will prove aatiafactory under another. 

10. In the nt.tnre of the caae the notion of aD adeqnate 
standard musl be relative, if only because new commodities 
create new needs and new desires. Ths fifteenth century--
especially its latter half-has been regarded as the golden age 
of the English labourer. But while wages were such as to 
enable the lowest-paid claeeee to obtain abund811t enppliee of 
a few llimple foods, the standard of comfort W88 'V6C1 low 
aocording to modern ideas, and the range of commodities open 
to all exoept the rich was exceeclingly restricted. The fifteenth 
century, whatever ita admirable fet.turea, can certainly not he 
taken 88 a guide to the ,wanta of the twentieth. 

11. n may be noted in peasing that in the sixteenth century 
(after 1525) a decline took place in the purchasing power of 
wages and in the standard of living. n was ~ till the 
eighteenth century that any great improvement took place, and 
towards the end of tht.t oentury there _ a collapeo. .. Whereas 
the labourer's condition earlier in the century had been c0n
trasted with th.t of Continental peasanta greatly to his advan
tage in resped of quantity and variety of food, he W88 soddeulv 
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brought down to the barest necesbities of life. Arthur VOl'ng 
had said a generation earlier that in France bread formed 
nineteen parts in twenty of the food of the people,. but that in 
England all ranks consumed an immense quantity of Illeat, 
butter, and cheese. . . . But at this tinIe bacon and otLf'r 
ki nds of meat form a. very small part of their diet, and cheese 
becollJes a luxury. But even on the meagre food that now 
became the ordmary fue of the cottage, the labourers could 
not Illake ends meet. • . . The normal labourer, even with 
comtant employment, was no longer solvent."* 

12. During and a.fter th~ Napoleonic Wars the position of 
the labourer was generally one of terrible distres3, although it 
is ex(·eedingly difficult to aay how far his sufferings Clln be 
traced to the wars; which coincided with serious failures of the 
harvest and with revolution in the economic life of the country. 
To whatever extent the wars may be held responsible, it is 
clear that the standard of living a hundred years ago wa.s 
extremely low as compared with that existing before the war 
of 1914-1918 or at any tinIe since. It is worth stressing this 
fa.ct in face of the opinion that the advantages of the industrial 
development of the last century have been largely counter
balanced by many new disabilities for the· poorer classes. On 
the other hand, even jf men know that they are living better 
than a past generation, they may still be justified in complain
ing of their own hardships. The commerce and wealth of this 
country have expanded enormously in the last hundred years 
and people may naturaJIy look for a much higher standard of 
living. We propose, therefore, in this Section, to consider the 
standard of living to-day and in recent years in relation only 
to the sta.ndard inImediately before the ontbreak of war in 1914; 
even here we do not imply any aasumption that the pre-war 
standard wae at· the highest economic point possible at tha& 
time, still less that it had any degree of finality. 

13. IIi order to obtain a. proper basis for comparison we shall 
ha.ve to oonsider not only rates of wages, bnt a.lso actua.! total 
earnings of the individual, so far as these may not be fully 
represented in rates of wages. We shall also have to oonsider 
the bearing cI. unemployment on the one side Bnd of increased 
social services, etc., on the other; finally we shall have to give 
some attention to the relation between the spending a.nd the 
saving of the wage-earner, and to any changes in the direction 
of expenditure. 

For the sake of cIearne88 we will use the term .. earnings" 
a.a distinct from .. wages," whenever we sre concerned with 
amounts of pa.y received and not merely with rates of pay. 
When we speak of wages without quslifying the term we mean 
money wages: when we speak of rea.l wages, we mean wages 
meastm!d in terms of purchasing power. 

• n. village La1xnwer, 11~181J1. J. L. and Bar .... lluunoud (1920). 
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14. Comparatif!e rates of wages; general af!erage jar wage
earner8 in employme.nt.-As regards the years between 1914 
and 1920, ProfeB60r Bowley, in his book "Prices and Wages of 
the United Kingdom, 1914-1926," says:-

.. So far as a. general statement can be made, we lDJly say 
that Tate8 of wages for the same work increased less rapidly 
than the cost of living in the first three years of the war, 
in the fourth year wages gained and their increase over 
four years WIIS nearly that of the modified index (i.e., a 
refinement of the official cost of living index allowing for 
a modification of purchases in accordance with available 
supplies without necessarily Bny lowering of standard). In 
1918-19 wages gained rapidly and reached the official cost 
of living meRSurem('nt, and they kept pace 'With it in the 
year 1919-20. This equality is the result of a balance 
between a lesser increase in the case of artisans and a 
greater in the ('aBe of labourers." 

15. For the post-war period statistics have been provided from 
time to time in the .. Ministry of Labour Gazette," comparing 
the current rates of money wages with the rates at August, 
1914. These statistica, in conjunction with the cost of living 
index numhers, furnish some general guidance as to movements 
in rates of real wages up to the end of 1925. 

16. The Ministry Of Labour point out, however, that these 
figures relating to money WBbTeB must be taken with !l8ftBin im
JlOrl:ant reservations. The information on which they IIl'8 based 
IS a.lmO&-t entirely limikld to the various standard or minimum 
rates, which have been fur:ed by Agreements hetween particular 
Employers' Associations and Trade Unions, embodied in Arbi
tration Awards, and Orders under the Trade Boards Acts, or, in 
,the absence of &11ch formal documents, recognised by the Trade 
Union concerned. Particular attention is drs wn by the Ministry 
to the fact that variations, independent of general agreements, 
in the amounts actually paid cannot be estimated, no general 
investigation into the rates paid by individual employers having 
heen undertaken since 1906. 

17, It may be remarked that, since working hours were 
reduced by about one-tenth- during the years 1919 snd 1920, 
the rates of wages per hour since those years IIl'8 correspondingly 
hiJl'her than the rates per week which are shown in the figures we 
quote. On the other hand, the figures take no account of unem
ployment or short time working. Moreover. they take no 
account of the effects of increased or redllCled exertion on the 
earnings of workpeople paid at piece-rates of wages, as to which 
comprehensive ststistica are not forthcoming. They relate 
therefore to· rot" of pay and no' &0 actual _"""gs. Latterly 

• TbD frulioD .... iii ..... b7 lIr. ~ (& ia C. S), ucI 117 Dr. Bowle7 
(Eo ia C. 10). 
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some further information as to actual earnings in certain indus
tries has become available to the Ministry of Labour, and we 
shall draw upon this in due course. 

18. With ·regard to the cost of living figures. these are well 
establi~hed as the best available guide,' but they are probably 
less reliable for the years of in1la.tion, 1920 and 1921, than for 
the later years. 

The following table, which is on the model of Professor Bowley 
(E. in O. 8), brings together Ministry of Labour figures :-

Weekly rateo 
C08t of living a.1eo of real of money - walle8 for index. wag .. (meao). 

&dolts. 

1914 Augult (begioDlog) ... 100 100 100 
1920 December (eod) ... 270 to 2~0 265 114 
19~1 .. .. ... 210 to 215 192 III 
1922 .. .. ... 170 to 175 178 97 
1923 .. .. .. . 165 10 170 177 95 
1924 .. ,. .. . 170 to 175 180 96 
1925 .. .. ... 175 175 100 

19. In vIew of the fluctuation of money wage-rates and pnces, 
a cross-section taken at one point of time does not indicate with 
any accuracy the level throughout the year. Since. however, 
the data available are only approximate, the general tendency as 
between the several years is perhaps as -well represented by this 
table -as py any other. Slightly varying results are obtained 
if the figUres for August, 1914, are related to tho&e for the end 
of June in the post-war yeal'S instead of to those for the end of 
December. 

The figures are as follows :-

Weekly raleo 

- of money Coot of liviog Raleo ", rea1 
wages for index. ..ag .. (m .... ). 

&dolte. 

1914 August (beginning) ... 100 100 100 
1920 June (eod) ... ... 250 10 255 252 100 
1921 .. .. ... ... 245 10 255 219 114 
1922 .. .. ... ... 185 to 190 184 1"2 1923 .. .. ... ... 185 to 170 169 99 
1~24 H .. ... ... 170 170 100 
1925 .. H ... ... 175 173 101 

. The lower cost of livmg m June as compared With December m 
1923 and 1924 reflects the normal tendency of seawnal variation, 
milk. butter and eggs in particular being dearer in winter than 
in summer. The years 1921 and 1922 were abnormal in thia 
respect owing to broad currency changes. 

• For BOme brief diJcnuaiOD of Ibe oindex in ibil liepori _ para. 603 '" ""l. 
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20. In view of the lag which normally occurs between price 
changes and wage adjustments it may be of interest to give 
finally a table &howing the estimated average annual figure of 
wage-rates (based on the arithmetical average of the end of the 
quarter estimates (mean) of the Ministry of Labour) in con
junction with the average cost of living index for the year. 

Weekly rat .. 
Coat of livinr of lIIoney Rate. of real - wage.t for index (anDua. wag ... adulta (annual average),-

average). 

1914 Augu.t (bo~inning) ... 100 100 100 
19~0 ••• ... ... ... 256 249 103 
1921 ... ... ... .. . 240 226 106 
1~22 ... ... .., .. , 1116 IRS 101 
1921 ... ... ... 169 174 97 
1924 ... ... ... '" I 171 175 98 
192~ ... ... ... ... 175 176 99 

• Average of tbe ralea ruling on tb. arol day of eacb oalendar montb In tbe 
year. 

21. No very precise inference can be drawn from these com
parisons. There are inevitable gaps in the material from which 
they have been compiled and a fair margin must be allowed for 
the posMbility of err~r. So far as the figures go, they illustrate 
the fact th80t in 191U the rates of real wages for persons in em
ployment were on the average appreciably higher than in 1914. 
Apart from that year, they tend to show that the average rates of 
real wages for persona in employment have not altered consider
ably since 1914. An apparent movement of one or two points 
upwlIl'ds or downwards does not warrant any certain conclusion 
even as to rates of real w80aes. Still less does it warrant any 
inference as to total actual earnings. 

22. A olH'Oges fOT _played wage~arners in particular indus
tries: rates of tDGges and actual eamings.-We may now turn 
from general averages to glance briefly at the position in par
ticular industries. There are two main reasons for doing this. 
The first is that, especially in industries where payment is largely 
by piece-rates, there are BOme indications that actual earnings of 
individuals in employment may be higher than the mere increases 
in agreed rates· would sugge&t. So far as this may be true, the 
averag-e position of the wage-earner may be rather better than 
any ti,,<TUre8 based on wage-rates would suggt'8t. The aeoond and 
obvious re.son for looking at particular industries is that while 
real wage-rat~s, averaged over the general field. seem to have 
remaint>d fairly constant, in individual industries they have 
mark~d out widely different courses. The very wide disturbance 
of pre-war levels is .. fact of the highest importance. 

23. During 1925, while the increase in the COIR· of living (as 
shown by the index> varied from 80 at the beginning of the year 
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to 73 at ,the end of June and 75 at the end of December, there 
was comparatively little change in the rates of money-wages in 
the various groups of industry-less, in fact, than in any year 
&ince 1914 : in the present year changes have continued to be on 
a relatively small scale. Bearing in mind then the cost of living 
figures, we may get a fairly representative picture of the varying 
fortunes of different classes flf wage-earners by considering rates 
of money-wages at the end of June, 1925, and, as far as possible, 
actual earnings. We give some details in Appendix II, basing 
our figures mainly on the sta.tistics supplied by the Ministry of 
Labour to the Committee on Industry and Trade, and published 
by the'latter in their 8uNley of IndWitrial Relatuma (1926). 

24. The figures go to show that in industries of the .. snel
tered .. type rates of money wages have generally increased more 
than the Cost of living, the excess being sometimes very marked. 
In the export group, rates of time-wages and piece-wages appear 
in some cases, especially as regards labourers, to have advanced 
as much as Qr more than the cost of living, but in many industries 
and for many clas&6s of worker the advance has been less than 
the advance in the cost of living. Attention is called, however. 
to indications that the actual earnings of those in employment
e.g., in the iron and steel and the textile trades-are greater, and 
perhaps considerably greater, than piece-rates would suggest. 

25. The Mini&try of Labour suggest various reasons which 
may account for an increase in the earnings of piece-workers 
greater than the increase in their piece-rlltes : among the possible 
reasons are changes' in organisation, in machinery and plant. 
and in methods of manufacture: other changes, which may affect 
the average level of earnings in an industry, whether time
rates or piece-rates p'revail, are changes in the proportions of 
skilled to unskilled, male to female, and adult to juvenile em
ployees. The resnltant of such changes would nof be retlect.ed 
in the average figures, based on wage-rates 88 distinct from 
actual earningEl, shown in the tables we have given in 
paragraphs 18 to 20. 

26. Certain passages in Mr. W. 'r. Layton's evidence, while 
directly concerned with the total product of industry and not 
with the wage-earner's share, go to support the view that the 
earnings of piece-workers may be greater than a comparison 
of rates would suggest. He did not agree with Professor 
Bowley in taking productivity to have fallen in the same ratio 
88 the reduction in total working hours: while there had been 
reductions in very many occupations, it would be true to asy 
that in the majority of cases they had not been followed by It 

corresponding reduction in output. The asying that in the 
Lancashire cotton trade, owing to its mechanical perfection, 
output per hour could not be increased W88 open to doubt, and 
even if it were true, the cotton trade was certainly not typical 
in that respect. In all the metallurgical groups the output per 
man-hour was better in 1924 than in 1914. Mr. Layton had 
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made a few personal enquiries which led him to the following 
-conclusion: ,. The cases I have eelected show that. though there 
is considerable variation. on the whole. production per head per 
hour is better than before the W sr, but has not improved 
sufficiently to make good the 1088 of working time. When, 
however. we consider procesees of production as a whole. I am 
sure we shall find from the census of production that the loss 
from reduced hours has been made up." (E. in C. 4.) 

27. We are disposed to think that the dilferen~ .between 
movements in' actual earnings and movements in rates of wages 
may be a factor of no little importance in considering averages 
{lver the whole field of employment. According to the table 
in paragraph 20, the average for the rates of real wages over 
tbe four years 1922 to 1925 was only 1'25 points below the level 
{If August, 1914: the figure for 1925 was 1 point below August, 
1914. In view of the margin of error attaching til theee figures, 
and of the evidence in regard to piece-work. it may well be 
the case that the real earnings of persons in employment have. 
on the general average, been somewbat higher than in 1914. A 
broad feature of the disturbance in wage-levels is that unskilled 
workers have improved their position relatively to skilled. There 
seems to be no doubt tbat the average real earnings of tho 
lInskilied worker are appreciably higher than before the War. 

28. UnBtliplol/mant.-Up to this point we have dealt only 
with the employed wage-earner. but it is of conrse eBSentiai. in 
-considering the general standard of living. to keep in view the 
Il6rious figures of unemployment. In Appendix ill we give 
two tables showing the numbers recorded on the registers of 
-employment exchanges in Great Britain from January, 1921, 
-onwards. and the percentages unemployed among insured work-
people over the same period •. We give here, from the Ministry 

-of Labour Gazette, the numbers recorded as unemployed at 
quarterly intervals since July, 1928:-

MonUa i Nambem MonUa Nambem I MonUa Nambem 
(ODd of). ; Un .... p1o,..t. (ODd of). Unemployed. (end of). Unemployed. 

19l1S. I 1924- - 1926. 

JI1lJ ... 1,279,1« Jol7 ... 1,091,293 JI1lJ .. . 1,258,667 
• 

Ootober ... 1,3Ot,66i Oo&ober ... I,iS2,55& Oo&ober ... 1,287.733 

• 19l14- 1925. 1926.-

JODlIUJ··· I,SSl,ll1S !Juo...,. .•• l,ll7O,708 JUa&r7 ••• 1,251,831 

April ... 1,076,60& IIApriI ... I,225,OM April .. . 1,0S4,M6 

• Owillfl to the ... lio ... of 'he oilaation in the ..... 1 indllOtrJ __ .,..... 
ba .. abo .... a I&rge i_ The 1iguoI ..... 1,685,1\16 to. the .. ef """ 
&Ild 1,672,193 to. the ODd of Ju17. 
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As would obviously be the case, figures for particular indub
tries show wide variation. The Ministry of Labour show that 
approximately 42 per cent. of all insured persons are employed 
in"industries subj~ct to greater unemployment in the winter 
than in the summer. Apart from this factor, the general ten
dency in those industries has been towards improvement. The 
building trade' (where wages have advanced well beyond the 
increased cost of living) is the foremost example of a seasonal 
industry. Next to it the most affected are the clothing anc! 
furniture industries and the food industries. Those affected in 
a lesser degree include the railway· services, in which rates of 
wages have made a strong advance. 

29. The Ministry of Labour's analysis of the position in 
October, 1925, showed that 'in the staple manufacturing indus
tries, producing largely for export (where real wages have 
generally falleI! as compared wit):l 1914), unemployment was 
bad over most of the field. When coal-mining is left on one 
side, the shipbuilding industry had suffered worst, approximately 
37 per cent. of the numbers estimated to be insured at July, 1925, 
being recorded as unemployed at the 26th October, 1925. Iron 
nnil steel ('ome next, and then engineering, which covers marinE> 
engineering, where employment had been bad, and electrical 
engineering, &c., where it was much better. In shipbuilding, 
iron and steel and engineering tnken together, 20 per cent. were 
unemployed at the 26th October, 1925. In the textile indus
tries, cotton nnd wool, the percentage was <\Illy 8-1. The 
Ministry state that in the whole group of five together there 
had heen distinct improvement during the pre('eding two years, 
in spite of the acute depression in iron and steel, shipbuilding 
aud marine engineering. 

30. It is to be noted that the aggregate number of unemployed' 
in all insured trades other than coal-minin~ was 61,700 Jess in 
October, 1925, than in October, 1924, but m coal-mining alone 
there was excess unemployment of 116,878. Recently 
the country has suffered from a general strike and a coal dispute, 
811d also from the collapse of the French and Belgian franca 
abroad. Apart from these impediments it looks as though the 
improvement of 1924 would have continued. 

3l. The conclusion we draw is that the facta of unemployment 
accentuate the inequality in different industries which we have 
noticed in discussing rates of wages and earnings. While the 
average real earnings of. persons in employment may perhaps 
be somewhat higher than in 1914, the increase in unemployment 
and also in short-time employment, must depress the average for 
the whole working population. 

32. Social services alld other 8upp/emenu to earnings.-We 
have now, in our comparison with 1914, (1) considered average 
rates of wages. and overuge earnin/!", for those in employment. 
and (2) glanced at unemployment 8S affecting the average 
oarnings of the population. A third element enters into any 
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comparison of spending power, viz., receipts, whether in cash 
or in kind, other than earnings.. In this category, besides 
income from invested savings (including the enjoyment of house 
property owne4 by the occupier), there. fall unemploym/lnt 
relief, health benefits, pensions, &c. The marked increaBlf'in 
the social expenditure of ·the State has undoubtedly been a 
material support to the spending power of the working-class 
populatioll. Moreover, there has been a notable increase in 
~llperllnnuation and pension funds set. up by employers for the 
benefit of workpeople and their dependants, and also'in other 
forms of welfare provision. 

33. Total resources: relation 01 spending to saoing.-From the 
various evidence reviewed we can only infer that, on average, 
the total resources of the wage-earning classes do not differ much 
from their pre-war level. The statistical evidence available is 
vety imperfect, and in our view does not justify any confident 
answer to the question whether the working population I\S a \\ hole 
are slightly better off or slightly worse 011 than they were in 1914. 

84. Statistics from which we have quoted in Appendix IT 
appear to show that 80 far as the unskilled worker is concerned, 
real earnings have on the average, though not in every industry, 
increased. It might be anticipated that such an increa!18 in the 
l\lwest ranges of inOOlIl'e8, and also the increase in pensions, etc., 
which we have noted, would be almost entirely devoted to an 
increased oonsumption, with a pronounced effect upon the 
standard of living. Again, it might not unreasonably be antici. 
pated that some part of the' reduction in the real earnings of 
skilled workers would be found to have depressed the 
savings of those workers rather than their consumption. 
In other words. the more even spreading of resources 
between skilled and unskilled raises a strong presumption that, 
if i~ were possible to measure spending and saving, spending 
would be found to be in a higher proporiion to saving than 
before the war; giveu 'he same total resoqrces per head, this 
would inIply some improvement in the inImediate standard of 
living. 

85. A difficulty is that the evidenos 88 to working-claaa savings 
to be derived from Post Office .ud Trustee Savings Bank deposita 
.ud National Savings Certificates doss no~ sugges~ any failure 
of ~ head savinga to keep pace with the cost of living. Prima 
1_. it might seem to suggest a B1igbl advance beyond the cost 
of living increase. bu~ the figures are far frolll conclusive: more
over. the view tha~ per head savings have increased more than 
in proportion to the cos, of living does no~ appear to be sup
ported by Co-operative Society figures (paro. /)7). 

86. Summing up, we may say that pure statimce as to 
resources on the one side (accoun' being ~en of wage-rates, 
actual earnings, unemploy.men~. social services, etc.), .ud as to 
savings on the other, migh' lead to a tentative inferenoe tha~ if 
anyCring, rather leas was being spen' on the average; this would 
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imply that, apart from certain points still to be considered, the 
average standard of living was slightly lower than before the 
War. The statistics, however, are so incomplete, they relate to 
so many different fields, in each of which there is a possibility 
of important error, and they point to 80 small a balance of 
change either way, that they do not, in our opinion, justify such 
a conclusion. It is easy to let the comparative figures for rates 
of wages in paragraphs 17 to 20 have too much influence on the 
mind. In this connection we may note an answer given by 
Professor Bowley to the question whether bis comparative state
ment would remain undisturbed if all the readjustments of wage
rates were recorded. He said that certainly he did not know in 
what direction it would be disturbed. His real wages estimate 
for August, 1924, of 100 (i.e., equal to pre-war) might well be 
some few points out on either side (Q. 3824; cf. Q. 3690). 

37. EfJidence as to c01l8umption.-Fnrther, if adequate 
statistics" as to consnmption were available, it seems likely that 
they would be quite inconsistent with any lower standard of 
living. Certain indications may be noted. There has been a 
remarkable increase in the consumption of tea* per head--6'8 
lbs. in 1913-14 and 9 lbs. in 1925-26-and the Food Council, in 
their r~cent Report on Wholesale Tea Prices (para. 28) say thaj; 
all the witner,liles whom they have examined state that there is 
very little demand for the cheaper kinds of tea in this country, 
and that of recent years the consumer has learned to prefer a 
better quality of tea to the cheaper grades. There is similar 
evidence of a demand for better quality in the case' 'of meat. The 
Royal Commission on Food Prices concluded that the aggregate 
consumption per head was much the game in the year& imme
diately preceding the War; they noted the existence of a tendency 
~ven if exaggerated by some of their witnesses-for the demand 
for cheaper cuts to fall off. (Cmd. 2390, paras. 184, 186, and 
188). Evidence as to bread tells in the same direction. The 
reduced coru.umption suggests that the worker may be buying a 
wider range of cereal and other foods, and this idea has recently 
been promiuent in trade journals. Again. a remarkable increase 
has taken place in the consumption of tobacco (c/. para. 635). 

38. General obsfffJation: opinio1l8 on the standard 0/ lifJing.
Altogether, in the present rather conflicting state of the evidence 
to be drawn from statistics, we find ourselves thrown back, as 
a matter of common sense, upon the evidence of our own and· 
other people's observations. There has been a certain con/licl; 
in the evidence from various witnesses. Mr. Walkden, principal 
witness on behalf of the En/!lish Trades Union Congress, stated 
that, on the wholt'. the infonnation of the Congress was ilial 

• The ;nereued drinking of lea is I't'Ohobly eonneeleci with Ihe deereued 
drinking of '-r and apirilo (ef. para. 621) Bnl il .p~ th.1 ~turo on 
iDtod .. ling liquor h .. more Ihan kepi pace wilh lhe rioe in lhe cool of IiYing 
inde~ : . redooed oonanmplion, lherefore, d_ nOI pnmdo any _Ira IDIUJin for 
upend.lnre on lea. 
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the standard of living was rather lower than before the War, 
real wages not being up to the pre-war standard on the whole 
in the largest industries (Q. 3106). Bailie James Walker, 
appearing on behalf of the Scottish Trades U Dion Congress, 
emphasised the continuance of distress in industrial areas in 
Scotland. His fellow witness, Mr. Duncan, speaking from his 
experience of rural areas, was of opinion that in such areBl! 
there had been a general improvement in the standard, and 
that outside purely industria.! areas wages had improved 
(Q. 2859). Severa.! witnesses had formed the opinion from 
their own personal observations, that the workers' standard had 
in general very distinctly improved (cf. Layton, Q. 2528 et ,eq. 
and BOIDley, Q. 8788). For our part, we think that the signs 
of improvement, which have impressed many observers, are con
vincing, although it is doubtless possible to rate' them too high. 
Causes contributing to a better standard may perhaps be found 
in changes in the size of the wage-eamer's family and in the 
goods and services on which he spenas his money. 

89. SillS of family: lDe1flWll.-{)wing to the faJI in the birth
rate the average number of dependent children per family is 
less than in 1914: children under 15 are shown by the census 
records to have fallen from 80'64 per cent. of the total popula
tion in England and Wales to 27'72 per cent. in 1921. Some 
set-{)ll must be allowed for an increase in the proportion of 
other dependants, for persons aged 65 and' over increased from 
6'20 per cent. of the total population in England and Wa.!ea 
in 1911 to 6'04 per cent. in 1921.* It appears likely, however, 
that the reduced size of the young family may have contributed 
not a little to improved conditions. t Farther factors making for 
improvement are matemity and child welfare (c/.' Duncan, 
Q. 2859). 

• The foU .. winJr lable 00 ... 'he proporuOD&te O(le ""d _ diaUibauon of 
the population at England ""d Wa_ ill 1911 ""d 1921 :-

1911. 1961. 

'0l0i ... ... 10.000 10,000 1'.,._ apt 0-15 8,064 2,77t 
lli-tO ',lst ',00II 
to-66 ••• 1,11.'" 1,622 
65 and 0_ ... 520 I sot 

"..,.. (\0\&1) ...." 4,Brt I 4.771 
...,.t 0-15 1.533 1,395 

15--40 1,011 \ 1.865 
,0-15 ... 1,069 1,251 
65 and 0_ 22'!6O 

,.....,., (\0\&1) ... ',I1J3 U!!8 
apt 0-15 1,1>.'11 I un 

15--40 1.171 t. UI1 
to-66 ... ._ 1,165 1,371 
'5 and 0.... !96!1" 

t Tb .. infe~_ aeri_ lUons _. __ fro .. &be ~ in ~ H .. 
P-m, lMo __ ," b7 Prof. 4. 1.. Bow107 ..... 1lia I(. B. Boa (1925). 
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40. Changes in direction of expenditure.-Visible expenditure 
may sometimes be an uncertain guide, For instance. while lack 
of proper house accommodation may compel some poor families 
to live in houses with rents disproportionately bigh in relation 

,to their incomes. it may have quite a dillerent effect on others; 
it may lead to their living in crowded conditions. and in such 
,cases some of the money saved in rent is doubtless spent in the 
cinemas and the shops, Another aspect of the housing shortage 
is that it has led to increased letting of rooms by poor persons. 
the lodgers' rents going to augment family incomes: here. again. 
there is less comfort. but there is something extra to spend. 
Altogether it seems likely that the relatively lower net expendi
ture on rent may set free a considerable amount for other expen
diture. but on balance the change may be of doubtful benefit to 
the standard of living. 

41. In some districts where large sums are distributed in out
relief. medical officers have reported a considerable improvement 
in the physical condition and general welfare of the children, 
largely due no doubt to the sYfitem of part distribution in kind. 
It cali hardly be assumed that the worker's pre-war standard 
was. for the expenditure represented. the best which could have 
been devised. Even if it was so. it does not follow that the 
same outlay now would produce the best results. since the prices 
of alternative commodities (e.g .• home and foreign meat) are 
no longer in the same relationship to one another. The cost of 
living index was designed to produce a figure showil'lg the average 
percentage increase in the cost of maintaining unchanged the 
pre-war standard of living of working.dass families (irrespec
tive of its adequacy). It is to be surmised that increases in 
the prices of some of the commodities entering into the index 
have induced readjustments of expenditure, so as to enable a 
larger quantity of consumable commodities to be purchased 
without adverse qualitative effects on the standard of living. 
A diversion of consumption from a heavily-weighted article to 
a lightly-weighted article might have this effect. 

42. We have referred to the increased drinking of tea and 
the decreased drinking of beer and spirits. The reduced con
sumption of these latter must. we think. mue for social well
being. Again, we think there is some force in Mr. Layton's 
suggestion that .. the quality of what the mass of the people can 
purchase with the margin of their income over what they have 
to spend on food. necessaries and houseroom.. has very greally 
improved." Such things as cinemas. wireless, etc.. were 
instanced (Q. 2525). Some allowance must also be made for 
the income of enjoyment which continues to be derived from 
various goods. e.g., furniture and pianos, bought in the war 
and post-war period of high earnings. 
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43. ConcIUBioll8.-0ur concl~Bionsl as to the position of the 
working population may be summed up very briefly under Ii 

few heads :- . 
(1) For the e~ployed wage-earner it appears from the purely 

statistical evidence that real earnings are on the general average 
much the SBIDe as in 1914, and, in view of considerations 
affecting piece-work, they may well be higher. . 

(2) In relation to the working population as a whole, mcreased 
IInempioyment ia a seriously depressing fa.cl<lr. On the other 
hand, earnings are more largely supplemented by unemploy
ment relief, health benefits, pensions and other welfare 
provision. 

(3) There have been great changes in the relative position of 
workers in differellt industries. Both in rates of wages and 
in steadiness of employment those in sheltered occupations have 
usually, but not always, bettered their position relatively to 
those in industries open to foreign competition. 

(4) The earnings of unskilled labour have generally improved 
relatively to those of skilled. 

(5) The last-mentioned fact raises a presumption that if 
spending and saving could be measured, spending would prove 
to be in a higher proportion to saving than before the War. 
Certain statistical evidence seems, if anything, rather contrary 
to this view, but it. is far from conolusive. 

(6) Purely statistical evidence as to the total resources and 
total BBvings of the working population may seeIl) to suggest 
that rather less is being spent than in 1914. But the evidence 
is too defective to justify. such .. conclusion, and, moreover, 
indications as to' the ·con,sumption of various important com
modities, tell in a contrary direction. 

(7) General observation points, on the whole, to some 
improvement in the standard of living. Such an improvement, 
which we believe to mst, may be partly due to the smaller 
size of families, and to changes in the direction of expenditure 
and the quality of goods available. 

(8) The evidence is insufficient to yield precise or dogmatic 
conclusions. Balancing the various considerations before us, we 
can 0011 conclude that if the worker's average standard 01. 
living differs from that of 1914, it is probably rather higher 
than lower. The present position ia, however, that while in 
acme industries large numbers have secured an improved 
standard, in others very many have suffered B reduction. 
There are thoa great changes, .and the position of the less 
fortunate is aggrsvaW hy the memory of the high pay in the 
period of boom following the War. 

«. The eomitlg$ of Uut wog_rur and total producfiotL
We must add B note relating the earnings of the wage-earner to 

~ l'iom ful'\h ... Yi~ wbtcb ........ t '- bo""" dae Cnmm.'!<e, aDd 
whie!' d<o ..... 0" t~ ~ .. of ... ry _n' .. teriaJ, I _ ... ""'-d , ... pe-' 
OponlOD that dae ''''''a" .. now nailable polD' to • __ d<o6"ite and "1>P""'iable im"","_, in _I _miJIp ODd ;" dae .1aDdanI of Ii';ag thaD io ...... 
iDdi .. W,-4. C. &a.p. . 
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the total product of ind~try and the national income. Mr. 
Layton, who perhaps represents the most optimistic section of 
expert opinion, put 1923 production at 95 per cent. of 1913, 
and had .. a very strong instinct .. that 95 per cent. was too 
low.- (Q. 2454.) Professor Bowley, on the other hand, 
has put 1923 as low as 87 per cent. These divergencies illustrate 
the serious disability under which statisticians have laboured 
arising from the lack of adequate data such as a census of 
production may partially remedy. When, however, the census 
now proceeding has been completed, it is not likely to neceBBitate 
a revision of the view that over the past lour years the standard 
of production and, correspondingly, the national income have 
fallen as compared with pre-war, and that a larger share of the 
product of industry has been taken· by labour. Professor Bowley 
suggests that this may in part be accounted for by the lower 
share of .. incomes depending on fixed rates of interest or fixed 
rents. There is no general evidence on the question whether 
the proportion received in profits or salaries has permanently 
changed, though there is little doubt that the share of profits 
in the current period of depression has been diminished." 
(E. in C. 12.) Mr. Layton points to similar considerations, 
and concludes: .. All that one can say is that there is a section, 
mainly of the Income Tax paying claBB, who quite clearly are 
worse off, and I thin k the 1088 of the national income is 
attributable partly to the loss of a. particular section, of which 
I do not attempt to estimate the size, of the Income Tax paying 
class, and partly to the fact that there is less saving;" (Q. 2534.) 
It is evident that no clear-cut, precise a.nd full explanation is 
poBBible, in the present state of statistical information. It is 
possible that a contributing cause is to be found in the effects 
of high and progressive income tsxation in restricting the con
sumption of the Income Tax paying classes (c/. p4~(J. 351 
et Beq.). 

THE STANDARD OF SAVING. 
45. As Mr. Layton observed (E. in C. 15 (b», there has never 

been an exar.t test of national saving. While, however, we 
could wish for fuller statistics, 8IItimates that have been made of 
savings before and since thl' War may be taken as a. fairly satis
factory guide to the comparative position. For 1913 total 
national savings have generally been put a.t from £350 millions 
to £400 millions. There will be better material for judging of 
the present time, when the Cen8U8 of Production now being 
prepared is complete. Until very reCently the tendency haa 
beeu to put national savings during the poei-war depression very 
low indeed, bllt more mature consideration has seemed to justify 
an estimate of something like £450 millions to £500 millions, and 
a figure in this range of magnitude haa won some acceptance 
(of. Q. 9241). The lower figure, £450 millions, was put forward 
in the Eoonow.iBt of the 10th October, 1925. The higber was 

• All Mr. Layloo added (Q. 2461) loW produ.uon oogb& 10 be 106'16 of 1913 
in order 10 1'OIIclI lbe ........ Jovel per bead of &be popola&ioD. 
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auggested in evidence before us by Mr. W. H. Coates, who, while 
he thought it was possible, in spite of difficulties, to get a. pretty 
close estima·te, was prepared to modify his figure 10 per cent., 
either upwards or downwuds. - We ue disposed to think that 
a figure of £4&0 millions to £500 millions represents the best 
.estimate than can be made with the data a.vailable; 

46. The equivalent of pr&-wu savings of £350 millions to £400 
millions woU'ld, at the mea.n, be some £650 millions, when 
aocount is taken of the higher prices and increa.eed population. 
Thus, while nominal Ba.viogs have. increased, reaJ savings 
exhibit a. decline which ma.y amount in present money values to 
something like £150 millions to £200 millions. It is fair, how
ever, to remolmber that thEl compuison is between unlike periods, 
the immediate pre-war period having been one of booming trade 
in oontrast to the recent years of depression. 

47. The only detailed estimate we have hsd before us was 
given by Mr. Cootes (E. in C. 2O), his figures, whioh relate to 
1924, being as follows ;- £ 

millions. 
Internal new issues for investment in the United 

lUngdom 89 
Internal new issues for investment abroad 185 
Addition to Na.tional Savings Certificates 8 
Increase in Treasury holdings of Bonds tendered in 

payment of DeIlth Duties 9 
Invest.ml'nts sold by the banks ... 85 
New houses ... 85 
Profits not distributed by comp&nies a.nd private traders 

but invested in own businesses; and miscella.n80us _ _ _ 194 

600 

It will be observed that the tirst two items (new issues) and 
the last (undistributed profits, etc.), account together for 83 per 
cent. of the total. We msy consider these main elementS of 
eaving in the light of certain oth« evidence put before us, taking 
undistributed profits tirst. 

48. Undistributed trade Jlrofits.-The estimate of £19,& 
millions, slmost entirely representing undistributed trade profits, 
was ba.sed by Mr. Coates upon .. tenta.tive figures which were 
extracted from official souroes for the purpose of giving parti
cular information asked for in the House of Commons." The 
figure excluded investmente made by traders in stocks end Bhare& 
outside their own concerns, these being comprised in the new 
issues items (E. ill C. lI'J). It is an impressive total, but is on 
a acale amply conlinned by estimstes, based on sample investiga
tions, which the Board of Inland Reveuue supplied to us for 
1922 and 19'28, along with compa.rable figures for 1912. The 
Board were cazeful to point out that these estimates were subjed 
to a margin of error which might be considerable. end that their 
representative eharsder was limited by ,he fad that they 
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related to no more than one pre-war and two post-war years. 
Unlike the figures of Mr. Coates, the Board's estimates, which 
we give below, (a) are confined to company reserves, as distinct 
from reserves of private traders trading alone or in partnership, 
and (b) do not attempt to exclude investments made in outside 
stocks, or indeed to analyse the reserves in any way according to 
their employment. 

--~----~' 

1912. , 1922. _. '/ 1923. 

Balenoa of undistributed 
(£ million •• ) 

102'1 
(£ million •• ) 

219'0 
(£ millione.) 

217'6 
income. 

Deduct Income Tax thereon 6'0 54'8 49'1 
(.t h. U. for 1912, 6 •. for 
1922, and 4 •. ed. for 1923). 

Net balance ... ... 96'1 164'2 168'4 ----
Iud"" of not balance ... 100 171 175 

The Board also gave us figures of total trading profits of com
panies, enabling net reserves to be remted to them as follows :-

1912. 1922. I 1923. 

(£ million •. ) (£ millioDl!) (£ milliol18.) 
Total trading t,rofits before 312 462 474 

deduction of coma Tax. 
Total profita after deduction 

of Income Tax. 
294 347 367 

Total net reservea ... ... 96'1 164'2 168'4 --
Ratio of nei reserves to Det 3396 4796 4696 

profits. 

4!'l. A general conclusion from these figures, at least for the 
selected years, is that, although net profits have not expanded 
in proportion to the rise in prices, reserves have managed to keep 
pace. If the figures of 19'22 and 19'23 are reduced to 1912 values 
by reference to the St4tiat wholesale price index, the following 
results are shown:-

Adjusted by reference to SWiat index. 

1912. 1922. 19'13. 

(£ mmionL) (£ milliOl18.) (£ milliol18.) 
Profits before payment of i 312 300 312 

Income TILL , 
Profits efter paymenl of I 294 226 242 

Income Tax. I 
Net reeervee ... "'1 96'1 100'7 110'7 
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50. A similar conclusion as to the maintenance of the pre-war 
level of this class of savings was also reached by Mr. Layton, on 
the basis of ECOfwmist figures for five years before the war and 
five years after the war. The increased percentage of net profits 
put to reserve as shown by the figures quoted above is note
worthy. It may be read as implying merely a determination to 
maintain reserves at their pre-war level. On the other hand, it 
may perhaps point to an increasing tendency for industry to 
finance itself out of its own profits. Mr. Keynes had formed the 
impression that such a tendency was at work (Q. 3902), and Mr. 
Coates was confident that it was so (E. in C.: 24; Q. 9452 
It 88q.) 

61. Aggregate company savings may then be viewed with some 
satisfaction. As we have seen, however, in dealing with the 
standard of living, the maintenance of a general level may mask 
a great diversity of movements up and down in particular depart
ments. We should expect to find a marked falling-olI in the 
reserve provision of the heavy basic industries, and a relatively 
improved position in the" sheltered" industries. The Board of 
Inland Revenue supplied us with some analysis of their total 
estimates, enabling us to give the following figures. Producers 
and manufacturers as a whole appear to have maintained their 
position well; the aggregate net amounts which they are esti
mated to have put to reaerve are £48'8 millions in 1912, .£8Hl 
millions in 1922 and .£85 millions in 1923. Within this whole 
group the mining, iron and steel and associated industries are 
in a much less fortunate position, the figures being £22 millious 
for 1912, £19'6 millions lor 1922, and £28'8 millions for 1923; 
the textile industries are estimated to have put a net £8'1 
millions ~ reaerve in 1912; 1922 shows the aatisCactory figure 
of £11'4, millions, but in "1928 there is a drop to £12'5 millions. 
Transport (induding shipping)-taken as a second group
shows a falling 01I from £10'8 millions in 1912 to the low figures 
of £5'4 millions in 1922, and £6'9 millions in 1923. We are left 
with the distributive trades (wholeaale and retail), and finance 
and insurance-all known to have been relatively prosperous 
_nd a miscellaneous group, consisting most largely of concerns 
whose main a"8tlts are abroad. Thl' estimated totals for th_ 
groups are £36'5 millions in 1912, £71'6 millions in 1922. and 
£76'5 millions in 1923. 

5\!. The" figures we have quoted are throughout exclusive of 
the allowances granted under the Income Tu: Acts in respect 
01 the wear and tear of plant and machinery. The Board of 
Inland Revenue point out that these allowances, which are very 
considerable, .. may righUy be considered as a fund, freed from 
Income Tax, at the disposal of compsnies for maintaining their 
industrial equipment, a fund ont of which machinery, ships. etc., 
when obeolete and wom-ou~ t'Iln be replaced without drawing on 
reserves accumulated out of tued profits ": they add that the 
allowances should be taken into aocount ... if regard is to be had 
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to the total sums available for the preservation and development 
of industry." This reminder is particularly needed in the case of 
transport 'where the allowances for wear and tear are estimated 
to have reached the high totals of £101l millions in 1912, £18'7 
millioI)8 in 1922, and £17'1 millions in 1923. 

53. The most serious factor in the position is clearly the 
decline in the internal savings of the heavy industries, which, 
in addition to providing essential plant and machinery for home 
trade, manufacture so largely for export; the transport position is 
also very unsatisfactory. The general maintenance of company 
savings, therefore, while a ground for satisfaction, does not 
justify any complacency. 

54. New issues.-It is in the subscriptions to new issues that 
the main deficiency in current savings must be looked for. We 
were given figures for the pre-war and post-war quinquennia by 
Mr. Layton, according to which,' if the high figure for 1920 
(£330 millions) be excluded, the average nominal amount is 
about the same. Mr. Layton regarded the current nominal 
figures as .. if anything slightly below those for representative 
years before the war." While new issues do not necessarily 
represent a net addition to national savings, for they cannot be 
dissected so 8S to exclude all foreign subscriptions or-with cer
tainty-shares taken up by those already in ownership of the 
business, or again capitalisation of bank loans, the comparative 
figures so far as they go, suggest a slower rate of saving (E. in C. 
15 (b) (ii) ). At their face value, indeed, they suggest a decline 
of something like £100 millions after adjustment by reference to 
wholesale prices. If the figures could be purged of all elements 
other than genuine .ne"\\, savings, the resultant difference might 
he found to be considerably higher. In any case it must be noted 
that, as subscriptions by companies and other bodies are 
included, no clear light is thrown on the savings of individuals. 

55. Dealing with the character of savings, Mr. Layton gave 
the following table analysing new issues of 1913- and of 1921 to 

,1923 as tending to confirm the .. general expectation that the 
public is playing for safety." (E. in C., 17.) 

New HOm6 1881/£8 1M" Industrial Purposes. 

OrdiDary. I PrefereDOO. I Debenture. I TotaL 

(£ millioDL) (£ milliollL) (£ milliooa.) (£ millioDL) 
1913 20'0 20'6 13'0 53'6 
1921 17'9 14'4 56'8 89'1 
1922 12'3 12'9 50'4 75'6 
1923 14'0 15'2 37'8 67'0 

The large figures for debentures are not, we think, wholly to be 
ascribed to a playing for safety. The marked increase in 1921 
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and 1922 is to be ascribed, in part at lellSt, to the inability of 
compa.nies to place ordinary ahares, and to some slight shifting 
in the relative oontent (lIS to security and yield) of the term 
debentures. 

56. In regard to investment' abroad, Mr. Layton pointed out 
that while .. in the five years before the War there were £48~ 
millions of foreign investments and £381 millions of colonial 
investments, in the five years since the War there have been 
£145 millions of foreign investments, fl,nd £321 millions 
of colonial investments." (E. in C., 18.) Here, again, 
allowance must be made for the abnormn.1 cha.racter of the 
post-war years-the lack of foreign demand owing to disturbed 
conditions, and also the embargo on foreign loana in f"rce for 
part of the period. Nothing can be inferred as to the fnture 
cour~e of foreign and oolonial investment. . 

57. lVorking-c!tJ8s 8atlings.-It is difficult to assign the relative 
shortage in savings to any particular section of the community. 
There are no satisfactory statistics of working-clllSs savings. 
We give in Appendix IV tables showing the Post Office and 
Trustee Savings Bank deposits from 1913 onwards, and also 
statistics of National Savings Certificates. Theae might seem to 
suggast that, despite the prevalence of unemployment and the 
apparently improved standard of oonsumption among the 
employed, the worker is, on the average, saving not le88 but 
slighUy more than in pre-wal' times. We agree, however, with 
Mr. lAyton that the figures of the su.vings bapks do not lead 
to an~' definite conclusion aa regards su.vings out of current earn
ings, both becauae (as he points out) the increase in their funds 
can be accounted for by the surplus of interest received over 
interest paid (Q. 2493), and alao because depositors are lIot ('U1I

fined to members of the working-cla88es. The acconnts o( 
building aocieties are similarly inconclusive. and the li,.- of 
()Oo<)perative societies, 80 far aa an:v inference can be d.-Awn 
frow a comparison of the share capital per head do not point to 
increased su.vings. Again, the statistics of Savings Certificates 
Ilfford no we guidance. We note that the Montagn Committee 
of 1929 were only able to expresa the opinion that .. at leaat 
half .. of the total sold up to the 31st March. 1922, represented 
Bubscriptiona by thoae claasea whoae needs the certificates were 
primarily intended to meet. (Cmd. 1865.) It is certain that a 
very large volume is held by cl'88ea outside thoae we are DOW 
considt'rinll. bu' in the absence 01 statistics no very definite inler
ence call be drawn. 

68. Saflifagl 0/ u.. 1_ Tu paY'''g c:lG&6.-Worlring-claas 
savings, however. form a small percentage of the total savings 
by individuals. There haa evidently been a decline in saving 
in the Income Tax paying classes as a whole. bu& there is no 
clear evidence for ita allocation. We shall consider later 
what infiuence taxation is likely to have had_ Here 
we may note tha'. 88 Mr. Layton pointed ont (E. ia C. 
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15 (b) (i», ,a class of .savings which has been well main
tained is that of life insurance. Life insurance may be regarded 
as a kind of thrift especially practised by the possessors of small 
and moderate incomes; this is borne out by the relatively high 
proportion of policy moneys in the smaller estates liable to 
Estate Duty. But if such persons insure as much as they did 
formerly, it does not by any means follow that their total savings 
have kept up to the old level. Provision for life insurance is 
commonly regarded as a first, cla~ on the sa~ings of moder~te 
incomes, and it is the balance avaIlable for free mvestment whIch 
is most likely to suffer either from a contraction of income or 
from freer spending. Moreover, it may be. the ~act! as Mr. 
Layton thought it probably was, tha~ the habIt of bfe lDsurance 
is increasing (Q. 2570), and certaInly the Income Tax laws 
encourage people to invest in this direction. 

59. We do not think there are any reliable data for a com
parison of spending now and before the War. Many people 
have formed the opinion from their own observation that extrav .... 
gance and luxury have increased, but this may merely mean 
that pleasure-spending has become more socially obtrusive than 
before, without having neceasarily grown in amount. Thus, it 
may be that there is more lavish expenditure in restaurants, danc
ing, etc., but that this is more or less balanced by reduced expen
diture at home; some confirmation may be found for this idea in 
the decreased number of domestic servant8-1,149,ooo in 1921 
as compared with 1,314,O()() in 1911. 
. 60. ConclU8ion.~nerally we conclude that 'the falling off 
m the national savings, equal to £150 millions or £200 millions 
at present-.iay prices, gives ground for anxiety but not for pessi
mism. It would be unreasonable to expect that in a period of 
severe trade depression, due to deep and world-wide causes,_ there 
should be an abundant flow of savings. It is not clear from the 
general trend of the evidence before us that the diminished flow 
has been inadequate to meet corrent trade demands. When 
those demands increase, we do no* doubt that savings will answ~r 
to the stimulus; but the need for capital may be very great, anil 
it would be unwise to assume that there will be no shortage. 
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SECTION II. 

THE GROWTH, &c., OF THE NATIONAL DEBT 

61. In dealing with that part of our reference which requires 
us to consider and report on the National Debt, we propose to 
arrange ollr examination in the . first. place according to the 
followil;lg divisions:-

(a.) The composition of the debt as at the Slst March, 
1926 ; 

(b) The external debt and its distinction from the internal 
debt; 

(c) The special features of the Floating Debt; 
(,j) The growth of the internal debt during the War 

period and the red uction since made; 
(e) The results of oonversion operations; 
(Il The policy of issuing loans at a large discount; 
(g) The attac:hment of special taxation privileges to loans; 
(h) The interest charge and the prospects of a decrease 

therein as the result of conversion operations; 
(i) The relation of the price level to the burden of the 

debt; 
(j) The present Sinking Fund and its allocation. 

62. We are concerned not so much with the consideration of 
the merits or demerits of operations now past as with the posi
tion which they have brought about, and the questions of future 
policy to which they give rise. To some extent, however, account 
has to be taken of the effects of contractual obligations in respect 
of loans already issued, and of certain other features of the finance 
of the war and post-war periods. These points are deal~ with 
in the body of our Report, but we have for convenience of 
reference also abown in an Appendix (No. V) the growth and 
subsequent reduction of the debt year by year and the main 
features of the seVl'rai loans issued. 

68. We limit our enquiry almos, ensirely to that part of the 
National DeM commonly known as the deadweight debt, against 
which no particular assets are held, as distinct from the Other 
Capital Liabilities. whicb represent borrowings for reproductive 
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purposes or for capital works of a durable nature. The creation 
of new debt of the latter category is at present p,ractically limited 
to borrowings for the extension of the telephone system and for 
the temporary financing of the Unemployment Insurance Fund, 
and the interest and repayment charges are in almost all cases pro
vided out of Votes of Parliament instead of, as with the dead
weight debt, out of the Consolidated Fund. These borrowinits 
are now raised entirely from the National Debt Commissioner.. 
and, though diverting funds in the hands of those Commissioners 
which might otherwise be invested in other Government issue". 
they are obviously of minor importance in relation to the 
question with which we have to deal. 

64. The deadweight debt itself is usually divided into three 
categories-the funded debt, te~able ann~ities, and th~ ~
funded debt, in which the Floatmg Debt IS generally dIstIn
guished. The funded debt comprises those loans which have 
no fixed date for repayment, the stockholder having therefore 
no claim to the repayment of principal. In this country, how
ever, no debt is perpetual in the sense that it cannot be repaid, 
since in every case the Government has reserved an option to 
repay on or after a fixed date upon the terms laid down at the 
time of the loan issue. Prior to the War almost the whole of 
the debt was in this form, but since 1914 there has been only 
one funded issue, the 3i per cent. Conversion Loan. 

65. The Terminable Annuities falling within the deadweight 
debt are of relatively unimportant size, and consist almost 
entirely of ,the liability of the National Debt Commissioners to 
the public in respect of annuities sold for life and for terms of 
years. The issue· of these annuities is now limited to life 
annuities which may be paid for in Government stock or in 
cash. Cash so received is applied to the purchase and can
cellation of Government stock, and stock directly transferred 
is cancelled, the instalments of the annuities set up being 
charged upon the Consolidated Fund. 

66. The unfunded debt consists of those loans which are 
redeemable at a definite date, with or without an option to repay 
at an earlier date. It is into this class that the greater part 
of existing debt falls. That part of the unfunded debt known 
as the Floating Debt is commonly limited to Treasury Bills 
and Ways and Means advances, and it is in that sense that 
we use the term in this Report. It is to be observed, however, 
that the line between the Floating Debt and other forms of un
funded debt cannot be regarded as rigid, since short-term loans, 
and even longer.term loans approaching the date of maturity, 
approximate to the character of Floating Debt. 

67. Turning now to the deadweight debt, we find that on the 
31st March, 1914 (when the figure$ were practically the same 
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as those at the outbreak of war) it amounted to a total of 
£649,770,000 made up as follows:-

Funded Debt: 
2i- per cent. Consols . 
21 per cents. . ... 
2i- per cents. 

... 539,428,000 
3,828,000 

29,816,000 
Debts to the Banks of 

England and Ireland ... 13,646,000 

Terminable Annuities 
Unfunded Debt: 

Treasury Bills 
Exchequer Bonds 

13,000,000 
20,500,000 

586,718,000 
29,552,000 

33,500,000-

£649,770,000-

68. After the borrowings of the war period the debt reached 
its peak at the end of December, 1919. The division on the 
81st March, 1920, which does not differ substantially, is shown 
below, with the comparative figures as on the 31st March, 1926 ~ 

Internal Debt: 
Funded Debt 
Terminable Annuitiea 
Treasury Bill~ 
Ways and Means Ad. 

vances 
Other Unfunded Debt ... 

External Debt 

31st March, 31st March. 
1920. 1926 . 

.£ £ 

314,952,000 
19,314,000 

1,056,'696,000 

204,887,000 
4.,955,182,000 
1,278,713,000 

£7 ,881,744,000 

1,073,521,000 
12,639,000 

564,855,000 

139,441,000 
4,714,692,000 
],110,768,000 

£7 ,615,916,000 

The uternal debt on the 31st March, 1920, included 
Treasury Bills issued as collsteral for loans payable ahroad » 
a total of £48,622,000. On the same date the National Deb~ 
Commissioners held (until drawn or paid off) Funding Loan 
and Victory Bonds amounting to £2,965,000, which had been 
tendp.red in payment of death dutiea; the corresponding figure 
on 31st March, 1926, "'88 £57,271,000. 

The increase in the face value 01. the debt during the war and 
immediate post-war periods (n>.garding the Victory Bonds and 
Funding Loan referred to above as redeemed) was thus £7,179 
millions. and the reduction since effected amoun'" ~ 
.!'2711 millions. 
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69. The ·tot .. l interest charge in 1925-26, which was 
naturally on a' somewhat larger body of debt than was out
standing at the end of the year, and which includes interest on 
the Funding Loan a.nd Victory Bonds held by the National 
Debt Commissioners, was practically £307 millions divided as 
shown below. The comparative figures for 1919-20 are also 
given ;- 1919-20. 1925-26. 

£ £ 
Interest on Funded Debt 7,900,000 33,199,000 
Interest included in Termin

able Annuities 
Interest on Treasury Bills ... 
Interest on Ways and Means 

Advances 
Interest on other Unfunded 

Debt 
Interest ~n External Debt 

557,000 
44,810,000 

12,398,000 

218,115,000 
38,745,000 

402,000 
25,291,000 

1,881,000 

212,882,000 
33,340,000 

·£322,525,000 ·£306,995,000 

70. In the comparison of both the eapital figures and the 
interest charge, account has to be taken of the manner in 
which the issues of National Savings Certificates are treated. 
In the capital account these figure at their issue price only. 
Budget provision for interest is made only to the extent to 
which it is anticipated that interest will actually fall to be paid 
in the year on certificates presented for repayment. A note 
in the Finance Accounts shows, however, the approximate 
liability for. interest accumulated but nnpaid ; on the 
31st March, 1926, this was estimated at £100 millions 
(ct. para. 998). 

It should also be noted that National War Bonds, which are 
repayable at a small premium varying with the life of the bonds, 
are included in the debt accounts at par. 

,THE EXTERNAL DEBT. 
(1) F&TURES DISTINGUISHING EXTERNAL FROM INTERNAL DEBT. 

(II) PRESENT POSITION OF THE EXTERNAL DEBT. 

(1) Features distinguishing' external from internal debt. 
71. It will be most convenient in the first place to deal with 

the external debt, which, sa will be seen from the table given 
above, now amounts to £1,111 millions. External debt 
differs in important respe\!1s from internal debt of whateve. 
description, and it is desirable to draw the distinction at once 
as clearly as we can. Most of our witnesses who discussed the 
matter pointed to the contrast between the internal debt, as 
involving a mere transfer of purchasing power within the 
community, and the external debt, aa involving a transfer of 
goods and services to other countries. The contrllst is justified . 

• Tbcee 'wo year. are uD8uiiabie for detdHed comparison .. the 1919-20 
ftgn ... include only balfa year'. iulereot on tbe d.bt to 'be Uniled Stalell 00",",
ment, and u debt .... atilt increasing in tbat year. C/., bowe .. er, para. 1R2,. Hq. 
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The service and redemption of the external debt are decidedly 
more onerous in nature in themselves, to the country taken 
as a· whole, than the service and redemption of the internal 
debt. So much is clear. There is, however, a danger in 
isolating the present yearly' transfer of income and losing 
sight of the war background. It may lead to the idea that 
heavy internal borrowing does not very much matter, since it 
leaves behind no real burden. We propose, then, in the follow
ing paragraphs to analyse briefly the two forms of borrowing, 
Bnd to draw some comparison between them. 

72. If a loan is incurred by a country for industrial 
development, the expenditure will set up a fund for paying 
the interest and repaying the capital. If the fund is adequate 
(or, in other words, if the profits of the enterprise.au good 
enough), there will be no real burden, whoever the creditor 
may be. No general rule can be laid down to decide whether 
internal or external borrowing is to be preferred. The balance 
of advantage will depend on the ecooomic situation at the 
oountries concerned. Thus, for a young or expanding country, 
poaaessed of large undeveloped natural resouroes, it may be 
essential to borrow ahroad, if its progrese is riot to be impeded. 

73. When a Government borrows money for war, the 
expenditure is, in an economic sense, unproductive. That is 
to say, it does not in general add to the productive capital of 
the country; it.doe~ not create any fund of new wealth out of 
which the debt obligations can be met. Internal 'and external 
borrowing act here in different ways.· The root difference lies 
in the fact that the former, like taxation, involves an immediate 
using up of tbe country's own resources,. while the latter draws 
upon the resources of the foreign lender. 

74. The lWar, except so far as the money for it was raised 
abroad, had clearly to be paid for immediately, and the 
burden on the community as a whole could not be thrown on 
to' future generations. There was a drain on the nation'" 
wealth at the time, l'88ulting in actual or eoonomic damage, 
except 80 far as the money raised in taxes or loans was 
provided by extra saving or industrial effort. The main heads 
under which the damage may be classified are tbe \ass of 
fon>ign ~urities. the using up of potential capital which would 
normally have flowed into productive industry, the depletion 
of existing capital, and the depreciation of asseta not employed 
for war purposes. 

75. The losa to the nation was, of course, due to the 
expenditure, and not to the particular method of financing it. 
The burden of expenditure was incurTed once and for all by 
the nation as a whole; 80 fBI' as it was met by taxation, it 
WI\8 immediately shared out between individual citizens; 80 

far as it was met by internal War Loans, the tax burden on the 
individual was postponed. the subscriber receiving a claim to 
future goods and services in exchange for his mooey_ claim 
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which could only be met by future taxation on himself and 
his fellow citizens. 'rhe loans entailed a subsequent annual 
transfer of wealth within the community for payment of 
interest and repayment of capital. This tranefer, which is 
the burden to be attributed to the internal deLt it.elf-l\s 
distinct from the war expenditure behind it-does' not destroy 
wealth: it merely re-distributes wealth (with undoubteclly 
important effects) within the community. 

76. While the internal debt is owed by the natioll to some 
of its citizens, the external debt is owed by the nation as a 
whole to other countries, now in the main to the United States 
of America. The external debt did not, at the time when if. 
was contracted, exhaust any of this country's wealth; inst.ead, 
the lending countries transferred to us part of theIr wealth, 
and we gave them in return a claim on our subsequent pro
duction. In consequence, our wealth is now being consumed 
yee.r by year in payment of interest and Sinking Fnnd, the 
payment taking the form of an export of goods and services 
which do not pay for any imports in return. 

77. This is obviously a real and heavy burden to the country 
as a. whole, and is directly attributable to the externa.l debt; 
it is in quite a· different category from the transfer within the 
country which the internal debt necessita.tes. The difference 
must, however, be traced to the fa.ct that the war expenditure 
associated with the external debt laid no burden upon us, as 
that associated with the internal debt did. In the one case 
we were using goods and services lent to us by other countries 
-resources which were of the utmost value in enabling UB 

to finance ,the War; the transa.ctions did not hurt us a t the 
time, but the debt ha.d afterwa.rds to be repaid. In the other 
ease we were spending our own wealth, and a.s a. community 
were suffering at once, although the a.pportionment of the 
burden amongst individuals is still proceeding. 

78. We ha.ve said that, so far as the War was financed by 
interna.l loans, the tax-burden on the individua.l was postponed. 
We do not forget, however, that part of the borrowing 
involved inflation which, a.s is well-known, opemte& a.& a. kind 
of covert tax, with features far worse than those of any avowed 
tax in our system. The inflationa.ry .. tax" is not a.djusted 
in any way to the amount of the individual's fortune, and, as 
between fortunes of the same amount, it benefits one class and 
hurts another, imposing a heavy burden on people with fixed 
incomes. 

79. We may now notice two disadvantages of the external 
debt. A toll on production, whether by taxation or by 
borrowing, is more easily met if, under the special impulse 
of war, all industry is in full awing, tha.n afterwards in the 
difficult period of reconstruction, when workers who have been 
engaged in war service are being painfully re-a.b80rbed into the 
industries of peace, and when international tra.de is ha.mpered 
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by unstable currencies, multiplication of tarilf. and disorganised 
markets.. It may reasonably be hoped that the incubus of the 
external debt will be lightened when trade improves, although 
this must depend on many factors. At the Bame time the trade 
cycle must be expected to bring with it periods of depression 
such as were not experienced during the intensive demand 
crested by the War. Thus the burden of war expenditure 
financed by home borrowing fell upon production at a time 
when production was stimulated to great activity. The external 
debt falls upon it year in, year out, the good years having' to 
be taken with the bad. 

SO. Secondly, the lORa to our national production due to the 
external debt, cannot be eatimated until the whole of that debt 
bas been pe.id off. Goods were in effect lent to us by America 
at II time when the purchasing power of the gold dollnr (in terms 
of which the debt is fixed) was much depreciated. The 1088 to 
our production depends on the value of gold year by year as 
our payments are made, Other things being equal, the burden 
to the nation as a whole, and not merely to individual taxpayers, 
will be accentuated or relieved, according 118 the purchasinlf power 
01 gold over British labour and capital increases or dimmisbe&. 
But an alleviation of the burden due to the value of gold 
Buddenly falling back to something like the level at which the 
debt was ineurred would be very dearly purchased. for it would 
mean rapid inflation' with all its attendant evil. A Budden fall 
in the value of gold is, therefore, not to be desired, although II 
slow diminution might be benelicial. The nation must face the 
proaped of repaying the debt by goods and aervicea considerably 
in exoe88, according to any commercial standard, of those which 
were received. On the other hand, the 3-8i per cent. basis on 
\vhich the debt has been funded must, if it is throughout lese 
than the commercial rate, be regarded 118 a set.oJr. 

81. We have spoken advisedly of the purchasing power of 
gold over .. British labour and capital." As Professor Pigou 
pointed out to U8, the common way of asseBBing the burden of 
t be debt accardiug to the value of gold in British goods is not 
strictly a('.Curate. .. If II given quantity of our labour and 
('npital oornes for any reason to be worth leaa gold than before, 
that menns, of oourse, that the real burden of the debt, which 
is a fixed sum of gold, is inereased. But it would not be oorreet 
to say that, if the value of the things produced by Englishmen 
beronles less relatively to gold, therefore, necessarily, the burden 
inCl'<'Ases, because the value of those things may become less 
n>latively to gold owing to labour and a.pital beooming more 
efficient. In those eireumstanoee the labour and capital would 
huy as much gold lIB before, but a greater quantity of goods .. 
(Q. 55!}). As regards the immediate future it may be accurate 
enough. as it is eertainly convenient, to contrast goJa with goods. 
rather than with their less immediate 1If:IOree. But, on a long 
'Ylew. Professor Pigou '8 distinction is of practical '9Il1ue. 
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82. We are not attempting to indicate our views as to the 
future course of gold prices. We have three reasons for 
refraining: in the first place, we have not been asked as a Com
mittee to examine the special questions of banking policy with 
which the future of gold is deeply implicated: in the second 
place, the future of gold is beyond the region of reasonably 
safe prediction, if only because, in collsequence ~f the War, 
so much of the existing gold st?ck of the ~orld IS ~ow con
centrated in one country, the United States: ID the third pla~e, 
in the very act of pointing to the uncertainty of the future pnce 
of gold, we are indicating one of the seri~uB di&ad~antages of 
the external debt, and that, at the moment, IS our maID purpose. 

83. We may notice one further point which. has been refe.rr:ed 
to by some of our witnesses. Payments of IDterest to Bnb~h 
residents on internal loans are subject to Income Tax, while 
interest on external loans is exempt. This difference appears, 
011 the face of it, to constitute a clear advantage in favour of 
the internal loan. In reality, however, it only does so to a very 
limited extent. It is true that, when a loan is raised at home, 
a new 'source of taxable income is created. But. so far as tbe 
money put into War Loans consists of savings which would 
equally have been made if there had been no loan and would 
have gone into industrial, &c., investments, a new source of 
income would have been created in any case. 

84. When a loan is raised in a foreign country, no new source 
of taxable income is created, but on the other hand there is no 
interference with the investment of' this conntry's savings in 
other directions. Consequently, so far as Income Tax goes, 
there is no plain difference, from the point of view of the State's 
advantage, between an internal debt at 5 per cent. subsrribed 
out of savings and an external debt at 5 per cent. free of tax. 

85. When, however, the flotation of internal loans calls into 
being savings which would otherwise not have been made at all, 
the power to tnx the interest is a real point in its favour. Such 
extra savings, may be induced by, e.g., appeal to the patriotic 
motive, or an offer of specially favourable terms. Again they 
may be obtained by inflation. In these cases there is no diver
sion of funds that would normally have gone into industry; 
there is the creation of an additional, not merely a substituted, 
source of taxable income. To borrow abroad clearly does 
not. bring into being any addition to the taxable income; to a 
certain extent then it may involve a heavier burden on the 
community. At the same time, in so far as the internal loan 
is financed by inflation, the tax advantage will last only so long 
as the inflation is not wiped out by subsequent deflation
procured throngh real savings extracted from the people by 
taxation or otherwise--and, in general, therefore, it can only be 
regarded &8 a temporary advantage. 
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8S. We are, of oourse, aware that the expediency of raising 
a debt abroad may rest on something quite different from any 
comparison of immediate measurable costs. It may, for instance, 
be preferred on the widest grounds a.s an alternative to inflation, 
or again it may be the only method of financing the purcha.se 
abroad of essential goods. 

(ID Pre&ent. position of the eillternal debt. 
87. Of the total external debt a.s at the 31st March, 192~ 

£1,111 million_liaS millions consisted of loans made to this 
country by certain Allied Governments. The debt settlement 
concluded for the repayment of the Italian debt to this country, 
provided for the contra. repayment to Italy of £22,200,000 
(inclutled in the above figure of £136 millions) by instalmenta 
commencing in 1928. The provisional debt agreement for the 
settlement of Fiance's debt to this country leaves the sum of 
£53,500,000 as a non interest bearing debt of France to Great 
Britain, the repayment of which will be settled by a further 
agreement, the British Government meanwhile retaining the 
corresponding amount of gold which is included in the £136 
millions of loons made by allies. The bal&nce of £60 millions 
represents loans from Russia. and may be regarded a.s a.vailable 
for set off against the debt owing by tha.t Government to this 
oountry. 

88. Of the remaining £975 millions, the debt to the United 
Stotes Governmen, &oCcounts for £931 millions Tbe balance 
of £44 millions comprises:-

Central Artrentine Railwa.y Company (due 
in 1926-27) ... 8,082,000 

51 per ('('nt. Straits Settlements Dollar 
Loan (due in 19'J8..29) ... 3,841,000 

5~ per cent. 10 years Dollar Bonds (due 
in 1929-80) ... 4,001,000 

I) per cent. Straits Settlements Dollar Loan 
(due in 1929-80) ... 4,315,000 5. per cent. 20 year Dollar Bonds (due in 
1936-87) 29,504,000 

Anl!lo-French Loan 41 per cent. Bonds 
(due in 1940-41) ... 8,000 

89. The great bulk of the external debt-the debt due to the 
Unitl'd States Government-is now in the form of a terminable 
annuity under the agreement concluded in 1923. The repay
ment of principal is to be made by in.tolments whi"h 00IIl

men"ea on the 15th December, 1923, at $23,000,000 and con
tinue until the 15th December, 1984. with a payment on that 
date of $175.000.000. Thl! _Ie of int'rease of principal repay
numt. is irre/llllar but may be illustrated by the following 
exnmpll'8 :-I9'.!7-$25.ooo.000: 1933 to 1936-$32.000.000: 
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1944 to 194jl-$46,OOO,OOO: 1954 to 1956--$64,000,000: 1963-
$83,000,000; 1973---$123,000,000: 1980-$156,000,000. Interest. 

-on the bonds outst&nding is payable half-yearly at the rate of 
8 per cent until 16th December, 19311, and at 8l per ~ent. there
after. Interest and repayment together represent, at par of 
exchange, approximately £33,000,000 II year foJ! the first 
10 ye&r& (i.e., until the higher rate of interest takes elJect) and 
thereafter approximately £38,000,000 per annum. 

90. It is not necessary for our purposes to review the many 
loans raised abroad during the War and since repaid. In th& 
main these loans were required to finance the purchase of food
stuffs and war material in the Countries concerned, and with few 
exceptions were itt short-dated form. The total outstsnding 
on the 31st March, 1919, was £1,865 millions, which was rMuced 
to £1,278 millions at the end -of the following year, mainly by 
setting off a part of the indebtedness to Canada again&t sums du& 
to this country. Since then the net reduction in the external 
debt has amounted to £168 millions, but this figure represents 
less than the total gross repayments made, since in the same 
period the debt was substantially added to by the capitalisation 
of accrued interest on the debt to the United States Government 
under the repayment agreement, and by minor adjustments of
other debts. 

91. In the year 1925-26 the actnal interest charge in respect 
of external debt was just over £33 millions or about one-ninth 
of the total issues for interest in that year. In addition, capital 
repayments to the United Ststes Government required the issu& 
of practically £5 millions. 

911. The problems involved in the repayment of the external 
loans raised during the War have been greatly eased by th& 
energetic measures taken immediately aJtf'.r the War to deal 
with the position. In the result snme £2611 milliorui (groas) of 
debt due to various countries has been redeemed by cash pay
ment since l&t April, 1920. Apart frOIn the annual paYment. 
to the enited States Goveruwenfi, the items remaining are com
paratively small, and their redemption should not occasion any 
great difficulty. The 10-year Dollar Bonds, it may be ncted. 
are convertible into National War Bonds, an option freely exer
cised in recent years. Whether or not it may be practicable or 
de&irable to take advantage of the option to accelerate repayment 
to the Uriited States Government it is too early yet to foresee. 
There is obviously a limit to 'the amount which can lie tra~ 
ferred abroad without -damaging effects on industry in fibis 
country, and an increase in the present annual burden is bardly 
to be contemplated until trade conrufiions improve. 

THE INTERNAL DEBT. 
93. The full nature of the burden involved in fihe paymenfi of 

interesfi on, and the repaymenfi of, internal debt will come to light 
in the course of our Report, as we diacuss the effects of taxation. 
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It is clear -there is no money burden upon the community as a 
whole, and no destruction at' purchasing power, but the existence 
of the debt necesr.itates the l8\>-ying of higher rates of taxation 
than would otherwise be necessary, a process which must ha.ve 
economic consequences, while 'the transfer of resources must 
influence the extent of &'Bving& and the distribution of wealth. 
These effects we examine in BOrne detail-in later sections of our 
Report <of. e8pecially 11MB. 260 fit Beq.). 

94. The extent of the internal tra.nsfer for interest and its 
relation to the Budget receipts of the year (in which Post Office 
receipts in excess of expenditure are substituted for the gross 
receipts) are shown in the following table:-

Year. Budge' Beoelplo. Inlemal Deb' f p....mlage of 
Intereal 001. 2 ro col. 1. 

(! lbouoandL) (! lbouoaudL) " 1918-14 ... . .. 178,636 , 16,728 9'68 
1919-YO .. , ... ,1,296,421 283,780 21'90 
19j()..21 ... ... 1,876,485 808,664 211-42 
1921-211 ... ... 1,068,480 286,662 28'78 
1922-28 ... ... 864,166 286.671 80'48 
1928-24 ... ... 78V,358 269,914 84'28 
1924-26 ... ... 749,066 272,777 86'08 
1926-116 ... ... 758,1111 278,665 86'42 

- We tum now to a brief ex&mination of the growth of the 
,internal deb' during the war period, and the subsequent 

reductions made, taking first t-he Floating Debt. 

FLOATING DEBT. 
95. The extent to which the Governmen' had recourse during 

the war period to borrowing on Treasury Billa and by Ways and 
Meana Advan!'88 is shown in the following table of the amounts 
outstanding at various dates, including Bills i88Ued as collateral 
for external loans. 

- ,...."., Billa. W~andll_ Ad_ TolaI. 

Sin JIuob, 1916 
(.t tbolllOlHlL) (.t tho_cia.) (£ tboaancla.) ... 666,828 19,896 586,72t .. 1917 ... 463,705 1117,626 681.281 

u 1918 ... 978,«4 192,271 1,166.715 
1, 1919 ... 957,286 4M.m 

I 
1,41i,228 

SO\h u .... 1919 (poU) 796,000 774,000 1,670,000 
81n II ...... 1920 ... 1,107.818 1104,887 1,812,106 .. 1921 ... 1,1110,841 IM,~ 1,2760880 

n 19H ... 877,114 147,!101 l,ot4.616 .. 1m ... 616,010 19S,89'l 809.907 .. 19'i!4 ... 668.820 186,166 774,415 .. 1926 ... 676,610 166,586 142,196 .. 1926 ... r.&4,868 139,441 'IOl,i96 

B 
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96. The part played by borrowings from the Bank of Engla.nd 
on the security of Ways and Means in increa.sing the volume of 
purchasing power and the level of prices is well-known, and was 
fully exa.mined by the Committee on Currency and Foreign 
Exchanges after the Wa.r. Ina.ccordance v.ith the policy 
advocated by that Committee, borrowings in this form from the 
Bank of England a.re now limited to such sums as are required 
to meet purely temporary necessities in anticipation of revenue 
l'eceipts or permanent borrowings. The amounte SDOWD as out
standing on the 31st March, 1926, consisted entirely of borrow
ings from Government Departments, which a.re in .the nature 
of a. book-keeping tra.nsaction only. 

97. Of the Treasury Bills in issue, a proportion ie also held by 
Government Depa.rtments or on account of Government Funds. 
Sir Otto Niemeyer, giving evidence in November, 1925, thought· 
that the amount 80 held was in the neighbourhood of £150 
millions (Q. 8704), a. figure which would tend to be reduced as 
certain war transactions were clea.red up, but which depended 
Ja.rgely upon the circulation of Currency Notes (Q. 8713). The 
amount of bills held by the public at that time may, therefore, 
be put at about £400 to £450 millions, but no definite informa.
tion is ava.ilable rega.rding the distribution of the holdings. 

98. With few exceptions, the witnesses who dealt with the 
Floating Debt position have not considered the present amount 
·as in any way dangerous, and have not, therefore, seen any need 
for special measures for its reduction. Consider4ble emphasis 
has been laid upon the oompa.rative chea.pness to the Government 
of this form of borrowing. Mr. Keynes, in pa.rticuJa.r, con
sidered that the criterion of the amount of debt to be held in a. 
short-dated form should be provided by the appetite of the in
vestment market for that type of security and that it would be 
sound policy to mainta.in the shari-dated debt permanently at j 
high fignre, if that high fignre could be kept afloa.t a.t a. ra.te of 
interest lower (on the a.vernge) than the rate on long-term debt. 
In his view, the idea. tha.t there wa.s something unsa.fe in ma.in
ta.ining the &hort-term debt permanenLly at a high fignre wa.s 
hsed on fa.Jee analogy with the case of a private individual or of 
a compa.ny. (Eo. p. 'A77, E. in C. : 'A). 

99. Lord Bmdbury expl'essed the view that the Floating Debt 
was not at the present moment an active agent of financial or 
economic mischief, a.nd· that, so long as the public and the ba.nks 
continued to trea.t it a.s .. investment," it diJfered little in its 
na.ture 01' in its effects from a. long-da.ted Government stock with 
a variable rate of interest. He indicated, however, that tha.t 
varia.ble ra.ta might impose heavy burdens on the Exchequer at 
inconvenient moments, and there was a danger that this incon
venience might deflect the judgment of the Treasury in times of 
crisis. There were also potential dangers in that the habit 
might grow up of using Treasury Billa &8 currency, and the 
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li,quid cha.racter of the Bills might tend to relax the banks' con
ventional standa.rd of .. cash .. reserves. In view of these 
dangers~which, he added, were remote &t the moment, but 
might become real in certain circumstances-Lord Bradbury sug
gested the use of a proportion of. Sinking Fund moneys to reduce 
the Floating Debt, and the funding of a la.rge pa,rt of the 
remainder after the outstanding short-date bonda had been dealt 
with. He did not att&ch much importance to the consideration 
that the existence of a la.rge Flo&ting Debt was a convenience-
and probably a source of considerable profit-tO the London 
money ma.rket: if its reduction was desirable in the general 
interests of the community, the money ma.rket must adapt itself 
to getting on without it (E. in C. : 7). 

100. As a whole, the evidence given before us d98B not suggest 
tnat the present volume of Floating DeM is d~ngerous in norma.! 
times. At the mo~t, as urged by Dr. Da.!ton, the present volume 
of Treasury Bills and the constant problem of renewing them a.re 
a frequent BOurce of uncertainty to the Treasury and of disturb
ance to the money ma.rket and the Bank of England, which is 
always liable to be faced with a demand at short notice for 
Ways and Means advances. (Ell., p. 394, E. in C. : 5). On the 
latter point we were informed that the Treasury had not within 
the last three yea.ra been driven to borrow from the Bank because 
of a failure to renew Treasury Billa (Q. 871!A). _ At the same time, 
it is clear that the constMt need for renewa.! has 'certain draw
backs. AI Sir Otto Niemeyer pointed out. the State is in the 
handa of the holders of Billa, who bave a purely-one-aided option 
to renew or not : if it is not convenient to those holders to renew, 
t,be Treasury has either to take a lower price, having reactions 
all round on the rate of interest, or adopt the alternative of 
borrowing on Ways and Means (Q.8689j. In the second p1aoe, 
the heavy variations in the rate of intereat on a large volume of 
Ploating Debt form an under.irable feature in the Budget. 

101. The real dangers of .. large FlOating Deb, would appear 
in the event of .. future national emergency requiring Govern
ment borrowing on Ii. considerable acale. In such • ease an 
increase in the Floating Debt would he rJmOBt certain to occur, 
because expenditure naturally preoedea any measure taken to 
increase tuation, er even to raise permanent loans. The fact 
that a large Floating Debt already existed would make it far mere 
difficult to &eeure further ahort bcrrowinga withoqt recourse to 
measures which lI'Iluld inwlve eerious in&tion with all ita 
harmful OOIIIIeClUI!IK'e8. It has rJao to he borne in mind that 
the tendering fer Treasury Billa is affected by the volume of 
foreign depoaib in London. and that .. certain quantity of Billa 
is held by people outside the oountry (d •• Q. 8690). To IIOIIle 

extent, ~~ore •. the renewal of Billa m~y he alfected by any 
event, 81ther m this oountry er atm.d, which leads to the with
drawal of brJaooea from London. Instancea are not lacking of 
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such withdrawals in circumstances which were in no way due 
to any change in the financial soundn6l!S of this country. 

102. In our view, these con&iderations, whilst not calling for 
any very rapid reduction of the Floating Debt, do indicate the 
desirability of a steady gradual reduction. We do not think it 
possible, at the present time, to fix any limit to which that 
reduction should proceed. Nor do we think any rule of thumb 
method of assessing the amount is of value; it must in the la&t 
resort be determined largely in the light of the convenience to 
~he Treasury, in its debt imd revenue oper&tions, of having a 
readily variable volume of debt. 

103. In reaching our conclusion that the reduction of Floating 
Debt should be gradual, we have· given due weight to the views 
expressed upon the effect of sudden reductions on the 
mechanism of the money market. Mr. R. H. Brand pointed out 
that before the War the banks kept a part of their liquid assets 
in the form either of short-dated bills or of loans to the discount 
market secured on commercial bills. Since 1914, however, 
maiuly owing to inllation, banking deposits have more or 1e&8 
doubled, while it was doubtful if the supply or commercial bills 
had yet risen in nominal value to the pre-war level, although, 
owing to higher prices they would require to be much greater in 
nominal value to· finance the same volume of trade. The exist
ing gap had been filled by the Treasury Bills, and if these were 
redeemed very rapidly and commercial bills did not afl rapidly 
increase to take their place,. the reserve-8 of the money market 
would be fWD tanto reduced. While he deemed it desirable that 
the Floating Debt should be ultimately mnch diminished he 
thought its reduction Should be gradual (E. in C. : 7). ' 

104. While clearly, 88 Lord Bradbury suggested; the needs 
of the money market must not be allowed to override the general 
interests of the oommunity, we think that these needs should 
be amongst the factors kept in view in dealing with the Flo&ting 
Debt. The most desirable development would, as indicated by 

. Sir Otto Niemeyer, be the restoration of the commercial bill 
both by general revival of trade and by speciel revival of London 
as a money muket (Q. 8690). A gradual. reduction of ·the 
Flo&ting Debt would we think tend to Jlncourage, at any rate, 
the latter r~vival, by cheapening credit in London (whlch, so 
long as it was caused by a short supply of investments for bank 
funds, would. nOl be inllationary). There might be some danger 
of dellationary inlluences developing even from gradual. repey
ment of Bills, but these could undoubtedly be corrected, if neces
sary, by suitable action on the pert of the Central Bank. 

On a review o! the ~vidence placed before ns, we are, there
fore, of the opinion that a gradual but steady reduction should 
be made in the volume of the Floating Debt, until it reaches pro
portions which could DDt, even in extreme circumstances, be a 
source of grave danger. 
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THE GROWTH AND SUBSEQUENT REDUCTION OF 
OTHER UNFUNDED DEBT. 

105. We print as Appendix V a. ta.ble showing the' growth a.nd 
subsequent reduction of the intemal debt yeu by yeu, dis
tinguishing a.s far as pOBBible, under the several loans, the debt 
created in respect of cash subscriptions or redeemed by cash 
repayments from the alterations due to the many conversion 
operations. To this table we a.nnex a series of notes setting out 
the principal features of .each issue and the main conversion and 
repa.yment operations which ha.ve affected individual loans. 
Fuller details rega.rili.ng conversion opera.tions subseciuent 'to 
March, 1920, are contained in paragraphs 129 to 143 of our 
Report. 

106. It wi.l be seen tha.t the first and second yeus of the War 
were fina.nced (so far as met out of borrowirigs) mainly by the 
issue of S~ per cent. War Loan, 1925-28, and 4~ per cent. War 
Loon, 1925-45. and of a. considerable volume of Treasury Bills. 
In the followinR year issuel were mainly in the form of short 
dated Exchequer Bonds, .until the flotation in January, 1917, of 
the I) per cent. Wild: Loan. 1929-47, the la.rgest single borrowing 
opera.tion undertaken during the War. From that time until 
after the Armi&tice the great bulk of borrowings took place by 
the issue of short-dated National War Bonds, supplemented ily 
further creations of Floating Debt. In June, 1919, the fine.! 
big loans raised to meet expenditure were la.unched in the form 
of the 4 per cent. Funding Loan, 1960-90, and the 4 per cent. 
Viotory Bonds redeemable by annual drawings calculated to 
repay the debt by 1976. Throughout. the period from 1916 
onwards considerable sums were also raised by the sale of War 
(now N o.tiona\) Savings Certificates. 

107. As the result of the borrowings for the purposes of the 
Wa:t, the Treasury was faced on the S1st March. 1920. with • 
total nominal debt of £7.831.744,000. consisting very largely of 
Floating Debt and of lo&na of oomps.ratively short life. A 
table in Appendix V shows the dates of maturity of the interne.! 
debt aa it then stood. With the exception of the Sl polr 
oent. War Loan. all loans falling due in yeara up to and 
including ]928-29 were in the form of Exchequer Bonda and 
National War Bonds. The table shows that the faoe value of 
the debt to be dealt with in thet period was £1,842 millions; in 
addition email premiume were payable on the maturity of the 
Natione.! War Bonda. As regarda the external debt •• decisiou 
had already been taken to repay in the year 1920-21 the Anglo
French 108Jl of £51 m.illiooa; varioua other short-dated loans 
were a190 due for repayment within the next few yeara. The 
Floating Debt amounted to £1,81\1 millions. of which £1,107 
millions were in the form of Treasury Bills. Savings Certifi
oa.tea. the repayment of which could be called for upon demand, 
repreeented at issue price a funher £974. million&. 
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108. The magnitude of the maturities and debt nt call thus 
offered a very formidable problem, and the Floating Debt 
formed a considerable obstacle in the way of reducing the general 
level of interest upon Government borrowings. The situatioll 
was eased only by the fact that the very large :tmooots of 
National War Bonds carried the right to convert into t.he 5 per 
cent. War Loan, 1929-47, a right which was likely to be freely 
exercised, given the creation of favourable conditions. 

109. We propose DOW to trace shortly the steps which were 
taken to dml with the poeition. For this purpose we will divide 
our analysis under the heads of (a) the provision of money out of 
revenue for debt reduction; (b) the flotation of new loans other 
than for direct conversions, and (e) conversion operations. 

BudgetM?J proflision for debt reduction. 

110. It has already been mentioned that the nominal amount 
of the debt reached its peak in December, 1919, the Budget for 
the year 1919-20 showing an excess of expenditure over revenue 
of about £326 millions. The following year saw the commence
ment of the period of debt reduction out of revenue, the Budget 
being estimated to yield a surplus of £234 millions available for 
debt repayment, in addition to the provision in the Budget 
expenditure of £3,840,000 to meet the Sinking Funds attached 
to Victory Bonds and Funding Loan. The actual issues for debt 
redemption met out of the revenue of the year 1920-21 exceeded 
the estimate, reacIiing the total of £251,823,000. 

111. The policy of providing a substantial surplus was con
tinued in 1921-22. The provision for debt charges included 
£23,500,000 in respect of various Sinking Funds and the esti
mated surplus of revenue was £84 millions. After .taking into 
account certain additional liabilities likely to rank against this 
surplus, it was estimated in the Budget statement that some 
£103,500,000 in all would be available for debt reduction. The 
realised surplus for the year was, however, consi<lerably below 
the amount anticipated, reaching only £45,693,000. Adding to 
this figure the issues for Sinking Funds charged against expendi
ture, a total sum of £70,704,000 was made available from re"enue 
for debt reduction in 1921-22. 

112. In the Budget statement for the following year an altera
tion of policy was announced. With the exception oC the small 
Bum required to meet the capital portion of terminable anuuities, 
no provision was made to reduce the debt, and remissions oC 
taxation reduced the estimated surplus revenue to the small sum 
of £706,000. On the other hand, it has to be noted that the 
payment of interest in tills year on the debt due to the United 
States of America represented an increased charge over the 
previous year of more than £20 millions. It was announced 
that the various statutory Sinli:ing Funds (excepting, oC course, 
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the New Sinking Fund, which was suspended) would be met out 
of re-borrowings. In the result the out-turn of the Budget ren
dered this expedient unnecessary. A small surplus of revenue 
over the estimate and a large fall in expenditure resulted in a 
surplus of £101,516,000, after 'charging against t.he revenue 
£24,711,000 in respect of Sinking Fund issues. The total applied 
out of revenue to the reduction of debt in 1922-23 WIIS thus 
.£126,227,000. 

113. In the Budget statement for 1923-24 proposals were made 
for the establishment of a Sinking Fund of £40 millions increas
ing in the following year to £45 millions, and to £50 millions 
as a mllXimum thereafter; this arrangement was adopted by 
Parliament under the title of the New Sinking Fund (1923). 
Emphasis was laid upon the fact that the provision- of these sums 
was not for the most part optional, put WB8 necessitated to a 
great extent by the contracts entered -into with the holders _of 
various loans. While such charges might be met by borrowing 
once, to suggest that course in two successive years would, the 
Chancellor indicated, be a aerious blow to our credit. The 
New Sinking Fund (1923) thus set up was inclusive 
of all statutory Sinking Funds and the capital portion of ter
minable annuities. As the realised surplus for the year was 
£48,829,000 (against !tIl estimate of £1,884,000) the total amount 
available for debt reduction was, including the New Sinking 
Fund, £88,829,000. 

114. In the y~ 1924-25 the Sinking Fund provision was duly 
increased to .£45 millions. An estimated surplus of £4,024,000 
was r..solved into an actual surplus of £8,659,000, the total 
applied to debt repayment being thus £48,659,000. 

115. The Budget for 1925-26 provided the maximum of £50 
millions for the New Sinking Fund (1928) and estimated for 
a aurplus of £1,660,000. Through the payment of the Coal 
Subsidy of £19 million a in that year there waa actually a -deficit 
of revenue of £14,038,000; since the whole Sinking Fund 
provision of £50 milliona had been iuued, the effect was that 
a net sum of £85,962,000 WB8 applied to debt reduction out of 
the revenue of the year. 

Other recftpu Applicable to debt rectuction. 

116. In addition to the jOlllU8B from the revenue of the year 
varioua repaymenta of II capital nature which are received into 
the Exchequer, but which do not constitute revenue, automati
cally go to the reduction of debt, since, by awelling the Exchequer 
balant'e, they make it poBSible to reduce the volume of sh<rl
period borrowings. Amongst Bums so applied during the yeara 
1920-21 to 1925·26 appear. for example, the amounts repaid to 
the Exchequer upon the reduction of the size of the Civil Con
tingencies Fund. and capital repayments in respect of loans for 
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Land Settlement originally advanced from the Consolidated 
Fund. While the total repayments available for debt reduction 
during the period reached the sum of £70 millions, it has to be 
remembered that in the main this figure is the' result of special 
non-recurrent transactions. In the normal course, such repay
ments are a negligible quantity. 

117. Certain minor receipts which do not pass through the 
Exchequer, and which are in the nature of composition for annua.l 
taxes, are under Statute applicable to'debt repayment. Of these 
the chief are receipts by the National Debt Commissioners for 
Land Tax redemption and for the composition for Stamp Duty. 
To those Commissioners are also paid for debt reduction, under 
the terms .of a Treasury Minute, the capital repayments in 
respect of loans advanced during the War to the Dominions and 
Colonies, the outstanding capital of which was on the 81st March, 
1926, £128 millions. A minor item is that of Donations and 
Bequests for the reduction of the debt. During the period 
1920-21 to 1925-26 the total sum available in the hands of the 
National Debt Commissioners from these and similar sources 
was rather more than £16 millions. 

118. Apart, therefore, from repayments of debt made out of 
fresh borrowings, we find that the deadweight debt has been 
reduced since the beginning of 1920-21 by the application of the 
following amounts of cash, except in 80 tar as slDall balances 
may have been carried over in the hands of the National Debt 
Commissioners at the beginning and end of the period:-

Amoan' ianed Applied ou' of 1li8oelJ.DBOU. 
y .... oui of "'P"YDlenla and Recoipla a~ed Total. ou' of Ezcbeqaer by Nalional In revenue. Balance. CoIDIDiaaiOJl8l'B. 

(£ u,ouoanda). (£ 'ho........u). (£ u,ouoanda). (£ U,oaoaada). 
1920-21 251,823 17,865 1,330 271,018 
1921-22 70,704 17,896 838 89,438 
1922-1!3 126,227 12,307 2,182 140,716 
1923-24 88,329 694 2,915 91,838 
1924--25 48,659 6,796 6,104 60,669 
1925-26 36,962- 16,726 8,051 64,739 

621.704 70,184 16,420 i 708,808 

• Tho actual iano ... £50 millio .... but the DOt IIgure .fIar daduc&ion of ,"
deficit of _ ia ahowD here, 

119. It is not possible throughout to set against these cash 
issues the particular items of debt redeemed. IIi the case of 
the New Sinking Fund the iBBues are largely associated with 
particular stocks, the free balance being applied by the National 
Debt Commissioner~ in debt redemption generally. The debt 
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redeemed by these issues and by the miscellaneous receipts 
applied by the National Debt Commissioners can therefore be 
identified. But surplus revenue is now, 88 a matter of financial 
convenience, applied during the year in which it accrues, and 
not issued as formerly at the enel of the year in the form of the 
Old Sinking Fund. The revenue, reborrowings, and other 
receipts all merge in the Exchequer balance which is used for 
financing all Exchequer payments, whether to meet current 
expenditure or maturing debt. It is only at the end of the 
financial yesr that the surplus revenue can be ascertained, and 
since the debt transactions have proceeded throughout the year, 
it is not possible to identify with that surplus (except on a purely 
arbitrary basis) the items which it hs.s been used to repay. In 
these circumstances we propose to examine next the main post
war reborrowing and redemption operations, leaving it to a later 
stage to summarise the sources from which the redemptions 
were met. 

Rebotrowing' and Repayment 0/ Debt .;1108 l&t April, 1920. 

120. Appendix V, :which gives the debt transactions from 
1914-15 to 1925-26, shows in detail the reborrowing operations 
undertaken from 1920-21 onwards and the repaymenta which 
were made out of the cash 80 raised and out of c:»ther moneys 
available for debt reduction. We need only briefly refer to 
certain of the principal transactions. 

!!iU. In 1920-21 only minor internal borrowing operations 
were undertaken, of which the chief ws.s the iseue of 10-year 
Treasury Bonds bearing a rate of interest of 6 per cent., subject 
to increase to ., per cent., if the average rate of discount on 
Treasury Bills issued to the publio in the preceding half-year 
1\'as 6i per cent. or over, or to 6 per cent., if that average rate 
was over 6~ per cent. anil under 6i per cent. The total issue 
of these bonds in the year reached just over £23 millions. 
National Savings Certificates were iseued to·the enent.of £41 
millions and the volume of Treasury Bills (internal) W88 
increased by about £30 millions. External borrowings amounted 
to £40 millions. 

122. The repaymenta of debt in the year were therefore in 
the main met out of the revenue issues of £252 millions. 
External debt W88 reduced by £146 millions (including £16 
millions of Treasury Bills) and internal redemptions as detailed 
in Appendix V IUIlOunted to £2SO million", Of this sum the 
actual maturities were only £29 millions of 6 per cent. and 6 per 
~t. Exchequer Bonds. Ways and Means advan06ll were 
reduced by £50 millions 'and Ssvings Certificates were encashed 
to the extent of £30 millions. . 
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123 .. 41 the year 1921-22 various issues of short-dated 
Treasury Bonds were made for cash to an aggregate amount 
of about £339 millions, and iBBues of Savings Certificates 
Il'ealised the exceptional sum of £93 millions, owing to the 

. heavy subscriptions made prior to an imminent change in the 
terms of issue. These iBSues enabled a great improvement to 
be effected in the Floating Debt position, the internal 'freasury 
Bills outstanding being reduced by some £215 millions, I!Jld 
Ways and Means' advances by. £7 millions. External debt 
redeemed totalled £64 millions (including £28 millions 
Treasury Bills). and internal loans redeemed or purchased for 
cancellation aggregated £160 millions. The actual maturities 
included in this sum were £19 millions of 5 per cent. Exchequer 
Bonds (the balance being converted into 5~ per cent. Treasury 
Bonds) and £32 millions of 51 per cent. Exchequer Bonds. 1925. 
in respect of which the holders had exercised their right to call 
for :repayment in this y.ear. Savings Certificates encashed 
totalled £36 millions. 

124. In 1922-23 further Treasury Bonds were issued for cash 
to a total of £158 millions, and Savings Certificates realised 
£40 millions. Of the large block of National War Bonds 
falling due in this year, all but £44 millions were converted 
into 5 per cept. and 4 per cent: War Loan under the option 
given in the original prospectus. This balance was repaid in 
cash, together with a balance of £21 millions of maturing 
Exchequer Bonds, the hold~rs of which did not accept an offer 
to convert into at per cent. Conversion Loan. The volume of 
interna.l Treasury Bills was again largely reduced. £258 millions 
being repaid, but Ways and Means advances increased by 
£46 millions. External debt was redeemed to the extent of 
£24 millions (including about £4 millions Treasury Bills) and 
other internal redemptions amounted to £51 millions, including 
£28 millions of Savings Certificates. 

125. Only small iBBues of Treasuiy Bonds were made for 
cash in 1923-24, about £35 millions being crested, while some 
£45 millions was raised by the iBBue of Savings Certifica.tes. 
As the result of conversion offers into War Loan, at per cent. 
Conversion Loan and Treasury Bonds, only £52 millions of 
the National !War Bonds due in the year remained to be paid 
in cash. .Other internal redemptions totalled £96 million~ 
(including Treasury. Bills, £28 millions; Ways and Means. 
Advances. £8 millions; and Savings Certificates, £33 millions), 
while external debt was reduced for cash by £20 millions. 

126. In 1924-25 the first issue of Fundec1 Debt for cash 
since before the War was made in the form of 3~ per cent. 
Conversion Loan. Tenders for this stock ·were invited subject 
to a minimum price of 77i per cent. The amount of stock 
actually issued was £59,660,000, realising £46,802,989, or aD 
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average price of practically £77 lIs. Treasury Bonds to 8. 

total of £18 millions and &vings Certifica.tes to a total of 
£32 millions were also issued. The maturities included 
51 per cent. Exchequer Bonds to a. total of £135 millions, but 
conversion operations left only. £53 millions to be repaid in 
cash. National War Bonds to be repaid totalled only 
£6 millions. The Floating Debt was reduced by £32 millions 
and Savings Certifica.tes encBBhments amounted to £29 millions. 
Other interna.l repayments a.ggregated £28 millions, a.nd 
external debt of a.bout £5 millions W&B redeemed for cash. 

127. In the last completed financial year two further issues 
of 31 per cent. Conversion Loan were made for cash by tender, 
realising an average price of £76 178. for an isaue of £30 millions 
and of £76 6s. for an issue of £40 millions. The ca.sh raised 
by the total isaue of £70 millions stock was £53,688,118. 
Other sums raised were £35 millions by Savings Certificates 
and £6 millions by Treasury Bonda. External debt was repaid 
to the extent of £5 millions. The Floating Debt was 
reduced by £38 millions, and Savings Certifica.tes repayments 
were £28 millions. Other internal redemptions totalled 
£74 millions, including maturities of National War Bonds 
(£8 millions) and of TreBBury Bonds (£24 millions). 

128. These borrowings and repayments of debt (which, as 
already explained, ~ be traced in detail in Appendix V) may 
be summarised as follows, it being understood that the repay
ments were met not only out of fresh borrowings, but out of 
the revenue available for debt reduction, repayments to the 
Exchequer, and the miscellaneous items' arising in the hande 
of the National Debt Commissionlll"s (886 para. 117). A net 
figure only is included in the table for the Floating Debt 
reduction. . 

y .... -·I~b\~~·1 Cub rail8cl. I Deb\ "'paid. I~:p~~~ 
£ £ I, £ £ 

192f)..21 104,778,000 11 1,092.000 : 845,787,000 86-1,604,000 
19~1-2:l ... i 4-'IM6 1 ,000 417 tl.~9 000 " «5.991,000 I 460.071,000 
19t2-2!I 198,39l!,OOO 219:621:000 !: 849,m,OOO i lU8,636.000 
19~!l-24 8S,@7S,OOO ~I,8M.CXIO ' 167,M9,CXl() I 166,876,000 
1924-2& 118,416,000 99,079.000 ~ 104,669,000 I 161,38',CXIO 
192r.-26 11 I,WI ,000 142,051,000 96.248,OUO 145,8011,000 

I 1,046,4~I,OOO I 1,026,787,000 t 1,609,669,000 I 1,633,128,000 

H should be added with reference to this table that the cash 
figures for indi\idual years do not n81'eSSB1'i!y correspond exactly 
tu the d~M created in the year, owing. to the varying delee of 
receipt of loan instalmenta, and, in the cue of the earlier years, 
owing to cash adjusbnents in respect of external debt being in 
BOrne cases delayed. Over the period, however, there is rou",ah 
correspondence. 
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Re8Ults oj ContlerBion. Ope.rationa. 

129. We turn now to the alterations in the form and amount of 
the debt which have taken place as the result of conversion 
operations. In Appendix VI we publish a table furnished to us 
by the Treasury showing the changes in the amount of principal 
and in the. interest charge, which have resulted from these opera.
tions. The table includes also certain issues for cash, the 
proceeds of which can be identified as having been u&ed to repay 
particular maturities; these form a part of the issues and redemp
tions for cash referred to in the preceding paragraphs. 

130. The amount of debt repaid out of these identifiable cash 
is&ues (including £65 millionS in the last quarter of 1919-20) ia 
given as £307 millions, while the corresponding amount of debt 
created is almost £334 millions, an increase in the face value of 
nearly £27 millions .. The effect on the interest charge was, 
however, a saving of £1,232,000 per annum. The increase in 
face value resulted in the main from the fact that various matur
ing bonds were met out of part of the proceeds of the 3i per C$nt. 
Conversion Loan iasued by tender in February and April, 1925; 
these operations account for the addition of £22 millions to the 
debt though there was a saving in the interest charge of 
.£614,000. With the exception of these loans. all the new 
borrowing9 shown were of a short term nature redeemable at 
latest by 1933. 

131. The remainder of the table deals with pure conversion 
operations.. Two cllUlses of conversion have, however. to be dis
tinguished, (a) conversions in pursuance of options given in the 
past and (b) conversions in response to new oilers. The former 
were given to the subscriber under the prospectu&6S of the original 
loans, as an additional incentive to subscribe. In general such 
an option must be anticipated to be of value to the subscriber 
rather thg,n to the Government; otherwise it will not fulfil its 
function of encourg,ging &ubscriptioDB. The greater the improve
ment in the Government's credit, the greater the value of the 
option becomes, and consequently the result upon the interest 
charge when conversion ia actually carried out ia likely to be 
unfg,vourable in compariaon with the saving which might have 
been ellected by redemption from reborrowings. The principal 
options given during the War and exercised during the period 
to which the table relates were (a) to convert 5 per cent. National 
War Bonds into 5 per cent. War Loan 1929-47 at the rate of 
£105 58. 3d. War Loan for £100 Bonds, and (b) to convert 
4 per cent. National War Bonds into 4 per cent. War 
Loan 1929-42 at par. Holders of t~e 51 per cent. Gold 
Dollar Bonds iasued in the United States of America were 
also given an option to convert into National War Bonds 
at the rate of £232 Ills. Od. of those bondto for each $1.000 Gold 
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Bonda surrendered. The result of the exercise of these options 
. 'from the, 1st April, 1920, up to the 31st March, 1926, is shown 

by the table to be . -
In ....... Increase 

- .From .. To • m Capital. m Inle",," 
Oharge. 

. 806,181 ( 
thonaand •• ) £ 

6 96 National War Bondi ... - - -mlo 6 91> War Loan ... - 822,296 18,116 806,000 
, 91> National War Bonda ... 13,188 - -- -

mto 491> War Loan ... - 18,188 - -
6, 91> Gold Bond. ... 46,706 - - -

mlo 691> Nalional War - 62,872 6,166 76,000 
Bond .. ---

866,021) 888.806 22,281 881.000 

Against this increase in capitaJ and interest there is, however ~ 
BOme offset, in that Ii per cent. NationaJ War Bonds are repay
able on maturity at a small premium varying with the life of 
the bonda. The amount of premiums which would have been 
payable on the bonds converted is calculated to be .about 
.£9,092,000. 

132. A further option given nnder an original prospectus is 
shown separately, since the originaJ issue fell outside the .war 
period. The holders of IIi per cent. 'l'reasury Bonda issued in 
1921 at 97 per cel)t. and 98 per cent., and repayable at par in 
1929, were given the right to convert in 1922 into 3i per cent. 
Conversion Loan at the rate of .£146 of that loan for ea.ch .£100 
Bond surrendered. ·rhe exercise of this ol!tion resulted in the 
conversion of '£214,622,000 bonds into .£313,201,000 Conversion 
Loan, an increase in the f3('~ vaJue of .£98,679.000, which wa.s 
accompanied by a decrease of .£887,000 a year in the inter66i 
charge. In effect this option followed BO soon on the originaJ 
issue &s to mllke it practically one of Conversion Lolln at about 
67 per cent., or .£149 loan for .£100. 

133. The net resun of the options given at the time of issue 
of the original loans was thus to increase the fa.ce vaJue of the 
debt hy .£121 millions, and the interest charge by '£44,000. 

134. It is, however, more material with J:egard to the future 
to look at the results of the several 01f6l'8 which have been made 
to holders of debt at or about the date of maturity. These 
comprise tho baJance of the issues shown in the table, with one 
exception to which we refer. later (para. lti). In such eaae& 

the terms of conversion mUGt, of course, be related to the market 
conditions of the time; since debt is maturing and mud be met, 
the Government has no option but to effect new borrowings either 
directly or througb .. conversion offer, unless provision for repay
ment from revenue can be made. We take these offers in the 
order in which they wers mllde. 

135. In April. 19-:U, an offer of 3l per ceot. Conwrsion Loa.o 
was made to holders of N8~ional Wv Bonds mMuring at various 
dates from la\ October, 1m, to la, September, 1926. For each 
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£100 of maturing bonds Conversion Loan of an amount varying 
from .£160 to £163 was offered, the higher amount being given 
in replacement of the shortest-dated bonds. This offer resulted 
in the replacement of £164,000,000 bonds by £266,000,000 Con
verhlon Loan, an increase in the face value of £102,000,000. 
The interest charge was al80 increased by £1.110,000 against 
which must be taken into account a saving of premiums of 
£3,381,000, which would ultimately have become payable on the 
bonds. 

136. In conjunction with the issue& for cash of 61 per cent. 
Treasury Bonds in the latter part of 1921, an offer to convert into 
these bonds at pa·r, with a. small cash payment, was made to 
holders of certain Exchequer and National War Donds maturing 
at dst~s up to September, lS23. About £90 millions of bonds 
were converted, the addition to the interest charge being 
£454,000. 

137. In February, 1922, 8 further offer of 31 per cent. Con
version Loan was made to holdere of Exchequer Bonds maturing 
in April at the rate of £136 of loan for each £100 bonds and was 
accepted to the extent of £141 millions of Exchequer Bonds. 
Conversion Loan was set up to a total of £191 millions,. an 
increase in the debt of £5 millions, accompanied, however, by a 
reduction'in the interest charge of £35,000. 

138. This wae followed in April, 1922, by au offer of 31 per 
cent. Conversion Loan to holders of Natioual War Bonds matur
ing in October, 1922, and April, 1923, who had not accepted 
conversion in the previous year. In this case, the amount of 
Conversion Loan issued in exchange for ~'loo bonds was £134, 
which compares with .£163 offered in April, 1921. Some £70 
millions of bonds were converted, increasing the face value of tbe 
debt by £24 millions, but reducing the interest charge by 
£218,000. An alternative proposal in respect of the same bonds 
resulted in the issue ohome £14 millions of 41 per cent. Treasury' 
Bonds (with a. cash paym~nt of £4 per cent.), leading to a small 
increase on the debt and a reduction in the interest charge of 
£52,000. 

139. In the following year about £11· millions of National 
War Bonds were converted into 41 per cent. Treasury Bonds. 
1932, without increa&e in the debt, a cash payment of 2i-per 
cent. for each £100 bonds surrendered being made. An interest 
saving of £57,000 was shown by this operation. 

140. In 1924-26 holders of maturing 51 per cent. Ex('hequer 
Bonds were given the opportunity to exchange into two new 
issues. The first was 41 per cent. Conversion Loan repayable 
at par on the 1st July, 1944. or at the Go ... ernment's option on or 
after the 1st July, 1940. No issue of this stock for cash has 
been made. Conversion wag offered at par with a cash payment 
of 21 per cent. to the holders in respect of each £100 bonds con
verted. The second offer was to exchange the bonds at par for 
41 per cent. Treasnry Bonds reOOemable in 1934. Exchequer 
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Bonds to a total of £82 millions were converted without increase 
in the debt (II cash payment of £1,298,000, 'however, being 
made)" and with an interest saving of £1,026,000, 

141. Bummlll'wng the plll'ticullll'8 we have given, it will be 
seen that over the whole period from 1st April, 1920, to 31st, 
MlIl'ch, 1926, the conversion olfers made by the Government to 
holders of maturing securities (in some cases the offer being made 
appreciably before the actual date of maturity) resulted in the 
exchange of loans of a fllCe value of £447 millions into new loans 
aggregating £578 millions, The increase in fllCe value was thus 
£131 millions; the net result on the annual interest chlll'ge was' 
an ulcrease of '£176,000, Abrai:nst this has to be set a saving 
of premiums which would otherwise have had to be paid OD 
maturing National Will' Bonds of £6,057,000, On the other 
haud, the cash payments made to holders accepting cODveraion of 
certain securities totlllled £5,480,000, ' 

142, One further conversion operation remains to be mentioned 
-that of a stock which had still some yelll'8 of life before reaching 
the date upon which tIie Government had an option to repay. 
In April, 1924, holders of 5 per cent. Will' Loan 1929-47 were, 
subject to a mazimum amount to be converted of £200 millions, 
given the opportunity of exchanging into 41 per cent. Converaion 
Loan 1940-44, at the rate of £103 of that loan for 811Ch £100 of 
IS per cent. loan. surrendered. The actual amount converted 
under the offer was only £U8 millions, in exchange for which 
Conversion Loan was issued to a total of £153 millions. The 
effect upon the interest cha;rge WIllI a reduction of £541,000. 

143. The results of ail tile conversion operations referred to 
above, and &hown in the table furnished by the Treuury, may 
thus be summarised :-

1_»::_1 ' Deb' I,:t: Etrea' on 
.'up. 

m_ 
obup. 

£ milliooa). £ 
OoD~OIl ill KlUGh Qaarlor, 100 100 - +862,000 

1911O. 
00u~1l omdo. opu ..... ill 

origi ..... _~a_: 
~O) ioouec\ arm, "'" wv S66 S88 2ll +881.000 
6) ioouec\ ahor "'" _ •••• ll111 313 98 -837.000 

Oou .. roiOD of _'ariag d.b, 447 679 132 +176.000 
OooftroioD of 696 War '-n, 148 163 6 _1,000 

1929-47. 
1,276 1.633 267 + 41.000 

Iacloati.8a~ rooborrowiDp ••• SO? 8M 27 -1,232,000 

1,r.83 1,867 lI84 -1,191,000 

The Bl1I'I'8Dder of .£546 millions of National W 8Z Bonda can
oelled II future liability for premiums &mOunting ~ £15 millions 
on which intereet d Ii per oent. would have been £750,000 per 
Ullom, Oa the other hand cash payments totalled £5,480,000, 
on which intereet similarly may be reclroned to be £274,000. 
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Summary of Debt Transactions, 1920-21 to 1925-26. 
144. We may- now summarise the debt tran&'&Ctions over the 

whole period from 1st April, 1920, to 31st March, 1926. On the 
former date the total deadweight debt was £7,831,744,000, and 
on the latter £7,615,916,000, thus showing a net reduction of 
£215,828,000. Account must be taken, however, of the Victory 
Bonds and Funding Loan tenqered for death duties in the 
period and purchased out of the Sinking Fund. These, though 
not yet cancelled, are an &sset held against the debt which may 
properly be deducted in a compariBQn over the period. The 
amount held on the 1st April, 1920, was £2,965,000 as against 
£57,271,000 on the 31st March, 1926. With this adjustment the 
total net reduction becomes £270,134,000. 

145. We have already shown that, in the same period, the 
amount which was made available for debt reduction out of 
revenue, repayments and other receipts was £708,308,000 
(p~. 118). The main reasons which have prevented a com
mensurate reduction in the debt are the issue of conversion loans 
(and to a less extent of loans for cash) on tsrms which involved 
a large increase in the face value of the debt, and the capit&!is&tion 
under the agreement of 1923 of arrears of interest on the debt to 
the United States Government. On the other side a. small 
reduction of debt ha.s been effected without the issue of cash by 
setting off a part of our debt due to Canada. against debt due to 
this country by that Dominion. Minor variations arise, in tlie 
case of repayments of external debt, from the ra.tes of exchange 
at which the tra.naactions were effected. 

146. The tables which we Iiave a.lready given may be gathered 
together in the following summary which indicates at a glance the 
total debt oreated and redeemed by different classes of opera.tions, 
and the corresponding cash figures '-I Period, In April, 1920, *" 81n Ma .. b, 1926. 

DebL I DeM. I C .. h. I VIm. 

7,
829

1 

(£ milliODL) 
DeM OD 10' April, 1920 ... - - -
New borrowings for cub 1,045 - 1,026 -
~128). 

De, redeemed for cub - 1,610 - 1,688 
~.128). 

De , IO' up in nopect of COD- 1,488 - - -
...,mona (po ..... 143). 

Deb' OODYeriod (ptJrG. 143) ... - 1,176 - -Faading ~D and Vi...",. - 64 - 47 
BoDda pD!Chuod and "'ill 
bold (po ..... 144). 

Other deb' _Iod-
Debt *" Unilod BteteeG .... ern· 108 - - -

men .. in_ capitolioation. 
Minor edjue'menia ... ... 1 - - -

Deb' IO' oft with Canada ... - 18 - -
Cub available from _ae, - - 654 -

etc .(ptJrG. 118). 
Debt on 810t March, 1926 ... - 7,558 - -

10.416 , 10,416 1,660 1.680 
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147. It will be observed that the cash available as shown in 
this table is less than the figure in pa.ragraph 118 by £54 millions. 
This is due ma.inly to the iBBUe from 1920 to 1922 of one-half of 
the proceeds of Savings Certificates for investment in Loca.1 
Loans Stock, under an arrangement for granting loans to Local 
Authorities up to a proportion of the sales of certificates in the 
local area. These iBBues have now ceased; but since the ce.sh 
raiBlld appears in the figures of borrowings, it falls to be excluded 
from the table in pe.ragra.ph 118 in arriving at the sum ava.ilable 
for· debt reduction. A amall dilference arises also from balances 
no£ yet applied tp deb~ reduction. 

148. We may at this point briefly refer to the debts due to 
this country in respect of loans made to Allies, Dominions, &c., 
during the War period, a.nd for reconstruction purposes a.t later 
datBB. The published aooounte show that the amount of prin

. cipe.1 outstanding on the Slat Much, 1926, in respect of adve.ncea 
to the Dominions and Colonies waa just over £128 millions. The 
greater pa.rt of this sum is repayable by annuities. The in~ 
received is carried to the Exchequer, while the principal repay
ments He paid over to the.Nationa.!. Debt Commissioners for the 
reduction or debt. 

149. As regud~ debts due from Alliea, the aCOOUIlts show that 
the &ggrBl!&te payments· due by ItWy and Roumania. under 
Funding Agreements tote.! £806 millions. The principe.! sums 
remaining outstanding in reaped of other funded loans, ma.inly 
granted for NCOIlstrucliioJi purposes, amount to nea.rly £U 
millions. The unfunded debts stand in the accounts ai a. tots! 
of £1,584 millions, of which adVlloIlaes to.RuBBia. aoooun~ for £794 
millions and adva.ncea to France for £647 millions. A provi
sional agreement haa been drawn up for DIe seUlement of the 
latter debt. 

150. n is impossible ai the preaent ~e to form any estima&e 
of the tota.!. future receipts in reaped of th_ 10Bllll. So far 
aa interest is actually being pa.id. ehe proaeede &1'8 brought into 
the revenue under the heading of Reoeipta from Sundry Loans: 
capite.! receiph. where definitely idenliifiable aa such, are, we 
undersand, iasuNl to the Naliional Debt CommiBBioners for debt 
reduction. In DIe ease of the annual payments falling due 
under the funding agreements with ImIy and Roumania, which, 
becaullll of the nature of the IIIIUlements. &1'8 no& a.lloce.ied aa 
principal and int.ereat. the ~ reoeipts ant brought to IICCOUnt 
8. revenue. (8M GUo JIlIN. 999.) 

151. While we ha'ftl ~ht it desirable for an apprerintjoo 
of the preeent posiliioD of the d~ to review the war and pea.. 
war open.IiiOllll ai nome length in our Report and Appendicee, 
it must be COIlf8l!8lld thai little poailii'ftl guidance for the future 
aan be drawn U\erefrooI. In !110M _ DIe form of the loUl 
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issues had to be determined in a.ocordance with the circumstances 
of the moment. The expectation of riHing mtes of interest 
during the wa-r period necessita.ted the Hooting of definitely 
redeemable loans throughout, and the attachment of other safe
guards against deprecia.tion became necessary in the la-ter stages 
to attract the large sums which it was essential to obtain. 
Excluding the 4 per cent. and 5 per cent. War Loans, it is to be· 
noted that, with insignificant exceptions, the whole of the
remainder of the internal debt created during the period of hos
tilities was borrowed on terms which required it to be repaid,. or 
otherwise dea-lt with, by 1929 at latest. . 

152. Almost immediately after the end of the War steps were
taken to ease the position by the issue of two long-term loan&
the Funding Loan and Victory Bonds. In 1920-21 the next step 
forward. was the balancing of the Budget a.nd the provision out 
of revenue of over £250 millions for debt reduction. From thd 
point it became possible to effect a much-needed reduction in the· 
volume of the Floating Debt. At later stages, a return to the 
issue of loans in funded form was made, and, although to a 
considerable extent maturities ha-ve been met by the issue of 
loans of oompamtively short life, substantial progress in funding 
-and in conversion into longer term debt-has aJrea.dy been 
made. 

153. We have no, douM that the improvement in the deb~ 
position is largely due to the provision year by year of a substan
tial sum for debt redemption. At the same time it is, perhaps, 
the most 8triking feature in our review of debt operations that· 
the effort made has not produced a greater impression upon the 
. total of the debt. The improvement lies, so far as the capita.! 
debt is concerned, perhaps more in .. re-arrangement of maturity 
dates than in the absolute reduction effected; the change in the 
interest position. which we will examine later, is, however, 
marked. (8 ee pam. 182 at aeq.) 

154. We have already mentioned the reasons which have 
kept up the iota,! of the debt The increase, due to the C8pi~ 
tion of the interest on the debt io the United States Government 
was of course inevitable. To some extent also it was to be antici
pated that reborrowing and conversion operations on a large scale' 
would lead to' some capita! increase. The very large addition 
which has in fact been made through conversions is almost 
entirely due to the several offers of 3i per cent. Conversion' 
Loan, which resulted in the creation of £693 millions of this 
stock in exchange for securities of .. face value of £463 millions, 
and thus involved an inflation in face vr.lue of £230 million •. 
In addition, about £129 million. of Conversion Loan have been 
issued by tender realising approximately £100 millions. The
iotsl inflation in face moe resulting from the issue of this pIII'
ticular stock was, therefore, nearly .£260 millions. 
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THE ISSUE OF LOANS AT A HEAVY DISCOUNT. 
155. 'The policy of issuing loans in a. form which adds to the 

capital of the debt WBS referred to in evidence before us by 
ProfesAOr Cannan, Dr. Hugh Dalton and Professor W. R. Scott. 
The first-n8omed witness pointed out that whether it W80S 

advantageous or not depended on future events--when the debt 
was to be paid off, and the ma.rket rate of interest payable during 
the period-aa well u on the interest annually payable. Even 
if a balance of advantage oould he shown by arithmetio and 
prophecy, that balance, in his view, needed to be quite .. con
siderable in orda to outweigh the discouraging psychological 
effect of the increaae of capital. He thought also that a. nation 
wu far more likely to provide a large annual sum for debt 
purposes if the illterest waa large and the capital small than if 
the interest was small and the capital large (E. in: a.; 4). 

Dr. Dalton.also expreaaed his opinion that conversions of this 
no,ture were opeD to strong objection; though he did not think 
the objections so marked ill the case of loa.nB redeemable only 
at tbe Stllte's option aa in the caae of loans repayable at a 
definite date (Ell., p. 894, E. in a.; 9). Professor Scott 
characterised such operations aa mere .. wiIldow-dreaaing," and 
thought that, if they had had any I>eneficial effect, it had been 
exhausted (E. in a,: 83). 

156. In view of the importance of this question ill relation 
to future dobt operations, we think it desirable to deal with it at 
some lengt.h. Prima facie, it appears that the issue of loans 
at a heavy discount instead of a.t par ca.n only be justified if that 
expedient is 80 acoeptsble to the investor as to secure to the State 
advantagea in the terms of issue sufficient to oounterbala.nce or 
outweigh the diaadvantagea reaultiDg from the illcrease ill the 
capital of rhe debt, or if in any circuinstances it ca.n be shown 
to be _Dtial to aecure some reduction ill the current illterest 
charges in thl! Budget, even at the expense of an in«eaeed capital 
charge. 

157. The serood of these conditions appliee more particolarly 
to the iBBue of loons redeemable at a definite date. The device, 
it might be argued, secUl'e& a reduction of the total debt charge 
without trenchmg directly on the Sinking Fuod provision, and 
therefore tends to preserve whate?er credit attaches to lIbe 
Ilpparent maintenance of a consistent policy of deM redemption, 
while at the same time pennitting of 80me relief in ta.:xation. 
Indirectly, however, the effective operation of any existing 
SinkiDg Fund is reduoed in very much the same way as though 
a pert of it were provided by new 'borrowing. To be com
patible with a d~finite policy of debt repaymeni by mellllll of an 
annual Sinking Fund, the issue of defini&ely redeemable loans 
~t a hea!y dit'Couni must be ~panied by a comp7enaHing 
m_ m thE! amount of the Smkiog Fund provided oot of 
annual revenue. 
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Hi8. The outstanding example of loans issued at a substantial 
discount in this country is that of the 3t per oent. CORversion 
Loan, the sole form of funded debt issued amce 1914. In the 
first place we will consider the policy of such issues by reference 
to a funde:! stock of this nature, redeemable only at the Govern
ment's option after the expiry of a rather long period; with 
some quali1ications, however, simiJa;r considerations apply to 
loans redeemable at a definite date. 

159. The essential question, in considering the comparative 
advantages of different forms of issue, is whether the investor 
ta·kes into acoount and is guided by ill the factors which bear 
on the real valne of the i88ue and which determine its ultimate 
cost to the State. If he does, the form of issue would be of 
little account. But in some respects the outlook of the average 
investor arId that of the State would appear to be essentially 
different. The former is in the main concerned with the advan
tages which will materialise within a limited period; whatever 
ultimate advantages the State may give in loan contracts, the 
investor's inclination will be to pay for the benefits as he esti. 
mates them in the light of his requirements, rather than far 
those greater or lesser ultimate benefits which in theory, at &I1y 
rate, he will receive. The State must, on the other hand, 
take a long view and look ca.refully ahead at the bearing of its 
present debt policy on the exercise of such options as it reserves 
to itself when making loan contracts with its citizens. 

160. It seems clear that the case for issuing loans at a heavy 
discount rests mainly on the assumption that the investor will 
pay relativE-Iy more for such a stock than for one of similar real 
yield iBllUed at or very near par. If his immediste income were 
to be the some in both cases, the State obviously loses. The 
annual intE'rest charge remains unaltered and the prospects of 
conversion to n. lower rate of interest are reduced. The advan
tages which the investor may expect to receive by taking a 
stock bearing a low nominal interest are the prospect of capital 
appreciation and a greater relative immunity from the exercise 
of the State's option of redemption (ar, in effect, oonversion) 
after the date reserved at the time of iasue. These prospects 
naturally presuppose a fall in future rates of interest; on any 
other supposition the in,veator would not be attracted by an i88u& 
of funded debt but would prefer an issue definitely redeemable at 
a fixed date. 

161. Where a loan is definitely redeemable at & stated price, 
the investor can, of course, calcuIate, at whatever interest rate 
he thinks appropriate, the present value of the known appre
ciation at the date of redemption. This value, of course, becomes. 
less, the longer the period of the loan. When, however, the 
prospect is not only distant but uncertain, as in the case of 
funded debt (since the Government is under DO obl~8tion to 
repay), its value becomes to the individual very small indeed, and 
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we think that, in practice, the tendency of the average investor 
is to look almost entirely at the immediate interest return with, 
perhaps, some vague prospect in his mind of capital appreciation. 
For this proep~ct we doubt whether he will be prepared to pa.y 
much. Given a very distant option date, appreciation as rates 
of interest fall probably applies for mILDy years almost as much 
to a stock issl1eJ near par' as to one issued at a considerable 
discount; it is only ae the option begins to be a thing of real 
moment that it affects to any considerable extent the market 
valuation. 

l61!. It is likely tha.t the ma.in a.ttra.ction of capita.l apprecia.
tion, DB a. substitute for immediate income, lies to a Ia.rge extent 
in its immunity from income ta.xation. In the ca.se of Govern
ment loa.ns, however, wha.t the individua.l investor gains in this 
respect is lost by the State, a.nd, consequently; so far as it 
enters into the relative a.ttractions of a.n issue a.t a discount, 
it should be ta.ken into account in the terms of issue a.nd 
increWie the rela.tive diJference in· price required to justify issue 
a.t a. discount. We doubt whether, in fact, the State is likely 
to obtain the extra margin required, since the price of the stock 
will tend to rellect the a.dvantoge to tha.t investor who ga.ins 
lea.st of a.l\ from the tax exemption. 

169. The principal a.dva.ntage which the investor secures is, 
however, a. rela.tively grea.ter immunity from a. reauction of the 
interest on his investment when the Government's option 
becomes operu.tive. Assuming that interest ra.tes are a.t tha.t 
time round &bout 8l per cent., in the case of a. -'i per cent, loa.n 
issued at about par the State will be enabled to convert to a 
360 per cent. ba.sis a.nd the investor's income will fall c0rre

spondingly. If, however, he has instea.d ta.ken a 8l per cent. 
stock a.t a. discount, the Sta.te will not be in a position to reduce 
his income. It will, we think, be genera.l1y a.greed tha.t, with 
the expectation of fa.\ling ra.tes of interest, an investor will 
be deterred by a.n early option of repsyment which, a.a was 
exemplified before the oonversion of Coneols in 1889, depresses 
the price in oomparieon with other Government securities. But 
1\'hen tha.t option is eo remote as SO 01' 40 years ahea.d, it is 
doubLfui whether it is ta.ken into account by the individuaJ. 
It is significant tha.t the -' per cent. Funding Loan sta.nda 
a.t pra.ctica.\ly the -sa.me rela.tive price as the 8l per cent. Con
version Loan. The former must, of oourse, be repaid in 1990. 
with an option after 1960, but the present value of the premium 
on repsyment is eo ema.\l tha.t it can make little dilference in 
the market quotation; hence it does Dot appear that the greater 
immunity of the Conversion Loan is rellected in ita price. On 
the whole, we a.re of opinion tha.t a very diatant option haa 
little effect on the inveetor. 

1M. Looked at from the point of the State, the value of the 
option of rep&yment is clear. It will proba.bly be of aesistance 
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to take a concrete example, such as the raising of £100 millions 
cash, when the yield of Government securities is about 4l per 
cent., by the issue of, approximately, (a) £130 millions of 
3~ per cent. stock at, say, 77, or (b) just over £100 millions 
of 4l per cent. stock at slightly below par, the Government 
in both cases reserving the option to redeem, as in the case of 
Conversion Loan, in 1961. 

The greatest gain to the State from the conversion of the 
4~ per cent. stock will be secured if the yield of gilt-edged 
securities has fallen by 1961 to such lI. point that a com'ersion 
to ~ per cent.' (or less) at par is possible. Conversion to 
3~ per cent. means a saving of £1,000,000 a year in interest, 
which, on a ~ per cent. basis, is worth about £2~ millions 
in capital. The present value of this capital at 4 per cent. 
(the mean of the rates assumed at the beginning and end of 
the period) is about £7,000,000, or the equivalent of 7 per cent. 
on the amount of the issue. If in 1961 the yield of gilt.edged 
securities still remains at 4l per cent., the question of con· 
version does not arise, but, if yields have fallen at all, there 
remains the possibility of converting to some rate intermediste 
between ~ per cent. and 4l per cent., with a correspondingly 
reduced saving of interest. 

165. If the a.!ternative of iBBuing ~ per cent. stock is 
adopted, conversion in 1961 only becomes a. possibility should 
the interest rate have fallen below ~ per cent., a. condition 
which would, it should be noted, 8olso enhance the benefits 
deriv<;d from the conversion of a. 4l per cent. stock. Unless, 
therefore, the terms secured for an issue of a. ~ per cent. 
stock are relatively more favoura.ble than those for a. 4o~ per 
cent. stock, a definite future loss to the State arises, save in 
tbe event of interest rates remaining stationary or rising. It 
is, of course, impossible to foretell what the future course of 
interest rates will be, but on the a.BBumption that over a long 
period (provided there are no very disturbing factors especially 
near the conversion date) there will be a considerable fall, the' 
Government option to convert must be regarded as very valu. 
a.ble, and it is certainly, we think, equal to three or four points 
in the issue price; that is, it would be a& profitable to issue 4l 
per cent. stock at some points below par as to issue ~ per 
cent. stock at 77, or a.!ternatively the price of the latter stock 
should be relatively higher. 

166. On consideration of the whole of the points involved, we 
are of opiuion that it is highly improbable that such an addition 
to the issue price of a. ~ per cent. stock will be secured. It 
follows that, in our view, the State will in genera.! be in a better 
position if issues of stock are made at or slightly below par 
rather than at a heavy discount. We a.!so attach & certain 
amount of weight to the psychologica.! effect of the increase in 
the debt which results from the issue of loans at & heavy dis-
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count; this in our view outweighs any possible advantage that. 
may result from the introduction on the mllol'ket of Government. 
loans bellol'ing a low nominal rate of interest. 

167. The position in regllol'd to the issue at 110 ls.rge discount 
of stock not funded but definitely redeemlloble IIot 110 fixed date is 
somewh&t diJlerent from thllot -&ire&dy considered. Here the 
investor is in a position to take into BCCOunt the certainty of 
repayment so ma.ny years IIohe&d. instead of merely discounting 
the chllonces of conversion. What the State reaJIy pays is • 
reduced &nDUIIoI charge IIot the expense of an increased capitllol 
replloyment 110 certain number of yes.rs ahead. and the va.lue of 
that increBBed capital repayment is commonly taken into 
&ccount in the calculation of the reoJ. yield which the investor 
receives. If the investor were content to take his stock at such.. 
a price as makes the real yield the same &8 that ruling generally 
on gilt-edged securities. irrespective of the type ·of loan issued. 
it would seem IIot first sight that there C&D be no disadva.ntage 

. to the State in issuing at 110 discount. though we think there is. 
some force in Professor C&nDan's contention that 110 nation is. 
more likely to provide 110 lllol'ge &nDual sum for debt purposes it 
the interest is ls.rge and the capital small than if the interest is 
small and the cs.pital ls.rge. Ali examination of the yields of 
various securities. however. tends to the oonclusion that the 
investor demands a certain compensation in the interest rate 
for the postponement of the enjoyment of a full mllol'ket return 
on his oapital where that postponement applies to an appreciable 
amount. He. in fset; imrrendlll'8 for the time being his com
mand over &nDual spending power. and. in so far ae his inc\ina.
tion is to secure the maximum &nDual income. is deterred from 
investing in a stock at 110 large discount. 

168. Moreover. as in the case &iresdy considered. the State: 
loses a certain amount of income taxation for which it is 
doubtful wl1ether adequate compensation is received in the price 

. of issue. In a time of falling interest rates the State also takes. 
the risk of accumnlating the eJ:tr& capital for repayment at • 
lower rate of interest than that commonly assumed by the in
vestor to represent the real return to him. or. alternatively. it 
may hllove to repay an increaeed capital value (a.nd not merely 
the aum borrowed) M 110 time when the price level is lower than 
thM at which the money wae borrowed and the real burden 
on the community is therefore oorreepondingly gteater. In 
issuing .. 108011 M a heavy discount two assumptione J.end to be 
made; firet. that interest ratee will fall. and 88OOnd. that $he 
price level will rise. or M any mte not fall. ud it is doubtful 
whether th_ aaaumptioni in combinMion h&ve a high degre& 
of compatibility. 

169. The factor of the value to the StMe of future oonveraion 
poaaibilitiee doee not enter into the case DOW nuder oonaid __ 
tion. unl_. in addition to the nltim_ redemption date. the 
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State, as .is commonly the case, reserves an option to repay on 
or after an earlier date. In that event the disadvantages 
already set out in regard to the issue of funded debt at a low 
nominal rate of interest may become of equal importance. 

170. We are of opinion that it would be in the best interests 
of the State to issue all future loans at a figure not very appre
ciably below par. In making this recomm/llldation we have 
not overlooked the possibility that a change in the policy of 
issuing 31 per cent. Conversion Loan for funding operations 
might conceivably be regarded as damaging to the national 
credit. It is to be recalled, however, that, while the 31 per 
cent. Conversion Loan remains the 80le form of funded debt 
issued since the war, a return to a redeemable stock bearing a 
higher nominal rate of interest-the 41 per cent. Conversion 
Loan 1940-44--was made in connection with conversion opera
tions in 1924-25 and the following year. We do not think that 
any important reactions would be felt if our recommendation is 
adopted, the more particularly if a· new funded stock were 
floated in connection with an operation of some magnitude, in 
order to ensure at once a free market. 

SPECIAL TAXATION PRIVILEGES ATTACHED TO 
LOANS. 

171. A further question aomewhat allied to tha~ we have just 
considered is whether the State secures full consideration in . 
respect of special taxation privileges attached to loans. In notes 
to the tables showing the del1t created and redeemed 'during and 
since the War (Appendiz V) we have alluded to the main privi
leges given in connection with various issues.' These are 3tI 
follows ;-

(a) Exemption of interest from liability to as.essment to 
British Income Taz, other than Super-tax. 

(b) Payment of interest in full without deduction of 
Income Taz at the IOfI,f'Ce, but with liability to assessment 
in the hands of the recipients. 

(c) Exemption of interest from Inr.ome Taz and Super
taz, so long as it is shown in the manner directed by thE' 
Treasury that the securities are in the beneficial oIDne1'8hip 
of pef'IonI who af'e not Of'dinaNlII f'eaident in the United 
KingdQm. 

(dl Exemption of securities from all tazation, present or 
future, including Est&te Duty, so long &s it is shown in the 
m&nner directed by the Treasury that the securities aze 
in the. beneficial oIDne1'.hip of pet"IonI who af'e neithet" 
domiciled nOt' Of'dinarilll f'eaident in the UnitetJ Kingdom.. 

172. We sought from the Treasury and the Board of Inle.nd 
Revenue an indication of the present policy in regard to these 
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privileges, a.ud we may quote the following conclusion from & 
memorandum furnished to us on the subject :-

.. T&x concessions ha.ve been frequently a.dvoca.ted &s likely 
to make & p&rticula.r issue attractive, in effect as' &n alterna.tive 
either to a higher ra.te of interest or to & lower issue price. But 
such & concession can only be • "&ttra.ctive ' if the recipient both 
in fact receives, and still more thinks he is receiving, & b&rg&in . 

.. '!'heir ra.dical defect from this point of view is the necessa.ry 
uncertainty of their value to the recipient. He does not know 
wha.t future ra.tes of Income Ta.x will be, or, wha.tever the mte, 
what his future income will be, or (in the ca.se of dea.th duties) 
how BOon a.ud under wha.t m&rket conditions he will enjoy the 
privileges of tendering his securities a.t p&r (in lieu of ma.rket 
price) in payment of death duties. He n&tura.lly tends to esti
ma.te the a.dva.uta.ges of a tax concession with & very safe margin 
in his own fa.vour. In these circumstances it is ha.rdly doubtful 
that the Sta.te does not in fa.ct ohtaiB in improved loon conditions 
a.uything a.pproaching the re&l value of the tax concessions it 
gives. At best it is entering on a doubtful speculation instead of, 
a.s in the a.lternative of 4-9. & lower iasue price, f&eing a. certainty, 
the financial effect of which is known to both pa.rties . 

.. Mainly for this rea.son the policy in recent years has.been 
definitely to get away from Will' concessions a.ud to refuse them 
to new iasues . 

.. In principle, special tall. exemptions &re objectionable 
(a) because they c.rea.te special cla.sses of persons free from 
!Jenera! tu: liabilities, (b) bec&use it is very doubtful if the State 
1D fact receives value for the tax concession, (c) because the con
cessions involve administr&tive complica.tions. The only defence 
for such privileges is tha.t in momenta of emergency they may 
bs unavoidable a.ud that in dealing with a N&tional Debt of 
£7,000 millions it m&y be impossible to avoid ISCOnd-rate 
financial expedients." 

178. We &re in entire a.greement with the policy which is 
indicated in this quotation, a.ud we propose only to add & brief. 
comment on the comparative importance of the concessions. 

17~. Fina.ncially we have little doubt tha.t the most important 
concession is that which permits the payment of interest on 
registered a.nd inscribed holdings without deduction of tax a.t 
the aource. This subjed W&8 exhaustively considered by the 
Royal Commission on the Income Ta.x, which recommended iII 
1900 that a.U British Government a.nd Municipal loans sbouId in 
future bs made subject to deduction of t&x at the aource. The 
aouodneaa of this recommendation is, we think. generally 
reroguised. 

175. The exemption of beneficial owners not ordinarily l'EI8i
dent in the United Kingdom is related to this conceseion iII that 
non-dedllction at the aource would necessarily mean in the vast 
majority of C&8eII the effective exemption of such holders, since. 
in the absence of deduction. there ie normally no machinery for 
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BeCuring assessment of, and collection from, the recipient. It 
would, therefore, be useless to abolish the exemption of persons 
not ordinarily resident while retaining non-deduction at the 
8Our"e. 

176 .. There are no available data by which the effect of this 
exemption can be measured. In general, since it must make the 
effective yield of British Goternment securities more nearly 
equal to that on British industrial securities which suller tax, 
we surmise that it tends to attract such foreign capital as is 
invested in this country into Government securities rather than 
into industrials. To the extent to which this sets free for 
industry in this country the capital of British investors (and 
thus preserves British control of industries) the tendency is not 
undesirable. But, except .80 far as the exemption attracts 
money to this country which would not otherwise be invested 
here, there is B loss of Income Tax I.nd, of course, no benefit by 
way of addition to the avallable capital of the country. A 
further aspect of the exemption is that it provides & f&vourable 
investment for persons who, in order to avoid taxation in this 
country, become resident abroad; since the alternative of invest
ing in foreign securities is, however, always open, it is doubtful 
whether this point is of very much weight. Although the privi
lege may on the whole tend to increase the supply of capit&1 in 
this country and thus to lower the rate of interest, we do not 
think the adv&ntages secured &fe of such substance as in normal 
circumstances to justify the concession. We do not wish to be 
understood to express any objection to the exemption of holdings 
by non-residents where such exemption may form pEt of the 
general policy of the .. reciprocal exemption of the non-resident .. 
adopted with other States for the relief of doqble ta.xation. 

177. Those loans which are issued subject to the payment of 
interest tax-compounded naturally appeal only to investors who 
are liable to Income Tax &t the full rate, since in no case can 

. the taxpayer obtain repayment of the Income Tax notionaJly 
paid. The market is thus restricted, and the terms of issue, to 
be successful, must accord with the investor's views as to the 
rate of tax likely to be in force during the currencY of the loan. 
On that point the investor is likely to make a very conservative 
estimate of his possible gain. The value of issuing this type of 
loan must necessarily depend in the main upon general conditions 
at the time of issue, but we doubt whether sufficient cOInpensa
tion will be obtained in the terms of issue to justify the taxation 
1:OIlcession involved. 

178. Under the present taxation system, the complete exemp
tion from taxation of the person both resident and domiciled 
abroad merely adds to the exemption from income taxation given 
to holders resident abroad an exemption from Estate Duty. 
There is little evidence to show that this privilege has heen 
fruitful in attracting capital to this country. 
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179. All of these exemptions were devised with a view to 
attracting capital for war purposes, and they will cont~ue for 
the life of the loans to which they were attached. But wIth the 
pllsBing of the really urgent need for securing every available 
financial assistance, we feel that they should, as far u.s possIble, 
cease to be attached to future issues. Indeed, in view of the 
large mllss of securities which. already carry the privileges, we 
doubt whether their repetition would exercise much effect on any 
future subscriptions from &broad. 

180. One other privilege remains to be mentioned. Most of 
the issues of National War Bonds, the 5 per cent. War Loan. 
4 per cent. War Loan, 4 per cent. Funding' Loan, and Victory 
Bonds are accepted by the Commissioners of Inland Revenue in 
satisfaction of amounts due on account of death duties (and, 
as regards the National Waz Bonds, for Excess Profits Duty or 
Munitions Exchequer Payments) subject to certain specified 
conditions requiring that stock shall have been held for six 
month8 before the date of death (or before the duty is payable). 

181. In most cases thess securities can be tendered at their 
nominal value, but in tbe case of the 5 per cent. Wu LoB.o 
acceptance is a·t the issue price of 95 per cent. and in the case 
of 4 per cent. Funding Loan at the issue price of 80 per cent. 
Sucb a privilege is valueless to the holder unless it covers eome 
bonus or special monetary advantage; it is ept to work exceed
ingly unequally as between individuals, and it involves a oon
cealed loss to the Exchequer. While under the stress of war 
borrowing, the ooncession was, perhapa, justifiable, we are glad 
to note that it has not been repeated in later issues. 

THE INTEREST CHARGE. 
1~. We hne dealt eo far mainly witb changes in tbe capital 

of the debt. It is nece88Bl'Y now to examme the changes which 
have taken place in the interest charge. Excluding tbe OO8t of 
management and expenaea of issue, the actual charge for interesl 
in 19'.l()"21 W&~ just over £326 millions, against practically .£007 
millions in 1925-26. The reduction is therefore £19 million&. 
In tbe former year, however, only .£289,OOO·was paid in respect 
of interest on the debt to the United States Government~ Under 
the terms of the Funding Agreement of 19'>..3, the interest charge 
on this loan in 1925-26 involved the issue fnm the Exchequer 
of eomewhG.t over £28 millions. The reduction effected in the 
interest charge on other items of the debt waa thua rather more 
than .£47 millions. 

183. This reduction was, of course, due to (II) the large repay
ments of debt out of revenue and other re<'6ipts. (b) savings 
resulting from dired conversion operatioua, And (e) savings due 
to the repayment of debt out of reborrowin~. in which may be 
included th .. substantial ~ accruing from the fall in the rate 
of interest payable on Treasury 'Bills. Since. 88 indicated in 
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paragraph 119. it is not possible to identify aU the individual 
items of 'debt repaid with the particular source of the cash 
a.pplied, the prl)portion of the total saving due to each of these 
factors ran !lot be exactly determined. 

Some guidance CllJl, however, be obtained from the mOl'e 
detailed comp&.J'ison of the interest payments in 1920-21 and 
1925-26 given in the following table :-

, 
laues 188008 I In~ ...... nocreue 

Inlere.t on 1920-21. 1925-26 .. 192~26. in 
1926-26. 

- i 

(£ thon •• nda). 

Conool., etc. ... ... '" 7,880 7,848 - 32 
3196 Oonversion Loan .•. ... - 25,361 25,361 -
Terminable Annuities .0. ... 626 402 - 124 
Tr ... ury Bill. ... ... ... 69,019 25,291 - 43,728 
Ways and Meallll Advances ... 6,949 1,881 - 4,068 
3t%,4% and 4i% War Loan 5,410 5,406 - 4 
5% War Loan... ... ... 98,242 100,442 2,200 -
4% Funding Loan ... ... 16,328 15,768 - 560 
4t % Co.version Loan ... ... - 9,476 9,476 -
4% Victory Bo.d. ... _ .. 

14,350 13,948 - 402 
Exchequer Bonda ... ... 16,716 469 - 16,246 
N ation&1 Wor Bonda 7J,3115 36,271 - 35,034 
Treasury Bond. ::: ::: 311 23,910 23,599 -
National Savings Certificates ... 2,519 7,103 4,584 -
U.Ii.A.. Government Loan .0. 289 28,315 28,026 -
Other debt (maioJyexteroal) ... 17,231 5,114 - 12,117 

--------.-
326,074 306,995 93,236 112,315 

Net dec ..... £19,079. 

184. The outstanding item iu this table is the reduction in 
the total interest payable on Treasury Bilk A part of thiR 
decrease i9, of course, offset by the interest on other forms of 
debt from the proceeds of which Bills were repaid. The actual 
reduction in the volume of Bills. comparing the commence
ment and end of the period, was £540 millions, but the volume 
outstanding at any point in the year is naturally subject to 
variation. Since the average rate of iuterest paid on Bills 
in 1920-21 was about £6 9s. per cent., the saving of interest 
due to these repayments may be roughly put at about 
£32 millions. The fall in the average rate of interest to 
about £4 5s. in 1925-26· may be taken to have reduced the 
charge on Bills still outstanding by, say, £12 millions. 

The fall in interest on Ways and Means advances appears 
to be due in the main to the replacement of bank advances by 
advances from public departments, rather than to the 
qiminution in the volume of those advances. 

185. If we exclude the changes in the interest charge due 
to the reduction of the Floating Debt and the lower rate of 
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interest paid on the amount still outstalldi~g, there. is an 
increase in the period of £28,717,000, of which the Interest 
on the debt to the United Stateq Government accounts for 
£28,026,000. The increase QIl the result of other alterations 
in the debt is thus £691,000. Very largely, of course, the 
changes in the items of debt are due to conversion operations, 
including identifiable re.borrowings, which resulted in a saving of 
£1,553,000 (excluding transactions prior to 1st April, 1920). 
Thus the net effect of all other operations on the debt was to 
increase the interest charge .by £2,244,000; tha·t is to say. 
general borrowings not identifiable directly with a partioular 
item of debt redeemed have increased the interest charge by 
that figure. 

1.86. It has to be borne in mind that, as mentioned in 
paragraph 70, the interest. on Savings Certificates represents 
the actual amount paid in the year upon repaid oertificates. 
The charge, therefore, bears no fixed relation to the volume 
of certificates outstanding. The increased charge in the above 
table appears, however, on a rough approximation, to 
correspond closely with the increase which would have been 
necessary ha.d accruing interest been paid in full There is, 
therefore, no disturbing element in the general comparison. 

187. The considerations set out above suggest that the 
redu~tion of £47 millions in the interest charge since 1920·21 
(para. 182) is due, as to £12 millions, to the lower nte of interest 
now payahle on Treasury Bills; as to £4 millions to the change 
in the source of Ways and Means advances; 118 to £11 millions 
to conversion operations and identifiable reborrowings; and BS 

to the balance of £291 millions to the repayment of debt out of 
revenue, &c., The latter figure is probahly somewhat lower than 
the gro88 reduction, owing to a small increase in the charge 
l'1lsulting from minor changes in the form of the debt. This 
allocation must, however, be regarded a.a iIlustra.tive rather 
than aa being the result of definite calculations. Apart from 
the difficulties referred to above, some disturbance natlJrally 
arises from the fact that the interest charge is a.ctually pa.id 
on a volume of d~bt which differs from that outstanding at the 
b~ginning or end of the year. . 

188. Although, therefore, thesa figures can only be offered 
as a rough estimate, they lire, we think, sufficiently close to 
show that the reduction is due in the main to two fa.ctor&
the very large sums which have been provided for debt 
redemption out of revenue, IoIld the considerable eoope for 
saving afforded over the period by the fall in short money 
rates, a fall no doubt largely due to the BOund financial policy 
followed by the Government. On the former item alone, 
assuming that deM haa been redt>emed at 5 per cent., tbe 
aaving would be almost £38 millions. Up to the present 
tinle the saving effected by conversion operatioos has, aa was to 
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be anticipated, been small, and obviously the future gaiu which 
may be secured from such operations depends entirely upon the 
continuance of u decline in the general rate of interest. 

189. The witnesses who have a.ppeared before us bve 
expressed no very pronounced views on this question. Dr. 
Da.lton was of opinion tha.t during the next 10 years there was 
unlikely to be any scope for downward conversion except in the 
case of the 5i per cent. and 5 per cent. issues, and in default of 
straightforward repayment, upward conversion would be neces
sary in the case of some of the other items (Ell. p. 394 : E in. C : 
8). Professor Cannan thought that on the whole the probability 
Wa.s in favour of some reduction by conversion, but 'not a. great 
one (Q. 838-40) 

190. We are not ourselves prepared to make any prophecy 
regarding future interest rates. While over a. period there is 
ground for hoping that a downward movement will be shown
and 'the policy in rega.rd to debt repayment may itself exercise 
some influence in this direction-it cannot be ignored tha.t in 
cerla.in circumstances, such lUI a. trade reviva.l, an upward move
ment would probably be the initial result. Nor can it be over
looked that, whatever the general trend, temporary movements 
coinciding with the ma.turityof debt, may affect the terms or the 
new bargain to he made with holders of Government securities. 
But in view of the frequently expressed belief that a considerable 
saving is likely to be a.chieved by future conversions, we think it 
desirable to define clearly the utmost that could be ga.ined in 
that direction upon certa.in arbitrary assumptions regarding the 
ra.te of intereAt which ma.y be required to be pa.id upon 
conversion. 

FUTURE CONVERSION OPERATIONS-LIMITS OF 
POSSIBLE SAVINGS. 

191. We print in Appendix VII a table showing in round 
figures 'the intema.l c)ebt maturing year by year, together with 
the present interest charge and the annual saving which would 
accrue if, at ma.turity, the debt were converted to a 4 per cent. 
basis or to a. 3i per cent. basia. For convenience of comparison 
the interest on 4 per cent. Income Tax compounded issues has 
been a.ssumed to be equivalent to 5 per cent. ta.xable. If the 
ta.x compounded issues were &etually to be converted into taxable 
loans, the sa.ving on the interest charge would be le88 than is 
shown, but the method adopted facilita.tes comparison when 
aeoount is taken of the'decrease in tal[ revenue to which we refer 
Ia.ter. It is clear that the opportunities of conversion are limited 
to the unfunded debt, a.nd we l'llly a.Iso exclude from considera
tion ·the issues of Funding Loan and Victory Bonds to which 
specia.l redemption arrangemeuts are attached. Leaving out of 
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account for the time being the Floating Debt and Savings Certi
ficates, it will be seen from the table that the remaining debt 
amounts to £3,698 millions, involving a present interest charge 
of £177 millions, or an average rate of interest of 4'92 per cent. 

192. Taking first the assumption that each loan is converted at 
the date at which the Government is bound to redeem it, we 
find that the interest savings on the hypotheses taken would be 
as follows :-

Annual eaviug if con .. 
verted to 

Year. -. 
13l~-~ (~ basiL 

£ £ 
192~·27 T ........ 3' Bondi... ... . •• 1,096,000 1,644,000 
1927-28 Nation War Bonda and 8l~ War 2,067,000 8,672,000 

LoaD. I 

1928·29 National War Bond.... ... "'1 4,676,000 7,014,000 
1929-80 T ....... ..,. Bonda and Exohequer Bonda 304,000 635,000 
1990-91 Treaau..,. Bonda....... ... ... . 2,021,000 2,696,000 
1992·sa do. : 606,000 1,219,000 
1999-84 do. 122,000 647,000 

Up "- 9la' Haroh 1934 ... ... 10,892,000 17,220,000 

194:1-'8 4~ War Loan '" ... .., ... 649,000 974,000 
1944-46 ,,~ Oon ... raion Loan ... ... .. , 1,059,000 2,106,000 
1946·46 4t~ War LoaD ... '" ... .. , 64,000 128,000 
1847-48 b~ War Loan ... ... ... .. . 20,«1,000 80,661,000 

Total Sanng of In_t ... sa,099,OOO 61,089,000 
, 

In the case of two loans included in this w.ble--the 31 per 
cent. War Loan and 3 per cent. Exchequer Bon~\he interest 
charge would be alightly increased on the , per cent. basis, and, 
in the case of the latter loan only, on the 31 per cent. basis. 

193. The above summary shows the outetanding poaition in 
thia connection of \he 6 per cent. War Loan. It has alao to be 
borne in mind that 6 per cent. National War Bonds are (with 
the exception of the fourth series), convertible into this loan at 
the option of the holder; if this option were fully exercised the 
amount of the 5 per cent. War Loan would be increased by 
nearly £500 millions. Similarly the , per cent_ War Loan might 
be increased by nearly £140 millions by conversion of 4 per cent. 
Bonds. The int_t saving shown as possible in 1927-28 would 
then be entirely postponed, and that shown 88 possible in 1928-29 
would be mainly postponed. until the year 1947-48. with a slight 
altersuon in the amount, owing to the fact that conversion of 
15 per cent. Bonds is on \he basis of £96 bonds for each £100 War 
Loan. 
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194. If we now examine the position on the assumption that 
the Government were able to convert at the earliest dates at 
which it has an option to redeem loans, the interest savings year 
by year would be as follows :-

A.DDuaJ oaving if oon-
varied to 

Year. -
496 buia. /3'% bo .... 

(A.fter £ £ 
1926-26) "96 War Loan ••• ... ... . .. • 64,000 128,000 
1926-27 T ..... nry Bonds ••• • •• ... . .. 1,218,000 1,887,000 
1927-28 National War Bonds and 3'96 War 2,067,000 3,672,000· 

Loan. 
1928-2\1 Nacional War Bonds ... . .. . .. 4.676,000 7,014,000 
19~9-30 696 War Loan, T ..... nry Bonds Ind 21,394,000 52,170,000 

Ezebequer Bonds. 
1930-31 Tr ... ury Bond •••• ... ... . .. 2,627,000 5,908,000 
1931-32 Treasury Bonds ••• ... ... ... - 304.000 

Up to 31.t Marob, 1952 ... ... 32,046,000 48,983,000 

1939-40 4t96 Convoraion Loan ... ... ... 1,063,000 2,106,000 

Total Saving of Inte_t ... 33,099,000 51,089,000 

The principal change in the date at which a. saving might be 
made arises, of course, from the option to repay the 5 per 
cent. War Loan on the 1st June, 1929. If circumstances should 
enable that option to be exercised, conversions of National 'Var 
Bonds into 5 per cent. War Loan will result in only a slight 
lengthening of their life. 

195. We have excluded from these statements the external 
debt, Floating Debt and Savings Certificates. As regards the 
external debt BOme £29 millions of 20 year bonds doe in 1936-37 
are convertible at the option of the holder into 5 per cent 
National War Bonds on terms which involve a small increase in 
the interest charge; practically all the remainder is now in 
annuity form, with the exception of a pari of the loans from 
certain Allied Governments which may be regarded aa available 
fOl. se~1f against loans to those Governments. In tbe ease of 
the Floating Debt, it can only be said that, BO far as it may be 
converted into longer term debt, it is to be anticipated that, what
ever the course of interest rates may be, there will be BOme 
increase over the cost of maintaining it in its present form; it 
is clear thM jbere is no poBBibility of a fall in the future rate of 
interest oft this debt of the dinlensions registered in the past few 
yeara. We have already mentioned the position regarding the 
provision of interest on Savings Certificates (para. 70). The 
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facilities recently announced for the conversion of certificates. of 
the first issue into a new Savings Bond or into 41 per qej)t. 
Conversion Loan will, 80 far as they ar~ accepted, relieve the 
Treasury from the obligation which would Dtherwise have arisen 
to pay in C8sh the past accumulated interest on those certificates, 
and the terms offered on the new securities represent a small 
saving on the real interest charge on certificates of the first issue, 

196. It remains 'to mention one further point of considerabie 
importance in connection with th!! possible saving of interest 
through conversions. The reduction in the interest charge, taken 
by itself, naturally involves a reduction in the income which is 
aSBeBBed to Income Tal[ and Super-tax, and thtmlfore a reduction 
on the revenue side of the Budget as well as in the interest on the 
expenditure side. We have no data for the assessment of this 
los8 of revenue, but if we assume that the lOIS in tax is 4s.' in the 
£, the net aaving in the Budget would be reduced to about £26 
millions in the event of conversion to a 4 per cent. basis, or to 
£41 millions on a 8l per cent. basis. Actually at present rates of 
Income Tall: and Super-tax, the 1088 of revenue is likely to be 
considerably more. 

THE PRICE l:.EVEL AND THE DEBT BURDEN. 

197. Whatever saving may actually .be achieved in the long 
run by conversion and repayment operations, it has to be borne 
in mind that there i8 not neceBs8rily a correeponding relief in the 
burden of the interest chai'ge on the taxpayer. That charge ia 
fixed in terms of money and 001888 the 'fall in the money tranafer 
exceeds the fall in commodity values, the burden i8 not 
diminiehed. 

198. The relation of the burden of the repayment of debt to 
changea in the price level is of particular significance in oon
nection 'with proposals for a Capital Levy, and we deal with it 
in the main under that head (pMa. 787 at .eq.). With regard to 
the interest charge, it is sufficient here to point out that, if prices 
fall from any cause other than a oompenaating increase of or 
economy in production, profits will slso fall and the taxable area 
will be reduced in terms of money. But a fall in pricea bringe no 
corresponding reduction in the charge for interest OD the debt, 
except 80 far 8S the sympathetio relation of interes\ and pricea 
enables conversions to be effected. ThuB the proportion of 
production taken to pay the interest on the debt tends to increase 
8S the prive level falls. In other words the relative as well 8B the 
8baoMe purchasing power of the interest receiver rises.. Corres
pondingly of' coune an increase in pricee, unaceompanied by a 
compensating fall in production, diminishes the relative purchas
ing power of the fixed interest receiver. 

• c 
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199. The following table show~ the charge for internlK debt 
interest reduced to the pte-war level of prices on the basis of the 
Statist index number (an average of the four quarters being 
taken) ;-

I_I Debt Statist Indes lateroal Debt 
Year. 

lata""". No. la_tatPre-
war Pric-. 

1913-19 
(£ tbou ..... cIs.) (1913=100.) (£ tboul!&ncls.) ... . .. 219,265 226'1 97,000 

1919-20 ... . .. 283,780 261'1 109,006 
1920-21 ... . .. 308,664 270'6 114,000 
1921-22 ... . .. 283,562 171'8 166,000 
1922--23 ... . .. 266,671 IM'7 172,000 
1923-24 ... . .. 269,914 IM'S 176,000 
1924-26 ... ... 272,777 166'1 164,000 
1921).-26 ... ... 273,666 156'1 176,000 

209· Thus despite a small decrease in the internal interest 
charge since 1919-20, the absolute burden measured in pre-war 
prices (wholesale) had increased by nearly 61 per cent. in 1923-~; 
51 per cent. in 1924-25; and 61 per cent. in 1925-26. It is, 
however, important to note that the bulk of the internal 
borrowings were in fact incurred prior to 1919-20, when the price 
level was lower thaD in that year (of. para. 738). The figures 
should not therefore be taken as measuring an increase in 
purchasing power transferred to the interest receiver over that 
which he transferred to the State at the time of borrowing; in 
other words in· 1919-20 the interest receiver was sulfering a 

. reduction of his previous purchasing power. . 
201. On ,the evidence given by Mr. Layton, there was, how

ever, an increase of production in' the years 1922 and 1923 as 
compared with 1921. Taking his estimate of the national income 
(inclnding debt interest and war pensions) we find that the 
proportion of that taxable income required to meet the internal 
debt interest is ail follows:-

Oalendar Year. 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 

. I Inlemal Debt Batio of Debt 
Total Na',oD&l I' laterNt InterN' to 

Ia_ I (FiDallllial Year). !iatioD&! I-. 

(£ mill •• ) 
.5,600 
3,900 
3,600 
3,800 

, 

(£ mil\e.) 
aot 
286 
266 
270 

20-2. On this baais tbe increase in the relative weight 
of the burden in 1923 as compazed with 1920 was 
29 per cent. All the comparison8 we have given can, 
however. in the nature of things be regarded only as 
• general indication of the course of the ~urpen. ~8 such they 
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show that the reduction in the· interest charge in the past few 
years has been insufficient to compensate ~he fall in prices. For 
the future, as we indicate in connection with the Capital Levy 
(para. 742), the evidence before us does not point to any 
strong or definite movement in general prices. In such circum
stances it is to be anticipated tha.t reductions in the interest 
charge will produce BOme diminution in the reBl burden. At the 
same time we are of opinion that the review which we have made 
of the possibilities of savings from conversions does not justify 
the placing of any very gt"eBt reliance upon Buch operations as a 
means of effeoting a really appreciable Initigatioil in the early 
future. 

THE SINIUNG FUNDS. 
1I0S. We have, in the course of reviewing the various debt 

tranBBCtions and in Appendix V, made brief reference to the 
provision for debt redemption. Before setting out more 
speai1ioally the present position, it In&y be of intereat to trace 
shortly the development of t1ie Sinking Funds. 

1104. The. record of the earliest efforts to establish a fund for 
the redemption of debt in this oountry shows one long seriea of 
failurea. It Will not until after the enunciation by Dr. Hamilton 
in 1814 of the prinoiple .. that the excess of revenue over 
npenditure is the only real ainkiIlg fund by whioh publio debt 
O&n be discharged," and the endorsemen~ of this principle by a 
Select ComInittee of the House of Commons in lS\l8, that any 
real attempt Will made to place the Sinking Fund upon a sound 
ba.aia. In 18\19 aU the earlier legislation on the subject was 
repealed, and it was enacted that the actual 8urplua revenue 
should be iB8ued to the Natiollal DeM ComInissioll8l'8 to be 
applied by them to the redemption of debt. This provision came 
to be known III the Old Sinking Fund, and when in 1875 
Sir St&lford Northcote brougM forward a Ilew scheme for debt 
repayment, the Old Sinking Fund was reWned with some altera
tion in machinery. under which it was directed to be iB8Ued to 
the National Debt Commissioners in thecouree of the year 
following thal in which the eurplua arose. The appliCation of 
the Old Sinking Fund has been modified in recent yeare by 
provisions undef which accruing surplus revenue may be applied 
directly by the Treasury during the current year. iustead of being 
iuued to the National Debt Commissioners in the following year. 

l!O5. It was the opinion of the Select Committee referred to 
abo ... that an annual surplua of £3.000.000 should be provided. 
but in fact DO seriou8 effort appears to have been made to give 
effect to this recommendation aud the amount& actually realjaed 
were generally ama\l. In these circumst&nees Parliament, at the 
instance of Sir S~ord Nonhcote, made provision in 1875 for 
the acceleration of deb' repayment through the eaiablishment of 
a permanent or bed annual debt charge. The principle of this 
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charge was that it should cover not only the entire service of the 
debt (that is, the payment of interest, terminable annuities, 
management, and specific Sinking Fund~ but that it should also 
leave a margin which should be applicable to redeem debt, and 
which would itself automatically increase as the charge for 
interest fell owing to the reduction in the debt. This margin was 
known as the New Sinking Fund. . 

206. The amount of the fixed debt charge was originally fixed 
at £27,400,000 for 1875-6, £27,700,000 for 1876-7 and £28,000,000 
fqr every subsequent financial year, and it was directed that all 
perpetual or terminable annuities charged on the Consolidated 
Fund· by any Act prior to 1875 should be paid out of the 
permanent annual charge. ~ the first year of operation, the 
amount issued in respect of New Sinking Fund and principal 
of terminable annuitiee was £4,092,221 or 0'534 upon the total 
deadweight debt then existing. 

207. The amount of the fixed debt charge was altered from 
time to time, notably in 1887-8. to £26 millions, in 1889-90 to 
£25 millions and in 1899-1900 to £23 millions, In the year 
before the war (1913-14) it stood at £241- millions, and the New 
Sinking Fund then amounted to £5,228,000 or about 0'8 per ~el\t. 
on the total debt. The principal of terminable annuities 
amounted to £2,377,880 so that the total issued for debt 
redemption out of the fixed debt charge was £7,605,880, repre
senting 1'15 per cent. on the total debt. 

208. It waS proposed in the Budget of 1914-15 to reduce the 
fixed debt charge to· £2~ millions. On the outbreak of war, 
however, the payment of the New Sinking Fund was suspended, 
with the exception of £1,000,000 applied to the redemption of 
drawn Exchequer Bonds. The . suspension continued np to the 
end of 1919-20, but the New Sinking Fund was reeumed for the 
two following years. In 1922-23" as a temporary measure the 
New Sinking Fund was again suspended, and in the following 
year the basis was (48 shown in pM'a. 211) entirely altered. 

209. Turning now to the changee in the position brought about 
by the Great War, it is of consequence to note tha* the debt then 
created was never brought within the .. fixed debt charge." 
That charge was consequently an insignificant proportion of the 
total which had to be provi!1ed for the service of the debt .. On 
the other hand certain· specific Sinking Funds were attached to 
loans issued during the War, and other provisions in connexion 
with certain of those loans, such as the arrangement for their 
acceptance in payment of death duties, operated in much the 
same way as a Sinking Fund. , 

210. The particulars of these specific Sinking Funds are as 
followsl--
. (a) ~ pet" cent. Con"et"sion Loan.-Under Section 45 of 

the Finance Act, 1~1, the. Treasury must issue from the 
Consolidsted Fund as soon as may be after the close of each 
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balf year during which the average daily price of t~e loan 
. certified by the Bank of England has been below £90 per 

cent., a sum equal to not less than 1 per cent. of the amount 
of the loan outstanding at the close of that half year to be 
applied in the purchase of Conversion Loan for cancellation. 
i'he amount thus issued in 1925-26 was 114,886,000. 

(b) 4 per oent. Victory Bondi and 4 per cent. Funding 
Loan 1960-90.-Under Section 9 of the War Loan Act, 
1919, the Treasury are required to set aside at the close of 
each 'half-year II sum equal to 2* per cent. on the nominal 
amount of any 4 per cent. Victory Bonds or 4 per cent. 
Funding Loan originally created under the prospectuses 
dated 12th June, 1919 (together £768,640,000)" and, after 
deducting therefrom the amount required for the payment 
of interest on those securities for the half year, to issue to the 
National Debt Commissioners the balance of the sum so set 
aside to be applied by them to Sinking Fund purposes in 
accordance with the prospeotuses. In the case of Victory 
Bonds the Sinking Fund is applied to annual drawings at par. 
In the case of Funding Loan it is applied to purchase and 
oancellation while the loan is below par, but may be invested 
if the price is above par. The amount required for these 
loons in 1925-26 WIlS £4,878,000. 

(0) The Life Annuities and Terminable Annuities charged 
on the Consolidated Fund include capital repayments which 
amounted ia 1925-26 to ;c1,085,OOO. 

(d) Under the arrangement for the funding of the British 
debt to the United States of America annual instalments of 
principal, commencing at $28,000,000 iu 1928-24 and 
increasing to 1175,000,000 in 1984-5, are to be paid. 

(e) Under the terms of issue of 4 per cent. Victory Bonds, 
the bonda, which were iSBued at 85, are accepted at par in 
payment of death duties. and under Section 8 of the War 
Loan Act, 1919, honds so tendered are purchased by the 
National Debt Commissioners from the Inland Revenue 
Commissioners and held until drawn. Any sums received by 
the National Debt Commissioners by way of interest or 
repayment of principal in respect of securities tranaferred to 
them may be applied in payments to the Inland Revenue. 
any further requirements to meet such payments being met 
from the Cousolidated Fund. Tlie sum required from the 
Consolidllted Fund for this purpose· in 19'.A6-96 WIllI 
£6,995,000. 

A similar provision exists for the aoceptauce in the pay
ment of death duties of Funding Loan at the issue price (80) 
but as long as the quotation of this stock exceeds the 
aoceptance value it is obvioualy unlikely to be tendered in 
settlement of duties. The aam6 considerations apply 
j!eDerally to certain other aecurities whi~h may be tendered 
in payment of death duties or Excess Profits Doty. 
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(j) Depreciation Fund for I) per cent. War Loan 1929-47 
and 4 per cent. War Loan (tax compounded) 1929-41!.-The 
prospectuses of these loans provide that there shall be set 
aside monthly as a depreciation fund for purchaRing for 
cancellation whenever the market prioe faUs below 95 in the 
case of I) per cent. loan or 100 in the case of 4 per cent. 
loan, one-eighth per cent. on the original amount of the 
101m. Whenever the unexpended balance in the hands of 
the Na.tional Debt Commissioners reaches £10,000,000, 
issues to them are to be suqpenaed. In the year 1925-26 
the issues, which were required in respect of the 4 per cent. 
loan only, were £7,539,000. 

211. The existing provisions regulating the total Sinking 
Fund to be applied in the year were laid down by the Finance 
Act of 1923, which repealed the fixed debt charge arrangement 
of 1875 and set up a. definite annual provision for Sinking Funds 
of £40,000,000 for 1923-24, £45,000,000 for 1924-25 and 
£50,000,000 in subsequent years unle88 and until Parliament 
otherwise determines. The annual amounts fixed by this Act 
include the sums which fall to be issued under the specific Sink
ing Funds referred to above and also that portion of any telmin
able annuities which represents principal. 

212. The allocation of the New Sinking Fund (1923) in 
1924-25 a.nd 1925-26 is shown in the following table;-

192 .... 25. I 1925-26. 

Amount NnDriDal P .... ntage Amount Nominal P ........ 
inoluded Deb&, of II.F. Ie inoluded Deb', of S.p. &0 

in.Sinking 1 April, Nominal m SillkinS 1 April, Nominal 
FDDCI. 1m. Deb'- FDDd. 1925. Deb'-

(£000) (£000) " (£000) (£000) " at " CoDTenion 13,239 6641,231 1'99 14,886 708,931 2'OS 
Loan 

4 " Ponding Loan 4,673 749,660 0'62 4,873 I 74',670 0'66 
and Vic&ory Bonda 

13'48 I 1,086 

I 
13,063 8'OS Terminable Annu- 1,818 15,451 

iRM 
U .8.A. Govenlln",,' 5,202 940,479 0'66 II ',953 985,753 0'53 

Loan 

~ 1 Bondo II1lrrenderecl ;,846 - - 7,178 -

I 
-

in ~ymen* of 
cIea dutieo , 

I i! 

3~,773 2,369,921 )·ss ~ 32,'70 2,402,407 1'85 
Balanoe ... 12,221 5,510,8112 .,.23 17,530 5,243,866 0'38 

45,000 1 7,680,623 I 0'69 II 50,000 /7,646,372 I 0'65 
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In 1925-26, owing to the fall of the 4 per cent. Wu Loan 
below pu, Depreai.ation Fund issues amounting to £7,539,000 
were necessary and the free ba.lance WII8 thereby reduced to 
.£9,991,000. 

213. By far the greater part of the New Sinking Fund (1923) 
is at present therefore hypothecated to particular items of debt. 
As regards the future, requirements for the Funding Loan, 
Victory Bonds and the debt to the United States Government 
(excepting variations due to excha.nge) can be foreseen; in each 
case the redemption provision increasea, 118 the interest decreases 
as the result of redemption. The following table shows the 
approximate provision for various years :-

FuJldilll Loan 
Vkltor1 Bouell ... ... • .. 
U.S.A. Go ......... n' Loaa (., par) 

192'-7 11990-81 11940 ... 1 11950-61 

2,800 
2,820 
6,187 

(£ tho ...... do) 
B,BOO 6,180 
2,714 4,018 
6,768 8,680 

7,970 
6,941 

10,890' 

10,2671. 11,7671 17,7781 24,807 

1114. The remaining items, witb the exception of terminable 
annuities, are cleuly liable to considerable cha.nges mainly 
dependeni upon the course of markei values. The Conversion 
Loan Sinking Fund, whicll runs while the stock is below 90 
(tha* ia, until the yield on the stock is just below 4 per cent.) 
will obviously continue for a oonsidel'8ble period, diminishing 
slightly as stock is redeemed. A liability of about £15,000,000 
a year, very gradU&lly falling, is therefore to be anticipated. 

The Depreciation Fund is • heavy oontingent cllarge entirely 
dependent upon the markN price of the loans to whicll it is 
attached; no reliable estimate of the future requirement can be 
made. The future issues for the purchase of securities tendered 
for death duties are a.lso uncertain; 80 long, however, B8 Victory 
Bonds are below par, they are likely to be very substantial. 

1115. On the whole there is unlikely to be any very oonsider
able cllange in the nen decade from. the present free balance 
of about £17 millions, leas such issues as are needed in respect 
of the Depreci~tion Fund. Thereafter, unlesa and until the 
provision for Conversion Loan is no longer required, the free 
balance will tend to fall as the reau1t of the increasing bed 
charges shown in paragraph illS. 

IU6. We may mention here a auggeetion made to DB by Dr. 
Dalton (in conjunction with proposals for an increaeed Sinking 
Fund) that specific Sinking Funds should be .~ to me 
4i per oent. Conversion Loan and the 4 per oent. Victory Bonds 
(a8 an addition to the present drawings) with • view to ~ 
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the market values of those securities, of which he thought 
additional issues at par might well be made when natioru.l 
credit reached a 4i per cent. and 4 per cent. basis respectivel] 
(Eo. p. 394: E. in C. 9). At the same time Dr. Dalton stated 
on the genera.! question that he did not think the whole of t',e 
Sinking Fund provision should be attached to specific loans 
(Q. 5481). 

217. We are of opinion that in the disturbed circumstances 
under which loons had to be raised during and immediately after 
the War period, the attachment of specific Sinking Funds (in. 
cluding the Depreciation Fund) in certain cases proved to be of 
distinct advantage in securing the success of the loan8. From 
the point of view of the use 9f the Sinking Fund in raisiug Gov. 
ernment credit a!1d facilitating operations under more settled 
conditions, we are, however, inclined to think that definite 
attachment to particular loans tends to be disadvantageous. The 
present specific Sinking Funds are in the main attached to the 
longer term loans, and in one case to funded debt; that meaDll 
that, upon the maturity of short iSBUes, reborrowing (or con· 
version) haa to be pro t4nto greater than if the whole Sinking 
Fund had been free and available for such payments. The 
repayment of one type of stock side by side with reborrowing in 
another type is probably on the whole more disturbing to values 
than a simple· reborrowing of a amaller sum. Nor can it be fore
seen with any certainty that the stock to which a Sinking· Fund 
is attached will prove to be that which over a long period it is 
most desirable to support. Leaving out of account the poesi. 
bility that hypothecation may be a means of ensuring the con· 
tinuance of the Sinking Fund provision (a matter which we 
discuss la·ter), the ends in view can be equally secured by a 
judicious use of a. free Sinking Fnnd; on the whole we do not 
therefore favour any extension of the earmarking of the Sinking 
Fund to particular securities. 
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SECTION III. 

THE GROWTH 
TAXATION: THE 

AND 
BURDEN 

INDIRECT, 

PHESENT WEIGHT OF 

DIRECT AND 
INCOMES. 

OF TAXATION, 
ON VARIOUS 

THE GROWTH AND PRESENT WEIGHT OF 
TAXATION. 

~18. We include in Appendices VIII a.nd IX particula.rs of 
the rates at which the' principa.i direct and indirect taxes bve 
been charged from 1913-14 onwa.rds, and we sha.ll deal in due 
course with the weight of existing ta.xation under its several 
heads. It may be oonvenient, however, if we set out at once 
figures of the total net receipts for the years 1913-14 to 1925-26, 
distinguishing the ma.in heads of duty. 

TOTAL NBT RBcBIl'TB, 1913-14 TO 1925-26. 

(1) Inland Retlenue Dutie8. 
(2) OUltOmB and E:z;ci8e Dutiu. 

- 1.1",\181 ... \1.1", I 18111-1 1• 17- 18111-1 1• 111-1 1010- 1921-1 1e31-llm-II92I-1l8l5. 
1t. lao 18. I 17. 18. 18. JO. IL U' I1t J<.t lIi.t lI8.t 

I --.. £ • • • & • • • • & • £ £ 
DM'1N. 'bou- \boo· thou.- .boa- thou. .. thou- th .... &hoo! Ihoa_ thou- thou- thou- thOD-

laud. _<Sa .. <Sa - ..... laud. "'"" ... <Sa .a<Sa .. -"'"" • .. <Sa ..... 
.. Tu .. n.OOI tI9.l11 III.m U18.11S8 114,11fil 157.'708 117)00 \s!2.81!11 \s!.!,.93. IIUI'I5 WI.t'!! I75,IM ISMes 
·as .. .. I,S~ 10,1lI1 10.'/88 1 .... 0 IS,IIV - ta.OO6 - _I 83,810 lI.m 61,888 87,N 
, DaU.:-

1I.'1ft3 Ifi,II98 11\7<1 Ifi,I4I se.1m lUll Cll,148 CII,.es 0 •• BII,IIII • D·'l .. 1~6C8 11.- 68,881 11,.0 Su:, MI7 o,.l& MU 0,0Il& 0.'" II,IIIi8 0.111 8,687 7.r1S 0,0SI 7.751 8,<OS 8," 
~D Du\\-." 

t.IlI! 7.I!OII l78il ~ ~ 
\J,417 11.811 1l5" ttm 1.,tIS1 1I.r/I 1I."m8 1fi,118 ~DuU. ., 

il\ell BoUIe l.WI I •• 1.117& l.1l51I 1.1135 1.1158 11,0'/6 1,800 •• 1 .. 
(..x .. 4180 .1 Il80 .., Ii!!!I ~.?1 

m eeo 578 81~ 

--~ 
711 m 

_ProtltlOu&; - - IB8 1II.t16 I-~II - ~18,'" 10,871 1,\J! 1,751 1, .... 

f"~·~ - - 701 17.7ot 18,8Ia 
_46.\ 

18,005 1~705 

..... Duu.. 7!11 CIC .. lilt 111 710 1111 -1I08l 450 117 III l1li 181 

87,a1O 10B,t84 170.010 !8O,st5 60<.818 Ja!,fI' 1717,l1li ",I.IM 518;m '7t,IiOI tse,117 ....... <I7.4Otl 

.............. 
dllDMtl .. 

tall! .. .... II.. ... !It Wtl IlO5C 17,741 Il881 17,l181 IUC4 lUst 5.t71 1I.18D 
,etc. " .. s. ... S"'tlOl ..... 1M'" 16,407 . ... tlm5 to.l14 18.7 .. S8.170 1&.117 10,5." lIU71 p- .. 1.(178 1.t17e U7t 1.707 Ut7 !.Me UI'I 1.1" I.'" 1,055 1,_ 1.4,., I .... .. .. .. I .. "" IP,301 1l7t1 17.571 ... D) ...,.. "'1171 55.531 55.:01 ...... 1 51,s;a 5U1S 53,197 , .. .. am :111,174 1l8>O l&Olt Il\5lItI 11,1d I58.8"t n.0t8 a..s11 ~7Ot 51.037 51,051 10.938 .. .. .. 1M!!! I ...... u:rro Sl.,l!oil 1Il~"t Il<ll 7LJ78 w.... W,1\85 100.'" 81.702 81,« &140S 

~lI •• D. :: U6lI MOl 1,011 8l!i I.'" .. m I..8lS 1,,751 1.0>, !,W s.,." 1.-:" 
- I,(lll .... 7 

7,11Sl :.:\ 11.7»1 1..-
..... U85 13.' 5,714 

~-\)Q- .. ~ 7.1!18 11._ 10.011 .... 1 10.614 15.118 111.111 \J,7<1 \UII 1S.878 U,S1? 15.711 

711,:111 Iai:iio 1to.'II' 117.101 108,t17 I .... _DUU~ 
_OlIO -.6111 1_ .. ,117.701 

~t .. 1htatto Da.',- Uttl CJa:a!D~ ooIlectled I. North .... lreIalId. .n. ... Ko~ber. Int. 
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219. It may be of interest to add figures of per head taxation, 
direct and indirect. These are not given for the years 1915-16 
to 1919-20, for the reason that such popUlation figures as are 
available for those years relate to the civil population only. 

Taxation per head of population, 1913-14, 1914-15, and 
1920-21 to 1925-26. 

Motor' Vehicle Dmi .. ....zud.a. 

/18111-1411914-1611920-21 11921-2211922-28119211-2411924-28119211-26 , 
• 

£. •• d. .£ •• d. £ •• 4. £ •• d. .£ ., d. .! •• d. £ •• d. £ I. ". Direct Tu:&tion per 2 1 0 2 9 7 1417 o 11 2 , 1018 7 9 18 1 9 19 6 911 6 
head. 

Indirect Tua.tiOD per 1 10 4 11211 7 0 2 816 0 6 III 6 17 10 6 2 2 6 211 
head. 

Peroentage relation 74'0 86'4 47'2 80'7 68'7 69'6 61'2 68'7 
of indirect to clireft 

1 
taxation. 

This table follows the usual official classification under which 
all taxes levied in respect of consumable articles (i.e., all 
Customs Duties and all Excise Duties excepting Licences and 
Railway Duty) are regarded as indirect. 

THE BURDEN OF TAXATION, DIRECT AND 
INDIRECT, ON VARIOUS INCOMES. 

220. In this section we propose to illustrate how the total 
burden of taxation, direct aud indirect, may fall upon taxpayers 
at differeut leveIa of income. We examine the incidence of the 
taxes later: at this stage we make a general assumption that 
the burden of taxation is borne as intended, i.e., that direct 
taxes are borne by the payer a.nd that indirect ta.xes are shifted 
by the payer and borne by the consumer. Our only concern, 
at present, is with the statistical aspect: we shall defer passing 
a.ny judgment on the existing distribution of the tax burden 
until we have considered the purposes to which the revenue is 
applied, a.nd have examined at some length the operation of the 
several taxes: these steps we will take in the succeeding parts 
of our enquiry. 

221. In the main, both in general method a.nd in detail, we 
propose to follow the. lines adopted by .sir Her.bert ~am~l, 
when in January, 1919, he took as the subject of hIS preBldential 
address to the Royal Statistical Society .. The Taxation of the 
Various Classes of the People." We shall indeed adopt, or only 
slightly modify, many: of h~ figures, and the wide extent <?f 
our indebtedness to him, whIch we at once acknowledge, wIll 
become a.pparent a.a we proceed. We have, however, pursued 
independent lines of calculation a.a regards tobacco a.nd alcohol 
duties. 
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222. Sir Herbert took the yea.r 1913-14 for compa.rison with 
1918-19 in order to show the trend of war finance, and he took 
1903·04 in order to assist the investigation of pre-wa.r policy 
in matters of ta.xation. All his figures related to 1903·04, 
1913.14 and 1918-19: in addition to reviewing these yea.rs, we 
have added figures for 1923-24 .a.nd 1925-26. The figures for 
1925-26 reflect the reductions in indirect taxation due to the 
Finance Act, 1924, as well as the altera.tions in the Income Tax, 
Buper-to.x and death duties effected by the Finance Act, 1925. 
We take the s&me points on the income scale as Sir Herbert 
Samuel. The income in every case is the statutory income as 
computed for Income Tax purposes: owing to the various bases 
of Income To.x assessment (including the well-known three 
years' average·) the ato.tutory income may not in the individual 
case be a measure of the actual income d. the year. For our 
purposes, however, it is necessa.ry to lIB8ume a correspondence 
in order that there may be a common income to which indirect 
~xes 8S well as direct may be referred. We follow Sir 
Herbert's precedent in relating our figures to a family of two 
adults and three children. The three' children a.re taken to be 
under 16 yea.rs of age, 80 that the statutory relief from Income 
Tax in respect of children is allowed for all three. It is to be 
understood that this family of two adults a.nd three children, 
while quite frequent, is not the average family. According to the 
Census for 1921 the average number of children under 16, if 
all mvried couples are taken into aooount, was then about It; if 
married couples without children are excluded, the average 
appears to have been about 21. But it seems better for illustro
tive purposes to take a number of children rather in exceas of 
the average, aince owing to obvious. statistiolll diflicultiee we 
have to ignore the various other relatives and dependants who, 
while frequently ea.rning independent incomes, may add to the 
household' e total tax burden. In the case of the servant-keep
ing classes we follow Sir Herbert Samuel in treating the 
indirect taxes on food and drink consumed by the servants as 
in the long run not falling upon the employer. 

228. We agree also in excluding certa.in taxes, ~ re~ue 
from which cannot properly be allocated ecoording to size of 
income. The Stamp Duties are the only existing ~xes yielding 
a revenue of importance (£25 milliona in 1925-26) which we 
omit; th_ duties fall mainly on the better-oJr waases, bnt ~y 
are moaUy levied on oooasionlil tranaactiona of irregula.r .fre
quency and have no clearly de6nable relation to the annual 
income of the individual. Sir Herbert Samoel treated the net 
re~ue of the Poet Office ... tuation, but, however, the P~ 
Office receipts may be ana\ysed, they are, ... a whole, officially 
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classified as non-tax revenue, and we therefore exclude them 39 

being outside the scope of our enquiry. 

INLAND REVENUE DUTIES. 

(1) Income Taz and 8uper-taz. 

224. No difficulty is involved in calculating the income taxa
tion of a married man with three children. 'l'he actual precise 
amounts of tax appropriate to incomes of stated size and com
position can be given, only subject to variation by reference to 
special reliefs (e.g., life assurance relief, dependant relative 
allowance, double Income Tax relief) which may apply ill indi
vidual cases. The figures are not affected by the use, varying 
with personal habit, to which the income may be put. In 
general tables at the conclusion of this Section, which bring 
the various taxes together, we give figures of income taxation 
relating to the married individual with three children (1) where 
his income is wholly earned, and (2) where one-half of his income 
is earned. For comparative purposes we may give here, year by 
year, the figures ·relating to an unmarried individual, the whole 
of whose income is unearned or .. investment." income. 

Income Taz, and in certain case8 Super-faa;, payable by a lingle 
per80n with infle8tment income. 

---
1918-14. 1918-19. 

190H. 
lncome Tn. 

IncOme Tax. Super-taL Toial. DoomeTu. Super-tax. Toial. 

.£ .£ •• d. .£ .. d • .£ •• d. .£ •• d. .£ •• d • .£. • • d • I. •• d. 
160 - - - - 4 10 0 - 4 10 0 
200 I 16 8 2 8 8 - , 8 8 12 0 0 - It 0 • 600 18 010 20 8 4 - 20 8 • 80 0 0 - 80 0 • 1,000 46 18 8 68 8 8 - 68 8 8 187 10 0 - 187 10 0 

2,000 91 18 4 118 18 4 - 116 18 4 626 0 0 - 626 o 0 
6,000 222 3 4 291 18 4 - 291 18 4 1,600 0 0 28110 0 1,787 10 0 

10,000 468 6 8 688 6 8 176 0 0 768 6 8 8.000 0 0 ],187 10 0 4.187 10 0 
20,000 916 18 4 1,166 18 4 426 0 0 1,691 18 4 6.000 0 0 8,43'1 10 0 U8710 0 
60,000 2,291 18 4 2,918 18 4 1,176 0 0 .,091 18 4 16,000 0 0 JO,I87 10 0 26,187 10 • 

1928-24. 
I 

1926-26. 
Actual 
Income. 

I ....... TaL./ loeome Tu. Soper-to. Tot&I. SOper-taL T ...... 

.£ .£ L d. .£ '0. d . I. L d. I. ., d. I. L J. I. L d. 
160 I 13 9 - 1 18 9 1 10 0 - I 10 • 
200 7 6 a - 7 6 • I 10 0 - • 10 • 
600 68 16 • - 68 18 8 10 10 0 - 10 10 0 

1,000 169 8 8 - 169 6 • 110 10 0 - 110 10 • 
2,000 894 6 8 - 8114 6 8 8.0 10 0 - 860 10 • 
6,000 1,069 6 8 162 10 0 1,481 16 8 960 10 0 tal 6 0 ',181 16 0 

10,000 2,194 6 8 1,462 10 0 a.6M IS 8 1,960 10 0 1.181 6 0 8,081 16 0 
20,000 .,4« 8 8 8,962 10 0 8,.01 II I B,Y60 10 0 8.608 6 0 7,46d 16 • 
10,000 11.1906 6 8 12,712 10 • 28,906 II I 9,960)0 0 12,266 6 0 t<!,tuI 16 • 
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225. The Income Ta.x shown 118 chargeable for 1903-04 repre
sents II flilt rate of Utl. in the £, lind thllt for 1913-14 II flilt rate 
of l.B. 2d. in the £-except liS regards the £200 and £500 
incomes, which were affected in both years by abatements. The 
Income Tax figures for 1918-19 for incomes up to £,2,000 reflect 
the application of rates rising from as. to 58. 3tl. in the £. 
under the scheme of graduation developed during the War: t~£' 
larger incomes are charged uniformly lit the normal rate of 6&. In 
the £, the Income Tax on £50,000 being thUB ten times that on 
£5,000. The Income Tall: figures for 1923-24 and 1925-26 
involve effective rates of tliX 11I'hich continue to increase somewhat 
even in the highest incomes, this being due to the application of 
certain reliefs to all incomes, irrespective of size, under the new 
scheme of grsdulltion introduced by the Fina.nee Act, 1920 (,ell 
Appmtliz VITI). 

226. The Super-tax 1988 first introduced for the year 1909-10, 
lind up to and including 1913-14 1988 charged on incomes exceed
ing £5,000 at II flat rate of &d. for every £1 in excess of £3,000 : 
for 1914-15 to 1917-18 inclusive incomes exceeding £3,000 were 
charged for every £1 in excess of £2,500 a.ccording to II graduated 
sca.le, which WIIS heavily increaEol!d in 1915-16. For 1918-19 
incomes exceeding .£2 ,500 beca.me chargeable in respect ot the 
excess over £2,opo, the rates a",aain being increased. Under the 
Finance Act, 1920, lia.bility commenced immediately above 
£2,000, for every £1 in exce&l of that IImount, and the scale 1988 

once more stiffened. There 1988 no further alteration until 
1925-26, when the severity of the scale 1988 modified (sell 
Appendiz VIID. 

227. If the figures in the above table are related to the Income 
Tax and Super-tax figures in the general tables following para
graph 2515, the following comparison can be drawn between the 
Income Tax position of the bachelor with investment income and 
that of the married man with three chlldren, whose income is 
wholly earned: 80 far 88 Super-tax is concerned, the charge 
throughout is the aame for one &8 for \he other. It llliould 
be borne in mind that, as between the several years, the com
parison h88 reference to the same ftOtftiMl incomes, without 
regard to changes in the value of money. 

1905-Of.-The family man with earned income paid the 
same amount of tax a& the bachelor with investment income. 

1915-14.-Owing to relief in reaped of children (for 
incomes up to £500) and dilferentiation in favour of earned 
income (for incomee up to .£3,000) the family man with 
earned income paid very substantially less than the bachelor 
with investment income on an income of £200, £500, £1,000 
or £2,000; he paid the same amount &8 the ba<-.helor in the 
case of the four largest income9. 
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1918-19.-0wing to increased family reliefs for small and 
moderate incomes (including a new relief in respect of the 
taxpayer's wife) the family man with £200 paid no tax, in 
spite of the genera;l exempnon limit being lower than in 
1913-14 : with £500 earned income he paid rather le98 rela
tively to the bachelor with £500 invefltment income than in 
1913-14. 

On the other hand at £1,000 and at £2,000 the family 
man with earned income paid more relatively to the 
bachelor with investment income. than in 1913-14. Tn 
1913-14 a wholly earned income of any size not exceeding 
£2,000 paid tax at 9d. in the pound on each pound of 
income chargeable, which was 9/14ths of the rate for 
investment income: in 1918-19 a wholly earned income 
exceeding £500 and not exceeding £1,000 paid tax at 38. in 
the pound, which was 4/5ths of the rate for an investment 
income of the same size, while a wholly earned income 
exceeding £1,500 and not exceeding £2,000 paid at 48. M. 
in the pound, ,which was 6/7ths of the corresponding invest
ment income rate. The four largest. incomes remained 
unaffected by family or earned income reliefs. 

1928-24 and 1925-26.-Under the new scheme of gradua
tion introduced in 1920 (88e Appendix vnn the position of 
the family man with earned income relatively to that of 
the bachelor with investment income W38 more favourable 
throughout than in 1918-19 and also (except at the £2,000 
figure) than in 1913-14. It will be observed that family 
and earned income reliefs applied under the new graduation 
to the four largest incomes. 

Death. Dutiea. 

228. We shall see (pllnI. 454et 8eq.) that the incidence of 
the death duties is Dot uniform, and in general is not clear-cut 
as between the testator and those who benefit under his will. 
On this acconnt alone it would be necessary to give a warning 
that any figures coonecting the death duties with a given in
come must be taken with reserve. 

229. The burden which we relate to the individual in 
poBBBBBion of capital wealth is that of the duties which 
will fall UPOIl his estate when he dies, and not that 
of the dunes which may have fallen on property inherited 
by him. This procedure is consonant with the usual 
incidence of the Estate Duty, but not with the usual 
incidence of the Legacy and 8ucce98ion Dunes. There is, 
however, no other meaDS of calculating the burden of these latter 
duties in terms of a charge on income, and in fairne98 to the 
property-owning classes they cannot be omiited. 
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S'.'lO. The question of incidence is only one of the difficulties. 
In the ease of the Income Tax and the indirect taxes, we have 
to relate annfUll taxes to an individual with a given income in II 
given year, according to the ratee of tax known til be in force. 
In the ca.se of death duties, we have to relate to the same 
individual in terms of 110 charge upon his income-lio capital 
liability, the actual amonnt of which will depend on hia wealth, 
IIond various other factors, at an uncertain future date. 

For illusuation let us take the case or an individual who' has 
an income of £50,000 in 1923-~, half being e8ol'11ed income and 
half heing derived from IIoD es.ta:te worth £500,000. What is 
desired is to take the dea.th duties at the ra.tes in force in 
1923-24, and, so far as their burden is IIopprOpnate to this indi
vidual ra.ther tha.n liis heir, to trlloDslate them into terms of an 
annual charge" as it falle upon his income in the year named. 

In the fir~t place it is impossible to aay what 'the esta-te will 
be worth when the individual dies, IIoDd no one assumption 
appears to be justified rather tha.n lIoDothlll'--he may lose money 
or he may amass 110 large additional sum. In the second place, 
even if we-unlike the· mlloD himself-could know in advance 
that he would Itl8ve 110 fortune of, aay, £1,500,000, we could 
hardly aay that in 1923-~ he was alrea.dy alfected by the duties 
on £1,000,000 of. wealth which ha.d not colDe into existence. 
Further it aeems incongruous ~ apply 19'J3.24. ratee of duty to 
an estate passing in a year when these ra.tee are no longer in 
force (the Estate Duty s.cale having in fact been modified 
a1rea.dy by the Finance Act, 19-25). 

231. 'l'he only way to 8!lC&)l8 from ditlicultiea of this kind is 
to diaclaim all knowledge of the future, and take the ata.ndpoint 
of \he individual himself in 19-13-24. He does not know when 
he will die, what his estate will then be worth, or what the ra.tea 
of Rs~t.e Duty, Legacy Dnty IIoDd Succession Duty·will then be. 
What he can do, however. is to make lIOII1e provision for death 
duties on a mere hypothesis as to the future. He 0II0D calculate 
what he will have to aave in order to mee' the duties IIoDd pass 
on a net £500,000. if on other acconnte the value of the estate 
remains unaltered and if the same ra.tea or Estate Duty ete. 
continue in force. He can take out a life policy to asaure the 
capital sum required on this basis, IIoDd the premium may then 
be regarded as a charge falling upon hiB income on lICCOunt of 
the prospective death dutiea. 

gag. We will proceed. then on this plan. The method of 
\reating the death duties as equivalent to an annual life insur
ance charge is indeed traditional, having been employed in a 
papor put before tha Select Committee on the Income Tax in 
1906 (cl. pom.. '59) and in 8Ilswer to Parliamentary Questions, 
and having been adopted by Sir Herbect Samuel himself. But, 
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apart from certain differences of detail in our calculations, we 
have wished to make the limitations of the method quite clear, 
Our figures only claim, first, to illustrate the burden which may 
fall upon an individual with a given income if and when he takes 
out an insurance policy to provide for the death duties, and 
secondly, to give some picture-it is true, very rough-of the 
general burden on the more and the less wealthy taxpayer 
respectively, ' 

The figures do not claim to represent an annual equivalent 
of the full duties which will actually become payable. Although 
anything may happen, it is likely tha~ the estate-and with it 
the liability-may increase very considerably as the individual 
grows older, in accordance. with the usual association between 
age and weslth revealed by Estate Duty statistics, and in such 
an event the premium may be quite inadequate to represent the 
actual death duties burden. On the other hand, 118 indicated 
above (para. 228) the incidence of the duties may be partly on 
the successors, and indeed is likely to be upon them so far as 
the Legacy and Succession Duties are concerned. These con
siderations have to be borne in mind, when our merely illustra
tive figures are related to the actual operation of the duties, 

233. The following points are mvolved in our calculations :-

(1) In our first table we illustrate the bnrden of the death 
duties where the income is wholly from investments, and 
in our second table, where half the income is from invest
ments: we capitalise on a 5 per cent. basis throughout, so 
that £1,000 income has £20,000 capital corresponding to it 
in our first table, and £10,000 capital corresponding to it in 
our second, 

(2) '!',he value of a life insurance policy itself forms· part 
of the estate liable to duty, and is so treated. 

(3) The liability to the minor death duties is calculated 
from the liability to Estate Duty, according to the propor
tion of revenue from the respective sources: only thia rough 
procedure ia possible, since the actual burden of the legacy 
and Succest'ion Duties depends on the reilltionship bet'ileen 
teststor and beneficiary. 

(4) It is assumed that. the taxpayer takes out his life 
policy at the age of 45 : the Income Tax allowance given in 
respect of the premium is taken into account. 

234. Our tables are given on the following pages. 
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Death Duties: Table 1. 

Table of Annual Insurance Premiums, commeneing at age 45, 
to insure a BUm equal to the tOtal Death Duties payable on 
certain specimen Estates (including the vl!-lue of the Policy>, 
and their mtio, &s a tax, to the annual inoome from those 
Estates. 

The taxpayer is assumed ·to be married, with three children 
under 16, and to drs w all his income from investments. 

B<jU'va. s.tate Du\, Avarap lDlO1'auoe Prem.tum 
e •• parAble. at sa. t6. 

Ba",of 
!Doom. ~-S'U ...... EataWi O~er D_\b Tas. per 1& (Doome D •• n .. oh of lDcollle Bo ..... J'" 1l&"·IAmo .. ~ DuU .. DUIlei I boom. equhaleo, 'Y ue of ,""Ie G-. Tu. N ... to Nat. Polio,.. 

Allowanoe. Premium. 
II II II ... • • II II .. II .. . ... .... 

11"8 -110 1.000 1.1IS\l I II 18 I 6 - lIt 8 100 1.000 1.019 I 81 17 '111 In - 8 1110 1.00. a,lUi I IK III 118 lUI - lUI I 100 f,IIOO UMI I 1111 " IMI 6 I 8 fl7 

~I 
BOO 10.000 If:m , m lit 6SIi 17 1 18 18 8 1.000 111.000 , . IllS lI38 1.0'11 

" 6 III III' 1.000 '0.000 .~.,. i' I."'" 616 1,'" 7711 III n 1 • 8.'100 100,1100 IIW.". 1,.l1li 1.7114 8,14' I8SIt 11 I 111117 1 0 10.000 1IO(I,')()(I 117.""" r 14.170 m 17.1lII8 \11; 17 II 8 1141 I 

I H :,;: 4.00,000 4SY,03{) ao.7'>l 88.0!0 1.1'8 It \11 6 1.181 If 1.000-000 1,I1l,0II0 81,047 1M .... Ils,otO 1,IUI18 U.17 .. "" 1 • 
111"8 110 1.0lIl' I.II.W I II 18 1 6 - I 6 I 100 1,000 1,078 I 81 16 78 110 - 110 I 1110 • 1,000 1,117 I IK as 117 III - III 8 100 '-OLIO ".lM I 1l1li 81 1116 8 0 I 'If 

11 
BOO 10.000 10.868 I IW 131 ... II 8 1 • 10 I 1.000 10.000 1I,ltJl 8 t= I!M 1,611 &12 I I ., 17 1,000 <00.100 .s.sse 7 7111 ~ 7 I 11&11 1,000 100.000 112,818 • lo,lU I.M> 40111 1511 eo 10.000 .... 000 ISI,tIIM 11 18."'" I.'" 11 .... 1.010 I 81 I· 03111 10.000 '00.000 470_ II 1I,4l1l lUll '".6<18 1.lIII8 II 188 ao 1,070 n - 1,000.000 l,lao.110 II UO,a16 t8.l6f 110,7011 7,sat 11 

III " 
&,781 , 

100 .. 000 I,D7I I 81 ·'t 78 I • - I • 

11 
110 "000 Ult I 81 II '" lIS - 118 100 I~~ '-'" I 1lIII lI'I 1611 '" - fl7 BOO 10.600 I a. .. 117 IIIiO IOUI • I 171t 1.000 10.000 lI.tIIlO • 1,1911 181 

~ 
lIOn 711 alt 1,000 to,ooo ..,1" 

It 
1,081 m nll0 1118 101 11 &.000 

~= IIs.ao11 I~"" ...... ,"IS ." mit 10,000 ISf,SOI 11 "'111 1,181 1.08'1 IS 1M IS ... 0 10.'100 to'l,OOO (U7.0.1 11 'I1I.I»S 11.t1l6 97.018 I.1IM 11 481" 1,018 18 I 7 10000II 1,000.\100 !.lam 10 - IIIUOl 110,111 IO,SII 1 UIIO • I,D7I 1 
• 7 

100 1,000 1.011 I II II", 71 I' I - • I 

1 j 
1110 1,000 1,101 I • If 10'1 I • - I , 100 '.000 ... " I I .. 18 1<1 '11 - '11 000 10,,,,,, 1{\810 I 810 80 110 1110 • • 11 I 1.000 I0.00O lI.m 

II I.W .. 1.761 II 1 I I all t.OOO to..t'(JO 48,1118 .. .., ff/8 1.1101 I. , It" In IS 

i ~ 
I.""" 1 .... 000 Ial .... 11 II.1:r. 1.711 - 881 I 'IIi 1 \lilt 0 I!\OOO .... 000 .... m II 116.!71 8. ... "'1118 1,OS11' 18710 1.810 , "'.000 '00.000 157\1.811 • 1<1"'81 ... W 17<\61S 8. ... IS mo 8.08111 ....... 1.000.0lI0 LflL640 • .... m 87,11d1 f71,610 Il,I5IIIt ts7U1 l\1,8li 0 

• I 
100 1,000 I,lI'IO I 81 1Ii~ 70 • I - • I 

! I 
1150 I.,"'" 8.108 I lIS 108 . , - I , 100 

I~ .. 'to • I!t II 140 'ID - lID Ill" 10,&11 • 810 88 \l1li 11 I 111 
" 1 

1.000 '-\000 D,>.';3 I 1.00II ... I,15S 71 I , I lUI .... G .... 000 l1.m " ... .., 8>1 '.m "I .11 III , 8.000 100.000 = 11 S'/ .... lUI 10.115 _17 It , k"'l0 '0,000 ""000 IS ....... 8, ... 'lUll 1.50< , 1. IS "'II 1< • • 10.,,.,. tot\I't;IO ....... ... I ....... 10. ... 111 ... ...... 
~H U5:J 11 ;JJ - 1,01)),000 loNt. ... .. m .... 11.1_ .... "'. 1O.1IlS 18 -. 
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1913-U 

It 18-19 
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Death Duties: Table 2, 

~l.'abIe of Annual Insurance Premiums, commencing a.t age 45, 
to insure a. sum equal to the total Death Duties payable on 
certain specimen Estates (including the value of the Policy), 
and their ratio, as· a tax, to the annual income from those 
E~tates, 

The taxpayer is assumed to be married, with three children 
under 16, and to draw half his income from investments and 
half from earnings, 

Bateaf E1t1iVQ.' 
Eltat.e Duty Averap 1naur&noel Premium 

pa., .. ble. Toeal .,..,46 Inoome 
E1uiva- .D' Other 

Ia- Ellsate Death 
T&& per.e 

come. ••• plus 
D~atb Dut.1ea of income 

E_l&teo 
~ueor 

DuUe8. payable lacome I equivalent 
Ra .. AmOUDt. Ur .... T"" :S.L to ... 

oliey. Ano".II08. PrL'mlum • 
• • 

" 1: £ '1\ £ £ 11 II .. II .. .e .. .. .. 
21 '1\ 

110 IlOO 6IS 2 10 I IS 8 - 8 3 
100 I,LOO I .... S 31 8 99 I 6 - I 6 • 
Il1O 1,600 1.660 I .., 13 eo 118 - 118 I 
2011 2,000 2,019 I 82 17 79 311 I 3 • 3 
600 6,000 6,H18 3 IJl6 .2 198 • 7 8 • I • 

1.000 10,000 10,1136 4 421 m II1II 17 2 18 If 8 4 
2,000 20,000 21,071 4 IWS 228 J::l 31 6 111 .214 4 
6,000 110,000 63,991 6 2,670 721 108 10 419 10111 8 

10.000 100,000 108,2411 8 8,m 1.731 8,249 28519 12 2 1161 17 • 
20,000 200,000 817""'" ft 14,170 ll":m 17,998 87617 28 8 M. • ;j 
60,000 Il00,000 ~038 ... "' 62,019 I,8M • '17 4 J,I!l11 6 

612 10 
116'1\ 

12 I 8 I 60 IlOO 3 2 -
100 1,000 1.039 3 31 8 .. 1 6 - I 6 I 
Il1O 1,600 I .... s 47 12 l1li 118 - 118 • 
200 1.000 2.078 • 82 .. '!II 210 I I 8 • 
IlOO 6,000 ..... ~ III 50 =: • f 8 I S 4 

1.000 10.000 10,8(16 6SS l!3 !II • .. 20 10 I 
1.000 20.000 21,821 8 

Ifflt 

SO< l,II2I II 18 110 4010 8 
6,000 60.000 6t,79fi 7 ... 4,7" ... 9 819 144 10 7 

10,000 100.000 112,678 f ~ lffi! 4<11518 as ... I'll 17 • 
20,000 lOIO,OOO 231 .... \I 361!11 1,fl2O 8 86 1. "",6 

I I~ 
".000 1iOO.ooo - 12 7fJ1i!8 17.e07 - lI,02S 10 ..... %,6118 • 

33'1\ 
100 1.000 \,OSS S II 7 18 1 4 - 1 4 I 
160 1.600 1,5'\7 • D 10 87 118 - 118 S 
200 1,000 2.078 S 82 1. 78 J • - J • • 
600 0.000 6,368 4 110 48 :JIIII 8 4 18 1 8 

P ~:: 10,000 10 .... I 60S 117 860 20\11 • 2 11 J4 
20.000 21,680 8 \,2i6 31!8 \,680 6011 711 4219 

6.000 60,000 - 7 1.82'/ 1112 
111: 

H. 8 II 8 127 0 
10,000 1"',000 II ...... 10 11,380 2.6OB 4<411 .. 14 Sl719 • 
2O,UOO 200.000 = 11 3IJ.l\ll 8,Ul8 

1= 
1,Dt7 IS If418 "'0 11M 

60,000 Il00.000 18 I16,S36 I531lI 4,601 • 81117 1,828 Je 

100 1,000 1,IIlI8 S Sl 
iii '1\ 6 31 1 I - I • 

~ 160 \,600 \,5M I #1 7 .. 1 iii - Ilf 
200 2,000 2.011 I '" • n I I - I 0 

600 6,000 6,241 4 110 II .11 714 17 817 
\,000 10,000 10.810 6 630 80 610 JeW I 4 17 8 

2,000 20.'-00 2l.75l , ..... 308 1.761 68 1 8 8 40 iii 
6,000 60,000 ., .... II 8,2111 t46 7,143 231\11 18 1 n .. 

1 I 10,000 IM,OOO 120,846 Ja 1l\127 z,ne 20 .... ..., I 71 1 IIOJO 
2O,roo lIOo • .ooo lI63,876 21 66,.<12 8,308 = 1.1131 .. 28116 I ..... 

110,000 6OO,uOO 'i'36,168 2'/ 196,794 29 ..... 7J11O , 810 12 ..... 12 

Sl 
Il!i'l(, .. 1 I I , 

I 100 1.000 1.016 S 4 -
160 ~ 

1,563 • #1 8 55 11' - 114 

200 3,0;0 • '" 8 70 I 6 - , I 

600 6,000 6.235 4 IDe II .... In Ja 811 

1.000 ]0,000 10 ..... 6 ... .. l1li8 118 17 I • 
2,000 20,000 22.36S • 2,O<lS Il1O 2,363 71 I 7 4 14 .. 

B .... 00 ",000 8O,lI78 16 ',768 uao 10,ll78 181 6 18 , '18 • I 

10.000 100.000 U(l.9lS 1\ lI7,<Il6 1.437 so .... 061117 18 0 lIIIO 17 I 

1'.000 = 2'/'.2&1 l!II """" 8.M 78,381 "'" 7 
Il100 1,251 18 , J 

.. ,QuO 'IlIII,11'J7 .. aoUao _7 !2oI.m 1,!6J IS 731Ja 1l,II3118 I 71 
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235. The first ta.ble ha.e the advantage of iIlustra.ting the 
heavy burden of the duties on big 'ests.teB, where all the money is 
invested and the ts.xpe.yer hs.s no eamed income. In the highest 
ranges, however, at least in 1923-2~ and 1925-26. it gives no 
indication s.s to what the taxpa.yer enjoying the property will 
himself sulIer, for the burden becomes 80 heavy in conjunction 
with other taxation ths.t the ta.xps.yer would not (s.nd in the 
extreme case could not) shoulder it all. 

236. The second table shows, all through, a burden which the 
taxpayer could take upon himself without being superhuman, 
&lid probably gives a much truer picture of the burden which 
res.lly falls on him. Moreover, the case where the income is 
pe.rtly eamed is more usual tha.n the case where it is all from 
invested wealth. We tnerefore adopt the net insurance premium 
figures from the second table when collating the various taxes 
in the general table in paragraph 255. 

237. We should add that the insurance method of calculation 
may posaibly be criticised on the ground that an insura.nce 
premium covera expenses and contains a.n element of profit to ' 
the company, and cs.nnot therefore be taken sa the pure equiva
lent of a tax. To this we should reply that it would be poeaible 
to make some calculation excluding the expense and profit 
elementa, but that we should have two objection" to such a 
course :-

(1) the result would be further away from actuality, since 
payment of insurance premiums ia • method of providing 
for death duties open to everyone-, while the pure tax pe.y
mente would be quite imaginary : 

(2) • refinement of the kind suggested would be in
appropriate and misleading, in view of the fact that it is 
only poeaible to give a broad picture of the burden of the 
duties in relation to income. 

lMobited HOU8 Dut,. 

238. The Inhs.bited House Duty wall abolished by the Finance 
Act. 1m. The figurea for 1923-2~ and earlier yes.rs are gener
rJ1y inaignifican~. 8B com~ with those of the Income Tu: and 
death duties, but are of some importance in relation to the 
smaller incomes. We have adopted Sir Herbert Samuel's figures 
for 1903-04, 1913-14. and 1918-19. which are based, roughly 
speaJring, on lion estim* of the range. of annual value fOl" the 
houses normally oampied by individuals with such &lid such 
incomes. For 1923-24, we have modified the ligures in the light 
of the altered scale which wall operative nnder the Finance Ad, 
19'J3. While the relatiOll between the aim of a pel'SOll'S income 
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and the scale of his establishment may of course vary con
siderably, there is sufficient connection between the two to make 
reasonably representative figures possible. Our figures are 
included in the general table in paragraph 255 and need 1Iot be 
set down here. 

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES. 

239. The Customs and Excise duties, unlike the death duties, 
lay a periodio burden on the individual taxpayer, and there is . 
not the same logical difficulty. in the notion of expressing them 
as a burden of so much in the pound on an income of such and 
.uch a size. The practical difficulties, however, Bre very great, 
for the reason that the amount of taxation borne by particular 
individuals depends on their consumption of dutiable goods, 
which varies to a large extent independently of the amount of 
income. In the case of tea and sugar, which are articles of 
almost universal consumption in this country, the variation is 
probably not very wide; on the other hand, in the case of 
tobae.co and alcoholic drinks, which yield by far. the greatest 
part of the Customs and Excise revenue, it is obvious that con
sumption varies, at any given level of income, between complete 
abstention and excess. 

240. Dutie8 on tea, /lUgar and other jood8tufJ8.-Sample 
budgets of household expenditure here afford a certain amount 
of useful guidance. In 1904 the Board of Trade collected 1,944 
budgets from towns distributed throughout the United Kingdom, 
and in 1908 the Board of Inland Revenue, which at that date 
still admipistered the Excise, collected particulars relating to 
2il5 working class families in rural districts. In 1918 Lord 
Sumner's Committee on the Cost of Living of the Working 
Classes collected statistics relating to 1,306 families, but the 
figures of consnmption were not directly related to wages. As 
a general guide the budgets of 1904 remain the most satisfactory 
in spite of the lapse of time, the working classes being markedly 
conservative in their habits of expenditure on the more necesssry 
foods. The year 1918 was entirely abnormal, snd subsequent 
years have not been settled enough to make it likely that a sample 
would have yielded satisfactory results. 

In regard to the duty borne on moderate incomes we derived 
some guidance from statistics based on the household expenditure 
in 1921 of families, numbering between 600 and 700, with 
incomes ranging between £300 and £1,500. These statistics 
were supplied to ns confidentially; they were unlike those 
referred to above, in not being provided by a Government body 
or based on Government records. 

241. Dutie8 on. tob/lCCO and alcoholic drinTu.-The Board of 
Trade budgets of 1904 do not cover expenditure in these direc
tions, nor do the Sumner Committee statistics of 1918 Some 
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information was contamed in the results of the Excise enquiry 
of 1908, but the number of families concerned wae too small to 
yield evidence of any real value. It is exceedingly difficult to 
obtain reliable information from the consumer of tobacco and 
alcohol, who is inclined, not -unnaturally, to resent enquiry. 
Probably the most successful investigation was that in regard 
to alcohol undertaken by Mr. Joseph Rowntree and Mr. Arthur 
Sherwell in 1898 for their book .. The Temperance Problem: and 
Social Reform." The investigation extended to over 10,000 
households, and, as Sir Herbert Samuel notes, one of the con· 
elusions it led to was that the average working.class family 
spent not less than 6s. a week on alcoholic liquor out of lID 
average wage of 85s. This result WIl8 the starting.point ef cer
ta.in enquiries made by Sir Bernard Mallet in 1902 and 1904. 
which distinguished the duty payable by the working-class 
family, by the lower middle-class family and by the family of 
the Income Tax paying class. Sir Bernard Mallet's conclusions 
were adopted by Sir Herbert Samuel, who further ·dilferentiated 
his fi~ures 80 as to apply to the various incomes on his sCille. 
Sir Herbert worked forward from 1903-04 to· 1913-14 and 
1918-19 by reference to the comparative revenue-total and per 
head-of thoBe years. 

In the caBe of. tobacoo he developed his figures from an esti
mate for 1914-15, working backwards to 1903-04 and fOrwards 
to 1918-19. 

249. It will be clear ·that figures relating to the duties on 
tobacco and aloohol must be very conjectural, and that there is 
no foundation on which to build, oomparable with that provided 
for tea lind sugar by the Board of Trade budgets of 1904. In 
the circumstances we decided to attempt independent eetimatea 
for the yeare 1928-94 and 1925.26, and to work backwuds to the 
earlier years. We have bllen much assisted by the confidential 
advice and suggesUons of several individuals. In addition we 
were enabled by the courtesy of the Council and the Annual 
Meeting of the National Co-operative Men's Guild to obtain II 
number of returns of personal consumption and expenditure from 
members of the Guild. Forma were issued in October, 1925, to 
about 2.000 individuals. and yielded 819 returns, falling into 
the folloWing claaBee-

Non-amokers and non-drinkers 
Non-amokers but drinkers 
Non-drinkers but smokers 
Smokers and drinkers 

51 
11 

186 
121 

The sample was too small for the resulting figures to be ~. 
Further. the proportion of abstainers from tobacco and aloohol 
was too high. and the conaumpUon of smokers and drinkers too 
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low, to be generally representa.tive, in view of the known figures 
of tota.l na.tional oonsumption: this wa.s nota.bly the case as 
rega.rds a.loohol. 

Information regarding toba.coo and a.Ioohol wa.s also included 
in the sta.tistics relating to incomes between £300 and £1,500 
mentioned in pa.ragraph 240. Here again the figures were too 
low to be a.ccepta.ble a.s a. sta.nda.rd, but both in this ca.ae and in 
the case of the C().()perative returns the figures have been of 
incidental utility. 

243. We ma.y now proceed to. dea.I with the several duties. 
In the case of the duties on food a.nd also on patent medicines 
and table wa.tera, we will in the present context set down only 
the results at which we ha.ve arrived. With certain modifica
tions we ha.ve founded our ca.lcula.tions on those of Sir Herbert 
Samuel, and details of our workings ma.y be found in 
Appendix X. 

It .hould be borne in mind throughout that our utimate. 
relate to the flllmily of two Multi and three children under 16, 
(8ee para. 222). Fo" 1918-19 and the late-r yea", the £50 
income is omitted on account of the ria" in nominal wage., and 
allowa·nce is made 1M the much "educed "",,chasing powe" oj 
money. 

The Tea Duty. 

y .... Inoo ..... eoDAumplion. Du&r· 

£ I .... £ •• Il. 
1903-04 50 26 18 0 

100 28t U· I 
150 SO 16 0 

ADd .bo .... 

1913-14 50 29t 12 3 
100 32 IS 4 
150 34 14 2 

and .bo .... 

1918-19 100 28 1 8 0 
150 32 1 III 0 
200 35 1 16 0 

and .bove. 

192.'1-24 100 37 1 1 0 
150 40 1 2 8 
200 421 1 4 0 

and .bo...,. 

1925-26 100 39 11 0 
150 421 II! 0 
2(0() 46 12 , 

and .bove. 
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Tlul Duty on SIUJM, etc. 
(1 ncluding molll8seB, glucose and saccharin..) 

Y .... CouaomptiOil. I Duty. 

£ lbo. (BUgar). £ I. d. 
1903-04 60 802 12 0 

100 867 14 0 
150 870 14 6 
200 888 15 0 

and above. 
19IB-14 60 846 6 I 

100 407 7 2 
150 428 7 .6 
200 488 7 8 

and abon. 
1916-19 100 206 2 14 0 

150 286 S 1 ° 200 260 8 5 6 
600 ~D6 8 6 6 

and abon. 
1928-24 100 800 8 10 {I 

15O 805 " 8 0 
200 878 " 8 ° 600 896 ." 12 0 

and above. 
1926-26 100 856 I 17 41 

160 419 2 II II 
200 4M II 6 II 
600 456 II 7 6 

and abon. 

The Duti .. em Coooa, (Jaffee ancl Chic<wy, Dri~ FruiU, Patent 
Medici" .. and Table WatBrl. 

Y ... 1Dao ..... DO&7· y"·1 '-'m .. Duty. 

£ .. 4. £ e. /I. 
ltoa-Ot 50 1 0 1916-19 100 10 0 
1918-14 100 I 0 150 11 6 

150 S 0 200 14 0 
200 4 0 600 16 0 

and above. and above. 

Y-. IDaome. I DO&7· Y ... Inoomo. Duty. 

£ /I. £ 
i 

i. .. .. 
1928-114 100 8 II 1926-26 100 i 6 0 

150 9 0 160 I 6 6 
200 II • 200 I • • 600 10 6 &ad above. 

and above. I 

Tobacco Duty. 
g«. 19i5-S4 aM 19i5-Jl6. <Main rate of duty Sa. 911. per lb. 

lubi*" to preferenual rebate of 1/6th in 1923-94. and of 1/4th 
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after the 1st July, 1925, on Empire products).~As explq.ined in 
paragraph 242, we here reverse our order, working baekwards 
to earlier years from 1923-24 and 1925-26. Consumption and 
duty per head were a. little higher in the later of these two years, 
but it does not seem necessary to make any difference in figures 
for "the representative smoker. 

We take a.s our sta.rting-point a.n estima.te given to us in 1925 
by a private individual with expert knowledge, who was good 
6nough to collect da.ta. for the purpose in the North of England, 
on the South Coast, and in the London a.rea.. The estimate 
related to the average consumption, &0., for a family man, with 
£200 per annum, and was a.s folJows, in approxima.te figures :-

QuaDtity Coot per Duty per 
per annum. annum. annum. 

£ •• d. £ •• d. 
Pipe amoker ••• ]3Ibe. 7 16 0 4 8 10 
Cigarette amoker 4160cigarettee. 10 8 0 4, 4- 6 

4,160 cigarettes may be taken a.s equivalent to 12 Ibs. of 
cigarette toba.cco. 

These average figures a.ppear to be rea.sonable in the light of 
the total coDJlumption, which was about· 129,000,000 Ibs. in 
1923-24 and 135,000,000 Ibs. in 1925-26 (Great Britain and 
Northern IreJand)_ We ha.ve ta.ken them a.s a basis for estimates 
relating to the .. representative .. smoker at the va.rious points 
of fsmily income. The consumption of the individusl consumer 
probably does not expand very much with increa.ses of income 
above £200,." bUL the folloWing points may be noted :-

(a) The tobacco smoked by the more well-to-do generally 
contains le!'8 moisture than tha.t smoked by the working 
man, and therefore bears a higher rate of duty. ·Moreover, 
the richer cla.sses would be the consumers of the more 
highly 1a.xed imported cigars and ciga.rettes. We have 
assumed " progressive increase in tbe a.verage rate from 
about 68. 6d. per lb. in the smallest incomes to about &. 9d. 
in the largest. 

(b) An appreciable addition has to be made for the wife's 
smoking in the families with incomes of £500 and upwa.rds. 

(0) With regard to the .higher incomes, it may be taken 
tha.t in the representative ca.se the expenditure on enter
taining of the richer man (who on the .verage will .Ieo be 
the older mau-cf. para. 232) will tend to exceed 
his con6umption.t the expense of others. We h.ve allowed 
• not very great but increasing margiu for such .. exceaa 
euterta.iumeut ... 

(d) The duty on matches is included in our figures. The 
reveuue from matches was. little over £3 millions-about 
1/16th of that from tobacoo. 
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The figures we colljecture for family incomes are as follows ;-
1928-24 and 19115-1l6. 

Tobacco Duty (including 
1noOMIc Duty on Matches) . 

.£ .£ I. d. 
100 2 15 0 
150 4 0 0 
200 415 0 
500 5 0 0 

1,000 6 15 0 
2,000 7 10 0 
5,000 913 0 

10,000 and above 10 4 0 
245. 1918-19. (Main rate of duty &. 211. - per lb. from 

23rd April, 1918).-From the above figures we work backwuds 
to 1918-19, taking the following points into consideration ;-

(a) Total consumption (United Xingdom) in 1918-19 was 
114,400,000 lbs. We estima,te the per hea.d consumption 
a& about 2-6 lbs., oompared with 2'9 lbs. for 1923-24 (say, 
9/10ths of 1923-24). 

(b) In 1918-19 the average cost of living index figure was 
about 210, and in 1923-24 about 175. This fact tells in 
fa.vour of putting the representa.tiv8 consumption of the 
smaller incomes in 1918-19 at less than 9/10ths of their con
sumption in 1923-24. 

(0) The revenue from matches was just over·£2 millions
about 1/231'd of that from tobacco. 

The figures suggested are ;-
1918-19. 

Tobacco Dutil (including 
1"com.!. Duty on Match"). 

&. £ •. d. 
100 2 Ii 0 
150 8 6 0 
200 420 
/SO\) 4 9 0 

1.000 6 0 () 
2.000 618 0 
5,000 8 8 0 

10,000 and upwarda 9 0 0 
246. 1918-14. (Main rate of duty Sr. 8tl. per lb.).-Our 

figures are again worked from those of 1923-24. Duty per head 
was &. in the earlier year as compared with £1 81. 3d.. in the 
later, but in dealing with incomes of bed nominal amount 
allowance has to be made for the much higher pr8-wv YBlue 
of money IIDd also (in the larger incomes) for the smaller inroada 
of Income Tax into spendable income. Further. it is probable 
.hal the proportion 01 smokers to nou-smokers was lower io 
1913-14 (~f. pont. 635). 
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The figures suggested are:-
1913-14. 

Income. Duty. 
£ £ 8. II. 
50 1 1 0 

100 110 0 
150 1150 
200 117 0 
500 2 10 0 

1,000 2 III 0 
2,000 3 /I 0 
5,000 and above 3 III 0 

247. 1903-04. {Main rate of duty Sa. per lb.).-The figures 
for this year may be worked from those for 1913-14. The duty 
on the cheapest tobacco, as sold retail, was about 21. 911. in 
1903-04 and Sa. 4d. in 1913-14. Consumption per head was as 
9 to 10, duty per head was therefore practically as 3 to 4. 
Taking this ratio we get :-

Inco11l$ 
£ 
50 

·100 
150 
200 
500 

1,000 
2.000 

1903-04. 

5,000 and above 

Duty on Alcolwlic Drinkl. 

Duty. 
£ 8. II. 
016 0 
120 
160 
180 
118 0 
210 
290 
2 16 0 

248. 1923-24.-1n the absence of any reliable evidence as to 
representative consumption at the specified levels of income, we 
have fa.llen baok on certain known data (for Grea.t Britain only), 
viz., the tow consumption of spirits, beer and wine, with the 
duty on each, and the approximate numbers of the adult popula
tion (over 18). ma.le and female. Then. by a. series of calcuJa,.. 
tions we h~ve arrived a.t certain alternative estimates of Mlerage 
consumption and duty for the ma.le and the fema.le consumer 
in three di!ferent income groups :-

Groop A (incomes npwards of £500). 
Group B (incomes between £200 and £500). 
Group C (incomes np to £2(0). 

These a.verage figures for three groups have given U8 a certain 
guidance in framing estimates of reprumtatifJe consumption and 
duty far each 0' the family incomes in our sca.le. 

24.9. The ca.lcnlations of average consumption and duty 8l"6 

given in Appendix X. In working from the figures of &dult 
population, we have taken two a.Iternative hypotheses as to the 
proportion of abstainers, male and female. in each income group. 
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In Hypothesis 1 we ha.ve assumed that in each group 15 per cent. 
of the males aud 40 per cent. of the females are abstainers, or 
practically so; we have also aaaumed, for spirits, beer and wine 
separately, certain proportions between the average consump
tion of male and female. We have then taken four sub
hypotheses aa to the ratio, for each clasa of drink, between the 
average consumption of the male in Group A and that of the 
males in Group B and Group C. We are thus enabled to give 
four altema·tive sets of figures, representing the average per head 
duty on spirits, beer and wine borne by the male and female 
consumer in each income group. 

In Hypothesis II we have taken a proportion of abstainers 
varying acceording to the group :-

Propcwtion of A bsta4I1MI. 
Male. Female. 

PM' cent. Per cent. 
Group A (inoomeB upwards of £500)... 15 30 
Group B (between £200 and £500) ... 20 45 
Group C (up to £200) ... 10 20 

We. havo then applied the aame alternative Bub-hypotheses u 
before. 

250. The figures of per head duty resulting from the four 
aub-diviaioDB of Hypotheses I IIIld II are brought together for 
comparieon in the bal table in Appendix X. After adducing 
certain practical &oDd statistical conaidera.tioilB, we take u 
average figures of alcohol duty for a male IIIld female oonsumel" 
together- .s •. 

Group A ... 00 0 
Group B ..• 19 0 
Group C ... 10 10 

From these a.vera.ge figures, IIIld from the tables of oonaumption 
and duty on which they are ba.aed. we work, on certain a.aaump
tiona, to representative figure_ for 10 dilferent family incomes. 
The figures of duty which result (admittedly highly speculative) 
are as follows:-

19.28-.24. 

Dot, 

t-.. 
(08 oouumptioaofhuband aDd wi&). Total Dot" 

I I 
.., 

Spiri.a. B.r. W. 

I: .I .. Ii. I: .. 4, I: .. ... I: 
100 - 6 I 0 - 6 
1/10 I 6 6 7 10 0 S 0 10 
lIOO S S II 8 8 9 8 0 III 
600 6 6 10 S III 11 1 17 • 11 

1,000 10 11 II I 6 10 II 0 0 18 
1,000 19 0 • 1 11 S 7 10 0 18 
6,000 15 7 • 18 9 IS • 8 60 

10,000 sa 1 S 18 9 60 0 0 100 
uadabo .. 
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. 261. From these figures we work forward to 1926-26, and 
backward to 1918-19, 1913-14 and 1903-04, in the light of such 
data as are available. The following are the immediate pre
war figures of duty we are led to suggest :-

1918-i4. 

Duty 

Income. 
(on ooDlumplion of hUJband and wife,. 'fotal Duty, 

I&Y' 
Spirits. Beer. Wine. 

£ '£ •• d. £ •• d. £ •• d. £ •• d • 
50 17 7 l 0 10 1 , 2 0 0 

100 1 9 , 1 2 11 2 8 2 16 0 
150 1 15 3 1 6 0 6 4 S 6 0 
200 2 3 1 1 6 0 10 0 , 0 0 
600 2 18 9 7 , 1 13 4 6 0 0 

1000 4 17 11 S 8 2 10 0 7 10 0 
2000 6 17 1 2 7 6 10 0 13 10 0 
6000 9 16 10 II 7 17 10 0 27 10 0 

and above 

Fuller details, and workings fOJ: other years, are given in 
AppendixX. 

262. It may be noted that for 1903-04 and. 1913-14 our 
'figures di1I'er greatly from those of Sir Herbert Samuel, so far 
as incomes of £500 and £1,000 (and to a less extent £2,000) 
are concerned. Sir Herbert's fignres for Income Tax paying 
families. were based on an average duty fignre of £14 3s. Sfd. 
per family, which had been calculated by Sir Bernard Mallet 
in 1904. When the low rates of duty prevailing in 1903-04 are 
(lOnsidered, this average fignre implies far too heavy a consump
tion to be credible. For the higher incomes the difference 
between our fignres and those of Sir Herbert Samuel is less; 
indeed from the income of £6,000 onwards they are very close, 
bnt this is only because, in our calculations, we have made a 
generous allowance for .. excess entertainment" (8ee 
A ppendi:e X). 

For 1918-19, mainly owing to the allowance wbich we have 
made for the altered purchasing power of money, the difference 
in our figures from those of Sir Herbert 'Samuel becomes still 
wider. There is a similarly increased difference under the 
head of tobacco. 

Entertainments Dutil. 

253. In the case of this duty allocation to different levels of 
income is eminently a matter of conjecture. The following 
figures are hazarded for 1918-19 and 1923-24. 
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Income. Duty. 
1918-19. 1928-24. 

£ 8. d. ,. d. 
100... 56 76 
150 70 90 
200 _ 76 100 
500 11 6 14 0 

1,000· 17 0 20 0 
2,000 30 0 82 0 
6,000 40 0 45 0 

10,000 and above 50 0 55 0 
The figures for the amall incomes are put rather low;· it is 

suggested that a man and wife and three young children would 
usually spend less than . the normal household of five (C/. 
para. 222). 

254. 1926-26.-The yield was £5,714,000 as compared with 
£9,285,000 in 1923-24. The Finance Act, 1924, abolished duty 
on payments of 6d. and under, and reduced the scale of duty 
on payments up to Is 8d. The burden on small incomes has 
thus been very much reduced, and we take the following 
figures :- Income. DlIty. 

£ •. 
100 8 
150 4 
200 5 
600 12 

There doea nol appear to be any reason for altering. the 
1923-24 figures in the case of the larger incomes. 

THE TOTAL BURDEN OF TAXATION. 
255. We now gather into one table our figures for the several 

duties, direct and indirect. It will be borne in mind that the 
figures other than thoae for the IDcome To: are in various 
degrees specUlative, and have no offiaial authority. In particular, 
the figurea for the follow~ duties attempt to illustrate rather 
than to measure liability :-

Death Dutiea. 
Duty on Tobacco. 
Duty on A1ooholic Drinks. 
Entertainmenla Duty. 

1ft regMd to thu, dllti .. it tn4f b, o""",,d that the iflllifldtuJl 
CGII, i/lle eh_, igMr. the ~. ,-"d", 01 tha deat1t 
doli .. : il he ia • MII_ker IIIId ftOft4ftftker, he ucapu the 
duti .. Oft tobacco 0114 alcohol; agaift the btmka 01 the EI\ter
tailUll8lltl DlIt, 4ep",_ Oft oollllltGrJ ~ All lhese 
duties Olen diller from Ole Inoome Tu and Super-lu, which are 
inevitable burdena on incomes abo.,. ceriain limila. and from Ole 
dutiee on lea. augar, e\o.. which may a1ao be regarded as in
evitable burdena. since they fall on oommodities almost 
universally oonanmed. In view of these oonaiderationa it may 
be of interest to add • seoond table. excluding Ole dead! duties, 
and the duties on tobacco. alooho1ic drinks and entertainments. 
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Income. 

11103104. 
IiO 

100 
160 
200 
600 

1.000 
2.000 
6,000 

10,000 
20.000 
60.000 

1I11/If. 
60 

100 
1150 
200 
600 

1.000 
2.000 
6.000 

10,000 

~:= 

1'1./1., 
100 
lI!O 
200 
600 

1.000 
2,000 
6,000 

10.000 
20,000 
&0,000 

-,... 
100 
lI!O 
200 
600 

~ 
I~ 
10.000 
80.000 

Jill'. 
100 
lI!O 
200 
600 

1.000 
2.000 
6,000 

10.000 
JO.OOO 
l1li.000 
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IDeome TIlz and 8aper-...... 
Iocome IIDcome hall 
who!!!': _TDed balf 
earn . investment. 

/I I. 4. /I '0 d. - -- -- -
118 8 118 8 

18 010 18 010 
4618 8 4618 8 
9115' 81 15 , 

228 •• 118 S , 
4fi8 8 8 4fi8 8 8 
918 11 4 818 IS 4 

1,281 11 , 2,281 II , 

- -- -- -7 8 U 8 
12 0 0 17 , I 
57 10 0 '718 4 
76 0 0 86 18 8 

29115 4 28115 : 7688 8 768 8 
1.681 II • l,IIOlli • .... 115 • .... 1 4 

I - -- -- -
""18 0 .. . • 148 6 0 186 0 0 

41!0 0 0 .., 10 0 
1.7ff1 10 0 1.7ffl1O 0 
Uffl 10 0 '-187 10 0 
~IO 0 9.437 10 0 

10 0 lI6.lB'I 10 0 

- -- -- -
16 1 g 18 0 0 

108 8 3 11711 I 
10818 a III 8 • 1.'" 1 S 1 .... 8 I 

sm 8 I ::m: • 8.321 • I • _18 • IS.821 8 • 
- -- -- -10 • • 14 1 8 

81 I 4 1711 8 
1M 10 • 181 I 4 

L886 15 0 1.886 18 0 
2.886 18 0 ..... 18 0 
7.m 15 0 7.370 15 0 

12.120 18 0 12.120 III • 

GENERA~ 

Relating Direct and I ndirec~ 

N.B.-The Ta.xpa.yer is a.BBumed to be marrieJ 

Death Total Direct Ta.%ee. Dniiea • 
Inhabited 

Bowe T ... B ...... To_ 
Inoome hall Daty. re.om. I ree .... hall · earned baU "'b0!:l • _TDed haU 
Investment _ro lnYeetmenl. 

I 

/I •••• & •• d & •• iI. r- .... £ .. 4. & L d. fil 8 0 - - 8 '0 15 0 12 0 
160 - - 160 14 • I' 0 1 Z 
118 0 , 8 . , 8 228 15 0 14 8 1 8 
J g 0 7 8 f ' 1 '15 2 15 0 15 0 1 8 
810 160 1 610 III 8 10 15 0 18 0 1 18 , 

18 8 8 S 0 0 4818 8 86 2 8 18 0 18 0 2 1 I 
till l' 0 '15 0 88 8 , 128 2 , 18 0 15 0 1 • I' 

lOS U 0 800 2l!8 I 4 Stllf.f 18 0 18 0 2 !AI I 
:.61 17 0 18 0 0 m 8 8 ~ I 8 18 0 18 0 218 t I 

648 • 0 28 0 0 144154 l,~ t .f 18 0 18 0 218 'f' 
1,807 6 0 66 0 0 2,34e 11 4 8.96S 18 4 18 0: 18 0 2 Ie ,,(1 J , 

i ' 
8 0 - - 8 0 II I • J I It i 

1 6 0 - - 1 6 0 15 • 7 I 110 
118 0 , 8 , 8 2 I 8 14 2 7 8 1.6 • 
2 8 0 7 8 18 0 8 7 2 I, 2 7 8 117 0 
8 I 0 1 6 0 15 6 0 11112 2 14 I 7 8 2\0 8 

20 10 0 
• 0 

0 4010 0 71 8 4 14 I 7 • 2.6 0 
4818 0 415 0 7818 0 1150 \lI 8 14 2 7 8 

• 6 ~ 140110 0 
• 0 

0 111>1 15 4 446. 4 14 2 7 8 116 0 
17117 0 15 0 0 7788 8 1,146 S 8 14 I 7 8 1.6 0 
.,.6 0 28 0 0 1,818 IS , J..1j.54 18 • I' I 7 8 118 • 

t.II88 4 0 66 0 0 4,148 15 4 1.7S4 17 4 14 Z 7 • • 15 • 

.1 J 
1 4 0 - - 1 4 0 1 8 0 114 0 I • D 
11. 0 , 4 8 2 0 • 112 0 

• 1 • • : 0 
2 • 0 7 8, 1 • .18 • 118 • 

• 8 • 4 0 
7 • 0 180 86 0 0 8115 • 118 0 • • 8 4 g 0 

111' 0 
• 0 0 

148 6 0 18614 0 115 0 • • • • 0 
I 

42 18 0 418 0 "'18 0 6S114 0 118 I • 8 
8 815 I lZ/ 0 0 100 1.788 10 0 1 ..... 10 0 118 

• 8 
I 8 I m 18 0 18 0 0 ..... 10 8 UIlO • 0 115 0 

• 1 
1 

• 0 • 8SS 0 0 28 0 0 1.<8610 10,398,10 0 118 0 • • 1 
• 0 • 1,821118 0 66 0 8 _10 0 11.011 g 0 118 0 

• 1 
1 1 0 • 

0 1 1 -,' - 1 • 0 1 1 0 110 0 118 • 118 0 - - 118 0 1 1 8 , . 0 4 0 • I & 0 & 0 8 0 2\0 0 1 4 0 4 8 1 418 • 817 0 12 8 16 II I III g 1 1 4 0 411 0 I 0 • 17 8 0 110 I lOB II I 1177 • 1 , 0 412 0 118 • "18 0 418 0 115 U I l18618 • 1 4 0 411 0 7 10 I 
206 14 0 

• 0 
0 U66 • I l,681 0 • I • 0 412 0 .18 • ,",0 0 15 0 0 ..... I I 4.178 • I 1 4 0 .12 0 .0 •• 

1.B08 • 0 18 0 • B.><O 1 • 10m 18 I 1 • 0 .11 0 10 4 • 
...,.12 0 66 0 0 18,Bl8 1 1 102'/0 18 I 1 , 0 ,12 0 10 •• 

1 I 0 

Ii! - I • • U 0 117 1 I III • 
1 I. 0 - 114 0 11 0 I • 1 • I • 
I 6 0 - • I 0 12 • 1 & • .18 I 118 0 III:H 10 • 4 D 1 I 12 • 1 7 • I • 

17 • 0 i-" 81 • 4 11411 8 12 • I 7 
• 'III' M18 0 =J!S IMIO 0 ... 1 • 12 • 1 7 
'17 It • 811 • 0 ... ! 1.886 18 0 UlI18 0 12 • I 7 I '11' SOOI"/ 0 .b ..... 18 • ..... 12 0 12 g Ii I 10 •• 

U'<IlB 0 
,!I~£ 7.370 18 0 9.824 II 0 II • I 10 4 • 

I,8Il 18 0 JI,12O 18 0 18,74.11 • 12 • I 7 
• i 10 • • 

, 
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ILK I. 

~ation to Specimen Incomes . 

. to have 3 children under the age ot 16. 

!~~1J! Total Tuatkna. Total Tau.dOD: P...,.DIap of IIlccnIle. 

• lIa Bote .... !QHi TotAl e4.1 lDo"me balr..rued .. ""n- 8" .~ • Indlrea' lDoome whoU, eUll b!:.~ lOftl'meDL 
m'D'" ~t~:!i.!! Tu ... laoom. IIDoomOball .Sfe"i,Q "'bO~ earued. ball 

DIreoL ladlreoL TotaL I DI ..... I Iad\reoL I TotaL SOoill~ .... lav.tome .. 

II. • L II. • L II. • L II. • L II. " LII. " '17 '17 3\8 107 16 0 - I 0 , 7 0 , 7 0 UI O -0 - I 0 III I 6 IJ • II I - 0" 0" 1'1 0'1 "8 
0 - S 0 .8. 

• IJ 0 
8 I 0 0'1 "1 "5 I" "1 5'7 

0 - , 0 170 'II I IJ 0 I 1'1 1'7 "8 1'1 1'7 8'0 
0 - , 0 17 0 .. 110 112 I 10 1'& 1'8 5'1 "7 I" 1'5 
0 - , 0 111110 00118 7817 8 ,., 1'1 "1 8" 1'1 P 0 - , 0 18 II 0 M5 I , 14'/ III , "R 0" 5'1 "6 0" ., 
0 - , 0 1810 0 I II , trill , , "8 0'7 5' r 0'7 p 0 - , 0 II 10 0 lI0II18. 758'" "7 0" 5'S '1 0'1 •• 0 - , 0 II 10 0 m I , I..,., IJ , "7 0'1 ,. '6 0'1 7'7 
0 - , 0 II 10 0 ... I' 1,118'1 I , "7 "1 

,., ., 0'1 1'0 

0 - I 0 , 0 5 , ! . , . • - "0 "0 0'8 8'0 8'8 
0 - I 0 

• 1 • • • 'IJ • - 6" .. , 1'1 S" ••• 0 - I 0 • 8 
• I 

8 7 I 0'1 "1 
,., 1" "1 5" 

0 - , 0 7 110 TIl 10 1010 0 O't I" "0 1'7 I" S'I 
0 - , 0 • 1&10 !II 10 sa • 0 ••• 1'8 ,., 6'S 1'8 7'1 
0 - , 0 II 10 10 61 010 811' I "0 1'1 "1 7'\ 1'1 8'1 
0 - , 0 18 0 It 11 11110 III II • "0 0'1 ,., 7'5 0" 8" 
0 - , 0 112 10 10 83S , I f771t I .'0 0'7 .'7 ,., 

"7 
,., 

0 - , 0 sa In 10 
... 11 • UTI I' • 7'7 0" "0 11'0 0'1 11'1 

0 - , 0 11 ,0 In LIl61 I I.II8'l , I "1 0'1 "S II" 0'1 II': 0 - , • 01\010 "171 , I 8,7tIT , • ,·s 0'1 8" II" 0'1 IJ' 

0 • , 10 0 117 • '17 • II I • - ,., ,., 1'1 I" n'\ 
0 J 0 U • IJ I • II 7 0 15 • 0 0'1 

1" 
"0 \., , .• 10'1 

0 • 0 15 , 0 15 I' • II • I P '7 7'1 I" 7'1 "1 0 

Iii 
• 15 0 . lillY 0 0017 0 8J 10 • '0 I 10'1 10" I' b'5 

1

0 0 '5 D ID S I ... I • 
_17 

I W' 1'0 .It '1" 1'0 ID" 
, 0 0 II 0 "It • tOO, • GOO" • D" "S 1f'0 .... I" .'1 
1
0 : .3 0 15 0 .... • l,Il.1I , • 1,'" , • "'" 0'7 .... "'0 "7 .'1 
0 0 10 0 tIS • , UMll • 4W 1& • G'O 0'5 G'O ... , ,., . "'S 
0 110 0 18 , II I , 8.51t1 II , 10. ... I. • :1" 0', 4'/., 111'0 "r 61'1 
0 110 0 II • tIS , , _18 , D,1lII III • '5 O' 00" "'1 

,. 
"'1 

0 , • I • It I I It \ , If ' , - It·. IC'I .. I 14'1 la" • , 0 , 0 10 I , 10 I I II 8 - IS'O ,S'I \'1 11'0 I'''' 0 10 0 , I II , 0 .. II , .... , 0'1 II" II" 1'1 11'7 IJ'I 0 I, 0 10 , If 0 • .11 • .. 10 e 1'1 n 1'0 .'1 ,., , .. 
0 I 0 0 10 I .. I • I.. n • I. , I '0'1 I 1'1 WI I'''' n 10'0 0 IIJ : 10 • tI , • MIll I ... , 0 10" , 1'1 17" I". II'. 0 I • II • til , • 1, ... 10 • I .... , • IT'I l't ••• 11'1 "e .... 
0 III 0 10 • nl I • "71'11 U • U0711 • ." I 

1'1 IT" fl" 1'1 a'l 0 III 0 10 , lit • • ..... 11 • '0.177 0 , fl" D" a'l 00" ,., l1"t. 0 III • II • III • • ....,.11 • 10,lIO I • ..,., 0'. a'o ••• ,., •. , 
0 , 0 , • lin • lin • 1111 , - II" n .. 1'1 II .. II .. 0 • • , • ~ , I II • I . lO , I - II" II" 1'1 u .. IJ'7 0 I 0 • • I ftl • DIJ 0 - "'1 "'I 1'1 ,,'I n" 0 IJ • I 0 10 •• 0 , G. I I" "1 "1 ''1 "1 a', 0 I • • , I • I • 110 • , 144 I I ••• 1'1 II" U·S ... It' .. • ! 111 • I • a • • SOIlO • ... " • II" I" '.'1 11" I" II" o II I • I • l;t I • 1181 • 0 1.41'1 I • II .. ,·s .... ••• I'S II" O! III 0 • , 111., 1 • t.""' Ia • ... \'1 11'1 ... 1:: .'1 o I II • , , III • 0 7 .... I • 1..7e 1. 0 ... ." IT·. .'1 . .., 
'1111 • . , bI' , lUll I • ....... , ... , "1 .... II" r. II., 
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GE..'iER.\ ~'ABLE II. 
Relating Direct and Indirect Taxation-but with the exclU8ion of the Deatll 

Duties, the Duties on Tobacco and on Alco,holic Drinks, and the Entertaill' 
ments Duty-to Specimen Incomes. 

N.B.-The Taxpayer is a."umed to be married and to have 3 children under 
the age of 16 

Iooome Tu and j Total Tasation: 
Super-taL 

Inhabi
ted 

B .... 
Duty. 

Percentage of 
Income. 

lnoome.l----.,-----·-
Income Income 
wholly Half Earned 
_oed' BaH 

Inve,tuum" 

Tea. 

1903/04 £.. d. £.. d. £ .. eLi .. d,~ .. a. " .. d. 
60 - - _ 0 18 ~I~ 12 0 0 I 0 

100 - - _ 14 8014 0 0 t 0 
160 - - 0 • 6 16 0 14 6 0 8 0 
200 1168 11680180160160040 
600 16 0 10 18 0 10 I 6 0 0 16 0 16 0 0 1 0 

1,000 46 18 8 46 16 8 8 0 0.0 16 (,' 16 0 0 4 0 
2,000 91 18 4 91 18 4 4 16 0 0 16 16 0 0 4 0 
6,000 2298422984900016 0160040 

10,000 468 6 8 468 6 8 16 0 0 0 16 ( . 16 0 0 4 0 

£ L d, 
1 8 
I 10 
I 17 
8 18 2 

18 19 I 
60 10 8 
98 2 4 

289 17 
416 0 
9487 

" •• d, 
1 6 0 
1 10 8 
1 11 0 
8 18 2 

18 19 I~ 
60 10 ~ 
98 , 4 

289 17 4 
.16 0 8 
946 7 4 20,000 918 18 4 916 18 4 28 0 0 0 16 I 16 0 0 4 0 

60,000 2,291 18 • 1,291 18 4 66 0' 0, 0 16 0 16' 0 0 4 0 
---I------I~~.--I-----I--- ~,--
1918/14 

1.848 7 4 1,1148 1 4 
--I'--i--+" 

060 - _ - 012 80 6 
IOQ- - - 0 18 40 1 
160 - - 0 4 • 0 14 20 1 
200 0 7 6 0 11 8 0 7 8. 14 .~ 1 
600 11 0 0 17 4 I 1 6 0., 14 2~ 7 

1,000 81 10 0 47 18 4 8 0 0 0 14 !~ 7 
2,000 76 0 0 9618 8 416 0,014 20 7 
6,000 291 18" 291 18 " I 0 0 1. 20 7 

)0,000 768 8 8 768 8 8 16 0 0 14 20 7 
:g,ooo 1,691 18 " 1,691 18 " 8 0 0 14 2() 1 

,000 4,091 18 • 4,091 18 4 66 0 0 ~ 14 2 7 
1918/19 -------------

100 - _ -18!14 
160 - - 0 4 • 1 12 ~~ 1 
200 --16 - 0 7 8 116 ~ 6 600 _ 048161601168' 

1,000 148601660080011688 
2,000 460 0 0 487 10 0 4 16 0 1 I6

j 
j 8 8 

6,000 1,181 10 0 1,181 10 0 8 0 0 16 ~. 
10,000 4,181 10 0 4,181 10 0 16 0 0 1 16 ~~ 8 
20,000 U8'i 10 0 9,487 10 0 ~ 0 0 1 16 ~~ • 
60,000 26,187 10 0 26,18110 0 _ 0 0 I 16 .~ • 

: : : g ~ I;; ~ I; : 
8080 182 192 
8040 201 260 
8 0 4 0 14 10 I 10 16 0 
8 0 4 0 41 16 1 62 4 2 
8 0 4 0 81 0 I 101 17 8 
804080119 80118' 
8 0 4 0 714 12 114 12 6 
8 0 " 0 1,620 19 1,620 19 t 
8 0 4 0 4,147 19 4,141 I. I 
~--I-~--I--'-

o 010 
0011 
8 014 
8 016 
8 016 
6 016 
• 016 
• 016 
8 016 
I 016 

o 4 11 I 4 It 0 I-I 
• 69! 68~'" o • 2: 8, I : 1-0 
o 40 II 60 , ! 8-' 
o 166 1 110 18 I 16'5 
o 460 11 I 4911 I I 211'0 
o 1,802 • I 1,802 8 8 81'0 
o 4,208 I 8 4,208 • I 41'1 
o 9,411 8 ! 9,411 I I 47-4 
o 26,248 • • 26,248 • I 60'6 

1D!M!U 
100 - _ _ 1 1 \I 10 , 01 1 4 18 4 I. 0 6-0 
160 - - - 1 I ~. 0 0 • 0 6 l' 6 14 ~ ,'8 
200 - - 0 6 0 1 4 • ~ 0 8 8 I I 8 • ~ '-1 
600 15. 9 18 0 0 0 II • 1 4 II 0 0 10. .. I 24 I. ! 4-' 

1,000 108' 8 117 II I I 10 0 1 4 11 ~ 0 10' 116 I 128 7 i 11-6 
2,000 808 II I 181 8 I 4 16 0 1 , ( 11 ~ 0 10 8 118 17 841 7 ~ J8'0 
6,000 1,84' 6 • 1,848 I 8 9 0 0 1 ~ II 11 ii 0 10 8 1",1 I. 1",1 11 ~ 17'1 

10,000 1,611 8 8 1,611 • 8!! 0 0 I. 11 ~ 0 10 • 1,6" 12 1,681 II = 86" 
10,000 J~II 8 • 8,B11 • 1.:= 0 0 1 " ! 11 0 0 10 • 8,366 12 8,366 12 • 4l'8 
60,000 ...,821 • • ti;821 • I ~ 0 0 I • 11 0 0 10 8 28,88t 11 .,us It • 47'S 
~~I-~--~-~---~--_+---r---r--r----+---
lm/I!II 

100 -
160 -
200 -

t~~11111710' 
'" a; I:: 11 I I • 8 0 • 

8 ~~~ ~~;: ;::: 

o 114 2 14 1'7 

• • I 
• I I-I 

• • 4 
• 4 1'8 

600 10 I 
1,000 81. 
2,000 184 10 
6,000 1,096 16 

10,001 2.996 16 
20,000 '!{l0 16 
60,000 _ .. 110 16 

4 14' 
, 117 II 
o 181' 
o 1,096 11 
o 1.9116 16 
o ,JfO 16 o __ ,120 16 

8 ='i..,. ~ 11 I 7' 0 I 
4 ... ;; I ~ 11 8 7' 0 8 
o .. j! ~~II iiI< 7 I 0 • o :j!. 11 I~ 7 • 0 • 

:~ ~~:::~::: 

• 18 10 , 84104 
, 287 11 
• 1,091 , , 1.998 I 
• 1,874 I '22,124 I 

17 II 1'7 
101. 8'6 
_ 10 4 10" 

1,091 I I
j 

"'0 
1.998 I 80'0 
1,87' I ! ... , 

22,124 I j 14" 

6" 8-' 
"1 
6-0 
II', 
11'1 
17'1 
86" 
41-S 
41', 

I" 
1'1 1-' 
I" 

10-/ 
14-' 
"'0 
80" ... , 
14'1 
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SECTION IV. 

THE INCIDENCE AND EFlfECTS OF EXISTING 
TAXES. 

SUB-SECTION I: TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE; 
THE EXPENDITURE SIDE. . 

256. Any complete enquiry into the central finances of the 
country would involve a close examination of the whole of the 
expenditure aide, 88 well aa the revenue side, of the Government 
accounts. Our enquiry, wide as is it, falls far short of this. On 
the expenditure side we are pa.rticularly concerned only with 
the service of the National Debt. At the same time it would be 
impossible to. form any just estimate of the ettects of existing 
taxes, without giving some attention to other objects of Govem
ment expenditure; for, as Mr. J. A. Hobson expressed it, .. the 
general long-range effects of taxation upon trade largely hinge 
upon the uses made by the State of the tax revenue." 
(E. in O. : 20.) . 

257. With a few insignificant exceptiona, the existing taxes 
are not earmarked- to any particular items of expenditure. The 
way in which the revenue is applied haa, consequently, effects 
which may be related to the tsxes generally, and not to sny 
part of the syatem more than to another. For this reason it 
seems desirable to give aome prior consideration to these effects 
of expenditure, and then to deal aeparately with the ettects of 
the several taxes. 

lI58.· We may slightly vary the classification of expenditure 
made by Mr. W. T. Layton in his evidence before us, and take 
the following headings:-

{i) 8m/ice 0/ the Eztemal Debt. 
(ll) Ir&tere8& Oft tb Internal Debt. 

(iii) Repaymnt 0/ Intemal Debt. 
(iv) PeNioM. 
(v) DeftmC#l. 

(vi) Social Ezpmdittwe. 
(vii) Other 8ervicu. 

The lirat three of th_ headings are our primary concem. 

(i) SmIice 0/ Ute Ezternol Debt. 

l!59. In discussing the nature of the external debt (c/. ponI. '11 
at Nil.) we have ~ thM it invohea a very heavy burden. 
although we do not forget thM the reaooreea lent to the country 
were of the greaWit value for the proeecution of the War. Pay. 

D 
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ment of interest on the present externa.l debt, and repayment of 
the capital sum, while clearly essential to our credit, have to be 
made without any tangible return. They do not add to the 
wealth of the country, nor do they create within the oountry any 
new source of saving or purchasing power. 

We do not think the external debt exerts any very strong 
psychological effect. ~ge and burdensome as it is, it seems 
to be overshadowed in the popular imagination by the much, 
larger, but in other ways less burdensome, internal debt. 

(ii) Intere8t on the Internal Debt. 

260. The large proportion of the tax revenue corresponding 
to interest on the internal debt is redistributed within this 
country. It adds to the potential saving and purchasing power 
of the interest receivers what is. subtrBcted from the taxpayers. 
No one can say exactly what is the etIect of the transfer, either 
on the national savings or on the distribution of wealth. It 
would be necessary to know the answer to the questions-Who 
are the taxpayers? Who are the interest receivers? What use 
would the taxpayers have made of the money? What use, in 
fact, do the interest receivers make ot it? 

261. Even if we had exact answers to these questions, the 
value of the information would in some ways be limited. In 
the first place, the figures would give no indication of the waste 
involved in the process of taxation. Not only does the process 
absorb the services of the persons ooncerned in the administra.
tion and collection of the duties; it also employs a very large 
amount of time ana energy on the part of taxpayers, and of 
solicitors, ,aecountants and others acting on their behalf. The 
waste cannot be mEJllBured in figures, or apportioned between 
different classes of people. lmy calculations, however, whi~h 
ignore its existence must to some extent be vitiated. 

262. But t~ere is a more important point. The transfer of 
inoome from taxpayer to debt-holder is an isolated transaction 
which must not be taken as giving a full measure of tlu! way in 
which the War Loan system-borrowing first and taxing after
wards-has affected the distribution of wealth and the national 
savings. We explain this in paragraphs 268-272. 

263. No official statistics are available to show how the 
internal debt is held. Mr. Layton has, however, made an 
estimate, the figures of which we may take from his evidence 
given on the 5th Augnst, 1924 (E, in C. : 9 (ii) )-

£ milli0n8. 
British Joint Stock Banks and Foreign Banks 

with offices in London (including an estimate 
of .£100 millions of Treasury Bills) 750 

Rank of England ... 70 
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JJ millionl. 
Post Office Sa.vings Ba.nk (£285 millions leas 

.£120 millions in gulU'anteed or other securities 
not forming pa.rt of the dead-weight debt) and 
Trustee Sa.vinge Bank - (£80 millions, leas 
.£30 millions) 915 

Government Securities purOOa.eed for depositora 
through the Sa.vings Ba.nka (£210 millions) 
and Trustee Sa.vings Banks (£30 millions) ... 94() 

Trellsury :N ote Reserve 240 
Ways and Means Advances (Public Depart-

ments, .£160 millions, less amount included 
under Trea.sury Note Reserve), 88y ... 70 

Insurance Compa.nies, a.pproxima.tely. •... 350 
Ra.ilwa.y Companies 80 
A tid to Jlf'soemfIIJ ite"" to bring to par "Glue ..• 277 
Ba.la.nce of Treasury Bills not included above, 

a.nd held by va.rious ooncerDS, bill broker's, anel 
oth8l1l needing liquid resources, la.rgely as part 
of tha iloa.ting money system 01 the oountry ..• 300 

Held by private persons liable to Estete Duty ... 9,350 
Held by foreigners, trusts, OOa.ritiea, tra.de unions, 

joint stock companies, etc,' 1,650 

6,592 

964. On • survey of these figurea, doea the destina.tion of the 
debt interest appear to be propitious to na.tiona.\ aa.ving? We 
suggest that it doeL A la.rge part of the debt is held by the 
banks and in oonnection with the moneta.ry aystem of the 
country: here the intereet will in genemI be plaeed at indDBtry's 
dispoaa.l. Another large part is held by ~t stock compezries, 
a.nd the interest is a. ~ pa.yment to mdustry: the &a.me is 
true of intereet paid to those individua.la who will invest it in 
priva.te busineaaea of their OWD. Again, the greater pari of the 
£2 ,350 milliona ucribed to private peraoDa liable to Estate Duty 
must belong to individuala who are compamtively well-to-do, 
and ha.ve therefore. relatively good eapacity &0 save. 

!l65. But aavinga ha.ve to be oonaidered in qua.lity .. well .. 
in quantity. Debt holders are .JIQIIletimes regazded ... cIasa of 
particularly ca.utioue peopls: it is auppoaed that they are 1_ 
likely than others to nee their aavings in auOO • manner as to 
atimulat.e the hea.lthy taking of riska-they will inveet in gil~ 
edged eeeuritiee rather than in the ordinary ah~ of public 
oompaniea. U __ to U8 that there is lIOIIle &light foundation 
for thia idea, although it haa often been enggereted. WR 
LoaD holdings are obvioualy attractive to people who are ca.utioua 
by temperament, or, .. in the caae 01 trust 18, by neceaaity: 
and auOO persona, when they ba'ftl aavinga ont of WR t-n 
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intereSt to invest, a.re likely to prefer something fairly secure, 
and, when they do invest in industry, to choose the debentures 
of a big well-known company rather tban the shares of one that 
is enterprising but less known. On the other hand, the fact 
that a ma.n holds a good block of War Loon and can rely on 
a nucleus of safe income may sometimes incline him to seek a 
higher but less certain return on his other savings. 

266. W'e may now pass to the effect of the transfer on the 
distribution of wealth. It is widely held that the payment of 
interest on the internal debt is ha.rmful, as involving a transfer 
from the poorer to the wealthier. 

Viewed in isolation, it certainly does involve a transfer of this 
kind, The taxpayer, whatever his means, contributes his quota 
towards each of the items in the expenditure side of the Budget. 
As the debt is mainly held by the Income Tax paying class, and 
as the indirect taxes of those who are not liable to Income Tax 
contribute to the debt interest, it follows that in this respect 
there is a transfer from the poorer to the richer.· In a similar 
way. in so far as the debt holdings of Income Tax payers increase 
according to their wealth on a more progressive. scale than that 
of their total liability to taxes, the payment of debt interest 
involves a transfer from poorer to richer within the Income Tal[ 
paying class. . ' 

267. Whether the transfer of wealth from those who a.re not 
liable to Income Tax to those who al"eis on final balant'e ha.rmful 
is another question. It cannot properly be judged without taking 
into account all the other items of 80vernment expenditure; 
including the social services, in which there is a transfer from 
the richer to the poorer-a transfer which might have been 
greater. if there had not been &'0 heavy a debt cha.rge. Much 

. also depends on the cha.racter of the taxes and the question is 
one on which, at this stage in our Report, we must reserve 
judgment. 

268. We must, however. analyse the significance of the 
tran&fer a little further, both as it affects the distribution of 
wealth and as it affects savings (c/. 1'a~/I8. 263-265). Two 
points require attention. The first is suggested by the fac$ 
that the debt-holder can at any time sell out and .invest 
his money elsewhere; the second turns on the fad th'at the 
Income Tax paying class, to the extent that they a.re paying 
their own War Loan interest, a.re as a class getting no money 
return on their· investment . 

• Tbe oorvice of ~be daM (intema\ and ulernal) i. oomelimM roprded .. a 
ft",~ .b.J1!'I on lh. Inoome Tu ... _oe, or on ~ ~lal _n. from lho 
Income Tu: paying ...... From lhiB poiot of 'riaw U io .. id ~bal, while Income 
To paye ... " paying for lb. W.r. and tho daM oorvi .. doee Dot inyol .. an, 
' .. nafer ~ them from lh_ nolliabl. ~ Income T.x. lhe I.U .. c1 ...... pro
-riding for ~he r-Ier pan of ~be M1rren~ .... ic... Bol ali_nOD of lhio kind 
oan hardly be jUlltified. The lrae _y of Raling Ihe point ia ~ lOy ,hat tbe 
~"'I .monn' oonmbated to all .. _ b, ~ Inoome Tu paying cIua d_ 
DO~ YU7 r-$I, u.ed tho amoan' nqaiJed for eer-rice of lbe deb .. 
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269. So far air money for the War was raised by borrowing, 
individuals who would otherwise have had to pa.y extra taxes 
were allowed to keep their savings: they did not have to put the 
whole of tbem into War Loan, or to lock them up there per
manently. It may therefore be said that they now owe to the 
Wu Loan system an income ~hich, in individual cases, takes 
the form not of debt interest, but of industrial dividends, etc. 
In other words the effect of the system is to be found in the 
position of persons who may hold no War Loan, or indeed may 
never have held any, and not only in the position of the present 
holders: it ill not wholly re11ected in the paymeDt of debt 
interest to the latter. 

270. In some aspects this point is not important. The mass 
of the debt, in spite of transfers between individuallY, must no 
doubt continue to be held by the wealthier members of the com
munity. But it cannot be aasumed that tbe wealtb or cbaracter 
of tbe present holders is, en bloc, tbe same &8 that of tbose who 
have benefited by the War Loan system, or even as that of the 
original holders: the debt may, for example, have settled more 
largely into the hands of trustees and other c&utioua investors. 
The transfer involved in ·payment of interest is therefore only 
• partial index of the way in which the War Loan system haa 
affected national aavings and the distribution of wealth. 

271. We may now paas to the further point we have men
tioned. The second stage of loan finance waa to increase taxa
tion in order to provide interest. No special tax was allocated 
to this purpose, and each head of taxation is properly to be taken 
as contributing proportionally to it. Income 'l'ax payers who 
held War Loan had to pay heavily towards their own interesl : 
those who held no War Loan had to pay haavily towards the 
interest of others. As a claas, the Income Tax payers provide 
much the greater part of their own debt interest. To the extent 
that they do so, they are getting no money return on their 
investment. The wealthy who pay tax at a very high rate are 
particularly hit: the deficiency of any money retum depreases 
their income and their aaving power in an important degree. In 
this particular aspect it certainly appears that the disparity of 
wealth has not been increased by loan finanoe. 

272. The point, however, must not be pressed too far. Every
thing depends on the alternative with which the present situa.
tion is compared. It is not much use to speculate how the 
distribution of wealth might have been affected, bad there been 
no War and had aavinp OOIltinued to 11011' into productive 
industry. It is much more pertinent to enquire what would 
have happened, if the money for the War had been raised 
wholly, or more large1y. by taxation. Part of the extra taxa
tion might have been levied on higb wages. but it is legitimate to 
assume that the rich would have suffered more aevere\y than 
they have under the loan system: for loan finanee, by spreading 
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taxation over a long period, has enabled the burden of the War 
to be distributed over a larger section of the community than 
would otherwise have been possible. The immediate effect of 
heavier War taxation would have been to diminish the in
equality of wealth, whatever the subsequent reactions might have 
been. This appears to be' the fundamental argument lying 
behind the contention that the payment of debt interest involvea 
!J. hurtful tra.n&fer of wealth from poor to rich. 

273. It is sometimes further contended that payment of deM 
interest involves on the whole a transfer from the more active 
to the less active. The contention appears to be slightly ques
tionable. H Mr. Layton's analysis be accepted as broadly indi
cating the true distribution of debt holdings, the average activity 
of the debt-holder would hardly appear to be less than normal. 
Evidently a great ma.ny of the holders, individual and corporate, 
are extremely active. It might be snggested, however, that the 
growth of the. debt has had some influence in increasing the 
number of rentiers a.nd the amonnt they draw from the com
munity. We doubt whether this is so. There were, of course, 
special oPE~unities for making large profits during the War, 
and this no doubt led to the creation of a new class of 
rentiers. On the other hand the clia.nge in the value of money 
hit the old daBS of rentiers very hard. Again, the heavy taxa
tion has certainly not conduced to an increase in their number. 

(ill) R~payment of Internal Debt. 

274. Ma.ny of ihe con&iderations with rega.rd to the pa.yment 
of interest on the internal debt have an application also to 
repayment 'of that debt; there are, however, some differences. 
Weare here discussing only the existing arrangements for debt 
repayment. 

275. The argument tha.t taxation for the service of the debt 
increases total saving& is very strong a.s respects taxation for 
repayment of debt. It is indeed incontestable, so far a.s it goes. 
It can safely be taken tha.t very little of the 'repaid loan is treated 
as income and spent on consumption; the proportion of ta.xation 
which is paid at the expense of consumption mnst be much 
larger. 

276. Ma.ny witneeses thought it likely that debt-holders would 
seek to re-inveet in gilt-edged stocks. This view wa.s put 
strongly by Mr. Keynes, who suggested that .. conservatism, 
obedience to convention and lack of knowledge . • • exist in the 
greatest degree in the gilt-edged type of investor" (Q. 8978). 
It was disconnted by Professor Ca.nnsn, who considered that it is 
a mistake to .. think of the holders of deM a.s entirely different 
people, II partiCUlar cla.BB of unenterprising persons, and so 
on . . . H I am going to get paid oil. I am not to be regarded 
a.s having a. predilection for Government stock simply becauae 
during the War I got stuffed up with it. It is much more likely, 
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I think, thllt I om going to lilunch out II little. Generlllly 
spellking, the debt is not held by II particular CIaBB of bondholders 
8uilh liS Cobbett used to think of. Whenever Cobbett IIIW II new 
house lifter the Napoleonic Wllr, he alwllYs said it had been 
built by the bondholder" (Q. 818). 

277. Our own conclusion, broa.dly, is thllt the debt-holder is 
likely to retain some fairly definite preference for the gilt-edged. 
But the ultimate effect on industry is not determined by the 
action of the debt-holder IIlone. For, liS Mr. McKenna has 
pointed out, even if he takes the expected course, the seller of tha 
gilt'edged security has in turn to reinvest somewhere, .. in a new 
ind ustrial or a new foreign or municipal loan." The money 
.. might go through fifty hands before it finds its ultimate home 
in some new security," but it would not take long to reach 
industry (Q. 1948-1950). 

278. Professor Cannan referred to the suggestion that lllvings 
are diverted into foreign stocks as .. more alarming" than any 
mternal diversion (Q. 818). At the present rate of debt repayment 
we do not think the risk of its encouraging foreign investment ,can 
be serious: we refer later to the question of more rapid repay
ment, and notice the interesting views in that connection 
elaborllted before us by Mr. Keynes (cf. Jla~a. 980). 

279. If payment of interest on the debt involves an lWluBi 
transfer of income from the poorer to the wealthier, repayment of 
ca.pita.1 out of the procesds of the some taxes must also represent 
II lump sum t.rllnsfer of similllr character. Again, if pllyment of 
interest can be said to involve a nnsfer from the more to the leas 
active, the SlIme must be admitted of repayment: we have, how
ever, expressed our doubta on this latter point. 

(iv) Pemiorv. 

280. War Pensions at present account for about £64 miliiODB 
of expenditure, but they are of course an annually decreasing 
ohllrge. As Mr. Layton expresses it .. this item of expenditure 
is definitely an added wllr burdin, but it is one which no one 
would wish the nation to evade" (E. in C.: !! (iii) ). 

Purely from the standpoint of production the burden per 
million pounds is heavy, aince a considerable part of the £64 
milliona goes to pt!nsionera who ca.nnot work, and since not much 
out of it ca.n be 8I\ved. Amount for amount, the burden is heavier 
than that of the internal debt service: on the other hand it is 
lighter than that of the external debt service, since it constitutea 
II definite support of purchllBing power within the country. 

281. Similar considerations apply to the non-contributory Old 
Age Pensions, and to the Government contributiODB towards Ihe 
Widows', Orphllns' and Old Age Contributory Pensions for whioh 
provision haa now been made. The application of the M?8Ilue 
to these ends goes to support the standa.rd of living of tho JMIO[Ile 
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at times when it is commonly threatened. The primary justifica. 
tion of the expenditure is to be found from the distributive point 
of view. Indirectly, however, production should in the long run 
benefit, not merely on account of the support of purchasing power 
which the pensions afford, but on account of the worker'! greater 
sense of security. 

At present the Old Age Pensions cost about £28,000,000 a year. 
Past expansions in the population, combined with its genera.!ly 
increasing age, are continuing to swell the number of claimante 
and the probability is that these causes, apart from recent 
alterations in the system, would have doubled the cost in forty to 
fifty years' time. 

The cost to the Exchequer of the new pensions to widows and 
orphans is equalised, for the first ten years of the scheme, at 
£4 millions a year, the additional cost of Old Age Pensions under 
the sclieme rising in that period from £1,700,000 to £4,700,000. 
The total cost to the Exchequer for both new and 'old pensions is 
estimated at £51 millions in 1935-36 and £70 millions in 1960-61. 
Although the scheme will eventually be on a self-supporting 
hasis, there will be a perpetual charge on the Exchequer of some 
£90 millions a year, representing the interest on the cost of 
bringing the scheme into operation before the accumulation of a 
capital fund. . 

(v) Defence. 

282. Little need be said here. The determination of the 
amount of essential expenruture on defence, at a time when 
economy is so desirable, C&DIIot fail to present 8. peeliliarly difficult 
problem to those responsible. It may generally be said of 
expenditure on defence that, in a rigidly economic sense, it is 
unproductive. 

(vi) Social E:J:pmditure. 

283. Of the State expenditure discussed under the five pre
ceding heads, the immediate advantage of the first three taken 
together (debt expenditure) may be said to accrue on balance 
to the wealthier section of the community. The immediate 
advantage of the fourth (pensions) accrues on balance to the 
poorer section, while that of the fifth (defence) is 80 general 
that no distinction can be made in either direction. The imme
diate advantage under the present section is deliberately conferred 
upon the poorer. . 

284. The most emphatic alteration in distribution is under 
the present head of social expenditure. II it were proved that 
the taxation required for this expenditure was damaging to 
production, it might still be possible to justify it on the grounds 
of genera.! advantage. For many aocisl objects wise collective 
expenditure 1S clearly more economic than expenditure left to 
the individual. 
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If, as a further step, it were proved that in some ways the 
expenditure was not making good its claim to benefit society, 
the fault might not lie in the genera.! directions of the outlay: 

, it might be due to mistakes in the type of education, deficiencies 
in the science of social hea.1th, or flaws in the scheme for reliev
ing unemployment. Expenditure on the present scale is experi
mental, and is perhaps liable to errors and abuses which time 
may correct. It may be pertinent to quote one of our witnesses, 
Mr. R. H. Brand, who, while not objecting to Government 
expenditure on social objects (Q. 1513-15), expressed himself as 
.. out of sympathy with a great deal of modem thought which 
regards very large expenditure by the Government on social 
schemes of all kinds as synonymous with progress," and which 
does not properly weigh .. the probable or possible social advan
tage." against .. the certain disadvantages of less saving a.nd 
less enterprise, leading in their tum to a. lower standard of life 
all round a.nd less employment" (E. in O. : 5). We a.re disposed 
to agree tha.t modern thought is inclined to rega.rd socia.l expendi
ture as good in itself or bad in itself, without due discrimina.tion. 
But it is difficult to weigh socia.l adva.nta.ges except by the 
empirical test. 

285. Social expenditure brings the claims of production a.nd 
distribution into sharp contrast, and to a. certain extent into 
conflict. The gl'eatest socia.! a.dvanta.ge and the best interest of 
production &re, however, not so hostile to ea.ch other as might 
a.ppear. For, as Professor Pigou has ssid, .. from a. distri
butional point of view, it would pla.inly be best to take nearly 
all your money from the rich people, but tha.t might be so bad 
from a. productive point of view that the po<r people would in 
the end be damagt'd .. (Q. 574). 

The difficulty is to know where the balance should be struck. 
As Mr. Layton notes, .. Social expenditure tends to produoe 
its full result after an interval, and clearly a. Budden inorease 
might for the time being have the elfect of reducing the national 
income" (E. '" 0.: 9 (v) ). It is clea.r enough tha.t the dis
tribution of wealth in this country is very uneven, and that 
socia.! eXp6llditure is not only highly necessa.ry as a. matter of 
humanity and socia.! justice, but is also, np to a. point, essential 
to the promotion of induswl efficiency. It makes for pbyaicaJ 
and mentr.l wAll· being, for happiness and for energy. More
over, it aupports and steadiee the purchasing power over oon-
8umption goods, which is llIlI"8SerVedly beneficial to industry, 
provided there is a. demand for productive goods in due 
proportion 

On the other aide mUG be set the ha.rd fact that there is a 
limit to what the country can afford. This ~ will come into 
prominenre all we discusa the elfee& of the seven! existing mes. 
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(vii) Oth61' 8eT1Jices. 

286. ThiF. expenditure represents in the main the cost of 
administration of all Government activities, including the 
administration of justice and the collection of ta.xa.tion. Gene
rally, therefore, it is a pa.yment for services rendered, or for 
goods delivered. Taken I!.f! a whole, the advantage of this expen
diture canliot be said to ~e to any parlicu1ar section of the 
community, sruce the services concerned are widespread &nd 
affect everyone in some direction. 

Expe1UliturB in General. 

287. As we have said (para. 256), it is not within our 
refereuce to hold a specific enquiry into Government expenditure 
outside the service of the debt. In the preceding remuks we 
have noted the necessity or the value of expenditure in certain 
directions. Absence of further or specific reference must not 
be taken B8 implying acquiescence in the economic justifiability 
or necessity of rezticula.r expenditure. But we a.t le&at express 
the strong view tha.t, since the revenue to be raised has reached 
such a. fonnidable total, and the various ta.xes necessa.ry thereto 
a.re at a point of hardship or economic rea.ction, expenditure 
should be most closely scrutinised in order to be sure that on 
balance it preoents a more than usually ample margin of 
E!(',onomic advaLtage. 

SUB-SECTION IT.-THE USE OF THE TERM 
.. INCIDENCF." AS DISTINCT FROM ", EFFECTS." 

288. We may now p8B8 to a. discussion of the incidence and 
effects of the several existing taxes. By way of preface, we may 
explain the meaning which we think it convenient to attach to 
the term .. incidence of taxation." In general usage the term 
covers not only the initiaJ burden of a ta.x, but also the whole 
range of consequential effects. ;Economists, howev&, have 
given it a. rarrower meaning. For them .. incidenoe " is only 
concerned with the question on whom the more immediate 
burden of the tax 88 a. tax rests. This is the first thing to be 
decided about any tax. It is to be distinguished from the ques
tion of fur,hel" effects, which may be exceedingly important. 
For inst&n(;l), the burden of a. tax DlSy rest upon an employer, 
and in conllt'l]ut'.nce he may cut down his staff; in such a. C&Se the 
effects of the tSi; may be more serious to the employees than to 
anyone elst-, but the incidence of the ta.x is noi said to be upon 
them. 

For the purpose of anaJJU!i& we think it useful ~ follow th& 
economists in using the term iucidence of taxation in this nlldTOw 
sense, disIiUg1:iF.hing it sharply from the further effects of 
taxation, and dealing separately with the Iatttll", 
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289. If the payer of Bo tBoX is un&ble to get rid of it by pusing 
it on to a:nyoue else, we understand the incidence of the tBoX to 
be upon him. A tBoX may, however, be of suoh a kind that the 
pa.yer can pase it on, or .. shift" it, through adding it to the 
price of a.n uticJe which he is selling. So fa.r a.s he succeeds in 
putting the ta.x into the price, he esca.pes the tax, and the 
purcha.ser bea.rs ii, unless he in turn can shift it in some further 
excha.nge transaction. In this ca.se we speak of the incidence as 
being not on the actual payer but on the purcha.ser. 

290. This is a simple conception, made widely familia.r by the 
general idea. of direct a.nd indirect ta.xation. Complications only 
arise because the whole process of ta.xa.tion sots as a. stimulus 
applied at all sorts of points and setting up ill kinds of rea.ctions. 
To include an) of these reactions within the meaning of the 
word incidence can, in our opinion, only make for confusion. 
Such confusion has often indeed arisen in the literature of the 
subjeot, owing to lack of uniformity in the use of terms. We 
may illustrate briefly some of the possible reactions we have in 
mind :-

(a) I~ ma.y happen that an employee who bea.rs a ta.x 
succeeds. on that account, in obtaining an increase of wages 
against the tax-burden. 

(b) A trader who shifts a. tax by adding it to the sa.le
price of his goods may suffer from reduced sales. On 
baJance, it may prove that he has lost and DOt ga.ined by 
shifting the tax. . 

(c) A trader who bea.rs a tax may, by reason'of its pressure 
upon him, be led to work harder 01' to examine more closely 
the possibility of reducing his costs. This may lead to good 
results counter-balancing the effeot of the tax. 

291. It will be observed that the tIrst and third of the above 
cases, however different in other respects, a.re alike in this, that 
the incidence of the tax is upon the individual considered, 
aJthough the immediate burden of the tax is the cause or occasion 
of his obtaining a benefit which can be set on the other side 
aga.inst it. In the second cue the individual 1BBpe8 the 
incidenoe of the tax, but in so doing he incure • lOBS which may 
outweigh his gain. 

The important point is ~ in all these CIIE8 the benefit or 
1088 which llas to be set over againf4 the bearing or the shifting 
of the tar may properly be distinguished u • COIlsequential 
balancing facw. not affecting the incidence of the tax and not 
10 be confused with it. Such off-eets may, in practical q~ 
tions, be of greater consequence thaD immediate incidence. 

m. Thus it followa that the enquirer who has established the 
incidence of a tax hu only taken • preliminary step towanla 
a.ppraising its effects. He hu done the first thing thu is neces
sary: u yet, however, he cannot even say with certainty that 
the per80II who be&l'll the tax will no' gain eome compensating 
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advantage as a result of it, or that the person. who shifts it 
will ultimately gain from so doing. Still less has he reached 
a point enahling him to decide the broa.der reactions on the whole 
community, e.g., the effect which the tax may have in deterring 
people from enterprise: 

SUB-SECTION ill.-THE INCIDENCE OF THE 
INCOME TAX. 

(1) Oppo8ed Theories: the Economic Mgument. 

293. The question of incidence is of special practical moment 
in the case of the Income Tax. There are two current views; 
according to one a general Income Tax cannot be shifted by the 
person on whom it-is laid, while according to the other it can 
be shifted, and is in fact shifted, in the form of an addition to 
price. 

If and so far as the latter view is correct, the Income Tax must 
abandon part of its chief claim to virtue as a method of taxation. 
However carefully graduated, it can no longer be said to satisfy 
the canon of ability to pay, if the burden is indiscriminately 
shifted: if this happens, no one can tell how much tax he really 
suffers. This implication is usually not developed by those who 
advocate the view that Income Tax is added to price. They 
more often pursue the argument that Income Tax is responsible 
for raising prices, and ill therefore a potent factor in depressing 
trade. 

294. Several of the business men who came before us were of 
the opinion that Income Tax enters into prices. Mr. E. B. 
Tredwen, representing the London Chamber of Commerce (Mer
chants' Section), suggested that, in fixing his prices, a trader 
puts on to his costs .. a margin of profit for himself, and of 
course it is his profit that is subject to the direct Income Tax, 
and if he wants to get a sufficient reward for his own exertions, 
he must put on an addition to his price sufficient to cover the 
profit to the Government as well as the profit to himself" 
(Q. 7297). Mr. P. D. Leake contended that .. apart from 
current price fluctuations due to changes in supply and demand, 
the general level of selling prices must inevitably be based upon 
the cost borne by employers incidental to production, and this 
cost includes the employers' disproportionate burden of progres
live taxation. Therefore the effect of this extra tax burden 
must be to foster the maintenance of high prices, and 80 to lay 
npon the wage-earners an extra burden of altogether unknown 
extent, but which may probably amount to not leas than 85 per 
cent. of that part of the employers' Income Tax burden which is 
inevitably reflected in the retail prices of the commodities pur
chased by the wage-earners." (Ell., p. 333; E. in C.: 24). Mr. 
R. S. Wright, representing the National Union of Manufac
turers, took an even more extreme poaition. He held the opinion 
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that .. the clliference between direct and indirect taxation hardly 
exists in actual fact." He W&B .. convinced that the burden 
becomes automatically distributed by a law of political economy 
that defies all Acta of Parliament." (E. in C.: 12.) A more 
general view W&B that Income Tax tends to be pa&aed directly 
into price, but that the tendency is subject to certain conditions. 
The Association of British Chambers of Commerce pronounced 
&B follows. .. Although theoretically Income Tax is levied on 
profits, when a trader endeavours to a&certain his costs with a 
view of fixing prices, he often takes into account, at least 
indirectly, the amount of Income Tax he will have to pay, and, ii 
the market conditions permit, fixes his prices at such a level &B 

would yield to him the minimum net income he desires to obtain 
or actually neeeLl." (EI1., p. 290; E. in C.: 51.) Sir James 
Martin, the As.ociation's witness, added, .. You do not pass the 
specific tax on." (Q. 4217.) Mr. Glenday, who appeared on 
behalf of the Federation of Britieh Industries, thought there W&B 

au unconscious tendency, which could not be me&8l1l'ed, to put 
tax on to price at one or other stage of production. "Trade," 
he aaid, " is a speculative thing, and if Income Tax ill high, and 
you are not quite Bure exactly how your sales are going-it is in 
a sense .. risk which has to be insured against." (Q. 4772-4782.) 
Some witnesses took the view that there is a clear tendency for 
Income Tax on wages and salaries to be added to prices, aiDce
it is argued-employers have to pay higher remun~tion on 
account of the tax, and the tax therefore enters into costs of 
production. 

295. A numblll: of witne8888 considered that, without directly 
entering into prices, Inoome Tax affects them by curtailing pr0-
duction and reducing supply. This view, however, ill pertinent 
to the consequential elrects of the tax, and not to its incidence. 

296. The view that the Income Tax cannot be shifted, at any 
rate normally, was taken by a considemble number of wit
nesses. "In my opinion," Sir Fredric Wille stated, "as a 
general rule Income Tax does not enter into the contract prices. 
When times are bad the most important point ill to get the 
~lume of work." (E. ill C.: Au. to Q. 10.) There was a 
general consensus of opinion among economist witnesses. 
Income Tax, Profesaor Pigou pointed out .. " is assessed on the 
profits resulting from trade and industry, and if, as may be pre
Bumed, people are already charging the prices that yield them 
the best profit, the removal by the State of a portion of the profit 
will not tEompt them tu fix prices clliferently." (EI1. p. 41; 
E. '" C.: SO.) The argument was very fully developed on its 
ecouomic and statistical aides by Mr. W. H. Coates, whose 
importent memorandum on the subject we print as Appendix XI. 
We alllO reprin', by permission, Professor Seligman's closely
reaaoned paper on .. Income Taxes and the Price Level." 
(AppmdiJ: xn.) 

297. As against the view that Income Tax on wages and 
aalariea enters in\o the trader's costa of production, and is passed 
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on by him in higher prices, it may first be noted that the great· 
mass of .wage-earners, after account has been taken of personal 
reliefs, allowable expenses, etc., are not liable to pay Income 
Tax at all; where liability exists the amount of it depends on 
personal circumstances, varying from one individual to another, 
of which the employer could not ta.ke cognisance. It is true that. 
in the restricted area of higher wages and of sa.lllries, it is in some 
cases the practice of the employer to regard not only the increase 
in the cost of living, but also the weight of the Income Tax; the 
outstanding instance is that of banks which have undertaken to 
pay the tax on their employees' salaries. But the area of 
industry, apart from banking, over which this practice is adopted 
--either in the form of higher salaries or of salaries .. free of 
tax "-1Ippears to be relatively very small. 

298. We arrive, then, at the position that Income Tax on 
remuneration may occasionally enter into costs of production to a 
limited extent, in the ·case of the higher-paid employees of par
ticular concerns. This, however, is very far from saying that, 
even within these limits, the tax is reflected in higher prices. 
The only clear case where a trader might be able to put up his 
charges with impunity would be the case where all his com
petitors had similarly agreed to pay salaries covering Income Tax. 
In fact, it does not appear that such a uniform t«>ndition is 
approached in any branch of industry outside banking, and even 
as regards banking it would be difficult to show that banks have 
charged more for their services than they would otherwise Iiave 
done on account of the Income Tax which they have paid on the 
salaries of their staffs. 

Where the individual trader who pays higher II&laries on 
account of the Income Tax is in competition with other traders 
who do not follow the same practice, he is in no better position 
to increase his prices on account of the tax on his employees' 
aalaries than on account of the tax on his profits. 

299. We may pass then to the main question, viz., whether 
the trader can shift the burden of the Income Tax on his profits 
by putting it directly on to his prices. The view that he can do 
80 (as distinct from the view that the tax indirectly raises prices 
by damping down enterprise, etc. -) implies that the trader is 
free to fix his own terms largely irrespective of demand or of com
petition. It is necessary to examine how far his freedom is in 
fact circumscribed. We propose to set ont briefly the economic 
argument. 

800. The distinctive case of the monopolist may first be con
sidered. In what follows (to the end of flMII. 802) we merely 
repeat in our own words the general economic doctrine of the 
determination of monopoly profit. It is, of course, recognised that 
in actual fact monopolies vary indefinitely in kind and degree, 

• Thia ria. ia cIiocl1!llOd UDder .. The EJect. of lbe IDoome Tu "-_ 
•• pecially para. 438. 
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and are hardly ever absolute. Even the monopolist is pow?r!esa 
agains$ the laws which govern the price that people are willing 
to pay. As he raises or lowers his supply prices, so will de~and, 
unlesl it is highly inelastio, contract or expand, and so will he 
diaposa of less or more goods. ,He is free from competition, so 
far al his own particular commodity is concerned, but he, ~8B 
to reckon with the rival claims of totally different commodities. 
If he puts his price too high, the consumer may exercise his 
purchasing power in quite other directions •. 

801. The profit of the monopolist, like that of any other 
tradel', will depend on two fact~rs-ilie price, relatively to the 
cost of production, at which he can sell each article or unit of 
8upply, &lid the number of units he can sell: it is generally 
true that, the higher his price, the &mailer will 1>e the number 
of units. His problem is to find the price which, combined with 
the units he can sell a$ that price, will yield him the greatest 
profit or .. maximum monopoly revenue." 

8011. He cannot do this easily, for the elements he has to deal· 
with are not fixed and cannot be precisely calculated in advance. 
He cannot foresee exactly how his machinery will stand the 
strain, or how effectively his employees will work. Nor can he 
accurately measure future variations in demand, even if he is 
selling a staple commodity. Two things, however, he can 
generally rely upon. As output is increased, there comes a point 
at which the effort &lid expense required for each further unit 
begins to ~ up. At the same time-subject always to caprice 

. and elastimty of demand-ilie price which can be obtained tends 
to fall. If supply is increased far enough, a margin is reached 
where the last-added unit yields neither profit nor loes, cor.t being 
just covered by price. The paiRt of maximum monopoly 
revenue will normally lie well within this margin, so that the 
whole of the produce can be marketed at a profit. The aim of 
the monopolist will be to reach that point, wiiliout going beyond 
it. In actual conditions he is unlikely to achieve entire success, 
ance, in addition to the difficulties of forecast which we haft 
mentioned, he may have to take into account the risk of his 
monopoly being broken. This poasibility may induce him to 
put out a greater supply than he would if he felt absolutely 
secure. So much is the common factor of economio teaching on 
this subject. 

'808. How will his action be influenced, if a tax is impoeed on 
income, or if the rate of an existing Income Tax is increased? 
The tax is laid nol upon his sales. like a 'umover tex,- but upon 
his margin of profit. Consequently it will not affect his coetl; 
of production: again, it will not allect the price which the public 
are willing to pay for his goods unless. indeed. it makes them 

• For an .11 ....... """ of &be ditf ...... ' _"",\8 i>f aD lDcome Tu eod. __ 
"Ililo of lurnMV _ 100,",0l1li 10 Secuoa I of ~ Sebgmu' • .-po<
ADooncIi>: XII. 
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more careful purchasers (c/. para, 312). That is to say, it will 
not di&turb either of the elements on which profit depends. His 
action therefore will not be iuftuellced, unless the tax is so heavy 
that he no longer thinks it worth while to make the required 
effort in order to obtain the largest possible income. In such an 
exceptionaJ case he may possibly put something on to 1WI price 
on account of the ta.x, and although it reduces his profit, he may 
prefer this to a rather greater profit at the expense of a greater 
effort. 

304. We may sum up the position of the monopolist by saying 
that he cannot with impunity shift an ~come Tax: normally the 
price he charges will not in any way be directly affected by the 
imposition or increase of such a tax. The exceptional case will 
be rare.- _ 

305: The competitive tradel: will find it still more difficult to 
pass on to the consumer any part of his Income Tax burden. 
He will not be in the same position as the monopolist to fix the 
price that will pay be&t, or (since price and quantity are mutually 
dependent) the most profitable quantity of supply. He is 
limited by the existence of competition in several important 
ways, of which three may be mentioned. First, his goods 
are subject to comparison in point -of quality with the slightly 
differing goods of other producers. It may be difficult for the 
producer to judge how the demand for, e.g., clocks and watcbee 
will compare with that for, e.g., gramophones. But it will 
probably be still more difficult to anticipate how slight differ
ences in the make-up of a clock will appeal to the public taste. 
If the trader in clocks and watches were a secure monopolist, he' 
would himself reap the trade advantage of any improvement: in 
competition. however, he has to ta.ke his single individual chance 
and face the uncertainty -of demand for his particulal- make. A 
1I6COnd limitation on the competitive trader is that, apari from 
quality, he cannot control the supply of his rivals, and any extra 
quantity on the market is a force which automatically tends to 
lower prices, whether the producer likes it or not. Thirdly, ha 
cannot prevent his competitors from attempting to reduce their 
costs and nndercut him. He cannot safely put up his price8 
either directly, or by limiting supply. 

306. In free competition in a progressive community-subjll(;i;, 
of course, to disturbing conditions-price8 are always tending kl 
fall and aggregate sales to expand. The individual trader natur-

• Ot COIll'llB. "benevolent mODopolil~.'· who baa oooacioua1y refrained froID 
"ha,gmg .. high a price .. in 11;' OWD in"' .... be ooald haft dODe. maT he 
iDdooed by an io.........llocome Tn to po1 b;' price up. A. clear parallel .. to 
he foood in tbe profeMio.... wbono e.g. the eminent doctor or lawyer bee DOt 
.''''mptod to Iix bia f_ eo .. to,;eld ,be higbeet p<*ible income: be_y 
raioe them IOme"ba' OD &COODD' of a hoary' addir.iOD to hia Iu liabIlity. 
Tb-, howe .......... DO' .roe ..- of Income :!::':::.r-' 00. They .... 
.. alogoo. to the caee wbe... 'he trad.~ bee . . , been cbal'fPall &00 
litU. (C/. pora. S12; """ Q. 8905 """1. lD .be end.Doe of Hr. Coaleo). 
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ally desires that, if this happens, he may secure the advantages 
of it ·as far as possible for himself. Thus the competitive J 

business is vitu.lly concerned to produce u.s cheaply u.s it can and 
to extend its sales. Unlike the monopoly it tends to go on pro
ducing right up to the point where, owing to the fall in demand 
price, the last unit costs as much u.s it ca.n be sold for: it a 
frequently carried further. .. The producer," as Mr. Coates 
pointed out, .. is always endeavouring to keep the final 
unit within the profit sphere, but in his search for additional 
business a.nd additional profit he is constantly approaching the 
marginal line at which no profit will result, and often he will find 
himself carried over the line into the region of 1088 on his 
marginal units. . . . In these conditions [the actual con· 
ditions of life] the temporary positions of demand and supply are 
the governing factors, and price is determined by the cost of the 
marginal products, the sale of which yields no profit, a.nd may 
indeed yield a 1088." (Appendiz XI, Part II, para. 8.) 

807. Owing to the great diversity of ability and circumstance, 
. the cost of production-not. of course, the marginal COl>t, but 

the average cost spread over the total-will fluctuate considerably 
as between different concerns producing the same article. The 
surplus of price over cost will be wider in eome e&&efI and nanower 
in others. In the caee of the marginal producer, $be busineBS 
that is struggling hard to keep alive. there will be little or no 
surplus, or there may be a 1088. In this connection figures of 
great value, tabulated from the recorda of the Inland Revenue 
Department, were provided and commented on by Mr. Coa&es 
(see Appmdiz XI. Part IV). They relate, quarter by quarter, 
to the two Income Tn years 1900-21 a.nd 1922-23, and compare 
the percentages of profit to turnover for a large number of 
companies in eaeh of seven trade groups, viz: 

Cotton. 
Wool. 
Iron and Steel. 
Metals. 
Food, 
v"nolee&le Distribution, 
Retail Distribution. 

In relation to the present argumens. the poiIit of importance. 
u Mr. Coates obli8rV88, is that in each trade group .. a material 
portion of the total turnover is beinIr done at a loea or at no 
profit. In periods of boom. when .remand is far in exceea of 
supply. competitive conditions tend to disappear. and to be re
placed bI monopoly considerations. But even il!' the moo 
profitable period here analyaed, that to June. 19\10. there is 
evidence thd in practically all groups aome pari of the total 
turnover was eold at a loss. • • • The existence of marginal COIl. 

earn. is clearly indicated." (Appndis XI. Plitt IV. ,... Irl., 
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We will direct our attention, then, to the individual trader. 
who is directly concerned in the rate of Income Tax, remember
lng. however, that among the factors more or less limiting his 
freed<lll?- of action is the competition of the public company. 

311. Let it be 888UDled that, prior to the raising of an Income 
Tax from, say, 28. to 5s. in the pound, there are three 
individnal traders answering to the following description :-

(a) Tradet- 1 has been Chuging too high a price: i.e., it 
would nave paid him better to reduce his price per unit 
and increase his sales; 

(b) Tradet" 2 has been charging the price which, taken 
in conjunction with the as.les possible at that price, yields 
the highest profit; . 

(0) Trod.er 3 has been charging a price below the normal 
competitive level: i.e., it would have paid him better to 
increaee his price per unit at the. cost of & slight diminution 
in his salea. 

Let it also be assumed that, apart from the raising of the 
Income Tax, the conditions alfecting supply and demand remain 
the S8Dle. . 

312. Trader 1, who has been charging too high a price, may 
conceiVllobly &ttempt to put his price still further up on account 
ct increased Income Tax. On the other hand, the tax may 
lead him to explore with greater care the question what price 
will pay him l!est, and in_the result he may lower his price. 
Another factor which may influence him in this direciion, if he iA 
a competitive trader, is that the consumer, who is &leo sullering 
from the increased tax· on his income, will tend to be more 
careful to bny in the cheapest ma.rket. 

Trader 2. who has been charging the most profitable price, 
may attempt to p&8B on the burden of the addition&l tax. But 
e:Il hypothesi he will himself suller, * if he carries through his 
attempt. 

There remams TrIlik4' 3, who has been charging too low & 
price. Let it be suppoeed that he puts up his prices on account 
of Income Tax, and improves his position as a resnIt. Noone 
disputes that this will sometimes happen_ The motive is the 

• Poaibly ibMe .re very oligb$ ........ tioDl '0 be made. n migh' pay a 
IDODOpolia$ $0 I'D' op bia priceo, if $bo i........I Iooomo Tax .. _ $0 make . bia 
_$omara willing '" pay more for $beir goods. Tbo well·to-do ""'payor wbo 
i. hit by the tu, and has lell net inoome to Ipendt ia not likely to be affected in 
this way in his genera! expenditure; he will tend rather, al we Jaave noted, to 
be more carolol with bia money. Bo' i' i. porbapo JUBt conceivable tbat tb""" 
who .... _~:.:: """'" ... ho 001. Y\lOY. amall amoon$ of looome Tax, may 
have a vag... . . $bat, wben buainooo ia heavily taxed. tbey moH upoet $0 
pay bigh prillea; .. lb. e1uticity of incomes ia limited, \bia foeliDg IlIUIllOt be 

-effective in relation to purchasers generally, but it may be 10 in relation to 
opeoille eI ..... of good.. . 

n qht aIao be loagea$od $h • ., on a loog vie .... 'be mon!'l"'lm may gain by 
potting op bia priceI, oven if be BOffo .. immedlatoly. Bot om. can only happen 
In & rare and remote combination of circumat.anoee. 
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We will direct our attention, then, to the individual trader, 
who is directly concerned in the rate of Income Tax, remember
ing, however, that among the factors more or less limiting his 
freedom of action is the competition of the public comps.ny. 

811. Let it be assumed that, prior to the raising of an Income 
Tax from, say, 2s. to 5s. in the pound, there are three 
individual traders answering to the following description :-

(a) T,ade, 1 has been charging too high a price: i.e., it 
would Iiave paid him better to reduce his price per unit 
and increase his sales: . 

(b) Trade, 2 hIlS been charging the price which, taken 
in conjunction with the lIales poasible at that price, yields 
the highest profit: 

(c) Tmd.e, 8 has been charging a price below the normal 
competitive level: i.e., it would have paid him better to 
increase his price per unit at the cost of a slight diminution 
in his 811lea. 

Let it a.lac be assumed that, apart from the raising of the 
Income Tax. the conditions alfecting supply and dems.nd remain 
the 811me. . 

812. T,ad.er 1. who has been charging too high a price, may 
conceivably attempt to put his price still further up on account 
al increased Income Tax. On the other haud. the tax may 
lead him to explOle with greater care the question what price 
will pay him best. and in the result he may lower his price. 
Another factor which may influence him in this direction. if he iR 
a competitive trader. is that the consumer. who is a.lso suJfaring 
from the increaaed tax on his income. will teud to be more 
oareful to buy in the cheapest market. 

Troder II. who haa been charging the most profitable price. 
inay attempt to pass on the burden of the additional tax. But 
lIZ h"potheri he will himself suller.- if he carries through his 
.ttempt. 

There remains Trader 3. who hIlS been charging too low a 
price. Let it be supposed th.t he puts up his prices on account 
of Income Tax. and improves his position lIS a result. No one 
disputes that this will acmetimes happen. The motive is the 

• !'l.ibly "' .... are ~ alighl -..ali.".. 10 he made. Il migM pay a 
mOllopoliai 10 I'ul up hia pri-. if "'. inGNalllld Inoom. Tu ....... 10 make hia 
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a nn u.d remote oombinalioa of oiroamdliDDsL 
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Income Tax, and the trader, IICtuated by this motive, not only 
attempts to raise his prices, but succeeds in doing 80. 

lt is importaut to recognise here a direct effect of Income Tax 
on prices, but if T,adfW 3 is now charging the price that will 
pay him best, it is incorrect to say that the Income Tax has 
been shifted, or that the tax itself has eIltered into prices, for 
the price could have been raised with precisely the same result 
even if no Income Tax had been imposed. 

313. Professor Seligman rema.rks th&t in a period of rapidly 
rising prices (a sellers' ma.rket), the inducement to the marginal 
producer to cut prices is removed, and under those circumstances 
the imposition of a tax of any kind will afford the producer 
an excuse for asking s; still higher price. He points out that 
such conditions are temporary and emphasises the point that 
the tax is really an excuse for, rather than .. cause of, high 
prices. This view was endorsed by the Royal Commission on 
Food Prices. 

The case is merely a variation of that just considered, except 
that here it cannot even be pretended that the tax is a motive 
in putting up the price. 

814. For the purpose of the simple examples we have taken 
it was assumed that, apart from the increase of the Income Tax, 
conditions affecting supply and demand remained unaltered. In 
reality they are continually shifting. This does not alter the 
fact that· the most profitable price is Unaffected by an increase 
of the Income Tax. It does suggest, however, tnat the tssk 
of pursuing the most profitable price in conditions that are con
stantly liable to change is no easy one. This auggestion is 
reinforced' by the fact that the system of cost accounting a8 
usually prllCtiseJ is stilI in an early stage of development. 

815. There is no doubt that in some trades (esp\lCially, e.g., 
in retail lUXury trades) it is extremely difficult to judge the beat 
price; it may, indeed, be impossible to judge with .. ny 
certainty; moreover, where taste and fashion are concerned, 
conditions are 80 constantly ch&nging th&t, even after the event, 
it will be impossible to 88y how near the pricee charged have 
been to the best prices. It will be a case of often-repea.ted 
experiment, with only general gnidance from past experience, 
and policy will be determined as much by flair, bosinesa instinct 
or bargaining capacity as by any regular calculation. It is easy 
to see that in such speculative conditions a trader may be led 
(as far as competition will allow him) to· charge more than 
he otherwise would b,1 a heavily increased Income Tax. A 
definite price per article is, at any rate, s6mething firm and. 
fixed. Everything else is DDcertain. He may be led to charge 
a prioe above the moat profitable level. The Income Tax, 
although it does not enable him to get a higher price than he 
otherwise could, induces him to put his price up; here, then, 
Income Tax may be aaid to enter into prices, 80 far as it 
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causes the trad.er to add something over and above the ideal 
economic price. 

Simil&rly, Income Tax may have some effect in deterring 
the efficient trader, who has cut down his costs, fl'om making 
a reduction in price. 

316. It may be a&id that competition, where it exists, will 
force the trader who has put his prices too high to bring them 
down &gain. But two practical considerations must not be 
overlooked :-

(1) The extremes of absolute monopoly and of ideally 
Cree competition are very exceptional. In reality, trade 
shows every degree between the two. 

(II) Competitors &re commonly engaged in selling not the 
a&me, but only similar, &rticies. 

The second or these considerations ilL not really diatinct from 
the first. For advertisements which succeed in persuading the 
publio to· l't'Cuse imitations do create at a considerable extra 
cost, which is not always recouped, some element of monopoly: 
the public accept the p&rticul&r &rtic1e as being very different 
(instead of only slightly different, as it may in reality be) from 
a dozen other makes. Another factor which modifies the 
e1fectiveneas of full competition ilL locality. ThilL remains of 
some importance in spite of up-to-date transport and the long 
range competition· of advertising. 

817. It seems reBBOnable to infer that, where Competition is 
relatively ineffective, a trader who has put up his prices on 
&COOunt oC the Income Tax may for a while be able to main
tain them. 

The &rgnment, however, cannot be left here, for the retail 
luxury trader, whom we have instanced, is the extreme case 
rather than the type. 

818. The l&rge number or sm&!l retailers or every kind. in 
town and country, derive some advantage from locality and 
personal influence. Many people find it convenient to make 
their day to day purchases locally, some because it saves 
trouble, otht'.l'II because it enabiea them to inspect the gooda 
and do a little bargaining. On the other hand, there are strong 
reasons for thinking that the email or moderate retailer will 
not be able to pass on the Income Tax. In the first place, so 
Car as he enjoys a favoUl'tlble position, he will probably have 
exploited it &!ready. In the second place, he ilL threatened in 
most placea by the large retailer, the mUltiple shop, In the 
third place. the great majority or retailera are either not liable 
to Inoome Tax or are liable to a quite insignificant amouns, 
They pay little or nothing, and the question or shifting Income 
Tax hardly ari9l'B. Moreo'l'el'. they endanger with their 
comj)t'tition any more prosperous rival who attempt.. to add his 
to on. 
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319. With the large retailer it is usually a primary concern 
to increase the area of his sales. He has, therefore, to take 
serious account of the small man who has little or no Income 
Tax to pass on, as well as of his large rivals, who are also 
seeking to expand. . 

320. ~'he comparison of the small with the large trader 
suggests the question at what rate tax is passed on, assuming 
it to be passed on at all. The rate of tax payable by the 
individual ranges, according to the size of his income, from 
less than 1d. in the £. to an amount which, under the present 
scale, ultimately approaches 108. '(Income Tax and Super-tax) 
in the £.. No satisfactory answer has been given to this 
question by those who contend that the Income Tax is 
substantially passed on in prices. The dilemma. is, of course, 
due to the fact that, if the. high rates of tax are passed on, 
the smaller traders should find it easy to undercu.t and expand 
their turnover, since the enhanced price represents a differential 
bounty to them: it has not been alleged that such an effe'lt 
actually exists. 

321. It seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that in retail 
trade there can be very little shifting, except in retail luxury 
trades (especially the better-class shops). As regards the bulk 
of the country's retail trade, which provides food, drink-, 
clothes, &c., for the great mass of the population, shifting (If 
Income Tax must be insignificant. 

322. Outside retail trade the conditions appear to be even 
less propitious to the trader who attempts to shift the tsx. 
The following reasons, in particular, may be adduced:-

(a) the average merchant or manufacturer is usually 
more ,.alive to the advantages of expansion (which 
normally means lower prices) than the average retailer; 

(b) he is more sensitive to foreign competition; 
(e) he has largely to sell to expert buyers, who closely 

watch the movement of prices, whereas the retailer caters 
directly for members of the public, who, in genera.!, have 
much less knowledge and enterprise, and are much more 
limited by locality; 

(d) he has to compete with the public limited company 
(which has comparatively little motive to shift Income 
Tax) much more than the retailer; for, while most of the 
retail trade is done by private traders, much the larger pllrt 
of other trade is done by public companies. 

323. There can, it seems, be little or no foundation for the 
idea that, in the earlier stages of production, Income Tax is 
passed on, in a snowball process, from one trader to another. 
If a particular trader does make an injudicious purchase, 
allowing the vendor to paeB some of his Income Tax on to him, 
competition will probably prevent him from raising his pnC'! 
com-espondiugly. 
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Finally, it may be noted that, accordiug to the quantity 
theory of money, the general price level, given a certain 
constant volume of production, must depend on the quantity 
of purchasing power-money and deposit8-and the velocity 
with which it circulates. An increase in the Income Tax could 
only enable traders ill general to put up their prices, if at the 
Bame time it caused nn expansion of currency or a more rapid 
circulation of money, enabling the prices to be paid. It is 
difficult to conceive how this could happen. 

324. Oonclwion.-We conclude that the broad economic 
argument is' true over practically the whole field and for prac
tically the whole cf the time, any exceptions being local or 
temporary and insufficient to invnlidate it. 

SUB-SECTION IV: EFFECTS OF THE INCOME TAX. 

IntToJuctOf'!/. 
325. We have just discussed the incidence of the Income 

Tax. We have been unable to escape the conclusion that the 
incidence, with unimportant exceptions, iB upon the payer ol the 
tax or, in the case of income taxed at the source, the recipient 
of the income: it is not shifted on to &IIy other person, however 
widely the ultimate &lid indirect effects of the tax m&y be felt. 

This conclusion indicates th&t the primary effects of the 
Inoome Tax are to be found in its action upon the restricted cl&88 
of Income T&x payers, some two-a.nd-.... h&lf millipns of single or 
married persona. We propose to examine the tax here in re1a.
tion to those immediately concerned, with special reference to 
indusu'y &lid trade. confining ourselves as far as poesible to the 
broad eltl'Cts of the existing system. 

326. If the Income Ta.x is considered aps.rt from the way in 
which the revenue from it is &ppJied, its principal effects may be 
classed broadly under the following heads :-

I. The tax alJects the economic capacity of the t&Xpayer: 
(i) direcUy, it diminishea the amount available to him 

for spending or saving; 
(ii) indirectly, through this action. it may limit the 

scope for his energy. initiative. &c. 
II. The tax may affect the eronomic behaviour of the tax

payer: 
(i) it may in1luence him in the allocation of his nea 

inoome 01' profits between spending aDd aaving; 
(ii) it may influence him in the direction in which he 

fllDploys his saYings; 
(iii) it may inftuence him in the exercise of energy. 

initiative. &e. 
The lirat clua of effeete m&y be called the physical, the aecood 
the psychological. It will be observed that each ia related both 
to saving (and ita conelative. purchasing power), and to enter. 
prias. 
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327. In reality these various effects commonly merge into 
'one another. It is, however, desirable to distinguish them for 
the sake of clearness, and the analysis we have made will serve 
as a point of reference to which any pe.rt of the following 
discussion can be related. 

328. It may be desirable to take a further step in definition, 
by explaining our use of the term "saving" which is often 
employed ambiguously. 

The amount which a man saves depends on the amount of his 
income and the amount of his outgoings. He may add to the 
amount of his savings either by increasing the former or by 
cutting down the latter, so far as they ue within his control. 
In other words, he may produce more or he may consume less, 
and the result on his cash savings may he exactly the same. It 
is quite common therefore' to look on the making of income as if 
it were merely pe.rt of the process of sa.ving : anything that deters 
a. man from effort is sometimes said to have a deterrent effect 
on his saving. 

This way of spea.king blurs the distinc,ion between sa.ving and 
enterprise. When a man is working, he is not directly engaged 
in saving, but in producing; and it is a fallacy to make produc
tion wholly subordinate to saving, as if sa.ving were a supreme 
end in itself. In discussing the effect of Income Ta.x on 
business, the two aspects, production and saving, have to he kept 
e1ea.r . We, therefore, confine our use of the term .. saving .. 
(in the singulu) to the setting aside, out of iucome which ha& 
oeen made, of a surplus over private expenditure. By so doing, 
we hope to prevent confusion between sa.ving and enterprise, 
understanding by the latter the qua.lities of energy, initiative, 
&c., tha.t go directly to the making of income, .. nd that in some 
.degree determine the particnlar use to which savings are applied. 

Aga.in, it is necessuy to distinguish two objects of saving. A 
man ma.y save in order to meet his tax liability a.nd he ma.y sa.ve 
in order to invest. Thus, if a man with a fixed income saves 
an additiona.I £50 because his Income Tax liability ha.s increa.sed 
by £150, the tax ma.y he ca.J1ed favourable to saving in the 
sense that it has ca.used him to spend £50 less. At the sa.me 
time, it is nnfavourable in the sense that it has reduced by 
£100 the amount he would otherwise have invested. 

329. The na.tura.l order of discussion will perhaps he to dea.l 
first with the individua.I Income Ta.x payer, who, after all, is 
1I.t the bo,ttom of all organisations affected by the tax, then with 
the public limited compe.ny, a.nd wtly with the private business. 
In the first section dealing with the individual, we will not con
sider him in his ca.pacity as personally engaged in the exercise 
of tra.de or business. We will examine only how the tax 
influences the services of the employee and the professiona.i man 
to the commnnity; how it acts upon the standud of living; and 
how it affects the individna.J as an investor. 
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From considera.tion of the individual al1 an investor we pa88 
by & natural transition to the public joint stock company; for, as 
investor, the individual is at once linked up with the public 
company, whose ca.pital he supplies. It is the mark of the 
public oompany th&t the ownel"!iliip and the busine88 ma.nage
ment. are in dilerent hands. In the private busine88, with 
which we shU deal .last, the same persons &re responsible both 
for the supply of capita.! (other than loan capital) and for the 
ma.nagement. Thus the private business, whether individual 
trader, partnership or private company, is in a sense the more 
completely unified trade organism. 

It may be convenient here to set out -the framework of our 
discussion. 

I. Income Tax and the Individual: . 
ParagraphB. 

(i) Tlie principle of progreSBive income tlloXa-
tion 830-888 

(ti) (a) The post-wu rates of tax and 
graduation 884-841 

(b) Residence .mroad to avoid tlloX ....... 842 
(iii) Elect of the Income Tax 011 the work and 

enterprise of the employee and profes-
sional man ... 848-850 

(iv) The weight of the Income TIIoX and the 
etltndard of living ..• 851-864 

(v) The elect of the Income Tax on saving... 860-877 
n. Income Tax and the Public Joint Stock 

Company: 
(i) The supply of oa.pital from the pubbo .,. 878-891 

(til Company reserves •.• 8~ 
(iii) Enterprise of compa.niee .... 408-404 
(iv) Tra.nsfer of residence abro&d, and allied 

elects 405-408 
m. Income Tax and the Private Business: 

(i) The classes of private businees and their 
distinction from the public company... 409-411 

(til Comparison of the priva.te businesa with 
the profession, &c. 4111-415 

(iii) The physica.l elect of the Income Tax on 
saving Uld enterprise ... 416-422 

(iv). The psychological elect of the Inoome 
Tax on saving and enterprise 428-4M 

(v) Transfer of residence abroad and allied 
elects ~ 

IV. Summuy of main conclusionB ... 487-451 

I.-INCOME TAX AND THE INDIVIDUAL. 
(i) Tlu PMciple of Progremo. IftCOtM TGZGtioft. 

880. The present system of dilferentiatioo a.nd graduation of 
the British Income Tax da\ea from the Finance Act, 1920. 
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and owes its being to the Royal Commission on the Income 
Tax, which was appointed in 1919. In Appendix VIII :we 
quote from the 64th Report of the Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue (Cmd. 1436), an extract from the account there given 
of the present system, as compared with the system which it 
superseded. We need not here enlarge upon this account; 
fnrther information may be found in the Report of the Royal 
Commission on the Income Tax (Cmd. 611]). 

331. The first thing that strikes the eye in any table, such 
as those in Appendix xm, comparing the effective rates of 
Income Tax and Super-tax before' and since 1914-15, is that 
the graduation has become far more progressive. For a simple 
example, we may cite one or two figures relating to bachelors 
with investment incomes of different sizes; in 1913-14, when 
the standard rate of tax was lao 2d. in the pound, the same 
effective rate of Is. 2d. was payable on any inoome between 
£800 and £5,000, while a rate of less than lao 8d. was payable 
on £100,000; in 1925-26, with a standard rate of 48. in the 
pound, the effective rate progresses from 28. 9d. for an income 
of £800 to 48. 8ld. for one of £5,000, and to 9s. 5~. for one 
of £100,000. . 

Steep graduation is BO much a mark of the existing Income 
Tax that we mnst, at the outset, brielly consider the principle 
which underlies it. 

332. Progressive taxation of income is justified, in the main, 
by the general rule that the marginal utility of income to the 
individual diminishes as the income grows. For instance, the 
last pound of an income of £10,000 has less personal utility 
than the last pound of an income of £2 ,000; ronsequently, it 
has greate~ capacity to bear taxation. 

The rule is only valid in a general way. It is impossible to 
refine upon it and to say how much the utility decreases between 
any two points. So far as differences of individual taste and 
outlook can be ignored, it may no doubt be said that the ntility 
of the last pound diminishes rather rapidly in the early incre
ments of income, after the essential needs of life have been 
satisfied; then the rate of diminution tends to be slower, lUI 
the distinction between bare sufficiency and elementary comfori 
gives way to the slighter distinctions between lesser and greater 
comfort, and between comfort and luxury. 

In actual fact, however, the value of money depends to a very 
great extent on individual outlook, on family responsibility and 
on social standards. There cannot be any uniform rate of 
diminution; the marginal ntility to the man with, S8Y, £600 
may quite frequently be greater than to the man with £400. 
All that can be said is that normal\y the utility of income tends 
to diminish, and its tuability pari pasau to increase, and that, 
on the whole, the process will be first at a more rapid aud then 
at a slower rate. In the matter of taxation the State is bound 
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to take a more or less objective sta.ndard; it has to regulate its 
policy largely by reference to the normal case. 

333. But there is a complementary aspect which imposes a 
check on the application of the ability to pay principle. Money 
in the free disposition of the citizen has a utility to the State 
as well &8 to himself. Sa.ved and invested, it supplies the 
ftnanci8.l and industrial needs of the community. From this 
point of view, it cannot be said that there is diminishing utility 
In the iudividual's income. The utility, in fact, only begins 
w hen the income is sufficient to leave a margin over necessary 
expenditure; in other words, the special utility to the community 
only begins, when the greatest utility to the individual h&8 
creased. The larger the increaae, the more room is there for 
saving; a.nd the Sta.te, when putting a heavy tax on incomes 
with the grea.ter margin, has to consider .the risk of doing too 
much damage to savings. 

(ii) (a) The Post-war Rates of Tam and Chaduation. 
884. General.-The standard ra.te of tax, and the estimated 

total net produce of the Income Ta.x and the Super-tax for the 
six years 1920-21 to 1925-26 were as follows :-

Yea •. Sudan! Rate Nat Produce Nat Produce Total Nat 
of lllooma Tn of Inooma Tu: of Super-tex. Produce. 

£ 
I 

£ £ 
1920-1!l ... d •• in the £ 858,219.578 70,800,000 424,019,578 
1921-22 , .. do. n 845,968,237 74,100,OUO 420 068,237 
1922-28 ... n. . n 294,994,186 62,800,000 857,294.186 
1928-24 ... Y.U n 262,877,254 68,500,000 826,877,254 
1924--25 ... 4 •. U 

" 
266,000,000 62,000,000 827.000,000 

1925-26 ... f •. n 240,000.000 53,000,000 295,000,000 

Under the system of graduation in force over theae years. 
reliefs from ta.x ha.ve not depended &8 they did formerly on 
the limits within which the individual's income ha.s faJIen, 
Consequently, the administration of the tex ha.s not provided 
date for an estimate of the proportion' cOntributed to the total 
yield by incomes of different sizes. A roughly approximate idea. 

. may, however, be obtained from figures which were prepared 
by the BOard of Inland Revenue for the year 1919-110. and which 
Rre reproduced in the teblo in Appendix XIV to this Repori, 
'l'he graduation for 1919-110, although lese evenly adjusted to 
increases of income, wa.s not diBBimilar in general elfect (as 
may be aeen from the graphs in Appendix XllI) to that of 
succeeding years, 

For 1919-20 the normal rata. of Income Tax Wll8 Sr. in the 
pound; the net produoe of the tex (including the Super-tax 
for the corresponding year 1920-91) was £408,065,563. n should 
be remembered tha*, a.s regards bade, the figures .repre-
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sent the average profits of the years 1916 to 1918, after deduc
tion -of Excess Profits Dnty, but for which they would ha.ve 
been a great deal higher. 

335. The table in Appendix XIV conveys a two-fold impres
sion-the high yield on the large incomes, and the inequality 
of the distribution of income even within the limits of the 
Income Tax paying classes. The same impression is given, in 
greater or less degree, however the figures of the table may be 
grouped; the following arrangement will perhaps be in
teresting :-

1919-20. 

Class of Income. 

Not exceeding £500 
Exceeding £500 and not 

exceeding £1,000 _ .. 
Exceeding £1,000 and not 

exceeding £1,500 
Exceeding £1,500 and not 

exceeding £2,000 ... 

Number of 
cha~geable 
incomea. 

3,337,000 

330,510 

98,430 

44,440 

Total net rwoduu 
(Income Taz and 

Super-taz) . 
£ 

27,863,761 

32,053.223 

23,912,233 

18,163,440 

Not exceeding £2,000 3,810,380 101,992,657 
Exceeding £2,000 and not 

exceeding £10,000 79,350 103,537,906 
Exceeding £10,000 ... 10,270 120,725,000 

336. When the tables of effective rates and the graphs in 
Appendix xm are examined, it will be noticed that, with minor 
exceptions, the graduation becomes less steep, the higher the 
range of income. This is inevitable; an ascent continued from 
any point on the scale at a progressive steepening of a few 
pence in the pound per hundred pounds would soon result in the 
perpendicular wall of 208. in the pound being reached. More
over, a slackening of the rate of progression accords with theory, 
since we have seen (pa~a. 332) that, as the individual's income 
grows, its taxability tends to increase first at a more rapid and 
then at a slower rate. 

Nevertheless, the steepness of the graduation in the lower 
part of the scale: and the comparative slightness of ihe inc:rease 
for incomes above, say, £8,000 or £10,000, and particululy 
for the highest inoomes, is striking. It produces a first impres
sion quite different from that conveyed by the absolute figures 
of yield quoted in the preceding paragraph. A closer scrutiny 
of the Income Tax scale appears to be needed. It will be 
convenient to divide incomes up into three groups, those not 
exceeding £500, those between £500 and £2,000, and thoee 
exceeding £2,000. 
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. 11117. For details rela.ting to the amounts IIoIld effective rates 
of tu on various incomes for the post-war years, reference 
is made to Appendix Xli. We will confine ourselves here to 
a few figures relating to 1925-26, which aleo apply to 1926-27. 

1138. Income. up to £500.-The effective exemption limit for 
1925-26 varied B8 follows, according to the circumstan.ces 
indicated :-

Single perIOn. Married penon. without Married penon "ith 
ohildron. 8 children. 

All In ... t- All 
A11i4_1 

All 
All in_t-I 

All 
earned eamed _roed 

men' ineoma. income. ment inoome. income. ~t.inoome. income. 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 
186 162 225 270 816 878 

The income point above which the full standard rate of 48. 
in the pound began to be chargeable, instead of the half-rate 
'Of 91., is BB follows under each of the above heads :-

£ 
860 

£ 
.:Ill 

£ 
640 

£ 
640 

£ 
618 

8119. The table below gives the amount of tax payable on 
certain incomes up to £500 :-

Single penon. Married J:'.d: 
without ildnm. 

Married penon with 
8 children. 

Total 
All iu- All All In- All All In· AlI !nooma. 

_Imant earned -- earnod 'hUman' eamed 
inoome. inoo ..... iDoom •. inoome. illOOme. inco ..... 

£ £ .. II. £ 
t. '" £ .. '" £ .. '" £ .. '" £ .. '" 100 8 10 0 8 8 , Nil. Nil. Nil. NIL 

200 11 10 0 7 6 8 I 10 0 Nil Nil Nil 
SOO 16 10 0 11 10 0 7 10 0 II 10 0 Nil Nil 
860 11 10 U 16 18 , III 10 0 815 .. 8 10 0 Nil 
400 SO 10 0 19 18 8 17 10 0 10 16 8 810 0 1 16 8 
4loO 40 10 0 lit. 10 0 III 10 0 16 0 0 IS 10 0 8 0 0 
600 IiO 10 0 SS 16 " Sll 10 O· 19 5 • 18 10 0 10 S , 

-
n ie noticeable how grea' .. dilferenoe is made in thie range 

of incomes by the allowaneee to the married man and by the 
earned income relief. 

From the poin' where the full standard rata begina to be 
-chargeable, the incresae in the weigM of ~ na~lIy becomes 
more marked. The poin' is not reached in the last three 
columns. . 

840. 1_ lIeNe811 £500 /RId £SI,OOO.-The manied man 
.... ith three children pay. the full rate of ~ on each pound of 
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taxable income above £648. From that point onwards, the 
family relief which he enjoys is exactly double that of the 
married man without children. It will be sufficient, therefore, 
in continuing the table given in the last paragraph, to take the 
case of the single person and of the married person with .. 
family of three. 

Biugle penon. Married penon wilb S children. 

Total income. 
All !n .... tmenll All earned All inv .. tmenl I All earned 

IDcome. income. IDCOme. income. 

£ £ •• d. £ •• d • £ •• d. £ • • d. 
600 70 10 0 5010 0 M 10 0 18 10 0 
800 110 10 0 83 16 8 74 10 0 47 16 8 

1,000 150 10 0 117 S 4 114 10 0 81 I) 4 
1,250 200 10 0 158 16 8 164 10 0 122 16 8 
1,500 250 10 0 200 10 0 214 10 0 164 10 0 
1,750 300 10 0 250 10 0 264 10 0 214 10 0 
2,000 350 10 0 . 300 10 0 814 10 0 264 10 0 

This table brings out a contrast between the family allowances 
and the earned income relief. 

It will be observed that the full family relief enjoyed is £36 
tax, and that this remains stationary as the income grows; i. 
is the same for £2,000 as for £800. 

On the other hand, the earned income relief increases in pro
portion to the amount of earned income (£3 iii. 8d. for each 
additional £100 of income from £648 onwards) until the 
maximum allowance of £50 tax is reached at an income, all 
earned, of £1,500. 

It may be added that, until Super-tax begins to be charge
able, progression in the rate of 'tax depends IIOle1y on the 
increasing proportion of the taxable income charged at the full 
standard rate. 

As will be seen from the tables of effective rates in Appendix 
xm, this results in a slackeuing of the rate of progression. 
particularly in the incomes nearer to £2,000. Thn~ the gradua
tion for investment income is relatively rather lement between, 
say, £1,500 and £2,000. As regards earned income, however, 
the progression was improved in 1925-26 by altering the 
point at which the maximuIjl differentiation is allowed from 
£2,000 to £1,500. The following result is fonnd :-

Income. 

1,000 
1,500 
2,000 

Single Tazpallet". 

EI!/lCti"tl ~ate, if 
aU inf1e8tmmt. 

6. d. 
3 0 
3 4 
3 6 

EI!/lCti"6 ~at8, if 
all earned. 

6. d. 
2 4 
2 8 
3 0 
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841. Inoome8jf'om £2,000 upwardB.--On the recommenda.tion 
of the Roya.l CommiBBion on the Inoome Ta.x, the point at 
which liability to Super-tax commences was in 1920-21 lowered 
from £2,600 to the existing limit of £2,000. The duty is 
charged a.ocording to a scale of gra.duated rates, applicable to 
suoceesive increments or .. slices II of inoome (8ee Appendiz 
VIII) . The scale remained urialtered from 1920-21 onwards, 
Dntil reductions were made by the Finance Act,· 1925. 
. The family reliefs remain stationary throughout at £18 tax 
in respect of the individual's wife, a.nd £18 tax in respect of 
three children. The ea.med inoome relief also remains stationary 
at £50 ta.x. 

We may therefore oonfine the rest of our illustra.tive table 
to the single person whose income is all investment mcome. 
We give both the a.mountB of tax and the effective rates:-

SiDILIe PenoD whnee Iooome ia &l11o_'meD' Ioeome. 

Total Totel. 
Ioeo .... looome 

Tax. Super-tax. 

-I Efr..m<. Rate. AmouD\' 

£ £ •• do £ .. d. £ .. d. •• do 
lI,bOO 460 10 0 18 16 0 469 6 0 8 9 
8,000 660 10 0 4816 0 694 1\ 0 81H 
8,600 650 10 0 81 II 0 7S1 16 0 4 II 
',000 750 10 0 118 16 0 869 6 0 4 , 
6,000 1,150 10 0 881 II 0 1,681 15 0 5 U 
8,oo~ 1,650 10 0 7S1 6 0 2,281 15 0 6 8t 

10,000 1,950 10 0 I,ISI 6 0 8,OSI 16 0 6 II 
20.000 8,950 10 0 8,506 6 0 7,456 16 0 , 6t 
60,000 9,960 10 0 12,266 1\ 0 22,206 16 0 8 lOt 

100,000 19,950 10 0 27,256 II 0 47,206 15 0 9 51 
160,000 29,950 10 0 42,256 1\ 0 72,206 15 0 9 7t 

It will be seen that the effective rate of Inoome Ta.x and 
Super-tax oombined progresses very steadily until the inoome 
of £6,000 is reached. The progrea.sion then declines, moderately 
at first and afterwards more decidedly, Dntil the total tax charge
able on £100,000 is only 711. in the pound more thllIl that on 
£60,000, au.d thd on £160,000 is only 2d. in the pound more 
thllIl that on £100,000. 

(ii) (b) B~ abroad to .~ taz. 

849. Before b'acing the varioua effects of the ~war Inoome 
Tax and Super-tax as .they fa.ll Dpon the taxpa.yer. _ may 
briefly refer to the question how far the weight of taxation has 
led individua.ls to baDefer their residence to other oountries in 
order to eaaape pari or all 01 their liability. In the genenl 
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evidence we received there was little reference to change of 
residence by individuals as distinct from business concerns. 
Among witnesses who mentioned it were the Association of' 
British Chambers of Commerce (Ell., p. 290; E. in C.: 49), the 
Accountant Societies (E. in C.; 33), and Mr. McKenna., who 
alluded to a current opinion that the number of people living 
abroad on this account was now very large (Q. 1908-9). It is 
difficult from individual impressions to gauge the extent of the 
movement abroad in order to avoid tax, especially when the 
comparative cheapness of living in countries with depreciated 
currencies has heen an obvious inducement. We received a 
note from the Board of Inland Revenue on the transfer of resi
dence abroad by business concerns and by individuals, which we 
print aa Appendi" XVIII. We deal later with business concerna 
(pa~aa. 405-8 and 435-6). As regards movement by individuals, 
it appears from the Board's note that, while they have fouud 
it to require special attention, it has not reached any importnnt 
dimensions. 

(iii) Effect oj the Iru;ome Ta3J on the wo~k and entMprile oj thl'l 
employee and ~oje8aional man. 

343. GenMal.-With regard to the effect of the taX on work 
and enterprise, we shall ha,"e more ground for discussion when 
dealing with the individual engaged in trade (cj. pam. 416 et 
8eq.), whom, in his capacity as such, we are at present exclud-

. ing from consideration. We have here to look at the case of 
the wage-earner, the employee generally and the profellllional 
man. 

These benefit in various degrees from the Governmeut expen
diture to which the Income Tax revenue contributes. Thus, 
especially in the lower ranges of liability, the individual ~nd his 
fanIi1y may benefit directly from the expenditure on health, 
pensions, education, etc. To an increasing extent in the higher 
ranges they may benefit from payment of interest on the debt. 
Such forms of Government expenditure take their part in 
creating the stability and confidence essential to enterprise. 
Apart from these general considerations, the psychological etrect 
of the tax may be viewed without regard to the ways in which 
the revenue is applied. To all intents and purpoaes, what 
matters is the burden of the tax payment &8 immediately felt. 

344. Incomes up to £500.-Between the effective exempti.1n 
limit and £500 the utility of each additional pound of income 
that can be earned is high, and the tax upon each pound is 
oply lB. ad., until the income-poillt at which the full standard 
rate comea into play. In 1925.26 that point is reached at £439 
in the case of the single man. and £540 in the case of the married 
man without cli.iIdren. "'ith tax at this rate, the normal indi
vidual will not choose to refrain from work and diminiah his 
income, simply in order to escape the resulting liability, 
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345. Income8 between £500 and £2,OOO.-The effect of the 
Income Tax, so far as it concerns the employee working for a 
fixed salary, is largely neutral. Such an employee is not, like 
the trader, in a position to measure more or less effort agu.inst 
the immediate prospect of more or less reward; he has not the 
same reason to debate how far, with such and such B tax, it 
will pay liim to work hard. 

It may be asked, however, whether the Income Tax will not 
make him less keen to work for a rise in salary. The tax, it 
is clear, has a double effect: on the one hand, by its inroad into 
present aalary, it makes an increment all the more to be desired ; 
on the other hand, it lowers the net money value of any incre
ment. Thus. a married man with three children earning £1,000 
pays £81 &. 4d. nnder the 1925-26 scale. leavirig him a .net 
£918 ISs. 8d.; an additional £100 would mean a net benefi, 
to him of £83 68, 8d. The question is whether an extra. £83 
will be worth less in his eyes than £100 would be, if there were 
no Income Tax and he had a net £1,000. The operation of the 
tax in diminishing hi. present income is the thing he realises 
most clearly. and on balance we doubt whether there can be 
any adverse effect on his work and enterprise. If there is any 
general effect of this kind nn employees with fixed aalaries. it 
is nnimportant. 

846. A word must'be said as to the employee working partly 
or wholly on a commiasion basill-& form of remu~eration in 
itself generally oonducive to enterprise. We are not at the 
moment thinking of the managing heads of oompanies, whom we 
shall consider later (para. 403), but rather of subordinate ofliC't'r!'. 
aslesmen, oommercial travellers, etc. 

An employee with a fluctuating income. so long as it doe. 
not rise into the ate .. liable to Super.tax, does not 8\1ffer any 
more severely than a person with a steady salary. Tholl a 
single man chargNlbIe ou earnings of £500 and £1.500 in two 
Buoceasive yeM'll will, under the 1925-26 scale. pay £234 Ss. Sd. 
in both years taken ~ther; this is precisely the same amount 
as it would be if his earnings were £1,000 each year. On this 
aoore then he· is not prejudiced. 

A lIlall on'" rommiasion basis has douMI8118 more occasion 
to balllll<'8 don ~nst the rewvd of effort Ulan a man with 
a fixed aalary.· But. in general, we do not think that a man in 
the middle raD!(e of incomes, who has experience of nps and 
downs, will be deterred by an Income Tn of the exis\i'ng dimen
sionB from eeising every' chance and making as large a I!fOII8 
profit a. he ('an in " j!OOd yesr. 

847. The profe"",ional man remains to he considered. He is 
open to the ps~hological influenee of the Income Tax, since, 
heing his own master. he is free to take up or decline wort 
acrording to his judgment of whether it is worth while. To a 

• 
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cer~ain extent then he may be deterred by t?-e tax. O.n t~e .other 
hand he will very often be set on reaching or ~amta.Jrung a 
particular standard of living, and will work harder if the ~colI':e 
Tax makes it necessary for him to do flO in order to achieve bis 
object. Increments of income between ~5oo and £2,000 ~n
tinue throughout to be of large value, partIcularly to the mamed 
individua.! with heavy commitments. Apart from the profes
sional man's ambition or pride in his work, we find it difficult 
to believe, on purely financial grounds, that the Income Tax 
will be a potent fador in ma.king him less ready to work or to 
sacrifice his leisure. 

348. The tax will, however, set np a tendency for a certain 
class of small opportnnities to pass into the hands of the less 
well-off, including the younger men who have yet to elltabliah 
their reputations. To the lawyer or doctor who is earning some
thing in the vidnity of £2,000, an extra piece of work for a fee 
of £100 will be less temptiug than to another man who is 
making £500 or £600. A 5s. or 4&. Income Tax, curtailing the 
fee by one-fourth or one-fifth, may torn the scales against the 
wealthier man taking np the work. This tendency will be 
operative to some extent within the limits of the incomes we are 
consideriug. It will, however, be more efft'Ctive in transferring 
work downwards from the higher gronp of incomes: for in that 
group not only will the marginal ntility of income further 
diminish but the Super-tax will further reduce the net valne 
of the fee. 

349. Incomes from £2,000 IlptDarda.-When a man is earning 
a large fiJ(ed salary, the Income Tax is more likely to impel him 
to seek a higher-paid post than to damp down hiEI energy. When 
the BBlary is fluctuating, the tax may hit him rather more 
severely; thus under the aca.le for 1925-26 an income of £4,000 
and £10,000 in two mccessive years paya £138 more in tax than 
an income for each year of £7,000. The tax may have a slight 
tendency to depress initiative, although it will sometimes have 
the reverse effect. It is important to remember that the case 
of the employee is very different from that· of the trader, in thai; 
normally he has not got to face the possibility of a.ctualloss. 

As regards the professional man, there will be the tendency 
which we have noted to avoid a marginal amonnt of extra work 
and trouble which wonld be nndertaken bnt for the tax. Where, 
however, either large amonnts of money or important issues of 
any kind·are at stake, we think the effect will be small. It is 
widely true that men who rise to eminence in the professions 
are impelled by motives other than financial to pnrsue their work 
to the fnIl extent of their capacity. 

350. Conc/tuioJI.-Over the whole field of income we conclude 
that· the Income Tax borne by employees and by professional 
men has had no important effect on their work and enterprise. 
It does not deter them from effort in such a way as to afrect 
materially their income, that is to BBY, their potentisl standards 
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of living u.nd saving. Any effect it may have had in the early 
post-war years will have rartially worn off, for people have 
become more accustomed to a high level of tax, and moreover 
rates of tax have been reduced very substantially. 

(iv) The weight 0/ the Income Ttn and the 8tanda~d o/Iilling. 
361. (Jene~al.-In our discussion of the general standard of 

living, we concluded (pa~a. 43) that the available evidence, 
while very incomplete, appeared on the average to indicate a 
maintenance of the wage-earner's pre-war position, or perhaps 
s slight improvement upon it. The problem arose how to 
account for thi~, when it was clear that total production had 
fallen: we suggested, as a possible contributing cause, the effect 
of highly progressive income taxation on the consumption of 
other classes. 

8511. IncomBB up to £600.-We do not think that the Income 
'l'ax, at the point where it begins to be charged, presses npon 
the level of subsistence. The effective exemption limits in force 
for 1920-21 to 1924-26 were as recommended by the Royal Com
mission on the Income Tax. The CommisEoion recognised the 
existence of some practical connection between the cost of living 
and taxable capacity, but in view of .. the necessity for baving 
a fairly fixed and constant point at which Income Tax should 
first attach,''' they recommended that the limits proposed 
.. should be maintained until there is a subwn.tial change in the 
cost of living, and that they should not fluctuate from year to 
year, but should be altered only at considerable intervals of 
time" (Cmd. 616; para. 247). 

While the cost of living has fallen since 1900 to a substantially 
lower level, the exemption limita remained unaltered until 
19116-26, when the only altemtion was in favour of the taxpayer, 
increasing the earned income relief. The effective exemption 
limits for the unmarried wage-earner and for the married wage
earner without children were £160 and £Il60 respectively for the 
years 1920-21 to 1924-116. For 1926-26 they were raised to £162 
and .£270, and it may. be noted that these 6guree are equal to 
about £'18O and £885 in terms of the 1920 value of money. 

863. As shown in paragraph SS9, the weight of the tax 
becomes more eonsiderable 88 an income of £600 is approached. 
The married taxpayer with earned income receives, however, a 
large measure of relief, and relatively to the single taxpayer is in 
• far better position than before the War. The single taxpayer 
is much more heavily taxed than in 1913-14. We do not think 
the charge on him oppreas.ive, but there may always be hard 
individual circumstanees causing any payment of tax to be 
eeverely felt. The exceptional _ would occur Dot only among 
earnera but also among persons living on fixed inveetment in
comell, e.g., retired persona and widows. The charge for 1925-26 
on an inveatment income of £600 would be .£60 lOs. Od., om
the taxpayer had reached the age of 65 : in the laUer ease it would 
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be only £33 168. ad., owing to a, special relief for persons of 
65 and- upwards With small incomes introduced in the Finance 
Act, 1925. 

354. In con&idering the total effect of the Income Tax on this 
range of incomes, it is to be noted (cf. Appendiz XIV) that for 
1919"20 incomes up to £500 yielded about 8i per cent. of the 
total Income Tax revenue (including the tax on non-personal 
income, but excluding Super-tax). There- are no corresponding 
figures for later years, but the numbers of liable incomes up to 
£500 have dropped considerably, and more generous allowances 
have been granted: it may therefore be presumed that these 
incomes have recently made a contribution of distinctly less 
than at per cent. Probably they are now paying less than £15 
millions. 

Against this amount have to be set so much of the debt 
interest and r.o much of the benefits of social expenditure received 
by taxpayers in this class as may be attributed to the Income Tax 
revenue as a whole. Even if a high proportion of the Income 
Tax paid by them comes out of money which would have been 
spent on consumption, it does not appear that the total effect of 
the tax on the standard of living of persons with incomes up to 
£500 ean be considerable. 

355. Incomes between £500 and £2,000.-The graduation 
continues to be steep, though it becomes markedly less so towa.rds 
the £2,000 limit. So far, however, ar.- the unmarried taxpayer 
is concerned, the post-war scale does Dot generally appear to 
have been burdensome, and the reduction of the standard rate 
to 48. has eased it very much. - .~ 

356. For 1920-21 to 1924-25 the earned income relief con
sisted in the allowance of s deduction of one-tenth of the earned 
income for asse&sment purposes, with a maximum for any 
individual of £200 : for 1925-26 the deduction was one-sixth and 
the maximum £250. 

The relief, although substantial, does not me&l!ure adequately 
the difference in ability to pay between pure earned income (or 
income earned by the present personal effort of the taxpsyer), 
and pure investment income (or income drawn by the taxpayer 
frail). capital wealth to the creation of which he has contributed 
nothing). In fact the character of income varies indefinitely 
between these extremes: there is normally, for example, a larger 
capital element in the earned income of the trader than in that 
of the professional man, although this is more marked in the 
case of incomes above £2,000. In a general Income Tax, relief 
in respect of earned income cannot possibly achieve perfect equity 
between individuals whose incomes are in dift"erent degrees 
earned. This fact tells in favour of limiting the relief to a 
moderate amount. Nevertheless there would be a good case for 
increasing the difference in the treatment of earned and invest
ment income as affecting incomes in Ulls range, were it not for 
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the difficulty in regard to income from the taxpayer's own 
invested savings. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to analyse 
out that portion of an individual's capital which represents his 
own personal effort. If it could be done, the income yielded by it 
migqt justly be taxed at a. lower rate than pure investment 
income, although the claim to relief would be less strong than 
in the case of current earnings, since the income would !>ave 
ceased to be precarious in the same sense. 

357. It must be borne in mind that the differentiation made by 
the Income Tax between earned and investment income ia supple
mented by the death duties (paN. 476). Seen in this relation, 
the Income Tax relief is less open to the charge of being inade
qUllte. 

358. The family allowances, before they were remodelled in 
1920 in accordance with the proposals of the Royal Commission 
on the Income Tax, were confined to incomes not exceeding 
£1,000. This limitation has been removed. But the allowances, 
as stated in paragraph 840, do not expand with the income, sa 
the earned income relief does. From an income of· £700 
onwards (c/. table in pard. 340), whether investment income 
or earned income, the increments of tax per £100' are 
exactly the same for the single person as for the married. Yet it 
seems clear that the> marginal utility of increments of income 
continues to be distinctly lower for the single man than for the 
mRrried ; that is to say, the single msn's ability to pay on each 
additional £100 is a good deal more than the married man's. 

The existing Income Tax then falls more eeverely on the 
married man than on the single in this range of incomea. It may 
be argued that, if regard be paid solely to comparative ability to 
pay, the family sllowancea ought to vary to some extent with 
the size of the taxpayer's income, instead of being absolutely 
fixed, 

359. Incomea between £500 and £2,000 form a nnmerous 
ellUlS: they were not far short of half a million in 1919-20. In 
the IIoggreltllote they must derive a large benefit from the Income 
Tax in the form of War Lo&n interest. They have, however, 
carried no ligh' burden, and certainly the married man of 
moderate income haa Buffered heavily as compared with the 
generality of Income Tax payers. although, even when the 
standard rate was 51. or 61. in the pound, we do not suggest tbat 
he was pushed to the extreme limit of his endurance. How far 
the tax will actually have fallen on the standard of living 
depends on the 8nm of the reactious of individual payers. There 
will have been a widespread tendency to reduce consumption to 
some extent, and the effect will have been veil" definite in 
various typea of ease, e.g., . 

(i) where the individual makes no elart to save at all, 
but hahitually spends up to the limit of his net income; 
and would equally do t!O with a lower tax ; 
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(ij) where the individual is committed to the payment of 
Jifl' insurance premiums, but would not save anything over 
and above those premiums, even if the tax were much lower; 

{iii} . where the individual, without being committed in 
this way, has a high standard of saving, and redu~ his 

. living expenses in order that the Income Tax may cut into 
his savings as little as possible; 

{iv} where the individual aims at saving enough to 
produce a given net income after deduction of tax, and 
iherefore tries to invest a larg!lr gross sum than he would 
if the tax were lower. 

In all these cases (of which only the last involves any increase 
of the individual's investment) the immediate standard of living 
will have suffered. Sometimes, especially in the first type of 
case, the only expenditure affected will have been of a definitely 
luxurious kind, but over the field as a whole the effect will have 
gone deeper. The married man with a moderate income will 
normally make a considerable effort to retrench in order to 
provide for his f~mily's future. Over the whole of this range of 
incomes we think that the Income Tax, ~ewed as a separate 
factor, must have had a fairly strong tendency to depress the 
standard of living, even when allowance is made for that part 
of it which is merely transferred within the class in paymeut 
of debt interest. 

360. lneome8 from £2,000 uptDllircl8.-A large amount of the 
Income Tax and Super-tax paid by persons with incomes 
exceeding £2,000 comes back to themaelves as a class in the form 
of War !.pan interest. It is clear that this internal transfer does 
not diminish the aggregate real income of the class. It increases 
the income of the debt holder exactly as it decreases the income. 
of the taxpayer. In relation to real income, therefore, the tax 
so applied is not onerous. So . far as the debt interest of the 
Super-tax paying class is provided from the Income Tax paid by 
other classes, there is an actual increase of their income. 

It must not be overlooked, of course, that, with lapse of moe 
since the War, the personnel of the Income Tax paying class is 
changing. Those individuala who had large incomes, and 
especially those who made large profits, during the War, are in a 
different position from those who are making their careers now. 
The former, who might have been called upon for a larger tax 
contribution to the then current war expenditure, had instead 
the opportunity of investing in War Loan, and it is fair to regard 
their tax burden, both at the moe and since, as having been 
eased by the fact that a large part of their tax has gone in pay
ment of interest to themselves. This consideration does not 
apply with the same force to those who were not earning large 
profits during the War and who could not, therefore, have been 
called upon for a similar large tax contribution. They have 
made and saved money since those days, and the fact that they 
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may have been purchasel's of War Loan instead of other stocks 
is no reason -for rega.rding them as in a different or favoured 
eategory : they are in no hetter position than if they had bought 
rail way stock. 

36l. Bofore the War, the principle of progression in income 
taxation had not been carried far. The result is that, under the 
post-war graduation, the burden on the incomes in the Super
tax range has been more largely increased than any other: this 
may be seen from the tables in Appendix XIII. Those of the 
well-to-do, whose incomes are no greater (or, it may be, are less) 
in purchasing power than before the War, have undoubtedly in 
many cases cut down expenditure: they have, (or instance, sold 
their houses and taken smaller ones, and the heavy tax has in 
80me degree been responsible. But tbese cases ate no index to 
the effect of taxation on the well-to-do as a wbole. In fact, 
their main relevance is not 80 mucb to taxation as to the dis
tribl1J;ion of wealth, and tbey indicate a shifting of wealth ratlier 
than a diminution. 

362. Nevertheless it is to be surmised that tbe beavy taxa
tion bas had an appreciable effect on consumption, at lell8t in 
the lower levels of income lisble to Super-tax. The tax may 
bere involve a. substantial ·sa.crifice in individual ca.ses. if the 
income is specially precarious or the private responsibilities are 
bea.vy. The ea.rned income relief, which is limited to £250 in 
terms of income and £50 in terms of N, is in itself (i.e., wben 
the Income Tax is viewed apart from the death duti_/or which 
cl. pam. 476) entirely inadequate to mark the difference in 
ability to pay between an income wholly earned 1IIId one c0n.
sisting wholly of investments. AgaiD, the taxability of a 
mamed ma-u with children who he.s 1111 income of £3,000 or 
£4.000 is still much less than that of a single man, although 
the difference in ability to pay relMes to & widening circle of 
goods and services further away from tbe centre of essential 
need~. 

863. With regard to the highest incomes, little need -be said 
&8 to the effect of the tax ou the taxpayer's personal stan.darda.. 
The important question is the effeoi on his savings. Were it not 
for tbe industrial &sped, the tax migM on theoretical principle 
be increased to a point higher th1lll it hIlS reached. B"t the 
industrial aspect is vital: we are not, therefore, calle4! upou to 
suggest up to wha.t point graduation migM fairly be carried, if 
only the persoual aspect of the individual required consideration. 

SM. Cmw:lurioll.-m the lower and middle ranges of inoome 
thoae with hed money incomes ha.ve in some ce.ses sulfered. 
Al(I\in in tbe middle range the tax he.s fallen with relative &everity 
upoo the mamed man. 

Where the Iucome Tu is taken 118 & distinct factor, it he.s no 
doubt had an appreciable tendency to depreae the standard of 
living of Income Tax payers &s & el&sa, but owing bu-geIy to the 
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fact that so much of the tax as provides for their debt interest 
is merely a tranafer between themselves, the effect has been less 
than might ha.ve been a.nticipated from the large yield. 

While, however, taxation for debt interest is itself a mere 
transfer, it covers up a deficiency of rea.! income. It swells 
the nominal income of the community without adding to the 
resources on which the standards of living a.nd saving depend. 
In other words, the community are not getting any real return 
on their War Loan investments, such as they would 'have 
obtained if no unproductive debt. had been incurred and their 
sa.vings had continued to flow into productive industry. This 
deficiency of rea.! wealth producing its own income stands side 
by side with the Income Tax as a complementary cause limiting 
the power to spend and SlLve. 

It is of particuiar importance to bear this in mind when con
sidering the wealthy classes who have to pay tax at a high rate 
towards the interest charge. The aggrega.te nominal incon;le of 
persons liable to Super-tax is very roughly in the neighbour
hood of £500,000,000. The part of·this income which stands 
for debt interest paid by themselV'es to themselves does not repre
sent a.ny spending or saving power. 

In speaking above of the tendency of the Income Tax, when 
.. taken as a distinct factor," to depress the standard of living 
of the Income Tax paying class, we have in mind the slight 
counter tendency which appears to be set up by the indirect 
taxes (cf. paras. 668-70), when the present direction of Govem
ment expenditure is taken into account. 

(v) The effect of the Income Taa; on 8Going. 
365. Income8 up to £5oo.-It is probable that a high propor

tion of the tax is paid out of money which would' otherwise be 
spent on consumption. To this extent it does not reduce 
savings. Moreover, so far as the tax is applied in payment 
of debt interest to persons in a. better position to save, it may 
be presumed that the effect on aggregate savings is actually 
beneficia.!. We would add, . however , that we appreciate the 
specia.l desirability of fostering savings in the poorer section of 
the community, and from this point of view anything that 
hinders their power to save is to be regretted. 

366. Incomes between £500 GOO £2,OOO.-Here the Income 
Tax becomes much heavier (c/. pGTG. 340). We have 
delineated (paf'G. 359) 'four types of case in which the Income 
Tax either forces or induces people to curtail their living 
expenses. In this range of income it will be a rather uncommon 
result for people-1lB in type {iv)-to increase their savings, i.e .• 
the amount they can invest. More frequently-88 in types (i) 
and (ii)-savings will be unaffected. In the majority of casee 
-118 in type (iii)-1lavings for investment will be reduced to some 
extent, in spite of a.ny economies that may be made. 
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367. The incentive to economy is, we have noted, particularly 
strong in the case of the married taxpayer, who feels the pressure 
of the tax on his smaUer margin for free spending or saving. 
With le"s ability to save than the bachelor, h~ has a stronger 
motive, regarding it as an obligation to provide for the mainte
nance of his family in case of his death, for the education of his 
children, and 80 on. . 

368. It may be granted that the Income Tax, by reducing the 
taxpayer's current income, inclines him to economise in order 
that his savings may suffer as little as possible; but it may still 
be asked whether he will not be deterred by the knowledge that, 
if he invests, he will have to suffer tax again on the proceeds. 
The answer depends on the outlook of the individual. The man 
with a· moderate income normally thinks more about the capital 
sum he ea.n accumuh.te than about the yearly. interest. His 
mnin object being to lay by for future needs, the Income Tax 
will not enter deeply into his calculations. So far 8l! life insur
ance is concerMd, he is encouraged by the fact tha·t he will get 
relief from tax in respect of his premiums; moreover,. the inci
dence of the tax on the yield of those preminms, while they 
accumulate in the company's hft.nds, is practically concealed 
from him. 

:169. In addition. to insurance, a class of property for which 
the d .. mnnd will be relatively inelastic is house property. The 
Estate Duty statistics show that the smaller estates contain a 
consid~rnbly higher proportion than do the larger, both of house 
property and of insurance policies; to these smaller estates we 
may more particularly relate the middle range of incomes. The 
following figures illustrate the distribution of property in estates 
from £100 to £5,000, and in the aggregate of all estates. They 
represent a·verages for three years, but the variation as between 
the years is little. 

It """age for 1921-22 to 1923-24 of the Tolal G,0S8 Capital Value. 
0/ all properly (GrMI Britain), and of the Capital Values 
of Certaill of the constituent parts. 

Toal zj .:;::, I ...... a..,.. of Bola_ Grote 
c.pital of aDd S ..... ud 

Boom- S ....... '·alu ... PremioM. 

I 
s-oding No' ucoedioc . I I £ I 

I DeL 1M.. .olliOllL IlliJlioll&. milliOllL milli ...... 
100 I,ono 23'7~ 1'69 7'47 4'\14 

1,000 6,000 79'47 11'29 18'04 24'611 
All Bola ... .. , ... 471'09 14'61 69'56 l!3O'96 

When tbe rombined figures are taken for the two classes of ama\l 
estates, tbe value of the insurauC8 policies and the boose 
property together is about 81 per ~nt. of the total. while the 
'\'Blue of securities, stocks and shltol'eS is about SO per oent. For 
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all estates, insurance policies and house property lU:COunt for 
less ,than 18 per cent. of the total values, while securities, etc., 
are not far short of ,50 per cent. 

370. For 1923-24 there are availahle for the first time details of 
the distribution of property for married and single decedent. 
separately. , 

A table is given in Appendix xvm which goes to support 
the natural expectation that the married will take aut insurancp 
policies a good deal more freely than the unmarried. If the 
figures for the two groups of estates up to £5,000 are taken 
together, it appears that out of a gross capital value of £35'2 
millions left by married decedents, £3'4 millions consisted of 
insurance ,policies and £8'2 millions of securities, stocks and 
shares; for single deceden,ts the gross capital values were £8'4 
millions, of which auly £0'35 millions consisted of insurance 
policies, while £3 millions were in securities, stocks and shares. 

371. The inference from all these figures is that persons in 
the middle range of incomes from £500 to £2,000, and especially 
married men in, this range, normally save and invest with a view 
to secnrity more than with a view to becoming richer in the 
immediate future. It may be inferred, therefore, tha.t the pro
spective tax on income from investments will not deter them 
from sa.ving to any important extent. 

372. On balance, we arrive at the result tha.t the psychological 
effect of the Income Tax on incomes in the range from £500 to 
£2,000 will not be deterrent; it will be quite definitely in favour 
of reduced consumption. The increased effort to ea.ve for invest
ment is, however, more than neutra.lised by the decreaaed 
capacity; ilie da.mage of the tax lies in its physical effect., i.e., 
in the direct diminution of the income out of which it is 
possible to put by savings. In estimating the force of this 
effect, full allowance must be made for the debt interest received 
by these incomes out of income taxation. But we think that 
the final resultant must ha.ve been a quite considerable loss of 
sa.vings, especially in the earlier post-wa.r years, when the raw 
of ta.x were a.t their highest. 

373. Incomes eueeding £2,000.-It was suggested by Mr. 
P. D. Leake that "progressive taxa.tion is based upou a 
principle which assumes that the natural desire and custom of 
all men is to spend their incomes for their own personal want. 
andpleasores." (Eo., p. 332; E. in 0., 18). We cann~ 
endorse this criticism. It is indeed correct to 8ssume that 
standards of living and apending bear some relation to size of 
income, and this assumption is implicit in a progressive tax. 
But progressive taxatio~, unless ~ to a violent extreme, 
lines not iIuply any failure to reoogruse the complementary 
relation between size of income and amount of sa.vings. The 
!!r&duation now existing in this country, whether or no it has 
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prOceeded too Car in the ultimate interests of society, has cer
tainly been checked by the fear of entrenching too hesvily upon 
the essential supply of capitaJ. 

We may in this connection quote the Royal Commission on 
the Income Tax. After ssying that, for reasons stated, they 
were not called upon to recommend any increase in th~ high 
taxation borne by Super-ta.x pa.yers as a whole, and putting in 
a proviso that in any redistribution of the burden (so long as 
the standard rate of Income Tax remained unchanged), .. the 
effective rate of tax on incomes up to, say, £8,000 should not 
be increased," they proceeded as follows: .. Although from this 
point the effective rate of tax might be more steeply graduated, 
ill view of the national disadvantages of progressively high rates 
of tax, there cannot safely be any substantial increase in rates 
until the highest incomes are reached "(Cmd. 615, pam. 152). 
It is thus a consideration of the .. national dissdvantages .. of 
extreme progression which has preveuted the tax being carried 
to a higher point. This helps to explain the fiattening of 
\he curve a.t the top of the scaJe shown in the graphs in 
Appendix xm. 

874. The term .. nationaJ disadvantages" alludes, of course, 
to the widespread effects of too great an inroad into ssvings. We 
bave seen that in .J.919-20--s0 far as that year can be taken all a 
guide-no leas than £224 millions out of £326 millions of Income 
Tu revenue (including Super-tax) was attributable to incomes 
above £2 ,000, and that over £120 millions was attributable te 
thoee incomes (about 10.000 in number) wliich exceeded £10,000. 

The figures may again be set out thus in relation to the aggre
gate actuaJ income '-

Clouof 
ItICOtrI8. 

1919-20. 

.. ctua! Income. 
Net Produee of 

I7ICOfM Tas 
(itICllUling 
8upllY-tas). 

£ £ £ 
.11,000-10.000 299,601.849 103.537.906 
Above 10.000 1141.100.000 120.725;000 

Tb_ figures relate to a time when the normal rate of Inaome 
Tu was 61, in the pound. Even 110 the figures suggea. prima 
facia. a serious drain in \he poai-war period upon what has un
doub&edly been in pan timee a great reservoir of savings. But 
the Iij{uree muat no& be taken at their full face value. Against 
'bem baa to be ~ \he very large amount of debt interest received 
by members of the Super-iax class. So far as thia intereIR 
is provided out of. Income Tax paid by o\her elS'MS, there 
is an addition \.0 \he savinlt power of \he Snper-iax clasa. 
So far as ii is provided out of iax paid by UtemselVl!8. \he iax 
iiaelf-being a mere lransfer--ia not responsible for any diminu
tion of _ving power: it do. however indicate a deficiency of 
saving power. as explained in paragraph 364. 
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375. The reduction of present income by the tax is less stimu
lating to effort than in incomes below £2,000, and the prospect of 
future taxation, 80 far as the income is saved, has a more 
deterrent effect. 

It is true that the counter current of increased effort to save 
will still be appreciable, particularly in the incomes from £2,000 
to, say, £10,OQO and, as we· shall see, in the case of very large 
private businesses. But the combination of Income Tax and of 
Super-tax at the rate applying to the top .. slice" of the in
dividual's income heavily reduces the net return on saving, and 
the wealthy investor is in general much influenced by the net 
return he can get. 

376. The actual effect depends, as usual, on individual 
psychology, and it is difficult to say how far the taxes encourage 
either investment in non-income producing assets, such as worb 
of art and jewels, or extravagant living. Possibly there is a danger 
of over~stimating these tendencies: the continued outflow to 
America of valuable pictures certainly does not support the idea 
of unnaturally stimulated competition from home buyers. As to 
general extravagance, we suspect that, 80 long as caution is an 
element in character, heavy taxation is more likely on the whole 
to discourage active effort and interest than to encourage reckless
ness. Besides, whatever may happen when an increase of taxa
tion is first imposed, the reactions of the taxpayer generally tend 
to weaken within a few years, as he grows more used to the 
burden. 

377. Concluaion.-The adverse effect of the Income Tax on 
saving for. investment does not appear to be appreciable in 
amount, 80 far as concerns incomes up to £500. In the range 
from £500 to £2,000 it appears to be quite considerable, but to 
be checked by an increased effort to save. In the highest range 
the effect is more important. 

Side by side with the Income Tax, and difficult to distinguish 
from it as a factor limiting the power to save, is the absence of 
any return to the community on moneys invested in the debt. 
This factor operatea in all classes, but is particularly important 
in the Super-tax class (c/. para. 364). 

When the two factors are taken together, the effect on savings 
is of real moment and, if it couId be analysed out, would no 
doubt prove to be serious in the Super-tax range of incomes. 
But, 88 in the case of the standard of living, other factors 
are at work. While the death duties operate m the same direc
tion, a connter-current-probably slight, but not to be ignored
appears to be set up by the Customs and Excise duties (~/. partJ. 
668). We have seen that, in spite of heavy direct taxation, and 
in spite of efforts for a higher standard of livmg, the falling off in 
total savings, although very substantial, is not startling in 
&.mount. 80 far a8 the evidence indicates (c/. pBra. 60). 
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n.-INCOME TAX AND THE JOINT STOCK COMPANY. 

(i) The Supply oj Capital from the Public. 

878. We have summarised in paragraphs 850 and 877 the con
clusions we have so far reached (reserving the important case of 
the man engaged in private business) as to the effect of Income 
Tax on savings through its intluence on enterprise and saving . 
.. Savings" from the point of view of the investor constitute the 
.. supply of capit.al " from the point of view of the public com
pany. We have, therefore, already covered 8. great PMt of the 
enquiry which might be placed under the present head. 

879. We have yet, to consider, however, whether there is any 
material effect on the direction of investment, owing either :-

(i) to the redistribution of saveable income as between 
individuals. 

(ii) to the reduction of the net yield on S8.vings. 
(iii) to the tra.nsfer of saving power from the compa.ny 

to the individual. 
(iv) to the tra.nsfer of saving power from the general 

taxpayer to the rentier. 

880. Redlstribulion of loveable income.-The Income Tax 
clearly levels down the higher incomes, although there is a 
oounteracting movement so far as it is applied in payment of 
debt interest. Thus, to this extent, it redistributes saving power 
in favour of the moderate and lower incomes. There is some 
levelling tendency of this kind from the top to the bottom of the 
Inoome Tax _Ie. 

Persons of moderate inoome, who 88 a cl88B make a special 
effort to keep up the amount of their savings, have usually a 
preference for 88fe outleta and, 88 we have seen (para. 58), 
aavings in the form of life 88BDrance appear to have been main
tained better than savings in general. The preference for safety 
becomes more marked in the case of the amall incomee, &8 several 
witnesses mentioned: for brietly, 88 Lord Hunsdon said, .. the 
poor are nob justified in risking their money" (E. in C. ; Ii). 

It seems clear that the levelling tendency of the tax mm have 
an appreciable effect on the kind of stock in demand. So far 88 

it operates, it must give at any rate a slight advantage to trustee 
stocks 88 oompared with industrials.: in the industrial field it 
IIlUht favour in some degree the less speculative issue. 

881. ReductiOl' of the net yield on Mtring8.-The proepect of 
a reduced net yield will perhaps ehiefty affect the wealthy 
investor who t'6II spread his risks, and who can alford to put large 
sums into speculative enterprise. He ",ill naturally pay much 
at\en\ion to the net return he ean get on his money. The pro&
pect- of heavy taxation· reducing his dividends will sugges& the 
de!urability of an increased gross return on his in'nllltments. OIl 
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the other hand, viewed as the consideration for facing a po&sible 
loss, a high return will be Icss tempting than it would be with 
a lighter tax. 

382, Conflicting currents will thus be set up, and witnesses 
expres&ed varying views as to their relative strength, Very much 
depends on individual temperament, A distinction should no 
doubt be made between different degrees of risk: thus Sir 
Arthur Lowes Dickinson thought that the high tax might often 
encourage the wealthy inve$tor to transfer from a gilt.edged 5 per 
cent, to less safe debentures, but that it would disincline him 
to embark his money on large hazards (Q. 3522-6). We think 
this view has considerable force, If it is correct, the prospective 
high tax will be rather favourable to industrials where the riak 
is only moderate, As regards the most risky type of enterprise, 
we think that the diminution of current income by the Income 
Tax and Super-tax, combined with the prospective diminntion 
of any income from successful speculation, must on the whole 
have a definitely discouraging effect, It may be noted tha" 
with a high Income Tax, the question of the relative attraction 
1)f specUlative as compared with safe inve&tment is not purely 
psychological. A speculative stock, if'it is to attract capital. 
must offer a return over and above the gilt-edged rate of interest 
such as to ·provide an adequate premium lor the general and 
specific risks of the business. Income 'l'u and Super-tax, when 
heavily increased, may so cut into the rich investor's return that 
the premium element is no longer sufficient, on an actuarial 
basis, to cover the valuation of possible loS&". In such circum
stances, unless the rate of return can be increased, capital from 
the wealthy class of speculatot9 cannot in the long ron continue 
to be attracted. Any taxation which nnduly diminishes the 
reward of entrepreneurs for taking pioneer riaks is in that 
respect a source of harm to the community. 

At the same time it is po&sible to exaggerate the proportion of 
really speculative investment to be credited. to the wealthy 

. individua.l. We are here considering him not 88 conducting a 
business of his own, but 80S investing in the funds of public 
companies. Even in this connection, however, it is probably not 
without significance that the most risky type of enterprise is 
normally carried through by the public company, with funds 
subscribed by the general public, and not by the private business. 

The effect on the wealthy investor of prospective high taxation 
is thus rather complex. On balance we are not inclined to think 
it unfavourable to industry. It is probably slightly· beneficial 
as regards average industrials, while having IIOme deterrent effect 
in relation. to those with more extreme risks. 

383. The moderate and the small investor are rather less 
likely to be influenoed. The cautious at one end, and those in 
whom the speculative instinct is uppermost at the other, may 88 

& role be lIIightly confirmed in their natural bent. For the main 
body of investors, where an uncertain balance is held between 
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c~ution and speculation, the balance may be inclined either way. 
Mr. McKenna suggested that the man who has not. got much 
money will sometimes be induced to speculate for an mcrease C!f 
capital on which no tax will be payable: he may choose to do this 
rather than to build up savings slowly at 5 per cent., when the 
net yield is reduced by a high Income Tax (Q. 1979 and 2015~7). 
Thir; is undoubtedly true: but it- is not possible to lay down any 
general rule, to which individulil psychology will not provide 
frequent exceptions. 

384. T~anll/er f~om company to indioidual.-We deal under It 
separate heading with the taxation of company reserves. Here, 
however, we must observe the effect it may have in diverting 
capital from one type of business to another. When the un
distributed profits of industry are eaten into by taxation, it may 
be that a portion of the money so taken· will find its way back -
into industry, so far at least as it is applied in· service. of the 
debt. But when the lesser-known business is compelled to go 
into the market to reinforce its capitlll, it will compete at a 
disadvantage with the busine811 that has long been established 
and has wide connections. The result may be accentuated, in 
so far as the debt holder is more ('autions than the average 
investor (either by nature, or by necessity lIB a trustee) and is less 
inclined to put money into little-known businesses. 

This consideration ha.s more importance for the private busi
ness (c/. patW. 420-2), but it is relevant aleo "to the publie 
company. Most witnesses agreed as to its force. 

385. It is •• of course, also possible that there may be a diver
sion of a more fundamental chs.racter. Professor Cannan did 
not think there was IIny important diversion within the field or 
industry: the suggestion of diversion to foreign stocks was, in 
his view, more alarming (Q. 818). Similarly, in relation to 
rapid deM repayment, Mr .. Keynea, while thinking the sugges
tion as to internal diversion was true, was more inclined to stress 
the danger of mOlley flowing into Colonial securities in preference 
to all types of English industrials (Q. 8974). 

386. In the case of rapid debt repayment new factots come in_ 
Under the present Sinking Fund system, however, we do not 
think there is any significaut diversiOll of moneys abroad, nor. 
so far lIB the public company is concerned, any material diversion 
from the less·known to the better-known type. 

887. TmM/e-r to tAa I'8ntter.-80me interesting views have 
been pnt before us regarding the transfer from the general tax
payt>r to the renlier involved iu taxation for the service of the 
deMo These have mainly fflntred round the qut'StiOD of rapid 
debt repayment, but II common underl,in~ opinion 8N!IIIS to be 
that the debt-bolder or rent:ier is essentially II rather unskilled 
and unenterprising type. We have alread, indicated (pGnI. 265) 
that we think it easy to exaggerate this idea. Mr. Layton. whG 
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takes a moderate line in the matter and points out the extreme 
difficulty of getting any evidence upon it, quotes certain figures 
(para. 55), which analyse the new issues of the last few years, 
as tending .. to confirm the general expectation that the public 
is playing for safety." He concludes that" the tax system by 
transferring wealth to the rentier class hali had some small effect 
in diverting what savings there are into safe rather than into 
enterprising forms of investment " (E. in C. ; 19). We ourselves 
doubt whether the transfer of income and capital to the debt
holder on its pre&ent scale-·a transfer in which indirect as well 
as direct taxes play . their part-has- had any appreciable effect. 
We should be surprised if it has done more than balance the 
reduced saviug power of many pre-war rentiers. 

388. Conclusion a8 to direction of inllestment.-The figures 
quoted by Mr. Layton do to some extent suggest a playing far 
safety since the post-war boom (of. para. 55). A good deal 
must, we think, be allowed to the laek of general business 
initiative in a period of depression. The Income Tax, in the 
various aspects which we have discussed in paragraphs U711-1I87, 
has, on balance,. we think, put a. certain check on adventure, 
but we would attribute to it a qnite minor influence. 

389. Adequacy of supply.-We should hesitate to say that the 
Income Tax has, in the last few years, aetunlly made it difficult 
for industry to raise share capital. We should even hesitate to 
say that the deficienoy of national income due to war expenditure 
(cf. para. 364) has made it difficult for industry to get the 
capital it wants. Various shades of opinion have been expressed 
by witnesses; altogether, the trend of the evidence does not point 
to any general or clearly-marked deficiency in relation to actual 
demand, although it naturally suggests that demand might be 
stimulated by more abundant, and therefore cheaper, capital. 
We agree largely with Mr. Hobson's summary of the situation; 
if there were .. a considerable and secure revival d. trade," it 
might be that .. some shortage of capital in the real sense would 
be manifested; but at the present time to argue that there is 
any shortage of capital either far the operation of existing pro
ductive plant, or for the establishment of new productive plant, 
does not seem to me to be supported by any considerable body 
of evidence. Nor am I sure that, if that new capital could be 
got at a somewhat cheaper rate than is a.vailable at the present 
time, that degree of cheapness would make My large difference 
as regards the attainment of business in the markets of the 
world." (Q. 1552 (4),) 

390. The possibility of shortage in the event oC a nade revival 
must, we thiuk, be considered seriously. Profesaor Scon sug
gested that •• in the industrial progress that is to he anticipa\ed 
one limitiug influence is likely to be a scarcity of capital for the 
developments which will be necessary" (E. in C.; 11). This 
may even cause difficulty to industries which are at present very 
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depressed and have capital lying idle. The fsct that the ~upply 
of capitnl may show no evident failure to meet the needs of the 
moment is no reason for complacency as to the future. At the 
Arne time, what is wanted is not a sudden trade boom but a 
graduul and steady revival, and such a revival might sufficiently 
feed itself. Indeed, the lack of a ready-made surplus of capital 
might actulllly do good service ill checking aD Dnhealthy rate 
of expansion. 

391. The foreign investor.-A word should perb8.ps be added 
as to the foreign investor. Sir :Felix Schuster (Efl., p. 10; 
bi. in C.: 9) aDd Mr. Brand (E. in C.:!!) were very defiDitely of 
opinion that the Income Tax d .. ters the foreigner from investing 
in securit'ies of this country; the latter, indeed, regarded the 
foreigner as practically prohibited altogether. Professor Pigou 
(Efl., p. 41; E. ju C.: 33) thought there was a.presumpllon 
that he would be deterred . 

. \0 a rule. t,he foreigner will be liable to the taxation of his 
own country on his income from all investments, wht'.rever 
placed. In order that the yield of 8. British investment may 
in itself be sufficient to attract him, it must compare favourably, 
after British Income Tax has been deducted, with the gross 
yield hc CM obtain nt home. As regards gilt-edged investment, 
however, he hRB a .wide field OpeD to him iD British Government 
securitics free of tnx to the nOD-resident. 

It is ch·ar that, with this exception, the British tax reduces 
tile yipld of British gilt-edged securities below the rate of interest 
I(t'nemlly rlliing nbroad. It practica.1ly amounts then to 8. pro
hihit·iw lllriff, with preference in favour of British Government 
serllritieA. 

'I'll .. Incollle Tax will also sct as a strong deterrent in the 
0IlSE't of iD\'p.tm",nts which earn a varying rate of profit. Where, 
howf\ver, thl'l"8 i~ the prospect of a high gross yield, combined 
with relative AQfety. it mRy not be decisive. 

(ii) Compan!l Roset'1ll!8. 

:192. Difli.lt'nd and r~8e",e.-An exCE'edingly important part 
of the nntional savinI{ is undt>rtnken by companies themselves. 
It i. recognised liS a rule of BOund finance that 8. company should 
withhold some portion of current profits from distribution. 
putting the amount· t~ res .. rve in order to strengthen and expand 
it. busin .. ss. Mr. McK",nna sUl!gested thRt it was a charaderistic 
of Enl!lish hu.inl'sa to put ba~k into reserve &8 much as possible 
(Q. lM7l. To the fOXtl'nt that companies take this course they 
supply thf'ir own ~8rital requirements. The saving, while 

I effectt'd on b .. haU of thl' shnrehold .. .rs, is done without any voli
tion on th",ir part: it i. collective and impE'I1'ODlll. 

393. A company btoars Inrorne Tnx ot the full stnndard rate 
on amonnts put to resene. Thl're is no question of any IIddi
tionnl oha'l/8 by way of SUpE'r-tsx. or of any ~uclion to • 
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lower effective rate by way of Income Tax repayment, su~b 
variations applying only to the individual taxpayer. It makes 
no difference to the rate borne by reserves whether the profits 
of the concern be large or small, and whether the shareholrlers 
be rich or poor. 

394. Reserve poliey.-Public companies derive a large amouu~ 
of interest from holdings in war stock. This benefit must be set 
off against the, damage of taxation. For clearness, however, we 
will omit this consideration for the moment, reverting to it 
shortly (e/. para. 401). First, we have to consider whether the 
Income Tax has any influence on the allocation of profits between 
dividend and reserve; several witnesses considered that the high 
tax inclined companies to distribute more than they could well 
afford in order to satisfy shareholders. There seemed to be a 
slight uncertainty on the question whether the object was to 
keep up a conventional gross rate of dividend, or to go further 
and meet a dema.nd from the shareholder for a certain net yield 
after taxation. We may observe that an attempt to pay a pre
cisely equal net, dividend would be defeated by the fact that 
individual shareholders bear tax at different rates according to 
their income. In any ease, we believe it ,to be exceptional for 
the investor to demand an increased rate of dividend specifieally 
in order to compensate him for an increased liability to tax; 
when he exertl! preasure, it will usually be on more general 
graunda. 

The effort to maintain a gross rate of dividend is on a. different 
footing. It may be observed that, where the capital hall 
remained at the pre-war nominal a.mount, there should not in 
the nonnal ease be any difficulty in keeping up a traditional gross 
rate of dividend, since in general profits have inerea.sed more or 
less in ratio to pricee and represent a greater ratio on old capital. 
At the same time, the difficulty may occur in industries suffering 
great depression. 

It is possible that in some cases the attempt to keep up • 
groas rate may ha,ve ba,d' results; but the Income Tax can hardly 
be held responsible. It is well to be clear exaotly what part 
the tax pays. Since the company, having paid Incom~ ~ax 00 

its profits, recovers tsx at the full rate on payment of diVldenda, 
it is no more expeusive to po.y out a. given groas dividend when 
the stsuda.rd rate is 68. than when it is 1.1.; the higher ra.te of 
tax merely means that a larger proportion of the graBS dividend 
goes to the State, and a smaller proportiou to the sha,reholder. 
The company itself is only affected by the tax on its undis
tributed profit; if the diminution of that profit has any influence 
on policy, it is likely ra.ther to prompt the setting aside of larger 
gross &mounts. This, we believe. it ha.s done to a coll8iderable 
extent. 

395. On the whole qUestiOD we agree with the view expreased 
by more than one witne_particularly by Mr. Beaumont Pea .. 
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(E. in C.; 19) and Mr. Gordon Selfridge (Q. 7119)-that, when 
a concern is well managed, it will not be deflected by high 
Inoome Tax from a sound policy in the matter of reserves. 

As we have already seen in our general review of savings 
(parll8. 48-53), the statistical evidence available does not show 
any sign of reserves having been sa.crificed to dividends. It te~ds 
rather in the opposite direction; for it indicates that companIes, 
rega.rded en bloc, have maintained their reserves even at the 
expeJi,se of dividends. 

396. Taz on re8ef't)68.-Vl'e may paSll then to consideration of 
the main point. i.e., the effect of the Income Tax as it falls upon 
the profit actually withheld from distribution: According to the 
Board of Inland Revenue's estimate (c/. para. 48), the aggrega.te 
of the graBS sums retained out of profit by public and private 
cOmpanies amounted to £219 millions for 1922 and £217'5 millions 
for 1923 : the bulk of the~'8 totals would be a.ttributable to public 
companies. The standard rate of Income Tax being 58. in the 
pound in 1922-23, the total tax on undistributed profits was £54·8 
millioDs, leaving a net saving in this form of £164'2 millions. 
With the standard rate at 48. 6d. in 1923-24. the total tax W1l8 

£49'1 millions and the net saving £168'4 millions. 
For the year 1924 we received an estimate of the aggregate 

national savings (rom Mr. Coates, who put forward a figure of 
£500 millions (para. 47). The Board's flgures of. undistributed 
profits for 1922 and 1923 confirm the large part in the aggregate 
which Mr. Coates assigned to savings of this clllll8. but they can
not be directly correlated with his ~timate of aggregate saviugs, 
since they refer to different years. W fJ have indicated that, with 
the deficient data available. we are disposed to think a figure of 
£450 millionB to £500 millions represents the best estimate that 
clln he made of national savings in the recent years of depresEoion. 
The total, however. may doubtl_ have varied considerably from 
year to yt'ar. Again. 118 regards oompany savings, the Board of 
Inland Revenue entered a caveat that, although the figures of 
1922 and 1923 happened to be about the same, it could not be 
a!.Sumed that they were typical of the post-war period gJlnerally. 

897. The figures of taxation are impressive, as they are bound 
to be when a high rate of tsx is applied to a great body of profits. 
'l'he Exchequer, it will be noted, gains from the profits of a com
pany being distributed, so far 118 the shareholders are membera 
of the Super-tax class, and I~ so far 118 they are enti*led to 
exemption from Income Tax or are lishle only at half the 
stsndard rate. n is impolo8ible to'say what would be the balanae 
of 1088 or gain-perhaps gain is ralher more likely-if a.ll profits 
were distributed. 

898. Equit,.-The queetion whether it is right to tax at the 
lItsndard rate has to be considered from r.everai points of vie_ 
1hat of equity, that or the industrial intereln of the community, 
&hr., of the needs of the Exchequer, and that of the practicability 
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of any alternative. Later in our Report (para. 1016 et 8eq.) we 
refer >briefly to the suggestion put forward by several witnesses 
that relief ought to be given. In the present context we contine 
ourselves to studying the tax ss at present imposed. 

The question of equity may be raised in two forms; one sets 
up a comparison between individual shareholders, the other 
between different businesses. 

As regards the first it has only to be remarked that the com
pany reserve is composed of the involuntary w~ings of share
holders with incomes of varying size. One may be liable at Sa > 
in the pound on the amount which he saves of his own free-will, 
out of income actually received : another may be liable at 2s. : 
a third may be exempt. 

All three, as regards ~avings made by the company on their 
behalf, bear the same standard rate. But the man who is 
escaping Super-tax on his share is unaware of any benefit, and 
the man with an income not liable to Income Tax is not con
scious of any hardship. 

399. AfJ between several businesses, the most interesting com
parison is between the large company and the large private 
business. The question of eqnity is here bound up with the 
question of the community's advantage, for both concerns pro
vide a valuable source of savings. 

When the &tandard rate of Income Tax was 68. in the pound, 
in 1920-21 and 1921-22, £50.000 allocated to reserve by a public 
company would have borne £15,000 tax. The same sum kept in 
the business by an individual trader (unmarried) with a total 
chargeable income of £150.000 would, as part of that income, 
have borne Income Tax and Super-tax amounting to £30,000. 
In 1925-26 the tax in the first case would be £10,000 and in the 
second £25,000. > When the figures are compared, it is seen that 
the public company hafJ not only benefited absolutely by the re
duction of the standard rate from 68. to 46., but is also in a. better 
position relatively to the big individual trader, the Super-tax 
charge on the latter having remained almost unaltered. 

Judged by the above comparison, the company appears to be 
fortunate. But a. comparison between the public compa.ny a.nd 
the big individual trader is in many respects a. comparison 
between unlikes, and must not be pressed too far. For the com
pany, as such, is a collective body, which cannot enjoy the 
privilege of personal wealth, and its shareholder .. may be rich 
or poor. 

400. The quality of company ,at>ing8.-H rema.ins to be con
sidered whether the tax on tlris kind of sa.ving is inherently more 
harmful to the community than tax on other kinds. 

Savin" left to the individual takes a certain amount of time; 
there is" apt to be wme delay a.nd economic friction before the 
money resches its destination. Moreover there is no certainty 
that it will flow in the direction most desirable from an economic 
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and industrial point of view; it may be wasted 01\ unsound 
speculation, or, on the other hand, it may concentrate too much 
on gilt-edged stocks or on foreign or Colonial Lecurities. In
dustry may not get its proper share, or may have to divert a 
great deal of its energy in order t9 do so. 

On the other hand, when a company saves by retaining part 
of its profit, the operation is smooth and Aimple. In the CMe 
of a progressive business the flow of capital is just in the place 
where It is required; it is at the growing-point of industry, 
enabling new needs and opportunities to be met without delay 
as and when they arise. This is true of the new enterprising 
business, which may as yet be making only small profits, &8 well 
as of the established company whose ability to save large sums 
for development year by year has given proof of efficiency and 
power of continued expansion. There are aMes of eourse where 
reserves are aocumulated out of caution rather than enterprise, 
and are invested, e.g., in the preference shares of outside con
cerns, but generally speaking it is true that the Income Tax, 
when it falls upon company reserves; entrenches upon a. form 
of saving which is of specia.l value to the community. 

401. Conclusion /J8 to effect on r686n1u.-Income taxation, we 
have seen, absorbs a large amount of the &livings of public com- . 
panies. As against this, we believe that the tax has ha.d a 
considerable effect in inducing companies to withhold larger gross 
amounts from distribution. There are also other factors which 
modify t~e directly damaging effect of the tax. The fact that 
plUt of the tax, so far at least as it is applied in payment of debt 
interest to the publio, may find ita ""ay back into induBtry is a 
.partial compensation. although it does not perhRps go far. 
What is more important iB that public companies are themselves 
lallle holders of debt. On the basis of Mr. Layton'B ana.lysis 
of debt holdings (pam. 263) it might be conjectured that 
companies. including joint stock banks, hold something between 
£l.IiOO millions and £2.000 millionB. only a Bmall fraction of this 
amount beinl{ attributable to private companies. Thus if we 
take into our view the total income resources' of public CQIIlpanies. 
and the effect on those resources not only of the tax abstracted 
therefrom but also of the dishursement of tall: mvenue in pay
ment of debt interest. we see that the corpus out of which 
I'888rves can be built up is Dot so seriously reduced by the Income 
Tax as lit first sight appears. We have to take II view as rom
prehensive B8 this, if we are not to over-estimate the true effecta 
of the tax. 

H in necessary. however. to look still further in order to judl!e 
the whole \'IOftition. The reMU~ of public rompanies, 88 well 
IIA of inflividl1"ls. are directlv affected nat onl" hv the Inrome 
Tax. hut al90 bv the unprodUctive natnre of the debt investment 
-8 ""parnte ,.('to .. which it is ron.tAntlv nace ry to flilltinll1lish 
{t!f. JIMft •. 8M and 11m. 1ft eotnbiftatiOft. the two faetora (i) 
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Incol(le Tax, and (ii) the unproductive debt investment, are a 
considerable hindrance to the accumulation of company savings 
and an obstacle to development. How serious the matter is 
largely depends on the question whether industry is short of 
capital. There does not seem to be clear evidence of any general 
or marked shortage for immediate needs. It cannot then be 
demonstrated that any grave damage has been done to company 
savings in general, even when the standard rate of Income Tax 
was higher than it is now. . 

402. We have. seen that industry as a whole appears to be 
building up reserves, which, after Income Tax has been deducted, 
still compare favourably with those before the War. This is not 
true, however, of the export trades, especially of mining, iron 
and steel, etc., whoseundidtributd profits are well below their 
pre-war standard (cf. para. 51). It may be urged that they 
ar~ particularly handicapped in competition with exporters of 
otlier countries where income taxation is relatively low. This 
question has to be considered in the perspective of the general 
difficulties of those engaged in export. It can safely be assumed 
that wjtli a lower Income Tax they would usually allocate a 
great part of the extra margin of net profit to reserve. While, 

• however, this would do something to strengthen the financial 
position of companies and tide them over a slack time, it would 
be of very little avail towards promoting business expansion. In 
general the export trades are sujf~ring not from a lack of capital 
goods, productive plant, etc., but from the reduced purchasing 
power or demand of many foreign countries, and from the 
relatively high costs of production here. Income Tax, as we 
bav~ seen, does not enter into costs of production. It is true 
that, if the tax were lower, companies might sometimes be 
willing to execute orders on a rather smaller margin of gross 
profit, and so to some extent increase. their business, bnt WI! 

a,.,aree with Sir Felix Schuster that "at the present moment 
other questions of far greater magnitude enter into the problem 
of competition in foreign markets. and the Income Tax can only 
be a comparatively minor consideration. (Eo. p. 10: 
E. in C. ; 10). 

(iii) Ente1'pri8e of Companiel. 
403. Tlie enterprise of companies, when once established. 

depends on a small number of managing heads. In the intere.ts 
of the bnsiness, whether the primary purpose be dividend or 
reserve, the aim of directors will be to make as large a profit a8 
possible. They will of conrse balance risks against chanceR of 
profit, but the Income Tax, althongh it may exiot in the back
ground as a vaguely depressing element, will not normally enter 
into their calculation.. except so· far as it may increase their 
desire to provide for a large payment to reserve. They are not 
concerned with the Income Tax on dividends, which is borne by 
the shareholders; as regards the undistrihuted profit, however 
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large it may be. the last pound of it will only bear tax at the 
lame standard rate as the iirst, Super-tax being out of the 
question. 

Sir John Mann suggested that there is a psychological effect 
adverse to the enterprise of compllDies. since .. in all really well 
managed businesses the men in QOntrol have an interest in the 
results" (Q. 3473). We recognise the bearing of this argument •. 
but are not convinced that it has much force. So far as the 
system of remuneration according to results acta as a special 
stimulus. the Income Tax may possibly tend to weaken its effect. 
But the benefit of the whole concern is normally the over
riding consideration of those in control. Their own interest is 
derivative. and the question of tbeir personal Income Tax 
liability can. we think. only affect them remotely in their con
sideration of broad policy and total trading results. 

We attach more importance to an indirect effect which is 
only partly psychological. There must be some reaction on the 
enterprise of companies. 80 far as the physical basis for expansion. 
vil'l .• reserve strength. is injured by the tax. Risks will as a rule 
ba mora readily taken, and more justifiable. when a company is 
in a relatively solid position. 

404. A further question is how the Income Tax affecta the 
formation of nevt companies and the consequent provision ot 
employment. Whether the point of view t"ken be that 
of those forming the company or of the investing public, 
a leading consideration. is that, in whatever direction capital 
may be employed. the income from it will be liable to 
ta:ution. The enterprise of company promoters and under
writers will. however. be affected by the amount of capital 
seeking investment and by the attitude of the investor. So far 
aa the flow of capital is diminished by the Income Tax and 
inclined towards the gilt-edged class (pat'll. 265). the prospect 
of placing new industrial issues successfully becomes mOr& 
uncertain. This may have a tendency directly to check the 
formation of new concerns, especially of the speculative type. 
although the figures of company registrations in recent years 
(c/. pam. 668) have been quite high: it may also influence under
writ~rs to require larger remuneration to cover their risks, and 
so. by.increasing the expenses of company formation. may tend 
indirectly to discourage new enterprise. Similar considerations 
apply to some extent to new developmenta of old concerns. We 
are disposed to attribut~ to the Income Tax a minor. but sillJ. 
appreciable. influence. In thia matter. however. it is not possible 
to disentangle taxation from wider and more important cau_. 

(iv) Tnnu/er 0/ Re.ridmce Abroad Gnd allied eflectl. 

405. A company .. resident" in the United Kingdom is liable 
to British Income Tall; on the whole of its profits wlierever it 
may carry on its Vading operationS. In broad terms. a company 
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is said to reside in the country· from which it is effedively 
controlled. 

406. Transfer of residenee abroad.-It is known that the high 
rates of Income 'l'ax have been the cause or occasion of some 
companies removing their head office and control from this 
country. The Board of·lnland Revenue provided tis with a short 
statistical paper, which we print as Appendix XVII, with certain 
details showing the tota.! number of transfers which they have 
noted since 1916. We understand that of the 128 cases com
prised, 73 relate to public companies, 42 to private companies, and 
13 to individual trailers and partnerships: of the £4,653,000 
aggregate Income Tax assessments for the last year for which 
the concerns were liable, £4,082,000 represent assessments on 
public companies. According to the assessment figures as a 
whole, the most important transfers would seem to have taken 
place in 1920-21 and 1921-22, the figures for the two following 
years, and, we believe, subsequently (Hopkins, Q. 9114) having 
been .relatively small. It is important to note that of the 128 
concerns only 26 had their main activitie~ or hranches in the 
United Kingdom, and that only 6 of these 26 carried on manu
facture in the United Kingdom. 

The Board of Inland Revenue state that in most of the cases 
pressure of taxation was alleged as the canse of the transfer of 
control abroad. They comment that this reason is particularly 
relevant in the four known cases where the great bulk of the 
shares (not merely, as in many cases, the predominant part) 
belonged to persons abroad, bnt they add that in many cases other 
factors are indicated. Generally, indeed, it appears that the 
British Income Tax can only have been a contributing element. 
In some cases it will no doubt have been of leading importance, 
while in others it will only have been decisive in the senae that 
it may just have turned the scale when added to other more 
weighty considerations. The forces tending to removal abroad 
will usually be less strong where the shares of the company are 
mostly held by persons in this country, for such persons would be 
equally liable to tax on their dividepds wherever the control might 
be. In such cases the effect on reserves is likely to be the main 
anxiety caused by the British tax. This anxiety may be 
heightened by liability to foreign income tax in the countries 
abroad where trade ia carried on. Income taxation has become 
widespread in recent years and, subject to certain exceptions 
in the caae of shipping, no pr()vision yet exists for relief from 
double taxation such as those in force between this country and 
the Dominions. The weight of the foreign and British taxes 
together is sometimes extremely heavy. 

In the circumstances, the figures given to us by the Board are 
somewhat reassuring. The loss of business to this country due 
to concerns transferring their residence abroad, ill most regret
table, but it doeR not appear to have tak~n place on a very large 
scale. The loss was apparently most considerable in 1920-21 
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and 1921-22, a fact which may naturally be connected with the 
continuance of 68. in the £ as the leading rate of Income 1'ax 
from 1918-19 to 1921-22 inclusive. 

407. Prevention of ReBidence in the United Kingdom.-It was 
suggested by Lord Forres that, while tpe authorities know what 
is lost by the removal of companies abroad, they do not fully 
appreciate the complementary aspect, i.e., the number and 
importance of undertakings which are prevented from forming 
British companies. Speaking with special reference to enter
prises the ownership of which is in few hands-ilometimes 
British, sometimes alien-he informed us that, in his own ex
perience, he knew several large concerns operating abroad which 
had been deterred from establishing themselves here; this might 
even happen on account of the British tax alone, when there 
was no question of double taxation. (E. in C.: 7 (3) and 9; 
and Q. 7816.) There r.annot of course be any statistical evidence 
on this mntter, except so fa·r as any inferencec8Jlo be drawn from 
the figures relating to removal of business concerns abroad. Sir 
Richard Hopkins thought that tkose figures showed there had 
been a tendency to exaggerate the movement abroad: similarly 
there might be a little inclination to exaggerate the loss of new 
business (Q. 9118). It may be noted that the tax will normally 
be less of a deterrent to the large corporate concern with many 
shareholders than to the business in a few hands; in the former 
case only the standard rate of Income Tax would as a rule have 
to be considered, while in the latter the question of liability to 
Super-tax would be involved. A special point brought to our 
notice by Sir Richard Hopkins is that .. so far as foreign capital 
is desired at the present time to be introduced into the British 
Dominions, working through London is not so great a disability 
as would at first sight appear. Supposing, for example, a 
foreign syndicate wished to invest capital in India, it would there 
be SUbjected to Sa. lid. of Indian Income Tax and Snper-tax. 
If it works here, its total burden would only be ·increased by 
10ld .• ben.use of the double Income Tax relief which exists 
between this country and the Dominions." (Q. 9118.) 

Lord Forres further examined the elfect on our commerce of 
the British Income Tsx, in conjunction with foreign income 
tnxation, by explaining the diffioulty of e.tablishing British enter
prises abroad, particularly in certain oountries. and the difficulty 
of k~ping forei:;m branches of British enterprises under the con
trol of the parent conrem. He pointed out that, when snch 
enterprise.a or branches are controlled from the United Kingdom. 
thf'Y are usually linked up with all kinds of home trade-manu
facture. banking. insurance. etc. He attributed the loss of such 
business nnt to the British Income Tax as such-he considered 
that the profits of international trade ought to pay an Income 
Tall: (P.. in C.: S}-but to double taxation. We understand 
Lord FolTf'I8 to have been primarily cooeerned throughout with 
the private business or the businesa concentrated in 11 few handa_ 
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His arguments would apply with less force to the large public 
company .. for in many cases the gross rate of return obtainable 
in a foreign country may be so high as to make business re
munerative even after payment of two income taxes. The posi
tion may be quite different for proprietors of a private business 
who are faced with British Super-tax and, in some cases, with II 
corresponding foreign tax. 

408. Concluai01l8.-The root of the trouble appears to lie to 
a great extent in double ta.xation. The examination of the 
double tax problem has been ruled· to be outside our province, 
but we are bound to take cognisance of its existence, for the 
eftect of the British Income Tax on our trade with other 
countries can hardly be appreciated without refereuce to similar 
foreign taxes. Double taxation is, we think, a very real 
hindrance to the smooth working of our international trade; if 
there were a rea.sonable system of relief, it does not appear that 
the British tax at the present rate need be especially harmful. 

In dealing with foreigI'. cOl!cems, we have directed attention 
to companies opera,ting abroad which might be inclined, other 
things being equal, to establish t.heir head offices in the United 
Kingdom, chiefly for the sake of the financial facilities offered 
by the British market. The pObition is rather different in the 
case of a foreign concern considering whether to set up a business 
with its actual operations in the United Kingdom. We agree 
with Sir F. Schuster (Q. 107) and Mr. R. H. Brand (E. in C. : 
8) that the British Income Tax need not prevent such action, if 
there is a good gross return in prospect. 

m.-INCOME TAX AND THE PRIVATE BUSINESS. 

(i) The Clas8e8 of Priflate Buainea8 and their DiBtinction from 
the Public Company. 

409. The term .. private business" covers the individual 
trading on his own account, the partnership and the private joint 
stock company. The last named is virtually a partnership with 
limited liability, the great bulk at the profits going-whether in 
the form of salary or of dividend-to the few persons who, in 
effect, own and control the business. 

410. To some extent the position as regards Income Tax of 
individuals carrying on a business alone or in partnership differs 
from that of persons controlling a private company. If an in
dividual carries on a business single-handed, his personal income 
for Income Tax purposes includes the whole of the busine8R 
profits, whether kept in the business or not; the whole of the 
profits therefore bear tax at a rate which depends on the amount 
of the individual's total income, including his income from any 
other source. Similarly, the whole of the profits of a partne!
ship, whether kept in the business or drawn out, are taxed 1D 
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the hands of the partners, more or less heavily according to their 
several incomes. On the other hllnd, in. the case of a priva.te 
compllny, even if it be a family concern or a " one-mlln com
pany," the profits retained in the business are normally not 
regarded as personal income at all. Under recent legislation, 
however (Section "21 of the Finance Act, 1922), these profits may 
in some cases be so regarded, if it is held by the Special Com
missioners of Income Tax thllt a less than reasonable amount has 
been distributed. The provision applies to private companies 
registered since the 5th April, 1914, which are nnder the control 
of not more than five persons; its avowed object is that of .. pre
venting the avoidance of the payment of Super-tax through the 
withholding from distribution of income of a company which 
would otherwise be distributed." Apart from this exception, 
the profits kept in a private company bear Income Tax at the 
standard rate, just in the same way as the reserves of a public 
company, and are similarly not brought within the charge to 
Super-tax. 

411. The partnership and the private company may, however, 
properly be treated together, and marked off from ti).e public 
concern. The essential difference is quite simple. The in. 
dividuals controlling a priva.te busineaa-ftrm or company-are 
practically the sole persons financially interested in the result 
of its trading; as a corollary, they bear the brunt of taxation 
upon the profits, not having outside shareholders to whom they 
can paaa it on. Again, since they cannot off61: shares to the 
public, they are thrown back much more upon their own 
reserves. The only way in which they can build up their capital, 
unleaa they are in.a position to increase their individual in· 
tel't'sts in ilie busineaa from other resources, is by saving from 
th~ir profits. 

Thus. the privatebusineaa ia much more self-contained. and 
therefore more personal, than the publio; equally. its conduct i8 
more liable to be determined by individual motive. 

(ii) Comparison 01 the p,;"aU BtUifte88 with the 
f'ro/esltion. 40. 

412. The man engaged in the conduet of prIvate business haa 
not only peraonal and family motives for aa.viug and enterprise 
similar to those of other individuals. e.g .• professional men and 
NDployeea. He has strong additional incentives or deterrents 
due to the nature of his work; they arise from the continuing 
need for eapitaI. and the continuing poaaibility 01. 1088. 

419. A good deal of capital may have been sunk in the educa
tion and training of the professional man. but. generally speak. 
ing. once his career has staned, he relies mainly on his imma
terial .. brain capital." 'nIe doclor 01' the lawyer, in order 
to succeed, may have to work hanI against competition, but. 80 
far 8S 8Ucoesa in his own profession is concerned. he will not 
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necessarily have to sa.ve hard; even when .he has won a reputa.
tion and his position is. more secure, while he may still be spurred 
to effort by pride or interest in his work, he may not feel any 
corresponding stimulus to save. Again, he" may work hard 
simply because he wants an outlet for his energy apart from any 
other motive. There is, indeed, no intrinsic reason why the 
virtue of thrift, which is allied to caution, should go hand in hand 
with energy or enterprise; and the professions, since they are 
so little dependent on material ca'pital, do not exert any very 
compelling influence to bring them together. 

414. In the case of the man personally engaged in business 
thrift and enterprise are much more interdependent. In the 
struggling business the necessity for fresh capital may be no 
less urgent than the necessity for hard work and initiative; the 
trader may l;1ave to save in order that the business in whicb be 
depends for a livelihood may survive. Again, in the prospering, 
go-ahead business the will and the ability to expand require to 
he backed by a continual flow of savings, if they are to be 
effective. 

415. The possibility of loss, to which we have alluded as one 
of the springs of action for tbe business man, varies, of course, 
indefinitely from industry to industry, from one time to another 
in the same industry, and so on. Its psychological effect on 
saving and enterprise ma.y be in either direction. Sometimes it 
will spell the need for caution and economy, particularly in the 
small business which has not much reserve strength. Some
times it will be merely one side of the coin, the other side of 
which is the possibility of lsrge gain; the balance of chance 
against risk may then call out the spirit of adventure. 

Since saving and enterprise are so closely linked in the private 
business, we propose to consider. them together, looking first d 
the physical effeot of the Income Tax. and then at the psycho
logical effect. 
(iii) The PhY8ical Effect of the Income TfJ3i. nn SafJing and 

Enterprise. 
416. We have already discussed the weight of the Income Tax 

on individual incomes. In summarising the effect of the Income 
Tax on the savings of the general public (as distinct from 
persons engaged in business of their own), we concluded that it 
did not appear to be appreciable in the range of incomes up to 
£500; in the range from £500 to £2,000 it appeared to be q~ite 
considerable (subject to a contrary tendency on the psycholOgIcal 
side); above £2,000 it became more serious, especially when in 
conjunction with effects which proceed from the absence of any 
reaJ return on investments in the debt (para. 377). 

In dealing with the effect of the Income Tax on public com
panies, we have stated that when the ta:J: falls (at the standard 
rate, in all cases) on company reserves, it entrenches upon a 
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form of saving which is of special value to the community 
(para. 400). 

417. As regards the small trade corresponding to the group 
of inoomes up to £500, the burden is not heavy. If the trade is 
increasing its profits from year to year, it benefits by the three 
years'· average basis of OBsessment. . 

418. We have seen that in the range of incomes up to £2,000, 
family and old age provision by life insurance, &c., mskes a 
strong claim' on the individual's savings. In the COBe of the 
trader, particularly if married, this claim will come into conflict 
with that of his business, and of necessity will often take pre
cedence. The Income Tax reduces the fund available for ssving 
in the two directions, and the savings for the business may 
particularly suffer. ' 

The extent of the damage depends very much on ,the efficiency 
of the individual. Where the buainess hOB little push and little 
power for growth, it will not be great. The effect of the tax 
levied on the inefficient buainess man is, from the point of view 
of the community. less directly harmful than thD.t of the tax 
on members of the publir who invest with reasonable sagacity. 
On the other hand, small businesses capable of expansion suffer 
a reaJ hindranoe. even after allowance has been made for benefits 
from tax revenue. so far Bo8 applil'd in service of the debt. 

419. In the .. ase of the le.rger businesses owned by Super-tax 
payers (other th~n private oompanies, whose reserves are nor
mally not liable to Super-tax), the damage is in some degree 
accentuated, although due allowance must again be made for 
benefits from the servi08 of the debt. The effective rate of tax 
becomes very high: in 1925-26 it app~ached towards lOs. in the 
pound in the largest incomes. It exceeded the standard rate of 
4.t .• payable on public company reserves, at an income in the 
neigbbourhood of £4.000. Thus it would seem very diffieult to 
increase the disparity by a special relief in favour of the public 
company, leaving the large private business on the existing tax 
basia: a cue COUld be made for corresponding relief to the private 
concern on tbe l(I'Ound not only of equity but also of the value 
of ita ssving to the community . Even in existing cireumstanoea, 
Mr. E. B. Tredwen. representing the London Chamber of Com
meI'1'8 <Merchants' Seetion), advocated that private firms shoold 
be pl8<'ed on identieally the same footing 88 companies (E. "' C; 
14 Bond Q. j369). 

400. Mr. McKennBo, in llpeaking of tuation for Ule redemptiOD 
of debt, urged tha& .. the danger of excessive taxation .. lies in 
the fad that .. most ill taken from those whose capite.l is being 
used moat efficiently." He pointed out that .. the rule with 
successful enterprises ill to build up reserves. . . . Heavy 
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taxation retacds the growth of these reserves, and it ia no com
pensatioll to the highly efficient firm or to the country that the 
total of th~ capital in other hands less capable of using it well 
is not diminished." (ED., p. 132; E. in C.; AM. 1 (b).) In 
relation to the private business of enterprising character but 
without a wide public appeal, the argument merits particular 
attention: this class of business .is qualitatively important, jf 
not numerically so. Income Tax revenue diatributed to the 
public in debt interest and in repayment of debt may largely be 
IIvaiiable to industry, but it will tend to flow rather to the big 
public companies. It will be less easily attracted back, as loon 
capital, by the little-known private business, whose power to 
build up reserves has been impeded by the tax. The business 
may in consequence be compelled to have resort to its bankers. 

421. Here, however, it is important to remember that the 
taxpayer who has. a large private business may also have 
resources outside his busiuess rendering him less depeudent on 
the public and on his banker. In this connection, memoranda 
supplied by the Boord of Inland Revenue are of exceptional 
interest (Appendices XIX and XX). They show that normally 
the partners in a large private fum, or the proprietors of a 
large private company, have a high proportion of their means 
invested outside their own concern. It is thus within their 
power to strengthen the basis of the business by sinking in it, or 
lending to it, further capita\. If there are great prospects of 
developing the business, they will naturally do thia, for the 
free personal use of capital in such a case is likely to be the 
most profitable use open to them. They are not as a rule forced 
to fall back upon the banks, and the figures provided by the 
Board relating to the bank credits and debits of private concerns 
are evidence against the present taxes having in fact driven them 
to a state of dependence for permanent capita\. There will, of 
course, be occasional exceptions when a. particular business will 
have been injured. 

422. We think, then, that Mr. McKenna has indicated .. 
potential danger of high taxation rather than one which h~ 
been widely realised. The present Income Tax and Super-tax 
would have to be very substantially higher, before the typical 
large and progresaive private bUoiness would be in a state of 
actual distress owing to the depletion of its resouroes. 

(iv) The Psychological Effect of the Income Taz on 8a1ling and 
Enterprise. 

423 On the Committee's questiou how far taxation actr. as a. 
deterr~nt to saving and enterprise, Mr. Hirst replied, .. I should 
say that taxes do not so mUllh deter ~ prevent saving.s. Gradu
ated taxation e!1courages the enterpnoe of a poor busmess man; 
but as he becomes richer it acta as a deterrent to further exten
sion." (E. in C., 16.1 
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The Income Tax, as at present graduated, does, we ~n~, 
confer a differential advantage on the very small trader which 18 

a slight offset to the economic advantages of a. l~r~e perso?~ 
aggregation of capita\. But we doubt whether It IS effective 
after the point where the tax begins to be really felt. Generally 
speaking, we should regard the psychological effect as neutral for 
traders with profit up to £500 per annum. Te, however, the 
graduawd Income Tax is compared with a flat rate ta.x, it may 
certainly be said to be fa.vourable to the small ma.n, a.nd in pa.r
ticuli1.r to the man commencing busine&s. The tax is too light to 
deter him, or to figure prominently in his business anxieties. 

424. In the case of the rather more prosperous trader-up to, 
say, the £2,000 limit-the question is very largely 0. matter of 
individual psychology, as was emphasized by the Association of 
British Chambers oJ Commerce (Eo., p. 291; E. in C. 54 
et ,eq.). 

Through lack of ability, energy or opportunity it may not be 
<lpen to a trader to obtain a. larger grosa profit a.nd so to neu~lise 
the burden of the tax: with the sa.me gross profit he will only 
have the alternatives of reduced saving or reduced con~1llDption, 
a.nd his I'hoice will depend on all the varying elements of 
-cha.racter and circumstance. 

The trader of reasonably good ability and enterprise will, we 
think, in the norma.l case be impelled by a.n Income Ta.x at a 
high or fairly high rate to increase his efforts: we have strea&sd 
his need of all the savingB he can make (para. 418), and we think 
that the tax will as a rule exert quite a powerful driving force. 
It is true that the sort of impulsion which proceeds from neces
sity hns not the same tonic value as encourllgement due, for 
instance, to good prospects: it Dlay be roupled with depression 
and not with enthusiasm, and it is possible that, if the extra 
ellort .Joss not show ea.rly signa of success, it may be partially 
relaxed. Nevertht>I_, in this range of incomes and for some 
distance bpyond the< £2,000 limit, we think it probable that the 
preloent income taxation definitely increases the business ma.n's 
a\ltput of effort. 

425. It is in the higher Bilges of income that the question 
assumes its main importance. When the physical effect af the 
tax on the la.rger trade incomes was considered, the rate of tax 
which required a.ttention was the effective rate on the income 
as II whole. In dealing with the psychological effect, we have 
ai&O to pay fe{t&fd to the rate applying to the last increment of 
income. To take two examples: under the 1925-26 scale the 
effective rate on the income af a trader (unmarried) with .£5,000 
is 48. Sid" a.lld, if he had £6,()I)(), would be 48. llid.; the rate 
on each pound af inoome between £5,000 and £6,000 is 7 •. 
Again, the effective rate an an income of £30,000 would be 
Sr. ltd., and on £40,000, Sr. 7d.: the rate on each intervening 
pound would be 10. .• i.e., the Bum of the standard rate of Income 
Tax and the highest rate of Super-tax . . 
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426 .. 'I'he purely perwnal utility attaching te an increment of 
income diminishes as the income grows: a.t the same time the 
percentage taken in' tax increases, at points determined by the 
Super-tax scale. It follows that, if the business man did not 
identify him~elf with his business but viewed matters from a. 
merely personal angle, he would tend--even apart from taxa.tion 
-to ma.ke lesA and less effort te increase his profits: this 
tendency would be reinforced by the increasing toll of tax. 

In fact, owing to a. great variety of motives, the wealthy 
busines& man does not view the making of effort and the taking 
of risk from a. merely personal standpoint. No general rule can 
be laid down that he tends te slacken a.s his business grows. 
Similarly, it is not safe te assume that a ta.x of, say, 108. at the 
margin of his income will have as great a deterrent effect as its 
fa.ce value suggests. 

427. It was agreed by many representatives of business that 
the Income 'rax had a &erinu" effect in repressing large enter
prise. Great emphasis was laid on the decrea?ed remuneration 
for risk. Thus the Federation of British Industries pointed out 
that .. risk of loss ill inseparable from the early stages of new 
enterprises and of new developments of old enterprises, and in 
actual practice this risk is almost invatiably borne by a single 
individual, or at m~t by II small group of individuals." The 
Federation spoke of .. the present L'lck" of the spirit of 
adventure and attributed it in part te existing taxation, although 
allotting .. a large share of the responsibility " te more general 
causes (E. in C., 56-58). Lord Hunsdon, again, stated that 
.. the prosperity of this country has been made by adventuring 
money in new enterprise, and the present system of graduated 
taxation not only checks the accumulation of capital, but has to 
a great extent stepped new enterprise and will, I think, stop it 
more completely as time gC'es on, for in any ri~k that is taken 
the Government now take a very large share of the profits and 
lea.ve the whole loss to the adventurer " (E. in C., 5). 

428. Opinions in a contrary sense' were expressed by other 
witnesses. .. I cannot myself conceive," said Lord Bradbury, 
.. that merely· taking a.way half of a man's profits makes him 
a.ny the less 'keen on earning profits; indeed to some extent I 
think it might make him more keen, because, having only half 
left, he is naturally much more anxious to make money. A man 
may say : • Well, as I have to pa.rt with one-third of my pr<.ofit, .it 
is not really worth making profits at all.' but I doubt if m 
practice he acts on the declaration." (Q. 9192.) Agaifi, the 
view taken by most of the economists was that the present scale 
has no very serious effeet on work and enterpri~. Mr. Layton 
cited the economic theory that .. on the whole a tsx on income 
ought· not to affect economic action for the reason . . . thal 
prices and the amount of production are determined by the cost 

• Lord Bradbury f'f1l"nled tbe Income Tall: U damaging $0 the eovPpreoeur, 
in 110 far .. lhere were fta .. ill it making it" DO' • real U OD actual profl&&." 
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of output at the margin where no profit is made,. that ~he InC?me 
Tax is a tax on the surplus, and that production will continue 
under competition to the point where profit stops." .. But," 
he added, .. this theory has to be qualified in important respects. 
It is not quite certain that people act so eU('.tly according to the 
laws of economic theory, or that Competition works quite in that 
way. It is suggested, and I think there is something in it, that 
people are actuated by an idea of a conventional rate of profit
what they think is the proper rate of profit. One is always being 
told that people will not do this, that, or the other, becauee 
taxation is now such that the net profit is much lower than it 
need to be, and it is not worth it; in other words, there is some 
relation between a certain rate of profit and the eltort that people 
think is worth making, or the risk that they think it is worth 
undertaking, and so forth." (Q. 2543.) Mr. Layton's con
clw.ion on this point was that .. the heavy direCt taxation of 
profits may have had some small effect in checking busineBS, 
through reducing the net profit of given enterpriees below a con
ventional standard" (E. in O. 19). He thought it might be 
true that the taking of big risks was affected, although there 
were opposite motivell in operation. (Q. 11568-9.) 

400. The question as regards aaving is in one respect leBS con
troversial than tliat as regards enterprise. Allowance mw.t be 
made for tem~ental reactions to high taxation, which may 
perhaps be more often in the direction of extravagance than of 
extra eoonomy. But it remains true that the. aaWIg of the 
wealthy business man is to a considerable extent automatic, 
and therefore not subject to pr.ychological inlluenoes. In spite 
of the heavy taxation there is still a large tlow of capital demand
ing employment: correspondingly th!3rB is still a large, though 
reduced, automatic stimulua to enterprise. Of oouree the money 
may be ueed in different ways. Mr. McKenna was of opinion 
that, paradoxically, the business man will sometimes put his 
money into other people's risky investments rather than take a 
risk in his own busineBS, with the attendant trouble and anxiety 
<Q. 11016-7). This appears to be possible, for the rU.k of a blind 
-.en\ure or gamble sometimes holds out greater attractions than 
a dangerous game of skill; and, of ooorae, the advantage of 
spreading risks has always to be considered. 

430. The difficulty in a matter of this kind, where there is 
room for a wide variety of personal impressions, is to gel any
thing like oonclusive evidence. A view expreesed by Professor 
Cannan that personally he did not believe .. that the existing 
scale has any important effect in causing people to alack, or to 
retire from work early, or to consume more .. furnished a ten 
on which we asked the Board of Inland Revenue whether they 
could furnish any statistics, showing the proportion of the 
earned to the unearned inoome of Super-tax payere with taxation 
at the pre-wv and the pc&-wv level; we also asked whether jt 

p 
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would be possible to classify the particul&IS according to age
groups. 
. 431. In response to this request the BO&Id furnished tables 
for the years 1913-14 and 1922-23, based in each case on a iaIge 
sample of incomes exceeding £10,000. The tables &Ie given in 
Appendix XV. The figures do not in any way indicate that the 
increase of taxation has had a material in1luence either on the 
proportions of earned income, or on the relative number of 
individuals part of whose income is earned . 

. With reg&Id to classification ~y age, the BO&Id were able to 
gIve figIIres' for 1922-23, but not for a pre-war year. The 
1922-23 figures are in themselves interesting. On the ssmple 
taken they show that, of the total number of taxpayers with 
incomes exceeding £10,000 ana partly earned, almost 23 per 
cent. were 66 years of age and over. 

432. In the absence of similar data for a pre-war year, Mr. 
Coates (E. in 0., 28) suggested an illuminating comp&Ii80n with 
Qle 1921 Census figures of age distribution in the employing and 
professional classes as a whole. These figures cover incomes of 
every size, and the number of small incomes subject to a light 
rate of tax must therefore preponderate in the totals. . The 1921 
Census shows that of 587,300 males aged 45 or over in the 
classes mentioned, 87,900 or 15 per cent. are aged 65 or over. 
As compared with this, the table relating to incomes above 
£10,000 shows that of 5,280 aged 46 or over, 1,407 or almost 
27 per cent. were aged 66 or over. 

Mr. Coates pointed out that, in the Super-tax table, the 
tendency for age and wealth to be associated no doubt introduces 
some bias towards the highest age-group. But, when every 
allowance has been made for this and other considerations, we 
agree that the comparison lends no support to the view that 
the weight of post-war taxation tends to deter the wealthy man 
from continuing in business alter reaching an age at which he 
might well retire. . 

433. A priori, it might be expected that the post-war rates of 
Income Tax and Super-tax would act as a powerful deterrent 
to enterprise on a lsrge se&le. But, apart from statistical 
evidence, there would be reaBOn to suspect that this anticipation 
might be wrong. The post-Wlll' rates of tax appear formidable, 
but the fact that they can be and are borne is in itself sufficient 
proof that the e1fect of income taxation has been exaggerated in 
the past; history suggests that there is a ~atural tendency to 
over-estimate it. For example, the followtng extrad from a 
speech made in I,teport stag~ of W~ys an~ Means ~ the 14th 
May, 1914, is typIcal of a. parot of vte~ which was WIdely taken 
in the years just before the Wa.r;- We are at the present 
moment in a time of profound pea.ce, to all outward appearances, 
and we all hope that it will continue, but here we are with an 
Income Tax at the nominal rate of 18. 4d. in the £, and in 
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some cases more. These enormous direct taxes are far higher, 
I believe, than they have ever been in this country before-taking 
the death duties and the Income Tax together" (H. of C. 
Deb., Vol. LXII, 001. 1340). 

Further, as we have intimated (para. 424), the Income Tax 
may depress the outlook of the- trader, even if it impels him to 
increased e1fort. Obviously, so far as it has had this double 
effect, it is likely in a. period of bad trade to bear the blame 
for results which are in fact due to much more general causes. 

In any case it would be difficult, in fa.ce of the statistical 
evidence referred to above, to maintain the view that as. a whole 
the enterprise of the wealthy business ma·n is very seriously 
damaged. 

484. The evidence, however, must not be pressed too far. We 
believe that some rea.l injury is done, and we think it likely thai 
there is a m.ther deterrent e1fect on the e~port trader, .. sinoe," 
as Mr. McKenna said, .. the net profit earned may be insufficieni 
to compensate fOl the trouble and risk of foreign business" 
(Ell., p. 133; E. in C., Am. 10). It is possible, too, that the 
taking of very large risks of any kind may be considerably 
alfected. It h:18 to be remembered, however, thlLt the very 
speculative class of enterprise, e.g., gold mining, is notmally 
undertaken by the public compeny and not hy the private con
oem. The private individual who starts a. risky venture fre
quently disposes of it after the initial stage, lea'ring the risks of 
operation to be borne by the general ahareholding public. 

The risks normally taken by the wealthy individual ahould, 
therefore, noli be overo&tated. On the other hand, the part 
played by him in the initiation of risky enterprise must bve due 
recognition. We think thai witnesses who drew attention to this 
partipolar aspect were justified; it is probable tha.i here the high 
rates of ta.z have inflicted eomedegree of definite harm. The 
area over which the harm· can have been done would a.ppear to 
be restrioted, but, ou the other hand, no estimate can be formed 
of the 1088 which a community may sutter from the missing of 
even a few hig speculative opportunities. .It may, or ma.y not, 
be important; it must remain au unknown factor. 

(v) Tron&/e'I 0/ R~ Abroad and alIi4d efJect8. 
485. Before summing up certain of the main effects of the 

Income Tax, we may briefly glance at the 1088 of private business 
due to the transfer of residence, &0. In general, the lI&IDe oon
siderations apply &8 in the case of publio companies, and we may 
refer to our discussion in paragraphs 405-8. We ha.ve seen iha.t, 
of 128 ~ases of transfer abroad noted by the BoanI of Inland 
Revenue sinee 1916, 411 relate to private companies and 13 to 
individual tra.d8l1l and partnerahipa; of the £4,658,000 aggregate 
Income Tax as_SDMmts on the 128 OOIlcerna for the lasi year 
for which they were liable, £571,000 represeut aascm7l'illlts on 
these 55 private ooncema. 
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436. 'l'he assessment figures in themllelves are not very luge. 
but the enterpl-ise of merchants doing pioneer work abroad 
remains, . as it has always been, of special importance to the 
trade of this country. The merchanting or other business in 
private ownership is more handicapped by taxation than the 
public company, so far as there is liability to Super-tax (some
times including foreign surtaxes) as well as to Incollle Ta.x <ct. 
para. 407). Special attention was drawn to the burden of Super
tax on the merchant by Mr. Tredwen, representing the London 
Chamber of Commerce (E. in C., 10-14). Lord Forres, who 
emphasised the loss of new business (c/. para. 407), discussed the 
whole siJbject in the perspective of double taxation, and it is in 
this setting that the present situation takes on its more important 
aspect. We were consi!lerably impressed by his evidence; in 
relation to the private bnsiness it appears to us to carry especia.l 
weight. 

j IV.-SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCLUSIONS. 

437. Having analysed the effect of the Income Tax OIl the 
individnal, the publio joint stock company and the private 
business in turn, we may now summarise our main conclusions. 
We will do so under fow: heads ;-

(i) The price level. 
(li) The standfug of living; purchasing power. 

(iii) Saving. 
(iv) Enterprise. 

438. The price lefJel.-We have seen that, with unimportant 
exceptions;. the Income Tax is not passed directly into the price 
of goods and services. Whether prices are indirectly affected 
is another question, depending on the total effect or the tax on 
saving and enterprise. Saving and enterprise ace undoubtedly 
diminished to some extent as a result of the physicaJ trausfer, 
under progressive taxation, from the larger to the smaller 
income; they are further diminished on account of the psycholo
gical reactions set up by the inroad which the tax makes into 
the pure interest yield and into the reward for work .. nd 
riak. So far as the Income Tax. operating in these 
ways, has any tendency to reduce the volume of pro
duction, it must also have .. tendency to increase prices. 
Mr. Coates has shown in Part VII of his paper on the Incidence 
of the Income Tax (Appendi<r: xn the difficulty of Vaoing any 
influence of the rate of Income Tax on prices through the 
medium of the rate of interest. We are satisfied that, when 
the application of the tax revenue is taken into &COOUlIt, the 
higher level of post-war income taxation has not had anything 
approaching .. commensurate effect on the level of prices. It 
appears to us that over the whole field its influence OIl prices 
hRA heen of little relative importance, and thal it baa .not, in this 
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&8pect, t«uueu tu reduce materiaJly the power of the pllulie to 
purchlUle consumable goods. A more illlportant factor is tbe 
deficiency of real income which lies behind ta·xation for tbe 
debt; if it .. effect on prices could be measured, it might be (ound 
to be very appreciable. 

439. Standard of living: purohasing power.-With regard to 
the individuaJ's standard of living (paras. 351-364), the general 
effect on tbe Income Tax paying class bas been to reduce con
sumption to some extent, although to a less extent since tbe 
rat"s of tax have been lowered. v"e see no reason to think that. 
011 balance, luxury expenditure has been very materially checked 
-in some cases the react.ion has undoubt.edly been towards ex
travagance. Economies due to the tax . mllst, we think, have 
been most considera.ble in the class of persous with moderate 
and, for the greater part, earned incomes, where .the pres~ure of 
the tax is particularly felt. Tlie general character of the ex
penses here retrenched will not have been distinctively luxurious. 
In many cases real sacrifices will have been involved, especially 
where the taxpayer hIlS heavy family, etc., re~ponsibilitiea. 'I'be 
late Lord Leverhulmesuggeated that the public's purchasing 
power was directly affected by " tbe burden of excessive Inoume 
Tax," smaller output Rnd higher prices being indirect conse
quences. (Ell., Appendi2: m; Q. 10.) This opinion regarding 
the effect on the general purchasing power of the community 
appears to be untenQoble, in view of the limited numh"n>-i'otlghly 
abuut 2i millions-who pay a.ny Income Tax, and the lightness 
of the burden on small liable incomes. Moreovtll:, the use of the 
Income Tax 1'evenue cannot be ignored. In particul&l', so far 
lIS it is applied in payment of pensions, unemployment relief, 
etc., it supports tbe purchasing power of the worker &lid in
creases the total effective dema.nd for necessaries. Reduced ex
penditure in tbe middle class of Incomea, together with the pro
portionate application of Income 'I'ax revenue to social expendi
ture, may go some slight way towards Eoxplaining how the 
workers' average standard of living has been maintsined_ 
appears to be the ca_in spite uf a decrease in total pl"lduction, 
and in spite of a.ny adverse effect of increased indirect taxation . 

.... we have pointed out. the loss of real wealtb due to war 
expenditure hIlS to be distinguisbed as a cause limiting tbe power 
to spend and aave in a more fundamental way than the Income 
Tax or any part of the tax system. Owing to the steep gradua
tion of the taxes as a whole, the 10118 fa\ls with prngres..qve 
severity on the wealthier members of the community. 

'40. Sallmg.-National savings and national produuliou are 
alike dependent on two great factora, saving or economy on the 
one side, work and enterprise on the otber. A t.ubstsnti81 part 
of the -national saving is done by industry on its own account. 
Public joint stock companies, while tbey look. to the investing 
puhlic for a continuous stream of capital, supply a large part of 
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their own needs by placing sums to reserve out of profits (paTaB. 
392-402). In general, this is an especially. valuable form of 
saving. To judge from figures supplied by the Board of Inland 
Revenue relating to 1912, 1922 and 1923, it appears th'at in spite 
of the- Income Tax, aggregate reserves have been maintained at 
about the pre-war level, after allowance for the different pur
chasing power of money. The result has only been achieved by 
companies in the mass having withheld from distribution a larger 
proportion of their net profits after payment of Income Tax: this 
increased collective economy may partly be traced to the Income 
Tax. At the same time it seems likely that the more uncertain 
conditions of trade since the War have made industry especially 
anxious to strengthen its reserve funds, and that, if the Income 
Tax had been lower, a good part of the extra margin of net 
trading profit would have been used for this purpose rather than 
for dividend. It is likely that export trades have been 
particularly affected in this way. 

441. The effect of the Income Tax on the individual investor 
is on balance to encourage, and in some cases to enforce, 
economies, particularly among persona of moderate income. 
Further, in so far as the tax is merely redil.tributed in payment 
of debt interest and repayment of debt holdings, it appears to 
exert a favourable in1l.uence on the amount of savings. The 
burdensome part of the tax remains, however,·and retrenchment 
has not provided a sufficient fund to meet it. The savings of 
the Income Tax paying class have therefor~ suffered; the effect 
has been most severe in the larger incomes liable to high effective 
rates of tax, even when the large benefit they receive on account 
of debt interest is borne in mind. The 6itua.tion has, however, 
been much relieved by the reduction of the rates of tax since 
1921-22, when the standard rate was 68. 

442. The steep graduation involves a redistribntion of saving 
power in favour of the moderate and lower incomes. Largely 
as a consequence of this, but also owing to other considerations, 
the Income Tal[ has some tendency to encourage the safer as 
against the more speculative type of investment. Savings 
through life assurance-aided no doubt by the tax relief granted 
in favour of premiums-appear to have been maintained better 
than the general rate of saving, while a larger proPOrVon of 
indU6tria.l investment appears to have flowed into debentures 
and preference shares. Probably, however, lack of bnsiness 
initiative in a period of depression is indicated in greater degree 
than lack of enterprise in the public. 

443. Individuala building up a private business, !.ince they do 
not issue shares, have to rely on savinga ont of their own profits, 
except so far as they have resources invested elsewhere on which 
they can fall back. The Income Tax, as it has been graduated 
since the War, is not a heavy burden on the numerous very 
small traders, and it confers BOme differentia.! advantage upon 
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them as compared with their larger and more heavily taxed ~m
petitofs.It is often a real hindrance to the trader In the middle 
range of incomes, for he may find it difficult to sa.ve much 
surplus beyond wha.t is required for life insura.nce and similar 
provision against personal risks. On the trader who is liable 
to Super-tax the burden falls hc!avily, though the benefit received 
on a.ccount of debt interest is an important set-off; while (subject 
to limita.tionl the reserves of a private company are only lia.ble, 
like those of a. public company, to the &tandard rate of Income 
Tax, the reserves of an individual trader or of II partnership are 
within the Super-tax charge. In the case of concerns opera.ting 
a.broad the position may be complicated by double tllxa.tion. In 
important individual cases, business expa.nsion ma.y be thwarted 
by the phy&ical impa.ct of the combined Income Ta.x and Super
tax upon llllvings: further, this may cause reactions towards 
extravaga.nce u.s often as towards extra. economy, although in the 
highest ra.nges of income such inDuences count for little, &&vi.ng 
being largely a.utomatic. On the other side, however, it a.ppears 
from statistical evidence that in the majority of cases wea.lthy 
proprietors have a. high proportion of their means invested 
outside their own busineSB. a.nd if their busineBB offers the 
prospect of a. good return on extra. capital, they are unlikely to 
withhold the a.va.i.la.ble supply. Thus the typical large priva.te 
business would 110t a.ppea.r to ha.ve been forced by the Income
Ta.x a.nd Super-tax into a position of aerious difficulty. 

444. We oonclude with regard to the &"Opply of capita.l from 
individual and corporate llllvings, tha.t inaustry has suffered 
ma.teria.lJy fro'ln the effect of high Inoome Tax and Super-tax. 
This remains true, when full allowance hu.s been made for the 
proportionate application of revenue to the large payments on 
account of the N ationa.l Debt which a.ccrue directly or indirectly 
to the benefit of trade. On account. however, of the large 
benefits so derived, income taxation hIlS not, on balance, been dO 

prejudicia.l to llllving lIS might d priori be expected from the high 
ratps in force and the large yield. 

It is common to include in the effect oJ: the ta.x what we have 
attt-mpted throughout to distinguish, viz •• the effect of the 1088 
to real wea.lth due to War expenditure, whit'h is reDected in the 
interna.l debt. When, in addition to the Inoome Tax, this 
de6t'lmey . of real wea.lth is taken into aeoount, the effect on 
nationa.l llllvings becomes much more oonsiderable: the two 
together have no douM tended to inftuenee appreciably the 
genera.l rate of intere&t, while it would be dilIicult to BIll' this 
of the Inoome Tax alone. 

«5. E~.-SO far lIS conoems employments and pro.. 
fessions, the Income Ta.x haa no importAnt inftuenee on work 
and enterprise. It haa some effect in welinjng Ute atIIuent or 
ee~li.8hed professional man to undertake rather less wOl"k than 
he olherwiae .... 111<1. so Ull~t a oertei.n amount of extn opportunity 
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passes to those with srualler incomes or those at the beginning 
of their career. 

446. Enterprise in the creation of new public companies, and 
in the development of existing companies, depends primarily on 
the general prospects of trade and on the supplies of capital 
available to industry. As an element contributing, if only 
slightly, to the depressed outlook of the trader, the Income Tax 
must in some degree be unfavourable. The public company, 
however, is llot susceptible in the same way as an individual 
trader to the psychological influence of the Income Tax: those 
in control are not concerned with the tax in respect of dividends 
borne at various effective rates by the shareholders, while, as 
regards reserves, the rate of tax does not increase in accordance 
with the amount set aside, but is limited to the standard rate 
of Income Tax. 

447. The reaction on the enterprise of public companies due 
to the restricted supply of capital, especially from the wealthier 
and more heavily taxed members of the community, is more 
important, although the situation may have been partly met by 
compmes increasing their efforts to save out of profits. We 
think that in this indirect way the Income Tax has exercised an 
appreciable effect in damping down industrial activity, particu
larly of the more speculative kind: a cause which goes deeper, 
however, is the deficiency of national wealth due to war 
expenditure. 

448. The enterprise of private concerns also is prejudiced by the 
diminution of their supply of capital, i.e., of the net amounts 
after payment of tax which the proprietors are able to put back 
into the busine88. In SOllie individual C8Ale8, especially where 
there is heavy liability to Super-tax, the result will have been 
very injurious, but, on the oth'!r hand, it ap~ that in the 
great majority of cases the proprietors of large concerns have 
outside means from which they can supplement their husine88 
capital. 

449. On the purely psychological side, the Income Tax has 
much more effect on the private business than on the publie 
company. A high tax must normally make the taxpayer's out
look less sanguine, except when he is so used to it that he takes 
it for granted; nevertheless, the praclical effect varies from'"case 
to case. and is not always harmful. In the middle range of 
incolues. and in incomes extending some way above the Super-tax 
limit, it is probable that, on balance, the tax impels the trader 
to increase his efforts. In the higher incomes the combined 
burden of Income Tax and Super-tax on the individual trader 
or the partner in a firm becomes formidable, successive incre
meuts of profit being liable to Super-tax at increasing rates. The 
rend ions of the trader will differ, but IJl<)re often than not the 
impulse may be to avoid extra rommitments. As 0. matter nol 
of impnlse but of calculation. the tAX may cut into the reward 
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for risk aud trouble to such an ull;Lcut that the difference between 
the net yield offered by personal enterprise and by the sa.fer types 
of investment will be .001. sufficiently attra.ctive; we hUove expot'), 
business especia.lly in mind, 'l'he enterpl'ise of concerns operat
ing a.broad is often badly hampered by double taxation, 

450, On the othe.l' hand, in competitive enterprise the gelleral 
tendency is to carry on business up to the margiu where profit 
ceases, under pain of losing ground to riva.l firms, and ill IIny 
case the trader interested in the success of his busineBB does not 
normally confine his outlook to the immediate net gaill which 
he personally can reap, Statistics received by us from the 
Board of Inland Revenue do not support the view that the 
quantity of business activity has been seriously affected, ""-e 
think it probable that the injury has mostly lain in discouraging 
the initia.tion of risky new enterprise, with a. lOBS to the com
munity which it is not possible to determine, 

451. We oonclude, with rega.rd to enterprise, that the effects 
of high income tn.xation have been a.lmost negligible in the field 
of employments and professions; over a groat part of the 
industrial field, while appreciable, tbey have not been of eerious 
moment, but it is clear that they must often have put a check 
on the more speculative class of 'busineBB, This holds good 
particularly of private business, in a. sphere where the individllal 
with large reROUI1'f'R has I1sua.lly been oonsidered best &.ble to 
initiate pionE'er work, Wider causps than taxation, however, 
and particularly the dislocation of our old export markets, must 
be held mainly responsible for the lack of buoyancy in recent 
years. Relatively. income taution has not been a factor of ( 
high impot'tance. ~ 

-
SUB-SECTION V : INCIDENCE OF THE DEATH 

DUTIES. 

I.-EstaU Duty. 
452. In relating the total burden of taxatiOll to the woom .. of 

the individua.l we have treated all death· duties as a cha.rge 
mainly falling upon the deceased, or the predecessor (pam. 2':l9). 
As rega.rds the most important of the dutiea-the Estate Duty
the tht'Ory. thllt the incidenoe is upon the predecessor accords 
with tlie appw.:ent intent ion of the legislature; for. nq has been 
Been, tbe Estate Duty is graduated by reference to the aggnogate 
value of the pmpprty p" .... ing, without reference to ita 
destinatioo or to the interests of the beneficiaries. 

458. A rival theory, however, puts the incidence on the 
BUccessor. It i. of some lll'ltclical importance to judge betw<!en 
the two, sillt'l' tbe point at illSue has a bearing on the equity 
of thO' duty. E.,uity rathE'r suggests aa the natural measm:e of 
liability tbe wtl&lth or cil'cumstanoea of the person-whether 
predecessor or slIl,(,(,SSOl'-On whom the bu~ falls. 
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454. On practical grounds, we think it is impossible to say 
that the incidence of the Estate Duty is uniform. 

If a testator has consciously stinted his expenditure and sILved 
more yea.r by yea.r than he would otherwise have done, regarding 
t.he difference solely as a piling up of the tax against the day of 
his aeath, it is hard to deny that the incidence is upon him 
during his life. 

If, on the other hand, the feelings and action of the testator 
have not been influenced in any direction by the prospect of the 
duty, the successor is the only person who suffers and the only 
perS()n to whom the incidence can well be assigned. 

455. 'rhe difficulty is that, apart from outward evidence not 
usually available, such as deliberate insurance, no-one can 
precisely gauge what is· in the mind of the predecessor. 
Generally speaking; we do not think the prospect of the Estate 
Duty has so much influence on work or saving as the annually 
recurring Income Tax. On the other hand, we think it 
undoubtedly affects the behaviour of many peOple, whether their 
wealth is, e.g., in a husineBS which they are building up them
selves, in a landed estate, or in stocks and shares which they 
have inherited. It can be argued that in the last case provision 
for payment of duty is a good deal leBS likely to be made than 
in the first two, but this is very much a matter of individual 
judgment. 

456. Certain more general considerations require to l;,~ 
mentioned, but these again are indecisive. In favour of the 
view that the duty is on the successor it may be pointed out 
that it is not paid by the predece880r, that there is no liability 
till. he dies, and that he is free to ignore the duty if he wishes, 
whlle the successor, as a hard matter of fact, comes into 10 

much less than he would have done, and has no kind of redress. 

457. On the other side, it may be answered that the subject 
of taxation is, after all, the property which has been held or 
accumulated by the deceased, and that the tax has fallen opon 
him, in the sense that it has affected the amount of which he 
could dispose. 

Forther, the mere fact that the duty diminishes the property 
into which the successor may eoter is no proof of its incidence 
being on the soccessor. There is no absolute distinction betweel? 
the Estate Duty and the Income Tax in this respect; the Income 
Tax, so far &8 it takes away income which would have been 
saved, ·is a tax on potential capital, retarding the accumulation 
of wealth and diminishing the estate which can be left on death, 
yet no one hesitates to ascribe the whole of its incidence to the 
predeceBSor . 

458. In fact, when one compares the Income Tax with the 
Estate Duty, regarding the latter as a kind of postponed Income 
Tax, one sees clearly the solidarity of the interests of predecessor 
and successor. The Income Tax, in a concealed way, hits the 
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taxpayer's son as we1l as the taxpayer himself, and may hit 
him just as severely. But the damage is separated by a time
gap. In the case of the Estate Duty the time-gap is bridged, 
and tbe damage is at once apparent. 

459. On the whole, we think. we have good snpport for giving 
primary but not exclusive place to the notion that the incidence 
of the duty is on the predecessor. This idea was present at 
the inception of the duty in 1894, whea the Chance1l0r of the 
Exchequer (Sir William Harcourt) said, .. i'he graduated 
Estate Duty may be, in fact, reckoned in terms of an annual 
charge upon the estate, and in that shape may be regarded as 
a graduated Income Tax, :which is levied only upon realised 
property, and does not faJl upon what are caJled ' precarious ' 
incomes. So that, in point of fact, you do arrive at the result 
which is aimed at in the demand for a graduatlld Income Tax 
falling upon what are ca1led • spontaneous,' ap distinguished 
from • industriaJ' incomes." In 1906 the SlIme idea was 
expressed in a paper put before the Select Committee on Income 
Tax then sitting. The paper, which was handed in by Mr. (now 
Sir Bernard) Ma1let, at that time a Commissioner of Inland 
Revenue, embodied tables illustrating the burden upon incomes 
of the Income Tax and the Estate Duty. The Est-a.te Duty was 
treated as equiV'aijmt to an annuaJ insurance charge upon the 
•. unearned .. income of the predecessor, just II!! in paragraphs 
229 et seq of this Report. A prefatory note explained that the 
object was .. to consider the Income Tax and Estate Duty, if 
possible, in their relation to each other as different forms of the 
taxation of income, bringing out the effect of the latter tax aB 
an additional tax on the income froin property." 

Since 1906 ditrerentilltion betweim earned and unearned, or 
.. investment," inoome has been introduced within the Income 
'l'ax, and similarly graduation according to size of income has 
been enormously extended s.nd developed. The aspect of thl' 
Estate Duty, as introducing an element of differentiation in 
the taxation of income, has, therefore, been to some extent 
obscured. 

460. In psasing, we may note a third view. viz., that, strictly 
speaking, the Estate Duty has no personal incidence at 1111, 
merely flllling upon the estate as such. This theory has some 
theoretical cogency, and historical support may be found for 
it in the old idea of the State as the common heir of all men. 
For practical purposea, however, it is clearly necessary to rela.te 
the incidence to some individual. 

II.-LeglU'Y Dut, and SUCC<!s.nOft Dut!l. 

461. Tht'Se minor duties a.re in the na.ture of &eqnisition 
.Iuti&> on the beneficiary. A testa.tor who looks forward to 
leaving his property to his wife or children, and who seta 
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himself to work harder or to save more in order to provide for 
payment of Estate Duty, is likely also to take these duties into 
account (the rate payable where property passes in direct line 
is only 1 per cent.). He is less likely to attempt to make pro
vision as rega;rds any property going to a brother or IIilter (in 
which case the rate would be 5 per cent.), or to a cousin or 
friend (in which case the rate would be 10 per cent.). The main 
yield of the duties is from the 5 per cent. and 10 per cent. rates. 
No account is taken of the inheritor's wealth. (ct. pa-ra. 539.) 

The intention is that the duties should fan upon the person 
receiving the benefit, and we think that, in fact also, the burden 
should generally be regarded as' falling upon him. 

SUB-SECTION VI: EFFECTS OF THE DEATH DUTIES. 

Introductory. 

462. We have found a remarkable diversity of opinion among 
our witnesses as to the merits and demerits of the death duties. 
Sir Felix Schuster. for. instance, described them 3S .. a very 
injurious form of Capital Levy" (Eo., p. 10; E. in C .• 12); 
Lord Hunsdon said of them that they seemed to him ., to have 
almost every defect that a tax can possess" (E. in C., 6). On 
the other hand, many witnesses bad no particular complaint 
against the death duties as complY'ed with other taxes; Mr. 
R H. Brand, for example, considered that, in important 
respects, it was .. di1licult to draw a bard-and-fast line between 
the effect of death duties and the effect of .. very high Income 
Tax" (E. in C., 9); Mr: McKenna, while he thought that" the 
death duties impose great hardship and inconvenience upon 
the individual" (Q. 1931), regarded some of the principal 
allegations as to their damaging elect upon tbe community 
as ill-founded (Q. 1920 et seq.); the Co-operative Congress con· 
sidered th&t .. the merits of death dnties far outweigh the 
,lisadvantages they create for individuals" (Eo., p. 306; 
E. in C., 23); and the economist witnelllle8 were generally well· 
disposed to the duties in principle, even when criticising them 
in form or detail. 

463. We propose to deal first with the Estate Duty, which 
is far the most important part of the death duties system. The 
framework of our discussion is as follows :-

I. The POll-W"" rates of Estate Duty and 
the weigbt of the burden 

II. The equity of the Estate Duty... . .. 
m. The treatment of life insurance policies 
IV. A voidance of duty 
V. S~cial _:-

(il 'l'he private business ... 
(ii\ The agricultural landowner 

Paragraph8 

464-474 
475-495 
4\)6-497 

498 

400-504 
5O!i-512 
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VI. The effect of the Esta.te Duty on saving 
a.nd enterprise ;-

(i) PhysIcal effects 
(ii) Psychologica.l effects 
(iii) Tota.l effect ... 

VIT. The Legacy and Succession Duties ... 
vm. The Death Duties and Government 

Expenditure 
IX. Summary of main conclusions ... 

li3 

513-524 
525-532 
533-534 
535-540 

541-544 
545-548 

I. The po.t-war rate. of Estate Duty and the weight of the 
burden. 

464. A table showing the ra.tes of Estate Duty in force, 
1909-10 to 1925-26, is included in Appendix vm. 

The following figures, showing for Great Britain the numbers 
of estates for certain ra.nges of va.lue, a.nd the net receipt of duty 
from ea.ch, may help to illustrate the pre-war and poet-wa.r 
position. The official pre-war a.nd post-war figures of duty are' 
computed on ba.ses which very slightly differ; tlie difference, 
however, is not such as to affect the va.lidity of the compa.rison. 

• 

Nut1&ber. of liablll estate, and net t"eceipt, <Weat Britain . 

. Ave ... of A..,rage of 
191t-I1 to 182<>-21 to 11I28-M. 
1918-14. 19i2-!IL 

Nam Ne\ Num Net. Rum, 11" .. 
bero Ro. b"nl Be- bero Be-

Bo. 'pt. Bo. '. Bo. . tata 00l tat.. oetp... ta..... .1pt. 

191!4-lI6. 

£ £ I; I; 
t boa-- thou- t.h~ thou-
aDd&. and.. 1&11.= 1&D.da. 

Not .:roeNiDl' fl,OOO u.' ,.. ... . .. 48.,MR ~~ 61~;66,! 88t 64,'lO6 891 87,918 414 
S._ .. £I.ooo ... d "'" "-iDI £11,000 ••• 14,%1 1,117 r.. 1,81~ M,S78 1,9!~ tLl,SM 1,024 

• £6,000. • £10.000... ",IS! !;~ 4, ~~ 1I,:109 1,761 6,7~! 1.894 
• £10,000. • £"'.000.. ..t6~ .,!~ 4;~ ~,~ 6,~ 8.887 6,4!~ t,"" 
• £6t~OOO" " £!OO,OOO... 61ft &.81 7~ I~!~! ~~; 11.01& 878 11.,88.\ 
q £100.0c0 ,.. " o£6oo.ooo... !! 1,66 I. ~:~ I!~ 8,42 ]20',368 
.. £/100,000., "£I,oou,IIOO... .~ I,'" ~ 4,087 -iti 6,09 29 4,801 
• noou,ooo... ... ... ... ... 9 I,!I'!!I ii Io,m 9 ut,n 18 "HI 

'I'o&aI ... ... .~ ... 66,160 18,~ ...... 411,84~ 99,tIOIl ,,,Il0l 106,147 liO,61' 

'65. The ~ net capita.! va.1ue of all lia.ble estatea 
averaged .£'J71 millions for 1911-12 to 1913-1'. and .£402 millions 
for 19'.30-91 ~ 1929-28; lor 1\123-94 it was nearly .£449 millions. 
and {or 1994-95 a liUle over .£461 millions. For 1911-19 ~ 
1913-14, over 79 per cent. of the tota.! related ~ esta.tea uceeding 
.£5 ,000; lor 1920-111 to Im-23 the corresponding perct'ntage was 
over 78; (or 1995-lU lind 192'-95 it was 79. 

4,66. As io the case of the para.llel Income Tu figures <pora. 
335), the high posl-war yield in the case of the wealthy and the 
inequa.lity in the diatribution of wt'alth leap ~ the eye. It is 
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also interesting to note that, in spite of the lluctuations in va.lues 
and prices since 1913, the Det accumulations in nominal values 
during and since the War have not altered the proportion between 
the value of estates under £5,000 and those over £5,000. 

467. The scheme of progression in the Esta.te Duty may be 
roughly compared with that in the Income Tax by showing the 
effective rates in pence per pound (i) of Estate Duty on estates 
of principal value ranging from £5,000 to £2,000,000, and (ti) 
of Income Tax and Super-tax payable by a married man with 
no children on investment incomes equivalent to 5 per cent., 
7j- per cent., and 10 per cent. respectively of those estates. This 
is done for the scale of duty as modified by the Finance Act, 
1925, in the graph in Appendix XVI. It should be noted 
that, strictly, the Estate Duty progresses by a series of steps, 
but for purposes of comparison the line of the graph has been 
smoothed out. 

It will be seen that the progression of the Estate Duty is very 
slight at first, while the Income Tax rises strongly. Up to 
estates of about £15,000, the Estate Duty continues to be much 
the llatter; then, up to estates of about £150,000, the curves do 
not differ very markedly; from £150,000 up to £1,000,000 the 
Estate Duty drops away from the Income Tax, and then rises 
again sharply up to estates of £2,000,000, while the Income Tax 
is becoming nearly level. 

It may be noted that, for deaths prior to the 1st July, 1925, 
the graduation of the duty would be considerably less steep 
above the £25,000 point. 

468. Even when the Finance Act, 1925, is taken into account, 
the rates of Estate Duty have been less severely advanced over 
the pre-war level than the rates of Income Tax. Up to estates of 
£15,000 there was no change in the rate of duty till 1925, when 
6 per cent. was substituted for 5 per cent. for estates between 
£12,500 a.nd £15,000. 

469. The following figures may be given, showing the liability 
of selected estates up to £12,500, passing on deaths after the 
30th June, 1925:-

Gross Value. 
£ 

100 
300 
500 

Net Principal Value. 
1,000 
3,000 
5,000 

10,000 
12,500 

Duty. 

.... Exempt. 
30 •. 
501. 

£ 
20 
90 

150 
400 
695 
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For the elect of 'the duty on the successor it may be lloted that, 
if a 5 per cent. yield is assumed, the duty reduces the income on 
the estllte as follows :-

E,ytate. From 'ro 
GroBB Value. 

£ £ £ 8. d. 
300 .. , 15 14 18 6 
500 ... 25 24 17 I> 

Net Primipal Value. 
1,000 ... 50 49 0 () 

8,000 '" 150 145 10 0-
5,000 ... 250 24210 0 

10,000 ... 500 480 0 0-
12,500 ... 625 593 15 0 

The burden from this point of view does not appear to be 
formidable, whether there is one beneficiary or whether there 
are several. 

Again, from the point of view of the predecessor, the duty in 
these ranges is very light when reduced to terms of an annual 
fax (,ee tabls. in palll. 1184). 

470. The illustrative figures of the preceding paragraph may 
be continued for larger estates. 
Net Principal Value. Duty. 

£ £ 
110,000 . 
60,000 

100,000 
150,000 
1100,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
11,500,000 

1,600 
7,000 

19,000 
83,000 
46,000 

135,000 
\190,000 

1,000,000 

The duty reduces ali per cent. yield on the estate as fOllows :-
Net PriMipal V slife. From. To. 

£ £ £ 
110,000 1,000 9\lO 
60,000 9,1iOO 9,1IiO 

100,000 6,000 4,050 
160,000 7,IiOO 5,850 
Il00,000 10,000 7,700 
600,000 25,000 18.1l5O 

1,000,000 50,000 35,600 
9,500,000 125,000 75,000 
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For estates of £20,000 and £50,000, the burden, whether con
sidered from the point of view of the predecessor or of the 
succeBBOr, cannot be ca.!led severe. 

For estates of £100,000 and £150,000 it is much heavier, and 
the owners of such estates, if their total income ranges between 
£5,000 and £15,000, are also situated on a highly progressive 
part of the Income Tax scale. For larger estates the duty ('on
tinues to progress, but less steeply. The predecessor has to 
save an increasingly large propotiion of his income, if he is to 
make adequate provision for the duty in addition to paying 
his Income Tax and Super-tax (see tablet in para. 255). 

471. For a complete picture of the death duties it is necessary 
also to bear in mind the Legacy and Succession Duties. These 
minor duties. are dealt with in paragraphs 535-540 and their 
effect, side by side with that of the Estate Duty, is very roughly 
illustra.ted in the tables in pa.ra.graph 234. 

472. It was represented by Sir Felix Schuster giving evidence 
in May, 1924, that .. if you go on taxing the same estates once 
or twice and taking the proceeds into revenue, then ultimately 
the estate disappears and the revenue is no longer produced. 
I think that is a distinct loss of capital. You cannot trace it 
ont in the figures; it takes a long time. What I feel about the 
death duties is that we are only having the first crop, &s it 
were, of death duties at their scale since 1909. We have not 
Reen the effect on the same eRtates in the next I!"eneration snd 
the generation afterwards. I think statistics, therefore, do not 
show the consequences of the 1909 Bndget yet, in particular &8 

the War has produced a I!"ood many colo88al war fortunes." 
(Q. 113). 

473. We cannot believe that the future will justify this esti
mate of the duty's effect. In particular cases of landed pro
perty (c/. paras. 505-12) or of quick succession (c/. paras. 481-4), 
the damage may be severe, and a single exaction may contribute 
to the break-up of an estate. A large agricnltural property, for 
example, is not likely to retain its character as a single estate 
for many generations, unlesa the successive owners have .. con
siderable amount of personal property a8 well. On the other 
hand, in the case of a property not consisting wholly or mainly 
of land. it would take many generanons to .. destroy" .. pro
perty, even if, contrary to the usual association of age with 
wealth, the capital value of the property between the series of 
deaths he taken as remaining constant: for, as the estate is 
diminished, the rate of duty applicable to it also diminishp,ll. 
For purposes of illustration, the following table shows the reRlllt 
of applying the present rates of dut:" to an estate of £2,500.000, 
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passing once every 8~ years, in other l·e".peets rem~iu.illg ClC;lDBtant 
in value and transmitted on each OCC&Slon to a sIDgle hell":-

1925 
- (after 1966. 1986. 2016. 2046. 2075. 

3OJ=0). . 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 
Principal Value of 2,500,000 1,600,000 1,020,000 714,000 514,080 370,138 

.. \ale pouiDg. 
&Ie per cent. of 

doty nodor PI"" 
40 82 80 28 18 26 

.ent_le. 
No' amOUDt. of 1,600,000 1,020,000 714,000 514,080 370,188 273,902 

alt.,. 'ranI-
miued. 

It will be seen that it takes 150 years, after the estate has 
been reduced from £2l millions to £li millions, to bring it 
below' £800,000. The history of an estate depends in reality. 
on a great many factors, including, e.g., the number, character 
and ability of a testator's children. If the general factors make 
for diBBipation of the estate, the Estate Duty wiH, of course, 
aBBist in the process. But it. part, under the present scheme 
of graduation, Can only be very limited. 

To • certain extent the duty may be held to make for the 
sunival of the fittest, In very many cases. recovery in C&pital 
value will take plaoe in the interval between suooessive deaths; 
further. the toll taken by the duty may itself act as an incentive 
to the succesaor. 

'7f. A woro may be added regarding the case where an owner 
of wealth just contrives to meet his Income Tn and Super-tax, 
and pay current expenses, without laying by anything against 
the Estate Duty. In such circumstances the Estate Duty will 
eventually decrease the vaJue of the property. It is hardly fair, 
however. to hold the EBta*e Dnty alone responsible, and to 
exonerate the yearly taxes. But for the weight of. the latter. 
it is likely that something at lesst would have been saved an,l 
would have helped to preserve intact the original net valut' of 
the estate. . 

n Tit, Equit, of eM EstGte Dut,. 
475. In the rase of the Income Tn it has been aeen (para. 

882) that progressive races are in the main justified by the 
principle of the diminishing utility of income. In so far as 
the Eslate Duty is rt'ganled as a defelTed Income Ta.x on invest
ment income. the rrogressive seale has the aame sort of 
justifiOltion. 

'76. The Esl&te Duty. ho"e~. being charged on a capital 
hese. can only in • limited aense be spoken of as a tu on income ; 
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it applies a different test of ability to pay, and provides far an 
important element of ability which an Income Tax cannot 
recognise, except in the most ina.dequate way. 

This . may be ma.de clear by aD. example. Let A, B and C 
be three individuals, each with an income of £5,000. Let A's 
income be from ea.rnings, B's from a speculative holding of 
shares worth £50,000, and C's from £100,000 of gilt-edged 
securities. Both B and C are enormously better off thsn A, 
and C is very substantia.IIy better off than B. A has nothing 
but a power of earning 80 long as he is able to work; C, apart 
from the same income, has £100,000 which he can spend, if he 
wishes, or can leave intact to his successors, and he need have no 
financial uncertainties at all. If there were no Estate Duty, the 
yearly earned income relief of £250 given by the Income Tax 
would be the only differentiation in favour of A; it would 
obviously he enfuely inadequate.. A substantia.IIy higher 
differentiation calculated to mee«; the equities of the case would 
be very difficult to work, if only on account of the inter-mixture 
of the capital element in many earned incomes, while the rate 
of Income Tax and Super-tax on investment income would have 
to be put exces81vely high. The Estate Duty not only indirectly 
makes the desired dilferentiation between A and C, but it also 

. distinguishes in a satisfactory way between Band C. C has 
£5,000 gilt-edged rate of interest; B hae £2,500 gilt-edged rate 
of interest, plus £2,500 insurance againsi the risk involved in 
his speculative investment; in prudence he" ought to put a luge 

" part of his income by as a sinking fund against possible loss. 
Nevertheless, under Income Tax .nd Super-tax, B pays ex~ly 
the same amount ae C. This kind of mala.djustment may be 
_id to be put right to 80 substantial extent by the lower rate ot 
duty on tbe lower .mount of B's capital when it; passes on deatb. 

4.77. The basis of the Estaie Duty supplements that of the 
Income Tax in n further way, in tha& it extends to asset. such 
as jewela, pictures, motor-ca.rs, &e., which do noli produce any 
money income; it also catches increases of wealth due to capital 
transsctions, speculation, the unearned increment" in Ia.nd 
values, &e. 

4.78. G1lnera.IIy it may be aa.id tha& any single tesi of ability 
to pay, whether it be amount of income ar of capital, of savings 
or of expenditure, ar anything else, is bound to have many 
defects. Although it' may be held taat the amount of income 
is much more satisfactory than other tests, it is not compre
hensive. This being so, there is a prima facie esse for saying 
that a system of direct taxation which relies on the belli indivi
dnal basis for its primary yield, and on 80 quite disiinct basis 
with merits of its own for a substantial secondary yield, is likely 
to contain advlllltages which conld not be present in a "'Isten, 
rest.jng upon one bams only. 
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479. Thus, on broad grounds, there is a great deal to be saill 
for ~he equity of the Estate Duty, when viewed in relation to 
the existing system. Bome witpesses noted aa a. theoretical 
defect the fa.i1ure of the duty to discrimina.te between wealth 
inherited by the deceased a.nd wealth a.cquired by his own work 
a.nd saving. The Income Ta.x has a. simila.r shortcomin~ 
in relation to inoome from investments (ef. para. 356), but it 
may be that a. remedy is more pra.cticable. in the ease oC !ahe 
Estate Duty. A far~rea.ching proposa.! ha.s been maile by Pro
fesaor Rignano fOf taxing the two claBSes of wealth dilrerelltiaJly, 
but his scheme, which we notice in paragraphs 921-28, has not 
hitherto heen given 11 tria.! in any eountry. 

480. From the fact that it is levied a.t an a.rbitrary point of 
time, !.he Estate Duty is in ma.ny ways a. good dea.lless capa.ble 
than the Income Ta.:x of nice adjustment to the taxpayer's ability 
to pay; this diBBdvantage may be dea.lt with under four heads :-

(i) the varying frequency of dea.ths ; 
(li) the indefinite variation in the history of the growth 

of estates; 
(iii) f1ootulltions in security va.lues; 
(iv) changes in the scale of duty. 

Alterwards it will be necessary to ()(lDsider briefly the special 
point of view <if the succesaof. 

481. The IIB'1Iing frequmctJ of death8.-It is' clear tha.t, when 
oomparable estates are taken, the burden of Estate Duty will be 
heavier or lighter, as the dea.tha giving rise to lia.bility a.re more 
or le9s frequent. This inequa.lity as between one estate and 
another will tend to crea.te lOme unfairness to individuals, 
although the unfairness, where it exists, will dilfer in degree 
a.ccording to every kind of circumsta.nce, a.nd will n~ be felt in 
the same way as if the duty were a. direct tsx paid by living 
parsons. A measure of relief is a.coorded, in the caae of l&nd 
or of a busineas other th&n a company, where the property pa.a_ 
a eeoond time within five ye&nl (Finance Act, 1914, Beotioo 15). 

489. It may generally be said that the case of qQ.ick IRlClCle&

lliou is the exception rather than the rule, although property 
will. of COUl"lle. pBas more frequently where it goes to eollate.rals 
than where it goes in direct line. An estimate has been given 
to us by the Inland Revenue Deparlment that. out of the 6,000 
or 80 estates uceeding £10,000 which pa.aa each year. about 
8 per cent. pass again within the nen five Ye&nl. The Depart
ment think it not altogether unlikely that a further 5 per cent. 
may pB88 within a. second like period" and a further 7 per cent. 
or 8 per rent. in a third like period. i.e .• 15 per eent. or 16 per 
cent. may pa.aa a eeoond time within 15 Ye&nl .. 

483. To • oerlain ext..n, vviations equalise out in the long 
Mtn. Thie point, however. muat not be pressed too far. There 
are 80 many variable factors in the history of estates. and the 
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rates of duty are (to judge from the past) so liable to variation, 
~hat th~ future cannot be trusted to make amends for any present 
mequality. Nevertheless, it is fair to observe that quick suc
cession may often be due to the first of the two persons deceased 
having enjoyed the estate for an exceptionally long period. He 
may have' built up a business over a long term, and have died 
at the age, say, of 80, leaving his property. to his son, then aged 
50, who may have died within the next five or 10 years, being 
succeeded in tnrn by his son, a young man of 25 or 30 with a life 
expectation of 40 or 35 years. Against the repetition of the 
burden within five or ten years must be set the long freedom of 
the estate from duty during the life of the first deceased, and 
the prospect of a further good period of immunity. 

484. So far as the duty on an estate is covered by life 
insurance, the estate may be preServed intact, irrespective of the 
life of the decedent. To this extent the inequality is modified. 

·i85. The indefinite "ariation in the histo1'1j oj estates.-This 
consideration follows from the last. Even if the cases a.re 
taken of two men, each of whom, on reaching the age of 40 in 
the same year, inherits an estate of £20,000, and each of whom, 
on dying at the age of 70 leaves an estate of £100,000, the burden 
of the duty may not from their point of view have beeu the 
same. The estate, and the income from it, may have grown 
rapidly in one case and. gradually in the other; the income 
enjoyed over the 30 years will have differed, aud the Income 
Tn:!< year by year will have been adjusted to the changes. The 
Estate Duty on the other hand, although it may be regarded 
as a kind of " dderred Income Tax," ignores the interval, and 
the charge is the same, irrespective of difference in ability to pay, 
as measured over that interval. 

486. The. fluctuations in security ""lues.-A rise 'in the 
market rate of interest means a fall in the capital value of fixed 
interest securities, and flice ,,/l1"sa. These securities form a 
much greater bulk than variable interest stocks, but even the 
latte,· are affected . to some extent by changes in the rates of 
interest. The value of estates for' Estate Duty purposes may 
be mnterinlly a.fecred. 

487. A property yielding a fixed return of £5,000 is from an 
income point of view just as good when the current rate of 
interest is high as when it is low. So far as ftuctuations in the 
rate are only temporary, the value of the property may hardly 
be affected even from' a capital point of view, But for Stock 
Exchange, and 80 for Estate Outy, purposes, the £5,000 inoome 
may, within a short period of ftuctuating values, be represented 
!)y a capital value of £100,000 in one yeu and of £l20,~ in 
another. The boiden of the duty may depend to an apprecIable 
extent on the date of a man's death, even if the scale of the 
Estate nnty is nnaltered. 
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4&1. b'luctuations in value ha.vc beeu a.bllOrDllll in their extent 
and rapidity since 1914, and figunts' fnIIIl recent yean bve tct 
be taken as exaggerating the 'poai~iou in the long 1'Illl:' Wi~ 
tbis caution, however, we may trace the effect of varymg rates 
of interest in a comparison of the year 1900-21 with ~e year 
1923-24. -

lu the calendar year 1920 the avenge discount rate of ~e 
Bank of England was 6'71 per cent., and in 19113, 3'5 per cent. 
'rhe average price of Consols was £47 in 1920 a.nd about £57 
in 1923. 

In 1920.21 the aggregate gross capital value of estates paying 
duty in Great Britein was £409,200,375, of which Government 
and municipal securities totalled £72,211,978 and stocks, ebuee, 
etc., £111,937,985. In 1923-24, the aggregate gross capital 
value was £479.361,544, or £70 millions in excess of the 1920-21 
figure. This excess is almost entirely-accounted. for by the 
incrl'llsed value of securities, etc. Government and municipal 
serurities totalled £107,571,243, and stocks, shares, etc., 
£144,896,391, the former exceeding by £351 millions, and the 
IAttl'r by £33 niillions, the corresponding 1920.21 figures. 

489. Change, in thl/< 8Cale 0/ dat.,.-These introduce further 
inequalities. Thus wealth accumulated in the 81Ulle period, 
... g., the years 1903·1913, will have Buffered very differently 
in different estates', according to the date of death (scc the table 
0/ rat.e,,· in Appendil' VIII). Here again, however, the period 
from 1m3 onwards ca.nnot be taken as representative. A 
coutrast is furnished by the period 1894 to 1909, during whieh 
thf' .. 'ale of duty WIle practically unchanged. 

490. Bquity from the point 0/ view 0/ the BUcceuor.-'rhe 
graduatinn of th!' Eatete DIl~- is only B£cidentelly and 
uncertainly relat .. d to the ability to pay of the successor. The 
bl'lIeficial'iE's may be rich or poor; ~ere may be one, there may 
be several. Such considerations do not. affect the duty; an 
estate divided amollg several r.hildren pays no less heavily than 
a II estate of the same size passing to one; a poor beneficiary 
suffers as heavilv as a millionaire on A· benefit of the same 
l\1nount. • 

"Ill. More than one witn_ criticised the Estate Dntv on 
these grounds. Both Sir b'elix Schuster (Ee" p. 10; E. in C., III 
and <.I. 113) and Professor Cannan (E. "' C., 16) were v~ 
definitely in favour of taxing by reference to the inherited share 
rather than to the whole estate. It would be natural to accept 
this opinion, if the duty were re.gardf'd aimply as a ta.x npon 
the 8UC'CElOSor: from that point of view there is fome in Sir Felix 
l:!chu.ter's remark that .. it does aeem rather inconsistent with 
the present principle of taxation-tbat you tal: a man aooording 
to tho burden he can bear-that, if you bave one estate divided 
into five parts. the five parts should P"Y on the same scale a8 if 
Iht" !'stllte \Vent to only one pan." (Q. U3). But, as we have 
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seen, the Estate Duty is in origin and idea rather related to the 
predecessor. There does not seem to be anything inherently 
unfair in the notion of a deferred tax on investment income 
including .. income of enjoyment" from jewels, pictures, etc. 
So far as the Estate Duty is in the nature of such a tax, it is 
prima facie fair that it should be graduated according to the 
wealth of the person who has enjoyed the income. 

492. The Estate Duty may be no more damaging to the 
successor than an Income Tax which the predecessor has borne. 
Indeed, if the predecessor has assumed tlie whole burden of the 
duty by stinting himself or working harder; the beneficiaries are 
not in reality hurt. On the other hand, even in such a. C&8e, 
the burden seems on the fa.ce of it to be closely and obviously 
rela.ted to the beneficiaries. To -graduate the duty without any 
reference to the number or wea-lth of these has, for many people, 
an lJ,ppeamnce of inequity. 

493. This appearance of inequity is in itself a defect. But 
further, it may be argued that the inequity is real, so far at 
least as the predecessor has ta·ken no steps to bear the duty 
himself. It may be said that the parallel with the Income Tax 
breaks down. owing to the difference in time. While the Income 
Tax may seriously affect th" taxpsyer's heirs, whether it does 
so Ol" not depends on the future which cannot be foreseen. On 
the other hand, when the Estate Duty comes to be levied, the 
ciicumstances of the heirs -are known, and the advantage of a 
tax levied at that moment is that it enables those circumstances 
to be taken into account. 

494~ We think that this argument in fa.vour of the inheritance
tax principle is not entirely without force.· At the same time 
there is some justification for Jooking on wealth acquired by 
inheritance as in the nature of a windfall, the taxation of which 
does not call for the same nice adjustment Be the taxation of 
income towa.rda the. existence of which a man hss himself 
contributed. 

495. Ooncltuion.-We conclude that, on balance, the eq~ty 
of the Estate Duty can well be vindicated. The duty is indeed 
opsn to criticiam in many respects, especially when viewed in 
iSolation. As a part of the tax system, however, it is seen to be 
a valuable supplement to the Income Tax. The two forms of 
taxation together provide a fuller criterion of ability to pay 
than the Income Tax alone could furnish. 

It may be added that a tax payable on an estate in transit 
does not appear to require so meticulous a standard of equality 
as a tax levied directly on the living taxpayer The burden is. in 
general. less acutely felt. 

• W. refer in paragrapb. 1024-7 to .... qUemoD wlleUo .. Ibill priuciple 
obould be gi .... a wider applic&tion. 
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I1I.-The treatment a/life i7l8Urance policiu. 
496. It is not infrequently suggested tha.t a. hardship arises 

from the treatment of the capitaJ SUID assured under a. life policy 
as part of the principal vaJue of the estate. "In partnerships 
and in the case of large estates.," said Mr. Bea.umont Pease, 
.• death duties !ire largely provided for by life insurance out 

of income. It has alwa.ys seemed to me tha.t it is a. great hardship 
tha.t such provision ma.de out of income should itself be subject 
to dea.th. duties, and should, in many cases, a.ctually increase 

. the rllte of such duties pa.ya.ble by the esta.te. I think it would 
greatly encourage the provision for such duties by insurance, 
which, economically, is a. very BOund thing to do, if the provision 
itself were exempted, subject to proper limita.tions and safe
gu..rds " (E. in 0., 21). Lord, Clinton, representing the Centra.l 
La.ndownera' ABBOciation (Q. 818), and Sir Fl!lix Schuster 
(Q. 118) spoke of the treatment of policies a.s maJring people 
unwilling to insure. 

497. There seem to be two questioDli for considera.tion, (i) 
whether in this respect the Estate Duty la.w is discouraging to 
thrift, a.nd (ii) whether· it is inequitable. Life insurance is one 
IUDong many w .. ys in which individuals may SIIve, a.nd ca.pita.! 
sums a.ccumulated by any kind of Sllving &ore within the Esta.te 
Duty cha.rge. It·is true tha.t certain special considerations a.pply 
to life insurance. Thus, in justifying Income Ta.x relief in 
respect of premiums. the Royal Commission on the Income Tax 
pointed out that "the distinguishing feature of life insurance. 
which proba.bly accounts for wha.t would otherwise seem to be 
an unfair preference, is tha.t by no other means ca.n the lellS 
wealthy taxpayer, who ha.s no accumula.ted ca.pital in his ea.rlier 
years of productive elfort. secure a. proper provision for his 
dependants." (Cmd. 615, para.. 996.) Would this a.rgumeni 
jUBiify further eoncessions to ills taxpayer, to SIIy nothing of 
further benefits to insurance compani8ll? The relief enjoyed 
in respect of Income Tn is very considerable, and .. the Ie. 
wea.lthy taxpayer ,. is subjed, to compo.ra.tively low rates of 
Estate Duty. If relief were given for Estate Duty purpo_, 
.. great part of ille ga.in would go to ills wea.ltbier taxpayer, who 
would no doubt b, induced to insure more freely. Altogether, 
it is our opinion illat differeniial relief in favour of tbis par_ 
ticular form of aaving would not make for equity: moreover, 
it is open to doubt how far ii would be in ille iniereate of 
industry that ille savinge of ille wea.lthy should be specially 
encouraged to How into insurance, since this might involve some 
diversion from ille more speculative inveatmenta to gilt.edged 
lion-pioneering funds. 

IV.-AHidanc8 0/ Edau Dut,. 
498. The subjeci of ta.x avoidance or evasion is one which 

we are not specia1\y called upon to examine, but we cannot 
omit reference to it in dealing wiill the Estate Duty. AD direct 
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taxation depends very largely for its success on the assent and' 
good feeling of the taxpa.yer. Apart from illegal or fraudulent 
evasion, there is always a danger that, if ta.xation is pressed 
beyond a certa.in point, even law-abiding citizens may feel 
themselves justified in adopting legal methods of avoida.nce. 
The special lia.bility of the death duties to avoida.nce was com
mented on by several witnesses (cf. Qs. 814, 3605, and 9129), 
and we a.gree in regarding it as a marked defect. We refe,' 
in a later section to the possibility of checking it (para. 1022). 
but we may say at once that in our opinion the rate of Esta!" 
Duty on large estates is, from the point of view of the 
effectiveness of that rate, already dangerously high. 

V.-Special CMU. 

(i) The prifJate business. 
499., Some of the chief strictures passed upon the dea.th 

duties have related to their direct action upon trade and 
business. Public limited companies, indeed, are not directly 
affected, since the duties are levied only on the estate of • 
deceased individual. But private concerns, whether firms or 
companies, financed by a very few individuals or by a single 
individual, feel the immediate impact. 

500. The Association of British Chambers of Commerc(' 
observed that .. death duties dissipate and divert capital from 
business channels often at a critical moment in the life of a 
concern, and make' serious inroads on the credit of those 
alfected." (EfJ., p. Z91 ;E. in C., 66.) Professor Macgregor also 
referred to the .. a.wkward times" a.t which small busineSlies 
may be hit. (E. in C., 25.) The National Chamber of Trade 
stated that .. businesses and undertakings passing at death from, 
father to son in qnick succession have in some cases been seriously 
crippled, and have actually ceased to be sources of income ut 
all," (E. in C., Am. 12.) Lord Forres thought it clear that 
.• the death duties affect private business very seriously and 
much more so than companies. It haa now become a risky. 
matter to have too rich a pa.rtner. Dee.th is uncertain and 
may come at the most unexpected time and at the most 
inconvenient and elllbarrassing moment for the firm. How
ever considerate the provi'lions of a deceased pa.rtner's will may 
be, and even If he had a son who might succeed him in the 
business and become entitled to a. portion of his means, the 
demands of the Inland Revenue must be met, ususlly from 
liquid resources employed in the firm, and, in the case of a 
large forinne, 81'6 80 heavy aa to upset; and in some cases to 
embarrass the business." (E. in C., 4.) Sir Felix Schuster ssid 
that .. the duties can in most cases only be paid through 
bankers' advan~es. which take a lonl! time to repay. Rnd the 
effect on the' business must necessarily be very serious and 
hamper its work and development." (EfJ., p. 10; E. in C., 12.) 
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Mr. McKenna, however, thought most private businesses made 
provision in advance (Q. 1929), and seveml other witnesses 
expressed similar opinions, referring especially to life insurance. 

501. There is no doubt that the E~tate Duty (the Legacy and 
Succession Duties contributing. in a very minor degree) does 
have embarrassing and serious effects in individual cases. It is 
1 herefore e~senti81 to enquire how frequent those cases are. 
Mr. McKenna suggested that .. the number of large priva.te 
hu!!ioesBes likely to tbe involved heavily by death duties is 
small," most big busineBBes being public companies (Q. 1926). 
JJarge private concerns are. however, numerous enough to make 
the matter serious, if all or most of them are badly hurt by the 
duties. The extent of the damage depends very IBl"gely on the 
pruportion of estates where there are not enough free a_ts 
out.side the busineBS to provide for payment. Lord Forres, in 
his evidence quoted above, had in view the case of a partner 
the whose or practically the whole of whose fortune is invested in 
his bur.iness. He 89sented to a suggestion that that case was 
nllt uncommon (Q. 7793-4). 

502. In view of the importance of this question we asked the 
Board of Inland Revenue whether they could help us with any 
statistics. 'fhe Board carried through a very detailed and 
thorough analysis of all estates exceeding £10,000 net capital 
vlIlue. and including trade as,ets, which came before them in 
the first quarter of 1922. The results of this' analysis were 
embodied in a note printed as Appendix XX. They are, we 
think, surprising. The number of estates analysed wag 878. 
When the estste debts we.re apportioned evenly over all the 
assets, it was found that in 808 cases the net trade a_ts were 
leBS than half the net estate. Of the remaining 65 estates there 
were only 8 where the net non-trade assets were leBS than the 
duty o~ th!! whole estate,of which 2 occnrred in the range of 
net· capItal value from £25,000 to £50,000, and 1 in the range 
from £50,000 to £100,000: none occurred, that is to say, among 
the estates (88 in number) belonging to the range of fortunes Qver 
£100.000, which. it has been suggested (el. Q. 118), are of special 
impnrtan<"e In the country's trade. Even when all estate debta 
were treated as if they were a charge on the non-trade asset~, in 
only 12 cases was the nei amount of those assets insufIicient to 
meoet the duty on the whole estate. Of those 12, 8 were in the 
ranll8 from £10,000 to £25,000, Il in that from £25,000 to 
£50.000. 1 in that from £50.000 tn ,£100.000 and 1 in that 
from £100,000 to £Il50,OOO. 

6OlI. In other words, out of the 878 eMstes, only ()-ij per cent_ 
aooording to the tim teat, and only 8'2 per cent. according to 
the aerond (unduly aevere) teat, were cases in which it was clear 
that the. Estate Duty need entrench upon the trade asae~ We 
agt'8II. Wlth the Board, on tbe evidence of their statistics, which 
also tnl'Jude figures relating cash and liquid asaeta (excluding 
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reaJty and leasehold property) to duty payable, that, while cases 
of hardship undoubtedly occur, .. the Estate Duty does not 
appear to be a major factor tending towards the disintegration 
of private businesses (pa~a. 19 of Appendix XX). 

504. Many witnesser; remarked .·on the tendency of the death 
duties to cause the conversion of private concerns into public 
companies. Mr .. A. M. Samuel especially regretted this tend
ency, owing to the value of personal touch and supervision in 
the former (Q. 1007). Dr. Dalton, on t,he other hand, was" in 
favour of anything which accelerates the transformation" 
(Q. 5551). It is difficult to form an opinion as to the strength 
of the tendency. Some witnesses were inclined to emphasise it: 
Lord Forres did not consider it of much importance as compared 
with other agents in the change. In view of the considerationll 
set out in the last paragraph, ·we are not inclined to put it 
very high. 

(ii) The agricultu.ral landowner. 
505. We received' forcible evidence from the Central Land

owners' Association, the Land Agents' Society, and the Land 
Union, regarding the plight of the owner of agricultural land. 
We also received a memorandum of similar purport from the 
Scottish Land and Property Federation (Eo., Appendi:c IV). 

506. The general. body of this evidence illu&trated clearly the 
fact that, apart from local and imperial taxation, tile expenditure 
entailed by a large agricultural estate is very heavy in relation 
~ the money income which it yields. There is no doubt that 
high taxation contnbutes to the difficulties of maintaining land, 
and that it has played a part in the brea.k-up of estates, and in 
reduced empl~yment. It is not for us to say whether the break-up 
of estates (whIch must incidentally tend to bring the capital value 
of land into more normal relation with the income) is in the long 
run good or evil on balance. The effect on employment in 
country districts cannot, of course, be lightly regarded. At the 
same time it <does not seem fair to assign the main responsibility 
to. taxation rather than to the aU-round level of expenditure. 
Indeed, since the taxes which the landowner pays are of general 
application, it might more reasonably be argued that what he has 
to blame is the heaviness of his necehsary private expenditure, 
and not of his contribution to the expenditure of the State. We 
ahould add that, since we received evidence from the landowners' 
societies, increases have been made in the Estate Duty scale 
by the Finance Act, 1925, agricultural property being excepted, 
so far as concerns its purely agricultural value. To this extent, 
then, the agricultural landowner now occupies a privileged 
position. 

507. The Central Landowners' Ar.l!OOiation put in the fore
front of their case against the death dutieR tbat they .. press 
with exceptional severity upon agricultural laud, because it has 
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a. market value relatively f~ in excess of its income-producing 
value, and alw by reason of the basis of valuation adopted in 
pra.ctice ". (E. in 0., 7). The second clause in this statement 
raises a technical question of valuation, on which we have not 
taken complete evidence, a.nd on which we pass no judgment, 
since it appea.ra to fall outside 0121" scope (of. para. 5). 

508. The more important question centres on the low income
producing value of land. 1:'he Central Landowners' Associa.tion 
suggested that a.gr:icultural estates &bould be valued for death 
duties on a. fair capitalisation of annual value. The low return 
on land as compa.red with other investmenb is undeniable. 
though, a8 Mr. Pretyman, President of the La.nd Union, re
minded Ult, C&Bes vary very much. .. Say you buy a. farm in the 
Fens; tha.t ha.s got absolutely no amenity a.t a.ll; it is purely a.n 
investment. But if you buy a. pretty piece of poor land in the 
southern counties, with a. nice house on it and some woodla.nds, 
and an attractive view, tha.t is a.llamenity aR much a.1I a. picture .. 
(Q. 5641). It is a. root principle of the Edta.te Duty tha.t it is 
levied on the value of capita.l a.ssets, whether they yield a. money 
inoome or not. We think it very undesirable tha.t a.n exception 
should be made. 

509. The Soottish Land and Property Federa.tion supported, 
but the L&nd Union did not ~upport, the pa.rticula.r suggestion 
that amenity value should be elimina.ted. Mr. Ernest Wa.tson, 
agricultural and va.luation expert to the Land Union, ha.d other 
r8ll8Ons &g&inst it .. apa.rt from obvious objections to putting 
owners of one form of property in a. fa.voured position &8 
compa.red with others." (E. ita C., 5-6.) Mr. Pretyman did 
not think a man who inve~ta his money for amenity ought to 
get off taxes on that lICCOuut. He oonsidered, however, that 
relief should be given to a.gr:icultura.l la.ndownera from the point 
of view of the national interest (Q. 5643). He and Mr. Watson 
made va.rious specifio suggestions, including a. longer period for 
payment than the eight years oonceded by em'ting la.w. This 
W&8 also among the meuur88 advocated by the Central Land
owners' Association. 

510. The Soottish Land and Property Federation ~ain~ed 
that the passing of t.ne landed estate was .. the annihila.tion of 
the tenancy system, under whic:h the fa.rmera of this oountry 
have been enabled to devote their whole capital to their farming 
-operations. instead of locking up more than half of it in the la.nd 
and equipment which are required therefor .. (Ee., APfIMdis IV ; 
JlGfII. 13). 

fill. Evidence from the Board of Inland Revenue tended to 
confirm the unfavourable poei.on of agricultpral la.ndownera. 
Sir Richard Hopkins stated that, gene.rallJ "P""king. he should 
say that, .. in the conditions which have obtained recently in 
regard to agricultural la.nd. a.gr:icultural landowners have had 
singularly few opportunities. as oomparecl with other members 
of the oommunily with equal wealth. of _"ring out of income 
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for the pUJ'pose of meeting death duties" (Q. 9140). At the same 
time he gave &tatistics for a six-month period in 1921, relating to 
estates over £15,000, which went to show" that the number of 
cases where payment is specially difficult must be comparatively 
small" lQ. 9137). While he did not claim that the figures could 
be relied on as fully representative, he WaS satisfied that they 
gave a reasonable picture of the position. They seemed to show 
that about 2 per cent. of estates over £15,000 in value, i.e., about 
100 estates a year, contain over 50 per cent. of agricultural land; 
about 4 per cent. of estates over £15,000, or about 200 e&tates a 
year, contain from 20 to 50 per cent. of such land. He added, 
however, that, were it not for many sales in recent times, partly 
in anticipation of death duties, he thought" one would certainly 
find that the number of estates of substantial size that con&ist 
almost exclusively, or very largely, of land would be very much 
higher than it ill " (Q. 9138). 

On the question of an extended period for payment, he WIIS 1I0t 

impressed with any general in&ufficiency in the eight yen rs 
allowed. 

512. In general, we are opposed to tax relief provisions in 
favour of a particular clllSs. either of industry or of individuals. 
The case put to us for relief of agricultural landowners rests 
largely on the general condition of agriculture, a remedy for 
which, it is to be hoped. may be found in other ways than by 
the undesirable expedient of tax remi88ion. While we recognise 
that the Estate Duty, under present conditions, does weigh very 
heavily on the purely agricultural estate, we have reluctantly 
come to the conclusion that special relief from the duty-in which 
we include the existing relief (ct. para. 506)-is unjustifiable. 
Taking the available means of credit into consideration, we do 
not think that tliere is any clear case for an increase of the 
eight-year period allowed for payment. 

VI. The effect oj the Estate Duty on Siloing and ente1'p1'iBe. 

613. In dealing with the effect of income taxation on allving 
and enterprise, we constantly took into account the fact that a 
considerable part of the Income Tax revenue ill devoted to pay
ments on ~unt of the National Debt, from which the Income 
Tax paying class derive large benefits. In respect of Govern
ment expenditure under this and other heads. the considel'ations 
applying to Income Tax and Estate Duty are similar.· 
Consequently, in comparing the effect of the Estats Duty 011 

Sllving and enterprise with that of the Income Tax, .88 we 
propose to do in t~ ~ion, we may concentrate a~ntlOD on 
the collection, 88 dlstmct from the expendIture, SIde of the 
accollnt . 

• W. do Dol forgel $hal. pari of lb. Eo\ala DOly (£9.807,334 in 19'2l>-26) 
is aUocalad 10 Local TualioD AOOOODIe. T~. ~ of Ibia pay_t 10 tbe 
Eo\ala Duly. ralber tbaD lbe ebargiog of .1 _oat lbe geaera1 _ ...... 
euenria11y a meN matser of COOveDI8D08. 
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(i) Physical E/Jecu. 
614. The physical eo/Ject on 8/JIling.-Esta.te Duty may, iu 

the norma.! course, have to be pa.id out of the capital of the 
particular estate. From the collective point of view, however, 
there will be no 1088 of existing capital, for ultimately the source 
of payment will be lIODIebody's 'income. The executors may 
ha.ve to sell securities in order to find the necessary lump sum. 
The immediate purchaser may take up those securities with 
the proceeds of some sale which he in tum has effected; there 
may, in fact, be a chain of transactions amounting to no more 
tban a transfer of existing capital. But the chain must lead 
eventually to a pureh&eer who has savings out do income to 
dispose of; it is those savings out of income which ultimately 
provide for payment of the duty. 

515. This means that £50,000,000 of Estate Duty, directly 
paid for out of the capital of a number of estates, ca.use 
£50,000,000 of savings which would have created new capitsl 
to be absorbed into old investments. Thus the physical effect 
of the duty, at the time whm it u leuied, may be regarded in 
two aapsets:-

(i) While there is no destruction of existing capital (liny 
more than in the case of • tax on income), there is a change 
of ownership: 

(ii) Potential new capital, to the full amount of the duty, 
is prevented from coming into being. 

616. Prior to the death on which an estate passes, the duty 
can have no physical effect; it does not physica.lly compel the 
pen!On in present enjoyment of s property to make any provision 
for future liability. 

On the other hand, after payment of the duty, there is 
obviously • physieal effect on the sucoeS8Ol'. If the yield of 
ca,pitsJ be taken as 6 per cent., £50,000,000 of Estate Duty 
will reduos by £9,500,000 the incomes of the beneficiaries. 
Some part of this .£9,500,000 would have been spent on con
sumption; BOme part would have been saved. 

617. Continuing to exclude all questions of psychological 
reaction, we may now compare the effect of the Estate Duty 
with that of the existing Income Tax, including Super-tax. n 
ia generally true 88 regards Income Tax (except 80 far 88 it may 
be paid out of capital) tha& the person who would save nothing 
but for the exiatence of the tax, is compelled by it to save up 
to the amount of hie liabilit) ; the person who would save s0me

thing, but leas Ulan the amount of his liability, is compelled to 
saVB the dilferenoe. Thus £50,000,000 of Income Tax paid in 
any yeH will alwaya be met to lIODIe eDent out of economies 
which are literally forced upon the taxpayer. In other words, 
the physical effect of the tax will be to muos consumption by 
£S, and to 6Up~ potential new capital, not (88 in the ca.ae 
01 tbe Estat4! Duty) by £50.000,000, but by £50,000,000 - £s. 
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In succeeding years the Income Tax payers' income will, at a 
" £z 

5 per cent. rate, be reduced by £2,500,000 -20 

518. According to this illustration, the physical effect of the 
Estate Duty is to do £z more damage to saving than the Income 
Tax, up to the time when the taxes are paid. 

Mter payment, the effect of the Estate Duty is to reduce the 

taxpayers' yearly income by ;~ more than the Income Tax. 

In order to compare the after elect on 8afling, we have to 
consider who would have been likely to save the larger amount, 
the beneficiaries out of the £2,500,000 per annum which they 

£z have lost, or the Income Tax payers out of the £2,500,000 - 20 

The answer depends very much on the relative graduation of the 
two tues. 

Let us take the existing scales; let the £50,000 ,000 of Estate 
Duty represent the total yield of that duty, and let the 
£50,000,000 of -Income Tax represent so much taken pro rata 
from the yield of all the various grades of liable income and from 
the undistributed income of companies, etc. 

Now in the case of the Estate Duty the £2,500,000 per annum 
would have gone to the beneficiaries of about 100 ,000 estates; 
something like 75 per cent. of it would have gone to the 
beneficiaries of about 1,000 estates exceeding £50,000 in value. 

" £z 
In the case of the Income Tax the £2,500,000 - 20 per 

annum would have been spread over the whole body of Income 
Tax payers, numbering some 2,500,000, except so fiJ.r as it might 
have gone to swell company reserves, etc. 

Allowance must be made for tne 8&ving that might have been 
effected by companies. n seems clear, however, that, even out 
of an equal £2,500,000, more would have been 8&vt;d ~y tile 
beneficiaries of estates than by the Income Tax payers, m VIew of 
the large proportion going in tile former case to wealthy persons 
with a wide margin for saving. 

519. It is fa.irly &&fe, then, when tile purely physical effects 
"are isolated and traced through from beginning to end, to con
clude that the Estare Duty on the present scale is more damaging 
to aaving than an equaJ amount of Income Tax and Super-tax 
taken pro rota from the various grades. 

520. The same conclusion would hold rather more strougly, 
if the Estate Duty were compared with an addition to the 
standard ra.te of Income Tax, the additional tax being in substi
tution for the Estate Duty and yielding the same revenue. For 
an addition to the standard rate of Income Tax, without a 
corresponding increase in Sllper-tax, would weighli the borden 
on the less wealthy, who have 18&& capacity to save. 
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(On the same reasoning, the physical effect of the Estate Duty 
is no doubt le88 damaging to saving than that of an equa.! 
aggregate amount of Income Tax and Sup~-t~x. taken from the 
wealthiest classes, say from the 2,500 or so mdlVlduals who have 
incomes of over £20.000.) 

521. Th.e ph.l/sical ef/ect on emerpriBe.-This effect is largely 
para.!lel to that on saving, in the case both of the Estate Duty 
and of the Income Tax. There are, however, certain distinc
tions which affect the comparison between the two duties. 

522. Up to the time when the ta.xes are paid, neither of them 
can bave any physical effect on enterprise. The Income Tax, 
as we have noted. may physically compel a. man to save, but 
it cannot physically cOmpel him to work, So far, then, the 
Estate Duty is not at a disadvantage. 

523. Both taxes may impose some physical check on enter
prise, after payment has beel) made .. Let it be supposed, as 
before, that £50,000,000 of Estate Duty reduce the incomes of 
the beneficiaries by £2,500.000. Some of th ... t amount would 
have 1l0wed into publio companies, etc., and some would have 
been used in private concerns carried on by the beneficiaries 
themselves. If the physical effect of the Estate Duty is more 
damaging to saving than the effect of an equal amount of Income 
Ta.x and Super-ta.x, it is probably also more damaging to 
enterprise. 

524. As regards private concerns, however, it has to be noted 
that the Income Ta.x impedes the enterprise of' the successful 
trader, while he id in full career. The Estate Duty impedes 
the enterprise of his successors. The latter may not be so &ble 
or enterprising, and the restriction of their income may there
fore do less harm. On a.verage this is probably true to ... certa.in 
extent, and in this aspect we think some advantage has to be 
sllowed to the Est-ate Duty. 

(ll) P'I/olwlogical effects. 
525. Aa with any other form of taxation, the questions have 

to be asked: How much will the Eetate Duty stimulate people 
to work and save? How much will it di800urage people from 
working sud saving? n is only by striking a balance between 
the two foresa that any attempt can be made to estimate the 
final effect. 

526. The Income Tax, with ita annually recurrent demand. 
cannot be overlooked by the taxpayer, and is likely to suggest 
even to the moat improvident the question of cutting down con
sumption in order to meet i~ The Estate Duty. OD the other 
hed. is a tax which the person in present enjoyment of a pro
perty can ignore. and in point of fact. particularly as people 
are apt to take .. sanguine view of their life expectation (cf. 
C_. E. ill C .• 15). many.do ignore it or. with every intent 
to make a provisiOD. procrastinate in eo doing. This point 
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was much emphasised by Sir Felix Schuster, who considered the 
Estate Duty .. especially injurious because it falls on future 
generations and to a great extent the present is inclined to 
disregard its consequences" (Ell., p. 10; E. in 0., 12). 

527. Some of our witnesses viewed this feature of the Estate 
Vuty from a different angle, and saw it as an actual adyantage. 
Thus Professor Pigou suggested that, as concerns the deterrent 
etrect of taxes, .. death duties are rather a good form of taxa
tion, in that people are probably not discouraged from saving 
by thinking of the death duties a8 they are by thinking of an 
Income Tax on unearned income" (Q. 706). Similarly, 
Dr. Dalton believed that the death duties were far less dis
couraging than Income Tax to work and saving. He added that 
.• on the other hand, the. prospect of heavy death duties will 
.timul.tE' those who are waiting for a windfall of inherited 
wealth to work harder and to save more than they would 
otherwise do .. (Ell., p. 395; E. in 0., 16). 

528. Another advantage of death duties was pointed out by 
Professor l\I[acgregor: .. It is also to be noted that the purpose 
of savings is not only to provide for posterity, but also to main
tain and increase the personal standards of life, power and repu
tation of those who save; death duties miss these motives, while 
any form of alternative taxation will to some extent hit them .. 
(E. in C., 24). .. I think a large part of saving in this country 
is due to a desire to have the industrial power which large share
holding gives" (Q. 6827). 

It might be added that the desire to die rich, whatever the 
destination of the riches, is in some cases a motive force. 

. 529. W?ile not d~ny~g that the Esta~ Duty hae a positive 
lDflue~ce 111 ~th directions, now promoting work and saving, 
now dlscouragl.ng .them, we think that in ~eneral it is decidedly 
more neutral m Its etreet than the taxation of income. The 
owner of wealth does not sutrer in his own person if he treate 
the future liability as non-existent; but in any case the amount 
of liability is usually most uncertain, particularly' in the caPe 
of younger men. 

The man who is building up a business, or in any way making 
a fortune, cannot predict the date of his death or the value 
of the estate which he will then have accumulated, nor can he 
predict the financial needs of his successors, even if he knows 
who they are going to be. The rentier or landowner may be in 
a better position for prophecy, but he cannot tell how capital 
vn lues will have appreciated or depreciated. Further, even if 
the value of the estate could be foretold, the history of the Estate 
Duty does not justify any great confidence that the rates of duty 
will remain fixed. All this uncertainty must weaken the 
influence of the duty on the man in present enjoyment of wealth. 
It must also weaken in some degree the influence on tlie 
e"p~tAnt heir. 
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!i30. In order to follow out oW! comparison between the Estate 
Duty and the Income Tax we must attempt to answer two' 
questions :-

(i) Is the Estate Duty more damaging to saving and 
enterprise, in its psychological effect&, than an equivalent 
amount of the eXISting Income Tax taken fWO f'ata from 
the yield of all liable incomes? 

(ii) Is it more damaging than an addition to the standard 
rate of Income Tax would be (the additional Income Tax 
being in substitution for the Estate Duty)? 

531. AI we have noted, the bulk of the Estate Duty is levied 
on a small number of large estates, the duty on lesser estatea 
being very light. On the other hand, a considerable part of the 
Income Tax iB paid by a large number of individuals with incomea 
up to £2,000. Bome of this Income Tax il provided by economiea 
forced upon the taxpayer, which have nothing to do with psycho
logical reactions. At the same time, no little pari is provided 
out of voluntary efforts to work and save more; for, among the 
small and moderate incomes, the Income Tax tends on balance 
to exert a definite stimulus to work and save. This stimulus 
continues to have lOme force, although a. diminishing force, in 
the higher incomes. The Estate Duty does not exercise 80 much 
in1I.uence in favour of work and saving, althoagh it no doubt 
induces a. certa.iD amoont of specisJ. ssving (including extra life 
insurance), pa.rticu1arlyon the part of those who.expect to leave 
small estates. 

As regards the wealthier classes, the psychological effect of the 
Estate Duty is possibly rather less adverse to saving than tha.t 
of the Income Tax and Super-tax': we think it must, on the 
whole, be less adverse to enterprise. 

632. We are inclined to answer the first question in paragraph 
630 by saying that there is very little to choose between the 
two taxes; there may perhaps be a slight advantage with the 
InOODle Tax in the matter t:l ssving, and with the Estate Duty 
in the matter of enterprise. 

AI regards the seoond question, we auggeat there may be a 
balance of advantage in fawur of the additional Income Tax; 
for large estatea would be very greatly relieved by the ell. 
appearance of the Estate Duty, and the additional Income Tax 
BubaUtuted for it would, in the absence of any increaae in the 
Super-tu, place a lesser burden upon them. 

(iii) Tlae total 80tIC& 0 .. -mg u4 enUrpriac. 
538. We may now IIUIJlJIl8risa the broader conclusions to be 

drawn from the foregoing discuasion. The physical elfect of 
the Estate Duty on saving appears to be aevere and to be more 
damaging than that of the existing Income Tax. The same is 
true, although to a rather 1_ degree, of the phyaica1 effect of 
the duty on enterprise. 

e 
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The psychological effect of the Estate Duty is comparatively 
slight. It does not either stimulate or discourage work and 
saving so much as the Income Tax. It is very difficult to say 
where, in point of psychology, the balance of advantage lies. 

Taking physical and psychological effects together, we think 
that the Estate Duty is distinctly more damaging to Balling than 
the Income Tax (although we do not suggest that the difference 
is great). This result is due in part to the iulIerent nature .. f 
the Estate Duty as a deferred tax, and in part to the fact that, 
under the existing scale, the bulk of the duty is drawn from 
the largest estates. 

We doubt whether the Estate Duty is more damaging than 
the Income Tax to entet'priBe. On the whole, we are inclined to 
think it is rather less so. 

534. To complete this comparison between the Estate Duty 
and the taxation of income, we may ask one more question. Is 
the total effect of the duty on saving and enterprise more damag
ing than a substituted Income Tax would· be, if th4t ta:/; were 
confined to income corresponding (as closely as possible) with 
the capital on which EBtate Duty is paid' Let it be assumed 
tliat the tax would be graduated with similar steepness. 

Under the yearly tax, those who lived wholly or mainly on 
investment income might, on balance, be stimulated (and in 
some cases even physically compelled) to effect some extra 
economies. On the other hand, the differentiation against income 
fro'!l sa,?ngs as compared with earned income would be more 
ObVlOUS m a yearly tax than in a tax deferred till death. It 
seems probable, therefore, that to some extent, it would tell 
against saving out of earned income. In the larger estates the 
burden would be a serious addition to the Income Tax and Super
tax, and would be more depressing than the prospect of Estate 
Duty at the uncertain date of death. 

Altogether we think that, in conjunction with the ordinary 
Income Tax and Super-tax at their present level, the Estate 
Duty is decidedly less damaging to saving and enterprise th.>I1 
a corresponding yearly tax would be, i.e., a tax as defined at the 
beginning of this paragraph, and bringing in an equivalen\ 
revenue. In 80 far, then, as the object of the Estate Doty is to 
differentiate against accumulated wealth, it can do 80 in a manner 
less prejudicial than. a special Income Tax covering the same 
fit'ld. 

VII. TIuJ Legacy /lnd Suceession Dutiu. 

535. These are minor duties, complementary to the Es&a&e 
Duty, charged not upon the whole corpus of an estate but upon 
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the interest which a person derives from property left to or 
devohing on him upon a. death. The Legacy Duty applies to 
ILII moveable property of an individual dying domiciled in Great 
Britain. The Succession Duty applies to all moveable 'property, 
not liable to Legacy Duty, under a British settlement, and to 
all immoveable property in Great Britain. 

The rate at which the duties are charged is determined 
solely by the relationship of the beneficiary to the author of 
the benefit. The existing rates are :-

1 per cent. where the beneficiary is the husband, wife, 
or lineal issue or &Ilcestor of the author of the benefit, 
subject to exemption where the total value of the property 
passing does not exceed £15 ,000 ~r where the total 
individual benefit does not exceed £1,000," or in some 
instances £2,000. 

5 per cent. where the beneficiary is a brother or sister, 
or a descendant of a. brother or sister. 

10 per cent. in all other CB8&S. 

536. We have aeen (para. 461.) that the incidence of these 
duties is mainly upon the benefi.ciary. They cannot, in general, 
be regarded like the Estate Duty as a deferred tax upon the 
predecessor, supplementing the Income Tax. Rather, they are 
acquisition duties, bBS&d on the idea that a per,aon who comes 
into an inherita.nce may justly be asked for a. special contribu
tion to the needs of the State, and that, if the inheritance has 
in it something of the na.ture of a. windfa.lI, the contribution 
should on tha.t &ccouoi be a.t a. higher rate. Practically, how
ever, the duties a.re very much in the nature of &Il a.ddition to 
the Edtate Duty, going eome wa.y to differentiate the total 
burden a.coording to conaa.nguinity. In the main, the considera.
tiona a.ffecting the Estate Duty a.ffect theee duties. also. 

637. The existing scheme of gra.duation, which dispoeea of 
all the degrees. of relationship under three heads only, is rough 
and cannot be called scientifio. But, within its limits, it reoog
ni_ the main broad distinctions. The rate charged on brothel'll 
r.nd sisters is substantial, espeoisJly in -new of the fact thM 
estates passing by collateral d_t fall in more frequen\ly tha.n 
the average. The 10 J?&l: cent. rate, applying to less dose1y 
related b.meficiaries, is IlIBtified by the fBOt that they have less 
n&tural expectstioD; in other words, the windfall element is 
grea&er. 

638. The following tables show the yield of the duties in 
Gftlat Bri~n for the year 19'M-25. Il'akin« the two dutiee 
together, it will be seen that more than h&lf of the capital 
brought into charge related to benefits taken by husband, wife, 
or lineal issue or ancesw-, while the duty relating to IIIlCh 
benefits was lesa than one-fifth of the total. 
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Legacy Duty (Cheat Britain) 1924-25. 

Husband, wife, or linetJ ialue OJ' 
ancestor. 

Broth.r or "ater or ~.ir d .... ndante 
Oth.r ..... ... ... . .. ... 

Total .•. ... ... . .. 

Bate of 
dn~y.· 

P.r .. n~. 
I 

6 
10 

1-0--. 
-

I Capital. 

£ 
119,429,81Q 

63,629,210 
27,698,430 

210,757,460 

Sucoession Duty (Cheat Britain) 1924-25. 

S1IOC8II8ion hy I :::;. ~ I Capital. 

Peroenl. £ 
Husband, wife, or liDeaJ _ae or 1 24,216,870 

anceator. 
Bro>her or siBter or their dOBCOndante Ii 10,493,920 
Other ..... ... ... . .. ... 10 4,471,690 

Total ... ... . .. . .. - 39,182,380 

Dn~1· 

£ 
1,218,282 

8,163,004 
2,773,71i8 

7,165,044 

£ 
260,024 

487,816 
463,141 

1,200,981 

• A. relatively .mall part of the duty "11 chargeable IOCOrdiDg to lower If'al.. iD fane 
at the time nf the d~·. dea.lib. 

t In certain CB&e8 Inll'pjemeD\ary rate. to • muimum of 1, per cent. an ahugM,b1e 
uCt'pt .. between .poue .. 

539. The Legacy and Succession Duties take no account 
either of the amount of the benefit, or of the other wealth of 
the beneficiary at the time when he receives the. benefit. Pro
fessor Cannan, who was dissatisfied with the existing scheme 
of death duties graduation, suggested that it would be better 
to base the progression, as in France, on the first of these two 
factors, combined, pel"haps, with the second; he also recom
mended that .. the old detailed scheme- of progression IIC(l()J'd
ing to relationShip should be restored in place of the very crude 
existing graduation, and the present confusion between pr0-
gression according to amount and progression according to 
relationship should be tidied up " (E. in C., 16). This proposal 
appears to amount to tbe substitution of an inheritance tu for 
the whole of the ~:risting duties, although in oraJ evidence 
Professor Cannan showed that his suggestion was meant to be 
rather tentative. t We refer briefly to the proposal for a single 
inheritance ,tax in paragraphs 1025-27. 

- Prior ~ ~h. Fi_ (1909-10) Act, 1910, u.- .... Ii ftepo in.1ead of 3-
t .. I ~hink, perhapa, by alleriog ~be oyatem of P*"8Jtwion a lillie, makiD&' it 

depend 1... en~i ... ly npon tbe one poin" ~be magni~ude of &be deoeuod'. 
properly, and making i& depend alao on certain otber conaid ... lio .... i& millh~ 
be ~blo ~ do t.hia fmak ... oidance _ IibIl]; bu~ it io • ma~ter tLat 
""Iuina in ___ linn ...a ~oogh," " (Q. 814). 
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MO. If the Legacy and Succession Duties were the ma.in 
duties chargeable on death, their bll8is would, it is clear, be 
totally inadequate. Even in their subsidiary position they are 
open to attack. We hu.ve dealt above with the criticism against 
the Estate Duty. that it takes no account of the successor's 
ability to pay. The existence' of the· Legacy u.nd Succession 
Duties amounts to an admission that the principle of the Estate 
Duty can to BOme extent be combined with that of an inheritance 
ta.x. Naturally, therefore, the question arises :whether the 
Legacy and Succession Duties might not be developed, and 
11" hether they might not take account of other elements tha.n 
the single one of relationship. We do not suggest that in their 
present form they give rise to positive inequity in any m&rked 
degree. It is rather thu.t they appear to fall short of the. 
standard which the idea of an inherita.nce tax Buggests~ It is, 
however, possible that considerations of productivity and of 
simplicity of administration, which are strong fea.tures of the 
existing system, mu.y in present circumstances be decisive. 

VllI. The Death Dutiu and GOtIemment E3:fIenditu~e. 
541. It is 'commonly held that the death dutieS should be 

earmlll'ked for redemption of debt or for BOme other capital 
expenditure. Us·ny of our witnesses expressed this view, 
although others were opposed to it. 

54~. The underlying rell80n for the view is ususlly that the 
death duties .. come out of capital," and thu.t, if they are spent 
118 revenue, the country is .. living OIl its capital .. instead of its 
income. This argument is f&l.lacious .. We have seen that the 
Estate Duty (and the same is true of'the Legacy and Succession 
Duties) does not destroy existing capital; what it does. on the 
collection side, is to prevent a certain amount of new capital 
from coming into being .. In this respect it is not esaenti&l.ly 
dissimilar to the Income Tax. 

This point appears to be recognised by BOIDe of those who 
advocate the earmarking of the· duties. They emphllBise. how
ever. the aeriousneaa of their effect on the supply of new capital. 
and urge this as a reason for not applying the prOceeds t.o 
ordina.ry ourrent expenditure. 

648. It Bppears to us thIM Uiere :would be no special virtue 
in earmarking the duties to redemption of the debt. or to other 
~apital expenditure which is, in fact, included in the Budget. 
At best it would seem to be a book-keeping transaction. Mr. 
Selfridge thought that it would have a good peychologica1 effect • 
.. H is really a matter of book-keeping, but there is the senti
mental nature of it. People think that their esta.tee are belll3' 
taken to pay the pay rolla in Whiteh&l.l .. (Q. '1181). We recog
nise thIM this suggestion has aome foree. To act npon it. 
however, would be to encourage the fallacious idea that the 
death duties are paid out of the nation's capital, while other 
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taxes a.re paid out of income. In any case, there a.re arguments 
of a practical nature on the other side. We . agree with Mr. 
McKenna., who was opposed to any a.lloca.tion, tha.t it migbi 
be . ha.mpering to lay down .. an a.rbitra.ry rule" (Q. 19201. 
This a.spect of the question wae developed a.t some length by 
Sir Otto Niemeyer. As he pointed out (Q. 8809), there is II 
" general sort of rough correspondence " between the present 
Sinking Fund of £50,000,000 and the revenue from the dea.th 
duties. We a.gree with him, however. in not thinking .. tha.& 
it a.t a.ll follows that the a.mount you ought to be providing 
for Sinking Fund, on the genera.l considera.tion of your 1i.nancia.l 
position, is neceesa.rily the same a.s the a.mount you ha.ppen to 
be getting from dea.th duties, even on the assumption that dea.th 

. duties come completely out of ca.pita.l" (Q. 8806). 

544. We have expressed the opinion tha.t the Esta.te Duty 
is to a. certa.in extent more damaging than income taxation 
to the supply of new capita.l. Some of our witnesses held that 
it does far more harm in this respect. We think it proper to 
make this effect on capita.l a ground for scrntinising State 
expenditure, and requiring that a due proportion. of it should 
be devoted to capital and productive purposes. But we do not 
think it can justify any special a.lloca.tion of revenue. A specia.l 
allocation of the death duties would seem to endorse the mis
taken notion that taxes on income do not materially affect 
. the capita.l of the country. 

IX. Bumt7lIl1'TI 01 Main Concltui0n8. 
645. We may very b~efty sum up our main conclusions in 

rega.rd to the effects of the death duties. In the lower ranges 
of capita.l value the Estate Duty is comparatively light, and i& 
is only in estates upwa.rds of £50,000 that the burden becomes 
markedly severe. In the largest estates, a.lthough not so crush
ing as is Iiometimes represented, it is very heavy, and leads, 
we believe, to considerable avoidance. 

546. Owing to the fact ·that the Estate Duty is levied on 
. estates in trauait, its weight is, on the whole, less acutely 
realised than correspondingly heavy taxation of income. For 
the same reason, severa.l incidental inequities a.re less damaging 
to the duty than they would otherwise be. Although the duty, 
when regarded sepuately, ia less equi~ble th.o.n the ~oome 
Tax, it forms a. va.iuable supplement to It, caPital and moome 
together furnisbing & better criterion of ability to pa.y than 
either could in isoIa.tion. 

547. Special ·inconvenience and hardahips lIl"e so~etimes 
caused to agricultural Ia.ndowners and a.lso to private bu~esses, 
and in a minority of cases the da.mage. done m~y .be coUSlderable. 
At the same time, with regard ~ bUBlDessea, It 18 probable tbat 
the duty, &mOunt for amount, 18 rather less of & deterrent to 
enterprise than the Income Tax. Aa regards the elfect on 
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savings, we think that the Estate Duty, taking physical and 
psychological effects together, -is distinctly more prejudicial, 
amount for amount, than the Income Tax; this is due partly 
to the nature of Estate Duty as a deferred tax, and partly to 
the fact that the bulk of the duty is drawn from the largest 
estates. Public compa.nies, as 'well as private, are concerned 
here, so far as their supply of capital from the public may be 
affected. But, whatever the effect of the Estate Duty, it is 
fallacious to distinguish it from the Income Tax, _ as coming out 
of the nation's capita\. Although the duty comes out of the 
capitol of individual estates, it is provided out of the national 
income no less tha.n the Income Tax; both forms of tax alike 
prevent a certain amount of new capitol from coming into being, 
the ultimate effect depending very largely on the direction of 
Government expenditure. 

548. The Legacy and Succession Duties a.re minor imposts. 
While their form is open to some criticism, they appear to us 
to be based on a. sound principle, in tha.t they go some wa.y to 
differentiate the total death duties -burden according to con
sanguinity. 

SUB-SECTION VII : INCIDENCE AND EFFECTS OF THE 
STAMP DUTmS. 

I ntrocluctory. 
549. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue remark in their 

65th Annual Report tha.t the Stamp Duties a.re the oldest duties 
under their management. .. They were lirat imposed in 1694 
by the Statute Ii William and Mary, c. 21, the scheme of which 
W88, broadly, tha.t the documents W be charged were to be 
written on stamped peper, and the sanction relied on for the 
protection of the Revenue was the fact tha.t documenta could 
not be given in evidence in any Court unl8B8 they were properly 
stamped. Modifications have been made from time to time 
to meet changing conditions, a.nd new heads of charge have 
been added, but the main outlines of the scheme of duties remain 
to-day as they were in 1694." (Cmd. 1780, page 64.> In 1818, 
a.l'ter the Napoleonio Wa.ra, the Stamp Duties (exolusive of 
Probate and Legacy Duties, which were commonly included 
under this heading) yielded about £5l millions, or about 10 per 
cent. of the $etal tu revenue. In 1913-14 they yielded just 
under £10 milliona, or about 6 per cent. of the $etal revenue. 
There W88 no change in the rates of duty between. the outbreak 
of the late War and the lilt September, 1918; the yield fell 
during the War, the lowes$ figure being, approximately, 
£6t millions in 1916-16; in 1917-18 it had achanced $e 
£8t millions, but this figure represented only li per cent. of the 
then expended $eta) yield of taxation. After the Anniatice U1e 
duties became much more productive. answering $e the boom 
in trade; sa from September, 1920, the rates of certain leading 
dllties were largely iooreaeed. In 1926-26 the duties yielded a 
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little over £25 millions (Great Britain only) which was about 
3i per cent. of the total tax revenue. 

550. The Stamp Duties in Northern and Southern Ireland 
were, respectively, transferred to the Government. of Northern 
Ireland from the 1!2nd November, 1921, and to the Provisional 
Government of Southern Ireland (now the Government of the 
Irish Free State) from the 1st April, 1922. For comparative 
purposes the total net receipts for Great Britain only may be 
set out for the post-war years and the last pre-war year :-

£ £ 
1913-14 ... 9,647,180 1922-23 ... 21,851,257 
1918-19 ... 11,837,512 1923-24 ... 21,578,756 
1919-20 ... 22,068,542 1924-25 ... 22,758,159 
1920-21... ... 25,630,558 1925-26 ... 25,129,369 
1921-22 ... 18,991,002 

551. It will be seen that the Stamp Duties now form a rather 
subsidiary part .of the tax system, although in the aggregate 
they provide &. useful yield. While on the whole their effects 
were not greatly emphasised by witnesses, several of the duties 
were subjected to criticism, and there were no suggestions that 
this branch of revenue should be further developed. ProfeB\jOr 
Cannan, alluding to the duties ali transference of property, 
characterised such taxes as " a survival from a bygone age in 
which the art of collecting taxes was so little developed that 
the stamp method seemed very excellent" (E. in 0., 19). n 
may be said of the duties generally, that they are not an 
advanced type of taxation. Their incidence is not clear, they 
have not only a casual relation to ability to pay, and they tend 
somewhat: to hamper business transactions. On the other hand, 
they are quite well accepted by the taxpayer, partly, no doubt, 
because they have been established so long. Criticisms are 

. mainly directed to the recent increases of duty, in 1918 and 
1920. 

552. We propose to confine our attention to the most pro
ductive of the numerous duties, in the following order ;-

(i) duty on conveyance of land an~ properly other than 
stocks and shares; 

(ii) duty on transfer of stocks and shares; 
(iii) duty on bearer bonds; 
(iv) duty on companies' share capital; 
(v) duty on cheques; 
(vi) duty on receipts. 

SeveraI'intricate' questions·arise as to incidence, bnt for practical 
purposes, arid in view of the minor importance of ~he seve~ 
duties in the total tax-system, these need not be disenssed ID 
detail. 
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(i) The duty on oonveyance of /and, etc. 
558. Rate of duty and yield.-This duty was increased from 

10,. per cent. to £1 per cent. in 1910. The net receipt (Great 
Britain) amounted to £1,428,982 in 1918-14; it fell considerably 
during the War, reaching a low-water mark of £814,560 in 
1916·17. The net receipt (Great Britain) for post-War years 
has been as follows:-

1918-19 .. . 
1919-20 .. . 
1920·21 .. . 
1921-22 .. . 

£ 
2,064,568 
4,950,882 • 
5,842,495 
8,479,020 

1922-28 .. . 
1923·24 .. . 
1924-25 .. . 
1925-26 .. . 

£ 
8,457,511 
8,437,669 
8,888,955 
8,887,054 

554. Incidence.-The incidence of the duty is rather indeter
minate as between vendor and purchaser. When a tax is 
imposed on the conveyance of land,the .prospect of recurrent 
liability on any oocasion of sale tends to depre88 values, if only 
to a slight extent, and, in so far as it has this result, it falls 
upon all existing owners of land.· When the first sale of 8> 
property takes place, the purchaser, although paying the duty 
on that particular tra.nafer, will give a lower price for the 
property; if the lower price has taken full account of the recur
rent liability, the incidence of the duty may be said to have 
been thrown back on the original owner, and to be avoided 
altogether by his successor. In practice, however, this theory 
works very uncertainly, owing especially to tlie uncertain fre
quency of sale. All that can be said is that the original owner 
may tend to suffer most; in land and house property, however, 
the exact price is. so largely med by individual powers of 
bargainiug that it is impossible to determine how far it haa been 
alfec~ by the duty or, in other words, what proportion of the 
duty has really been borne by either party. 

555. C"ticisftu bl/ witnesse,. - Professor Cannan took the 
point that .. everything which makes it more expensive to 
tranafer property must tend to keep it in the hands of people 
who ought really to get rid of it, because they cannot manage 
it as well as somebody else." He thought the existing duties 
quite high enough to be appreciably hurtful in this way (Q. 814). 
We do not ourselves attach importance to this aspect. The duty 
is not, of course, the main item in the coat of tranafer, especially 
when di1liculues as to utle, etc., are involved. 

556. The Law Society oalled attention to the joint effect of 
the conveyance du~ and the companies' capital duty on new 
or reoonstituted bus'"_; the Nat.ional Gas Council put in a 
statement in the &ame senae, with special reference to amalga
maliona (Eo. ApptnUiiz V). The conveyance duty, un
doub~ly, adds very appreciably to the 8J:pe1l888 01 company 
formation, where large ensting asaets are taken over. We c0n

sider the combined burden under the bead of the companies' 
capital duty (cf. para. 568). . 
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557. The La.w Society referred to an administrative conces
sion, under which the duty is not claimed where a reconstructed 
company is being formed to take over the business of the existing 
company, and where the shareholders in the new company are 
the same, and hold abares in the Same proportion, as those in the 
existing company. They advocated legislation extending not 
only to such reconstructions but also to the case where a private 
business is converted into a private limited company, and where 
substantially all the abares are taken up by the vendor or his 
nominees (E. in C., 10-11). The latter type of case, however, 
does not appear to be on quite the Same footing as the former. 
The converaion of a partnership into a (lOmpany involves a more 
radical change of constitution, and, moreover, it offers consider
able advantages in the matter of taxation, especially on account 
of the freedom of reserves from Super-tax. It is doubtful 
whether firms abould be given a further inducement to con-
version. . 

(ii) The duty on trans/e" oj 8toekB a.nd 8ha"eB. 
558. Rate 0/ duty and yie/d.-This duty remained at 108. per 

cent. nntil it was doubled by the Finance Act, 1920, the higher 
rate taking effect from the 1st September, 1920. . 

The net receipt (Great Britain), covering oompoaition for 
tranafer duty from oorporations, &c., was £1,514,308 in 1913-14. 
In the early part of the War it fell heavily, reflecting the 
interference with normal Stock Exchange business, and in 
1915-16 only amounted to £815,146. It then recovered and 
regained the pre-war nominal level in 1917-18. The net receipt 
(Great Britain) for post-war years has been:-

1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 

£ 
2,169,952 
4,991,893 
3,648,777 
3,211,377 

1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

£ 
5,349,354 
5,014,438 
5,494,748 
6,789,749 

559. Jncidence.-£1 per cent. is rather more severe in the 
case of stocks and abares than in the case of land, since they 
constitute a much more mobile form of capital: against this 
may perhaps be set the fact that the other costs of tranafer are 
much less. The question of incidence is difficult and obscure . 
.'\. duty of this kind, in so far as it hampers dealings, may tend 
to have some depressing influence on the initial prices of stocks. 
The real losers, as Profe88Ol' Seligman- points out, may be those 
~esponaible for ftoating the securities, or those underwriting the 
Issue. 

560. Criticisma by toitnu8u.-Sir Felix Schuster represented 
that the duty does not only reduce Stock Exchange transactions 
hnt a 1"" .. obstructs the investment in the class of securities 
subject to the tax" (Eo., p. 11: E. in C., 13). We think 
the duty is open to some objection on both counts. It may tend 

• TIl. Shijtiog aod ] ... id"", •• f Tt=JtioR, 4th EditiOD, pp. 3SI4-5. 
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to give a slight advantage to Government securities which are 
exempt from the duty, and to municipal stocks which only pay 
composition for the duty, the burden of this falling on the rate
payer; it may thus add a slight incentive to the tendency to 
favour gilt-edged stocks rather than ordinary industrial shares. 

561. 'fhe Association of British Chambers of Commerce 
stated that " Stamp Duties on the sale of securities through the 
S.tock Exchange are not only detrimental to business, but are 
considered W1fair as compared with Stamp Duties levied on the 
transfer of other property" (Eo., p. 291; E. in C., 68). We 
aseume this criticism to ha.ve in view the point which we 
mentioned above, viz., that securities change hands more 
frequently than land and material assets, and therefore suffer 
rather more from a. duty cha.rged at the same rate. 

(iii) Tho duty on beare1' bonds .. 

562. Rate Of duty and yield.-Except for Colonial (7overn
ment a.nd Colonial Municipality issues, the duty stands at £2 
per cent., ha.ving been increa.sed from £1 per cent. a.s from the 
1st September, 1920. The ra.tes for Coloni&! Government and 
Municipality issues a.re 58. per cent. a.nd £1 per cent. 
respectively. 

The net receipt (Great Brita.in) wa.s £1,084,099 in 1918-14. 
During the Waz the issue of foreign bonds aJmost came to a. 
standstill. In 1914-15 the net receipt was uncl.er £1 Inillion; 
in 1917-18 i' had fa.llen to £167,826 and in 1918-19 to £103,542, 
but in the next few yean i' recovered, as the following figures 
show:-

1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
192MIl 

.£ 
108,MIl 
459,168 
602,664 
735,966 

1922.28 
19\1S-94 
1924-25 
1925·26 

£ 
1,258,651 
1,162,484 

970,648 
881,688 

568. Incidmce.-Apa.rt from War Loan·issues, bea.rer bonds 
are exceptional in British finance, while they a.re 80 common 
feature in many coUJ;ltriee. 'nle incidence of the du'Y which, 
in broa.d idea, is 8. oomposition for the tr&nsfer duty a.pplicable 
to registered stocks, appea.re normally to be on the borrower; 
for the foreign borrower has to offer terms a.s acceptable. to the 
lender, all thinga considered, as the home ma.rke' will provide, 
a.nd the lender will not be ready to take the burden of the du'Y 
on himself. 

664. CftticUwu by .m-.u.-several witn_ referred to 
the competition between this countty and the Uni~ States for 
foreign loan businesa. .. The Uni~ States," said Sir Fredrie 
Wise, "ba.s • distinct advaDtage o~ Britain in regard to 
Stamp Duties, and therefore the foreign loan competition, 
alt.hougb keen, enablea the United States in BOme instances 
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to pick and choose her foreign 1l0tations ... (E. in C., Ana. 13). 
Mr. Beaumont Pease, Sir Felix Schuster and Mr. A. M. Samuel 
dealt with the same point, emphasis being laid upon the value 
of foreign loans lloated in this country as stimulating our export 
industry. .. I lio not think," said Sir Felix Schuster, .. it is 
sufficiently appreciated that the issue of foreign loans both for 
Government and industrial enterprises is directly productive of 
trade and employment in this country, and not only sporadically, 
but that their effect is permanent. (Eo., p. 11; E. in C., 13, 
cf. also Q. 114). 

At the same time, while Sir Felix was convinced that in the 
long run the £2 duty must have the effect of turning business 
away, he had not been able to find any direct evidence that so 
far this had actually taken place. .. I tried to find out from 
some of the houses concerned in that class of bueiness whether 
in their experience it has had that effect. They said: • No, 
not so far, because so far this business comes to the United 
States or here, !U)d there is no other lending country' .. (Q. 114). 
Mr. Samuel, again, remarked that .. whether harm arises in 
present circumstances from the loss of such bl1siness is doubtful. 
Some of the foreign loans alleged to have been driven away 
from London by high Stamp Duties were lloated in New York. 
But it is said that New York failed to digest the loans, and that 
London bought the loans in New York, and brought them to 
London, at a cheaper rate than that at which they woqld have 
been issued in London .. (E. in a. A 718. 13) . 

. 565. The figures of yield for post-war years, although they 
do not prove anything, give no ground for inferring that the 
growth of foreign loan issues in this country has been checked 
by the £2 per cent. duty. Apart from questions of comparative 
taxation,the United States have in the past looked with less 
fa.vour than ourselves on foreign issues, and it appears that they 
tend to demand a higher rate of interest. It ma.y well he that 
the advantage enjoyed by the British market in this respect is 
more than enough to cancel any deterrent effect of the duty, 
a.t least in the case of Ioa.ns to foreign industry. The ma.tter, 
however, requires to be ca.refully watched: it would be un
justifiable to continue the duty at its present level, if it appear~ 
to have a ma.teria.l in1luence in diverting foreign loan business. 

It should be noted that, while the duty is borne by the 
foreigner, it can hardly be said to differentiate against him, for 
£2 per cent. is only equivalent to the tranafer duty on two 
tranafeTs of British registered stocks. If the duty on bearel' 
bonds were reduced it would probably be necessary to reduce 
also the more productive tranafer duty; the two can hardly be 
considered separately, and indeed 8. reduction of the tranafer 
duty might occasiQn some demand for a similar reduction of the 
£1 per cent. conveyance duty relating to property other than 
stocks and shares. 
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(iv) The dIIt, oncompaniu' ,hare capital. 
666. Rate of dut, and ,ield.-The duty on compa.nies' share 

capital was increased from 5,. per cent. to £1 per. cent. by the 
Finance Act, 1920, with effect from the 20th April, 1920. 

The net recei,1t (Great Britain) was £697,517 in 1913-14; the 
lowest point to which it fell during the War was ;1;.'210,605 in 
1916.17. Immediately after the Armistice there was an unpre
cedented boom in company flotations, reflec~ed in the following 
figures;-- £ 

1918-19 ... 1,024,961: }SB. per cent. still in 
1919·20 ... 8,645.088 force. 
1920.21 5,858,121 £1.per cent. in force 
1921.22 2,141,451 from 20th April, 
1922·23 1,855,497 1920. 
1928·24 2,294,725 
1924-25 2,225.102 
1925·26 2,680,004 

567. Incidence.-The companies' capital duty tends to fall on 
the company, and not to be passed on in prices to the consumer. 
Ultimately, the effect is upon the shlloreholder8, since the duty is 
a charge against the profits of the .concern. (In the case of the 
private compauy, of couras, the .distinction between company 
and shareholder hardly exists for this purpoas.) 

668. CriticUma by witnesBu.-The Asaociation of British 
ChambeT8 of Commerce (Ell., p. 291; E. in 0., '69·70) and the 
I,aw Society (E. in 0.,.8 and 8) both expreaaed the opinion tha' 
the companies' capital duty is harmful in reducing 'the number 
of oompany tegistratiOllEl, and also the ~ount of capital for 
which registration ia sought. Sir Felix Schuster, while oon· 
aidering the duty rather too high, did not think it had actually 
interfered very largely with the formation of new companies 
(Q. 114). The Law Society recognised that the number of 
oompanies fonned in recent years was large and showed no sign 
of diminution, but oontended tha.;, .. were it not for this heavy 
impoat, the number of registrations would undoubtedly be 
larger .. (E. in 0., 8); the Society had in .mind the oonveyance 
duty (cf. parG. 656) as well as the companies' capital duty. 
The registrations of companies (England only) in 1918 and in 
poa,"war years are recorded as follows in the Board of Trade 
Reports on Companies;- Registratiofu (ill Eng/and only). 

1918 
1919 
1990 
19'JI 
19-1\! 
1998 
19U 

N"mben. Alleroge a_nt 

6,871 
9,820 

10,08'1 
6,409 
7,998 
8,008 
7,974 

0/ capital. 
£ 

91.858 
89.117 
55.«7 
15.481 
15,138 
13,36R 
13,618 
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569. When the numbers of registrations are seen, and when 
it is remembered that the companies' capital duty (even though 
in combination with the conveyance duty) is not the only expense 
of company formation which has increased, it appears to be 
doubtful whether registration has been materially restricted by 
the duty. The creation of new companies is influenced by very 
wide causes, as we remarked in discussing how far the Income 
Tax had a bearing upOn it (para. (04). The capital duty and 
conveyance duty must not infrequently have turned the scale 
against amalgamations and reoonstructions, but we hardly think 
it likely that they have seriously interfered with the creation 
of new companie3, or that, as the Law Society suggest (E. in C., 
9), they have deterred many foreigners from forming companies 
here and also driven Englishmen to register abroad, instead of 
here, companies formed to carry on business abroad; besides, in 
many foreign C()untries similar duties are in force. Although 
we do not regard the companies' capital duty as a good type of 
tax, it is arguable that the benefits of incorporation are such 
that companies can alford to pay something for them, and that 
the existing duty, paid once and for all, is not very excessive, 
especially since the Corporation Profits Tax has been repealed. 

570. With regard to the average amount of capital registered, 
it would be very mistaken to attribute the whole of the diminu
&ion to the elfect of the Stamp Duties. In the first, place, allow
ance must be made for the fall in the price level. Then again 
in 1919 and 1920 large nominal amounts of capital were regis
iered, because a sanguine view was taken of trade prospects and 
it was thought that a great deal of capital would be required. 
There can be no doubt that in la&er years the dilference between 
the cspital registered and the capital actually iSsued to the public 
has been nsrrower, but it is not clear thM the tendeucy to put 
the capital lower does any great hann, although it may 
occasionally have the result, pointed out by Mr. Randle Holme, 
one of the Law Society's representatives, of hampering priva&e 
busineSBes in raising new capital and somewhat prejudicing their 
credit. (Q. 7651.) 

(v) The duty on oheqfU8. 
571. &ate 0/ duty and yield.-The duty on cheques was 

raiSed from Id. to 2d. by the Finance Act, 19I5, with elfect from 
September, 1918. The net receipt and the approximate number 
of cheques used (Great Britain) have been as follows, from 
1913-14 onwards;-

1909-10 
1910-11 
1911-12 
1919-13 
1913-H 
1914-15 

£ 
1,030,656 
1,110,563 
1,121,652 
1,148,880 
1,225,200 
1,169,500 

MiUions 0/ 
CheqfU8. 

247 
266 
269 
276 
294 
281 
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Millions 01 
.£ Cheque,. 

1915~16 1,205,500 289 
1916-17 1,243,500 298 
1917-18 1,274,000 306 
1918-19 2,891,000 303 
1919-20 2,890,400 345 
1920.21 3,313,300 397 
1921-22 2,724,700 327 
1922-23 2,860,000 342 
1923-24 3,025,000 363 
1924-25 8,222,000 881 
1925-26 8,421,684 411 

572. lncidence.-The duty fo.lls on the person drawing the 
cheque, and i. borne by him, unless he cali pass it on in some 
business tra.nssction., The trader may genero.lly, be assumed to 
paasthe duty on to lhe consumer, since it enters into the cost. 
of all traders, including lhe marginaJ. man., 

578. Critici8ms by tDitn68B68,-It was contended by sev~ 
witnesses that the restoration of. the ld. duty would very 1Ilib
sts.ntially increase' the use of clieques. Mr. Beaumont Pease, 
however, could not find tha.t the 2d. duty had diminished their 
use (E. in C., 23): Sir Felix Schuster, thought that, with the 
duty a.t 1a., cheques would be used more freely for payment of 
wages, and thsl more banking tIOOOuntB would . be opened. 
(Q. 1U.) Mr. Samuel thought that small shopkeepers would 
take to the use of cheques, 'if thll duty were only Iii. (Q. 1001), 
sud the National Chamber of Trad_ federation of. local bodies 
consisting mainly of distributing traders, and the smaller craft 
nadera-represented thal .. maintenance of th. wv increase of 
2ti. for such a long period after the conclusion of the War haa 
created a very definite sense of grievance besides leading many 
to a'fOid paymen, by cheque whenever it can be done (E. in 0., 
IS). The Drapers' Chamber of Trade of the United Kingdom 
8uggtlated thsl .. a reversion to Iii. cheque etampa would 
probably mean the quicker paymenl of small debts which in the 
aggregate throughoul the country would mea.n greater sud 
quicker turnover of capital .. (ED., Appmtliz II, P-' 6). 

674. We think thsl the elfecl of the 2d. slamp is a good deal 
exaggerated, although we ha.ve no douM thsl a reduction to Iii. 
would do something to encourage the freE>r use of cheques an' 
bankiDft facilities. It is aomelimes argued thu lhe 2ti.' etamp 
tends to make people draw cheques for larger sums than they 
did before the duly was incresaed. bul. quite apan from the duty. 
they might be ezpeded to dra ... Iarger cheques simply on account 
of having to pay higher pricae for almosl everything. We think 
thM this nslural &endency ~bly aided to some sligh' 
utent by the 2ti. duty. So far ae il is 'rue that larger cheque& 
are drawn 011 account of higher pricea. the bed 94. duly canno& 
be eaid to repreaent twice a8 heavy a charge B8 the pr8-wv 14. 
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n does not seem, then, that the 2d. siamp should be much more 
discouraging to the use of cheques than the Id. stamp used to be. 
From the numbers of cheques (para. 571) it will be seen tbal 
in pre-war days there was an annual increase of about 5 per 
cent. 'rhere was a sligbl decrease in the year following the 
raising of the duty (poasibly due to reduced stocks being kept 
by the banks) but in the nexi two years of boom nearly 15 per 
cent. was added each year. The slump in 1921 brought the 
number down to a more normal level and an increase of roughly 
6 per cent. h!W' taken place from 1922-23 onwards. 

575. Considerable streBB was laid by Sir Felix Schuster 
(Ee., p. 11; E. i1l C., 13), Mr. Samuel (E. i1l C., Am. 13), and 
the Chambers of CoDimerce (Ee., fl. 291; E. i1l C., 71-2) on the 
prospect of reducing the currency note circulation, if the duty 
were halved or abolished. We cannot believe, however, that such 
~ step would ha"te any considerable bearing on the monetary posi
tion, even if the result were a marked increase in the use of 
cheques; it is the total volume of currency in circulation, rather 
~Iln the amount of cheques or notes comprised, which is of real 
Imt>ortance• 

(vi) Duty 011 receiflu. 

576. Bate of duty and yield.-The receipl duty, applicable to 
receipts for £2 and upwards, was raised from Id. to 2d. by the 
Finance Ad, 1920, with e1fect from September, 1920. The yield 
of the tax cannot be exactly distinguished from figures of posta1 
revenue, since in mDBl cases the ordinary postage stamp is used 
for receipts. In recent years it has been in the neighbourhood 
of £2 millions: it does not appear that the doubling of the duty 
has e1fected the giving of stamped receipts. 

577. Jncidence.-Tbe incidence tendS to be 011 the consumer, 
but cannot be alloca.ted with certainty. 

578. Cnticinn8 by tDitneuu.-Very little mention was made 
of the 2d. receipl duty •. The National Chamber of Trade linked 
it with the 2d. cheque duty. as engendering a sense 01. grievance 
(E. i1l C., 13) and the· A ssociation of British Chambers of Com
merce held thai both a1ike should be reduced to the pre-Will" 
rates (Ee., fl. 291; E. in C., 72). There is liltle to be said 
in favour of a duty on receipts except tbal where, as in this 
oountry, people have grown acmstorned to it, jt is an easy 
enough method 01. raising a not altogether negligible revenue. 
Its great defect is that it can be very simply avoided by not 
giving a receipt. Ii may be of interesl to mention tbal from 
1783 to 1853, when Mr. Gladstone introduced the fixed Id. 
duty, there was a graduated duty. From 1815 to 1853 the scale 
rose to aa high a maximum as 10.. on. receipts of £1,000 or more 
The repeal of the graduation in 1853 resulted in a larger yield. 
As Mr. Gladstone said, it was a duty entailing very considerable 
inconvenience and had been evaded wholesale. 
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General OonclU8ion.. 
679. The Stamp Duties are a cause of occasional irrita

tion to the citizen, a,nd of some recurrent friction 
in business, and particularly in finance. While they are open 
to many objections, they do not seem in practice to meet with 
much oppo&ition from the generaJ taxpayer, and they may be held 
to illustrate the saying that an old tax is a good tax. Neverthe
less, in relation to their moderate yield, we are disposed to think 
them one of the less satisfactory parts of the British tax system. 

SUB-SECTION VllI: THE CUSTOMS AND EXCISE 
DUTIES. 

TBB lNOIDBNOB OP TaB DUTIBS AND TBBIB MORB lMlUlDlATB 
EPPIIIOT ON FmoBs. 

1iS0. In regard to the existing Cuatoma and Excise duties, 
the question of incidence, in the sense in which we use the term 
(0/. para. 280 at 8eq.) is not controversial, as it is La the case of 
the Income 'l'ax. There was genera.! agreement among witnesses 
that, broadly, the duties are passed on in price to the consumer. 

681. It is, however, a debatable queation how far the duties 
are a clean addition to price. The actual movement of prices 
is not a complete test: prices are open to &l.l the varied forces 
of supply and demand, and, particularly in the case of imports, 
the market is sensitive to changes in world conditions. It 
follows that the exact e1fed of a change in a rate of duty may 
quickly become obacured. . 

68!!. Even the movement immediately after an increase or 
decrease of duty cannot be entirely relied upon: for in the case 
of many dutiable goods the article aold reta.il is a blend, . the 
components of which may often easily be altered to at least a 
Bligbt extent. When, therefore, the price of a dutiable article 
risee or falls exactly in accordance with a change in the duty, 
it CBnnot in all casee be said with abaolute con1idence that tbe 
two. changea are exactly equivalent. 

1iSS. W. may glance briefly at aome considerations which 
Play affec& the addition to price, when & duty is substentially 
increased. Let U8 take the case of a commodity PlBDufactured 
in this country. The increaae in duty, when added to prices, will 
normally cause demand to elacken to aome extent, and aupply 
will be adjusted accordingly. In the cue of diminishing 
return8. a reduction of supply should tend to bring about aome 
fall in the cost per unit of prodoetion. and then-in theor:1-
1_ than the full tax ought to be put OIl to the price: under 
increasing returns.. wbere the coat per unit is inCl'888lld by a 
reduction of supply, more than the ax might be put on. Pro
ftlSlJQl' Pigou. who referred to this aspect of the aubjec$, did not 
tbiuk it poMible to meaaure the 'ftriations in unit C08l. He 
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assented t.hat, iIi the absence of knowledge, it seems best to 
as~ume that there is no great variation: then to all intents and 
purposes it is possible to say, so far 8S this argument is con
cerned, that the tax raises the price by the amount of the tax 
(Q. 000-610). 

584. Again, it was stated by the Associa.tion of British 
Ch~mbers of Commerce and by the Co-operative Congress that 
prices are often increased by more than the indirect tax in order 
that the trader may co'l'er interest on the further ca.pital 
expended. This is no doubt so, although the interest is likely 
to be relatively .. very small factor. 

585. It may further be contended that an actual profit is made 
on the tax, and the support of Adam Smith can be quoted: .. A 
tax upon these articles· (necessaries of life) necessarily raises the 
price somewhat higher than the amount of the tax, because ·the 
dealer who advances the tax must generally get it oack with a 
profit. ,. But Professot Seligman, referring to this view and 
dealing with a commodity which passes through several handa, 
points out that .. underoompetitive conditions, there is always 
a producer or middlemen on the margin of production-that is, 
one who produces or handles the product without profits, simply 
get.ting back his expensee-and the price of the whole supply, 
at any given moment, is equal to his cost of doing the business. 

. The mere fact that the product passes through a 
number of hands cannot in itself raise the price by more than 
the exact cost of such transference. . . . The tax is simply 
an addition to the cost of production; and there can be no 
geometrical increase in the tax."· This argument is, we, think, 
valid, assuming 'free competition over the whole field of supply. 
In actual fact, where competition is not in free play, it may 
well be that some profit is made on the tax. This, we think, 
will be particularly so at the retail stage, owing to the personal 
and local advantage often enjoyed by the retailer. 

686. On the whole it is' likely that in most cases the amount 
directly passed on to the consumer on aocount of Customs and 
Excise duties corresponds fairly closely with the amount of those 
duties, but with a natural tendency to be rather greater. 

587. In the g~neral note on .. incidence" (parru. 288-92) it 
has been observed that a trader who succeeds in shifting a tax 
may nevertheless sder from reduced 83.les, and again, that an 
employee who beara a tax may be able on that account to obtain 
an increase of wages, 

588. The above paragraphs relate only to the existing dot~s. 
We are not called npon to discuss the incidence of commodity 
taltes in general. However, in order to avoid any miJn.mder
standing it may be well to note that we are·not attemptmg ~ 
lay down a hard and fast rule that all such taxes lD theIr 

·lncid ..... 01 Tazati ... -Oolumbia Uni •• m", P...-4lh Edilio.., 1921 
p. MS. 
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ellLirety are necessarily bome by the consumer. Economists 
are generally agreed tha.t there a.re conditions in which a.n import 
duty may be pa.rtly borne by the foreigner, e.g., if there is only 
a limited market for his particular commodity outside the country 
where the duty is in force: in such a case, rather tha.n lose an 
important part of his ma.rket, h.e may choose to bear some of the 
duty. 

GBNBRAL EPFIIOTS 01' THB CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIBS. 

Introductof"Jl. 
G89. The Customs and Exciae duties ma.y be contrasted with 

the Income Ta.x, BB indirect tllX88, which a.re intended to be, 
und in fllCt are, passed on to the consumer. Again, they may 
be contrasted BB ta.xes which apply to a limited field ,-viz. , to 
certain selected ·commoditiea-while the Income Tax is a general 
ta.x applying to income as such. 

590. A common' objection to the taxation of commodities is 
that it interferes. in a.n artificial way with the natural course 
of eltpeuditure, and so of production. People ma.y buy le88 of 
the ta.xed goods. a.ud the tra.de which supplies them may be 
expected to suffer. The strength of this particula.r criticism 
depends very much on the goods chosen for taxation. The exist
ing Customs and Excise duties a.re mostly levied on articles of 
v~ general consumption, the dema.od for which is relatively 
ill<liastic. On the whole, to judge by the deets.of changes in 
their rat.es. the duties do not appea.r to ha.ve a.ltt'red the cha.racter 
of consumption very grea.tly, except in the CBBe of alcoholic 
drmks. The heavy taxes on beer and spirits ha.ve undoubtedly 
had an important rt'strictive effect- ; pere, however. it does not 
follow that the result hBB been harmful either to the oon&nmer 
or to national produotion as a whole, while the brewere a.nd di&
tillera-apart from inefficient ooncerna-do not appea.r to have 
bt'8n in a worse position than before. 

591. We do not think that the existing duties have had a.ny 
~ry disturbing effect on the trade of the country. At the same 
time we ani of opinion that the tendency. of indirect taxation 
is. in general, to cause not only dislocation when first·impoeecl 
or va.ried. but a continuing diversion of trade from the course 
it would otherwjse pursue: the present system is comparatively 
harmless in this respect only on account of the particu~ subjects 
on whit'h the bulk of the duty is levied. 

599. Practit'&l1y. the chief questions to be considered arise from 
the weight of the burden which the duties lay upon the poorest 
members of the rommunity: we propose then to examine the 
dect 01. the duties on the standard of living and physical 
efficiency of the wa.ge-earning claaaea. 
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The orde.t· of our discussion will be as follows :

I. The weight of the duties and the' 
standard of living- ParagrapM. 

General 593-4 
Regression in the indirect taxes... 595-7 
. Indirect taxes and wages 598-614 
.. Necessaries" and .. luxuries .. 615 
The duties on tea, &c. 616-24 
The duties on sugar, &C. ••. 625-31 
The duty on tobacco 632-7 

, The duty on spirits... 638-42 
The duty on beer ... ,643-49 
'The duty on wine ... 650-4 
The ,Entertairuxients Duty... 655-8 
Conclusions ... 659-67 

II. The effect of the duties on saving ... 668-70 

I.-TUB WBIGHT GP THB DUTIES AND THE STANDARD OP LIVING. 

593. General.-From the table in paragrapb 218 it will be seen 
that the great bulk of the yield is from the food, alcohol, tobacco 
and entertainments duties. The following table will illustrate 
the weight of these duties in 1913-14 and in the last three 
years:- . 

Total net receipt. of doty. Da'y poihood at popaJatioa. 

U~'II*:. Grea~ Britaio and Northern Uni~ _ BriloiD aDd!l'orlhem InIonoL 
Kmgd InJand. Kmgdom. 

-
1911/14. lHa}". ' 1924/26. 1926/28. 1911/lf • IHa/24.. I 1924/26. I 1926/111. 

£000. £000. .£000. .£000. •• tI. £ •• tI. £ •• tI. £ •• tI. 
T ... ... 6,499 10,751 5.971 6,780 2 10 0 4 9t 0 II 8 0 2 Sr. ... 3,329 58,117 2O,53t 19,370- 1 ~i o 17 I 0 9 ! 0 8 o er Fooda 1,078 2,6811 1,650 , 1,549 0 0 1 2t 0 0 7t 0 0 
Beer ... 15,655 91,702 81,987 82,403 6 11. 1 16 71 1 16 6 1 16 
~~ta ... 23,9;6 64,037 51,054 49,928 10 6 1 4- 8 1 2 9 1 ... 1.152 8,369 3,752 8,746 0 6 0 1 6 0 1 81 f) 
Tobocoo ... 18,284 61,882 51,913 68,498 8 0 1 S II 1 S 11 1 
Entertain- - 9,285 6,t49 6,714 - 0 4 2 0 2 91 0 

menla. 

• IncIad .. arrearo of daly £232,400 from 1924-25. 

594. An attempt has been made in the tablea in paragraph 255 
to illustrate the lIurden of the duties at certain poinl8 on the 
income scale. The figures present a very different appearance 
from those of the progressive dired taxes. Inatead of increasing 
from 8. very low charge on the small income to a very high 
charge at the top of the income scale, they advance very .liUJe 
and soon reach I! maximum. In other worda, ilie indirect taxes 

t 
1 
1\ 
2 

1 • 9 
7 
2 
8 • /I 
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ue regressive; the ilmallerthe income, the larger is the rate upon 
it which the taxes represent. 

595. Regression in the indirect taxes.-When we speak of a 
~a.x &s regressive we bve in mind simply the mtio of the tax 
to incomes of different sizell. If everybody's expenditure on 
a given taxed article were the- same, whatever their income, 
the rate of tu barne by the individual would vary inversely to 
the Uze of his income, e.IJ., if the ta;1[ were Id. in the pound 
for an income of £1,000, 1t would be i4. in the pound for an 
income of £500, Id. in the pound for· an income of £250, and 
2ld. in the pound for an income of £100. Where & light tax is 
laid upon a chea.p article of general consumption, the regression 
approDmates to this type all through the income scale. But 
the he&vier the tax the more it will tend to restrict consumption 
in the smaller incomes as cOmpa.red with the larger; as a result, 
the tax will be less regressive at ths lower end· of the income 
aoale. 

596. For the sake of example, we may take an imaginary 
case: the increase of a d.uty from O'2d. per unit to 5·2d. per unit 
might have an effect of the following kind :-

Ullila Expoll. Halo - Inoom .. 
bo"lh" 

Pri .. pol aDi .. elila ... ·T ..... poll'" 
per £. 

100 60 u. (lDclDdlnc I~ 16 ~. ~ 01~ '1 
Tu .o-U o-U tu) 
pol aDi\. 200 6Ii .. 018 , 10 0 11 '0l\Il 

600 67 
9d. ~adlDa 

019 0 ~ 0 11'4 '023 
\00 SO 1 II 6 IS 0 1'66 

Tu 6,lltL 6' tax) 
10 19 6 pol alii, 200 46 .. 1 IS , 1'17 

600 6Ii .. II 1 8 1 8 10 '67 

In this example the raising of the duty has led to .. severe 
curtailment of consumption,. especially for the £100 income. 
The higher t&X id less regressive, but it may be very damaging 
if the subject of the t&X is .. valuable uticle of diet. 

59? It is thereflft nBCeBS8ry to judge an indirect t&X Dol 
only aceording to the degree of its regression, but also acoording 
to ita r.ctual weight, and the extent to which it alfecta c0n
sumption, 

But. before we proceed to censider the principal exiating duties 
on this plan. we must examine the important and rather difficult 
question of the relation between thoae duties and wages. Ii is 
lODletimes urged that the working de II have been lergeIy 
compen'Bted for the increased duties by extra wegee granied on 
their IICOOUDt. Tbia (!'OBB to the root of. the question how the 
duties IU'8 reelly affecting the standard of li~. 
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598. ,Indirect ta:/;es and wages. (i) General.-In the section 
of our Report dealing with the standard of living (paras. 9 to 44) 
we have seen that, compared with 1914, weekly rates of money 
wages have, on the average,.advanced to about the same extent 
as the cost of living. But this average corresBOndence conceals 
the greatest diversity in different industries. In some of the 
sheltered trades wage-rates have moved right ahead of the cost of 
living, while in some of the depressed export trades they have 
fallen far behind. Generally, we noted that the nnskilled have 
gained to some extent as cOmpared with the skilled. 

, 599. Whether an individual wage-earner has the same pur
chasing power as before the war depends on the extent to which 
the wage-rates, etc., aJfecting him have advanced, and the way 
in which he is in the habit of laying ont his money. For 
instance, the teetotaler, other things being equal, has more 
easily retained his power to purchase the same quantity of the 
same commodities than the beer-drinker, beer having gone up 
in price ·more than the general cost of living. 

600. In some 'cases it may happen, withont the application of 
any index figure, that wages in a given ~ have advanced 
snfficiently over the pre-war amount to cover the increase in the 
individual's 008t of living, including ill the dutiable articles on 
which he has been in tile habit of spending. 

601. The question with which we are concerned in such a case 
is the reason for the increase in wage-rates. Is it on account of 
the increased duties that the individual has succeeded in obtain
ing an increase of wage sufficient to cover them? If so, he has 
escaped the whole effect of the increased taxation: otherwise he 
hu not. Clearly the reason cannot be assumed. The fact that 
his wages have advanced sufficiently to cover the increased duties 
may be a mere coincidence. 

602. Let it be suppoaed that the extra duty he bears on tea, 
sugar, tobacco, &0., amounts in 11011 to £10, and that his increase 
of wage amounts in the year to £80. The increase in the wage
rate will have been regulated by a variety of factors in addition 
to the increase ill the cost of living; prim~ factors will h&ve 
been the amount which the industry could alford, and the re1&tive 
bargaining strength of employers and men. We have to ask 
what part of the £80 can really be attributed to & particular 
element-indirect taxation-in a particular factor-the inC2'eosed 
coat of living. It is impossible to say. 

Suppose, for the sake of illustration, it is £3. Then the 
increase of Customs and Excise dutiss haa imposed on the indi
vidual a borden of £10, and it has enabled him to obtain, as 
against this burden, £3 more in wageS. It happens by mere 
chance that the increase in wages (£77) due to other causes has 
enabled him to meet the balance of £7 duty, without Teducing 
his consumption or his saving in any direction. 
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60::!. (ii) 7'hs cost of lilling indsz.-It might be thought that 
the element of increa.sed wage-rates due to indirect taxation could 
be analysed out in the case of wage-ea.rners (now about 2l mil
lions out of soDle 16 millions) whose wages are regulated by the 
Ministry of Labour index: for tea, sugar r and to some exeent, 
tobacco, are represented in the index. This, however, is only 
true to an exceedingly limited extent. 

604. It may be desirable first to glance at the nature of a 
cost of living index. Such an index does not profeBS to include 
all the goods on which a wage-earner may be expected to spend 
his money. But, so far as the general elements of price are 
ooncarned, an index based on a reasonably wide and representa.
tive series of articles ought to give at any time B fairly lW:Curste 
picture for the entire field: the cost of labour and the charge for 
profit ue very important elements in the retail prices of all 
commodities, and in general they induce B relative consistency 
in price movements. On the other hand, indirect taxes on a few 
selected articles constitute a freak element in price. Thus an 
index will tend to be unrepresentative for taxed articles, if it 
excludes them: ir it includes them, it will tend to be less repre
senta.tive for articles in general. 

605. In the Ministry of Labour index, while tea, sugar, 
tobacco, and matches are included, other taxed articles, among 
them being alcoholio drinks, are excluded. 

The current index number includes' the following increases in 
respect of increased duties since 1914 :-
'Sugar 1'69 per cent. 

Tobacco o·~ OJ 

Ma~8B 0'16 .. 
There is II decrease of 0'86 per cent. in respect of the lower duty 
on tea. . 

606. The index is not representative for, e.g., the price of 
beer. The index averaged 175'6 in 1995: the price of beer. of 
the quality commonly sold, has iucreased through taxation and 
general causes from ~. per pint in 1913-14 to 6d. per pint, and 
even so the beer is weaker. 

607 .. Where the index is in use, the basic wage-rate to which 
it is applied will normally be found to have been IRIttled by 
ne8?tiation lit a figure di1fering, more or leaa. from that of 1914, 
or, In the case of II pcst-war basio wage. from that of 1914 varied 
by the extent (If the variation in the index number. In the 
result. the increase in wage-ratea over 1914 cannot be said to 
have bean solely determined according to the oost of living index. 

608. Further. even where the IIdftollCe in the 1996 wage-rate 
over ~at of 1914 happens to hllve corresponded very oIoeely with 
~e nee ~ the ir.dex figure. it is not possible to .y euctJy or 
With certainty how much of the advance may be attribu&ed to 
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the extra burden of Customs and Excise duties. It is necessary 
to pa1 regard to two factors-

(i) the motive force leading to increase of the wage-rate ; 
(ii) the measure supplied by the index figure. 

(i) So far as the cost of living is concerned. the general oost 
is the motive force; it cannot be said that 80 much of the increased 
wage-rate was sought and obtained on account of the price of 
sugar. clothing, or any other single item in the index; nor can 
it be said how much influence the price of beer. or of any other 
item not in the index. may have had. 

(ii) At the same time. the duties on tea. sugar. and tobacco 
are represented in the index. and the index has, in the event, 
closely determined the increase given on account of the general 
cost of living. 

609. It appears. therefore, that so far as the index has come 
into play, the duties on tea. sugar and tobacco have had II> special 
influence on thE! wage-rate; the duties on beer. &0 .• have had 
a more remote influence. 

610. The position is more clear when the various contributing 
forces have once settled a basic wage-rate and agreed to the 
application of the index to future variations in the cost of living. 
Any future increase of the tea and sugar duties. provided it a.lfects 
the price of tea and sugar sufficiently. will then automatically be 
met by a oorresponding. though not necessarily equivalent. 
advance of wage-rates. Incidentally, the advance may at the 
same time increase the purchasing power over beer. entertain
ments, &c. 

Again. if the duties on tea and sugar were abolished and their 
prices fell. there would be a corresponding. though not necea
sarily equivalent, decrease in wage-rates; this also would a1fect 
tIie purchasing power over items not in the index. 

611. The movements in the index number which would resuh 
from changes in retail prices (due to any ca.ose) a.re as follows: 

Tea 
Sugar 14.""' .... . 

• 

Toboccc ... II1ICb 
Ci~ ..... '\eo 

It1. per Ib. 
ttL " " It1. per 12 bcwn. •. 
It1. per OL 
It1. per 10" 

ConapoudiDg cbaDl!" 
in iDdn: Dumbu • 

0·22 
I·M 
0·05 
0·10 
0·15 

612. (iii) Conc/II8ionI.-The gener&! conclusion to be drawn is 
that wage-earners, as a whole, have obtained a certain in
definable increase in wage-rates on account of the extra p0st
war borden of Customs and Excise duties which they hear. In 
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wage negotiations the idea of the cost of living has been in
fluential, the increased duties have been an element in the 
post-war cost, and the Ministry of Labour index, which reflects 
the increased duties on tea., sugar and to some extent tobacco, 
has been an important standard of reference. 

613. It is, however, necessary to bear constantly in mind the 
different types of case (i) where wage-rates ha.ve easily out
stripped the cost of living index a.nd bea.r no particula.r relation 
to it, (ii) where they ha.ve advanced to a ·more or less similar 
extent, and ha.ve been partly determined according to the index, 
or at least have been influenced by it, and (iii) where they have 
fu.llen clearly behind the index, as is commonly the case in 
trades which supply a. foreign ma.rket. 

In case (iii) it is clear that the worker has got no compensation 
on account of his extra. burden. In cases (i) and (ii) it is im
possible to analyse out any sort of figure; but it. seems possible 
that in case (ii) he may have got compensation eqoiva.lent to a 
fairly substantial part of the food duties, though only to a smu.ll 
part of the duties on beer, tobacco, etc., and that in case (i) he 
may ha.ve secured appreciably more than in c&ee (ii), although 
everything depends on the ultimate reasons for which the 
inorease of wa.ge was &Ought and obtained. • 

It cannot be said that wage-earners as a whole have esca.ped 
any de6nite ~r, it seems, any very considerable p~f 
the extra. burden laid upon them. 

AP. regards those whose wage-rstes are govemed by the cost 
of living index we have noted that, from the time when the 
index is first applied and so long as it continues to be a.pplied, 
changes in the cost of living due to .varia.tions in the tea.,sugar 
I\Dd tobacco duties (but not in the duties on u.lcoholic liquors and 
entertainments) are accompanied by, though not necessarily 
balanced by, changes in the wage-rates. 

614. In the foregoing paragraphs we have directed our atten
tion to wage-rates and to the wa.ge actually received by the 
employed wa.ge-earner. The total sum paid as wages to the 
wage-ea.roing class hu to be carefully distinguished; it is 
dependent not only on wage-rates, but on the extent -of unem
ployment, and these two, t&ken together, are largely determined 
by the tot.al physical production of the country. It is held in 
aome qua.rters that, without increased production, &. suocessful 
attempt to gi~ one section of workers higher real wages can 
only rosult in a reduction of real wages to othera, or in increaeed 
unemployment. It is obvious th"', if or so fa.r as this is bue, 
the inftllenre of indirecl taxes on wages as a whole is __ 
shallowy and indeterminate thy their infl.uence on wage-ra.t&8 
in this aud that indusVy. 

615. " NecusanM" 01Id "'_""."-The main Customs 
and E xdae dnties are usually reganled as f&lling into two classes 
acc:oroing to the articles on wliich they are levied. tea. and sugar 
being necessariee, while tobacco and u.looholio drinks are called 
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luxuries. The classification is justified, although the distinction 
is IKlt absolute and we do not wish to draw it too sharply. It 
may even be possible to regard tea-drinking as a lUxury. One 
of o~ witnesses was personally-inclined to take this view, being 
.. rather impressed by certain mectcal opinions that have been 
expressed that there is too much tea drunk and that it has harm
ful effects" (Q. 4885). Again, while, e.g., champagne and cigars 
may be classed as luxuries without reservation, it can reasonably 
be argued that, social ,customs being what they are, it is not fair 
to label as luxuries the beer and tobacco of the moderate con
sumer. In adopting the usual classification, we imply a differ
ence in degree, on the scale lying between necessity and luxury, 
rather than a contrast. 

616. Th& duties on necessaries. (i) Tea, cocoa, coffee and 
chic01'Y.-These articles being to some extent alternatives, the 
rates of duty have, since 1916, been correlated in order that a 
given quantity of each beverage may bear approximately the 
same weight of taxation. Tables giving full particulars of con
sumption and duty, 1913-14 to 1925-26, are included in 
Appendix IX. Here we will deal principally with the duty on 
tea, the others being of lesser account. 

617. Before the War, the tea duty stood at 5d. per lb., 1d. 
higher than the full rate now in force, which was fixed by the 
Finance Act, 1924. In 1914-15 the rate was ad., from 1915-16 
to 1921-22 it was lB., and for 1922-23 and 1923-24 it was 8d. 
Since 1919, however, Empire-grown tea has paid the preferential 
rate of duty provided for in the Finance Act of that year, i.e., 
5/6ths of the full rate. About 87 per cent. of the tea consumed 
is Empire-grown. 

618. The_ average duty per lb. of tea, and the average retail 
price (so far as it can be ascertained-) with the con8Umption and 
duty per liead of population, have been a8 follows in 1913-14 and 
in the post-waT years:-

-
I 

Appro"i- I Appro"i- Por Hood of Popal.uo 
I male male I A'.;:r - A_ I Beta- Con-Daiy. Price. lomption. Daly_ 
I 

D. 

i 
, 

•• tl. • _ d. lb . ._ tl_ r 1913-14 5 1 6 I 6-8 2 10 
1918-19 1 0 2 8 I N~.v "ilabl._ 

"C -led KiDgd i 1913-20 lot 2 8 Note • .,. ~iJabl .. 
-m om l(afIerSel'-)-

2 9' 8-1> 7 S. L 1920-21 - \0 
1921-22 lot 2 6' Q-8 7 5' 

G B -, - f 1922-23 61 2 •• 8-6 I) Ol r." r, .,D 1923-24 61 2 6, 

I 
8-5 • g. 

and Norlhom
ll92

4-25 Sl 2 4i "0 2 8 
Ireland. 192!>-26 St 2 5. 9-0 2 7 

- Mainl:rlrom ihe Miniair;r of Labour Gaulle. 
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619. 'rhe price of tea responds to world-wide infiuences, and 
a close correspondence between changes of duty and changes of 
price is not to be expected. In 1924-25 the reduction in price 
immediately after the Budget was partly cancelled. Ister on. 
The Co-operstive Congress pointed out that this was due to an 
increase in the world consumption of tea (Q. 4345). There was 
an increased demand from Russia and the United States. There 
was also, it may be added, a partial failure in the Indian crop. 

620. Consumption of tea was on the increase in the early pad 
of the war. It began to fall after the second increase in the 
duty (from Sa. to lB. per lb. in September, 1915) and this fall 
WIIS soon nccelerated by increases in price due to other causes. 
The year 1917 saw. partial prohibition of imports, and regulation 
of prices; in November the Ministry of Food took charge of 
supplies. 

From July to December, 1915, tell was rationed, but from the 
Armistice onwards, and.\larticularly from February, 1919 (with. 
the- removal of all reatrictions), there was a free inflow of supplies 
and a marked rise in (.'onsumption.· 

6111. The recent fib'llreS of consumption per head are notably 
and consistently greater than before· the War: as the maBB of 
people are conservative in the direction of their expenditure, 
the new level of tea-drinking requires &ome explanation. It is 
no doubt partly due to the reduoed consumptiOI! of spirita IIlld 
beer (c/. paras. 639 and 648). Probably another reason of con
siderable force is that during the War men on service became 
used to tea as a drink, and formed a new habit. 

Whatever partial explanations may be found, we think the 
increase mlly bave some significance in pointing to an improve
ment in the standard of living (c/. para. 87). 

622. It will be observed that in 1924-25 the per head COD" 

Bumption roee from S'5 lbs. to 9 lbs. The CcH>perstive Congre&lt 
inrormed us that for a period after the Budget of 1924, before 
prioes rose again (c/. para. 619), they experienced a considerable 
expansion in the demand for tea: they supplied certain figures 
of wholesale sales (Ell., p. 806; E. ill C. 25-27, and Q. 4349). b 
is reasonable to think that, with a lower price, the IUnoUnt of 
tea consumed might be larger: it is, however, ~ poaaible to say' 
how nearly the point of satisfaction haa been approached. 

628. The duty now in force, amounting to about 2&. 7d. per 
head is very light, although not negligible for the smallest 
incomes. Payment of aomething like lu. or 12&. in the year 
(.tee tablec in fIG"&. 255) ia a con&ideration for a family incomft 
of £100 or £150. 

624. The duties on cocoa, dee and cbioory call f(]l' little 
eepsrate ('OIIlment. Thd on ClOOOIl (.11 cocoa goods) &mOunts 
now to about 4d. per head, and that on coffee and chioory to 
about l!d. per head. It is of interest to note that while the per 

• For \be hialory of ~be Caak>_ aocI Ezcioo NftDae c1urirc .... W .. 
~l_ may be made to ~h. EIo_1h Bepon of \be Oomm; . c ... of 
C""toma aocI Em. (Caul. 108i), pp. I9-a6 
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head consumption of coffee has altered very little, the quantitiea 
of raw cocoa which have paid duty have doubled since 1913-14. 
Over 90 per cent. of the cocoa is of Empire production and 
pays 'the preferential rate introduced by the Finance Act, 1919. 

625. The duties on necessaries. (ii) Suga1', .tc.-In addition to 
sugar (including sugar in composite articles imported), molasses, 
gl ucose and saccharin are included under this head. A table 
giving full particulars of consumption and duty, 1913-14 to 1925-
26, will be found in Appendix IX. The main rate ~f duty, 
which is also the highest rate, is that on imported sugar 
polarising over 98 degrees (the degrees of polarisation denote 
the strength of the sugar solution): lower rates are chargeable 
on sugar of less polarisation, molasses, glucose and saccharin. 

626. Before the War, the main rate of sugar duty stood at 
la. 10d. per cwt. In 1915-16 it was raised Iio 98. 4d.; for 1916-
17 and 1917-18 it was 14s., and from 1918-19 to 1923-24 it was 
25s. 8d. The Finance Act, 1924, reduced thjl rate to Ils. 8d. 
Empire sugar, like Empire tea, was granted a rebate of one·sixth 
of the full duty from the 1st September, 1919 With the 
reduction in the full rate of duty in 1924-25 the rebate fell from 
48. 31d. (one·sixth of 258. 8d.) to la. Ilid. (one
sixth of Ils. ad.), but it was again raised to 41. Sid. in 
July, 1925, the full duty remaining at 1h. &1. Between 1920-21 
a.nd 1923-24 the proportion of Empire sugar consumed in this 
country varied from 22 per cent. to 27 per cent. of the total 
consumption, but in 1924-25 the proportion feU to 10 per cent. 
It increased again'in the year 1925-26 to 22 per cent. 

627. The duty per lb. of sugar and the a.verage retail price 
(so far as it can be .... certainoo·), with the consumption and 
duty per head of population, have been as foUows in 1913-14 and 
in the pos,",war years :-

Approzi. Per Head of POPUJaUoD. 
Approzi· maM - mOM Ave:r 

Full Duty. 'Be ' CoD· Duty. Priee. anmptioD. 

Per lb. Per lb. 
d. d. lb. •. d. 

f913-14 
t 2 86 I 61 

1918-19 21 7 N.,. av aiJabl •• , 
nailed Kingdom 1919--20 21 7t Not •• ilable. 

, 1920-21 21 lit 55 13 1 
, 1921·22 21 61 69 15 6i 

G t B' . {1922-23 21 51 76" 17 'I rea rltalD 1923-~ 21 7 76'8 17 It and Nortbern 1924-25 If 'I ~ 9 S 
Ireland. 1925-26 If 31 86'8 8 6 .. .. Haiuly from tbe HiDialry of I.bour oamle. 

628. While the duty on sugar remained constant from 1918-19 
to 1923-24, the average retail price fluctuated between Ilid. 
and 16. The price has been governed by world condition •. 
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Before the War more than half the sugar consumed in the United 
Kingdom came from Germany and Austria. During the War, 
lind particularly in the latter stages, there was an increasing 
shortage. The pUrchase and distribution of sugar were controlled 
by the Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply, who continued 
to act until February, 1921. .The situation remained difficult 
after the War. It reached a head in 1920, when the Cuban 
planters, who produced nearly a quarter of the world supply were 
no longer under the control of the American Government. The 
Royal Corumission state that they were advised of a universal 
ol'inion amongst the leading buyers .. that the enhanced prices 
that the planters were demanding were excessive, and that the 
proper policy for buyers to pursue was to remain aloof until the 
pressure of stocks in the Cuban ports should compel planters 
to accept lower prices." .. We were strongly urged," they 
continue, .. to conform to this policy; and obviously it could 
only suoceed if generally followed by all -large buyers. We 
therefore confined our purchases to the lowest limit consistent 
with the maintenance of an uninterrupted supply. The policy 
failed of its purpose; and from the beginning to the middle of 
1920 prioeo mounted with startling rapidity until, in May, they 
resched the extravagant figure of 221 cents f.o.b. Cuba. During 
this excited penOd our total purchases of Cuban sugar were 
only 20,290 tons, and the highest price peid by .us for anyone 
cargo WIIS 18.15 cents. In July, 1920, we completed negotia
tions for the purchase of the whole Mauritius crop of 1920, thns 
rendering ourselves leas dependent upon Cuba. The eft'eot on 
the Cuban market was soon apparent, and prices straightway 
began to fall, and continued for the rest nf the year to decline, 
until by Christmaa they had reached the low level 01 ronnel 
about ~ cents per lb." (Cd. 1300, para. 1~.) 

629. Figures obtained from the co International Sugar JournaJ " 
and other sources indicate that the course of the total world 
production hal been u follows :-. 

SUr/af' Producti01l: 11110-11 to 1924-25 (a) • 

.l_ A_ 
1910·11 1914-16 1919- 192().. 1921- 19ft- 1929- 1924-- '" '" 1920. 19i1. 1922. 1923- 19!U. 19i6. 
11119-16.

1
1918-19 

1.000 I 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 ....... tons. IoDa. IoDa. ....... IoDa. "' .... \oDe. 
hdJam 1,1Ib7 1,701 8,049 1,f>06 2,65.' 8,01. 8,S17 2,531 
Be.' of 760 97~ 9i4 917 1,016 lI86 988 I,IIN 
SDlpiN. 

Europe ••• 7,677 .,862 1,608 8,688 8,981 U88 5,066 7,186 
0"- 6,607 8,S65 8,617 9,6i5 10,161 9,688 10,444 12,S96 
forei,. 
mauwlS 

Total 17.Ml 16,1I\IS 116.198 16,'138 17,697 18,166 19,~16 23,1115 
World. I , 
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It will b~ seen that total production overtook the pre-war 
average in 1921-22,. although European production was still 
about half pre-war. In view, however, of increased world 
df.mand, the market continued to be a seller's market. In 
1924-25 there was a very substantial increase in producfion, 
and thie factor, aa well as the lowering of the duty by the 1924 
Budget, contributed to the fall in retail prices in this country 
from an average of 7d. in 1923-24 to 4id. m 1924-25 and to 3ld. 
in 1925-26. 

630. There is no doubt that, owing to the shortage of available 
supply, total consumption in this country has continned until 
recently to be materially restricted since the War (c/. para. 627). 
We think that the high prices must have had a marked effect 
on the relative consumption of the poorest classes, especially 
as regards sugar in jam, sweets, &c., the demand for which 

.is more elastic. The reduction of price in the last two years 
has led to an increase in consumption, and it is now more per 
head than in 1913-14. There is probably room for considerable 
further expansion. 

. 631. Regarded simply as a ta.x, the duty has fallen heavily 
on the smallest incomes. In 1923-24 the tax on a family of five 
(man, wife and three children) amounted to IoOmething like ad. in 
ihe pound, where the income was £100, /lid. where it was £150, 
and 5d. where it was £200 (8ell tablll j" para. 255j. Even now, 
when the duty is less than half what it was, the tax on the very 
small family income is considerable. 

632. The duties on Iwr:uriea. (i) Tobacco.-A iable giving 
full particulars of consumption and duty, 1913-14 to 1925-26, is 
inclnded in Appendix IX. The. main rate of dnty is that on 
imported leal tobaoco (nnmannfactured and with the stalks not 
removed) oontaining 10 per cent. or more of moismre. This 
rate governs the rates 00 other tobacco, but the duties on 
imported cigars and cigarettes include a luxury surtax. 

The imports of mannfactured tobacco and cigarettes are com
paratively small, the great bulk of the revenue being derived 
from tobacco which ia manufactured in the United Kingdom 
from duty-paid leal. 

633. Before the War the main rate of duty was 38. ad. per lb. 
In 1915-16 it was raised to 5 •. &d., and in 1917 to 61. 5d. From 
1915-19 onwards it has been Sa. 24., subject to a preferential 
rebate on Empire tobacco of one-aixth from September, 1919, 
and one-fourth from July, 1925. 

634. The duty per ounce and retail price of the cheap quality 
tob~ .. shag," largely ulled by the working cIasaes, have been 
S8 fOllows in 1913-14 snd in the post-WBl" years :- AJlFoz. 

1913-14 .. . 
1915-19 .. . 
1919-20 ••• 
1920-21 to 1925-26 

A. JlFOZ. duty retail price 
per 0.. per o:r. 

d. d. 
21 Iij 
II 81 
Ii 81 
II 9 
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635.'l'he duty before the War was a very high PI"?portion of 
the retail price of the cheapest tobaccos. Although It has been 
less heavily increased than many of the duties, it has been more 
than doubled. In spite of the price, oonsumption has vert con
siderably advanoed over the pre-war level. In 1913-14 It was 
\l'1l lb •. per head. From 1920-1l10nwarda it ha. appr~ated 
to 8 lba. The increu.ae over the pre-war level may very likely 
be due in no smalJ part to the persistence of heavier smoking 
habits formed by men on active service; In a lesser degree it 
may also be attnbuted to the spread of smoking among women. 
Whatever the cause, the figures are remarkable aDd do not 
8uggest that the duty has heen unduly restrictive. It ie no 
doubt true, hc;wever, that the price haa had an appreciable effect 
in limiting the oonaumption of the poorest classea. The Com
miesioners of Custom8 and Excise note in their Twelfth AnnDal 
Report (Cmd. 1435) that the faU in consumption in the slump 
:rear 19110-111 was due partly to the raiaing of tobu.coo prices early 
ID 1920, aa well RS to general eoonomic conditions. 

686. The tobacoo duty is a considerable tax on the average 
~ normal consumer of small means. Per head of the population 
(including children and other non-smokers) it ie now about 
.£1 48. per annUID. The duty bome by the Dorma.! consumer 
with an income of .£150 to £\100 ranges perba.ps between £8 101. 
and £5. 

687. 'For the lowest ranges of income the duty ie probably not 
quite 80 regressive 118 the food duties owing to ite having .. rather 
more restrictive elfect on consumptiQn. For the higher ranges 
again it may not be quite 80 regressive 118 the food duties owing 
to the fact that the toba.cco smoked by the more well-to-do aIa.sses 
generally contains leu moisture and therefore pays .. higher 
rate. The difference ie however very alight, 118 illustrated in our 
table in paragraph 1155; it doea not COIlIItitute any rea.! recogni
tion of the greater element of luxury in the more expensive forma 
of smoking. 

688. TM dutiu all lua:uri&t. (m Spiriu .• !fahles giving full 
Fculars of consumption and duty, 1918-14 to 19115-1l6. are 
m~~ded in Appendix IX. The figures oover non-potable 
8pmts, where these are lieble to duty, as indica.ted in .. note to 
the first table; such spirits, however, aCCOllDt for an ~ 
negligible proportion of the total. 

. The duty is charged in accordance with alcoholic sUength, the 
stsnd&rd unit being .. ga.l1on of .. proof spirit," CQlltaining 67 per 
cent. of alcohol by 'VOlume and 43 per cent. of Wllter. Typical 
pre-war bottled ,..hisky waa about 20 under proof, while typica.l 
post-war is 80 under proof. The ma.in ra.te of duty ie that 011 
.. home-made" spirits. 'nul duties on all imported spirita 
(about 16 per cent. of the total) apart from the preferential 
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rebate are higher by 4d. or 5d. per proof gallon in order to 
countervail the cost of Excise restrictions, &c., to the home 
distiller. In addition, BUrtaxes are imposed on imported 
spirit&-

(a) if sweetened, to counterv&il the IlIlgU dUty ; 
(b) if imported in bottle. 

Since the 1st September, 1919, foreign spirits ha.ve been charged 
at a higher rate than Empire spirits. 

639. The present position in regard to spirits is bound up with 
the sequence of events affecting them during the Wsz. In the 
first. year of the War, ~tensive industr!-l activi.~ Willi ac:oom-
pawed by a further rise m ·the consumption of. spmts, continued 
from the previous years of good trade. Liquor control was 
instituted in June, 1915, and the various restrictions imposed 
by the Central C()ntrol Board were chiefly responsible for the 
hea.vy decrease inspirit drinking in 1916-17. From the IS 
April, 1917, onwards clearances were restricted to half those 
in the calendar year 1916. On the 23rd April, 1918, the duty 
was increased to 308. per prool gallon; the low consumption of 
1918-19 was, however, in no wa.y due to this, since it continued 
to be determined by' the 'restriction on. clearances. 'The restric
tion was modifie<l in February, 1919, and wholly removed on the 
19th November of the same year. Meanwhile the duty had 
been raised again, on the 1st May, to 508. per prool gaJlon. 
Over 24 million proof gallons were. cleared in 1919-20; it may 
be inferred that they were partly used to restore the depleted 
stocks of traders. On th" 20th April, 1920, the duty waa mifed 
to ita present high level of 728. 6d. per proof gallon, and th., 
consumption hoUl been at something like haJl the immediate 
pre-war level. 

640. The approximate duty per bottle (approx. one-sixth 
pllon) and the Usual retail price ha.ve been as follows in 1913-14 
and in the post.war years :-,. 

1913-14 .•. 
1918-19 
1919-20 .. , 
1~21 to 1~26 

Awroz. duty 
pn' bottle. 
. •• tl. 

1111 
3 6 

... 5 10 

... 8 51 

B~price 
per bottle . 

•. d. 
4 0 (20 U.P.) 
9 0 (30 tJ.P.) 

10 6 
12 6 

H .. 
641. The persistence of the lower J'IU8 cI. CODsumptioo since 

the lIl\flOvaJ 01 control may be put down to a number of~; 
amcmg them are U?e break of habit owing to the restrictions in 
operation' fot four ,ears, and the continued de~esaion in trade. 
The heavy duty, howeY_about two-thirds of the general ruling 
price-lias practica.\ly placed it beyOnd the 'reach of the low_ 
moomea, as anything like a regolar drink. Owing to restricted 
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consumption the comparative figures of duty per: head (about 
22,. 2d. in 1925-26, aa compared with about 10,. 6d. in 1913-14) 
are not in themselves illuminating. 

642. In a.ttempting to gauge the amount consumed by persons 
;with incomes up to .e200('B~ tab,lu in para. 255 and in 
A.ppendim Xl, we have come to the conclusion that, in the 
aggregate, it must a.ccount for a large proportion of the total 
consumption. It appe8l'8 that the ma.n whose norma.! drink 
ie beer may very commonly consume a sufficient amount of 
whisky to suifer an appreciable amount of tu. The consump
tion of spirits varies, in BOme degree, in dilferent localities: from 
evidence put before us, it appea.rs that in the North of England 
a much higher proportion of drink expenditure goes into spirit~ 
than in the Midlands, although on the other hand it ie much 
less than in Scotland. In the South West of England the pro
portion ie likely to be the smallest. 

648. The dlltiu on lazunu. (iii) Beer .-In general beer ill 
the staple alcoholic drink of the working cla&ses. A table 
giving full pa.rticula.rs of consumption and duty, 1913-14 to 
1926-26, is inoluded in Appendix IX. 

644. The main rata of duty ie that on home-made beer. The 
duty on imporied beer ie now higher by. 11. 4d: per standard 
barrel, in order to countervail the lioence duty on brewers, the 
oost of Excise reetriotioiis to the home brewer and the duty on 
imported hops. The" standard barrel" ie 36 gallons of an 
original gravity of 1065 degrees. In ·1918-14 the sctual average 
gravity was nearly 1058 degrees: during the War it was greatly 
reduced, under coaVol, and has since risen to about 1048 degrees. 

6411. During the War OODBUIIiptiOn was heavily reduoed. A 
comparatively Ilight reduction followed the increaae in taxa
tion in November, 1914, from 7 •.. 9d. per standard barrel to 
liS.. From 1916-17 onwarda the determining f&etor was reetrio
tion of output, which oontinued, though with gradually· dBCnIU
ing stringenoy, till the 1st Jnly, 1919 .. In 19~19 the OQIIanmp
tion amounted to 111,'121,000 standit.rd barrels, as compared with 
86,«6,000 in 1918-1'. Owing to reduoed strength, the die. 
parity in the actual amonnt of liquid was 1esa marketd, the com
parative 8guree being 23,060,000 bulk banela in 1918-19 and 
86,9(7,000 in 1918-14. 

646. Side by aide with restriction of output, the duty· was . 
raised from time to time. OIl. the 23rd April, 1918. it reachecJ. 
·50.. per standard barrel; on the 1st May. 1919. it was pnt np to 
7Or •• and OIl the 5IOUI April, 19'JO, to lOOt. It remained at this 
ftgor. until the 1st April, 1923, as from. which date a reduc:tioa 
of 90.. per bulk barrel baa been in foroe except in the 10 __ 
gra-rity beera. 

II. . 
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M7. The approximate duty per pint, IIIld the ret&il price of the 
qwrJi~ commonly sold, have been /WI follows in 1913-14 and in 
the poH-W8I' years :- A.pprOll:. due, RetGil 

per pint. price. 
d. d. 

1913-14 ... 1 2l (1061°) 
1918-19 ... 1 6 (1030") 
1919-20 ... 91 6 (10390) 
1920-21 to 1922-23 31 7 (1042") 
1923-24 to 1925-26 .,' 91 6 (1042") 

648. It· will be seen that before the War the duty WIWl 

approximately 10 per cent. of the retail price; on a beer of lesser 
gravity the duty is DOW over nine times more than before the 
War. Recent consumption haa been rather less thIUl two
thirds that of 1913-14 in terms of standard barrels, IIIld about 
three-fourths in terms of bulk barrels, although there haa been 
BOrne increase following the 1923 reduction of duty. The maia 
causes of reduced consumption other than taxation are of the 
same kind as those a.ffecting whisky. 

M9. Even with reduced consnmption, the duty on beer faIIs 
with great weight on the average or normal consumer of small 
melUlB. The duty per head of the population (including children 
and adults who do not drink beer) is 'now over £1 168.' In a 
working man's family, where, may be, little or no SJri!its and 
wine are consumed, a.n income of £150 may qnite typically bear 
about £7 or £8 duty, and an income of £200 rather lDOI'e. 

650. The dutie8 on luzuriu. (iv) Wine.-The dnty on wine 
provides only a small part of the revenue from alcoholic Iiqnan. 
A table giving full particu1al'8 of consumption IIIld duty ia 
included in Appendix IX. It will be seen that the rates of duty 
vary according as the wine is imported in cask . or in bottle, 
according to its strength, and acoording as it is still or sparkling. 
The average rate of duty in 1925-26 was abont 46. ad. per gallon. 

651. For the sake of illnstration, approximate fignres may 
be given to show the duty on certain wines, of quality largely 
BOld, in 1913-14 IIIld in poH-W8I' years. For champagne a non
vintage wine is taken in order to get comparable pricee 
throughout. . . 

A"fIIcaimato 
""" ... bow.. AJ>PI'CIIdma" MaiJ price. 

-. . 
Po'" I light Cham- Port LIght Cbaa-

- W ...... WiM. - Wille. wa.. poe-. 

19f~;4 .... . ... .. 01. . ... ..of. .... ... ... 0 6 0 2t 0 71 I II I • 4 • 1918-19 ... _. 0 6 0 It 0 71 • 0 4 0 10 0 
1919-10 ... ... 0 6 0 2t 0 71 • 0 , 0 10 0 
1920-11 ... ... I 0 0 15 II II • II , 0 II • 1921-22 ... . .. I 0 0 15 2 • 15 0 , 0 12 0 
1922-1S ... ... I 0 0 15 I • , • II 0 10 0 
IVlS-lI4 to 192(,..211 ... I 0 0 15 It 6 , II II 0 • 0 
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65'2. As rega.rds the course of consumption during and after 
the War, we may quote from the Eleventh Report of the Com
miBBionera of Customs aDd Excise (Cmd. 10811, page 34). 
After relating the partia.l prohibition of imports from the 
118rd February, 1917, onwards, and restriction of clea.re.ncea for 
home consumption from April, lll17, they proceed: "the con
sumption of wine fell heavily on the outbreak of War in 1914. 
but it recovered somewha.t in the early part of 1915-16, owing 
probably to some substitution of wine for spirits, the price of 
which had risen. A decline set in again towards the end of 
1915-16 with the result tha.t consumption was probably less in 
1916-17 than in the previous year. In 1917-18 consumption 
was brought much. lower by the restrictions on clearances 
mentioned above, although it was no doubt larger than the 
clearances indica.te, tI8 duty-paid stocks were drawn. upon. 
In 1918-19, with the removal of restrictions on. impOrts Bnd 
clea.rancea alike, there was a la.rge expansion, helped by the 
continued shortage of beer and spirits. Io 1919-110 clearances, 
and probably consumption, rose to a figure never before 
reached." 

658. In 19!i1O-2~ clearancea fell very greatly and consumptioD 
to a lesa (but atill great) extent. The fall cannot be &CCOIJllted 
for by the increase of the duties, for prices rose only to • 
moderate ektent. The advent of the trade depreaaion was, no 
doubt, a contributing cause. But the 1919-20 consumption wa& 
quite exceptional, being probably due to some extent to peace 
celebrations, and the figures for 1919-20 and 19110-21 afford no 
indi~ation of the normal elfects of a slump. There was • further 
fall in 19111-211, ~ringing the figures below those of 1918-14. 
but in subsequent yea.rs there hH heen a continUOUB rise. 

654. The d.wea on wine have been leas severely increased. 
than those on spirita and beer, and fO!'lll- a leBBer element in 
retail price. The per head COD8llIIlption of the wage.eaming 
c1assea is believed to be very light, but it seems that it VVi88 
in'different parts of the country ud that • fair proportion is 
often COIl8IlIIled by WOIIlBD. The duties are not a considerable 
burden to the moderate conaumer a& any point OIl the income 
scale. 

655. EntntGinlMftU Duty.-Tbia duty on the payment for 
admiBBion \0 an anteriainment was 11m imposed by the PinaDce 
(New Duties) ACl&, 1916. A table showing the ftrioUII rates 
which have been in force in aueceaaive yea.rs is included ·in 
Appendix IX, together wi~ a brief note of the prinaipal 
u:emptions now granted. 

It will be _ that the duty as 11m imposed was id. for pay
ments 01 id. and under, and 1t1. for payments between 2d. ancl 
6cf. It then ~, by foor steps, to u. for payments betw_ 
'1 •. lid and ~. 6«1., with an additional u. for each further 
10.., or pari 01 10.. 
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From 1917-18 to 1923-24 the duty for payments up to Sd • 
. was graded from ia. to 2a. by &teps which were modified in 
1918-19 and 1919-20. In 1917-18 3d. was charged on a paymen$ 
between lid. and 7 a., but this was. reduced to 2d. in the following 
year. 

For the same seven years, 1917-18 to 1923-24, the graduation 
of the duty for payments above 7d. remained unaltered, rising 
hy six steps from 3d. on payments up to 16., to 21. on payments 
between 108. 6a. and 158:, with an additional6a. for each further 
5.. or part of 5&. 

In 1924-25 the duty for payments up to 6tJ. was abolished, 
and reductions were made in the duty chlll"geable on payments 
up to lB. 3d. 

656. The rates of the Entertainments Duty are fixed by 
reference to price. T1ie following table will illustrate the 
gradustion immedia.tely before and after the Budget of 1924. 
The payments shown represent in each case (except for the 
figures in italics) the· upper limit of Ii range to which Ii 
differential rate of duty applies or did apply in 1923-24 :

Pllflment 
Approztmau PerC8flttJge 0/ DutV 

(exrJuding ta.x). 
8. d. 

to Pllflment. 
1923-24. 1924-25. 

o 2i 
o 4 
o 4i 
o 7 
o 8 
1 0 
1 1 
1 a 

~ f EIem~up 
DO to 6d. 
29 14 
87 19 
25 17 
81 16 
27 00 

Bot'VtJOn. 
2 0 17 
8 0 ... 17 
50 16 
1 6 ~ 

10 6 14 
15 0 18 
25 0 12 
400 11 

Up to 1923-24 the high rates of dnty on payments up to 811. 
and la. as compared with those on luger payments went an 
obvious mark (or criticism. 

657. The revenne derived from the EnterisinmentB Duty has 
b~ as follows for Chea$ Bcita.in :-

£ £ 
1,917,871 1921-29 ... 10,086.479 
4,843,976 1922-23 ... 9,G03.0n 
7,325,063 1923-24... 9,284.686 

10.210.360 1924-~.. 6.249.344 
11.504.976 1925-26 .. 6,714.476 

1916-17 .. . 
1917-18 .. . 
1918-19 .. . 
191Q:00 .. . 
1920-21 .. . 
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The revenue in 1921-22 appears to have been &lIecte!i by the 
great increase in unemployment. Wages for employed persons 
rema.ined rela.tively high throughout 1921, but in the latter 
pa.rt of 1922 and in 1928 they fell hea.vily, a.nd their lower level, 
$agether with continued unemployment, wu.s no doubt one of 
the reasons for the further diminution of revenue in 19~2-23 
a.nd 1923-24. The revenue from 1921-22 onwards ha.s also been 
restricted in a minor degree by the extension of va.rious reliefs. 
The great reduction following on the Budget of 1924 (taking 
effect from the 2nd June, 1924) shows how large a. proportion 
of the receipts had previously come from duty on the sma.llest 
payments. It has been estimated that, at the present rates, 
payments exceeding 61l. a.nd not exceeding 1.1. 3a. are 
responsible for a. yield of approximately £S ,400 ,000 out of a' 
$ata.1 £5,800,OOO·(H. of C., Ollicia.l Deb., V~l 191, ~l. 1721). 

658. The dnty has presuma.bly had some aligM effect on 
expenditure, parijcularly in the ca.se of ,the sma.ller payments 
in yea.re prior to 1924-25. It ma.y be noted, however, that the 
price of entertainments hu.s DOt in_d in proportion to the 
genera.! advance in the cost of living. On this account, and on 
account of the grea.tly incr8&Bed provision of cheap entertain
ment, the genera.! sta.nda.rd of living seems clearly not to have 
been depressed iIO far u.s concerns the enjoyment of leisure in 
this directioll. 

Rega.rded simply u.s a. tax, the duty under the existing scale 
a.ppea.re to be quite a.'light burden for a.ll cla.sses of income, 
except where 8%penditure on amusement is unusuaJly large. 
Prior to 1924-25 its weigh$ OIl' the ema.lleat, incomes wa.s more 
considera.ble. 

659. COftClurio", .-In any genera.! conclusion as to the effect 
of the Customs and Excise duties on, thestanda.rd of living, it 
is necessary to bea.r in mind tha.t the duties contribute sub
ataDtia.lly to 8%penditure on educa.tion, pensions, unemployment 
relief, &c., from. which tbe wage-ea.rning cl_ largely benefit. 
Again, it must not be forgotten that some indefina.ble part of tho 
dutiea---although, a.s we ha.ve said, it does DOt seem to be a very 
ocmsidera.ble part-is balanced in many ca.sea by an increase in 
wage-ra.tes due £0 the tax element in the coat of living 
(d. ptmII: 698-614). 

660. When proper allowance is made for ~ aspects, we 
oonsider that the food duties, even at their present reduced level, 
must still 8%ercise some adverse effect on the atanda.rd of living 
of the poor, although on thl! whole that stsnda.rd ma.y be slightly 
better than in the year 1915-U. We have in mind the fact that, 
while the '- duty is lower than before the War, the duty on 
auga.r-a prime neoeaai.ty-ia at a ra.ts more than six times that 
in force before the War. 

661. On a aurvey of the eevera! duties, it becomes apparent 
that their effects are much linked togelher The eonnection is 
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sometimes obvious, sometimes less so. It is' obvious, for 
example; tbat the duties on drink and tobacco, to the extent 
that they are not balanced by reduced consumption, leave less 
money ava.ila.ble for ·other commodities. It is less obvious, but 
it is probably the case, that the high duty on whisky haa been 
a factor in stimulating the consumption of tea. 

662. The duties on drink and tobacco are a heavy burden 
on the drinker and smoker of small means, even where the 
drinking and smoking are less than the general average for 
consumers. Professor Cannan suggested 8S one of the points 
in favour of this taxation, seldom noticed, that .. as women 
drink and smoke less than men, and children scarcely drink 
and smoke at aU,' it differentiates in favour of maintaining a 
family" (E. in C., 13). This statement, we think, goes too 
far. All that can be said is, that the drink and tobacco duties 
differentiate against the family ma.n less than the duties on 
tea, sugar, etc., whicb. women and children consume largely. 

663. The weight of the 'Costoms and Excise duties on sma.ll 
family incomes i" illustrated in the tables in paragraph 255. Their 
actual effect on the standa.rd of living is difficult to determine. 
If the alcohol duties were materially lower, it is probable from 
past history that lower prices would lead to more drinking and 
to some increase of excessive drinking; excessive drinking is 
clearly not conducive to economic well-being, and ii would be 
difficult, in the inierest of that well-being, to argue in favour 
of any increase over the present level of consumption. 

On the other ha.nd, it is also probable that lower alcohol 
duties would release more money for household expenditnre. 
Too much stress should not be laid upon the fact that, while 
l~. drink. is consumed, total drink expenditure .is on a scale 
81md • .r to that before the War, aJlowing for the change in 
price-levels. The sma.ller post-war consumption of beer and 
spirits is, we think, due in lOme degree to a change of habits 
independent of price considetations, like the la.rger consumption 
of tobacco; it ia, however', not possible, from a few years of 
ind~ depression and nnemployment, to gauge the extent. 
or the solidity of the change. . 

6&l. The effeet of the Entertainments Duty is much less 
importsnt, and we need noi add to what we have already said 
under this head (paf'lU. 655-8). 

665 .•• Our system of indirect taxation," Mr. Layton 
observed. .. has certainly not reduced the standard of living 
below .that of 1918 " (E. in C., 10). This appears to be true; 
even sO, however, we agree with the Trades Union Co~ 
that the system does considerably lower the purchasing power 
of the poorest sections of the people .. and in this manner 
reduces the demand for such commodities 88 they would 
undoubtedly de~e to purchase, were they free to do so " (EfJ., 
p. m; E. in. C., V. i-a). In this aspect its tendency muai, 
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in lOme directions, be adverse to physical efiiciency; ou the 
other ~de it would, we think, be generally agreed that lOme 
lavonrab1e effect must be allowed at leas1; to the tuation levied 
on alcOhol. Finally, account has always to be taken of the 
benefits of social expenditure; theaa 111"8 not provided out of 
any particular branch of reven~e, but nevertheleas, under the 
existing· acheme of tu,mtion, they IInl largely rendered possible 
by the high yield of the indirect taxes. 

666. The highM irIDome,.-With regard to the standard of 
living of the more well-to-do little need be said. As indicated 
by ~e tables in paragra.ph 255, the burden of the food duties is 
BOOn negligible in comparieon with that of the Income Tax, while 
the burden of indirect tuee, as a whole, quickly takee .. 
tI800ndary position and in the largest incomee is insignificant. 
The regressive nature of the dutiee is, of C!)urB8, corrected by 
the progreaaion of the Income Tax. . 

667. The dutiee on driok, tobacco and entertainments no 
doubt induce lOme extra economy among those enjoying 
moderate inoomee, and lOme shifting of expenditure to non
dutiable goods_ In the larger inoomee their effect is compara
tively little. 

ll.-TBB EPFBOT 01' TBB CUBTOMS AND EXOIBB DUTIB8 ON 
BAVINO. 

668. Much the greater part. of the Customs and Exciaa 
revenue is oontril>uted by p8rB0us :who are not liable to Income 
Tax. It follows that, 80 far as the revenue is applied (on .. 
proportional basis) in payment of interest to holders of National 
Debt, an important transfer is involved from .. very great 
number· of small incomee, with little II1lIl'gin for saving, to 
individuals and bodiee whose facilities for saving IInl much 
more ample. Of the duties borne by small incomes, by far 
the larger part will be met out of money which would otherwise 
be expended on consumption goods of one kind. or another: 
.. much IImaller part will be eo expended by the debi-holders 
out of their interest receipts. In the _ of debt repayment 
it is pro~le that nearly the whole of the auma received will 
be reinveetad. 

669. Similarly, of the smaller total of Customs and Excise 
duties borne by the Inoome Tu. paying em. .. proporiione 
must be allocatad to debt payments. Binoe there can be DO 
doubt that, Ofti' the em. &8 .. whole, receipts of debt interea 
IInl much more ateeply gradud!d according·to wealth thaD 
payments of duty, .. smaller proportion is likely to be absorbed 
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in consumption expenditure than if the money were left in 
.the taxp&yers' pockets; &g&in, u :we h&ve s&id, rep&id debt will 
nearly &11 be reinvested. 

670. On &' gener&l view it &ppea.ts that, so long &S internal 
debt expenditure bears &S high & proportion to tota.l expenditure 
&8 &t present, the existing Customs and Excise duties c&n h&ve 
no gre&t effect on tot&l n&tiona.i sa.vings. Indeed, so f&r &S the 
Income Ta.x P&ying cl&sses are concerned, it seems th&t the 
effect of the duties is to some slight extent definitely f&vour&ble 
to 8&ving. In this &SPect the duties are very so.tisfactory from 
&n industria,l standpoint. At the a&me time, it h&s to be 
remembered th&t they rea.ct h&rmfnlly on tr&de, so far 811 they 
are da.m&ging to physic&l. efficiency, and so far &S their effect 
on the cost of living incre&Ses W&ge difficulties &nd discontent. 
It is in their effect on the standard of living of the poorer 
cl&8Bell-which h&S to be conaidered primarily in rel&tion to the 
well-being of the individu&J and the f&mily-th&t they m&y 
seem to proVoke criticism; we h&ve, therefore, devoted our m&in 
attention to this l&tter upect. 
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SECTION V. 

THE BURDEN OF THE· ,DEBT AND EXISTING 
TAXATION, DIRECT AND INDIRECT. BROAD 

CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

671. We have discussed the Btandard' of saving Bnd the 
standard of living before and since the Wez (Section I); we have 
analysed the growth of the debt and commented on 80me of ita 
main features (Section m; we have given figures showing the 
progreBB of the tax revenue from 1918-14 to 1925-26. and have 
expr8BB8d the various taxes in terms relating them to incomes 
of different sizes (Section 1m; finally, after glancing at the 
I8veral heads of expenditure, we have examined the incidence 
and effects of each tax in tum (Section IV). W. ere now in a 
position to take a more general view of the whole bur4en of 
debt and taxation. 

672. First, we may briefly notice two kinds of oomparieon 
which ere frequently made. (i) between the position d this 
country and of other countries, and (ii) between the p<Xlition 
of this country to-day and in the era following the N apoleonio 
Wars. This aeoond compariaon will give us a text for discussing 
the prospect of any future increaee of productivity. 

678. Comparative b"rdm in tlilJtJt'eM _ntnu.-The 
question of comparative tax burdens and taxable capacity has 
been much discuBBed in connection with debt and other settle
menta between diJferent countries and in conjunction with the 
problem of lransferring re&OUnl8II from one country to another. 
We ere not concerned with the question in this aspect, but we 
are intereatad in the comparative burdens, 80 fez as the weight 
ef taxation in Great Britain may prejudice our indostry in 
oompetition willi that of 1888 heavily taxed countries, through 
impeding the growth of ftl88I'V8II, checking enterprise, and 80 
forth. 

674. That this factor has to aome eDent affected our induacry 
we do noi doubt, although we regszd it as 01. Ininor importance 
oompared with more general difficulties affecting our foreign 
trade (cf. ponu. ~ and '«5 et Hq.). We have, however. 
reluctantly come to the conclusion that the available material ill 
insufficient on which to found any reliable statistical ooncIu
&ions. n ill significant thal the Firat Commitlee of Experts 
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appointed by the Reparation Commission, to whom the question 
of comparative taxation was vitally interesting, did not attempt 
to present figures. As they explained in their Report, .. the 
comparison of statistics of total taxation, national and local. 
in each country presents many technical difficulties. . Moreover. 
statistics of total national income and income per head are at 
present either very defective or wholly lacking." (Cmd. 2105; 
p. 48). 

675. In reference to the post-war period up to the end of the 
last completed tax year, we think it may be said definitely that 
the burden of taxation was heavier in Great Britain than in 
any other European country, and very'much heavier than in 
the United States. But we are not prepared to make a 
measured comparison in figures. It is dangerous to draw facile 
inferences from partial 'statistics, such as have appeared from 
time to time. and we think it may be of service to point out 
some. of the very difficult questions. an answer to which would 
be presupposed by any really scientific measurement :-

What is the proportion which total taxation bears in 
each country to the total national wealth or income? 

What is the amount of tax per head in each? 
What· is the comparative distribntion of weaUh or 

income" 
What is the incidence of the taxes, and how are they 

adjusted to the distribution of wealth or income in each 
country? 

What is the general character of each country's industry 
-does it make greater or less -demands for capital equip
ment? 

What are the objects of Government expenditure-to 
what extent are they economically productive? 

What is the relation between national and local finance? 
What policy is followed in carrying on municipal and 

national industries for profit or loss in remiasion of. or 
addition to. taxation?' 

What are the social conditions and standards of living? 

Even if it were possible to value all these factors precisely. 
there would remain the important element of comparative 
psychology. Thus. if it could be found. in answer to the above 
questi?ns, that the burden in country A was 10 per cent. greater 
than m cogns-y B,' country B might still compete at a disad
vantage if the thrift and enterprise of its citizens were the more 
seriously sHeeted. 

676. The Napoleonic War partJI/el.-Mr. Layton gave us an 
in~ting ta~le. co~paring for 1818. 1913 and 1923 the pr0-
portion of VNIOUS kinds of Government expenditure (excluding' 
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expenditilreof the Posl; Office) to national income (E. in a.; 
9 (vi) ). We reproduce this here:-

I 1818. 1918. 1923. 

£ MiUi.m& £ MjIljODL £ Mil\jono. 
Nauonallnoome 
IDternal Deb' 8e .. ;';:'" 

- 400 2,SOO lI,800 

1D_'and~' 81'28 18'M 271'45 
Deb' Be""ymen' ••• • •• 1'22 7'68 28'''' 

Rzternal Debt s.rn-
In_' end Manop_' Nil. lrl1. 86'. 
Deb' Bee;ymed' ••• • •• NiL Nil. 11'46 

Peuiona ( .. and Old Aae) 1"20 12"46 92'96 
Defoooo ••• ... 14"60 77'18 106'80 
(llb .... Sen;.. 6'70 ""26 182'16 
00&1 of CoUootion (:b'lend 'ii. ..... ;;'; 8'88 "48 10'82 

and Onaloma and EzciIo). 
789'01 Tolal ExJ-clita.. • •• 58'78 172'811 

Tolal National Deb' ••. 840 650 7,700 

B.atio 10 NationallDoome 01- P .... _L P .... aonL Pe_L 
Internal Deb' Seni_ 

ID_I and Muuaemen' 7'82 0'74 7'14 
Debl Be""ymen'. • •• 0'80 O'SS 0'76 

External Debl 8eni_ 
IDIo_' end Man ......... ' "" ""M 
Deb' Re""ymen' ... 0'80 

Penoiona (War aDd Old All") 0'80 0'''' 1'45 
I>ef.aae ... ••• ... 8'61 8'se 1'78 
Olbetler"- ... 1'68 ,,"se "80 
Oon of 00Jl00U0Il ... 0'97 0'19 0'29 
l·Olalk=' .... ... 14'69 7'62 18'45 
Nallonal bl ... 210'00 28'26 201'68 

677. 1818 OM 1923.-In lOme reepecte there is .. striking 
aimilarity between the preeent" poaition of the counu-y and tha\ 
after the Napoleonic Wars. The parallel, however, needs to be 
regarded with caution. In particular, we have to consider 
whether the remarkable manner in which the deb\-burden of .. 
hundred years ago was lightened in course of time througli 
increase of wealth and population gives any ground for optimisUc 
views \Q.day. 

67S. On the baeia of the estimatee of national income ehown 
in the abo" \able, \axauon for the in\ernal debt aocounte for 
very mnch the aame percentage each year. The rauo of to\al 
\ax re_ue to nauonal income was 14,0'1 per cent. in 181S and 
IS"89 per cent. in 1923, the higher nUo in 1923 being largely 
due to expenditure on pensiona and aocial aenioee. It is no$ 
neceeserily implied that the Iiurden in 1923 was the heavier; 
.. in .. comparison between dilferent conntries, 80 alao in .. 
comparison alfecting the aame oountry '" dilferent Umea, many 
pointe require at\ention. We snggea& especially the 
following- :-

(i) Population hae increaaed greatly, lint wealth much more 
greatly. Only rough tlOIDpariaona are polISible, bnt after allew
anee for dilfering price-levele, it appears thai real income per 
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1818 
1864 
1875 
1891 
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head was aomething like four times as much in 1923 as in 1818. 
All classea shared in this increase, real wages and the standard 
of living having made a big advance during the nineteenth 
century. 

(ii) While the mass of the people sulfered acutely in the 
depression of a hundred years ago, and had much less capacity 
than now to bear taxation, the distribution of tax was far more 
severe to small incomes. 

Of a total tax revenue of £56 millions, £40 millions was raised 
by Customs and Excise duties, levied largely on necessaries, the 
Income Tax having been repealed as from April, 1815 .. 

(iii) Taxation in 1923 provides for many social services either 
not represented at all, or barely represented, in the State expen
diture of 1818. 

(iv) The very numerous and ·vexatious indirect taxes in force 
in 1818 were a serious impediment to trade. 

(v) As against these considerations we must note that in 1818 
there was no external debt charge. 

(vi) Again, taxation in 1818 hardly touched the saving power 
of the wealthy; in 1923 it imposed a distinct limitation upon it. 

679. Reviewing these points, we think it clear that, for some 
years after the Napoleonic Wars, debt and taxation were far more 
burdensome to the nation as a whole than they are now. They 
were certainly far' more oppressive to tlie poorer classes. Relief 
came in the Victorian era through the unprecedented advance in 
industry and transport and in the development of the credit 
system, accompanied by rapid growth of population. The 
burden of the debt was spread over a body of taxpayers growing 
in number and prosperity. It is true that the dominant changes 
in the price-level were large falls between 1818 and 1852 and 
again (aitnost without interruption) between 1873 and 1897, 
110 that greater purchasing power had to be transferred' to the 
debt-holder, at any rate until the reduction of interest under 
the Goachen conversion df 1889; none the less, the necessary 
taxes were provided with increasing ease. The following figures 
are significant:-

APJIIU"i- Iodn; --. ma .. Damb.. fip .. at 
If .. lioaaJ Ratio ... 1 DeM P""" .... DeM (booed.., r. ...... 
J.-- Deb&. CIooqe. twa. .:. CIooqe ~~- ..... -.!:d Se .... (1818 = 

beek). 100). 

£. £ £. .t: 
miUioDa. milliOUL milliouo. mim ...... £. •. £. •. tI. 

400 ... 840 82'60 17 2511 1 18 0 160 100 
814 (Lm) 816 28'96 29'7 27 8 o 19 0 106 171 
1,200 (Gilfeu) 766 27'« 53 36 7 o 16 6 96 257 
1,600 (Bow· 682 25'26 36 42 2 OIS 8 72 897 

ley). 
&Iii- 24'60 45'9 60 2 010 6 85 400 2,300. ... 

I ..... 
! 

sc." 
CIwp 

pw . -, 
(181_ 

100). l 

~ 
c 

100 
78 . 
71/ 
71; 

H' 
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680. Futu~. productillit,l.-The question of future produc
tivity in Great Britain is open to specUlation. A large growth 
in population, if it were to take place without a corresponding 
expansion of trade, would not ,ease the position, but would rather 
increaee anxiety as to employment. In point of fact, there ie 
no evidence in present conditions to suggest a large growth; 
according to an estimate which we have prepared, the numbers 
of the occupied population, after allowa.nce for emigration, may 
be expected to increase by about 125,000 per annum up 
to 1931, about 46,000 per annum between 1931 and 1936, 
and about 20,000 per a.nnum between 1936 and 1941 (866 
Appmdiz XXI). The numbers seeking employment after 1941 
depend on the birth-rate from now onwards. Professor Bowley 
has pointed out that .. the present number of births (and the 
present death-rates) would ultimately result in a stationary popu
lation in Great Britain not far 01I 50,000,000."* In evidence 
before UI he said that, while considerations such as the con
nection between the ,birth-rate and good or bad trade, housing 
conditions, etc., made any forecast difficult, he thought that on 
the whole there would be a tendency for the present conditions 
to continue for quite a long while, and that the number of births 
was not likely to changs very much in the near· future. 
(Q. 8787-9.> 

681. It appears then that, apart from the maintenance of a 
low level of unemployment, such as would be facilitsted by a 
steady foreign demand for our goods, any hopes must be centred 
mainly on an increaee of productivity per head. This might 
come in VariOUI ways, from the discovery of new materials. new 
inventions, advance in chemical and other sciences, and improved 
organisation. To secure the full potential results. it might be 
neceseary to layout a considerably larger amount of capital than 
hitherto per unit of the employed population. Professor W. R. 
Scott expreseed the view that .. in spite of the existing depres
sion, which tends to produce an unduly pessimistic estimate of 
future produotion. there seem to be grounds for a fairly conn
dent expectation of • very considerable development in methods 
of productioD within a generatioD from now; particularly in the 
application of acientinc diacoveries to industry. with a consequent; 
tendency to greater plentifulness of commodities." (E. in C. 
9. \ We think thie expreaaee a reasonable attitude. 

6&!. On the whole subjed we coDclude that the present burden. 
in spits of its weight. ie leas menacing to the welfare of the 
community than the c1d debt continued to be for BOIDe y8&l1l 
after 1815 : there ie reason alao to hope that it may be materially 
lightened through Dew developments in industry. On the other 
hand there is DOthing to wammt a belief tha' history will repeat 
itself and productivity increaee on a _Ie like that of· the 
Victorian _ 
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688. In looking to the future burden of the debt, we have also 
to remember the uncertainties of the general rate of interest 
and the general price-level. ·As regards the price-level, it may 
. be surmised that any very marked increase of productivity per 
unit of capital and labour would tend to lower it, though not 
necessarily to a corresponding extent. While lower prices due 
to such a cause would increase the purchasing power to be trans
ferred to the debt-holder, this would only be a slight set 011 
against the general ben.elit enjoyed by the community. A fall 
in the price-level without any compensating increases in produc
tion would be quite another matter. We consider it in connec
tion with the Capital Levy (para. 787 et 8eq.). 

684. Post-war debt and ezpendituf'e.-In considering post-war 
years, it is frequently useful to take the pre-war position as 
a standard of reference, and the ligures in Mr. Layton's table 
(para. 6'16) are of much interest. We have already discussed the 
weight of the several taxes before and since the War (c/. e8pe
cially paras, 881, 464 and 598). It may be noted that debt 
service constituted 55 per cent. of the total expenditure 
in 1818; 14 per cent. in 1918; and 47 per cent. in 1923. In 
1918 the total burden of taxation was then considered to be 
very heavy (c/. para. 438). During the War it was enormously 
increased-though with caution at lirsi;-&nd the country learnt 
that it could carry a great deal more taxation than it had sup
posed. Emphasis is often laid upon the effect of taxation for 
the debt in limiting the possibility of expenditure on social, 
etc., objects, but, whatever truth there may be in tbis 
view, the discovery of the possibility of expansion in tax
able capacity dnring the War has in itself been conducive to 
socia1 expenditure, which haa actually grown to a large extent. 
The pre-war tendency was towards an expansion in social 
schemes, but it may possibly be doubted whether, but for the 
War, they would have developed as far as they have. 

685. Tazation and the indillidual.-The table in paragraph 
255, which relates the various taxes to specimen incomes, will 
serve to illustrate how remarkably the principle of progreWOD 
has been developed since 1918-14 in direct taxation. Except in 
the small incomes which are liable to little or DO Income Tax. 
the general character of the present tax system is highly pro
gressive. The table also shows the regressive nature oC indirect 
taxation. It may be not.ed that the taxation on the smallest 
incomes, while heavier, appears to be rather less regressive than 
before the War; this is doe in some measure to the high prices 
of tobae':lO ani alcohol restricting the consumption of the least 
well-to-do. 

686. Progressive taxation, under which income, as it inereases, 
bears tax at a higher rate per pound, is the fairest as between 
individual taxpayers, since it allows for the increased capacity 
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of each additional pound of income to bear taxation (of· fMlI~ 
880 ,t II,.). The priDciple of progression may,. however,. be 
carried to IUch a point a. to lead, in tum, to unflUl1le&8 aglWlSt 
the wealthier taxpayer. Regressive taxation, under which 
income, a. it increases, .ullen at .. lower rate per. pound, is 
deficient in point of equity. It might be inferred thU .. good 
tax-ayltem would give no place to indirect taxes, which C&DDOt 
be fitted to the individual's ability to pay, end which ere unavoid
ably regressive, if levied upon articles of genera.! coDBumption. 
Such .. conclusion would miBa the ID8rk for several !e8IIODB :-

(i) Indirect taxation is the moat effective way of levying 
a contribution to national expenditure from the m8BB of 
wage-eamera. A universal Income Tu would be very un
popular end dilIicult to admjnjs~. On the other bend, to 
raise the whole revenue from direct tues on two or three 
million citizens would be unduly to narrow the basis of 
taxation. There ill great force in the argument which c0n-
nects tllxation with representation. . 

(ii) Progreaaive taxation, such IS the present Income To: 
and death duties, cannot be carried beyond II certain point 
without jeopardy to 8llving end enterprise. Harm lIlay be 
dODe to trade, end, if 80, there will be reactions on employ
ment end on the standard of living of the poor. ThUll the 
system may break down. 

(iii) While indire~ taxel, BUch 118 the Customs end Excise 
dutieR, ere regressive, they may have apecial virtues. This 
is true of tbe tobacco end alcohol duties, which raise a large 
revenue out of Ute expenditure of individuals in all ranks 
of wealth, without undue reactions on personal efficiency. 

687. TlIZGtio" lind th. oitiam.-We consider it important on 
broad grounds of citizenahip that taxation should not be confined 
to a comparatively amall section of the population. It would 
be a bad state of atraim if .. large msjority of citizens were 
themRelvea to make no actual tax contribution, and were to 
enjoy' benefits provided entirely by the taxation of the few. 
Under oonditiona approaching the ideal-which would imply, 
mIn" alill, a atiefactory totendard of living for the loweat-paid 
workera-all would make some contribntion, and would make 
it knowiug ly. 

688. The actual position is that all cia_a make some c0n

tribution, and this in itself we regard 118 aatiefaclary: but the 
great majority contribute only in the form of indiled taxes, 
and these, beiug wrapped np in price, are eo unobtrusive that 
they ere probably not much realiaed, neep' when attention ia 
lpecially drawn to them. It would be better, from the point 
of ~ew we are considering,- if the great body of citiUD8 were 
IIlOI'I' oonaciooB of the taxes which they bear. The questiou is 

• FIOla u.. JIOiD.\ 01 "wof __ of .......... UIObtacai .. +eN" of w- I .. au. .. of -.... .. iIIlpodaD' ~ 
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partly, though not wholly, one of .. taxation and representa-
• tion. " It appears to us that it would be damaging to the 
sense of responsibility in an electorate that a large section 
should be able to vote for some perhaps expensive policy, feeling 
all the while that, because they were not personally liable to 
taxation, the expenditure would not touch them in any way. 
It' is sometimes argued that the poor, since they are the first 
to suffer from bad legislation, would not be likely to vote irre
sponsibly even if entirely immnne from taxation. The argument 
seems, however, to be defective, f()f the cause of suffering may 
not be clear; moreover, we have to consider, besides legislation 
which is positively bad, legislation the benefits of which, although 
real, do not sufficiently outweigh the damage done to the com
munity by the attendant taxes-in other words, legislation which 
is .. bad valne for money." 

689. SumdaTda of lifling and aafling.-We have compared the 
pre-\va.r and post-war standards of living and slning in para
:graphs 9-44, and 45-60, respectively. 

We need not summarise again the complicated effects of 
existing taxstion under these heads. Reference may be made 
to the summaries in the following paragraphs :~ 

StandMd of lifling. 
Income Tax, paragraph 439. 
Death Duties, paragraphs 545-6. 
Customs and Excise Duties, parsgraphs 659·67. 

Standard oj 8afling. 
Income Tax, pa.ragraph 440. 
Death Duties, paragraph 547. 
Cus1;oms and Excise Duties, pa.ragraphs 668-70. 

690. A general conclusion we reach is that the post-war taxes, 
combined with other faclora, do not appear to have reduced the 
4f1eTage or general ,tandaTd of lifling of the working classes 
below the pre-war level. Tne pre-war level, however, even in 
a boom year like 1913, has no claim to be considered final; a 
higher standard. such as increased production might bring, is 
much to be demred. There is DO doubt that the Customs and 
Excise duties considerably affect the purchasing power of people 
~ ith small incomes and bear hard lyon large numbers in. the 
depressed industries, whose real wages have fallen, and who 
sutler much from unemployment. 'A clear distinction must be 
drawn between the duties on luxuries and thoee on naceSBSries; 
we think that the sugar duty is relatively high, even in the 
finnnc;"'1 needs of the present time. While the effect of the 
duties is to some extent adverse to the standard of living (and, 
as a consequence, to physical efficiency), there is a set-off, even 
if its importance cannot be measured, so far as the alcohol 
duties-and snme would add the tobacco duty~rtail excessive 
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consumption; thiS elIect c&noot be ignored, &lthough the idea. 
of tllx&tion &Ban element in aocial reform should in our view, 
t&ke only & very subordinate plaee.As aJways, it is Ilecellll&f! 
to keep in view the expenditure aide of the a.ccount, and credit 
must be given to the Customs a.nd Excise duties for their pro
portiona.l oontribntion to education, pensions! &C. . Moreove~, ~e 
direct taxes contribute largely to these SOCl&1 benefits, &BBlstmg 
the workers' st&nda.rd of living &nd purchasing power a.t con
Biderable expense to the living and aa.ving sta.nda.rds of the 
well·te-do. 

691~ In rega.rd to the· ,tandard of 8afli1lf, we conclude . that 
the incre&sed direct t&xea' h&ve oontributed &ppreciably to a 
rno rata decline in aa.ving-not st&rtling, but very substa.ntial
below the pre-war &mount. The deficiency below the sta.nda.rd 
of 1918 may be aa much aa £150 milliona to £200 millions in pre
aent money vaJuea. The decline, wh&tever its cause-a.nd tau
tion must not be over-empha.siaed-is & fea.ture to be w&tched 
with aome a.nxiety. It is true here, aa it is in the case of living 
atanda.rds, that< there is notbing 8&CfOaa.nct in the pre-wa.r level. 
It would, however, be most unaa.tiafa.ctory, if we had to look 
forwlld to a perma.nently lower level of s&ving. The capital 
need. of the future may be great. 

692. A balance h&B to be struck somewhere between the claims 
of individua.1 equity and· the aociat need of aa.ving. In the 
Victorian era it is generally true that Bllving was left aa .. 
monopory in the ha.nds of the wea.ltbier cla.saes, who were allowed 
to remaiD in almost eomplete control of their richea. In our 
view it is impoaaible to justify the old distribution of t&xstion, 
even though it reduced interferen08 with sa.ving to & minimum. 
It is true tb&, under it induatry a.dva.nced enormously, a.nd the 
.ta.ndard of living improved for the ·whole community more 
tha.n in any L'Omparable period. N evertbeleaa, a ta.x Byatem 
falling 1_ on the purcha.aing power of the poorer clause a.nd 
more on the savinga of the richer might h&ve been beneficial 
to production, as it oertainly would have been to immediate 
conaumption. 

698. In the l&lt i!O yeara before the WIU', the rate of Bllving 
COIltinut'd to expand, but it answered to a big dema.nd, eapecially 
from ebroad. It ia not clear th&t the reoent lower standard 
of R8.ving haa been inadequate to the &ctuat demand for eapital. 
We have no doubt that, with trade revivaJ, there will be an 
expansion in the margin of aa.ving, a.nd the increaaa may be 
very ra.pid, as Lord Bradbury auggeated (Q. 9242). At the 
aa.me time, we C&nIlot ta.ke for gra.nted that there will be DO 
shortag&. In view of the large amount of revenue which has 
to be raised, we think the general chara.cter of tax disbibution 
in pcM-WBr yeara baa been aatiafactory, but we would emphasise 
that highly progrenive taxation is a growth of the I&Id decade, 
and it iII atill too 8lU'ly to apeak of ita final 8COIlomic elfecte on 
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the community. Growing experience must, therefore, be looked 
to for guidance as to the best disposition of taxes. We observe 
that the notion of aiming ata fixed proportion between dired 
and indirect taxation continues to figure largely in public dis
cussion, a 50-50 relation being often referred to as if it had 
1'IIl'e intrinsic merit. We regard this idea sa wholly unfounded, 
and contrary not only to the science of taxation. but to plain 
common sense. 

694. BfUine88 ent81p1'i88.-8avings, as we have said (pa1'a. 
440), depend on saving or economy on the one side, and work and 
enterprise on the other. Fora summary of the effects of 
taxation on business enterprise we .may refer to the following 
paragraphs :-

Income TIlX, paragraphs 445-51. 
Death Duties, paragraph 547. 

Very briedy we may say that, in business generally, the 
exieting taxes tend to discourage. a sanguine outlook. ~The 
Income Tax has little direct effect on public companies, and thll 
deatb duties none. Private concerns are much more susceptible 
to influence. . In' the middle range of incomes, the Income Tax 
freqnently leads to a greater output of effort, although individual 
reactions vary widely; in the higher range the tax (including 
Super-tax) tends to check enterprise, especially of the more 
speculative kind. The effects of the death duties are less pr0-
nounced in either direction . 
. ·695. The enterprise of public companies receives som~ indirect 
check, so far as their reserves and the supply of capital from 
the public are diminished; in the case of private concerns, 
which depend on an internal supply of capital, the material 
basis for enterprise is more seriously affected, especially where 
there is heavy liability to Super-tax or where death duties come 
st an. embarrassing time. In the majority of cases, however, 
the position ia eased through the proprietors having relatively 
large additional resources outside their businesses. 

696. SafJ;nga and employment.-One asped in which savings 
have to be regarded is their function in relation to the needs 
of an increasing population. Mr. A. M. Samuel suggested that 
an aDDual provision of something like £160 millions out of 
national savings is required in order to keep pace with the 
growth of numbers, this 8UID allowing £400 per head for 40(1,000 
persons (EfJ .• p. 78, gBne1'al .ob881'fJationa). In the course of 
his evidence (Q. 1074-1093) he showed that he was not bound 
to these particular fignres; the matter, however, is one of 
importance, and tbe degree of its importance depends almost 
entirely on the scale of magnitude of the figures, as Mr. Bamuel's 
own arjroment illustrates. Starting with the £160 millions, he 
added £88 millions, the Sinking Fund provision of 1923-24, and 
then 'Proceeded to My that he did not believe we had saved 
earnings in that year totalling £248.090,000. .. Therefore. by 
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the amount we had less than' the £248,000,000 that you had to 
find-those two sums of £160,000,000 a.nd £88,ooo,OOO-you 
have drawn on capital, 'and if you have drawn on capital, you 
have reduced the posSible I81irning power of the country." 
(Q. 971.) . 

697. J'here are several point~ here which cnll for cOlJlIllent. 
The first is that the inclusion of the £88 millions Sinking Fund 
provision in the net amount on which taxation should not 
encroa.ch is fa.lla.cious, for we have seen that taxation for Sinking 
F~d is an actual support of national savings, We may there
fore contine ourselves to the £160 millions figure. In regard to 
this we may observe that while, before the War, the natural 
increase in population (excess of births over deaths) was about 
400,000 per annum, in the four years 1921 to 1925 the 
average natural increase was little over 800,000. and againat 
this has to be set the annual 1088 by migration In those years, 
which was round about 90,000. The present growth of popula.
tion is thus brought down to about 200,000 per annum, and 
assuming the necessity of providing £400 for every unit, we get 
£80,000,000 as the sum to be found. With regard to the 
national savings we should judge, on web evidence as we have 
received (c/. plInY. 45-47), that they were somewhere in the 
range between £450 million. and £500 millions. Provision of 
£80,000,000 for growth of population would, on this showing. 
account for something between 18 per cent. and 16 per cent. of 
the national savinge.· 

698. But we now come to another important point. In 
dealing with this subject, it is necesaary to keep clear (i) the 
neceaaity for an increase in tbe supply of commodities in order 
to maintain the standards of living of a growing population, 
and (ii) the necessity for capital in order to provide employment 
for an increasing body of workers, the worker receiving a 
sufficient share of the produce of labour and capital to enable 
him to maintain himself and his dependants at the requisite 
standard. In our view, it is only to the second of these necessi
ties than any figure representing new capital requirements can 
usefully be related. 

699. We have estimated (&ee Appmdiz. xxn that the number 
of IW'w entl'ants into the labour market is likely to average about 
125,000 up to 1981. about 46,000 from then till 1986 and about 
00,000 from 1986 to 1941. To diminishing figures on some such 
SOBle aR this we have to relate some figure of capital per head. 
Sir Hugh Bell told IlS that in his business before the war about 
£250 WB8 needed to set a mall to work(E. ill 0 .• 12); he WBB 

of the opjnion that .. in the last 10 or 15 years the capital cost 
per unit in the British steel works h88 greatly increased, and 

• Tho r.n. i.ha' 0 __ wiDp an ~.., witbn., ..., .P .. _U,. 
clan_ ._ ._Ia Uta, th ... ia Ii"" ""- of _>iGp boiDc ncl...t 
bolo. &be miDim .... nqalnd for &be _ • ..,.'. mlara&l --. 
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~ends to increase more and more" (Q. 8444). In regard to 
mdustry as a whole his general impression was that a tendency 
existed to. increase the capital per unit (Q. 8446). Professor 
Bowley thought that we should have to look to the necessity, 
in the .future, of having more capital per head rather than less, 
if we were to keep abreast of possible developments (Q. 3837). 
~he. capital. employed per head varies, of course, very greatly 
m diJl'erent mdustries. It may be that £400 per head is a little 
on the high side for the actual present position, but it may well 
become desirable in the near future to provide considerably more 
than that figure. • Taking £400 in conjunction with the increase 
of occupied population we get the following hypothetical 
estimates of the necessary provision of new capital for the 
particular purpose in view:-

£50,000,000 average per annum up to 1931. 
£18,400,000 average per annum from 1931 to 1936. 
£8,000,000 average per annum from 1936 to 1941. 

No high degree of accuracy is claimed for these figures, but 
they suffice to show that provision of capital according to old 
standards, and sufficient to maintain the existing rate of produc
tion and the stat1J.8 quo of the standard of living, can continue to 
be found without the least difficulty, and is not imperilled by the 
present scale of direct taxation. 

700. It must be remembered, of course, that the figures quoted 
above represent only a small fraction of the savings needed in 
order to cover losses due to wastage and obsolescence of assets, 
and to provide for factories, plant and machinery, &c., in line 
with the latest improvements and inventions. Again, the figures 
are exclusive of savings needed for investment abroad, which 
are especially important for ihe development of the Dominions 
and the maintenance of food supplies. The sufficiency or other
wise of savings in all these directions is involved in the question 
whether the country can maintain not merely the Btat1J.8 quo 
of production and the standard of living, but also a f'tJte of 
improvement per head comparable with that of some periods in 
the past, or with that now shown in the United States of 
America. AB we have indicated, a revival of trade may bring 
opportunities requiring a large expansion in the rate of saving, 
if they are to be fully used. 

701. The general bu,.den.-{)ur analysis of the taxation 
required for the deht snd for other expenditure leads to broad 
conclusions which will have become evident. The burden of 
indirect taxation appears formidable when viewed as a wbole. 
On analysis, however, it is found that the duties on food are 
now light except for the IlUgar duty, which we consider relatively 
high .. The high level of. the duties on luxuries (as we uuder
staud the term-cf. para. 615) appears to us to be justifiable 
at present, considering the large amount of revenue required, 
and the risk of interfering too much with savingB, if heavier 
direct taxation were adopted. 
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702. Th~ burden of direct taxation,while we do not wish to 
belittle it, is leu crushing than is frequently represented. It 
doos not, with trivial exceptions, enter directly into prices, and 
its indirect effects are not such 118 substantially to affect the 
general price-level. It hIlS a materially adverse effect on 
savings, but this doos not hold good, so far 6S the receipts are 
applied to payments on account Of the internal debt. Again, it 
hIlS widely diffused psychological effects, end has been. 
responsible for a good deal of discouragement, while trade hIlS 
been suffering from long-drawn-out depression due to wider 
causes: on the other hand, some of the psychological effects have 
been actually beneficial. In our opinion the present taxation
even in conjunction with the lou of material wealth due to wa.r 
expenditure, which lies behind the N .. tional Debt-is not one of 
the main causes of industrial difficulty. Causes other than taxa.
tion lie outside our province, but, in their very wide range, 
have been under the consideration of the Committee on Industry 
and Trade. For Idl Idlalysis of the serious difficulties of our 
export trade due to one set of causes-conditions prevailing in 
tile V'lU'ioUB ma.rkets abroad-we may refer to the Committee's 
introduction to their S""'etI 01 OOllf'8eaa M cwkets (1925). The 
oversellS conditions dealt with cover the decline of purchasing 
power, the shortage of ~apital, the growth of local mlmlifac
ture, &0. So far lUI taxation is concerned, we think that, if 
general conditions improve and times become more proSperou8, 
the burden will be carried with comparative ease. We base 
our conclusions, not on preconceptions, but on the long analysis 
contained in the foregoing pa.rt of our Report, in the ligM of 
which they must stand examination. We may perhaps rema.rk 
thd the view which we take is more optimistic thldl the view 
which attributes to taxa.tion a. very la.rge responsibility for the 
preaen' industrial position: for, while there is liHIe prospect of 
Idly ~t lightening of the ta.x burden in the early future, there 
is legttimate hope that in mldlY respects more genera.! condiiioil8, 
both a.t home and abroa.d, ma.y improve. 
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PART II. 

SECTION I. 

THE CAPITAL LEVY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

7Q3. The proposaJ. that a. levy should be imposed u~n all 
accumulated capital wealth, and the proceeds used specI1ically 
for the redemption of debt, is so far-reach!ng, and has b~n 80 

actively debated, that it stands out aa havmg a ~trong clalI':l to 
special consideration. We therefore issued. a ~es of .questions 
to witnesses who offered or were requested to give eVidence on 
this subject (see Appendiz n. 

704. In the replies to those questions a levy ha.s been justified 
by its. advocates on many different grounds, but in general the 
outstanding point in their case is that it would bring about 
a saving in interest charges on the debt. While they admlS 
that this saving would he to some extent offset by a reduction 
in tax revenue following the levy, they take the view that the 
net relief to the Budget would still be such as to make possible 
Il'1lbstantial reduL-tions in taxation, or an extension of expendi. 
ture in other directions, or a combination of both. 

70~. They also lay emphasis upon the advautage of repaying 
debt Immediately, if a further fall in prices is anticipated; upon 
the desirability of having a mnch reduced debt in the event 
of a national emergency; upon the more even distribution of 
wealth which wonld follow a levy; and upon the alleviation of 
the sen~ of injust~ at the continued existence of 80 large a 
debt which they believe to be felt by a large section of the 
popnlation. 

706. The opponents of the levy, on the other hand, consider 
that th~ net reli~ to the Budget would be too small to justify 
a. taxation experunent on so grand a scale, and that, in so far 
aa the net saving might be used to meet additional expenditure, 
any gain wonld be largely neutralised. They generally antici
pate that a levy wQnld have injurious eBects on trade and 
industry in many directions, that the ensuing dislocation would 
have serious effects on employment, and that the credit of the 
country abroad would sustain a shock. They consider that a 
levy could not be so equitably adjusted to ability to pay 8.8 a 
tax on income, and often emphasise the unfairness of the burden 
which it wonld throw on the life savings of the thrifty. 
Finally they regard the political and administrative difficulties 
of a levy a.s exceedingly great. 
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707. The order of our discussion will be as follows :

(i) Practicability of 0. levy ... ... . .. 
(ii) Sco.le, etc., and yield. of a levy: 

. resultant annual saving of interest ... 
(iii) The levy and the ptice level ... .., 
(iv) The question of 11 guarantee· against 

repetition ... .:. .., ... 
(v) Methods of payment; effect on value of 

aecuritiee 
(vi) Effect on Government rate of borrowing 

(vii) The levy and national credit abroad .. . 
(viii) Effect of a levy on bank advances .. . 

(ix) The levy and private buaineBBes .. . 
(x) The levy and a.gri«ulturai lando.wnerB .. . 

(xi) The redistribution of saving power ; .. 
(xii) PsychologicBI effects of II. levy on saving 

and enterprise of individuals ... 
(xiii) 'nle redistribution of wealth ... 
(xiv) The equity of a Capital Levy ... 
(xv) Capita.! Levy: summary and con· 

cluaion ... 

P",agrapM. 
708-17 

718-86 
737-48 

744-48 

749-65 
766-8 
769-70 
771-90 
791-801 
809 
803-9 

810.81 
832-86 
837-69 

860-'17 

I.-P~CTIC!BTJ,JTY OF A LEVY. 

708. The lirat question that haa to be faced ia.iju., of Uie 
practicability of a Capital Levy, a matter on which the opiniona 
of witnesses varied greatly. The hitOOry of wa.tion givea 
practically no direct guidance. A levy on • large eca1e, 
collected over a abo" period and in other reapects comparable 
with the proposal as undera*ood in thia country, baa not in 
fact been tested a.nywhere (,ee Appomdu: XXIV) ; further, owing 
to differing political Bnd economio conditions, infenmcea could 
only be dra.wn from one country to another with very grea$ 
caution. 

709. However, the experience of other forma of Wation in 
this country, particularly of the death dutiea, provides eome 
baais on which to proceed. We print S8 Appendix XXII a 
note by the Board of Inland Revenue on the Praeti.cability of 
• Capital Levy. 

The Board illU8U'ate by reference to the 80_ of the 
Exceaa Profits Duty and the failure of the I.&ud Valnea Duties 
the primary importance of the attitude of the taxpayer to any 
large scheme of new taution. They point out very forcibly 
the dangere tha.t might befall the adlllinistnWon 01. • levy, either 
if there were systematio obetnIction or if there were widespread 
anxiety. The importance of these considerations CUl hardly 
be rated too high. We do not _ how 80 dUlicult • task .. 
tha.t of • levy could be carried through with any real II1lCCe8B 
uul_ it were recei'fed with • fair measure of equanimiV IIII.d 

-*' 
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710. It seems clear that a levy would be leBS readily accepted 
now than it would have been in the first yea.r after the Wa.r. 
Views to this e.\l'ect were expressed by several witnesses 
including advocates as well as opponents of the levy. As to the 
degree of goodvlill that might still be hoped for, there would 
be less agreement. In order to judge the all-round merits and 
defects of the proposa.!, we must leave open the possibility of its 
being either well or ill received,and consider it in the light of 
both alternatives. 

711. The Board of Inland Revenue, while they view the levy 
as .. a task of the first magnitude" even under the most favour
able conditions, do not regard the inherent difficulties as too 
great to be overcome. They state-thus confirming the sup
position of the Trades Umon CongreBS (Eo., p. 688; E. in O. ; 24) 
-that from the technical point of view the difficulties of asseBS
ment would normally be less than in t~ case of the proposal 
for a levy on war wealth, which was under consideration in 1920, 
and which they held to be workable. They add that the task 
of valuation, would be .. essentially similar to thai regularly 
undertaken for pUrpOses of Estate Duty" (AppmdiaJ XXII; 
para. 8). 

712. A source of difficulty which we have had in mind from 
the first is the large amount of settled property in this country. 
Among the questions which we addressed to witnesses was .one 
regarding the position on the death of a life tensnt, supposing 
the year of his death not to bear out the forecast of life on 
which his interest had been valued. The difficulty as regards 
life tenant and remainder man Wall generally recognised by 
the witneBSes. Professor Pigou suggested that the life tenant, 
instead of paying a lump sum on a valuation of his interest, 
should make his contribution in the form of a special Income 
Tax, leaving the corpus of the estate to be attacked when the 
settlement fell in (Eo., 11. 4S7; E. in C. ; 17). As, a.ccqrding to 
the Board of Inland Revenue, abont one-sixth of the total 
property liable would be settled property, this procedute would 
very much delay the gathering in of the amount anticipated to 
be raised by' the levy. We do not think it mould be adopted, 
except ·under neceBSity. Similarly, any system applying pay .. 
ment by instalments to the case of all settled property, with a 

,provision al!owing valuations to be reopened, would postpone 
the oom"pletion, of the levy. and would add to its com plication. 

71S. The difficulties connected with the valuation of interests 
in settled prop .. rty are many and varied. An idea of their 
complexity can be obtained from a study of the official memo
randum on the Rubject put in by the Board of Inland Revenne 
to the Select Committee on War Wealth, and published with 
the proceedings of that Committee (H. 01 0., 102, of 1920, 
p~. 244 et seq.). While the Board, in the note wbich they sup
phed to us, do not ,suggest that the problem of dealing with the 
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separate interests would be incapable of solution, they explaill 
'that it would be more serious for a Capital Levy than for the 
War Levy' proposal. They point out, however, a posaible 
method of avoidillg these special difficulties altogether. .. All 
altel'llutive course would be for the levy to be imposed, not on 
the separate interests of illdividuals alld payable out of their 
estates, but Oil the whole value of settled property ed payable 
out of the settled fund, the rate of duty both for the settled 
fund and for the free wealth of the life tenet being found by 
aggregating the value of the settled property with the life 
tenant's other property. If this course were taken, the problem 
would be aBBimilsted roughly to the same level as that arieing 
in the case of free aesetl " (A PPB1idim xxn; paF4. Ill). 

714. This manner of treating the settled property would 
agree with that now in force for the Estate Duty. For that 
duty the settled property haa normally to be aggregated at ita 
full value with the free property of the deceased. The' duty 
appropriate to the settled property is thus determined by the 
range of principal value within which the total estate falls; it is 
Pllyable in the ordinary course by the trustees of the settle
ment out of their funds, 

7111. The prooedure haa, it is true, a IIOmewhllt dilJerent 
appellrance in the two casel. In the case of the Estate Duty 
it flilis naturally Within the general principle under which :ill 
property passing at a deatli ill chargellble. It is,. perhaps, less 
tMily to be reconciled with the Cllpitot.i Levy, which hIlS in 
view a tliX upon living persons lit a particular dllte according 
to II valulltion of their individual wealth lit that date. The life 
tenet or the remainder man might fe6l that he had a strong 
claim not to su1fer under a levy more than he would on a valua
tion of hia own interest. 

716. Questions of equity would undoubtedly arise, but they 
do not 88NIl to us to differ e888Dtially from those under the 
Eetats Duty. We refer to them again in a section dealing with 
the equity of the levy propoeaIs (panu. 854-7). All we need 
say here is that the suggestion put to ue by the Board of Iulsnd 
Revenue cannot, in our view, be ruled out OIl the BOOM of 
l1nfaimesa to individuals. Indeed, we think it likely that it 
would prove 1_ unfair than an attempt to value Ole eepan.te 
interests. This being SQ, full weight can be allowed to the 
superiority of the method from the practical point of view, and 
we phould favour ita adoption in preference to any.alternative 
that we have had before us. 

T17. The question of the method in which payment of the 
levy might be allowed gives rise to 1\ number of difficultiea. 
We consider them under 1\ separate head (pGna. 749 et "q.): 
they do DOt appear to us to be insuperable. Other imporiant 
factors bearing on practicability are the exemption limit and 
the l'Iltes at which the levy would be charged. We will di~ 
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these immediately. On the general question whether a levy 
could be effectively carried through we see no reason to differ 
from the Board of Inland Revenue. A Capital Levy would 
in any circumstances be a very difficult taxing operation, but, 
if the· important assumption be made that it would receive a 
normal measure of aBBent and be collected under normal economic 
conditions (Appendw XXTI., para. 5), it should, in our opinion, 
be feasible. 

II.-SCALE, ETC., AND YIELD OF A LEVY : 
RESULTANT ANNUAL SAVING OF INTEREST. 

718. Yield to be aimed at.-The Trades Union Congress and 
the <Jo.operative CongreBB considered that the yield to be aimed 
at should be at least £3,000 millions, the amount contemplated 
by the Labour Party in the proposal put forward by them in 
.. Labour and the War Debt" (1922). Dr. Dalton regarded 
£2,000 millions as the minimum for which it would be worth 
while to impose a levy, while he doubted whether it would be 
practical politics to aim higher than £4,000 millions (Eo., p. 492; 
E. in 0., 2). ProCeBBor Macgregor suggested that .. in view of 
equities and administrative problems" £1,000 millions W88 

.. a reasonable sum for tbe present to affOl"d" (Eo., Appen
tJi:r; VIII, para. 5). 

BefOl"e judging the yield to be sought, we think it necessazy 
to consider what annual saving of interest might result from the 
raising of a given sum, and how far it would be offset by lOBS 
of annual revenue. This latter question depends largely OD the 
ecope of the levy, the exemption limit and the scheme of 
graduation. 

719. Scope and ezemptWn limit.-It was agreed by witneBSes 
that any levy must be confined to individuals; this view we 
endorse. The majority thought it should extend to physical 
wealth only, as distinct from the .. brain capital" of e.g the 
professiooal man. On practical grounds we are of opinion that 
this would be necessary (jor the equitable lJ8fJect .ee 
para •. 847-(1). . 

720. Advocates of the levy were generally in favour of 
ex.empting fortunes up to £5,000, as in the Labour Party pr0-
posal. On the other side some opposition was expressed. The 
AB8(J('istion of British Chambers of Commerce regarded the 
£5,000 limitas.~ high on grounds of equity, and referred to a 
~uggested exemption limit of £1,000 (Eo., ". 577; E. in 0., 
17-18). Mr. W. W. Paine thought £5,000 far too high, mainly 
for the same ~ea!Ons, and looked on £1,000 as a maximum 
(E. jn C., 5-6\. Those who defended the £5,000 ·limit did so 
on various grounds, largely practical. Mr. Alexander said that 
the £1,000 limit originally favoured by the Co-operstive Congresro 
had been found not to be practicable, which he interpreted in A 

political rather than a financial sense (Q. 7930-4). The TradeR 
Union Congress suggested that the cost of collection of amaU 
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• mount& would be extremely he&vy .nd not worth while. Taking 
• point of principle, they said that the Labour Party had come 
to the view tbat the £1,000 limit would Ilot Bufficiently exclude 
the people who were workiug single-handed, often with a. sman 
capital (Q. 8301). MT. Pethick-Lawrence a.ccepted the £5,000 
limit as a basis of di8cus&ion, since it appe&red to be gener.ny 
dellired. He would still ha.ve preferred a levy with • lower 
exemption limit designed to pay 011 the whole debt, if the country 
would ha.ve accepted it (Q. 6371). Dr. Da.lton agreed that he 
would be prepared to see the limit go down to £1,000, if it 
could be shown to be .. economic.ny a.dva.ntageoua, or r.ther not 
economically ruinoua .. (Q.6901-2). 

721. Discusaion of a.n exemption limit ra.ises the whole ques
tion of the equita.ble diatribution of tua.tion for the debt. 
We refer· to thia aspect in the section de&ling with equity 
(pGf'III. 852·3). Confining ourselvee here to the qUe&tion of 
practicability, we note th.t the Board of Inland Revenue state 
tha.t the number of charges ha.s a.n importa.nt bearing on thia 
point; they estimate the number of individuals with £5,000 of 
capital .nd upwards as, approximately, 500,000, and the number 
with £2,500 and upwards as .bout 900,000; the number with 
£1,000 a.nd upwards would, we understand, be something like 
1,500,000. The ra.te of duty on the smaill fortunes could not 
be put high, a.nd the cost of collection, as the Trades U mon 
Congress point out, would be hea.vy. Moreover, as the Board 
of Inla.nd Revenue explained in connection with the War Levy 
propoaaJ, .. an important conaideration is that ma.ny of the very 
numerous persona in the lowest ra.nges of wealth are owners of 
small buaineasea, the va.lua.tion of which presenta pve practica.l 
problema." 

722. An exemption limit, wherever fixed, must ra.ise difficulties 
of lOme kind, but it ia certain that, as the exemption limit is 
lowered, these difficulties become grea.ter in degree. The more 
the area. of va.lu.tion a.nd collection is enlarged, the lesa could 
the taxing authorities concelltrate on securing equal treatment 
for individuals ani preventing evasion; the lees in fact could 
the administration of the levy approxima.te to the standard of 
efficiency normal in the taxation of this country. It is. indeed, 
the attainment of a certain degree of efficiency in thia sense 
wbich gives us a standard of reference for judging of practic
abilitr- term which would otherwise have no definite meaning ; 
the fact th.t a limit lower tban £5,000 would bring in claseee of 
am.ll shopkeepers, farmers, etc., where va.lu.tion is extremely 
difficult, makes the a--.ge degree of pra.cticability much Ie. 
over. say, the area. of 900,000 perBOna involved by a limit of 
.£Sl,/iOO, than it would be over the area of 500,000 persona 
involved by a limit of £5,000. There are objections in principle 
to taking eo high a limit as £5,000, but, boW8'ger serioua thMe 
may be, there would appear to be greet pra.ctical adnntagas 
in its fa'tOUl. .. ' 
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In view of these considerations, we assUIIle an exemption limit 
of £5,000 for the purposes of our discussion of the levy; any 
inequity involved in exempting holders of property below this 
figure might poBBibly be counteracted by imposing on them a 
tax of 8 different nature. We have not, however, explored this 
question. 

723. Scale and yield.-Steep graduation would be required 
in order to raise a very large sum; it is an essential feature of 
the Capital Levy as understood in this country. We give below 
the provisional scale suggested by the Labour Party in .. La.bour 
and the War Debt," a.nd two other hypothetical scales on which 
we requested the Board of Iuland :&Ivenue to prepare esti
mates':-

ilealeL Scale n. ileale III. 
II Slice" of Estate. Ka", per 

Clnt. OD slice. 
Bale per 

cen •. on olioe. 
Bale per 

oent. on Ilice. 

FirR £5.000 ••. '" ... Nil. Nil . Nil. 
N_ £1,000 fP to £6,000) ••. 6 1 6 

" £2,000 ". £8,OOO~ '" 10 '2 6 
n £2,000 " £10,000 ••• 16 8 6 
" £6,000 n £16'OOO~ .•• 20 4 10 
" £5,000 fJ £20,000 ••• 26 6 16 . "-I· £80,000 •.• SO 7 20 
" £20,000 It £60,OOO~ ••• M 10 25 
" £W,OOO " £100,000 ••. 40 16 30 
,. £ I 00,000 II £200,000) .•• 46 20 40 

" 
£300,000 

" £600,OOO~ ..• 60 26 60 
" £500,000 " £1,000,000 ••• 66 SO 60 

Remainder ... ... ... . .. 60 35 70 
, 

724. Thjl Baacd gave the following estimates of yield on the 
present basis :-

Scale 1.-£2,500 millions. 
Scale 11.-£1,000 millions. 
Scale 111.-£2,000 millions. 

These figures, they explain, were arrived at.on an arithmetical 
basis .. without making any allowance for evasion, defaults or 
ot/ler difficulties inherent in such taxation, and ace, therefore, 
maximum figures, which might not be attained in actual fact 
if a Capital Levy were impoeed." (Appendi<J: xxm, para. 5.) 

725. The general opinion of witnesses who advocated a levy 
was that a yield lli the neighbourhood of £3,000 millions should 
be aimed at, and that the seale should be regacded as subordinate 
to this yield F1J,ther than as determining it. One method of 
raising £3,000 millions would be to increase by one-fifth the 
rates of duty throughout Scale I. 

726 . .Annual SMling.-It may be well to define what is under
stood by the .. 'annual saving of interest " due to a levy. The 
term is ordinarily need as denoting the amount of interest which 
would be saved immediately by the redemption of a given 
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amount of debt. To regard this immediate Sa.Ying a.s continuing 
to be realised year by year implies a twofold assumption :-

(i) that, after the levy, the yearly saving of interest 
through the Sinking Fund would continue exactly a.s if no 
levy had taken place; and 

(ii) that, if there had been no levy, the rate of interest 
011 the debt would have remained constant. 

727. Even assuming the continuance of the same Sinking 
Fund after the levy, it will be noted that the annual saving 
due to the levy would not represent a clear Pllf'lM7l.B1It gain 
over the saving that would be effeoted under a Sinking Fund 
polioy alone: for such a polioy would eventually have wiped 
out the debt and the interest upon it. 

As regards the rate of interest, it appears to be uncertain 
that., even in the years following olose upon the levy, the imme
diate saving would be an absolute net gain, since; in the absence 
of a. levy, oonversions might have effected a saving in interest 
on part of the debt ooncerned. These, however, are considera
tions to which no positive figures can be attached, and, eo long 
as they are reoognised, we think there is practioal justification 
for the usue.! broad way of measuring the annual saving in 
interest due to a levy. It may well be arkued that what matters 
is not eo much the precise saving ultimately to be effected, as 
the immediate Budget relief. 

728. In dealing with the effect on the Budget· it is, of oourse, 
essential to set against the saving of interest the annual 1088 of 
revenue-Inoome Tax, Super-tax and death.,dutiea-whioh would 
result from the reduoed wealth of the levy payers. 

Here again the t.mftUaI lou Qf revenue is oommooly 
mea.sured by the immediate Ibsa. This, too, can be justified, eo 
long ... it is realised that no aooount haa been taken of any 
expansion or oontraotion of existing revenue that might have 
taken plaoe in the absence of a Ie.,. 

The net relief to the Budget, i.e., the glOu saving of debt 
interest minu. the lou on exieting taxes, may oonveniently, if 
rather loosely, be referred to ... the net eaving of interest. 

7S19.-(i) TIw grw, -mg 0/ im-.t.-Even when -the yield 
of .. levy h ... been bed, there are eo many unknown factors that 
it is difficult to estimate the glOu ea'ring of interest which would 
result. It may, perhaps, be taken that a oonsidera.ble part of 
the levy would be paid directly in Government atocka (cf. para. 
750), an~ thltt, in view of the Government'. right to redeem 
within the nen few years, the tendency would be for the levy 
payer to offer etocka of the aborter da.tea. For a similar reason 
there would be .. didposition on thtl part of the State iteelf to 
redeem those stocke out of the caah part of the levy. The imme
diate eaving would in th_ circumatanoee be oonsidera.bly higher 
than that which would result if the levy redeemed all kinds of 
debt proportionately. The Boanl of Inland Revenue, in the 
estimate which they provided, &B8umed the redeemed IIIICIIritiee 
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to be all on a Il per cent. basis. This gives a gross interes' 
saving of-

£125,000,000 under Scale I. 
£50,000,000.. "II. 

£100,000,000" "III. 
The figures of saving might have to be considerably reduced 
if any part of the levy were used to repay Floating Debt 01' 
external debt. 

730. The Budget relief could,. of course, be increased, if it 
were decided to reduce the Sinking Fund provision. Mr. 
Pethick-Lawrence went 80 far as to say that, for purposes of 
comparison between our present position and that brought about 
by the levy, it was .. evident that the Sinking Fund should be 
assumed to be at the same percentage of the outstanding debt 
in both cases " quite apart from the actual policy adopted in 
regard to the amount of the Sinking Fund. (E. ,n C.: 9.) 
On this basis the relief to the Budget from a levy raising £3,000 
millions could be enlarged by n~ly one-half of the Sinking 
Fund. It was pointed out, however, by mO£e than one witnesa 
that a reduction of the Sinking Fund, by retarding the further 
programme of debt redemption, would modify the advantage of 
early J.'8payment claimtid for the levy. 

731.-(ii) The net .. elief to the Budget through the .. educed 
,nterest chorge.-Dr. Dalton, in his .. Capital Levy Explained .. 
(1923), calculated that the net saving on a levy yielding £3,000 
millions would be £70 millions (£142 millions gross, minus £72 
millions loss in Income Tax, Super-tax and death duties}. In 
common with some other witnesses, however, he streaeed the 
view that only the Government Departments concerned were 
in a positiOn to submit a reliable estimate. 

732. The Board of Inland Revenue estimate that the 10'l8 iD 
annual revenue (i.e., Income Tax, Super-tax and death dunee). 
due to a levy, and the net saving in interest, would be as 
follows under each of the hypothei.ical acalee:-
£0&8 in Annual .. eoenUll. Net IAIlffag in 'nUwut. 

£, £, 
77,000,000· 48,000,000 under: Scale I. 
33,000,000 17,000,000 .. .. II. 
66,000,000 34,000,000 .. .. m. 

These figure~ assume static conditions and do not allow for 
possibilities such es those alluded to in paragraph 709 above. 

n will be borne .in mind that Scale I, according to 
the .. Board's estimate, wonld yield £2,500 millions; Scale II, 

• Thill fleure. buecl on _al ataU0&ic8 aod tMmr _l .. leo of .... ftJJIr 
_ .. a i.- of 62 per _" of lbe p.- aanaaJ _WIg. On \be boaia of .. leo of 
taz,.ie. lD 1921, Sir Jooiab Stamp, .be eoaoidond ....... a "';_1 .. 
iDdieaUOD lhal \be Laboar Pan, ~ .oaId Dol raioo u mucb u the £3,000 
millioaa preclics""', oonoladed lba' bom ,,\0 70 per _" of \be p.- aanaaJ 
_'""" woald be Nqaired \0 mab ~ direol fa_ 1000 of aaaaaJ _ae. 
(o.,.,..",~;" F _ __ &-ow _, XL) AlI ... ri ... tor ..... ia 
the rata of &u:auOD, lbe eAiJIIateI ani ill ....... IIDIIDL 
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£1,000 millions: and Scale m, £2,000 million~. If the rates 
of Scale I were incre&&ed by 20 per cent. throughout ~ a.s 
to yielQ .e.s,OOO millions, the net Il&ving in interest might 
approximate to £60 millions. 

733. A1thllugh &II the reactions of a levy would have to be 
known in «der to determine ita troe financial results, the 
v.monnt of the immediate net B&ving is obviously of greet 
importance. It largely inftuenced the attitude of several 
witnesses. Mr. Pethick-Lawrence thought that a levy had to 
be on a considerable sceJe or not at &II, and he regazded ... 
net B&ving of £60 millions a yeer as a minimum. If a levy 
were watered down to a point bringing in le88 than this figure, 
he did not think it would be worth going to the trouble of 
imposing it. (Q. 6274.) Both Profe880r Pigou and Mr. 
Keynes, who· in the period immediately following the War 
expreBBed themselves in favour of a levy, informed us that 
they had come to .. dilferent view largely owing to the rea1i.sa.
tion that. the inroads on ordinary revenne would make the 
net esving -.ery much smaJler than they had at first anticipated. 
Dr. Dalton, while empha.sizing the view that there were other 
solid advantages to be gained from .. levy, said:- .. Clearly, 
anless we O&D get some appreciable net B&ving it would not 
be worth while." (Q. 6996.) His first inclination would, 
however, be to adjust the sca.le so a.s to make the net B&ving 
lKger. The Co-opera.tive Congre88 alone maintained that .. 
levy would be worth while, even if it were an euotanticipation 
of future revenne from Income Tall:, Super-tax and death 
duties. In oral examination, however, Mr. A1exa.nder expreBBed 
his personal opinion that there wa.s, perhaps, 8. limit below 
which it would not be worth while to go. (Q.81OS.) 

734. Conclusion. on .eolll and Viii/d.-The Board of Inland 
Revenue ltate that the acaJe of the levy would have an im
portant be&rin1J on the administrative ta.sk, and that Scale n, 
which U::~J~timate to yield £1,000 millions, with .. net a&ving 
of £17 . 'onl intereai, would present far lees difficulty than 
Scales I and m. (Appendill: XXII, para. 9.) Professor 
Macgregor, who favoured a levy yieldinl{ £1,000 millions, did 
so largely on BAlCOuut of administr&bve problem.. (Eo. 
Appendill: VIII, parol. 6-9.) 

736. We.recognise that a levy on this acaIe would be 8. leea 
difficult and also 8. 1_ disturbing operation than one designed 
&0 raiae .. larger aum. It would still, however. be 8. very big 
ta.sk, IIIld the elect on the debt burden (capital and interest) 
would not appear to be commenllUJ'&ts. It is apparent that 
it would be far from B&tiafying the majority of levy ad-.ocates. 
It is probable that owners of wealth would suffer .. more &eats 

. and better-founded fear of the levy being repea.ted, thaD. if it 
were on 8. bigger..Ie. Indeed, Dr. Dalton suggeeted that it 
ehould be 8. condition of lilly pledge not to repeat 8. levy &bM the 
levy ahould be .. 01 I'Usonab17 dr&sQo dimenai.ona. .. (1~ •. 
p. 493; 8. ita C. 6.) 
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736. We conclude, then, at once, that a levy of 
£1!OOO millions would not justify itself. We think that the 
levy having the largest claim on our consideration is one 
designed to elfect a net annual saving of interest of something 
over £50 millions, and to raise a sum approximating as nearly 
&II possible to £3,000 millions. This would involve a scale 
more severe than that of the Lah9ur Party (Scale D. For the 
purpose of our discussion we need not bind ourselves, in detail, 
to any particoIar scale. If a levy were enacted, the exact 
steps in the graduation would no doubt receive expert con
sideration, but it is unlikely that. the scale adopted would dilfer 
essenti&lly from the Labour Party's in general character. 

m.-THE LEVY AND THE PRICE LEVEL. 

73.7. If prices fell without a compensating increase in pro
duction, and led, as would normally happen, to a reduction of 
profits and wages, ttie money yield of existing taxes at their 
present rates would &lao fall. While Government expenditure 
on current services would tend to shrink, expenditure for 
interest on the debt would not be alfected in money terms at 
all. Therefore, the real annual burden of the interes~ charge 
would increase, and, similarly, repayment of debt at lower price 
levels than those prevailing when the money was borrowed 
would transfer to the debt holder a greater command over com
modities than he transferred to the Sta.te at the time of lending. 
If, therefore, a heavy fall in prices is anticipated, there is a 
strong I\l"gument for repaying as much debt as possible before 
the fall occurs. 

It is true that there would very likely be some set olf. For, 
jf the heavy fall in prices were f0110wed by a drop in the general 
rate of interest, it might make valuable conversions of debt 
possible. In this aspect a levy migM forfeit a niaterial advan
tage, as regards the part of the debt which it redeemed. On the 
other hand, the levy might itself exert some favourable influence 
on the Government rate of borrowing (c/. f1Gf'/J. 768). 

738. From the statement handed in by the Treaamy 
(Appendia: XXV) showing the price levels, according to the 
Statist index number, at which the debt was raised, it appears 
that a little over two-thirds of the debt may be regarded as 
having been raise<I ,when prices were above the present level. 
(This approximation can only be rough, aince the cash figures 
given are net borrowinga, or net repayments, in the year.) The 
largest borrowings were in the years 1916-17 to 1918-19, wh.en 
a net sum of £3,145 millions waa raised, with an average pnce 
level (1913 being ts,ken as the base yel\l") of 17()O() in 1916-17, 
212'3 in 1917-18, and 226-1 in 1918-19. These borrowinga 
included the Ii per cient. War Loan and the bulk of the isauee . 
of Nationa.l War Bonda, securitiea which have comparatively 
short livea, compulsory or optional. . 
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789. At the time when the levy was first brought into prom
inence, the price level was, of course,· much higher than at 
present. In 1919-20 and 1920-21 it was 261'1 and 270'6, respec
tively, or above the level at which borrowing in the three years 
preceding had taken place. The level for 1923-24 was 154'3, 
for 1924-25, 166-1 and for 1925-26, 155-1. (ct. para. 199.) The 
extent of the faU proves how strong was the ca&e for a Capital 
Levy after the War, so far as it rested on the high price level 
then ruling. It is clear that in present circumstances the 
argument is no longer the same. 

740. As might be expected, the evidence tendered on the 
question of the future price level was, for the most part, very 
indefinite. 

Professor Bcott, who dealt :with it in some detail, guarded 
himself by saying that, as we were concerned with pricell over 
a period of about a century, it was merely a question of making 
the best guess. He considered that the cOnditions of gold pro
duction and the probability of the economy of the use of gold 
for currency were the more relevant questions in relation to 
the metal, and the general technique of industry and commerce 
in reference to commodities. There seemed to be some grounds 
for a fairly confident expectation of a very considerable develop
ment of methods of production within a generation from now, 
with a consequen~ tendency towBl"ds greater plentifulness of· 
commodities. Taking account of all factors, he. thought that 
ultimately prices would be lower tha.n the present level, but 
that the fall would be rather protracted and it would be some 
time before it became definitely established. The increased 
production of commodities was likely to be greater during, say, 
1940-50 than the increase in the production of gold. His antici
pation tended in the general direction that the maximum strain 
for interest on the debt had been already passed; that prices 
were likely to oscillate rather more in the nen few years than 
in the immediate past; and that during that period a faU on 
balance was unlikely. After that it was poar.ible that a consider
able interval would elapse before the ultimate fall would estab
lish itself, and finally. unless there was an almost unique 
combination of ciroumstances, the price level at the end of the 
19th century was unlikely to be repeated. 1n view of the'uncer
tainty of price movements, be considered that there was DO 
special reason on this ground for an early repayment of a 1arge 
amount of debt (E. m C., 9). 

Mr. Hobson did Dot anticip&*e any early change in the level. 
Mr. Paine also thought that, with wages at their present level. 
there would be no considerable reduction. The A8800iation of 
British Chambers of Commerce held aimilar views. Dr. Dalton 
considered that the risk of a fall was lID additional argument 
for a levy; DO one oould estimate the risk. but there could be 
DO douM that it existed. Mr. Pethick-Lawrence thought tha· 
question depended almost enRrely on cummey policy. and. until 
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that was decided, only baseless conjectures could be made. The 
Trades Union Congress attacbed little importance to any esti
mate in view of the acanty data. In their view, the case for 
debt repayment is, and must be, established upon the known 
facts of the case. 

741. . Mr. McKenna said that, if the course of history were 
any guide, prices were certa.in to rise over a considerable period 
of time, so that postponed repayment would benefit the debtor, 
in this case the nation (Eo., p. 480; E. in C., 10). Professor 
Pigou, however, pointed out that the appeal to history furnished 
no proof that the tendency to rise would continue, and added 
that adequate data for prophecy were lacking (Eo., p. 436; 
E. in C., 4). 

The Federation of British Industries, who thought that the 
only fall in the price level likely to. take place in the future would 
be a very gradual process caused by cheaper methods of produc
tion and new inventions, suggested that, with the return of this 
and other countries to a gold standard, the price level would in 
the future become a world price level. If and so far as there 
were control by a conference of the central banks of the world, 
indications aeemed to point to a. notable influence in favour of a 

. rising rather than a falling !eyel. The Federation added a 
. J;6ference to the growing hody of opinion in favour of stability, 

&Dd to the possibility of a compromise stabilising world prices at 
somewhere above the present level. .. As far as can be judged, 
therefOl"e, the probability aeems to be that the future level of 
prices, if it differs at all from the present level, w.ill be higher. 
Immediate. heavy repayment of debt, therefore, which might be 
justified in circumstances when a rapid and substantial fall in 
prices was to be anticipated, would merely result in unnecessary 
sacrifice and effort, since the debt could be repaijJ more cheaply 
at a. Ia.ter date." (Eo., A ppendiz VD. 

742. It would be necessary to weigh other difficult economic 
questions, not covered by the evidence, in order to attempt &Dy 
nice balance of probability all to the future trend of prices. We 
think, however, that the evidence is sufficient to indicate that 
present conditions dt> not point to any very strong or definite 
movement in general prices such as would be required to a.1fect 
in any important degree the case for or against a levy. Much 
depends on the direction of banking policy in this country and 
al&O abroad, a most iIltportant matter, as indicated by the Federa
tion of British Industries, but one which we have not been asked 
to examine. 

743. We consider in a separate section (pa~/J. 786 et ,eq.) the 
possibility that a. levy might itself induce deflation and a fall in 
the price level; if it did so, it would of course add to the annual 
burden of the unredeemed part of the debt. 
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IV.-THE QUESTION OF A GUARANTEE AGAINST 
REPETITION. 

744. We have referred above (para. 735) to the feal' that a. 
Capital Levy might inspire of its being followed up by a second. 
All the economic effects of a levy would depend a great deal on 
psychological reactions. It would, therefore, be important that 
a. Government introducing a levy should consider every means of 
making it aa acceptable as possible to the taxpayer, and parti
cularly to the trading community. 

745. The general opinion of witnesses has been that a levy, 
unless it were accompanied by some kind of guarantee, would 
give rise in greater or less degree to the fear of repetition. Mr. 
Hobson was exceptional in not believing that owners of capital 
would feel any real apprehension, short of the emergency of 
another war (Eo., Appendiz VII, pam. 6). . 

746. Without exception, witnesses have agreed that it would 
be impossible under our constitution to give any absolutely secure 
and effective pledge that a. levy would not be repeated. While, 
however, some witnesses have expressed the view that no guar
antee could be convincing or effective, others have thought that 
a limited guarantee would serve the purpose. Dr. Dalton sug
gested that the present ...generation of politicians could pledge 
themselves against repetition and, if a levy of reasonably drastic 
dimensions were agreed upon, ought to do so {Eo. p. 493; 
E. in 0., 6). The Cc>-operative Congress suggested an assurance 
-participated in by all partie&-that the levy was exCeptional 
and would not be repeated within any conditions that could now 
be foreseen (Eo., p. 566, E. in.O., 17). Mr. Pethick-Lawrence 
also suggested a condi tional assurance by those bringing in the 
levy (E. in 0., 13). The Trades Union Congress, who thought 
a guarantee should be given, were of opinion that the form sug
gested as pOBBible by Sir Josiah Stamp in .. Current Problems in 
Finance and Government" would in practice be accepted as 
effective by the taxpayer (Eo., p. 587, E. in 0., 10); the 
suggestion referred to is that every levy receipt might on the 
face of it contain a Government undertaking that the .. corpus 
of wealth .. brought uuder the tax represented by the receipt 
is franked for a minimum period of 25 years from any tax of a 
similar kind. 

747. We agree that an absolute gua.ra.ntee against the r&peUtiOll 
of a levy would be constitutionally impossible in this country. 
Even were it otherwise, we should question the wisdom of an 
unqualified pl~re. Mr. McKenna, while strongly oppoaed to a 
levy. argued that, if it were 80 beneficial proceeding, there was no 
resaon why it should ~ be repeated, and in these circumstan.
a guarantee would be 80 self-denying ordinance (Q. 6600). Up to 
80 point we agree. Tbe suooe&a of a. levy would. within \imia, 
be a consideration in fa_ of repeating it. though on1y after 
some inarva! of time; again. even if. II.'VY were found ~ to be 
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a success in given conditions, it does not follow that in widely 
different conditions it might not be a salutary or even a neces
sary operation. Further, the administration of a second levy 
might well gain from the experience of the first. 

. 748. These are valid reasons against a State attempting to 
hind itself absolutely, on bringing in a levy, not to impose a 
second. At the same time the question whether a. levy proved 
to be a" beneficial proceeding" or not might, we think, depend 
in no small degree on the presence or absence of a guarantee 
limited in some way. The kind of limita.tion would need to be 
carefully considered. H the guarantee extended oilly to such 
wealth as might be subjected to the first levy, it would do little 
or nothing to reassure those individuaJs whom the first levy 
caught at an early stage in their acquisition of wealth. Indeed 
it might accentuate the fears of the trader who was just 
beginning to build up a business, and who was therefore only 
contributing lightly to the first levy_y £50 or £60 on a 
capital of £6,OOO--or who, it might be, was altogether immune. 
From this point- of view we consider tha.t any guara.ntee ought 
to he wide in its scope, applying to all capital wea.lth; on the 
other hand it ought to he limited in time. It . would require 
to he made clear tha.t the levy was emergency legislation, and 
that it would not be repeated a.t least for some years, unless 
there were any serious and unforeseen crisis. We think such an 
assurance would be of value and would help to allay appre
hensions. It would he.)oo 83llguine to expect that it would 

31tngetlre'l" remove them. 

V.-METHODS OF PAYMENT; EFFECT ON 
VALUE OF SECURITIES. 

749. Little evidence haa been offered regarding the ex&ent to 
which it is likely tha.t a levy would he paid in each ,of the 
possible form~h, Government securities, other trustee 
stocks, &c. Witnesses who discussed the question were in 
general agreement tha.t little would be paid in cash. Dr. Dalton 
anticipated that .. the grea.t bulk of the levy .. and the Trades 
Union Congress .. a very substantisl part" would he paid in 
W IlZ Loans and other Stock Exchange eecurities, and the latter 
supposed that payment in real property would not be accepted 
(ED. p. 589: E. W C. 27). Mr. Paine, on the assnmption thas 
the levy had to he paid either in cash, War Loan or eecurities 
of the trustee class, thought a fair estimate would be that one
half would he payable in War Loan and securities: an extensioo 
of securities approved for acceptance beyond the trustee class 
wonld, of course, reduce the cash payment (E. in C. 40). 

750.' The Board of Inland Revenue explained to us that the 
amount of British Government securities that might be 
tendered in payment of a levy could only be matter for 
conjecture, 
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They go.ve us a. rough estima.te o.s follows :-

Scale I 
Scale II 
Scale III 

A ppt"oximate 
yield o/Ieoy. 

£ millioM. 
2,500 
1,000 
2,000 

Maximum P61"
centage that might 
be payable in British 

GOll61"nment 
Securities. ,., 

50 
75 
55 

The percentages were based OIr the assumption tha.t the 
holdings of British Government securities in the various ranges 
of ca.pito.l wea.lth tho.t would be lia.ble to. a. levy bear the lIB.IIle 
proportion to the total capital in those ranges as is shown in 
the statistics of capital values ps.ying Estate Duty; it was also 
8B8umed tha.t the whole of tbe securities in question (whether 
free or settled) would be available for payment, and tha.t they 
would be accepted at their market valua.tion. 

751. Since there is no d.efuJite knowledge lUI to what securities 
would be accepted 'by the Government in payment of a levy, 
and since much depends upon the precise &I'I'IUlgements made for 
payment, the vieWlj expresllf'd by witnesses regarding the e1I"ect 
of a levy. on the sale of seCurities were frequently oonditional. 

752. Sir Felix Schuster believed that eecurities would become 
unBBleable. Holders 0( ckbt who were paid off would to a gre<lt 
extent re-invest abroad. In fact, according to all experience, 
such a flight of Cl\i!ita.l would occur long before the levy oould 
*alee e1I"ect (Ell. p. 559; E. '1\0 C. ro. 

Mr. McKenna considered tha.t in practice a levy would not 
lead to the BBle of eecuritiea, because it would be found that the 
levy oould only be made if securities were accepted by the 
Government in payment of the levy. If this were no!; done, 
the offers for II&le would be so extensive as to swamp the market 
(Ee., p. 4Bl; E. "' C. 114). 

Most of the o~er witn8BBeB oontemplated that the list of 
approved securities would at leut include all trustee eecurities; 
their views as to disturbance in values were related to the balance 
when liou-llClC8ptable BklckB had to be sold and cash tendered 
(except so far as paymente were allowed by instalments). As 
regards this balance it was pointed out by Mr. Pethick-Lawrenoe, 
whose views were shared hy other witn888e& in favour of the 
levy, that, where BBles actually occurred, there would be someone 
anxious to buy ClOIT8SpODding to every one anxious to BBlI, becauee 
no one, DOt even the State, was out to obtain or retain money 
.. such. There might, however, be email changes in pricle .. 
between different securitiee. and these changes would he in 
favour of Stete loans and other trustee investmtoutlo. 
(E. itt C. : 519.) 
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.753. As. indicated by ProfeBllOr Scott (E. in C.: 19), tbe 
difficulty IS tbat, at the first stage, tbere would be the daDger 
of a vicious circle. So far as the Government accepted stocks 
otber ~an its own loans, it could not cancel debt until they had 
been disposed of, and funds would not be available in the market 
tor their purch~ until the proceeds of Government purchases 
of debt were liberated. Further. tbose estates which did not 
include approved securities would have either to borrow from 
their banks, or to sell otber securities. before the Government 
had disbursed money in debt redemption. Moreover, it was 
probable that, even when the. Government redeemed debt, it 
would largely be by the purchase of trust holdings, the proceeds 
of which couLl only be reinvested in trustee securities. Therefore, 
Professor Scott concluded, there would be a marked tendency for 
all non-acceptable stock~ (and in particular ordinary shares) to fall 
in price. In otber words, although there might be an equiva
lence between the amount of supply and amount of demand, 
tbere would be a difference between supply and demand botb (a~ 
in time and (b) in quality. 

754. These views were shared by other witneS898 in varying 
degrees, but Professor Pigou thought that if tbe position were 
properly handled, no general slump of values sbould occur, 
altbough, even tben, it might well be tbat the relative values of 
different sorta of securities would be more or less seriously 
disturbed" .(EfJ. p. 437; E. in C. : 14). Mr. Paine thought tbe 
demlfud for investments by paid-off holders of debt would do
something, but not very much, to meet the difficulty of the 
levy payer in selling securities which tbe Government refused 
to accept; people who had held War Loan would not be dis
posed to invest in such a class of security. (E. in C. : 32.) The 
Trades Union Congress thought tbat, if there were a tendency 
to a fall in prices owing to the hulk of sales taking place before 
tbe demand for new securities was felt, this would be quickly 
checked by purcn&898 in anticipation of the demands which were 
known to be coming; thus the banks themselves would increase 
their purchases of investments and so help to counteract the 
tendency to a fall. (EfJ. p. 588; E. in C. : 18,) 

755. Interesting proposals were made by Lord Arnold in the . 
House of Commons in April, 1918, and in the .. Economic 

. Journal" of JiDie, 1918. He outlined 'our principal methods 
by which .. the whole of a levy could be paid or met with 
little or no realisation or selling of securities or property at all.'" 

In brief his proposals were:-
(i) Direct' surrender of war stocks at a price fixed to 

give BQme advantage to the holders. 
(ii) Direct transfer of .. approved .. securities fm which 

he proposed to include debentures and preference shares ot 
good companies) .. The Government would have no need to 
realise th~, but would offer to exchange tbem with war 
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stock holders under volunt8ory and a.greed a.rra.ngements, 
some slight a.dvanta.ge in price being given to the stock 
holders 80S a.n inducement to malte the exch8onge. 

(iii) Payments by instalments out of income, or by means 
of credit f80cilities for certa.in cl80sses arr80nged by the Govern
ment with the ba.nks. Th611!3 borrowers would give security 
by mortg8oge or otherwise, and the banks would be gua.ra.n
teed against loss by the Govemmllllt. Most of the a.ccommo
dation could be given in war stocks held by the banks. 

(iv) Direct p80yments in ca.sh, though not very much 
would be done in this way. 

Lord Arnold suggested that certain persons would still prefer 
to sell securities, but that the tota.l amount of transactions would 
be sm8oll; he also suggested that a year should be allowed for 
p80yment of the levy. As 1Ihere would be buyers out of the 
proceeds of redeemed debt, he ooncluded that a collapse of prices 
was out of the question. 

756. For our own estim80te of the prospects we m80Y oon
"euiently take four heads :-

(i) The genera.! dis!;urbance to the investment market 
of 8 la.rge-scale financial .operation such as the levy; 

. (ii) panic sales at the time a levy was first proposed, 
without rega.rd to, or in adva.nce of, the arrangements to be 
m80de for payment; . 

(iii) wes by the Government of approved securities 
accepted in payment of the levy; 

(iv) 88les of non-a.pproved securities by. individuals to 
provide means of paying the levy. 

757. General disturbance.-It seems poeaible that the know
ledge of an impending levy, and the uncierta.inty of its elfect both 
on values a.nd credit facilities, might restrict all speculative 
transactions. If it is true that there are generally more .. bulla II 
than .. bears," this would tend to deprees prices; the classes of 
eecurity more particularly affected would be thoee which appeared 
unlikely to be included in an .. approved II list, and which would 
therefore be regarded as liable to forced realisation for payment 
of a levy. 

There would also tend to be a lag in the norma.l investment 
demand arising from new Bllvinge, to the arlent thet thoee 
&livings were kept in reserve towards payment of a leVYI Day-to
day transactions in changing investments might also tend to be 
deferred until the outlook was clearer, particularly in the lower 
grade securitit!4; though, on bala.noe, such tra.naactiona do not, 
perhaps, affect prioea as a whole very much, any inclination on 
the part of inveatore to favour fixed intereei securiti811 would 
tend to de~ the nOD-aooeptsble atocka. 

758. Panic aalea.-The possibility of apprehension-reaeoned 
01' unreasoned-of the effects of a levy bears on the whole 
question of ita practicability, and it! not peculiar to this qll8lltion. 
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Aa we have emphlUlised (pa~4. 709), some measure of general 
assent and good will would be necessary for its practical working. 
If this were forthcoming, there would be no likelihood of ·psnic 
sales to any great extent. 

759. Gooemment BaieB of accepted Becurities.-'fhis is so 
much a matter under the control of the Government that it 
seems not unreasonable to assume that arrangements could be 
made to avoid undue pressure on prices. Lord Arnold's pro
posals for the exchange of sec.urities with war stock holders 
seem to be practicable up to a" point, although the operation 
would be by no means simple. But, unless the Government were 
to issue revised lists of exchange pricea, until they indnced the 
necessary demand in every case, they could not avoid sales 
altogether. Moreover, tbeknowledge that such securities were 
held only temporarily, and for disposal when occasion offered, 
would no doubt have its normal effect of depressing market 
quotations. 

760. Sales· by inditJidu4la of non-<>PlWooed 8ecuritie8.-Such 
sales to provide for levy payment would. obviously .cJepend for 
their magnitude partly on the area of approved securities and 
partly on such considerations as the period allowed for payment, 
the scope of payment by instalments, etc. In a certain number 
of the smaller cases, where there was also earned income, an 
appreciable poIrt of the levy would no doubt be met out of normal 
or additional s;r.vings, or out of depoaits, etc. In the. case of 
moderate fortunes up to, say, £50,000 it would appear possible 
in general to meet a high proportion of the levy ont of Govern
ment securities and approved securities. But Estate Duty 
figures suggest that the proportion payable in this way would 
very materially decrease in the larger estates; for the percentage 
of the total estate invested in Government securities remains 
fairly constant, while the percentage to be taken by the levy 
rises steeply. . So far as rea~sationl), were neceasa~,. there would 
he the difficulties referred to m paragraphs 753-4 ansmg from the 
difference between supply and demand (i) in time and (ii) in 
quality. 

761. The tinle difficulty conld no doubt be overcome to some 
extent, if the Government were to purchase Government stocks 
in advance of 1m payments by means of temporary credits. 
This would presumably lead to some temporary in1Iation. The 
extent to which banking accommodation 11'&8 given to levy payers 
themselves in order to obviate immediste realisation might also 
mitigate the possibility of a slump. 

762. Differences between the character of supply aDd demand 
could not apparently be overcome hy any Government action. 
The whole trend of the demand for inveatments would depend 
on the n('elfs and inclinations of the repaid debt holder. In 
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effect, if only one-third of the levy were paid in War Loan, 
holders of debt to the extent of two-thirds of the levy would be in 
search of investments. 

While the character of the demand cannot be altogether fore
seen, it is certain that a large proportion held for trusts, etc., 
would seek reinvestment in the narrowed area of gilt-edged 
securities. There is a strong presumption that trustee and prior 
charge stocks would tend to appreciate at the expense of some 
fall in ordinary stocks (c/. paJ'lI8. 767-8). 

763. Oonelwion 118 to effect on security IJalue •. - We assume 
that all trustee securities would be accepted in payment, and 
possibly certain company debentures, although we see great 
difficulty in the Government discriminating between one 
busine88 and another. The machinery for paymeut of the 
levy and redemption of War Loan stock would . require to be 
very carefully devised a.nd handled. In order to allay appre
hension it would seem necessary, on the first announcement 
of a levy, to make known in the clea.rest possible form the 
stepa by which it was proposed to facilitate payment. It would 
ba e:rceedingly difficult to do this e1Jectively, if the levy pro
poaaI had to b. carried in the face of strong opposition in the 
House of Commons, or if there were active propaganda in the 
country and in the Preas. The task would be immeasurably 
easier, if the levy were to meet with a fair degree of acceptance 
from all parties. 

764. If the first shock of the levy were successfully broken, 
we think it would be possible to carry out the whole operation 
without any serious Blump in values. We l188Ume that payment 
by inata\menta would be allowed iii suitable cases, (c/. 
paN. 801), and that the banks would do al\ in their power to 
assist levy payers who could offer reaaonable security. * But 
there would still be some maladjustment between the kinds of 
stock which would be up for sale, and those for which there 
would be II demand; on this account some depression of 
ordinary stocks could hardly be· avoided, although, if the 
general atmosphere were favourable, they might not take long 
~ recover. 

765. The difficulties we have noticed in this section bring 
out very clearly the e:rperimental nature of a. levy. which 
renders any certain f~ of ita resulta impossible. Succesa 
in the machinery of payment would be vital. for. if anything 
like II panic took firm hold on the market. the ill effecta would 
radiate in all directions. and Vade and emplOyment would 
qui"kly suffer. Once aga.in. everything would tum on the way 
in which the proposals were received by tbe taxpayer. 

• Tbia would llardly • _, .nUl t. _ .. oed parchue of ;,, __ 
h;r til. bub "'Gill -.I b;r tII.,..... u_ Ooac- (rf.".,.. 7M). 
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VI.-EFFECT ON GOVERNMENT RATE OF 
BORROWING. 

7.66. Mr. Paine and the Association of British Chambers of 
Commerce anticipated no market effect on the terms on which 
the Government could raise loans. Professor Pigou thought 
that the wiping out of a large part of the debt would improve 
the credit of the Government, but that this would not have
much effect as things a.re, though of substantial advantage 
in the event of another great war. (Efl. p. 437; E. in C., 13.) 
The Trades Union Congress anticipated a fall in the yield of 
gil~ed stocks' owing to the reduction in their volume. 
(Efl. p. 588; E. in C., 17.) 

Professor Macgregor thought the influences on credit would 
show themselves in any future financial emergency; criticism 
would then be made, if the debt problem had not been firmly 
handled. But on this groUnd there was nothing to choose 
between a levy and an equally effective adjustment of 
taxation. (Efl. Appendi:c vm, para. 19.) 

767. The borrowing rate depends in the main upon the
supply of and demand for capital, and the relative security, 
marketability, etc., of Government stocks as compared with 
other securities. Ae a single factor, the reduction of the area 
of gilt.edged securities effected by a levy would tend to lower 
the rates at which the Government could borrow. This 
tendency would be aBSisted by the demand of the repaid debt· 
holder for investments of a similar character. (cf. parlJ. 762.) 

768. It is possible that the tendency would be checked by' 
some increase in the 6IDOoot of gilt-edged securities outside 
the debt. Mr. Keynes (giving evidence in May, 1925) 
expreBBed the belief .. that for' the last year and a half, say. 
the new home trustee securities available, minus the debt paid. 
off, are fa.r short of the natural accumulations seeking an 
outlet of that kind." (Q. 7563.) The occasion of a ieV)' might 
seem an opportune occasion for such borrowings, particularly 
by overseas borrowers (if no stepa were taken to prevent this) 
and by municipalities, and thus to some extent counterad the 
stimulus to prices in the gilt-edged market. Some overflow 
might also go into mortgages on real property, well secured 
debentures, etc. On the whole, however, it seeIDS likely tb&* 
a large operation of debt repayment would result in some 
immediate benefit to the prices of Government securities, with 
perhaps a tendency also for the general rate of interest to fall, 
though no permanent benefit would seem to be aasnred. 

This asSumes, of course, thU there woold be no geneml slump 
affecting all securities. 
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VII.-THE LEVY AND NATIONAL CREDIT ABROAD. 

769. The ultimate effect of a levy on the attitude of foreign 
countries would be bound u~ with the whole complex of reactions 
at home. The views of witnesses on this question were, there
fore, determined in the main by their estimate of the general home 
effects. 

Professor Scott suggested that the lapse of time since the War 
made the prospects more unfavourable. He thought that, if a 
levy had been made within two years of the Armietice" it would 
have had some small chance of being accepted as part of the war 
dieorganieation ; now it was to be feared that it would be rege.rdecJ 
as a proof that. the country was unable to adapt itself to the 
!lew conditions (h:. in C., 17). Thie ie possible; on the other 
hand, if a levy had been imposed BOOn after the War, it might 
have been taken by the foreigner to indicate .a situation BO 
desperate as to call for extreme remedies, The danger of such 
a view would be leas !lOW, assuming a levy to be imposed with 
anything like ~eneral aseent. 

Bqt a levy 1S a form of tu viewed with suspicion in many 
countries, and it would be apt to be rege.rded-the more 80 on 
account of its departure from Britieh financial methods-as &II 

indication of a state of necessity which had no existence in fact; 
an adverse reaction upon the country's credit must to that extent 
be anticipated. The position won since the War by steady and 
accepted methods of finance would, it ie thought, be· greatly im
perilled, and confidence could be restored ouly by a high degree 
of success in th.e working of the scheme. 

770. Whs.tever the final effect might be, the lirat announce
ment of a levy would be likely to cause "dieturbance. Mr. Paine 
anticipated that, although the levy was intended to fall oDly on 
nationals of. this country, it would cau.ae serious miegivinga on the 
part of fQl'6lgn investors and depositors, who, at the lirat intima. 
&ion of a levy being likely and before its terms were finally settled, 
would probably remove their investments and deposits, in the feR 
that they might in BOme way be aJfected (E. i" C., 27). We 
think there is substance in thie argument. . . The Government 
would no doubt make their intentions as clear &8 poeaible, but, 
even if everything were done to reassure the foreigner, we do not 
think that the d .. nger of money being removed could be wholly 
averi6d. 

vm.-EFFECT OF It. LEVY ON BANK ADVANCES. 

771. In eonaiJering this question, we have to deal with • tax 
which a'lOwedly would fall upon, and be paid out of, capi~ (in 
the sense in which thd term is uaoaIly employed by the indi
vidual in regard to accumulated wealih) except, perhapa, in 
certain eases where special provision might be made for payment 
by instalments. Individual wealth, as oommonJy unders&ood 
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(not, Qf course, rea.l wea.!th in the economic sense) would there
fore be reduced, and it is frequently asserted that a huge defla.
tion or restriction of credit would result. 

772. From a. banking point of view, the purely auj;oma.tic results 
of debt repayment, whether of la.rge or small dimensions, a.re 
eS,sentially the same, although, where the repayment is large, 
there is presuma.bly a. greater likelihood of bank holdings (parti
cula.rly of, short-term debt) being repaid. Such an operation a.a 
a Capital Levy might set up many important in1luences affecting 
the readiness a.nd ability of the banks to grant credit. These 
are, however, distinct from the a.utomatic results which we now 
mean to consider. 

773. The immedia.te effect of the levy would be to deprive the 
taxpayer of a. part of his resources, and to replace the War Loan 
of the repaid debt holder with cash. In the course of the 
transa.ction a. 103n instniment would disappea.r. It would, of 
course, frequently happen that the transaction would be short 
circuited by the tender of Government stocks direct by a tax
payer who was also a debt holder. It is in this case that the 
effect upon credit is most easily seen. 

774. Impor€a.nt evidence in support of the view that there 
would be a great restriction of credit wa.a given by ;Mr. Paine, 
who prefaced his argument by pointing out that, to a large 
extent, subscriptions to War Loans had diverted money from 
the norma.! u'!6s of capital-from the creation of new wealth
to a.!most wholly unproductive purposes. In consideration of 
thIS transfer the State had given the individual an obligation 
which would replace hiil capital and enable him to carry on 
his business. He suggested that by this means a new fund of 
capital had been brought into play, and he argued that the people 
who held 'War Loan in place of their diverted real capital, 
really held, from their point of view, capital. H~ agreed, how
ever, that the State as a community was no richer. But by 
the loss of these instruments of credit under a Capital Levy the 
citizens' capital wa.s reduced by £3,000,000,000, and he thought, 
therefore, that there wa.s much more involved in the levy than 
the mere question of disturbance cansed by the transfer of 
£3,000,000,000 trom one set of pockets to another (Q. 5218). 
It wa.a, he stated, the practice of banks to assees the credit 
which might be granted to cnstomers in the light of their known 
capita.! (but without the actu&! deposit of collateral to the amount 
which would otherwise be required), and the reassessment which 
would neceasarily follow a levy would entail a reduction of their 
power to obtain credit (Q. 5236). 

775. As an example, Mr. Paine quoted the case of a cotton 
merchant, known to be worth £100,000, who desired a credit 
of £300,000, i.e., three times the amount of his capital, to 
import cotton. It was granted readily, against the documents, 
because of the margin provided by his capital. In the course of 
a year the transaction might he repeated three times and if. 
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under II levy, £30,000 WIIS taken from the mercha.nt, his credi, 
for the purpose of his business would be reduced by' £270,000 
(Q. 6238). Mr. Paine lidded thllt he hlld tried to obtllin 
stlltisticq of the number of privllte firms engaged in importing 
sta.ple commodities, lind their average capitaJ. While he could 
not get this informa.tion, he said he was generally told that 
to put the number of firms at -600, with an a.verage capital of 
£60,000, would be an underestima.te. Even on that ba.sis, in 
the light of the enmple he ba.d quoted, he a.nti.cipated a.n 
enormous restriction of credit (Q. 5240). 

776. In the course of his enmination M.-. Pa.ine agreed that 
the restriction of credit, which might follow II levy, WIIS confined 
to the reduction of securities in the hands of levy papers only, and 
.did not extend to limited companies (Q. 5222). He ljllZarded 
the conjecture that about £1,000,000,000 out of II £3,000,000,000 
levy" would representcapitoJ which might be used from time to 
time for credit facilities (Q. 6242). 

777. The eXlimple quoted by Mr. Paine wa.s, presumably, 
thllt of II merchant borrowing up to the mllximum justified by 
his wealth, whose Cllpacity to borrow would be reduced by the 
levy. While the advance WIIS made against documents, his known 
cllpital was relied upon lIS the margin for the loan, since it WIIS 
sufficient to oover fluctulltions in the price of cotton. The more 
generaJ case, sn:d the case usulilly quoted, is that of II borrower 
who is actua.lly required to deposit security to a.n IImount suffi
cient to provide lin IIdeqUllte margin. This IISpeCt WII8 developed 
by the Federation of .aritish Industries (E. in C., 36 et 6eq.)_ 
Mr. Paine's illustration is of importance in showing that, even 
if the amount of actuaJ colliltera.i deposited by all borrowers 
were known, it would not give a complete measure of the 
individuill weaJth which figures 118 II bllSis of credit. 

778. n mlly be convenient lit this stage to IIttempt some defini
tion of the area of II possible restriction of credit. In the first 
place, since public companies would not fall within the ambit of 
the levy, it is obvious that they would suffer no immediate 
disability· in their power to claim credit, IIlthough their powers 
of expansion might be lIlfected in other ways. In ~ second 
plllCe, 80 far 118 the levy were paid in cash, or in securities which 
had not been pledged 118 security for adVllllceB or taken into 
account iii the Bsse!!Wlent of eligibility for credit, no difference 
in 'the volume of credit need result. It seems, therefore, that 
the range of direct restriction would be limited to eases in which 
either securities bad been deposited 1108 collateral, or known 
weaJth had been taken 1108 II bII8is of credit, to such lID extent 1108 

would be lIlfected by the levy payment. On the other hand, 
80 far 1108 II restriction operated to reduce II particular trader'. 
activities, there might be II tendency for other traders leas 
lIlfected by the levy to enlarge their busineas and to require 
additionaJ credit facilities. 
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779. We think it would be fair to assume that the great 
majority. of private businesses of any magnitude do not trade 
up to the full extent of the credit which could be obtained on 
the securities and property held by their owners. This proposi
tion can be tested in the light of evidence relating to two years 
given by the Board of Inland Revenue; evidence relating to 
1919 was placed before the Select Committee on War Wealth, 
and evidence, giving comparative figui-es for 1919 and 1923, 
has been pla.ced before ourselveS. On the earlier occasion the 
Board took a test sample of the trading accounts of 310 private . 
concerns engaged· in manufacturing industries and wholesale 
distribution for a trade year ending withiu 1919. On the later 
occasion they made a similar examination of accounts ending 
within 1923, which embraced those of the 310 original concerns 
-216 in number-for which comparable figures were available. 

780. The detailed res)1lts of the earlier investigation are to be 
found in the Appendices to the Report of the Select Committee 
(H.C. 102 Of 1920, p. 2~2). They may be taken as sufficiently 
represented by the figures for 1919 comprised in the note by the 
Board of Inland Revenue which we print as Appendix XIX. 
As the figures for the two years 1919 and 1923 point to the same 
broad conclusion, we deal here with the later year ouly. 

781. The Board's note shows that at the end of the.1923 
trading year 61 per cent. of the 216 concerns had a credit 
balance at the bank, the credits aggregating £1'75 millions. In 
addition, investments totalled £1'93 millions and land and 
buildIDgs· .i"i9 millions. The total capital invested was 
£8'92 millions. The estimated private resources of the indi
vidual proprietors, 270 in number, were £10'02 millions. 

782. The rE'maining 39 per cent. of the concerns showed debts 
to their bankers of £2'46 millions, but the total business assets, 
leas all liabilities except the overdrafts, were £6'82· millions, 
including investments in stocks, shares and securities £1'71 
millions, and land and buildings £'6 millions. The e.timated 
private resources of the proprietors, 184 in number, were £4'39 
millions. . 

783. The whole investigation of the 216 concerns, owned by 
454 individuals, indicates that, out of total resources of over 
£271 millions, businesa asseta represented 48 per cent., or only 
a little over £13 millions.· 

It must be noted that the sample does not include concerns 
dealing in produce "nd raw material, such as those which were 
especially in Mr. Paine's mind. It cannot therefore claim to 
be representative of this important section of big business. As 
regards the field of manufact)u'e and distribution, we under
stand from the Board of Inland Revenue that they regard the 

• h"her avid ........ to 'be Jup propomoD of DOo·'ncI. _to in ~ 
banda of pri.a. bwoio_ propriato ... ia to be fooDd in ~ Board o'Tnland 
BawDOO'. Nato 00 Eola. Duty and Pri ... Boob (AppeodiJ: XX) to 
wbiob we mer apin in .... graph 796. 
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sample as fully representative in the sense that, while the exact 
relations between business and priva.te assets cannot be assumed 
to measure very closely the average proportions over the whole 
field, reliance can be placed on its broad result. 

784. It seems safe to conclude that, in the case of· private 
trading concerns (including private limited companies), the 
assets which proprietors could pledge for bank advances are, in 
the aggregate, far in excess of those actua.lly so employed. The 
payment of a levy would definitely transfer a part of these 
assets to the State, but, in so far as the remaining assets were 
of adequate amount. and suitability for the support of the exist
ing amount of credit, no automatic restriction need result. The 
~and Revenue figures lend no support to the view that a large 
restriction would follow a levy; individual cases would no doubt 
be affected, but, if provision were made for payment by 
instalments over a period of years where assets were locked up 
in business, it would seem possible to confine the total automatic 
restriction to reasonably sma.ll dimensions. This is not to say 
that the harm done could be judged simply by the quantitative 
restriction of advances. The effect on particula.r firms, and 
especially on those engaged in the import of raw material, might 
well be of considerable importance to the country's trade. 

785. In the same connection we have examined the figures 
of banking statistics published in the Economist in their annual 
banking supplement. 

The total advances and discounts aggregated as J1>\ot'.Jr 
81st December, 1925, for banks in Great Britain are given as 
£1;821 millions, and,after deducting the figure given for 
discounts in England (£227 millions) and a similar proportion 
for Scotland, it would appear that the total of advances through
out Great Britain may be put at approximately £1,070 millions. 
We have no means of dividing this figure amongst advances of 
different classes, but we believe that it is generally accepted 
thd joint stock companies are relatively larger borrowers than 
private businesses. It may, perhapa, be a.ssumed that the p~ 
portion of advances to joint stock companies and to private 
businesses carried on by individuals and firms will heR some 
relation to the profita asseaaed to Income Tu (Schedule D), 
though tending to overstate the proportion for the latter. For 
the year 1911-12 this proportion was about 60 to 40, and we _ 
no reasou to anticipate that it baa changed in favour of the 
private businesses. On the ba.sis of this proportion, the tota.l 
advances to private enterprise would d a maximum be 
£480,000,000, but in fact, this figure would have to be reduced 
by a proportion of advances gramed for DOll-trading purposes 
and for loans to pereona below the exemplion limit of the levy. 
Although these figurea can give only general guidance, they seem 
quite aufficient to refute the SUggeeUOII that a Capital Levy 
raising £80000,000,000 would involve a dellation of credit to an 
amount anywhere approaching that sum, _n if ~e levy had 
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grave psychological reactions. The automatic restriction of 
credit physically due to a. levy would, it appears, be on .. 
moderate scale. 

786. P086ible deflation or inflation.-In the foregoing para
graphs we have more or less isolated the automatic effects of a 
large repayment of debt upon the existing volume of advances. 
In considering the wider question whether such a measure as 
the Capital Levy would lead to deflation or inflation, many 
other considerations have to be introduced. 

787 .. Thus it is possible, as we haye seen, that a levy would 
lead to a fall in general security values; if it did so, it would 
reduce the margin existing on present collateral, and the nece8l!ity 
for depositing additional collateral or for reducing advances would 
extend beyond the levy payers to joint stock companies. How
ever, even with such a generar tendency, there might be a counter
acting influence; the prospective narrowing of the area of gilt
edged securities, combined with the special demand of repaid 
debt holders, might lead to an appreciation of the prices of those 
securities, which, after all, probably form the bulk of those 
deposited as collateral. 

788. The effects of a levy on bank advances, ljke the effects 
in so many other directions, largely depend on the way in which 
the levy might be received. If it were looked upon with 
suspicion and with general apprehension of adverse results on 
trade, then it is to be anticipated that the banks would not be 
in &-p98ition to recreate deposits by advances to traders, since 
the demand would not exist. There would be a general ten
dency to reduce I'tocks a.nd to throw them on the market at some 
sacrifice in price, and this tendency would, perhaps, be accen
tuated in the individual cases of levy payers using their resource" 
up to the hilt for trading purposes. even though given the option 
of paying by instalments. Once started, such an influence might 
involve credit restriction to a very marked extent. 

789. A further point to notice is that any Government CO.Q
templating a levy would douhtless take such steps as might be 
possihle to facilitate the granting of credits to those levy payers 
whose property was in a form not acceptable in payment of the 
levy, and who would, if a forced sale were necessary, undoubtedly 
receive a low value. Such an increase of credit would. in itself. 
tend towards inflation, and Mr. Keynes thought that .. the 
tendency to borrow:' would be incomparably stronger than the 
tendency to hoard, and that consequently the net effect would 
be inflationary rather than deflationary." (Q. 7620.) How
ever, as Professor Scott remarked, .. to the extent that banks are 
lending money temporarily to people to pa.y taxes they will not 
have that money available to finance trade." (Q. 8594.) A 
mere transfer of credit from people who want it for trade to 
people who want it to pay taxes would apparently induce aefla
tion. The position was summed lip by Lord Bradbury as 
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follows: .. The operation of 'collecting the levy and the liquida
tion necessary to enable it to be paid would, while the proces8 
was going on involve a considerable absorption of banking credi~, 
which, in the absence of specjal action by the Bank of England, 
would lead to the calling in of bank loans to industry and to 
price deflation as a consequence. . This could, however, and ought 
to be, counteracted by ad hoo creation of credit by the Bank of 
England!' (E. in 0.: 34.) 

790. The position appears to be one of much uncertainty, but 
we think it likely that general tendencies would conduce to con
siderable deflation. Action to correct this would be possible and 
necessary, but it is difficult to see how the force of the corrective 
could be so nicely judged and controlled as to maintain equili
brium. We note that Mr, McKenna, who did not regard defla
tion as a necessary consequence of a levy, thought it more prob
able that the Bank of England would make aaditional loans, 
which would involve inflation, (Ell. fl. 481; E. in 0.: 25.) 

We cannot agree with the Federation of British Industries 
that .. the principal dangers to be anticipated from a Capital 
Levy relate to its deflationary aspects" (Ell. App61ldwYn. 
We do, however, anticipate considerable uncertainty and dis
turbance. 

IX.-THE LEVY AND PR..."VATE BUSINESSES. 
791. It is contemplated that the levy, being design~ as a 

tax on individual owners of wealth, would not extend to public 
oompanies. The disturbance that might be suffered by those 
companies would be due to general considerations dealt with in 
other section., e.g .• the eftects of a levy on secnrity values and 
on the Bupply of savings. 

792. The ease of private concerllll--firm. and private oom
panies-and also of public companies where the ordinary shares· 
are in few hsnds, calls for separate examination. Here it is 
evident that a levy would in some cases cause direct disturbance, 
since, in falling upon the individual proprietors, it might compel 
the withdrawal of some part of the busineas resonrces. Mr. Paine 
expreseed the opinion that the eftects of • levy on private 
businesses would be very prejudicial to trade (E. in C., G). 
The extent. of the harm would depend mainly on the proportion 
of the individual's wealth that might be invested in the business. 
Mr. Paine suggested tha" while some people prefel' to invest 
their savings outside their own concerns, the big busin_ are 
made by putting back into them every sixpence that can be 
earned-" It is the principle that haa been adopted with great 
8Uoceas by men like Lord Leverhulme. Henry Ford and others .. 
(Q. 524\!). 

793. The Trades Union Congress and Mr. Pethick-Lawrence 
argued that difficulty would only arise to .. ftr}' limited extent, 
They referred in this connection to .statistical evidence put in 
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by the Board of Inland Revenue to the Select Committee on 
Wax Wealth in 1920 (H.C. 102 of 1920, p. 289, et seq.). Part 
of that evidence was based on an examination of the accounts 
for 1919 of 310 private business concerns engaged in manufactur
ing indu&tries and wholeaale distribution. It was- fouDd that 
63 per cent. of these concerns had no bank overdraft at the date 
of their last balance sheets: less than 40 per cent. of the total 
resources of the proprietors was invested in business assets. 

794. We have already referred to these statistics and to the 
results of a furthel' investigation by the Board, giving compara
tive figures for 1923 relating to 216 of· the original 310 businesses 
(c/. pl1lt"Q.. 780 et 8eq). The Board's note (Appendli:e XIX) 
shows a remarkable similarity between the figures for the two 
years, considering the interv:ening depression. Of the 216 con
cerns, 63 per cent. had a credit balance at the bank at the end 
of the 1919 trading year, and 37 per cent. a debit balance. At 
the end of the 1923 trading yea:r 61 per cent. had a credit 
balance and 39 per cent. a debit (para. 4). .. The aggregate 
capital resources (business and private) amounted to over £251 
millions in 1919' and to over .£271 millions in 1923. Of these 
totals, the business assets comprised 54 per cent. in 1919 and 48 
per cent. in 1923" (para. 12). 

795. Sir Richard Hopkins, in commenting on the figures, 
pointed out, as rega.z:da.ooD"cems which were in debit both in 
1919 .and in 1923,- that the amount of the indebtedness had 
increased (as shown at the end of para. 6 of the Board's notel. 
With reference to the continued prosperity of many of ilie 
concerns, he observed that the trade depression had fallen with 
particular severity on the heavy trades-coal, steel, iron, &c.
which were very largely conducted by public companiea. Thus 
the figures for the private concerns covered by the ipvestigation 
probably reftected a greater degree of prosperity in 1923 than 
the average (Q. 9120). As regards the division between busi
ness assets and private assets, the Board's note indicated thut, 
broadly speaking, the same ratio was maintained (Q. 9122). 

796. It must be remembered that the samples taken by the 
Board are not representative for traders importing produce and 
raw material (c/. pMaa. 783-4). However, the general inference 
to be drawn is that the non-trade assets of the individual would 
in a majority of cases be sufficient to meet his liability under 
the levy. Funher evidence in the same direction is provided 
by the Board of Inland Revenue's Note. on Estate Duty and 
Private Businesses (Appe1ldia; XX). This note was founded on 
an analysis of 373 estatea of a. net capital value over £10,000 
and including tude assets which came before the Board in the 
first quarter of 1922. We noted, in dealing with the Estate 
Duty. that when the estate debts were apportioned evenly over 
all the assets. only o·a per cent. of the 878 estates lacked 
sufficient private a.asets to meet the duty on the whole estate; 
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even when the whole of the debts '\Vere treated as & charge on 
the privQ.te assets, only 8'2 per cent. of the estates were in that 
position of difficulty (c/. paraB. 502-3). 

797. The Estate Duty scale, which has been somewhat 
increased since 1921-22, is much less severe than the scale of 
the Capita.! Levy provisiona.!ly suggested by the Labour Party. 
If the 878 estates hacl been charged according to the rates of the 
levy, there would have been a. higher percentage of cases where 
the private lIoBBets would not have been enough to meet the 
whole payment; aBBUming an even· apportionment of the estate 
debts, Buch cases woule! have been 8'2 per cent. of the whole; 
they would have been 7 per cent. on the less favourable 
hypothesis. 

798. The percentages we have just given can only be used 
with great caution. Estates paasing on death cannot be taken 
aa representative of the estates of the living of 11011 ages. A 
number of the persons dying a.t the more adva.nced ages will 
previously ha. ve retired from some or all of their busineas 
interests and tranaferred their capita.! elsewhere. The younger 
owners of busin~sa wealth liable to a. levy would, aa a rule, have 
a. oomparatively small proportion of their tota.! wealth invested 
outside. Thus, in· esta.tes of the living, a. higher percentage 
would be unable .to meet the levy charge out of priva.te asseta. 
We should be disposed to think the difference considerable, but 
another note by the Board of Inland Revenue-en analysie 
showing the proportions of earned and investment income in 
the inoome of 8uper~tax peyeI"fl a.ccording to age-groupe 
(Appe!Idi:IJ XV)-is evidence aga.inst putting it too high. 

799. It is admitted on all handa tba.t individua.! cases of diffi
culty and hardship would arise. The two most important 
questionB are whether BUch cases would be numerous, and 
whether the ooncerns &lfected would on the whole be of such a. 
quality aB to make them exceptionally valuable to the country's 
trade. We havo virtually a.nswered the first question; it appeam 
that relatively the number of C&se8 would not be very great. 
The qualitative upsct is uncertain; but it ill likely that not 
a few of the concerna in which the proprietora had sunk the 
whole of their wealth would be perticul&rly progressive. 

BOO. n may be said that BUch ooncerns conld replace their 
ioat ~apita.! ~y borrowing. Thia~ however, would only be a. very 
pertia.! solution. The tendency I' for loan capita.! to Bow to the 
large and well-known industrial concerna, and it is not easily 
attracted by the private businesa unleaa an ample margin of 
ooIlatera.l security can be olfered. 

801. Payment by instalments is the remedy generally agreed 
upon. In our opinion, it wonld be nec roy to allow it in 
difficult C&Be8. It should, however, be oonceded only in thoee 
cases relatively few. according to the Board of Inland Revenue', 
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figure&-and where, for instance, the proprietor was in a position 
to pay half the levy at once, the concession should be confined to 
the balance. Our reasons very briefly are :-

(i) that the allowance of a special method of payment to 
a particular class would be bound to create some inequality 
of treatment as between individual levy pa.yers (c/. 
pOJra . 856) . 

(ii) that the future course of a firm's profits could not be 
foreseen; if it were markedly downwards, either the firm 
would be involved in hardship (if the full instalments 
continued to be paid) or the Excheqner would lose (if the 
tax were discharged, or the levy valuation revised). 

(iii) that fro~ all points of view-in order to secure the 
anticipated yield, anjl in order to avoid an undue con
tinuance of friction-the completion of the levy in as shon 
a period as possible would be desirable. 

We must add that, at the best,. the instalment system would 
in general be a very incomplete remedy for hard cases, in view 
of the heavy al,lDual demand which it would entail. 

X.-THE LEVY AND AGRICULTURAL LANDOWNERS_ 
802. We contemplate that a special Cla88 of difficult casea 

would arise among agricultural landowners. The difficulties 
would be similar to those occasioned by the death duties (c/_ 
para. 505 et seq) but would he aggravated by the heavier rates 
of tax. It appears that in a large proportion of cases (thoug)). 
not so large as in the case of the death duties) the owners would 
have sufficient resources apart from their land to free them from 
any great degree of special embarra88ment. In the balance of 
caaes, it would be neceBSary for them either to realise part or 
the property, or to raise a mortgage, or to pay the levy over II> 

number of years. The landowner, having the secnrity of his 
"land to offer, would be in a better position to raise money than 
the individual who had all his wealth locked up in a private 
busine88. It is sometimes pointed out that he might already 
have mortgaged his land heavily; but, if he had done so and the 
net capital value of his ownership were still high enough io· 
involve him in a considerable charge to the levy, it is clearly 
implied that he would still have a broad margin on which k)

raise further loans. On the other hand, mortgage interest presses 
heavily on land where the money income represents a low rate 
on capital.· It would be important io recognise this factor in 
determining io what extent payment ehonld be allowed by 
instalments. 

XI.-THE REDISTRIBUTION OF SAVING POWER. 
SOlt. The redietribution of wealth may be coneidered firstly 

from the point of view of industry, as concerns the supply of 
r.a.pital, and secondly from the point of view of the individual, 118 

concerns social well-being. We are here concerned with th~ 
first aepect : we deal with the second in paragraphs 832-836. 
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804. A levy raising £2,500. millions might, according to ~he 
Board of Inland Revenue's estlDlate, effect a grOBS a.nnual sa.vmg 
of interest of £125 millions, but of this sum £77 millions would 
be swa.1lowed up by a. lOlls in Income Tax, Super-ta.x and death 
duties, assuming the rates of 1925-2El to continue. A clear 
implication is that those who, as a claSll, would pay the levy 
bear such heaV'J taxation under -the p,resent system, that, ouS 
of £125 millions gross income which they might 10&6 as a result 
of the levy, their net loss would be only £48 milli~ns, subj~t 
to such adjustments as would result from the difference m 
time at which the death duties would fall to be levied: further, 
this figure would be immediately lessened to the extent that the 
levy claBS might benefit from reduced taxation. The net loBS, 
whatever it might he, would be balanced by the gain of some 
other cl8.88, since the levy would not directly destroy any rea.! 
income but would merely a.!ter its di&tribution. 

We are, of 001lr86, lIpea1cing Mre !lnlll of the auto"matic eOect.r 
of the 1Bt111' eultuJing the manifold reaction8 it lDould hIWe on 
profit and income. 

" !lO5. For the sake of illustration we will a.tI8ume a levy raising 
.£8,000 millions, with a net saving of interest of £58 millions 
per annum. We may take two hypotheses:-

til Let it be supposed that the £58 millions available are 
applied to reduce Income Tax and Super-tax, in such a way 
that the levy clll8s benefit to the extent of".£25 millions per 
annum. 

tii) Let it be supposed that part of the t58 rilillions is 
used for reduction of indirect taxe&-the levy cl8.88 benefiting 
to the extent of £~ millions ..... while the remainder is used 
for social expenditure. 

In the first case the effect of the levy and subsequent policy 
will be to redistribute £38 millions of income in favour of Income 
Tax payers not &ul>iect to the levy: in the second case the effect 
will be to redistribute £M millions. mainly in favour of the 
poorer cl_ not,liable to Income Tax. 

806. We are regarding income in the present conted in ita 
oha.racter of saving power. n is clear that if the £58 millions 
per IUlDum released by the levy were wholly applied 80 as to 
relieve the taxation of the levy clasa in proportion to their con
tributions (8.88uming this to be possible) there wonld be no 
change either in the amount or distribution of total saving power. 
So far as the £58 millions might be applied to reduce the standard 
rate of tax, I18.ving power wo,Iid be distnllDted more widely over 
the I!'!neral body of Income Tax payers. So far as indirect 
taxes might be reduoed there would still be no change in the 
amount of saving power, but it would be spread out over a much 
wider area. Finally, 80 far as the £58 millions were applied in 
social expenditure, the State would be spending ineome, which 
but for the levy might have been saved. 
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807. Thus the redistribution of saving power is limited to 
some figure, greater or less, under £58 millions per annum. 
Some part of the amount redistributed would be saved, although 
doubtless a smaller proportion than if it had' remained in the 
hands of the levy payers. It aeems then that, apart from 
psychological reactions, the direct automatic effect of a Capital 
Levy on savings would be much less serious than might be 
thought. 

808. It is important to observe that as public companies 
would not be liable to the levy, .their saving power would not be 
directly affected by the levy itself: it would be increased so far 
as the levy !night be used to reduce the standard rate of tax. 
At the same time, dividend policy might be affected in some 
degree. Mr. Hobson thought it possible there might be some 
tendency to di&tribute a larger proportion of the annnal income 
in order to facilitate payment of the levy by shareholders (E". 
Appendi:£ VII: para. 11). Professor Scott contemplated that 
the state of dislocation due to the levy would probably dispose 
directors to be rather more cautions; on the other hand share
holders would probably press for increased dividends. (E. in C., 
13-15). The effect on balance is a matter for speculation, but 
we do not think it would be of great importance in either 
direction, if the levy were well received. 

809. On the other hand, if the levy were to canse any serious 
dislocation of industry, it is clear that the reactions on the 
saving power of public companies-all indeed of the whole 
community-might be very injurious. 

XII.-PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF A LEVY ON 
SAVING AND ENTERPRISE OF INDIVIDUALS. 

810. The Association of British Chambers of Commerce held 
that, while a high rate of Income Tax tends to discourage saving, 
a levy would, owing to its psychological effects, di&CODrage 
saving to a much greater extent (E"., p. 579; E. in C., 58). The 
fear of repetition, which we have discnssed in paragraphs 744-8, 
is an important reaction to be considered. Professor Macgregor 
held that those liable to the levy would bave no rea&<>D to 
diminish savings, except so far as they suffered from this fear 
(E"., .4.ppendi:£ VITI; para. 17). Professor BooU noted another 
kind of reaction; he thought those subject to levy were likely 
to feel a grievances ,with an initial tendency to diminish &livings. 
As time went on, if the levy were not repeated, this feeling of 
unfair tr~atment would decrease (E. in C., 14). 

811. If apprehension were very acut&-if, as Mr. Paine 
suggested, the whole sense of security and confidence were 
destroyed-the eft'ect on saving and enterprise would inevitably 
be serious. We have expressed the belief, however, that a 
guarantee against repetition within a limited time might be 
given, al!d that this might to some extent allay apprehension. 
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812. Another factor of importo.nce, in considering the psycho
logico.l effect, is the use made of the net Budget so.ving. If the 
levy were intended, in the word;; of Professor Pigou, a.s .. a. pi_ 
of fisca.l technique designed to lessen the discouragement ca.used 
by high to.it rates to work o.nd sa.ving" (Eo" p. 437; E. in 0., 
12), the levy would naturally be used to reduce the Income Tax 
and Super-to.x. The psychologica.l effect on sa.ving in such a. 
ca.se would clearly be better tho.n if the to.xation upon food were
reduced, o.nd the exemptions and" o.batements of Income Tax 
po.yers readjusted, 80S recommended by the Trades Union 
Congress (Bo., p. 687; E. in 0., 7). 

813. The effeot .on Blloing .-On the hypothesis least fo.vouro.ble 
to the Co.pital Levy, the compa.rison is between the effect or 
annual taxation continued o.t the present level, and the effect 
of a. levy (i) not followed by any reduction in the Income Tn. 
"and (ii) giving rif>!l to a. strong fear of repetition. " 

814. Even under such conditions there Inight be a. stimulus. 
to saving in certain exceptiono.l ca.ses, e.g. :-

(i) That of the levy po.yer who ho.d determined to so.ve a 
definite net sum, and who might be impelled to repa.ir, if he 
could, the damage done by the levy ; 

(ii) That of the levy payer who wa.s o.llowed to pay in in
stalments, and was induced to crea.te &pecia.i sa.vings, 11& 

suggested by Mr. J. A. Hobson. 
(iii) That of the person, not subject to the levy, who waif 

determined to sa.ve a definite net sum, and who wa.s driveD: 
by the fear of lio.bility to a future levy to make an extra. 
effort, i.e., to sa.ve a. lo.rger gross sum. 

(iv) that of th" person wilose prot;pective inheritance had 
been reduced by the lery falling upon his father (a levy 
&0 be followed by Estate Duty). 

The genera.l effect on saving would, however, undoubtedly be
bad, and might be very serious. 

816. The e1fect on saving, if the fear of repetition were not 
very active and if the Income Tax were reduced by something 
like 1,., hangs on so many peraona.i, etc., considera.tions that 
any conclusion iR difficult o.nd any precise conclusion impossible. 
The following ana.iyaia, however, may be attempted. We have
in mind' a levy raising £3,000 millions, and with a gradua.ted 
scale resembling that suggested by the Labour Party. 

816. Normally, the first layer of savings ia composed of a 
man '. more or le8B definite provision for hia family in the event 
of his death, for any dependants, and for his own old age or 
retirement. It also compriaea saving against future expenditure, 
IUch as the edul"ation of hia children. 

817. When there is a further layer of savings, the usual 
object will be an increa.se of income, permanent indeed, but 
immediately feIt, in othy worda. saving by the individna.1 in 
order that be may be richer now, and DOt only in order that 
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his successors may benefit. Admittedly this is a somewhat 
rough division. In both cases the savings may have for their 
immediate object the building up of a business. 

We may consider, first, those not subject to the levy, and 
second, those subject to the levy. 

818. (i) Those not subject to the letly.-The savings here 
would usually belong to the first layer. . 

Where the individua.!'s existing investments were small, and 
his earnings moderate (not more, say, than £1,000 to £1,500), 
the possibility of a second levy would on the whole have little 
effect on him of any kind. It would depend largely on how 
much he hoped to accDmulate. If he did not look beyond 
£5,000 (exempt under the provisional Labour Party scale), the 
Capitol IJevy would hove. no terrors for him. Even £8,000, 
under s, scale 20 per cent. more severe throughout than that of 
the Labour Party, would pay only £300. If after a few years 
he prospered s,nd became more ambitious, there is no reason 
why the idea of a levy should give him much trouble; general 
apprehensions a.s to a second levy would be likely to have died 
down, since we are assuming that they would never have been 
very active. 

819. Where the existing investments more nearly approach 
the £5,000 limit of liability, the fear of repetition will be more 
of a reality. In the case of life insurance, the prospect of a 
second levy reducing the capital provision is likely to induce the 
individual to increase the capita.! sum assured, and perhaps on 
balance the normal individual might be ratber stimulated. 

820. When it is borne in mind that the lower rate of Income 
Tax (on the important assumption that it is to remain lower) 
will increase the margin for saving, the conclusion seems to be 
that the Capita.! Levy, if followed by Income Tax relief, would 
to some extent favour the savings of those not subject to charge. 

821. (ii) Those subject to the leDy.-The moderate fortunes 
will have suffered much less heavily than the large (£8,000 would 
pay £300, £10,000 would pay £660, and so on, under the Labour 
Party scale increased by 20 per cent). Up to a certain point, 
though not very far, the savings will still belong mainly to the 
first layer (family, etc., provision). 

822. Normally it may be questioned whether the levy would 
cut far into the first layer of savings at any point. Would the 
£550 taken from the fortune of £10,000 cut into the taxpayer's 
definite and esseutial provision for his family, or would it merely 
cut into his savings with s, view to an immediate increase of 
income? The answer would vary from individual to individual, 
according. e.g., to the size of the family for which provision had 
to be made. Everything would depend on the standard of living 
and saving which the individual had set himself. 

823. It is suggested that, in the ca.se of moderate fortunes 
subject to the levy, the first layer of savings will on the whole 
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be very little affected by the fear of repetition. In the case of 
large fortunes they will be still less affected. Here, however, 
the important point is the effect on the second layer of so.vings. 
On the one side is a not very certain relief from Income Tax of 
about 18. at most. On the other is the possibility of a. levy 
pictured on the scale of that already suffered. 

824. Much depends on the - personal inclinations of the 
individual. The prospect of a larger net return owing to 
reduced Income Tax will no doubt be stimulating, 80 far as it 
goes. But the continuance of the 18. relief cannot be relied 
on with certainty. On the othel" side is the possibility of a 
second levy, representing for all large fortunes 0. very severe 
burden. Even if the possibility is fairly remote, it might count 
for a good deal, especially in conjunction with any feeling of 
grievance over the first levy. 

825. It is difficult to resist the conclusion that the psycho
logical effect of 0. levy would, on balance, be rather inimical to 
so.ving, so far as concerns those subject to it. The" automatic .. 
so.vinga of the very wealthy may be excepted, but it has to be 
remembered that their power to so.ve will have been somewha.t 
drastically reduced by the diminution of wealth due to the levy 
already suffered. An exception may also be made as regards 
those who save from the feeling that it is a social duty. 

826. Conclusion.-Many more possibiliijes. suggest them
selves. For instance, the effect of the levy would vary to some 
extent with the age of the individusl. It would be relevant to 
ask, How far are his habits fixed? What is his expectation of 
life for the purpose of making good the inroads of the levy? 
and so on. But an impression' emerges on the whole that the 
Capital Levy, if it were fairly well received, and if it were 
followed by a reduction of Income Tax. would tend to be favour
able to the saving of those not subject to it, while unfavourable 
to the esving of the levy payers. 

827. There would, we think, be a balance of advantage to 
saving, if the whole of the net Budget relief secured by the 
levy were used to reduce the Income Tax (or the. death duties), 
if this taxation relief were continued, and if the fear of repetition 
were reduced to a minimum. ExCept in those very favourable 
conditions some disadvantage would be likely, and thia might 
be serious. if the general effecta of the levy were injurious. of if 
the fear of a eeoond levy were a strong intluence. 

828. TAe ell"t ollmterpriH.-In diacuasing psychological 
effects. witnesses usually Yilked enterprise and saving together. 
Certain distinctions. however. merit aUention. 

(i) The direct effect of • levy on enterprise would be feU 
over • much smaller field than the direct effect on saving. 

(ii) The motives of saving and of enterprise may be aa 
far apart 88 prudence and the readiness to take risk. Saving 
and enterprise might therefore be diffel"l!otly affected by • 
levy. 
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829. The effect on enterprise has to be considered in relation 
to the private trader. Professor Pigou (who was not in favour 
of a Capital Levy-c/. para. 733) suggested that the maiD argu
ment in favour of a Capital Levy is the danger that heavy 
annual taxation will discourage work and saving; under a special 
levy not expected to be repeated there wonld be no corresponding 
discouragement. (Eo. p. 437; E. in C. 11). 

830. It seems clear that new businesses in particular would be 
somewhat encouraged by a reduced Income Tax. But everything 
depends on the feeling as to futllre prospects. Ambitious and 
speculative businesses have to look far ahead and need a clear 
horizon. They might be stimn1a.ted by a levy, if it were a 
general success-if there were no serious dislocation of industry or 
contraction of credit, and so on. It would also have to be 
;reasonably certain 

(i) that the levy wonld not be repeated; and 
(ii) that the relief from Income Tax wonld continue. 

831. The bUIDless man, however, who has suffered at 11011 
severely, will' hardly consider la. relief from Income Tax an 
adequate compensation. Payment by instalments, when 
allowed, may not much improve matters in this respect; for, 
while it lasts, it resembles the very thing which a levy is sup
posed to cure, i.e., heavy annua.l taxation. 

The nltimate effect is as difficult to determine with any 
precision as in the case of sa.ving. We think, however, that it 
could only be favourable to enterprise at all, if the conditions 
were very fortunate. In a.ny ease we a.re not of opinion that a 
levy of £3,000 millions, which enabled the Income Tax to be 
reduced from 48. to 3a. (withont any certainty that the la. gain 
was permanent), could impart any great stimnlus to enterprise. 
Now that the smallness of the net annual saving possible under ' 
a levy has been established, what Professor Pigou suggests as 
the main argument in favour of a levy appears to have little 
force. It has no force at all unless it be assumed that the net 
annual saving wonld be used to reduce direct taxes. 

xm.-THE REDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH. 

832. Little evidence of a definite nature bas been put before 
us on this point. In general, the witnesses have expressed the 
opinion that a levy would tend immedia.tely to 1esseo the 
inequalities of the distribution of wealth, the extent of the move
ment depen~g 'lipon the steepness of progression of the levy 
and the particnl'U" application which the Government made of 
the net saving of interest. 

833. The Trades Union Congress suggested that, as the levy 
wonld be confined to individuala worth more than £5,000, whereas 
the holders of war debt were presumably spread over II some
wha.t wider range of fortunes, the direct effect of the levy would 
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be somewhat to reduce the existing inequality of wealth. 
(Ell. p. 688; E. in O. 15.) ~'he effect on distribution doea 
not appear, however, to depend on the relation between the 
wealth of the .levy payers and that of the debt holders. While 
it is, of course, recognised that no real wealth would disappear as 
the result of the operation, the effect of the levy would be to 
trsnsfer a part of the wealth of tlie levy payer to the debt holder 
in redemption of a loan which he has been accustomed to regard 
as wealth. The levy payer, as such is poorer; the debt holder, 
as such, is neither richer nor poorer. Thus, as pointed out by 
ProfeBSOr Mscgt'egor, the levy cancels and does not transfer 
capital values, IUld the equalisation of wealth acts once only, 
through the sums levied, not twice through the transfers of those 
sums (Ell. A ppendi:ll VITI; para. 16). A levy on a highly 
progt'essive scale would, therefore, in the first place reduce 
inequalities of wealth; it would not destroy real wealth, but it 
would decrease the share of the levy paying classes and increase 
the share of classes not subject to the levy. 

834. For the future, the claims on the national production of 
those classes subject to a levy raising about £3,000 millions 
would be diminished to the extent of the consequent net decrease 
in their incomes, round about £58 millions (cl. pa~o.. 807). This 
is the sum which the State would be free to apply to the reduc
tion of taxation or to additional expenditure. No immediate 
improvement in the standa.rd of living of the poorer classes would 
necessarily follo\v. unless that free balance were applied in a 
manner beneficial to them. Indirectly, however, there might 
be certain influences following a levy which would inlprove their 
position. If, for instance, the result of the levy were to lower 
general prices, there would be a temporary advantage in the 
increased purchasing power of wages; nnlesa the levy at the same 
time stimulated trade, this would be quickly offset by a fall in 
output, probably leading to unemployment and reduction in 
wages. 

835. Some effecta migbi also be felt from the influence of a 
levy upon the amount of savings. If the levy induced the classes 
which had paid it to restrict consumption, particularly of 
luxuries, there might be a greater concentration of output upon 
capital goods and necessaries, leading to greater production and 
lower prices, from which the poorer clasaes would especially 
henefit. On the other hand, if the levy caused a reduction in 
savings, and an incmaae in the ratee of interest, there would be 
a tendency to divert • lu-ger share of production to holders of 
wealth and to counteract the levelling effects of the levy. 

886. n is, however, in the nse made by the Government of the 
net saving in interest that the clear aoun:e of redistribntion lies. 
If that saving were applied to the reduction .of indirect taxation. 
this would be an immediate benefit most largely felt by the 
poorer claasee. If, again, it were used to fnrther the extension 
of social services, it is to be presumed that the benefit would lie . 
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mainly in the same direction. But equal immediate benefits to 
the poorer classes could be achieved by putting h. on to the 
Income Tax. A levy of £3,000 milliona appears therefore as an 
ineffective instrument for any large alteration in the distribution 
of wealth. It is not on a scale which (in the words of Mr. 
Keynes (Eo., p. 534; E. in 0., 2 (3) ) .. would take it out of the 
category of a mere modification of the incidence of taxation." 

XIV.-THE EQUITY OF A CAPITAL LEVY. 

837. As we have already pointed out elsewhere in o~ Report, 
the National Debt, so far as it is internally held, involves no direct 
money burden upon the nation as a whole. It does, however, 
through the transfer of .resources involved in the payment of 
interest and repayment of principal, impose a burden upon tax
payers which is in the nature of an adjustment amongst 

,individuals of the real burden incurred at the time the money was 
spent for war purposes, 

838. A levy upon capital in the form proposed would throw 
the burden of repayment, to the extent of. the debt redeemed, 
entirely upon those individuals in possession of material wealth 
to an amount ,exceeding £5,000. If the State finds it neceasary to 
raise a huge sum by extraordinary taxation, the burden must fall 
in the main upon the classes in posse88ion of accumulated wealth, 
whatever the position may be in equity. Neverthele88, the argu
ments for and against the broad fairne88 of such taxation have to 
be considered, and must be of practical importance 80 long as the 
neceasity of raising an enormous sum is open to debate. 

839. Dr. Dalton suggested that the main argument from equity 
turned on the fact that those who fought in the War were now 
heavily taxed to provide interest for those who stayed at home, 
and, in many cases, made large fortunes out of the war-time 
necessities of their country. He regarded it as one of the great 
advantages of the levy that it would be paid by elderly men who 
did not fight in the War, but were ricber at the end of it than at 
the beginning. (Eo., p. 492; E. in C.: 5). 

840. It is unnecessary to conaider in detail all the implicationa 
of this argument. It may, however, be desirable to point out 
tbat personal service during the War was given in many ways, 
and its nature in many cases obviously depended upon causes 
which it was beyond the power of the individual to affect. On 
tbe otber side, 80 far ·as there was an increase of wealth in ~be 
hands of a limited section of the population, it did not anse, 
as is shown in the Report of the Select Committee on War 
Wealth, by any means entirely from the cause emphasised by 
Dr. Dalton. 

841. No definite .uviding line can in fact be drawn between 
those who fought in the War and those who would pay the levy, 
and, Dr. Dalton himself admitted the decreasing importance of 
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his argument in view of the lapSe of time since the War. (Q. 
6940.) Logically, the contention, in the form in which it WB8 

put, suggests that exemption from the levy, or some abatement 
therefrom, should be granted to those owners of wealth who 
fought in the War, but this forms no part of the scheme. In 
our view, the argument can only P!lint to the fact that the burden 
of a levy would fall with especial weight on those persons who 
were unable to take a combatant part. This result would be due 
to some extent to the creation of war fortunes, but largely to the 
normal expansion of wealth in the higher age-groups. 

84\1. We do not see, in theae considerations taken alone, any 
cogent ground for a special distribution of taxation for the re
payment of debt. There is, perhaps, BOme force in the form in 
which the argument was put forward by the Coo{)perative 
Congress. They took the view that it would have been considered 
equitable if a larger proportion of the cost of the War had been 
raised by taxation' during the period of the War; they therefore 
thougbt it not inequitable to take in their oapitaliaed fonn the 
sums that might have been taken by Income Tax during fhe 
War. (Ell., p. 565"; E. in C.: 15.) 

843. It will probably noli be disputed that the State haa a 
right to comlpand all reBOurces needed for a national emergency. 
There does not, however, seem any valid reaaon to suppoae that, 
had it been decided still further to increase taxation during the 
War, the additions would have been entirely limited to income 
taxation. Even had it been BO, it is clear that not only incomes 
that were saved would have been taxed, but also inoomea that 
were in fact spent. There is. little ground, therefore, for 
regarding a levy at the present day &B the capital equivalent of 
taxation which might have been imposed during the War, and 
the ditferenoe is naturally accentuated by the changes in the 
owne",hip of wealth which have since taken plaoe. 

844. A quits distinct argument urged by the Co-opemtive 
Congress W&8 that existing" wealth had been preserved by the 
War and ita holders had benefited; fut\U'6 producers would have 
produced their own capital, even if existing wealth had elia
appeared as a reault of the War. In their view the present 
l(8Ileration had benefited more than future ones (Ell., p. 566; 
E. in C., 16). The witnea_ admitted in oral examination that 
a disappearance of existing wealth would have made it 
impossible to. maintain the st3lldard of living either for this 
or for future generstione. 

845. We think. it fair ~ regard the preservation of existing 
wealth as oonfernng a special benefit on the present generation, 
but this benent cannot be disaociated from the etfort and 
aaeri6c;e-for the future, aa well aa the preaen~which they 
made In the War. On general conaideratione, which we have 
indi~ted in other parta of our Report, we think it right that 
<'OIlBiderable etforis shollid be made by the preeent generation 
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to reduce the load of debt. It does not, however, appear to 
us that the equitable distribution of the burden between 
individuals of the present and future generations in itself 
renders desirable a large redemption of debt by means of a 
Capital Levy. 

846. We have dealt above with arguments advanced in justifi
cation of a levy on grounds of equity. On the other side, wit
nesses who were opposed to a levy considered it inequitable that 
the burden of debt repayment ~ould fall entirely upon accumu
lated wealth, very often saved by the self-denial of the taxpayer, 
and in many cases representing provision for old age, or for de
pendants. The levy would penalise the thrifty, while in no 
way reaching the spendthrift. The Association of British 
Chambers of Commerce gave the following illustration: .. A, 
as a single man, has had for 20 years an average income of 
£2,000 a year, and, having no family to provide for, he has 
lived up to his income. B, a married man with the same income 
for the same period, and having a family, has saved one-half 
of his income, and has therefore accumulated £20,000. A would 
have no capital on which a levy could be made, but B, having 
paid tax, both on the income derived from his &avings as well 
as on his earned income, would be subject to the levy. " 
(Ell. p. 578; E. in O. 36.) The Chambers of Commerce, and 
similarly Mr. Paine, emphasised the distinction between taxing 
the capital of the saver and taxing his income, while leaving his 
capital intact. It appears to us that the comparison is largely 
one of degree, depending on the severity of the taxes, and that 
in strict logic the distinction does not carry much weight; at 
the same time, right or wrong, it makes a wide appeal to the 
instinct of fairness. We think that the argoment is strongest 
when taken in conjunction with the time eJenient. The levy 
does not fall equally even on members of the &ame generation; 
since it would be raised at a single point of time, it would 
generally fall with the most weight on those who had been 
saving longest. As Sir F. Schuster said, " a man who has saved 
all his life is much harder hit than· a man who is beginning 
and who has got time before him when he can earn something 
for himself." (Q. 7841.) Even in this case, however, the 
position is not without complications; for example, the much 
lighter taxation of the pre-war period left a wider margin for 
saving to ,those who were then building up a fortune, and on 
this account the time element may lose some of its importance. 
Nevertheless, even if it were agreed to be eqnitable that a levy 
should fall upon one particular generation, it is clear that the 
impost would be quite arbitrary in the. mann.er in which .it hit 
diJferent individuals at diJferent stl\ges m the)]' accumulatIOn of 
wealth and without regard to diJferences in their obligations. 

847. An a.Jlied question, to which considerable attention was 
directed, was that of the equity of immaterial or personal capital 
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being exempted from o.ssessment, o.s it would be under a. levy 
of the form proposed. In genero.l, the a.dvocates of a levy 
regarded a valuation of brain capital as impracticable. Dr. 
Dalton considered that, from the point of view of equity, there 
was a good deal to be said for an additionil.l tax for a term at 
years upon large earned incomes. Professor Pigou regarded 
this expedient as undesirable, sillce the main o.dvantage of a 
levy would be to make possible a reduction of rates of taxation 
on marginal work a.nd marginal saving. Although he fo,voured 
the inclusion of brain capital in principle, he pointed out that 
the yeiJd would be small, relatively to the yield of the whole 
levy, and perhaps not commensurate with the technical diffi
culties involved. (Ell., p. 437; E.in 0., 8.) 

848. From the point of view of. equity, it seems wrong in 
principle tho.t la.rge earned incomes should eacape any share in 
• special contribution to the repayment of debt, and actually 
derive a benefit if, following a levy, the rates of income taxation 
were reduoed. .At the same time, this a.eems not BO iIlogica.l 
when it is oonsidered that the levy, even as regards physica.l 
wealth, is based upon its vaJue as at one point of time only, 
without regard to the future income (perhaps more, perhaps less, 
than the present) which may be enjoyed from its possession. 

849. The basis of assessment of brain capital generally pro
posed by. those favouring its inclusion in a levy, is a capitalisa
tion of the individual's earning power, as indicated over a period 
of years prior to tha valuation. It is clear, however, that in 
practice, such an estimate would in many cases not be realia.ed, 
as it is impossible to forea.ee all. the circumstancee which may 
aJfect earning power in tha future. Moreover, the levy in such 
a case would have to be paid by instalments, since the capital 
does not exist in a realisable form, and would, therefore, differ 
little from the additional tax suggested by Dr. DvJton. In eltect 
it would be a tax on ability. 

850. An alternative Buggeation is that the levy should be based, 
not upon a capitalisation of earnings, but upon the amount of 
wealth invested in the education and training of the brain 
capitalist. While this would eliminate the ability tax aspec$, 
it is evident that; in many ca.sea the means of paymen$ would 
not exist. The difficulties of adopting the oourse a.re obvioUII; 
to determine the real present vaJue of the original ·investmen$ 
would involve the impossible task of judging what part of the 
taxpayer'a earning power was attributable to the investmen$ 
as distinct from his individual ability. 

851. In spite of the inequity of exempting large earned inoomee 
from their shIll'S of a special repayment of debt, we see no 
practicable method of bringing them within the levy proper. 
The only suggestion which we think would require to be oon
eidered is that of Dr. Dalton for an additional annnal tax, and 
that; oourse is perhaps open, not only to the defect mentioned 
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by Professor Pigou, but to the accusatiou of unfairness, if the 
levy takes no account of changes in the future income value of 
material wealth. 

852. Objection was also taken by witnesseS" to a levy which 
proposed to exempt fortunes not exceeding £5,000. We have 
already referred to the practicaJ grounds for such an exemption 
(para. 722). On purely equitable grounds, it might be held 
that account should be taken of individual circumstances. 
Thus, assumiiJg that the capital Of husband and wife would be 
aggregated for the purpose of a levy, it might be argued that 
in the case of single persons the exemption limit should be 
lower, just as the Trades Union Congress suggested that the 
possibility of an allowance for family repponsibilities should 
be considered in relation to fortunes between £5,000 and, say, 
£10,000 (Efl. p. 589; E. in C., 31). It may be remarked that 
under the present Income Tax, if the somewhat low rate of 
interest of 4l per cent. is 38BUI11ed, a. married couple would 
be exempt from taxation if their sole income was derived from 
the possession of £5,000 capital; a. single person· would not be 
exempt if his capital exceeded £3,000. 

Since the proposal of the levy is to throw a much greater 
burden ali capital than under. the present sya-tem of ta.xation, 
it appell1"B that a. general exemption limit of £5,000 cannot be 
jua-tified on equitable grounds. 

853. We ha.ve so far considered the equity of levying special 
taxation on one particular genera.tion and on one partiCUlar 
section of the community; another class of questions is con
cerned with Ih3 extem to which a non-recurrent ta.x on capital 
can be adjusted to the taxpayer's ability to pay. It 
was urged by Mr. Pethlck-Lawrence that Income Tax alone 
took no account of a man's wealth; equally a levy took no 
account of income. By combining both a. better result would 
be obtained (E. in C., 11). In the course of his examination, he 
agreed that this was not a.n argument solely related to a. Capital 
Levy; it would equally apply to a permanent tax on capital 
(Q. 6283): The argument, it seems to us, really involves " 

condemnation of the present system of taxation, as not sufficiently 
directed towuds the taxation of capital either through the death 
duties or through the differentiation in the Income Tax againa-t 
investment income. It has no special bearing upon the question 
of debt repayment, and indicates a continuing tax adjusted to 
the supposed higher ability to pay, rather than a single and 
exceptional operation such as is proposed in the Capital Levy. 

854. We do not propose to consider the several problems 
involved in valuation for a levy, since the subject was fully 
explored in connection with the proposed levy on War Wealth, 
and the Board of Inland Revenue are sati8fied that the asse8&
ment in the case of a. Capital Levy, while still of great difficulty, 
would be less difficult than under the former scheme. There 
are, however, one or two 88pectS which we may briefly notice. 
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855. The Association of British Chambers of Commerce were 
of opinion that valua.tions of" vmons kinds of property would· 
neoeaaa.rily be in la.rge mea.sur8 a.rbitra.ry and therefore 
inequitable, and they expressed the view that those whose 
property was in a leBB rea.liaa.ble form would have to make 
greater aa.crifices than those poaseaaed of ca.pitaJ in an easily 
rea.liaa.ble form (Ell. p. 578; E. in 0., 82-38). It is, we think. 
true tha.t vaJuatiollll of ca.pita.1, which. in many C&BeS depend 
greatly upon ma.tters of individua.l opinion, ca.nnot for pur
poses of tantion be taken a.s reflecting diftering circumi&nces 
with anything like the ge08ml a.ccura.cy of &8!1essment upon 
an income basis. Pa.rticula.r insta.ncea a.re a.fforded by minllll 
or by rubber planta.tious, the potentia.1ities of which ma.y be 
extremely uncerta.in. Some conaidera.ble inequities &8 between 
individuals seem bound to arise in the adminiatra.tion of a.o 
opers.tion of the magnitude proposed. On the .BeClOnd point 
-the dilfering ma.rketabiJity of a.saeta-we should anticipate 
genemlly some corresponding compellll&tion in the valua.tion. 
An industrial investment with a very nBlm>w market is in 
genera.1 vaJued at a lower figure tha.o it would command with 
a free ma.rket. At the aa.me time, we rea.liae that the burden 
cannot poaaibly be uniform in this respect. 

856. Even if it were poaaible to have exactly correct 
vaJuation8 a.a at &. given date, there would aometimea be great 
inequality in the weight falling on difterent levy payers. with 
equa.l Qmounts of capita.l. This is obvious in the ca.ae of . 
investments of the more speculative cla.BB, the va.lue of whic:h 
at the levy date migbt be quite ~presentative of their value 
OVel' any re&8ODab1e period, being much higher in one ca.ae IIoIld 
much lower in another. The inequality would be thrown into 
relief if, while immediate IIoIld ftna.1 payment were required 
in respect of such wea.lth, payment by instaJments were a.llowed 
in _ where the ~payere' wea.lth W88 locked up in la.nd 
or in private busineaae., the origina.l va.luation being open to 
I'&vimon in case 01. need. Such I'&vision could ha.rdly be 
a.ltogether avoided, since a.lteration of circumi&nces within the 
insta.iment period might make payment on the origina.I valua.
tion impra.cticable. Thie eon of inequa.lity ~ht be clearer 
.till a.s between two individua.lB each having &. pnvate busin-. 
one being a.llowed to pay by inata.lmente, IIoIld the other being 
required to pay in &. lump sum, owing to the fact that he. 
po_sBed outside reaourcea; in the latter _ it ill a..umed that 
no revision would be a.llowed. whatever the subesqUtlllt history 
of the bumue. might be. 

857. Life..inter&sts are nsua.lly regardll!l a.a the chief obetaole 
in the path of fair val~ation. U the aepa.rate inter&sts were 
valued aooording to life expectation, the values _ upon them 
wonld be faleified on every oceaaion, except in the rare _ 
wh_ the individual'. length of life oonfonned eucUy to the 

II: 
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. average. The Boa.rd of Inland Revenue (/J8 noted in para. 713) 
have. suggested an alternative plan, viz., that the levy should 
'be assessed .. on the whole value of settled property and payable 
'out of the settled ~und, tpe rate of duty both· for the settled 
'fund and for the free wealth of the life tenant being found by 
aggregating the value of the settled property with the life tenant' .. 

. other property. " If this were done, the successor to the life tenant 
who is in enjoyment of the property at the levy date would suffer 
i1:. respect of that property, not by reference to his own total means, 
but by reference to the toW means of the life tenant, The result 
might be very advantageous to the successor in one case, and very 

'much the reverse in another. There may seem to be something 
arbitrary and inconsequent in the method, but on the other hand 
it is established in the case of the Estate Duty, and it would not 
lIeem altogether unreasonalile that the Estate Duty principle 
shOlild apply to prospective interests in property, which in the 
majority of cases could only become vested on the occurren~" 
of a death. Besides, the result would not differ greatly from an 
ordinary incident of the levy as applied to free property, for the 
levy would in many instances fallon a property shortly before 
the death of the owner and the distribution of the estate. In 
8uch a case it might be said that the Capital Levy on the pro- , 
perty in question was in effect falling upon the several benefi
ciaries not according to their own wealth but according to that 
of the predecessor. 
, 858. OoneIUlian.-We Me not prepared to lay il; down 88 

an abstract proposition that the Capital Levy, viewed simply 88 
.a tax on the accumulated wealth of a particular generation, must, 
,in all circumstances, be condemned as nnfair; at the same time, 
we consider that, even in this broad aspect, very specialcirclAm
lItances are required to justify it, and that such circumstances, 
'while possibly realised in 1920, do not exist now. Descending 
from the abstract principle of the levy to its application, we con
clude that it would necessarily involve inequity in many ways; 
it would penalise the thrifty in a more arbitrary manner than 
annual income taxation (para. 846), It would give a dispropor
tionate advantage to large earned incomes not depending on 
material capitaJ (para. 851) and, in valuation and collection, it 
would entail inequalities much more pronounced than are found 

. under the existing system. 

XV.-CAPITAL· LEVY: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. 

859. Gathering up the different parts of our survey, we may 
emphasise once more the vital importance of the levy payer'8 
attitude. We have to estimate the sum of the effecta, psycho
logical as well as physical, likely to ensue from a levy. if it were 
received with a fair measure of good-will; we have also to fore
shadow the effects, if it were to give rise to Denousn888 and 
hostility; and we have to form our own judgment as to the kind 
of reception most likely to be accorded to it in fact. 
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860. Thll pht/8ical GChiefllnnent 01 II letlt/.-The collection of 
a Bum in the neighbourhood of £3,000 millionB for the .redemp
tion of debt would, in itself, be impreBBive. But the value of . 
wiping out so much debt, apart from the annual Baving of 
interest, iB not eaBY to aBBeSB. Several witneBBeB suggested that 
its main practical importance wa,B due to the poBsibility of another 
WBr; in Buch an event, they pointed out, it would be much leBa 
difficult to raise the necesBary fundB, if the debt had been reduced . 
to more moderate dimensionB. ThiB may be admitted; on the
other hand, if it iB neceBsary to take account of the poBBibility 
of another war on a big scale, it also seems neceBsary to face
the pOBsibility that· it could not be financed without BOme con
siderable inllation,which, whatever itB other results, would inci
dentally reduce the burden of old debt. From this point of view 
a large redemption by meane of a levy might be very expensive. 
and the value of the result is not altogether certain. 

861. The main burden of the debt, according to the general 
trend of the evidence, liee in the annual taxation required for 
interest and Sinking Fund, and in any hindrance which that taxa
tion may imply to the raising -tlf revenue for desirable expendi
ture in social or other directione. We have seen that a levy 
raising £3,000' millionB might elect a net annual saving of some
thing under £60 millions, which could be uBe4l either to reduce 
exiBting taxes, or to provide aocial benefits, or to do both. If 
the object were to !educe indirect taxation and to spend more 

"on, e.g., education and pensions, about £60 millions could be 
raised without a levy by the addi~on of lB. to the Income Tax 
or, in other words, by restoring the atandard rate of tax to the 
level of 1929-28. The levy would, however, ensure the saving 
once and for ~l, whereas the extra Income Tax would have 
to be reimpoaed year by year. 

We should add that it is open to doubt whether the economio 
Bituation in ita widest aspect is BUch as to justify increased social . 
upenditure at present. Lord Bradbury did not think that the 
existence of the debHharge in fact necessitated any restriction 
of publio expenditure for other purpo-. beyond what would be 
required by reason of general economio conditions independent 
of the debt-charge. But he thougM that such conditions did 
require a very rigid restriction, and he regarded the elect of 
the debt-charge .. an inosntift to economy of other public expen
diture ... DlOIIt valuable inlluence. (E.", C., IS.) We thiDk 
there i. conaiderable force in thia view. 

869. The possible redistribution of net income to be 
effected by • Ie?)' of £8,000 million. would be confined to • 
figure round about .£60 millions, and if, .. contemplated by 
lOme of thoee fa'VOuring it, the le-wy were to be used partly III .. 
to reduce the Income Tax, the limits of posaible rediRribution 
in fa.'VOur of thoee not liable to Income Tu: would be further 
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narrowed. Even as regards relief from indirect taxes, some share 
of the benefit to net income would accrue to the Income Tax 
paying class. 

863. Industry would, of course, physically benefit from a reduc
tion of the Income Tax, so far as the levy might be used for 
that object. But we have seen that there is a tendency to 
exaggerate. the burden of the Income Tax on industry, which at 
the present standard rate of 4B. is not by any means unbearable, 
and which·is no longer felt in the same' way as if high income 
taxation were a novelty. Although a diminution of, e.g., 64. 
in' the pound must always be welcome, the tax is not now at 
a level where such a diminution would cause any intense relief. 
While it would be a clear gain so far as concerns the reserves 
of public limited cbmpanies, in the case of large private busi
nesses it would be only a slight offset to the effect of the levy. 

864. Thus, in the physical aspect, the positive achievement of 
a levy would be on a smaller scale than is commonly supposed. 
It would be disappointing to very ma.ny of those who suppon 
it. Both Professor Pigou and Mr. Keynes, who had favoured 
a levy in the circnmstanceli of the immediate post-war period, 
informed us that they themselves had only recer.tly come to 
realise the extent to which the diminished yield of ordinary 
taxation would eat into the gross saving of interest. The 
Trades Union Congress, in their first evidence before ns, showed 
quite clearly that they had not conceived the importance of this 
point; they expected greater results both in facilitating social 

. logishl.tioA- .Il-nd in enabling indirect taxes to be reduced. than a 
levy could in reality achieve. . 

865. In different cireumstances a levy might be a fu more 
effective instrument. Thus, in the later stages of a great boom, 
the scale now lequired to yield £3,000 millions might yield very 
substantially more, with a correspondingly greater gross saving 
of interest, if the same rate of interest on the debt be assumed. 
At such a time there would be a prospect of price-deflation in the 
natural ooorae, such as·to intensify the burden of debt interest; 
if this were combined with the prospect of exceedingly heavy 
annual taxation- particularly of a heavyincre/J8e-a& the only 
altemative, the positive case for a Ie,,! would be much·stronger, 
and it would have a serious claim to consideration. This was 
exemplified by the post-war boom, although the most skilfnl 
forecasts of anDQal taXation requirements were to some extent 
liable to be faIsitied. .. What I wanted to avoid," Mr. Keynea 
told us, .. was lUI Income Tax in excess of 6B. and the argu
ment for avoiding Income Tax in excess of 61. is quite 

. different from the argument for reducing Income Tax from 48. to 
3.t." (Q.7577). We may also note the views which Lard 
Arnold expressed in the House of Commons in the Iaat year 01. 
the War as to the probable rates of taxation necessary if a JeYJ 
were n~ adopted .. The alternative JDeIUI8 a very high Income 
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Tax and a general rate of not less than 7 •. 61l. in the £', the 
actual rate, with abatements on the one hand and Super-tax on 
~he other, varying from about 3d. in the £, on the amallest 
incomes liable up to at least 128. 61l. in the £, on the largest. I 
need not labour the harmful effects of such a tax, they are patent 
to everybody" (Honse of Commons, Official Debates, 23rd 
April, 1918, col. 898). -

866. Immediately after the War the argumen~ for a levy was 
much stronger than it is now. Apart from the prospect of price 
deflation (which may have been imperfectly realised) and of 
heavy annual taxation (which may have been over-estimaljed), 
there were other. advantages. In particular, the end of the 
War was a unique occasion which the more wealthy cla.sses of 
the nation might well have been Baked to mark by a special and 
personal contribution. In present circumstances the advocates 
of' a. levy have a far weaker caae. Certainly, whether regarded 
as a means of lightening the annual burden on industry, or as 
a means of reducing indirect taxes and increasing expenditure 
on social objects, it would, in our opinion, yield physical resulta 
quite disproportionate to the magnitude of the operation. 

867. Gmeral effect. of a lel>l/ on indlUt'1l, <fc., if t'Boeil>ell with. 
a fair tn/Iaaure of goodlDiU.-If a levy were reasonably well 
reoeived, and if it did not give rise to any strong fear of repeti
tion, we think it. would cause less disturbance. than many of its 
opponents have taken to be inevit.a.ble. There would nn
doubtedly be the risk of a fall in the value of securities outside 
the gilt-edged area, of a fairly considerable restriction of bank 
.dvances and of inst.a.bility in the value of the currency. If, 
however, the arrangements for payment of the levy were skil
fully conducted, and banking policy were specially directed 80 

as to maint.ain equilibrium in the credit. position, we think tha.* 
it might be poeaible to keep any adverse 'effeeta within moderate 
bounds. There might be BOme immediate reaction favourable 
to the prices or Government securities, and perhaps to the 
general rate of interest. 

868. The amount of friction and dislocation to industry as a 
whole, and the consequent effect on employm8ll~ and the 
workers' standard of living, would largely depend on the factors 
we have just mentioned-i.e .• on the ext.ent to which depression 
of security valutlB. restriction of bank credim. &c., could be 
avoided. If these problems were satisfactorily eoJved-4n itself 
• considerable aaaumption-and if there were no general nervoWl
neBB, it appears that the disturbance need not be eerious, 80 far aa 
flOIloerns the greet prop<riion of big industry canied on in this 
country by joint stock companies. The trouble would be much 
greeter in the case of privata businesaea, the proprietora 01 which 
were liable to large peymenm 01 levy. As we have seen. the 
proportion of C8888 in which i' would be &cum is eomparatively 
amall. sinfe the wealthy busin_ proprietor usually baa large 
reaoureea outside hi. own eonoern. There would, ho_, 
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undoubtedly be instances of damage to highly progressive and 
efficient firms. Difficult cases could be p&rtiaJIy met by allowing 
payment or part payment by instalments, but this would not 
be a really satisfactory remedy. Bimi1a.r considerations apply 
in the case of agricultural 1a.ndowners. 

869. As regards the supply of capital to industry, the physical 
and automatic effect of a levy, though sppreciable, would be 
less damsging than might at first sight appear. As stated 
above (pa.ra.. 862), it follows from the present highly progree&ive 
rates of the direct taxes that the possible re-distribution of net 
income that might be effected by a £3,000 millions levy would 
be oonfined to something like £60 millions. Not all of this sum 
would have been saved, if left in the hands of the levy papers; 
not all would b~ spent, if it were distributed in relief 
of a.nnual taxation. Again, it is to be observed that the 1eyy 
would not directly affect the reserves of joint stock oompa.ruea 
-an exceedingly important part of the national savings. The 
psychological effects on individual saving and en~rise are 
very much a matter for speculation, but we think they oould 
only be-favourable if the levy were carried through with a high
degree of success,_ if it were followed by a reduction of direct 
taxation, and if the fear of repetition were only slight. Indeed, 
Ulid6l' the most fortunate oonditions, we think there is little 
force in the argument that a Capital Levy, even if its sole 
purpose were to reduce the Income Tax, would stimulate 
enterprise. The reduction of Inoome Tax, which a levy of 
£8,000 millions would make poe&ible, viz., about Is. in the 
pound, would be too moderate to have any great effect. 

870. The more general psychological effects of a levy, if wen 
received,_ have also to be considered. E:Il hllPotMsi, there 
would be no genera.! feeling of grievance ob the pari of those 
subject to the levy. At the same time, even if a very favourable 
attitude on the taxpayer's. part be assumed, there would 
inevitably be considerable friction in getting valuations 
settled and aooepted, in view of the frequent di1Iicnltiss of 
valuation and the Ia.rge' sums involve4. 

The effect on the poorer classes of a great burden readily 
shouldered by the wealthy should be distinctly beneficial, and 
might have good Je&Ctions on the reIations between 1a.boar and 
capital. On the other hand, the positive results, &8 we have 
said, would be disapJIOinting to very many, and we think thie 
would - largely Jleutralise any good results. 

871. It is very di1Iicult to judge how fK the D&tionaI credit 
abroad might be affected. In the long run it would seem to 
depend on the genera.! elfects-or, at least, the more observable 
elfecta-at home. If the levy could be 8IIlOOthly and success
fully worked, it would probably IIIV1I8e • good deal of admira.
tion. - But the immediate result would almo..t ceri&inly be a 
considerable shock to _ credit, and to reeionI the confidence of 
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foreign countries with any speed would be extremely difficult. 
We anticipate that deposits would quickly be &!fected. Even!f 
publio opinion at home were favoumble to the levy. and if 
every attempt were m&de to reassure the foreigner that he 
would not be within its scope. it is probable .that. foreign 
ilepositors and investors would to some extent take fright and 
remove their money. 

872. Equitll.-In broad principle. the equitable &8pect of 
a levy would very &OCOrding to the occ&sion of its imposition. 
On pure grounds of equity we think that there is no sufficient 
(l&8e for throwing so large a. part of the debt burden on to • 
email section of the present generation. 

In its application. the levy would operate with much less 
fairness between individuals than an In ~me Ta.x. The realisa
tion of inequities would be spread over a considerable time. 
'Since. in many cases. they would only become apperent some 
time after the levy. Here again. however favourable the 
initial reception of the levy might be. the experience of it 
eculd not fail to give a well-founded sense of grieva.nce ·inmany 
(l&8eS. . 

878. Effeot. of G 1eDtI. if bodZlI rerceitled.-If the levy were 
regarded from the first with intense fear and hostility. it would 
immediately set in motion a whole Vain of ill oonaequenoea. 
T,hera would no doubt be active propaganda which would 

'accentuate opposition. and it would be exceedingly difficult for 
the Government to explain the real. nature and intention of 
their propoaa.l so as to make it at alI acceptable. We anticipate 
that the value cl securities, would quickly depreciate. tha$ 
tr&den would reduce their stocka and their demand for credit. 
and Chat rapid deflation would eDsue. which it would be 
exceedingly difficult to correct. This would, involve aerioua 
friction and dislocation over industry as a whole. with very 
damaging effects on employment. The task of administering 
the levy would be rendered extremely difficult and perhapa 
impoaaible. 

87 •. The disturbance created by the levy would far outweigh 
the good effecta of reducing the debt. The general ~ects 
might be 80 detrimental to trade tha$ the onlin..-y reftllue 
would sharply decline and make any immediate reliefs from 
tuation out of the question. Fina.lly. the long-range effects 
would be injurioua. Saving and enterprise would alike aoIfar. 
and the Jetum to trade prosperity would be endangeJed. and 
in any event seriously postponed. 

The credit of the OOWltty abroad would sufflll' a severe shook. 
and. indeed. it is difficult to define an7 limit to the widespread 
harm that might be done to our trade and commerce. 

875. Probable .--ptioft 0/ G ,",.-We do not Buggeat ~t 
a levy would nec-=rily &rOWIII fealings 80 violent as to induce 
results of the IDOIIt extreme lrind. We lin! OOD'riDoed. 
howe..-. that it would be etroIIgl7 _ted. A Jev;r 
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immediately after the War, when it would have appeared t<. 
partaJre of the nature of a war sacrifice, would have been mor& 
readily accepted, as witnesses both for ILIld against the levy 
agreed. But exceptional circumstances are required to reoon
cile the owner of capital wea.Jth to the levy idea. The 
opposition ia no doubt founded partly on political ~uspicion 
and on prejudice: to impose a Capital Levy would be, as 
Mr. Keynes expreBBed it, to insult a. set of very strong 
irrational feelings in men (Q. 7612), and such grounds of opposi
tion are excesdingly difficult to overoome. It is possible that 
time may bring a change of ideas. Idea.s of a.nnua.J direct 
taxation have certainly altered very greatly in the la.a't two 
decades, but there is no true parallel between ,annual ta.:IA!& 
to which 'the ta.xpa.yer can get a.ccustomed and 11 single drastic' 
operation. 

Finally, even if all misunderstandings were removed, there
would still remain many va.lid economic grounds of objection 
which critics of II> levy could take. 

876. ConcZtuion.-We conclude that, even if there were a 
prospect of a Capital Levy being well received, the relief from 
debt which it offers would be insufficient to justify an experiment 
80 le;rge, difficult and full of hazard; this would hold good in 
any circumstances not differing widely from those of the present 
time. Further, unless a levy were accepted with more good
will than it would be possible to anticipate under present con

. ditions, it would be highly injurious to the social and industrial 
life of the community. 
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SECTION II. 

SCHEMES OF TAXATION AND DEBT 
REPAYMENT. 

877. In this Section we propose to consider certain taxation 
and debt schemes which h&ve been brought to our notice. With 
regr.rd to t&xation we limit our considerr.tion to propouls of & 
laI-ge ch1ll'aeter, such &B might conceiva.bly, either in the er.rly 
future or in the long run, h&ve r.n import&nt influence on the 
r&te of debt redemption. 

The various schemes to be considered &re &B follows :-
(i) A Forced Lo&n Scheme: Forced Lo&n8 generr.lly. 
(ii) Annu&1 Ta.x on Ca.pita.l : incre&aed m&tion of Invest

ment Income. 
(iii) Composition for Income T&x. 
(iv) A fi&t-rr.te Tax on Production sUggested by Mr. 

P. D. Le&ke. 
(v) Professor Rignr.no's Dee.th Duties scheme. 
(vi) A v&ri&nt on Professor Rignr.no's scheme IIIlggested 

by Dr. D&lton. . 
(vii) Mr. J. St. Loe Str&chey's propos&l f~ converting 

debl; into Termina.ble Annuities. 
(viii) Mr. Alfred HO&re's propoeaJe for converting 

m&tnring 10&Os. 
(ix) Profe8llOl' A. L. Bowley·s· scheme for vr.rying the 

Bmount &pplied to debt redemption in accordr.nce with the 
state of employment. 

I.-EXAMINA'l'ION OF A FORCED LOAN SGHF..ME: 
FORCED LOANS GENERALLY. 

878. V&rioUB schemes have been put forw&rd since the Wv 
for BODle kiDd of forced lo&n. Among them is one el&bor&ted 
in • book entitled .. The State Debt r.nd the N&tionlil. C&pit&i .. 
<Methuen, 1920), copies of which were eenUo us by the .nony
mOUI .uthor. This book cont&i.ns • propos&l for • series of 
forced loana with • view to more rr.pid redemption of tha 
existing deMo The scheme, which is &dmitted .. to embody 
to some extent the idee. befiind the C&pit&i Levy," makes 
very big cl&ims, JoIld while we do not think they can be BUb
ste.utiated, we think &n 8l[!1l!1in&tion m.y be uaefol. We C&n 

only attempt to deaJ with the m.tter in its m&in upects. 

879. The scheme is lb.at the SiDking Fund (then eetim.ted &t 
£40 millions) should be abolished r.nd lb.&t • yer.rly forced loaD 
&bould be ~ .t • low r&te of interest. The lo&n. which is 
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spoken of as a Redemption Levy, would take the form of a levy 
on 'income derived from capital, i.e., .. unearned" income. 
While great emphasis is la.id throughout the book upon the 
elasticity of the proposals, the main scheme is worked out on 
the basis of a. levy bearing 2l per cent. interest, designed to 
raise £200 millions per annum and to replace the existing debt, 
in 25 years' time, by a new debt of £5,000 millions at 2l per' 
cent. This basis is adopted in the following explanation. 

880. The abolition of the Sinking Fund would, the author 
states, allow 10id. to be taken off the Income Ta.x on unearned 
income; this is rounded up to la. The Redemption Levy would 
be at the rate of 58. in the pound on unearned income, except 
as regards War Loans (888 next pa,ag,aph.), where it would be 
only 21. 6d. The levy payer would receive 2l per cent. bonds 
equsl in nominal amount to the levy paid, and redeemable st 
par in 25 years from the date of issue; it is assumed that the 
value of the £100 bonds ,would in the first place be £60, 80 that 
the .. apparent" burden of the levy would be two-fifths of 
the sum paid; or, in other words,would be equivalent to 21. in 
the pound on unearned income (or 11. in the pound, 80 far 80S 

concerns War Loans). 

881. The 58. levy is regarded as built up of halves; the first 
2s. 6a. implies a burden of 11., which would merely replace the 
la. taken off the Income Tax, while the second 21. 6d.-again 
implying a burden of 18.-is justified lIS a price to be paid by 
the capitalist for the great increase in capital values anticipated 
from the scheme. War Loans would be exempt from the second 
21. Ga. 'on the ground that there is little question here of 
appreciation or deprecistion, and that a levy might give rise 
to charges Of confiscation. It is assumed that the, appreciation of 
capital values in general would be about 1 per cent. per annum. 
On £100 unearned income the rate of 21. Ga. would raise 
£12 lOa., entailing a.n a.ctua1 burden of £5. Thus, if the £100 
were derived ai Ii per cent. from £2,000 capital, the levy burden 
of £5 would be 25 per cent. of the assumed capital appreciation. 
Only if the £100 were derived at &II a high rste as 20 per cent. 
from £500 capita.l would the levy burden be equivalent to the 
whole of a 1 per cent. a.ppreciation. 

882. The estimated effect of the scheme is worked out in the 
book in the following msnner. The basic figures are illustrative 
rather than actual, but this does not atlect the principiI' of 
the scheme. 

(a) National Debt 

£miUiom 
7,500 

(b) Interest charge, for which ordinary annual 
taxation would coutinue to be levied 

(c) Red"mption Levy of £200 millions per annum 
for 25 years would yield 

375 

5,000 
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;£ millio?\l. 

{d) Reduction of interest due to rephu:ement of 
£200 millions debt a.t 6 per cent. by £200 
millions Levy Bonds at 21 per ~nt. would 
be £5 millions each year (cumula.tlve). . 

Since ordinary tuatioD would continue 
to yield the full initial interest charge (£376 
millions), the reduction in interest of £5 
millions each year would operate a.s a cumu
lative Sinking Fund amounting at 6 per 
cent. in 25 years to 2,500 
whiah, together with the £5,000 millions 
raised by· the levy, would extinguish the old 
debt. The levy would then cea.se. 

{e) At the end of 25 years a. new Levy Bond debt 
would have been created ci .. , 6,000 
the iuterest charge at 21 per cent. com-
mencing at 120 
and the amount m.tunng for rep&yment 
each year for a. second period of 25 ysara 
being ,.. .200 

<J) The whole of the £376 millions previously 
raised for the interest charge would no longer 
be needed when-a.t the end of the first 
25 years-the old debt had been wiped out. 
£50 millions could be remitted from ta.ntion 
and £825 millioos mised for interest and re
p&yment of Levy Bonds as in (e). In each 
subsequent year £6 mill,ioos more could be 
remitted from tu.tion till the end of the 
second period of 25 ysara.· 

888. The first impreBSion given by tbe scheme is one of gnoat 
'COIIlplica.tion. Broadly, however, tbe proposal is simply to take 
18. oil the Income Tu on unearned income, and to mise &. 

forced 10f0D of 0.. in the pound on unearned inClOl!lS Ii &. rate 
of interest mucb below the mmet rate ; while OD an ambitious 
acale, it doe. n~ dilfer in ita essenti&l idea from other forced 
10&ll proposals aiming .t • reduction of the debt-charge. The 
merit of the scheme is that, for good or ill. it diacloaee the 
theoretical frr.mework. Tl>ia dise10aure would, we feal'.· not 
convinl.'S the ordinary levy p&yer thaa the levy was anything 
but very fonnidable. It does, however. provide &. good basis for 
diaeuaaing the actual results which &. forced loan of this type 
might entail. assuming it could be earned into operation. 
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884. The great positive advantage claimed for the levy is that 
it would help to create what· is .. absolutely" necessary," .. a 
great spate of new capital" sufficient to drown the N atioual 

" Debt. It would enable outsta.nding portions of the old debt 
to be succeasfully converted; it would lead to a great apprecia.
tion of capital values. The proposal, it is said, should be" 
welcome to financial houses, good for trade and a tonic for the 
individual taxpayer. Apparently good trade would go hand in 
hand with increased, prices, carrying with them .. a smaller 
consumption of all commodities and services affected." 

885. We have to ask what the nature of the burden would 
be, a.nd whether it would ultimately be as light as is claimed. 
'l'his involves the question whether capital values would be 
likely to appreciate to the extent suggested. We may then 
consider how the scheme' would affect incomes of different size 
and constitution, and finally what result might be looked for on 

'savings. 

886. Wllile the charge is said to be .. assessed on capital," it 
is presumably meant to be met out of income, since it has to 
create a .. great spate of new capital"; moreover, the pro
JlOII8l is to levy it in fact not on any valuation of capital, but on 
mcome derived from capital-i.e., on .. unearned income," as 
understood for Income Tax purposes (although, perhaps, some
what re-defined). Further, it is proposed that the collecliou of 
the levy should be fitted into the scheme of the Income Tax 
collt'Clion; it would, for instance, appareutly be paid by com
panies and deducted by them from their dividends. Thus, 10 
far as the scheme would impose a burden in the nature of • 
tax, it would do so. in • form difficult to distinguish from an 
additional Income Tax on unea.rned or investment income. 

The levy is intended to be at a. fiat rate, a.ltho1!gh the possi
bility of having to concede a progressive scale is recognised. 

887. The levy payer, as we have seen, would in the tiM 
instance pay or suffer by deduction 58. in the pound on all his 
unearned income. In exchange for a £100 levy payment, he 
would receive , 25 year bond of £100 nominal value which the 
author of the scheme calculates to be really worth £64 158, 4d,. 
but which he puts at £61) on the ground that the market would 
not reflect the full capitalised value. Accepting this figure, 
we ~et an apparent burdeu of 26., BKainst which has to be 
set the relief due to the lB, reduction of the Income Tax. The 
wealthier taxpayer--tjlough not the less well-to-do (8ee next 
paragraph)-would ge't the full benefit of the reduction, and thus 
his extra burden would be reduced to lB. in the pound. It is 
claimed, however, that .. there is strong ground for hoping tha& 
in most cases the cost would be more apparent than real " owing 
to the fall in the rate of interest and .. the general capital appre
ciation " which is relied upon. A forecast is ventured that .. in 
\10 to SO y_" the capital values will appreciate 20 to SO per 
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cent. approximately at the rate of £1 per cent. per annum." In 
80 far as this result was achieved, it ia to be noted that, unless 
production increased and dividends were. enhanced, ~e fall in 
interest rates wonld react upon the totaJ mvestment mcome, a8 
would also the gradual supersession of the present debt by the 
levy bonds. It ia, however, nnnecessary, in view d.our con
elusion. to pursue the effects of this upon the rate of the 
Redem ption LevY. . The forecast of appreciation is at. least 
optimistic. and it does not a.llow for the influence of world 
interest rates. But in any case, if special merit ia to be proved, 
it must be shown tbt the scheme would have a greater effect 
on capital values than a simple Sinking Fund equal to the net 
burlIen of the levy. If, instead of the levy scheme, the Sinking 
Fund of £40 millions (taking the author's figures) were raiaed 
to £80 millions by putting an extra shilliug of Income Ta.x on 
unearned income. redemption of debt would proceed just aa 
rapidly. There ia thus no reason why the levy should be any 
mOle effective in reducing the rate of interest and enhancing 
capital values than a simple Sinking Fund imposing the same 
net burden. . If the cost of the levy to the taxpayer would be 
"more apparent than real," the sa.me. should be tree of an 
extra 11. of Inoome Taz on unearned income. Apparently, 
the levy could only make good its elaim if it were very superior 
to the Income Tax in its action upon savings. . The questioo 
of its actiou on ilavings ia then d. tbe most vital concern to the 
levy. Before we paBB on to it, however, we .must .glance M 
the way in which individuals with different incomes would suller. 

888. The effect of the proposed flat rate would be tc;I place 
the burden most heavily on the smallest incomes. The following 
figures relate to unmarried taxpayers:-

hoo .... Ba. 01 Income Ba.oI Reliet J!Ol' Appus' N"'_ 
(all Tu (iDaladiDg Red~p paDad if bardea bardea per 

1I......-). 8aper-"~) lion lDoome Tu: 0I1e:!J C"! aDdor 
( 19i6/ll'l). L...,.. Ndaaed b71 .. perpaD ..,. ......... 

£ I. fl. I. .. .. <I. 
100 - 5 - I I 0 
400 1 ~, 5' Abaa\ ..... I AbatI' I 'I 1,0110 S 0 Ii Aba .. , 9<1. I A_' I S 

4,000 • • II Abaa\ II .... t A_' I ot 
40,000 8 7 II " ........... 1 .. I ApprDL I 0 

Owing to the graduation of the Income Tax, the real relief c0rre

sponding to the nominal 11. would be nil for the non-liable 
income, a fraction of a penny for the ju~ liable jnoome, and an 
amount increaaing up to nearly. b. for the \arge income. The 
extra burden impoeed by the Ie..,. would therefore not be at .. 
flat rate but would be actually ~1'8. 
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. 889. A further point may be noticed. The intention is to place 
the burden on people who will profit by a fall·in the. rate of 
interest. But some holders of investment incomes would lose 
rather than gain from any such fall, for example, mortgagees and 
holders of securities with a due date. Their capital is fixed, and 
when the rate of interest falls their income falls with it. 

890. It would be open to the individual to borrow 88. in every 
J>a. of the levy payment due from him, and to repay the loan 
with the proceeds of his levy bond; he would have to suJl'er the 
remaining \la. as a tax. A very heavy strain would be put on 
people with small and moderate uneamed incomes, and while 
they would bortow largely in order to meet the levy, the burden 
i)f \la. in the pound (implying a varying net extra burden, as 
shown above) would no doubt have a considerable effect in reduc
ing their consumption and forcing savings out of them; the same 
would be true of a regressive addition to the Income Tax. 

891. The author of the scheme lays stress upon the .. effec
tiveness of the new security merely as a stimulant to thrift." 
The bonds will be so attractive (not merely when the date of 
maturity approaches) that people will make special efforts to 
pay for them out of aavings and hold them as investments. This 
supposed attractiveness of the bonds apparently rests on the 
author's calculstion that tlie bonds will be really worth 
£64 15a. 4d. as against the assumed market value of £60. The 
argument seems to be self-contradictory, for a low market value 
would only be likely to arise by reason of the bonds being un
attractive as an investment to the whole range of gilt-edged 
investors. ~his, in our opinion, they would certainly be. Capital 
appreciation is only attractive to certain very limited classes, and 
the great majority of investors '\Vant to hold securities in which 
it is clear that the income is all income and the principal is all 
principal. It is difficult to conceive then that the levy bonds 
would be at all generally effective in promoting savings. 

892. We conclude then that, as comparecl with an increase 
of the Income Tax for Sinking Fund purposes, the levy scheme 
would not justify itself by creating large new savings, or by C8WI
ing a great reduction of interest and appreciation of capital values. 
There would be no special effect OD capital values such as to 
.ease the real·burden of the levy, and the llat rates would entail 
hardship to the smaller incomes. 

893. Frwced Loans ge1le1'ally.-As we have said, the author 
of .. The State Debt and the National Capital .. lays stress on 
the elasticity of his proposals. In our opinion, the very idea of 
a forced levy would rouse antipa~y in the country, an~ we think 
that one involving a rate of 5,. m the pound and iastmg for 25 
years would be quite impracticable. Opposition would be inten
sified by the fiat-rate character of the levy proposed. It would 
probably be necessary to resort to a progressive scheme, but this 
would raise administrative difficulties which might be great; 
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moreover if the yield were to be equivalent to that produced 
by a tlat ~ate of 5 •. , the rate might have to be very much higher 
for large fortunes. 

A forced loan of a ama1ler amount would be easier to introduce. 
but its etJect on revenue could- only be equivalent to that of a 
comparatively slight addition to direct taxation, and at the best 
it would, in our opinion, not be worth while. 

894. A forced loan, in so far as it carries a rate of interest below 
the general rate, is really a compound of taxation and of a 
loan on ordinarily remunerative terms. Such a financial 
expedient can in our view only be justified as an emergency 
measure, when great difficulty is experienced in getting taxes 
on the incomes or wealth of well-to-do people properly aseesaed 
and paid, and when there is not enough confidence for a voluntary 
loan to be tloated sncceBBfnlly; in the circnmst&.nces of this 
country we can see no justification whatever for its adoption. 

n.-ANNUAL TAX ON CAPITAL: INCREASED TAXA
TION OF INVESTMENT INCOME. 

895. Ooe of the features of the forced loan scheme which we 
have jun considered is that the levy imposed under it would faU 
wholly on uneame.d or investment income. Thua it.has a clear 
point of contact with the Capital Levy, in so far as it wonld be 
a method of redeeming deM at the expense of the owner of capital 
wealth, without raisiDg any charge on current personal ~gs. 
At t he same time, the fact that it would be assessed on an income 
instead of on a capital base marks a vital distinction. The 
Cnpitai Levy is concerned only with capital values, and disregards 
the income yield. Under the forced loan scheme, on the con
trary, an equal amount would be payable on an investment income 
of £1,000, whether it were derived from gilt-edged securities 
worth over £20,000 or from speculative investments worth 
£10.000. The 88me is true of a straightforward tax on invest
ment income. An annual tax based on the capital value of pro
perty. snch as exists in certain countries, is closer in principle 
to the Capital Levy. We propose to consider hrietly these two 
forma of tax-firatly, an annnal tax on capital; and. II8OOndly, • 
special weighting of the Income Tax on investment income. 

896. AftlW4l fa 011 C4pital.-In des.ling with the Capital Levy. 
we have diacuesed the difficulties of capital valuation. An annnal 
tax levied on a capital base would require not merely a single
but a recurrent valuation, and it is clear at ftrst sight that the 
task would be one of IUch magnitude as not to be worth while. 
unl_ • high yield W8B to be obtained. ~ we have to 
eonsider therefore is the question of ineorporating • tax of 
eonsiderable severity in the British taxation system. What
ever modifications might be made in the exiBting Income Tax, iii 
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• 
may be presumed that the total elect of the change would be 
to differentiate a good deal more widely than at present between 
earned and investment income. 

897. From the point of view of equity. there is much to be said 
for making pure investment income carry a larger share than 
it dOes of annual taxation. We have explained, however (para. 
856), that th«e are indefinite gradations between pure 
earned income and pure investment income, which it is imprac
ticable to take into account for tax purposes. In particular. there 
is no means of distinguishing between income from the taxpayer's 
own sav;.ngs and income from, e.g., inherited wealth. To tax 
investment income much more heavily than at present, while 
it would exact a contribution from the pure rentier more in 
accordance with his ability to pay, would involve unfairness and 
hardship to the taxpayer whose capital represented the fruits of 
his own ellort and saving. 

898. An annual tax levied on a capital base, while it would fall 
upon all investment income, would affect it with varying severity 
according to the eecurity and general worth of its capital source. 
From the point of view of equity this is perhaps a special 
advantage in the tax. The Estate Duty, it is true, already makes 
lOme provision for this particular difference in ability to pay 
(c/. para. 476), but an annual t!'x would bring the distinction 
home to taxpayers during their lifetime. 

8.99. The elect of the tax on savings would be double-edged 
If it enabled the standard rate of Income Tax to be lowered, the 
margin for saving would be increased both for the individual 
earner, and for the company (the capital tax being BB81lIIled not 
to apply to reserves). On the other hand, the heavier tax falling 
on investment income, besides impeding the accmilulation of 
capital out of such income, would be a certain deterrent to the 
earner. Professor Pigou· referred to the existing taxation of 
unearned income at a higher rate, and the existing death duties, 
as both being differential against saving, although, in view of the 
more or less auiomatic nature of a large part of the savings made, 
he did not think the check likely to be very great (EtI., p. 41; 
E. in C., 37 and Q. 660). The check would no doubt be accen
tuated by a considerable annual tax on capital. One apecia1 
elect might be to give a stimulus to investment in the more 
risky class of industrials, inasmuch as £100 yielding £10 income 
. would only pay the same capital tax as £100 yielding £6 income. 

900. We conclude that in no respect is there a strong case in 
favour of introducing the ta.x into this country. A cogent reason 
against doing 80 is to be found in the aclministrative diflicuUiee, 
which prove on examination to be very formidable. It is 
.doubtful whether revaluation could be carried out annually in 
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Great Britain, on account of the lsrge number of taxpayers. A 
triennial 888eaament would BBve expense, but taxpayers whose 
capital had shruDk in value would undoubtedly clamour for the 
appropriate reduction, while those whose capital had improved 
would eBCBpe additional tax. This would inevitably lead to 
inequalities and difficulties, which, recurring annually, would 
evoke disaatisfaction with, and great opposition to, the tax. 
Moreover, the requirement of returns of total capital, in addition 
to Income Tax returns, would in itself tend to exaspe1'6te many 
persona. 

901. Finslly, we may note that the system of taxation at thl! 
lOurce cannot be applied to a capital tax, and that. in countries 
where the tax exists, the authorities are forced to base the assesa
ment.· on the taxpayer's declsrationa. However strict the 
scrutiny, it is doubtful if the officials can adequately counteract 
the tendency to undervaluation, avoidance and evasion inherent 
in a system of self-as&esu.ment. 

9011. HelJoie, lnoome TIJZ on invutment i_.-The dif
ferentiation between earned and investment incomes might be 
increased in various ways. Lord Bradbury, who held that the 
process {If taxing the rentiet for Il/lbt interest or repayment 
.. could with advantage be osrried further, to the relief of the 
rewards of pereonsl exertion and new enterprise .. (E. in C., 8), 
advocated, inter alia, a SUbstantial increase in the allowance for 
earned income, the cost hsving to be met by raising the basic 
rates of tax. (E. in C., 110.) He stated that he would favour 
alterations in the Income Tax, Super-tax, and death duties in 
pursuance of the BBme principle rather than a Capital Levy. 
(E. in C., 119.) 

90S. Whether we consider a redistribution of the existing 
burden as between earned and investment income, or an addition 
to the existing burden, the addition being confined to investment 
income, we are met by the BBme difficulties in regard to equity 
ud BIIoving as in the caee of an annual tax on capital. We may 
recall that in 1919-!!O the Royal CommituUon on the Income 'fax 
ooncluded, alter me.ture deliberation, thM the relief then granted 
in favour of earned income was too high. They proposed that 
the relief should oonaist of a deduction for asp "'ent pmpns!a of 
one-tenth of the earned income, subject to a maxim1llll deduction 
01 £SIOO, and effect was given to this recommendation in the 
Finance Act, 19!!O ( ... Appendis VllI). In the Finauce Act. 
19115, the. measure of relief was increaaed from one-tenth of 
the earned income to one-aixth, aubject to .. maximum deduc
tion of .£1150. 

90&. If it were intended to ~ the ~, Income 'l'u 
burden in order to repay debt 011 a acale at aIl'comparable with 
that aimed at by .. Capital Levy, the addition would either have 
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to be exceedingly heavy for a short period or, if moderate, would 
have to be maintained over a very long period. The psychO" 
logical effect in either case would be serious, and, so far as saving 
ie concerned, we think that the placing of the entire additional 
burden on investment income would be a greater deterrent than 
a simple increase in the standard rate of tax all round. It ie no 
doubt true, so far as the physical effeot can be viewed apart from 
psychological reactions, that the additional tax on investment 
income would be beneficial to saving if it were all applied to debt 
redemption, and if the dietribution of Government expenditure 
continued in other respects to be as' at present. But this would 
be true of any annual form of taxation for debt redemption, and 
provides no argument for increasing the Income Tax (whether 
upon all income, or upon inveatment income only) rather than any 
other tax. It ie clear that; given a definite scheme of expendi
ture, the queation what form of tax will be best in relation to 
saving and enterprise can only depend on the way in which the 
taxpayer himself will be affected. 

905. A heavy tax on investment income would be free from 
the great practical difficulties of an annual tax on capital, 
although the ease of administering it would', of course, 
depend on the form in whi"h it might be imposed. We regard 
it as having, on the whole, less claim to consideration than a 
general increase of the Income Tax. The desirability or other
wise of such an increase must depend on Sinking Fund policy 
and on the consideration of other taxes. 

m.-COMPOSITION FOR INCOME TAX. 
906. In the course of the evidence given to us by Mr. LaytoIi. 

reference was made to a suggestion which had originated with 
him, that the Income Tax payer might he invited to make a 
voluntary lump sum payment to the State in composition for 
part of hie future tax liability. (Q, 2588.) Such advance pay
ments would provide a certain fund for immediete debt redemp
tion. We did not receive any further development of this idea 
from Mr. Layton, and we can therefore only examine it in the 
¥t of the proposals contained in hie book, .. The Budget of 
1933 " (The Daily News, Ltd.). 

After mentioning various strong objections to the Capital Levy, 
he points out. that they would not apply to a voluniary payment 
out of capital. He suggeats two ways in which the payer of 
Income Tax and Super-tax might be tempted to compound for 
these taxes. .. One ie-that income tax payers might compound. 
say, for sixpence, a shilling, or one-and-sixpence in the pound 
on their income for a period of years or for life. Thie plan would 
have a certain speculative element about it. for if the taxpayer·. 
income was increasing during the period he would he getting olr 
lightly, whereas it hie income were dwindling he would be paying 
more tban on the income tax principle and the Treasury would 
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benefit. This speculative element might, indeed, be one of the 
attractions of the scheme to the public. The other device is that, 
by a capital payment made DOW, the taxpayer would be entitled 
to deduct a given fixed IUID from his income tax payment for a 
given number of years. This plan would be much leBS specu
lative than the first, except that the taxpayer would benefit if the 
rate of interest in general fell. He would, in fact, capitalise his 
Income Tax payments on favourable terms." 

907. The speculative element in the first echeme would be 
very large. If a man with £5,000 income in a particular year 
were to compound, on the basis of that income, for 6d. in the 
pound on his future income, or, in other worda, if he were to 
pay a capital sum based on the present value of £125 per 
annum over a number of years, he would be compounding for a 
eeries of liabilities of unknown amount: if his income was liable 
to fluctua.tion, the aeries might, for instance, be:-

Year 1 £76 on iDoomo of £3,000 • 
., 2 £100 ,t ., £4,000 . 
., S ... £00 II It £2,000. 
n ,... £25.. n £1,000 • 
.. 6... Dilonal ... 

.and so on: or it might begin very dilferently-
Year 1 ••• £176 on iDoome of £7,000. 

II 2 ... £IM.. II £6,000. 
n 8 .. , £200.. n £ij,OOO. 
.. , ... £250.. n £10,000. 
.. 6 ... £176 n .. £7,000.-

In very many caees, it would _, the taxpayer oould speculate 
«)Il the praclioal certainty of an advance in fees or profits, and the 
State would lose heavily: it is just in theee caees that the com
position would be likely to be made. 

908. The seoond scheme would appear to favour the richer 
taxpayer. It is tantamount to the purchase of an annuity for a 
term of years, the annuity being payable free of Inaome Tax and 
Super-tax. Let 118 BUppoee, for instance, that (on .. basis of 
4 per cent.) the offer were made of a deduction of £100 annually 
for 18 years, on payment down of £1,000; let 118 take the case of 
three taxpayers with incomes of £50,000, £5,000, and £1.,600 
who r.ocept the offer, and let 118 suppoee that the £1,000 capital 
IUID paid down would have yielded £50 per annum to each of 
1hem, before deduction of Inaome Tax. When Inrome Tax and 
Super-tax liabilities IIl'II reckoned with, the £50 per annum would 
have been worth £'l5 net to the man with £50,000 income, 
.£84 'Ie, 6d. net to the ml/oll with £5,000 inaome, and £4D net to 
the man with £1,600 inoome. In each ease an annuity of the 
aame net amount of £100 is received, althoogh the pricee paid IIl'II 
very different. This would clearly be inequitable, and unless 
the terme of the offer were fixed by reference to the case of the 
wealthy taxpayer (which would make the offer unaHractive to 
everybody else), the revenue would suffer very great loss. The 
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only solution we can see would be to make the annuity liable 
to tax in the ordinary way. If thia were done, then in the 
above example the man with £50,000 income would be allowed 
a. deduction of £50 per annum, the man with £5,000 a deduction 
of £68 15a., and the man with £1,500 a deduction of £80. The 
scheme, however, would then be indistinguiahable from an 
ordinary annuity, paymenta 'of which might equally well be 
regarded by the taxpayer as a set-off against his tax liability. We 
cannot think that Mr. Layton would pursue either of his sug
gestions, on working out their implications. 

909. A more detailed plan for the composition of Income Tax 
was sent us by Professor Lehfeldt of Johannesburg University, 
and is printed as Appendix.IX to the Minutes of Evidence. His 
plan is that taxpa.yers, on reaching a certain age, say, 55, should 
be invited to compound for the whole of the paymenta of Income 
Tax (excluding Super-tax) to become due from them on unearned 
income for the remainder of their lives: if tbe system proved 
successful, it should afterwards be made compulsory. We may 
note the following points in the scheme:-

(i) The 'composition would be speculative in several 
respecta. As Professor Lehfeldt indicates, the taxpayer who 
had compounded on the basis of hiS Income Tax liability 
in a given year would lose by any subsequent reduction in 
the rate of tax, and would gain by any expansion in the 
amount of his iucome. A further element of specnlation is 
involved in the calculation of the capital sum by reference 
to life expectation: while men who reach the age of 55 may, 
on the average, die in 13'78 years, the individual will only 
occasionaJIy conform to the average. 

(ii) The scheme is limited to older people, .. liecause at 
earlier ages men are earning freely and adding to their 
fortunes, so that to guarantee them immunity from tas&
tion will deprive the Trea~ury of access to too large an 
amount of new wealth" (para. 6). This provi!Oion would 
fail of ita object: it is precisely the older people whOol8 
fortunes often oocumnIate the most rapidly, as the Estace 
Duty statistics of age and wealth reveal. Men continue to 
earn freely till long after the age of 55, and the wealthy, 
even after they retire. may save very large SUID8 out of the 
superfluity of their income over their requirement~. The 
revenue would, therefore, be certaiu to lose very senoDsly. 

(iii) It is proposed that, while incrementa of income due 
to the taxpayer's own efforts shouJd be immune from taxa.. 
tion the immunity should not estend to income derived 
froU: bequests (para. 9). Profeasor Lebfeldt thinks it 
should not be difficult to make this exception, bot it is not 
clear how income from a bequest could contil.ue to be 
identified after the monies had been merged in the general 
property of the taxpayer. Fresh composition wonltl, 
apparently, be the only remedy. 
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(iv) The scheme would give many opportunities for 
evasion. On approaching the age of 55, for instance. a 
man would naturally be tempted to invest largely in non. 
income producing assets: ~fter compounding for all future 
Income Tas: and Super.tax, he could sell the a8B8ts awl 
enjoy a tax·free income from them. . 

(v) It is suggested that the unearned income shoulcl 
be capitalised .. at a rate of interest to be specified. say. 
4i per cent." (para. 7). Apparently. then, all income, 
whether derived from Government securities or from shares 
in a gold mine. would be capitalised at the same rate. 
Thi8 would obviously be inequitable. Here, again. it would 
pay the individual on the threshold of 55 to put all hill 
money into gilt.oedged securities. and. after having com· 
pou nded. to re-invest in 8tocks giving a higher return. 

(vi) If the scheme were voluntary. it would have many 
uncertainties and inequiti!'8, but it would, perhaps, be the 
taxpayer's responaibil,ity. if he chose to gamble. If the 
scheme were compulsory, the Government would be re
sponsible for inflicting hardships which coul.! not be 
justified. 

910. Apari from any particular scheme, we think it undesirable 
in principle that a gambling element-upeetting the canon of 
ability to pay~ould be introduced into tax liabilities. W~ 
do not thi~ it neceasuy to examine the administrative aspects 
of tax composition. but it seems clear that it would give rise 
to some friction. since the lucky gamblers would always be n 
cause of irritation to the nnlucky. Further, \he uncertainty 
and fluctnation8 in the amounts tendered would probably be 
trouhlesome to the Treasury. 

911. Composition for annual taxes would. no doubt, provide 
a certain fund at once for debt redemption. But, 88 against 
any reduction elfected in debt charges, there would be a re
duction in receipts from <the taxes which were subject to 
composition, and apan from considerations of price level there 
would be no advantage. in the long run, unless \he terms 01. 
composition were so favourable to the State as to olrer little 
attraction to the taxpayer. Under any voluntary scheme we 
think the resuli would be a 1088 in taxes to the 8ta\8. 

IV.-A FLAT.RATE TAX ON PRODUCTION. 
SUGGESTED BY MR. P. D. LEAKE. 

9111. In evidence before U8 Mr. P. D. I-ke advocated a flat.. 
rate tax on production. ultimately to be .. 01. a percentage aufIi· 
cient to raiae the whole amouut nec.=ry for national revenue 
purpoeea" (Q. 4670). He afterwards submitted a summary, 
explaining hia propoaala iu considerable. detail. which will be 
found printed "* the I'nd of his oral evidence (E •• p. 840). It 
is not our intention to discu98 the propoeaIs at great length, 
Rince they are bound up with a view of existing tuatioa which 
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.is radically at variance with our own, a.s fully expressed in this 
Report, and since, moreover, they are open to a few broad 
·objections which appear to ns to be quite fatal. Me. Leake 
regards progressive taxation as inherently vicious. In his view 
the principle of ability to· pay is self-defeating (Q. 4734) : .. the 
employers' disproportionate burden of progressive taxation" 
enters into the cost borne by them incidental to production, and 
therefore maintains high prices, which are detrimental to the 
wage-ea.rning class (Eo., p. 333; E. in C. 24) ; progressive taxa
tion .. is already acting disastrously in this country upon the 
well-being of wage-earners and others. in receipt of sma.ll in
comes." (Eo., p. 332; E. in C. 17.) On these points we may 
refer to our Section dealing with the Incidence of the Income 
Tax, where we have given dets.ile3 reasons for our conclusion 
that the tax is not passed on like an indirect tax in prices to 
the consumer. In regard to progressive taxation a.s such, we 
have expressed our approva.! of the principle (888 88fl8eiallll para. 
330 et 8eq.), while reoognising the dangers of carrying progression 
too far. 

913. As regards some of the more general elects on saving 
and enterprise, our difference with Mr. Leake is rather one of 
degree. We agree that the ~ghly. progressive taxes have 
exercised a check, but we do not conmder that they have been 
nearly so destructive as he suggests. 

914. Me. Leake's propoaa.1 is that a tax should be levied at the 
source on the annual national production, employers being 
charged on the total produce of their own efforts and of the 
labour and capital associa.ted with them. Thus, when levied in 
respect of industrial business, it would be assessed on the total 
fund comprising aa.1aries, wages, rents, interest on borrowed 
capital, and profits. .. We deduct from the saJes· the amount 
of the purchases, expired capital outlay, or depreciation cI. plant, 
and all outside expenses like rs.ilway carriage, postage. and 
services received from other undertakings, and the difference 
will be found to be production." (Q. 4731.) The ta.x wonld be 
levied, not only on all business employers, but a.lso on professional 
men and all classes of independent workers, the aame principles 
of assessment being followed, so far as applicable. It would 
also be deducted from all interest on British Governmeut and 
Municipa.J Securities. Lands, houses and peraonal belongings 
would come. within assessment. (Eo., p. 342, paras. 11-13.) 
Wbile Mr. Leake discusses his tax largely on the basis of a 
10 per cent. rate, which he thinks would probably be enough 
to snpersede the Income Tax, Super-tax and death duties 
(Q. 4671), he snggests that" ss a beginning, a production tax 
of 2l per cent., or 6d. in the £ only, might be applied, simul
taneouslv with some further reduction of the maximum rates of 
Income'Tax and Super-tax"; he estimates the yield of the 
2l per cent. tax at £75 millions. (Ell., p. 343; PlII'as. 20-21.) 
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915. A question of prime importance is how the taxed pro
duction of a busineslt-i.e., the tota.l fund as described above, 
minus the tax paid-would be distributed by the employer . 
.. In the case of fixed contradua.l payments, under such heads, 
as rent, interest, &c., the production taxol, say, 10 per cent. 
would be specifica.lly deducted, and the net amount only debited 
to the Profit and Loss Account." (Ell., fl. 341; para.. 4.) The
crux lies in the trea.tment of wages. Is the 10 per cent. to be 
borne by the employer or is it, in whole or in part, to be 
deducted from wages? Mr. Leake relies on a just division, but 
we find his tentative pronouncement mOBt unsatisfying. .. It 
seems probable thllt whether, lind to what extent, the employer 
will find it necessary immedilltely to reduce the shares of tllxed 
production paid in the forms of wages lind eaJaries, will depend 
upon the circumstances. It mlly be thllt any reduction in th" 
rate of wages lind salaries will coincide with, or perhaps may 
Bctua.lly follow the gradual fa.1l in prices and the cost of living. 
together with the increase in opportunities of employment, 
which will result from the gradual release of employers from 
the present crushing burden of progressive taxation." (Ell., 
p. 840; p_. 1.) Just before this passa.ge Mr. Leake rema.rb 
tha.t the amount of the production tax may or may not be greater 
than the amount paid by the employer under the present Income 
Tax. So fa.r, as we can see. this must depend mainly on the 
relation between the wages bill lind the net trading profit in the 
industry concerned. In certaill cases, e.g., in finishing mules. 
where relatively sma.1l numbers are employed, the production 
tax migM be the lesa heavy. Over industry as a wbole, how
ever, wa~B constitute the bulk of the costs, the bill being 
heaviest m the great basic ind1i.striea, COlli, steel and iron. 
textiles, etc. Where large numbers are employed, the burdeD 
of 'a. production tax of 10 per cent. would normally (unless very 
high profit. were being made) be much larger in amount than 
that of the present direct taxes, apart from its difference in kind 
as a tu entering directly into the costs of production. It ia 
difficult therefore to divine how the release from .. the present 
cruahing burden" could lead to prices fslling either before. or 
even at the same time BB, a fall in wages. It seemB beyond 
question that, unlesa employers were to put up prices, they would, 
over a very large area of employment. have no optioD but to 
reduce wages at once, often to an extent commensurate with the 
tn. Whether, after an interval of time, there would be any 
fall in prices iB at least problematical. i1le prospect of wages 
being forced down appears to be envisaged in the aectioD 01 
Mr. Leake's Bummary BUggesting a .. method 01 desling with 
annual losses." Relief frem the taI may, be concedes, be 
necessary in times of sustained adversity to rertain industries 
carrying heavy labour bills; but in order to get relief on the 
ground that, after payment of wages and aalmes. the taI dOO8 
not leave a reasonable margin for the other eo-operatora, it 
"'Quid hne to be shown .. thd the employera haw paid no 
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more to the wage-earners and salary-eamers than must be 
reasonably regarded as minimum payments. necessary for 
subsistence .. (para. 8). 

916. Logically, it would seem consistent with the production 
tax scheme thali the full 10 per cent. (or whatever the percentage 
might be) abould be deducted from the wages, however low they 
might be. The object of the scheme is., after all, precisely to 
,get rid of progression, and if the employer were to bear the 
whole tax or much more than his proportionate abare, and the 
wage-earners were completely or almost completely to eacape, 
effective progression would still remain, though of a most 
haphazard nature. Moreover, independent workers are intended 
to suffer the til-X without any exemption for subsistenee, a.nd it 
is not clear why there should be II-Oy different trea.tment for 
wage-ea.rners. 

917. We think that, wIhile some employers would attempt to 
deduct the tax from wages, very many would regard such a 

ilOurse &8 impracticable, and would pursue the alternative course 
of charging higher prices in order to shift the incidence of the 
tax. There wonld, we think, be immediate confusion in prices, 
out of which an increase in the genera I level would soon emerge. 
This would lead to demands for higher wages and to acute labour 
trouhle and disturba.nce. The production tax, being a tax whic·h. 
unlike the. Income Tax, would enter into costs and which. 
unlike the Income Tax. would generally affect employers of 
labour, whether making a profit or not, would naturally tend to
be passed on in prices to the consumer. Instead of remedying 
an evil wrongly imputed to the Income Tax, the production tax 
would itself induce that evil. 

918. We conclude that, so far lUI the scheme might succeed 
in laying the burden of taxation proportionately on all incomes 
irrespective of size, it would be gravely inequitable, and would 
be a retrograde measure. undoing the whole advance that has 
been made in the acience of taxation. particularly in tlie last 
20 years; incidentally, if the ta.x were merely substituted for 
Income Tax, Super-tax and death duties, and the present 
indirect dnties continued in force, the tax-system as a whole 
would be actually regressive, and exceedingly damaging to the 
workers' standard of living. 

919. So far as employers failed to paBa on the tax appropriate 
to wages, either by means of. lower wages or higher prices. a 
burden of large and indefinite amount would be borne by 
industry, the weight of the burden having no determinate rela
tion to the profit, and the larger employer of labour being the 
more severely penalised. If our industries in competition with 
foreign countries were to be saved from a new and very severe 
handicap, it woulcJ be necesaary to allow generous drawbacks 
on export, and a duty would have to be imposed on all imports 
&s an equalising tariB. 
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920. The tax would be inequitable not only as between indi
viduals, but also as between one business and another. It would 
violently upset price-levels and wage-levels, and there would 
be lL period of most injurious friction . before any. sort of 
equilibrium could be re-establilihed. It is difficult to conceive 
a system that would be more harmful to the country. 

V.-PROFESSOR RIGNANO'S DEATH DUTIES 
SCHEME. 

921. The central feature of Professor Rignano's fult plan, 
viewed aim ply as a method of taxation, is that it seeka io 
diJferentiate between wealth due to the effort and saving of the 
testator, and wealth which he has :received by inheritance or 
gift, either at one remove or at two removes from the original 
saver. "Once the estate of the testator was thuB quantitatively 
divided, the nation would not levy on the portion due to his 
labour lind thrift any higher duties than it imposes to-day. On 
the portion which the deceased inheri,ed, directly from his father 
the nation would mue a much heavier levy, say 50 per cent. 
On the portion which came to him from his grandfather through 
the medium of his father, there would be laid a very hellVY tax, 
possibly 100 per cent ... • As remacked by ProfeBBOr Cannan 
(Q. 827), the proposal has been rather prejudiced from a purely 
fisool point of view by its avowed social and political objects. 
It wile put forward by Professor Rignllno as .. the sole way io, 
achieve an effective ano gradual nationalisation of private capital 
without injuring the delicllte mechanism of economic pro
duction."t It can, though perhllps with some difficulty, be 
separated from this background and examined as II method of 
raising revenue for debt redemption, especially by the tests (eI) of 
practit'8bility, (b) of equity, and (0) ot the dect on savings. 

922. The ·form of the levy is not rigidly fixed, but the outline 
given above-exi,sting rates on the first transfer of property from 
the original saver, 50 per cent. of the balance on the second 
transfer, and confiscation of the remainder on the third 
tranafer-representa whllt is known as the ma.rimum project. 
There is also a minimum project, less clearly defined, which, we 
understand, would only distinguish two transfers, and would 
always stop short of confiscation: .. lower rate of duty would 
be levied ,!n the pact of lID estate due to the 8&vings of the 
dPCedent. and .. higher rate on the pact which he might have' 
inherited. Il will be clear that .. scheme of this kind, if prac
ticable at all, would be Tery elastio as regards the parti.ouler 
rates of duty which might be chosen. 

923. In general, though with possible excepuone ";hich we 
note in paragraph 925, no account would be taken under the 
Rignano scheme of the history of inherited property during the 

• no So<iaI Sif'Oi • ¥ DMIA DrIIia. AdaDad froa Dr. Sbala" _ 
!atioa b, Sir Jooiaia a_Po G.B.B., D.&. (Nool »oapa). pp. S8-I. 

t Ibid. p. 60. 
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lifetime of the heir. The ss.vings of the heir would be measured 
simply by the excess of his net estate at death over the amounts 
which he had received by inheritance or gift. For example, 
" if someone has inherited £60,000, if he dissipates this allo 
later accumulates £100,000, the nation has no a.1temative but 
to consider the first £60,000 as representing the inherited 
property ... • 

924. Practicability.-We print, as Appendix XXVI, So 

memorandum which we received from the Board of Inland 
. Revenue on the practical aspect of the proposs.l. The Board, 
addressing themselves to the maximum project, indicate that 
prolongGd enquiry would be needed in order to determine whether 
a soheme of the kind could be put into effective operation in 
this country, but that on a first examination, aud subject to 
certain important considerations, it would not seem Imprac
ticable (para. 4). Elaborate and costly reoords would be neces
sary (paras. 4 (i), 6 and 6). The tracing of gifts would be 
particularly difficulty and, even with special provisions and with 
·drastic penalties for concea.1ment, the incentive to, and the 
~pportunities for, evasion would be considerable (parlJ8. 4 (iii) 
and 7). The existing system of settlements a.nd trusts \vould 
have to be largely modified (parlJ8. 4 (iv) and 8). Even if, ill 
all the conditions required, the scheme could be worked prac
tica.1ly in thia country-which ia " perhaps doubtful" (para. 9)
it "could not in its initial stages be fully and effectively 
administered so as to secure a correct assessment and equality 
as between one taxpayer and another. Probably it would only 
be after the tax had been in operation for a considerable period, 
say, two generations, and full and elaborate records had been 
accumulated that it could be anticipated that the administration 
~f the tax would approximate to the standard prevailing in the 
case of the other main direct taxes" (paraA (ii).). Sir Richard 
Hopkins in his oral evidence pointed to the extraordinary diffi
culties in the full Rignano scheme. (Q. 9150.) He added that 
the practicability would be much greater if there were only two 
rates, but that it must largely depend, in a great scheme of this 
kind, on the attitude of the·taxpayers. (Q. 9154-8.) 

925. Equity.-From the point of view of theoretical equity 
the distinction between wealth saved by the testator and wealth 
inherited by him, or received by way of gift, ia one wLich might 
well enter in some degree into the graduation of the dt'ath 
duties. At the same time it has yet to be shown how it could 
be made to work fairly in practice. If the savings of the 
testator were to be measured simply by taking the excess of 
the net value of hia property at death over the net val'Je oC 
what he had received by gift or bequest in the course of his 
life, without any allowance for appreciation or depreciation of 
the property so received, glaring inequa.1ities would be found to 

• Th. Social Sig.ijiccutu of Doadt .0",; .. , pp. 70-1. 
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result. Some of these might no doubt be modified. Professor 
Rignano himself recognises that it might be necessary to provide
for alterations in the general value of money by a. system of 
index numbers.· But alterations in the genera.l value of money 
and in the general rate of interest are only the beginning of 
the trouble. The individual who comes into an estate does not 
receive an infinitesimal sha.re of every kind of property; he 
receives certain particular stocks, etc., the value of which may 
go up or down independently of a.ny average represented by 
a general index number; moreover, he may change over at any 
time into other investments or forms of property. For example, 
A and B each inherit property in the same year worth £50,000, 
and each lives to enjoy the property for an equal period. A 
preserves his .capital intact and, although he does not work or 
save, his property doubles in value, while (according to the 
index which we may suppose to be applied) general values 
increase 50 per cent.; B realises his inheritance and puts half 
the proceeds into a business whiQh he is just starting, but, being 
unlucky with hiB new investments a.nd sulfering losses in the 
early years of his businees, he only manages, by dint of hard 
work and Baving, to leave a property worth £75,000. While a 
quarter of A.', estate (£100,000 - £75,000) wonld be deemed to 
represent his own savings and would, therefore, be taxed at the
lower rate, the whole of B', estate would be treated as inherited. 

9116. We do not see how it would be possible to avoid inequity 
in the working of the scheme a& hitherto formulated. l'rofesaor 
Rignano concedee that .. it would always be possible to intro
duce statutory e:lception& for cases where the inherited estate 
might be lost through fortuitouB circumstances or jorce majeure ... 
.. However," he adds, .. a oompetent tribunal would have to 
pII88 upon BUch oa.sea, and closely check and limit them, in 
order that the entire significance of the reform should not be 
lost ... t In our opinion, it would be extrenlel:y difficult to draw 
the line, if e:lceptiona were once admitted; there would be 
oonst&nt appeals for: new messes of statutory relief and for extra
statutory concessions, and these would very greatly emba.rr&B8 
the task of administration. The problems of equity would be 
serious, even if a modified form of the scheme wllre introduced. 
Under the" maximum" project they would be intensified. 

991. Effect 0" ~ng,.-Profell8Ol" Rignano is confident that 
his scheme would sWnulsl.e thrift, since .. as regards one's own 
children, every Bum saved by the heir of a given estate would 
OOIDe to have, in his eyes, II tftucll gt'8aUw tHJlue, "tift three or 
four timN rreaier, tMft Uae ... '" M M4 lIifIVfllj iftJaerited.": 
B~rore the achf'me in any form could be really beneficial to 

• ftc 8oMI8i,.~ ¥ DeeIA D>ocia, pp. 81-1, if. pp. 61-1-

t Ibid, p. '1. 
Ibid. P. sa 
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savings, we think it would ha.ve to win the willing a.cceptance 
of the taxpayer. Even then it would be likely to set up .. 
. variety of tendencies. An owner of· inherited property which 
was threatened with a high rate of duty or with extinction on 
his death would very often be impelJed to work and save; in 
the normal case, the compara.tively low rate on his own savings 
would be a. considerable incentive, and the prospect that those 
savings in their turn would su1fer a heavier rate on the death 
of his heir would not be seriously repre88ive. On the other 
hand, the owner of inherited property might be drawn to specu
lative investment, since capital accumulated by speCUlation 
would be taxed at the lower rate jnstllS much as any other 
aavings; again, he might be strongly tempted to evade the duty, 
especialJy by means of gifts which, prima facie, it would be 
very hard to check; finalJy, he might be induced to squander 
the capital, especialJy if his children or other prospective bene
ficia.ries were already flourishing in business, etc., on their own 
&ocount. It is arguable, however, that, if the 8cheml1 could be 
introduced in a form commending it to the to4:payer, it would 
on balance exercise a beneficial influence on work and SIlving. 
Any immediate effect in this direction might be increased if the 
higher rates at the second or third transwission enabled lower 
rates tha.n. those now existing to be charged on the first trans
mission. 

928. Conclusion.-The principle of the Rignano scheme
differentiation between saved and inherited wealth-has not yet 
been embodied in a form promising reasonably fair treatment to 
the individual taxpayer, while the administrative problems are 
very formidable and the risk of evaeion is serious. Some of us, 
however, lind the principle in itself attra.ctive, and think it 
possible, from such consideration as we have been able to give 
to the idea, that it may in course of time have useful develop
ments and enable some improvement to be effected in the exist
ing death duties system. But· we should Vlew with disfavour 
any scheme which involved the Revenue iu concern or inter
ference with the conduct and maintenance of capital resources 
during the lifetime of their ·owner. 

We may add that the fulJ yield of the extra duty would only 
gradually be realised, since it would not begin to be charged 
until the second p888ing of any property after the date when 
the scheme had been introduced. It would, therefore, be some 
time before the scheme could materially 888ist in the reduction 
of debt .. 

VI.-A VARIANT ON PROFESSOR RIGNANO'S SCHEME 
SUGGESTED BY DR. DAIJI'ON. 

929. A variant o~ the Rignaoo scheme was BIlggested to U8 

by Dr. Dalton, ita object being to IIB8i9t in debt reduction. 
(Eo., p. 396; E. in C., 19-20; and Qs. 5545-6553.) His propoeal 
was to impose upon the net amount of weallh received by the 
beneficiary, after the ordinary duties had· been paid, an 
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additional or BUpplementa.ry charge at a fixed rate. Thie addi· 
tional charge would be payable in eit.her. 

(a) cash, 
(b) Government securities, or 
(0) other approved eecurities, 

or in any other particula.r form that might be approved. In 
return for thie additional charge, the beneficiary would receive 
from the State a terminable annuity, the value of which would 
apparently be based upon the annual value of the securities, etc., 
at the date when they .were due to be paid over to t.he State; 
and the annuity to be paid by the State would app&re1ltly be 
terminable with the beneficia.ry's life, or would run for a fixed 
term of years. The result would be that .. so far as immediete 
inCQme was oonoerned, the inheritors would not lose, anytbing, 
but there would be a time-limit set. They would be holding a 
wasting asset in place of a permanent source of income." 
(Q. 6646.) 

930. We may first consider the relation of t.he proposal to 
the Rignano scheme. Under the Rignano scheme an extn. 
burden of duty ieimposed sA; the second tranamission, and doea 
not alleet the amount of property passing at the fi.ret. Under 
Dr. Dalton', propoaeJ the oorreeponding extra duty ie taken at the 
first tranamission, and reduces the amount of capital wealth in 
the hands Of the beneficia.ry. It ie true that the beneficiary doea 
not loIe in immediate income, 'but the capital value of his annuity 
is less (sA; least, generally-Ee., fl. 896; E. in C., 19) than that 
of the property he bas handed over Thus the extra buroen ie 
imposed on the fi.ret tranamiesion, and the distinction made by 
the Rignano scheme between saved and inherited wealth ie 
blurred. In brief. while Dr. Dalton. by taking the extra duty 
at· once, avOids certain ftaws in the RignaDo aclleme. and 
especially ita lack of adaptation to ch&llging values (cl. pars. 925). 
it appears to us that, in doing ~ he saorifices much of ita 
e888Dtiai character. 

981. As regards practicability. we understand from the Board 
of Inland Revenue thsA;. so far aa they are concerned-i.e.. in 
tbe matter of collection-there would be no difficulty. if the 
proposal were limited to benefita taken absolutely under the will 
(II" intestacy of a deceased pereon; if. however. it extended to 
benefita under inter eieOI dispositions and to life intsreeia. difficult 
legal and adminietrative questions would arise. ,From ilia point 
of view of the Treasury. Sir O. E. Niemeyer stated that the 
proposed method of paying the additional tax. whiCh might be 
in securities or even in laad. would mean .. considerable .dminie
bative difficulties and would be likely to laud the State in the 
end in .. loes. because it has got to take .. risk on the 8e<'1lJ'itiea 
and baa to take .. risk on the aeIling of the land." (Q. 8820.) 

989. In effect, the transaction between the State and the 
beneficia.ry would be a mixture of two things. (i) a dElRth duty. 
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and (ii) the purch&Se and "ale of an annnity for a certain period 
on ordinary terms. Dr. Dalton claims that inheritors .. would 
be stimulated, by the prospect of the annnitiea running out, to 
work and save in order to make good the prospective 1088 of 
income." (Eo., p. 396; E. in C., 20.) We doubt whether this 
claim is well-founded. The prudent man, it is true, would not 
regard t.he whole of the annuity as income; but it is likely that 
in many cases he would be content to get back into the same 
position as if he had merely been subjected to a direct capital 
ta.x· eqnivalent to the burden imposed under the scheme. Fre
quently, in fact, he might achieve this object at once by selling 
his annnity (see, howe1JBf', nea:t paragraph). The improvident 
man, on the other hand, would probably treat t.he annuity purely 
as income; while capital, labelled as such, would have some 
sanctity in his eyes, ~t is likely that an annnity would only b& 
taken by him as an excnse to spend. . 

933. A definite disadvantage of the proposal is that it would 
force upon t.he taxpayer a type of investment which experience 
has shown to be generally unpopular. The market value of the 
annnity wonld be cons.idernbly le88 than its valne according to 
the tables. The scheme would therefore tend to entail a heavier 
burden on the taxpayer than a straightforward tax, actuarially 
eqnivalent. 

934. Finally, it appears that t.he scheme wouIa not begin to 
reduce the amount to be provided by the State for debt chargea 
until the first annnities had run out. We endorse t.he conclusion 
of Sir O. E. Niemeyer, which was expreBSed as follows: .. I 
think I should sum up my view on that in this way: that I do 
not see any very go-eat advantage in this plan, and it seems to 
me to have the disadvantages as compared with an ordinary tax 
raised for the same purpose, that in the first place you get leu 
immediate contribution to debt, and in the second place you 
get it in a less convenient form, because pm of it is in land 
or securitiea, and that from the point of view of the beneficiaries 
the burden on them is probably heavier than the advantage that 
comes to the State." (Q.8821.) 

VII.-MR. J. ST. LOE STRACHEY'S PROPOSAL FOR 
CONVERTING DEBT INTO TERMINABLE ANNUITIES. 

935. Mr. J. Bt. Los Strachey gave evidence before us in 
support of .. proposal to convert the debt, as and when oppor
tunity offered, into terminable annnities ronning for a period of 
100 years. He regacded the present Sinking Fund &8 involving 
too heavy a burden on the present generation, and put forwud 
his scheme as one which .. is automa.tic in its action and yet 
does not impose an intolerable burden on the men and women 
c1l the present for the benefit of the men and women of the 
future." (E. in C.: 9.) 
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936. The procedure which Mr. Strachey proposed was that, 
upon the maturity of any existing loa.n, the Government ·should 
oller the debt-holder a terminable a.unuity for 100 years, adding 
to the ra.te of interest such further sum a.s would produce £100 

. 100 years hence. ThiB addition would be a virtual Sinking Fund, 
but the yearly burden would, he estimated, be only some 
.£6 millions B8 a.gainst the present £li0 millions. In order to 

. make it clear tha.t the State W&B keeping complete faith with 
the national creditor, he thought it might be well still to oller 
the alternative of a perpetual bond, an a.ppeal being made, 

. however, to debt-holde~s. ,to take the temllnable &nnuity. 
Further, he proposed that a .. Sinking Fund Commiseion" 
should be set 'up to underta.ke the work of founding a Sinking 
Fund for those debt-holders who were dissatisfied with the 
arrangement, the additional interest being pa.id dilect to those 
CommisaionerB. 

987. In the course of his oml evidence, Mr. Strachey admitted 
that, economically, his plan waa equiva.lent to the creation by 
the Stste of a Sinking Fund to redeem the debt in 100 years. 
Politicalll' however, he considered his scheme very much the 
better, BlDC8 it provided, in his view, a Sinking Fund which 
oould never be raided. (Q. 7741.) 

988. With many points which might be argued on 
Mr. Strachey's suggestion we deal in other parts of our Report. 
As will be _u later, we do not a.gree with his view that the 
present I'Ilte of repayment is too rapid. We think also that he 
stresses too .much the perpetual nature « funded debt; in all 
iaauea in this country an option of repayment haa been reserved 
by the State, and in the case of· the Sl per cent. Conversion Lo8i1 
there is, in addition, a Sinking Fund which must opemte for a 

eonsidersble period. Apart from the more general considerations, 
however, we do not think that in pnctice it would be poesible 
to convert a very large proportion of the debt into terminable 
&Dnuities of 100 years dumtion. That form of investment appeala 
only to a limited area of investors, and it would certainly not 
be attractive to many of the claasea by whom debt is now 
held. To force any large amount of annuities' upon investors 
would in all probability require the oIfer of exoessive terms of 
interest. 

939. The acheme w~uld in any event stabilise the ra&e of 
interest on the debt for a very long period ahead, since it is not 
epparently contemplated that the Government should _ an . 
()ption to redeem the annuities oM any intermediate date. It 
is true that Mr. Strechey contemp\&tes tlJ,at at the end of, say, 
'0 years, .. i\ would be extremely easy to deal with the annuities 
in such a way aa to reduce the burden of interest, Large sums 
oould be miaed to get an extension of, say, another I!O years. 
just as is done in the oaae of Crown leaaeholda." (B. me,: 111.) 
'l'he poesibilitiea of future savings OD the intereqt char-ge are. 
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hclwever, much leas, and _ deferred to a much Iaier ~, than 
under the present method of iBSUing either redeemable IOlLns· or 
funded debl; mth an option to the Goveriunenl; to redeem afW 
a specified date. 

. 940. Mr. Strachey appears to recognise the limited demand f~ 
tbia tYPe of investment by the propoaal which be makeS tiI6l 
the State shOUld undertake the accumulation of the sinking·fuDd 
portion of the annuity on behalf of investors whcl are clissdi.d!ed 
with the offer. There are, however, difficulties in this expedient. 
The sinking fund portion of the annuity must cleady be a88essed 
on an 8Ilsumed mte of interest for the period of the annuity; 
Mr. Strachey took in his examples a 4, per cent. basis. While 
such a. ba.rga.in is fair a.nd reasonable in fixing the annuity, there 
oan clearly be no certainty that in pmctice the aaaumecl mte 
will actua.lly be earned OV61' a. long period; it mlLy vary either 
way. In theae. cireumstances it seems to US difficult for the 
Government to undertake the investment propoaed; it would 
undoubtedly give rise to an expecta.tion, conceivably not to be 
rea.lised, that the. accumulation at the end of 100 years would 
be equal to ·the full capital value of the original debt converted. 
Complications would also arise under the arrangement owing to 
the assessment of the whole of the annuity to income tlLxation. 

. 941. We are unable to regaro Mr.Stra.chey's scheme lIS 

offering a practicable or desirable programme of detit redemp
tion. He mad .. , however, a snbsidiary proposal that the Gov
ernment ahould sell, in addition to life annuities and annuities 
for IL fixed term, anuuities which should ron for life or for .. 
fixed term of yea.rs, whichever should IN! the ioDg<Ir. 

942. We understa.nd that annuities for a fixed term are DO 
looger iaeoed· by the Government, as the demand for many yean. 
was practically nil. Annuities for life issued· by the' Govern
ment appear to be an importa.nt proportion of tile total of tbia 
cIaas of business done in thia. couutry. At the same time, in 
relation to the total volume of debt, they repreaeDtm allllOllt 
negligible capital value. Whether them ia my acope for an . 
extension of genersl annuity business ILl a means of M8ing con
version and reborrowing operations i8 doubtful. We recognise' 
thlLt questions of policy in regard to the scope of Government 
operations of thia. nature are involved, and we confine ouraelves 
to suggesting that consideration might be given to the possi
bility of attaching to conversioD oilers an alternative of exchang
ing into annuities of, say, 40 to 50 years' duration. It resolves 
it&eIf largely into a question whether tile demand lor aaecurity 
of this type D;l.ight be such as to enable the Government to isBlle 
on terms advantageous to iteelf. We ourselves aze not very 
hopeful .. It is to be noted, in any case, that under the pre!en~ 
system of meeting the capital portion of annuities out of the 
Sinking Fund, no acceleration of the repayment of debt would 
result. . 
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vm.-PROPOSALS SUBMITTED BY ME. ALFRED 
HOARE FOH CONVERTINGMA'rURING LOANS. 
943. Mr. AUred Hoare submitted to us s proposal for dealing 

with the debt Dlaturing up to 1932. He suggested tha.t the 
holders should, as their stock mstured, be offered s new stock 
redeemable uPOI! demand at any time by any holder, with 
interest to date, and bearing interest at the rate of 21 per cent. 
free of Income ~'ax (and perhaps of Super-tax). The stock 
should similarly be redeemable by the Government, with or 
without the consent of the holder. Any holder not wishing to 
take the new stock would have the option of beiug repaid in 
cash. It was not an essential part .of Mr. Hoare's scheme 
that the stock should be tsx free, though he thought this 
would be rather more a.dvantageous to the Government than 
to issue s stock at s higher rate subject to tax. 

944. At the time that Mr. Hoare gave evidence (in June, 
1924), the decision to return to the gold standard had not been 
taken, and Mr. Hoare stressed his view that an effective return 
was impossible until the large amount of debt falling due up to 
1932 had be~n dealt with. While he was very doubtful whether 
that debt could be provided for except by the issue of new short
dated bonds, he submitted the suggestion set out above. In his 
view the present position wss to a certain extent analogous, 88 

regards the State and the fund holder, to that at the time of 
the .Goschen conversion of Consols. He emphasised, how
ever, the necessity for the Government to 'provide a substan
tial surplus to meet repayments under his propossl; with s 
surplus of £80 nlillions the country could, he thought, fsee a 
considerable inflation with impunity and gain considerably by 
reduction in interest. 

945. In practice, Mr. Hoare anticipated that few holders wouid 
accept the new stock upon the maturity of bonds in 1925 (the 
evidence being given in 1924), and that provision for repayment 
would have to be made partly from the surplus and partly by 
Ways·and Means Advances; in 1926, however, wheu no debt fell 
due, these advances would he repaid. . The real difficulty would 
arise in 1927 and in 1928, but holder.s of msturing bonds would, 
he thought, feel that they had no option but to take the new 
stock, at any rate, in the first instance. If they decided to 
accept repaymem instead, he considered thst the result would 
be to increase t he deposits of banks; there would be nothing to 
take the sums into industry, and the banks, unable to employ 
the money in the money market, would themselves take up the 
new stock. At the end of eight years, he contemplated that 
instead of £2,400 millions War Bonds, Treasury Bills and 
Savings Certificatea, belonging partly to privata owners but 
chiefly to banks and other large institutions, there would be 
£1,760 millions. all'in the shape of stock repayable on demand, 
belonging in greater part (proportiona.tely) than before to the 
bsnks and big institutions. 

L 
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946. In view of the appeal which Mr; Hoare made to the 
precedent of the Goschen conversion of Consols, it is desirable 
to set out briefly the main differences distinguishing the con
ditions then prevailing from those at th.e present time. At the 
time of that conversion all the stocks dealt with stood above 
par; a prima ja(!ie case existed therefore for lowering the rate 
of interest, and this was strengthened by reference to the posi
tion of other first class securities. For instance, railway 
debentures had during the previous 10 years risen by abont 23 
per cent., while Consols had risen barely 6 per cent. The 
movements of other securities also aJforded evidence that the 
Government was not deriving full advantage from the large 
increase which had taken place in the amount of capital seeking 
investment, and that British credit was not being turned to the 
best· account. ~'he primary reason was probably that the fear 
of conversion or redemption was depressing the price of Consols; 
it is to be noted' that 3 per cent. Local Loans Stock, then irre
deemable for 25 years, stood at a higher price than 3 per cent . 

. Consols. All conditions pointed, therefore, to the likelihood 
that holders 01. Consols would for the most pa.rt be prepared to 
accept a lower rate of interest, rather than ta.ke repayment at 
a time when gil~ged investment in any other direction would 
have yielded them terms similar to those offered nnder the con
version. Moreover, all the loans dealt with were in the form of 
annuities which the Government was nnder no obligation to 
redeem, although they posseased options to do so upon, in some 
cases, due notice being given. The amount of the Floating 
Debt was small /LIld unlikely to hamper conversion operations. 

947. We are unable to see any real parallel in the conditions 
of the present time. There is, in the case of the loaD.!! which 
Mr .. Hoare has in view, a. definite obligation upon the Govern
ment to repay at a set date, and the terms of /LIly conversion 
offer must therefore depend upon the yield 01. alternative invest
ments, of similar class, open to the investor. The investor will 
certa.inly not be content to accept, say, a 31 per cent. stock 80 

long as he can obtain a higher yield elsewhere, and the sole in
ducement which might lead to the acceptance of such an offer 
arises from the proposal that the new security should be redeem
able on demand. n would, therefore, be held only by those 
who valued that right of repayment, and it would come into the 
money market, together with the remainder of the Floating 
Debt, to be held almost exclusively by banks and discount houses. 
Even to those holders it would be IWOOptable only so long as the 
rate on shari money was as low as the rate on the new security. 

The schem6 Y, in short, by a process involving very consider
able risks of inflation, to turn a large part of the maturing debt· 
into Floating Debt, and thus to reverse the whole policy pur
sued up to the present of fnnding debt as and when favourable 
()pporiunities .occur. We have no hesitanon in rejecting this 
proposal. 
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IX.-PROFESSOR A. L. BOWiLEY'S SCHEME FOR 
VARYING THE AMOUNT APPLIED TO DEBT 
REDEMPTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
STATE OF EMPLOYM~T. 

948. Professor Bow ley placed before us his pllm for the linking 
up of a policy of debt redemption with a policy for the diminu
tion of unemployment. He IIoII8wned that periods of eXpimsion 
and contraction of industrial a.ctivity follow one another with a 
certa.in rego1a.rity, Uld thM it would be poasible in each year to 
a.acerta.in in what ph_ of the industrial cycle this country stood, 
He then argued that it 10118 to the national advantage to redeem 
debt more rapidly in times of expa.nsion, when the IJIlIl'kel; Yalue 
of Government loans would be relatively low, and capital WII8 

needed in industry. On the other hand, there 10118 a need for 
expenditure to diminish unemployment in years of depression. 
Owing to the three years' avera.ge for Income Tax and other 

. ca.UB8B, movements in the receipts from taxation \a.gged behind 
movements in the industrial cycle; it we,a probable indeed that 
tile nmount a.va.i1a.ble from ts.xa.tion for debt redemption was 
nearly independent of the pha.se of the cycle. 

949. Prof8ll8Or Bowley proposed that a consta.Dt sum should 
be set aside each year to be used either for debt redemption or 
for public works. Taking a.s an illustration an annual pr0.
vision of £100 millions. he suggested thst, over a period of 
eight yea.rs, this might be al10tted 118 to £710 millious to debt 
redemption Uld a.s to £90 millions to public works. In the year 
of greatest trade expansion the whole £100 millions would be 
devoted to deht redemption; in the year of greaiest depression 
about £55 milliollfl would go to redemption and £45 millions to 
works. The works in question would be thoee 011 which public 
money would be spent in any CBse BUch 118 builclings. docks. 
roads and loa.nll to local authorities fOF COIlBtruetion-,-and the 
programme would be limited to thoee items which muld be 
accelerated (W postponed one. two. or three yea.rs without serious 
inoonvenience. He estimated that a.s much as £1l millions 
annually eould be administered in this way. and he anticipated 
that a sum of thiB magnitude would go far to eqoalise emplny
ment ODe year with another in that Ia.rge group of labour (maiuly. 
but not wholly. unskilled) employed in public works and works 
of construction. Prof_ Bowley emphasised that the policy 
was not one of additional expenditure (W of making work fOF tbe 
nuemployed, bllt only a systematic transrerence in time of 
expeuditure normally incurred (B. ift C,: 21). 

950. In' a pa.pe.. on .. The RegoIarisa.tion of the Demand for 
Labour ... • to which we were referred by Prof8lRlOl' Bowley for 
a wider discussion 01 hie plan. we obeene ihaI; an attempt has 
been made to meet the objection that employment is simply 
transferred from that for private &0 that for public pw p 

• CI!riUiu 0rcJ00 Gl I~ Boa'. II. 
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.. If," says Professor Bowley, .. additional rates or ta.xes were 
levied in order to spend them on public undertakings, the mte 
or tax payer would have less money to spend, and he would 
either employ fewer people directly or indirectly, or invest less 
in private enterprise, or leave len a.t the bank. With the 
partial exception of the la.st ca.se, the transference would result 
in no addition&! employment. It is not, however, suggested 
that the works should be thus financed." It is then argued that, 
if the suggested adjustment of, the use of the Sinking Fund 
were made, .. in the good years the SlIms paid to the Sta.te's 
creditors would find their way into ordinary investment, at the 
period they were there wa.nted. In bad years, when capital is 
not in such demand, this source of supply would be checked." 
It appears, then, to be agreed by Professor Bowley that the 
imposition, of addition&! taxation for carrying out work would 
only re&et on total employment in so far as it might result in 
the application to public works by the Government of sums which 
would otherwise have lain idle. No distinction appears to be 
drawn here between good and bad times; the inference is, we 
presume, that sums will only lie idle at a time of depression. 

951. In considering this scheme it is uecessary to pay some 
atten~on to the sources from which the types of work involved 
are at present financed. In an article in .. I, Unemployment 
Inet1itable 1 " Professor Bowley examines the pr&-~ar allocation 
of expenditure which might come under his scheme. For the 
10 years 1904-13 he shows the following annual average :-

Expenditure by Local Authorities defrayed 
out of loa.m 

Expenditure by Central Authorities and 
Pulilic Bodies:-

Railway Companies, etc. . .. 
Public worKs and buildings, post 

office telegraphs, etc. 

It 

21,637,000 

9,743,000 

3,047,000 

34,427,000 

.. To these sums," he adds, .. are now to be &dded a con
siderable part of the yield of the Motor Vehicle Duties, estimated 
for 1923-24 at £13 millions. The former sums will presumably 
be increased in, proportion to the increase in wages in the long 
run." In another article, in referring to the Motor Vehicle 
Dutiea, Professor Bowler indicates his view that the whole of 
the upkeep and construction of roads could not be concentrated 
in three out of eight years. 

9511. In the main it appears, therefore, that the works to be 
rew-ded or accelerated will be undertaken by bodies otlier than 
the Government, and that the finance for these works i. at 
present provided by, borrowing, either directly from market 
sources or to a limited extent from the Government through 
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the Local L06IllI Fund. The proposaJ appea.rs thus to involve 
a departure from present practice, in some ways fundamental to 
the consideration of the scheme, in that the Govemment is to 
find, out of taxation in the first instance, the capital required 
for these special works. Indeed, Professor Bowley sal'8 that 
.. the only possible way of influencing the amount of employ
ment provided by Local Authorities . . . . is by exercise of 
the Central Government of its powers of compulsion, of making 
or withbolding grants, of granting or refusing power to borrow, 
and, above all, of providing cs.pital on 8&8y terms at times 
when it is desirable on national grounds that public works 
should be set in hand ... • 

953. We think that the scheme can be IIlOIIt conveniently 
considered under three aspects :-

(a) How would employment be affected by the programme 
of'tlnation (on the collection side)? 

(b) How would it be affected by the programme of debt 
f'6damption ? 

(0) How would it be affected by the programme of public 
works ea:pendituf'e? 

This may become clea.r, if we set out three possible alternative 
arrangements :-

(i) a bed Sinking Fund; expenditure on public works 
undertaken, and the necessary taxation pnposed 01" 
borrowing undertaken, as and when the oooasion arises; 

(ii) & bed Sinking Fund; expenditure on public works 
deferred 01" accelersted, where possible, 80 &8 to fall in years 
of depression, and the neceBIIIU'Y taxation imposed or 
borrowing undertaken in those yeartl ; 

(iii) & bed joint amount, for Sinking Fond and public 
works together: ezpenditure on public works regulated &8 

in (ii), but the total BUID in.mved being rsised by taxation 
alone, spread evenly over all yea.ns. 

(The Sinking Fond, while maintaining the lI&II1e average, 
would be larger in yea.ns of good bade; u:penditure on 
publio works, while maintaining the _e average, would 
be larger in yea.ns of depression.) 

9U. T/IZGtio" pt'IIg_~esaor BOwley anggaate that 
about £11 millions per UUlum can be ueefully banaferred in 
time for publio worke expenditure. We ha9& already stated 
thai the bnlk of this IRIID "ppeara to relate to bodies other thaD 
the GoTel'lllllent and to be financed ai preMnt by loan. With 
theM pointe in mind, it would appear that, 10 fv u taxation 
is ooncerned, the third alternati'98 that ~ by Prof8BIr 
Bowley-would throughout impo. a heaTier taxation bunteD 
than the aeoond alterDatift. The _d alternaQ'ftI would 
require in the year of greatest prOllp8rity m millions'" tua
non thBD Prof_ Bowley'. achame: in the year of greateal 

-I. U lh, ..,11 ., ""(p.S76). 
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depression, while it would require a. Ja.rger total sum to be 
raised (by ta.xation and borrowing together), it would require 
·no heavier taxation unless at lew £11 millions were spent on 
GOflernment works postponed or accelerated. On the figures 
given above, that does not seem So likely contingency. 

A comparison with the first alternative-where works 
. are carried out as and when needed-involves the same 

point. Clearly, the taxation would ouly reach the figure of Pro
fessor Bowley'S scheme if the direct expenditure on Government 
works reached £11 millions in any year. (It is to be understood 
that we refer throughout to expenditure on those works regarded 
as transferable in time and not necessarily to the totaJ expenditure 
of a capitaJ nature.) 

955. We have seen (paTa. 950) that Professor Bowley considers 
that a.dditional taxation for public undertakings would have a very 
limited effect on employment. It is, we think, clear from the 
fact that his scheme involves a charge on taxation for loans to 
Local Authorities and others hitherto met by direct borrowing 
that it would mean a.dditionaJ texation throughout. There would 
be a substitution of taxation for direct borrowing, and further, 
since the taxation would be spread evenly over all years, it would 
generally happen in years of depression that, as against the 
extra taxation for works 0 (ct. pam. 959), there would be a larger 
diminution in borrowing. In our view, the raising of £x 
millions, and still more of £x + y millions, by borrowing would 
be likely to set idle baJances in motion to a greata- exten~ than 
the raising of £x millions by taxation. 

956. Debt redemptiMI progTamme.-Looked at from the 
point of View of debt redemption, the fixed Sinking Fund 
would redeem more debt in years of depression and less 
in years of prosperity than Profe880r Bowley's scheme. 
On the other hand, if the rearrangement of works were 
actually in being, there would be an immediate outlet for the 
a.dditional repaymenta in the borrowings necessary by Local 
Authorities and others to carry out the works; while Government 
debt would deCrease, local debt would increase. Without the re-

o arrangement of worke and in the absence of that outlet there 
might, however, be a tendency for the money repaid to swell idle· 
baJances. 

957. Up to this point it does not appea.r that Professor Bowley's 
scheme would have any marked a.dvantages: oonsidered in relation 
to the seoond aJternative-which presumes a similar rearrange
ment of works-it ~ indeed to be distinctly disa.dvantageous. 
So far as the effect is to accelerate, through heavier taxation, the 
repayment of debt in times of prosperity, this oould eqoaJly be 
done without linking up the Sinking Fund with a scheme of 
public works. 

958. Ezpmditure progmmme.-There remains the question 
of the efFect of a rearrangement of public worke expenditure, 
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which, in our view, is susceptible of quite independent treat
ment. ~'ha.t goes much beyond our province, and we can only 
allude to it in the briefest way. 

959. The proposa.l is to meet the cost of works in part out 
of additional taxation, in part olclt of money which would othet
wise, in the year concerned, be applied to debt redemption. In 
the year of greatest depression the £45 millions suggested will 
be made up of £11 millions taxation for works and £34 millions 
representing, in effect, the reborrowing of sums applied in earlier 
years (or·to be applied in later years) to debt redemption. The 
additional expenditure on works is represented by £45 millions, 
less the sums that would otherwise have been raised by the 
Government through tILXation, and by' Local Authorities &nd 
others through loans under their normal programme. 

We think that this process might tend to stimulate the internal 
flow of credit, by taking up balances which would otherwise lie 

. idle or be invested abroad. This aspect, however, should not 
be unduly stressed. Other means exist for overcoming or lessen
ing the stagnation of balances. Even if a low bank rate proved 
insufficient for the purpose, it seems probable that the purchase 
of securities by the centre.! bank in the open market would be 
effective. The crucial question is whether the proposed regula
tion of public works expenditure would aBeet the entetprise of 
the country.. It appears to us possible that in a period of trade 
depression the mere provision of credit, however abundant may 
not do all that i8 neceasa.ry to set the industri&l machine to work. 
Here we think that Profeaaor Bowley's scheme, since it would 
not merely offer credit. but would al80 provide a programme of 
work, would have lOme effect in the direction of increasing enter
prise and employment. This, however, is a general question 
which properly falls outside our terms of reference and we cannot 
undertake to gauga the extent to which the ecbeme. in Uris aspect, 
would affect employment. 

960. In features of the ecbeme which more directly concern 
us we see oonsiderable objections. While the same average 
amount of revenue would be spplied to debt reduction, the amount 
10 applied would vary from year to year, and we do not think 
the p8ycbologice.1 effect would be 10 good as under a system where 
a definite Bum is provided each year. The combination of the 
Sinking Fund for the debt with a fund for other expenditure 
would tend to 'Obacure the situation. 

But there ill a more important objection. We think that, in 
making the &mOllJlt of debt redemption depend on the amount 
of other expenditure under a particular head, the ecbeme would 
act as a standing temptation to divert revenua from debt redemp
tion. to other expenditure that might aeem especially desirable. 
It would incre&98 the risk of the Sinking Fund being raided. 

961. On the practical aide of the ecbeme there are obrioUB diffi
culties, which are, we think, fully recognised by Profeaaor 
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Bowley. Not only must the time at which expenditure on 
public works is to be accelerated be gauged with accuracy, but 
the whole programme of works involved must be arranged 
beforeh&Ild in order that the scheme may be put into immediate 
operation at the appointed time. This involves not only an 
elaborate r.onsideration of claims of relative urgency for works 
to be undertaken by a very large number of different bodies, but 
of the state of unemployment 'in particular industries. It does 
not by any means follow, for instance, that at a time of depres
sion any benefit will be secured by accelerating building 

'schemes. Wide' considerations are involved which would, we 
think, be very difficult to antiCipate in drawing up a programme 
of work. 

962. It is to be noted also that difficulties might arise, unless 
a substantial addition were made to the Sinking Fond, from the 
fact that a large (and to some extent uncertain) part of the Sink
ing Fond is earmarked to particular securities. 

963. From.the point of vieW of the debt problem (which is our 
main interest in the scheme) we think the considerations are, 
on the whole, against its adoption; the advantages to employment 
would require to be very marked to jostify any distorbance of a 
clear-cut debt redemption policy, and it does not appear to os 
to be of the essence of the scheme that it shoold be financed by 
the central Government (except so far as its own works are 
concerned) rather than by the bodies directly concerned. 
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PART III. 

DEBT REDEMPTION AND TAXATION: 
CONCLUSIONS.-

I.-DEBT REDEMPTION. 
064. We Dave in the preceding part of our Reporl con

sidered and rejected the proposal for a large immediate repay
ment of debt by means of a Capital Levy, and we have 
examined other schemes submitted to us for the redemption or 
conversion of debt and concluded that they are, upon various 
grounds, ei ther impracticable or undesirable. 

065. In the course of this examination we have dealt with 
arguments supporting particularly· a policy of immediate or 
rapid debt repayment. It ie necessary now to review the 
evidence put forward on the more general questions whether 
debt repayment should be undertaken, and at what ra.te it 
should proceed. 

966. Bell80nII Jor .1tea61J reduotion.-We may say at once that 
not one of our witnesses has suggested that it ie unnecessary 
to make any provision for debt redemptiou. It ie pertinent, 
therefore, in the first instsnce, to look at the reasous which 
have been advanced more particularly in support of a steady 
annual reduction in the debt. Apart fro~ the general da
sirability of elfecting some reduction in order that the burden 
upon posterity may not be too great, these reasons Dl&Y be 
oonveniently 8ummarised as l-

(0) the maintenance and improvement of the natioDal 
credit, particularly with a view to paving the 1Iay for 
future conversion operations; 

(b) the desirability of reducing the deM in view of the 
possibility of a future nation.!. emergency requiring the 
Stat.e to incor furtbm: bonowing; 

(0) the risk of the burden of the debt charge increasing 
beyond the present point, should the level of prices fall in 
the future. 

967. The first two points are largely interoonnected, since the 
main elfect of the existence of a large debt at a time when 
further bonowinga are needed would be to raise the interest 
rate againd the Government. It was put to us by Prof_ 
Pigou that the terms upon which the Government can bonow. 
given general world conditions as to the demand for and supply 
of capital ... will depend_part from expectations of changes in 
the value of mone)'-(lll the coufidence people have in the ability 
and willingnesa of the GoVf'rnment to honour any chligations 
that it may incur. Other things being equal. the eDstence of 

• Vor onDCIui_ oa ~ bardeD of ~ delK uad uiotiDtr .. u ..... _ 
..... lJ3S..t46. 
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a large National Debt to which no remunerative asset corresponds 
must weaken that confidence. Given the size of the National 
Deb~, a consistently maintained policy of proviUing for the 
servlce of the debt (incluiling the gradual reduction of the 
principal by means of a Sinking Fund) must strengthen con
fidence" (Efl., p. 39; E. in C. : 3). 

968. Considerable stress was laid by Sir Felix Schuster upon 
the importance to the country of debt repayment through the 
Sinking Fund. Especially in bad timeS", he said, it provided 
the . best means of maintaining confidence and keeping up the 
level of the quotations of Government securities, IL point of 
particular importance in relation to the conversion of the debt 
to a lower level of interest (Efl., p. 9; E. in C. : 3). Mr. A. M. 
Samuel and several other witnesses expressed similar views. 

969. On the oth~r hand, Mr. Keynes, while agreeing that it 
was sound policy to repay a certain amount of debt each year, 
if possible, stressed his view that the power of the Treasury to 
reduce the rate of interest on the debt below the world rate of 
interest on first-class securities was very limited In the years 
immediately succeeding the War, he said, the rate of interest on 
the debt was probably above the true . rate , and pruaent finance 
had had its reward in bringing the rate down to somewhere near 
the true rate. But having achieved that, he thought not much 
more could be done. The rate could not be continuously forced 
g~wn merely by paying off debt, irrespective of the rate of interest 
in the outside world. The most that could be done was to gei 
into the situation of an abl!Olutely prime borrower, never re
quiring to pay more than the international rate of interest as a 
prime bol'rower. That position, he suggested, had been 
practically achieved already, snd the rate of interest on the debt 
in future, assuming.reasonable prudence, would depend upon the 
genl'xal movement of the rate of interest rather thau upon the 
particular policy of the Treasury (Q. 76(7) . 

. 970. In our opiDinn, a consistent policy of providing BUID8 for 
debt redemption must exercise an important effect in raising the 
level of the prices of Government securities and lowering the real 
yield of interest thereon, or in maintaining the level. ah"uld other 
factors tend to a geueral depressinn of security values. We ate 
not prepared to accept the contention that the utmost benefit 
which can be achieved by this means has a1ready been gained. 
In this connection'we attach some importance to the effects of 
the great widening of the area of gilt-edged securities which 
took place during the War. In normal times, when investmeni 
in such securitiell isliniited, more or less, to trustees who require 
to hold gilt-edged investmente and to other persons with a 
special preference for them. there is, as the result of a per
sistent dem.'nd operating in a comparatively small area. a 
tendency for the interest yield on gilt-edged securities to fall 
considerably below that obtainable on other types of investment. 
The magnitude of the sums required for the proeecution of the 
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War made it. necessary to appeal to a much wider class of in
vestors who were infiuenoeci by motives other than a mere 
preference for gilt-edged securities. In the long run the tandency 
wo.a to reduce the margin between the interest. on gilt-edged 
securities and that obtainable on other holdings. The reduction 
of the volume of Government debt should, we think, operata to 
revertJe t.his position and to rn.ise the level of prioes of Govern
ment securities relatively to those of other investments. 

971. It is, of course, impossible to ignore that, aa Mr. Keynes 
pointed out, limitations are imposed upon the fall of interest 
GIl Government securities by the world rata of int.erest. At the 
aame time, BOme importance is, in our view, to be attached to 
the position of London aa an int.emational borrowing market, 
and, therefore, aa one of the regulators of that rata of int.eres~; 
any influences making for a lower int.erest. level in this country 
&bonld tend in the long run to be refleet.ed in the world rate of 
intarest.. It. is difficult, however, to picture such a free working 
of a world intarest. rata I\S wonld exclude a further bettarment 
of Government borrowing rates in this country. IndividuM 
choice between investing abroad and at home is det.ermined by 
many consideratioliB. apart from the actual interest yield, and, 
amongst. them, the at.epa taken to maintain the country's credi, 
must be reclroned. 

979. We wonld regard the pointa made by Mr. Keynes as more 
eouvincing if tbe debt of this country were wholly in funded 
form-in which event the movementa of the rata of interest on 
Government loana wonld obviously be ofle88 momenl. But, m 
fllct, large conversion or reborrowing operations must nece3ll&rily 
be undertaken within a compe.ra~vely short period. !['hat fact.or 
int-roduces in itself a measure of instability in the values of 
Government )ooos. In such circumst.ancea the .. expectation .. 
of the investor is of importance; if he sees that debt repayment 
is being eteadily made he will be infiuenced in his estimation 
of the future course of values and in his attitude to future con
version olfera. At the eame time, the amount of debt to he 
dealt with is, or may be, :reduced, and the BUDlS Bet free by 
ft!payment will probably return, in the first inst.ance, for inVeA
ment in the gilt-edged market (c/. poni. 277). The particnlar 
conditione of the deM at the present time seem to us to indicate 
1bat, within the limita of the savings possible from conversions, 
there are substantial advantages to be gained by .. policy of 
ataady debt repaymen\. 

973. Considerable emphasis has been laid by several witn_ 
upon the need for :reducing debt because of the pot'Eibility thas 
a future emergency, neoessitating fresh borrowings, may arise. 
Prof_ Pigou. indeed. stated that, if it were DOl; for the risk 
of future WII!'8, he would lie in DO great hurry about repaying 
the debt by a Sinking Funa, Iiut in view of that risk he thought 
the Sinking Fund should be large (ED., p. 4S'1: E. itt C.: 6). 
Mr. Keynes attacheCl little importance to this argument .. a 
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test of the amount of debt which ought to be paid off, since 
the extent to which one could be armed against it in a short 
pel-iod by an increased Sinking Fund was very small (Q. 7571). 

974. We think that sound finance requires this contingency 
to be taken into account. While a large debt would, in the 
event of ·fresh borrowing becoming necessary, be a grave dis
ability in itself, a debt in regard to whic)l no consistent policy 
of repayment had been taken would, we think, be still more 
serious. The very impossi6ility of foreseeing future needs for 
borrowing is in itself an argument for ta).;ng early measures 
steadily to redeem debt; it would clearly be of no avail to wait 
until the emergency had arisen. Moreover, the fncilities for 
emergency taxation as well as for emergency bOITowing are 
affected. The maintenance of a regular Sinking Fund would 
automatically make available ~ considerable revenue on its 
temporary suspension. Further, the decline in the interes$ 
charge, provided it had not already been made the oc.casion for 
other commitments, would leave a corresponding margin for 
expansion. . 

975. The third point-the risk ·of the burden of the debt in
creasing if the price level falls-we have reviewed in connection 
with the Capital Levy (cf. paras. 737-43). We conclude there 
that the evidenc~ before WI does not point to any very strong 
or definite movement in general prices such as would affect ill 
any important degree the case for or against a levy. If we can 
rely upon the gold standard giving relative stability of prices, 
this is not a matter npon which too much immediate stress need 
be laid. As we point out in paragraph 860, the possibility has 
to be faced. that any further emergency requiring lal"ge borrow
ings could not be financed without some considerable inflation; 
this, whatever its other results, would reduce ~he borden of old 
debts. 

976. Rate of reduction.-Tuming now to the evidence which 
was more definitely addressed to the rate at which debt redemp
tion shonld proceed, we introdnce at once the taxation aspect of 
the question, whiQh to a large exten~ has been covered in onr 
examination of the effects of taxation; we propose in the first 
instance to examine the strong views expressed by Mr. McKenna 
and Mr. Keynes regarding the results which may follow from 
a policy of rapid or fairly rapid repayment. 

977. Mr. McKenna. who described himself as not an apostle of 
the presen~ £50 millions,· much less of any addition (Q. 6797), 
held tliat repayment should proceed steadily but slowly. on 
account of the displacemen~ of capital which it caused (Q. 1839), 
On that point he agreed that many things had to be taken into 
acconnt. .. Yon have to satisfy public opinion. you have psych-

o Tbrougbou' &biJI SectiOD we bo?8 refened &0 'he _, 8iulriog Fond u 
hoiog £50 millioDL 10 ,be Budget fo. 'be Y'" 1926-27 &be pm";';on eot.ima&ed 
for ... i~ &0 £60 millio08 iu cmIer &0 oompe""'''' for 'be d.8ci& of ,be 
p.-liog year. 
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ology to consider; but if I were dealing purely in the a.bstract, my 
object would have been in the first pla.ce to ha.ve got my taxation 
down to a. level which the country could afford without injury to 
trade-I don't mean afford conveniently, I a.m not wishing to 
p&Dlper the taxpayer--but with -sole regard to the welfa.re of in
dustry. I think then I should ultima.tely have got a larger revenue, 
which would have ena.bled me to repay debt." (Q.1842). His argu
ment was that, though the tnmafer from taxpayer to debt-holder 
involved in the repayment of debt would increase the amount of 
savings by the amount of the t&xa.tion withdra.wn from consump
tion, the high ta.xation required to carry out debt redemption on 
a. Ia.rge ~co.le might 80 diminish the incentive to save &8 to result 
in a final net reduction in the supply of capital. But he attached 
even more importance to the quality of co.pital than to its 
quantity, and, basing his argument on the assumption that if 
a firm were making large profits and paying large sums in 
taxation it was evidence that the businesa was in competent 
ba.nds; he streased the da.ngers of tranaferring by heavy taxation, 
and particularly by grsdua.ted taxation, potential capital from 
highlr efficient hands to lesa efficient hands. While the 
questIon was in every case one of degree, he considered $hat the 
ultimate effect of any grea.t tranafer of ca.pital due to a. big deme 
of debt redemption must be seriously to impair the national pl'Oll
perity. (Eo., fl. 1~2; Ani. 1 (b).) 

978. Mr. Keynes' contenti0D-6180 baSed upon the disturbance 
of ownership of potential capi$aJ-w&8 th" holders" of debt who 
received repayment would prob&bly prefer to reinves$ in bonds of 
the gilt-edged type. If, on the other hand, money W&8 left in 
the pockets of the taxpayer, there W&8 nO such presumption, and 
savings mighUind their outlet either in industry or in any other 
way. At .. time when there was a. heavy demand by gilt-edged 
borrowers, it might be .. sound policy to repay internal debt, 
but in present conditions, he considered that .. rapid repayment 
afforded an artificial stimulus to savings to flow into the channel 
of gilt-edged investments. (Eo., fl. 278; E. i" C., 3.) Onoe he 
had got .. sufficient balance on the righ$ side to satiafy the require
Plents of ordinary good finance, he would look to the ~terion 
of the demand for savings in inves$menta of the trustee type, 
rather thu to any other criterion, iu deciding how fast he would 
repay debt; he was c1ear th", if upwards of £100 millions of debt 
were repaid annually, it would place at the disposal of the gilt
edged mnet .. larger pari of the surplus of the community than 
wu desirable. (Q. 8973.) 

979. Th_ contentions are mainly coooemed with reactions 
upon the in:centive to save, and with the resulta of diverting 
reaourcea from taxpayer to debt holder, mUtera which we have 
considered a& some length in earlier parts of oor Report. On 
balance, ~e think tantion fer debt repayment propitioua to 
savings (piaN. 275). ClearIJ, however, there is .. limit 10 this 
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advantage, since the taxpayer's expenditure cannot be indefinitely 
restricted, and there is a point beyond which any additional taxa,. 
tion will fall in increasing degree upon resources which he would 
have saved. At the ssme time,. increased taxation will react 
more and more upon the volume of profit&-and therefore upon 
possible savings-through the restriction of enterprise. We have 
attempted to show the area over which such a restriction is likely 
to operate; o.Ithough the harmful effects of ta.xation in this 
respect are, we believe, generally exaggerated, we cannot but 
recognise the danger that any large increase of taxation would 
negative the beneficial results of applying the proceeds to debt 
redemption. We think there is force in Mr. McKenna's argu
ment as relating to any big scheme of redemption, but hardly 
as relating to any moderate increase in the present programme. 

980. On. Mr. McKenna's main point-t./le change in the 
.. quality" of capital-we have again examined the probable 
area of operation (cf. para. 421). Our conclusion is that this 
is -a potential danger- rather than one which has been widely 
realised, and we are of opinion that taxation would require to 
be. increased very heavily to pr-oduce any really serious con
sequences on industry. In fact, whatever the first preference 
of a repaid debt holder may be, the cash, unIe8B it is to lie idle, 
must ultimately reach a new investment. What that investment 
is depends on ciroumstances. Mr. Keynes' argument appears 
to us to assume that, because the first demand may be for gilt
edged investments, there will necessarily be an increase in the 
supply of that partiCUlar type. We doubt whether there would 
in fact be any artificio.l stimulus, and, 80 far as there is a natural 
demand. we are not prepared to regard it as harmful, the more 
particularly' as in times of peace by far the greater part of such 
borrowings are for repr-oductive or directly beneficial under
takings. On the fur-ther contention that the result of r:epaying 
debt may be unduly to increase overseas borrowings, we would 
only say that, as other means exist by which such a tendency 
can be corrected, we do DIOt think it is a {actor which should 
be taken as seriously bearing on the policy to be adopted towards 
debt repayment. 

981. A fnrther aspect of debt redemption which has been 
mentioned in evidence before us· is the effect of repayment upon 
the volume of credit available to trade and other borrowers. The 
position, as we see it, is that the Government through taxation 
acquire command of a certain proportion of purchasing power and 
transfer- this to a former debt holder. If the holder is an 
individual. little effect need' be anticipated. He may, of course, 
use it to repay a bank advance; in that case tbe credit is available 
for another borrower, a·nd no reduction need take place unless 
general conditions are such as would in any event lead to 8 

reduction in the demand for credit. The position of borrowers 
in regard to the deposit of Government securities as, collateral 
has been discuSBed in connection with the Capital Levy (pMa. 77R 
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et seq.); obviously, it is a question of little importance in con
nection with more gradual repayment of debt. 

98\!. The effects of repayment of the' debt holdings of banks, 
while more complicated, are not necessarily different in the 
result. The combined operation of taxation and repayment im
proves the banks' ratio of cash to deposits. The ability of the 
bank to lend is thereby improved in precisely the same way as it 
would be if the bank were to sell in the market, but the observ
ance of conventional proportions between the various assets of 
the bank will probably rest.o1le the status quo. Temporary 
movements may obscure the position; as Mr. McKenna 
observed, the first outlet sought by the banks may be to lend 
to the money market and oUller borrowel'8 in the habit 01. 
borrowing from the Bank of England, and thus to lead to the 
repayment of loans to that Bank and a reduction of the cash 
balances of the banks generally. (Q. 1941.) But, broadly, it 
appears to us that, while the occasion of debt repayment would 
be a convenient opportunity to effect II. reduction of the credit 
b8llis, if on general grounds that were deemed desirable, there 
is' nothing inherent in repayment which would lea.d to any 
l'68tiictiona. 

98S. One qualification ha.a to be made on this point. Mr. 
Beaumont Pease indicated that, if a part of the resources of 
banks is held in the form of Treasury Bills, the banka are able 
to lend more readily than when resources are locked up in leS8 
easily realisable long-term investmenta. (E. in C., 6.) The sa.me 
point was referred to by the Federation of British' Industries. 
(E. in C., 4.0.) The repayment of Billa and shon-term loans 
may, therefore, lea.d to the adoption of a 80mewhM higher 
ratio of cash to deposits and thus tend to some restriction in . 
advanoes to borrowers. 

984. With deM repayment upon any ecale which is withiu 
the capacity of annual taxation, we think the effects upon the 
deml\lld for credit and the ability to provide it need be of little 
importance. The wboh~ matter is referable in the long run to 
tho general policy which is being pursued in regard to the regula
tion of cretm through adjustments of the Bank rate and 
otherwise. 

985. The evidence which we ha.ve summarised and reviewed 
above may be taken "II gt'nerally indicative of the main issues 
rai~d before us regarding the dangers of too rapid a redemption 
policy. We do not think that it supports the view thM a JUe 
of red~mption such a.a the p~t is dangerous and should not 
be exceeded. 

986. The possibility of aniving M a rough formula by which 
to nI,,"Uiate the rate of debt redemption was suggested by the 
several bodies of Accountant&. They considered tbat the ameunc 
applied to debt repayment should a.t no time exct'ed the amount 
of the annual aavings of the nation which remained after provid 
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ing for the necessary expenses of Government, including interest 
on the debt and sufficient accumulation of capital (a) to provide 
for growth' of population, (b) to replace capital lost in the War, 
(c) to provide for new undertakings, and (It) to permit improve
ments in the standard of living (E. in C., 52, and 57). 

987. A~somewhat similar suggestion was made by the Federa
tion of British Industries, who held that ': the maintenance and 
development of national production and trade in order to meet 
the needs of an increasing population should be regarded as the 
principal objective, and that onl)" that portion of the -ational 
income which is left after ample provision has been WOO) for 
this object should be regarded as available for current expendi
ture or debt reduction" (E. in C.; 69). Mr. A. M; Samuel also 
expressed similar viewR. 

988. The difficulties of expressing in figures any fonnula of 
the nature suggested are obvious, and may be illustrated to some 
extent by our discussion of Mr. Samuel's views in paragraphs 
696-700: the attempt to make debt repayment or other expendi
ture conditional upon the 8&tisfaction of such indefinite and 
uncertain prior claims as are indicated would probably on BOme 
estimates result in a complete cessation of repayment and might 
confiict with other essentisl Government expenditure. In any 
case the test seems to us fallacious in principle. It would only 
be appropriate (i) if there were a clear-cut fund of national savings 
availlible either for trade, etc., purposee or for taxation, and 
(ii) if sums raised in taxation were wholly diverted from pro
d.uctive purposes. It is perfectly clear that the fund of national 
savings is .not static, but is influenced by whatever taxation 
may be imposed; it is. equally clear. that revenue is far from 
representing a total loss to industry, and, in particular, that the 
sums applied to debt repayment become in a large measure 
available for industry. Underlying the whole argument there is 
an exaggerated view of the dislocatory effects of taxation: we 
think it quite clear that a considerable volume of savings can 
be transferred from taxpayers to debt holders without the slighteel 
dislocation to industry. 

989. By far the greater number of witnesses before us who 
have dealt with the question of debt redemption, have taken 
the line that the present provision from revenue of £50 millions 
a year is reasonable and adequate. In most cases, however, 
this view has not been supported by any reasoned argument, 
and we feel that it is probably due to a tendency to accept things 
as they are 8S being preferable to poesible alterationa in taxation. 
Specific propo8&ls have, however, been put before us by. some 
witnesses for an increase in the provision for debt redemptIon. 

990. Professor Cannan, who took the view thBi it would in 
nonnal times pay the State to raise more taxes in the present 
in order to secure baving to raise less in a long future, IIllggested 
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that the aim should be to repay the debt in a period of about 
35 years. He reached this period partly by reference to the 
practice of the State in fixing the period of loan repayments for 
Local Authorities; partly by reference to the psychological eKects 
of fixing a date for total redemption .. which people up to 
60 years of age may reasonably expect to see." He calculated 
that the charge on the 4 per cent. tables for interest a.nd principal 
would tinder his suggestion be £400 milliona per a.nnum for a 
period of 35 years, the capital redemption portion of the charge 
oommencing at £100 millions .and increasing each year as the 
interest charge fell (E. in C.; 7-8). While he thought that the 
addition of £50 millions to the present Sinking Fund should be 
found by reducing other Government expenditure, he was, on 
the whole, in favour of raising additional revenue, if neceSBarY. 
(Q. 926.) . 

Mr. F. W. Hirst thought thet Professor Cannan', proposal 
was perhaps expecting • little too much of human nature in 
thi, arid the next generation. He suggested that the surplus 
releaaed year by year by the reduction of the interest charge 
should be equally divided, half going to swell thil Sinking Fund 
and half to the relief of the taxpayer (E. ill C.; 4). In examina
tion, however, he expreaaed himself aa opposed to increasing the 
Sinking Fund, unleBB it could be done by a reduction of expendi
ture. (Q. 2390.) 

991. Dr. Dalton regarded the present Sinking Fund as quite 
inadequate; if it were non-cumulative, it would take nearly 
160 ye ..... to payoff the debt. He thought that any Sinking 
Fund should be at leaat to lOme extent cumulative, and that it 
should start from a higher initial figure; the minimum which 
should be provided at the present time·waa £100 millions, and 
thie, if fully cumulative, would repay the debt in about 30 years. 
(Eo .• p. 894: E. ill C.; 10.) In default of • Capital Levy, he 
IUpported either this echeme or alternatively a Sinking Fund 
not quite 10 strougly·cumulative, supplemented by a plan for 
the oompulsory creation of terminable annuities (cf. 114"'. 929 
It .Hq.). 

992. Professor D. H.Macgregor. taking ·into account the 
present industrial position. argued that since a large pit.rt of 
the debt could not be oonverted for five years, it would be 
reasonable to. retain the Sinking Fund at the present figure 
for that period. If the total charge for interest and repayment 
were then stabilised, the Sinking Fund would double jtaelf 
at 4 per cent. in about 18 years, with the result that a& the end 
of 28 yean the Sinking Fund would reach .£100 milliona, and 
the amount applied to redemption by that time would be about 
£1.500 milliona. He would then maintain the Sinking F11nd 
at £100 millions I!O as to redeem the remainder of the debt in 
at most 60 years. plus • few years to allow for fina.l scaling doWil. 
If windfa.lls from the Old Sinkjng Fund were neglected, or 
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appropriated in relief of bad times, from 85 to 90 years would 
be the maximum period involved under his propoSal, on the 
assumptiou that the efficiency of the Sinking Fund was not 
diminished by changes iu the rate of interest (E. in C.; 1Z). 

Lord Bradbury was not disposed to make an immediate 
increase in the annual provision for redemption except to the 
extent of the interest saved by redemption and conversion. He 
favoured a fixed debt charge of the amount of the present pro
vision for the service of the debt for a period of ten years. At 
the end of that period, the amount might be revised to (say) the 
then interest charge plus £100 millions, which would operate 
as a cumulative Sinking Fund (E. in C., 9). He was not in 
favou~ of increasing taxation in order to accelerate repayment 
further than this. At the same time he would maintain the Old 
Sinking Fund, but in deficitary years he would not object to 
meeting the deficit by suspension of a part of the fixed provision 
(in so far as it was not earmarked to contractual Sinking Funds) 
up to an amount not exceeding, say, the amount of special 
redemption out of surpluses during the preceding three or five 
years. This, he thought, might be a useful expedient, in course 
of time, iu obviating the neceesity for frequent changes iu 
taxation (E. in 0., 11). 

993. Other suggestions may be briefty summarised. Professor 
W. R .. Scott suggested that the Sinking Fund should be 
increased as soon as circumstances permitted up to 1 per cent. 
of the debt outstanding, and that payments made to this country 
by foreign debtors should be applied to the redemption of debt 
(E. in C.; 30-31). Mr. P. D. Leake advocated a Sinking Fund 
of not less than one-half of one per cent. per annum (amounting 
to £33 millions) which, added to the interest on the debt 
redeemed, would repay a 5 per cent. debt in 50 years (Eo., 
p. 331; E. in C.; 3). Professor Pigou was in favour of the 
gradual increase of the Sinking Fund to £100 millions by addi
tional taxation if necessary. (Q. 6078.) He had no definite time 
limit to propose, but considered that debt should be repaid as 
quickly as it could without severe inconvenience; one would have 
to see how inconvenient it was, as time went on. (Q. 6083.) 

994. We cannot pretend in this brief summary to have brougM 
out the considerations which inftuenced the individual witnesses 
in making their proposals. The feature common to most of 
them is that the Sinking Fund should be increased by the addi
tion of a part or tbe whole of the interest saving on debt 
redeemed. The variation in the extent to which the several 
witnesses would provide for redemption appears, however, to 
follow almost entirely from their individual views upon the 
weight of present taxation and upon the desirability of reducing 
oebt: no cleM-cut independent principle seems to emerge. 
Professor C&IUlan does, indeed, suggest a particular criterion, 
but we are unahle to regard the analogy with the Local AuthGo 
rity as of real guidance; we know of no Local Authority with 
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a debt per hea.d in any degree approaching that of the National 
Debt, and for the most part, as Professor Cannan agreed, those 
debts are reproductive. 

995. We lLI'e forced to the conclusion that there is no formula 
by which on~ may determine the late at which debt repa.yment 
should proceed. The choice is between continuing to bear a 
hea.vy interest charge or making a grea.ter present effort in 
order to secure future relief. For the former course it JDAy be 
argued tha.t the burden will be relieved by a.n expa.nsion in 
productivity; by reductions in the interest charge through con
version8 to a lower level of intere8t; and by 8uch repayments of 
debt 11.8 it may be po8sible to make out of loans due to this 
country. While some relief is to be looked for in these waY8, 
we have a.lrea.dy expressed the view that there is nothing to 
warra.nt a belief that productivity will increase at • rate on the 
scale of the Victorian era (para. 682). The reasons which we 
have alrea.dy set out are, in our view, conclusively in favour of 
8ustained efforts to reduce the debt. 

996. The problem is, in the main, to balance the harmful 
effects of the neces8ary ta.Xation against the benefit8 of a lower 
debt. Clearly such a balance must depend to a great extent 
upon the comparative weight which, after an examma.tion of 
the tue.tion Bystem; we e.tw.ch to the two fe.ctors, tempered by . 
BOme consideration of the equity of distributing thjl burden of 
repe.yment e.mongst individuaJa of this and succeeding genera
tions. There arises, however, the obvious difficulty that the 
future volume of talle.tion for general purposea is unknown; a.nd 
the effects of either an incree.se or decree.se ce.nnot be 8urmised 
in the e.bsence of Buchknowledge. An increase in debt redemp
tion, if it were possible without increasing texe.tion, is in e. 
different category from an increase to be wholly fina.nced by 
further talle.tion. 

997. There are certain pre.cticaJ considerations which are of 
some account. AB we have alrea.dy indice.ted, the country, under 
its contre.cta with investora in certain loans, is committed to pro
vide Bpacific redtll'Dption funds in one form or Mother. L.egaJly I 
no doubt, these fundB might be provided by new borrowings, but 
thiB course iB clearly undesirable, a.nd, particularly in the ce.ae 
01. those JoanB in which the declared intention of the fund is to 
BUpport the market price rather than to provide for ultime.te 
redemption, we think it would come very cloee to a breach of 
the underteking given. The particolara of these commitments 
are shown in paragraph 189 01. our Report; the total requir&
menta in future years are indeterminate, but will fann a not 
unimporia.nt proportion 01. to Sinking Fund of the preeent 
dimensions. Those requirements. whatever they prove to be, 
indicate therefore the minimum Sinking Fund. 

998. We have already noted (para. '10) that interest 011 

N e.tional Savings Certifice.tea is provided in the Budget only to 
the extent to which that interest is expec:ted actually to be paid 
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in the year upon certificates presented for encashment. There 
is, therefore, a liability, for which no provision is made, in 
respect of the interest accumulating on certificates outstanding .. 

. This liability, which is shown annually in a note in the Finance 
Acoounts, was estimated on the 31st March, 1924,.Ilt about £80 
millions; on the 31st March, 1925, at about £90 millions, and 
on the 31st March, 1926, at about .Il100 millions. While 
interest is not being met in full, it is fallacious to regard the 
present Sinking Fund as an effective provision of £50 millions. 
After full oonsideration of the' evidence tendered by Sir Otto 
Niemeyer on the matter (Q. 8726 et 8eq.), we agree with him 
that no alteration in the present practice of bndgeting only for 
actual cash requirements for interest payments is called for, 
but we think it of importance to point out that, in effect, the 
present Sinking Fund provision is offset to the extent of the 
interest not provided. Whether or not the interest will even
tually have to be paid as such in full depends to some exteni 
upon the reception of the offers now open to holders of certificates 
of the first issue to oonvert into other Government securities; 
that does not, however, essentially alter the position, since con
version will result in the capitalisation of that interest. The 
figures of accumulated interest given above--showing an annual 
increase of £10 million&-8uggest that the present Sinking Fund, 
to acoord with the view that £50 millions is reasonable, would 
require to be raised to £60 millions. 

999. Though, as we have said, it is impossible to foresee future 
rates of taxation, it is permissible to consider the probability of 
some accession to the revenue (under the present procedure) as 
the resul~ of repayments to this country in respect of allied war 
debts. We are strongly in favour of applying all receipts in 
respect of princIpal repayments of loans made by this country 
for war and reconstruction purposes as an additional Contribu
tion to the redemption of debt, and we are glad to note thai 
this course is being followed wherever such receipts are defi
nitely identifiable as principal. For the major part of these 
debts the tenus of settlement made (or proposed) will ~esult in 
a payment to this oountry less than the interest charge on the 
debt created in reSpect of the original loans. Buch receipts 
have, up to the present time, been brought into revenue. So 
far as they may in the future exceed the present amount, there 
is clearly latitude for an increase of deM redemption without 
imposing additional taxation for the purpose. A qua.Iification 
has, no doubt, to be made that. on the other side, there is likely 
to be a diminution in the amount of the specia.I war receipta 
which at present form an appreciable item of revenue, and that 
the payments of interest on the deM to the United Bta.*ea will 
increase by about £5 millions in 1933-34. 

1000. Conc/tuiMa.-After careful ooosideration of the whole of 
the findings recorded in our Report both in regard to the burden 
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of taxation and the desirability of reducing the debt, we have 
reached the conclusion that, as iii more or less permanent contri
bution, the present provision of £50 millions a. yea.r out of 
revenue for debt redemption is insufficient. At the same time, 
we are not prl'pared to recommend any· immediate drastio 
increase of taxation; though we think its burden is frequently 
exaggerated, we consider that any drastic increase would, in 
present circumstances, be definitely harmful. 

1001. We recommend that steps should be taken to increase 
the Sinking Fund a.a early a.a possible to .£75 millions a. yea.r. 
We should hope that, with the aid of additional allied loan repay
ments, reductions in the interest charge from conversions and re
payments, and possibly, expanding revenue, this would become 
possible within a period of, 8&Y, live ye&l'1l without the imposition 
of additional taxation. If, on a. survey of budgetary prospects, 
that result is considered to be impossible of &chievemen~, we 
recommend that additional taxation should be imposed to the 
extent necessary to raise the Sinking Fund by stepe to tha.t 
figure within, 11111, five years. We would only add on this 
point that we rl!Cognise that the industrial disturbance of the 
present year may ma.ke it impractice.ble to put this programme 
into force immediately, even if our recommendation is accepted 
in principle. 

1002. With re"na.rd to the further outlook, we think tha.t the 
aim should be to increase the Sinking Fund by degrees to .£100 
millions per lWlDum. We contemplate that this should be 
poasible, without additional taxation, by applying the major part 
of the interest 8&ving over a period of, 8&Y, from seven to ten 
yelU'B. Whether or not taxation rates' can simuitaneouaIy be 
reduced depends upon expenditure in other direclions, the poe
aibiIity of economiee in which is being explored by other bodies 
at the present time. We feel strongly, however, that no reduc
tion should be made which would endanger the oarrying out of 
the above programme. Similarly, we think that any emba.rka
tion upon new expenditure of wh&tever na.ture should only be 
made if, at the sa.me time, oonditions are hell) to permit ~ 
the inorease of the Sinking Fund to the above dimensions • . 

1003. In addition to the provision of a definite Sinking Fund 
on the sca1e oUtlined above, we oontempl&te the continuance of 
the existing arra.ngemente under which identifiable capital 
receipts in respect ~ loans dlAe to this eountry and certain minlE 
receipts ~y the Nation~ Debt Commjuionera are applied to debt 
redemption, together WIth any surplus ~ revenue over expendi
ture in the financial year. 

1004. We think 0IlI' nIOQIIInwmdatioD ~ta a reaBonsble 
and adequate programme of debt redemption, which it ahould be 
possible to pursue without entailing an undue burden on the 
eommunity. To .PUt it higher would, we feel, be in the long 
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run to invite its non-observance. Whether or not it may be 
possible in a. more remote future to. accelerate repayment must 
be left for another generation to decide. 

1005. If the suggestion we have made is accepted, it will be 
necessary in due course to make further statutory provision for 
the increase of the Sinking Fund. The precise form which 
legislation should take may be a matter of some difficulty since 
the increase we suggest will not necessarily proceed upon a 
regula.r scaJe; we have no doubt, however, that a formula ca.n 
be devised. We would only add on this question that we have 
considered VariOllS arguments regarding the form of the Sinking 
Fund, bearing in the main upon the safeguarding of the Fund 
from raids to m"et other expenditure or to reduce taxa.tion. 
There is little doubt in our minds that hypothecation to parti
cular loans is the greatest safeguard possible, but on other 
grounds we 1Iave decided against any extension of that practice 
(para. 217). The history of the Sinking Fund in the past 
leads us to the conclusion, however, that there is no possible 
device which Cnn absolutely ensure the continuance of debt 
redemption, if the Government of the day decides on a contrary 
policy. We ca.n only hope that, in the knowledge of the small 
impression which wa.s made upon debt created for the 
Napoleonic wars by the weak debt policy during a period of 
unexampled int-rease in productivity, the Governments of the 
future will realise the need for a steady and regular continuance 
of adequate meliSures of redemption. Ra.ther than resort to any 
measure of con('eaiment of Sinking Funds, we would stress the 
importance of d"monstrating a.s clearly as possible the full 
strength of the Sinking Fund policy. 

1006. The proposals which we have made provide for a con
tinuous policy irrespective of the state of trade. On this point 
witnesses have, in general, suggested that all the variation neces
sary can be secured through the application of surplus re~enue 
to the redemption of debt; in the main, it is held that a policy 
of variation would inevitably lead to little progress being made 
It is possible, of course, that the provision of a constant snm 
might in times of real depression entail, a higher rate of taxation 
than would be neceBB8ry in times of real prosperity, and that 
a slump might in consequence be intensified. The difficulties of 
fixing any definite or automatic sca.Ie of variation are evident, 
and we share the views of our witnesses that, in the absence of 
an indisputable test, a variable scale would constantly give scope 
for providing only the minimum requirements. ~me reflection 
of trade conditions may, perhaps, be looked for 1D the state of 
snrplus revenue; obviooRly, however, that depends not 80 much 
upon the state of trade as upon the con'ectneSB of budgeting 
which should take account as far as practicable of all facto ... 
likely to affect the revenue of the year. 
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1007. We have now oompleted our recommendations on the 
question of debt redemption, and propose only to refer briefly to 
a few allied points. We have shown in an earlier section of our 
Report the possibilities of effecting a saving in the interest charge 
through oonversion operations upon what may, perhaps, be termed 
the most favourable assumptions (paya. 191 et 8eq.). Clearly it 
is of oonsequence to foster the most favourable financial oonditions 
for the large operations which remain to be undertaken, and to 
that end we think our reoommendations for a larger measure of 
debt reduotion should assist. 

1008. With regard to the form of securities to be offered in 
future, we have made only three recommendations-that loans 
should not be issued at a price very substantially below par 
(pMO. 170) ; that specific Sinking Funds should not be attached 
to future issues (paya. 217); and that, as far as possible, special 
tall: privileges should not be attached to loans (paya. 179). Apart 
from these points, the choice of the type of security to be issued 
must, we think, be determined, in oonsultation BO far as may be 
with oompetent authorities, by reference to the oonditions obta.in
iug at the time of issue. How far it may prove possible to avoid 
the issue of short-term securities it is impossible to foresee. In 
general, 80 far as oonditions permit, it seems to us BOund policy to 
proceed in the main with i88ues of securities in funded form, with 
an option to the Government to repay at a no$ too distant date. 
At the same time, given a definite policy of debt re!iuction we 
think there may be" advantage in oombining with fnnded issues a 
proportion of long-term iesues definitely redeemable within a 
period of, say, 40 years, an!I with an option to the State to redeem 
at an earlier date. Funded debt is obviously most in favour when 
in terest rates are expected to fall and redeemable loans when they 
are expected to rise or when feeling is very indefinite. It is 
observable throughout the evidence giyen before us that views aa 
to future interest rates are by no means uniform, and there is 
therefore some ground for thiD-king that the widest appeal would 
be made by a judicious minure of both types of loans. 

1009. The only concrete suggestion made to ns for a new form 
of security waa by Mr. Keynes, who proposed" the iesue by the 
Government of bondll, the capital and interest of wbich would 
be paid not in a bed amount of sterling, but in such an amount 
of sterling aa "haa a fixed commodity value as indicated by an 
indell: number compiled for the purpose. (ED., p. 278; E. m C., 
5.) He considered that the State could float a cena.in volume of 
bonds economically by catering for people who wished to be free 
from risks arising out of variations in the value of money; in 
parti~ular be mentioned colleges and other long-lived institutioDll, 
and bodies engaged in building up pension funds. While 
espedally directing a\tentioD to the wide loss in values during 
the War, Mr. Keynes also indicated that over a very long period 
the value of any legal tender had always tended to fall towards 
zero. (Q. 4015.) 
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1010. While we do not doubt that Mr. Keynes' proposal would 
be welcomed by a certain class of investor, we are inclined to 
the view that that class would be so limited that the creation of 
yet another variety of Government loan would not justify itself. 
Mr. Keynes put it that, unless the Treasury hoped to make a 
profit through the depreciation of legal tender, it would lose 
nothing and might gain something in terms of interest by issuing 
these bonds. We would prefer to say that, if there is deprecia
tion of legal tender, all holders of fixed interest securities will 
suffer; any particular class granted immunity from the fall gain 
at the expense of the rest of the commui:llty. The issue of loans 
of this nature thus appears to demand an adequate consideration 
in the price of issue for the insurance given; any real basis for 
judging the financial advantage to the community as a whole 
is, however, lacking. 

1011. It· is to be anticipated, so far as the deadweight debt is 
concerned, thst future debt operations will be in the nature only 
of conversion and reborrowing transactions, which, in their effects 
on the national credit, are in a category distinct from entirely 
fresh borrowings. We would in this connection streBB the desir
ability of confining to the narrowest possible limits the issue of 
securities to which the Government's guarantee is attached. 
Whatever may be their merits in other directions, we feel that 
the expansion of the area of what are, in effect, Government loans 
is definitely adverse to the succeBB of the conversion operations 
yet to be undertaken. 

II.-TAXATION UNDER THE SINKING FUND 
POLICY. 

lOll!. With reference to taxation in p1l1'B1l8nce of the Sinking 
Fnnd policy we have little further to say. We had no mandate 
to pursue a general enquiry into poBBible new sources of revenue 
for meeting the ordinary annual requirements of the Exchequer; 
nor had we a mandate to examine the detailed provisions of the 
existing tax law with a viewto recommending small adjustments. 
Our analysis in Part I of this Report does not suggest that 
existing taxes are so defective as to necessitate the search for 
entirely new forms of taxation in order to supersede them. 
Again, if it should unfortunately be fonnd necessary to raise 
more revenue than could be obtained from the taxes at the rates 
now existing, it does not appear that the system would be 
incapable of further expansion, since there is considerable 
elasticity in the most productive source of revenue, the Income 
Tax and Super-tax. 

1013. In the course of our examination of existing taxes, we 
have passed certain comments which may suggest . possible 
lines of improvement, subject to difficulties or objections 
which we point out, and also to the many Budget con
siderations which lie outside our province. We have also 
referred to a few propoaals for tax ameudment, which have come 
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before us. In general, however, as stated a.t the beginning of 
our Report (para. 5) we have regarded technical matters of 
a.ssesSDlent as outside our province. Thus we ha.ve Dot discussed 
the comparative merits of the various bases of &8sesBDlent to 
Income Tax, or the adequacy c4 the Income Tu provisions 
relating to depreciation, &c.-mattenl which were closely 
examined by the Royal CoDlDlission on the Income Tax, and 
on which relatively little evidence has been pla.ced before us; 
we have noted tha.t the Fina.nce Act, 1926, abolishes the three 
years' average basis of assesSDlent as from 1927-28. Turning to 
a. matter affecting a pa.rticular claBB of business, we may observe 
that a propoaa.1 for relieving the broker and general coDlDlission 
agent from liability to Income Tu in respect of the profits of 
a non-resident principal, which was urged before us by Sir Keith 
Price--<lne of the witnesses appea.ring on beha.lf of the London 
Chamber of Commerce on the 5th May, 1925-was a.lso raised in 
Parlia.ment, and was dealt with in the Finance Act, 1925. 

It may be useful to review briefly certa.in of the IIIDre specific 
points to which we have given attention. 

blooms Taz. 
1014. Familll and satmtJ income relisf8.-We ha.ve noticed 

that a great difference ia made in the lowen range of incomes 
(taken, for CODvenieil.ce, up to £500) by the family allowances 
and by the earned income relief (para. 839). As regards family 
allowances, however, a point ia lOOn reached beyond which the 
increment. of tax per .£100· of income are exactly the aame for 
the ma.rried person as for the single, and SODlB of us iliink that, 
if regard ia had solely to ability to pay, t1!e ~ODDt of ~e family 
allowancea ought to vary to some extent Wlth the lIlZe of the 
wpayer's income, instead of being absolutely fixed (PMlU. 358 
and 862). Aga.in, as regards earned income, the relief (while 
varying in proportion to the taxpayer's income, subject to a fixed 
muimum) ia inadequate to measure the difference in ability 
to pay between .. pure earned income" and .. pure inveatment 
income," although an important corrective ia iMroduced by the 
death duties; we point out, however, the great difficulty of 
reducing thia defect (panu. 856-7 lind 862). 

1015. We have checked ~ criticiama by reference to other 
important considerationa from the point of view not of the 
individual but of the community. In the middle range of 
incomes, tantion often furniahea a particularly strong incentive 
to extra effort and eoooomy po the I*ri of the manied lOaD and 
the earner (pIJO'IU. 359 and 867). On the whole. th_ 
fore, work and saving are likely to benefi\ from a 
acheme of graduation under which the married taxpayer 
and the wpayer dependent on earned illC(lllle U'8 asked to eon
tribute something more than in proportion to their relative ability 
to pay, aa compared with the Bingle taxpayer and the taxpayer 
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with investment income; how far taxation policy should be 
iufluenced by this consideration is another matter. Again, a. 
scheme under which investment income wa.s much more heavily 
taxed than earned income would be likely to exercise a more 
deterrent influence on saving-and also on the more enterprising 
use of savings-than the existing scheme, particularly in the 
case of individuals with incomes liable to Super-tax; for this 
reason we have expressed a preference for a.n increase in the 
standa.rd rate of tax, rather tha.n a.n increase confined to 
investment income, if in a.ny circumstances a very substantial 
additional yield were required (ct. paras. 38:&, 449 and 905.) 

1016. Industrial r8s8N188.-It has often been urged that relief 
should be given in respect of the sums put to reserve out of profit 
by companies. This far-reacl$lg proposal was advocated by a 
number of our witnesses, although others did not support it. 
A part from the theoretical merits or demerits of a. differentiation 
in favour of company savings, the question of its practicability, 
or of the form in which it might be practicable, is a much more 
serious one than is usually recognised. Of the witneses who 
appeared on behalf of the Accountant Societies, Sir Arthur Lowes 
Dickinson, representing the Institute of Chartered Accountants, 
and Sir John Mann, representing the Councils of the Chartered 
Accountants of Scotland, expressed personal opinions in favour 
of some measure of relief in respect of sums put to ·reserve for 
development purposes, while Mr. George Stanhope Pitt, repre
senting the Society of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors, 
was understood not to dissent (Qs. 3492-3515). Moreover, it 
appeared that the societies had considered advocating such relief 
in their corporate evidence (Q. 3492). Certain practical difficul
ties were discussed, and we subsequently iSBUed a detailed 
questionnaire directed to these difficulties, in the hope that the 
Accountant Societies would be prepal"ed to express a corporate 
opinion on the several points. The Councils of the Societies, 
however, did not feel in a position to submit representative 
answers, or to indicate the preponderance of view in the 
accountancy profession, and we were left to understand that any 
individual advocacy of relief was to be taken as purely personal, 
and not as representing the profeSBion as a whole. Sir John 
Mann afterwards wrote that, as he had indicated in evidence, the 
proposal at first sight seemed attractive, but was obviously open 
to .. very practical difficulties .. ; the more he had considered t.he 
details the more he was satisfied that those practical difficulties 
were insuperable, and therefore he could not 8Uppo~ the pro
posal. Sir Arthur Lowes Dickinson, however, still thought 
that in a certain form the relief of reserves for development could 
be carried out and sent in a statement in answer to the ques
tionnaire. The questionnaire and the statement are printed in 
Appendix XXVIII. For particulars of Sir Arthur's suggestion 
we refer to the Appendix, but we may say briefly that he pro
poses the creation of a Special Development Account over and 
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above genera.1 reserves. &0., this lICCOunt being represented by 
additiona.1 bnildings. plant and ma.cbinery. by additiona.l working 
capital or by additional investments in securities. It 
would be necessa.ry to admit investments in the lICCOunt. since 
obviously it would not always be possible for the business to 
apply moneys immedia.tely to development purposes; but it 
appears to us that this element would give rise to 
great difliculty •. u.s indeed was suggested by Sir Richard Hopkins. 
Sir Richard thought that the question of motive must inevitably 
arise under any scheme attempting to discriminate in favour of 
a particular class of reserves. and that. if any relief were given. it 
would have to be on rough-and-resdy lines (Q. 9125). We are 
inclined to agree with this view; such relief would. exrend to 
a.ccumulationR made against losses. in regard to. which there 
would be no theoretical ground for relief. 

1017. AI reglll"ds toe principle of the propoaa.l, we have seen 
that uuder the existing system the limited company a.1rea.dy hu.s 
a considerable advantage, as compared with the la.rge private 
firm, in that its reserves are not lia.ble to Super-tax (pa~/J. 399) ; 
if, in addition, some relief were given from the standard rate of 
Inoome Tax, it would be very diflicult to withhold it from the 
reserves of private firms, which would have a claim not only on 
the pies of equity, but also on the grouud that their 8&vingB. 
like those of the public company, had. specia.1 value for the 
community (p/J~/J. 419). If. however, relief were conCeded. the 
pra.ctica.1 difficulties of applying even a rough-and-ready scheme 
would be very greatly inorea.aed. 

1018. The question of equity goes further. It would certa.inly 
be wed why relief should. be given to business 8&vings a.lone, 
and withheld from the savings of professiona.1 men and others. 
Purely from the standpoint of equity it would be diflicult to lind a 
convincing answer, although it would be easy to show that, the 
wider the relief were extended, the more expensive and the more 
unworkable would the scheme become. 

1019. Fina.11y, if company reserves were granted some relief, 
the relief would mainly benefit the industries which were a.1ready 
in a position to put lsrgs amounts to reserve; it would be of com
paratively little avail to the companies which were making low 
profits. This point is of obvious imporiance in the present situa
tion. We have seen that while the aggregate sume being put 
to reserve by companies may be viewed with some saQefa.ction, 
there is great disparity between different industries, a noiable 
decline having taken plaoe in the heavy industries eubjecl to 
foreign competition (potw. 61). It is th_ laHar which are 
in most need of assistance, and which wonld derive 1east under 
the propoaa.l. In fact, the propoaa.l would accentuate the differ
ence in fortune between them and tha sheltered. industriee. 
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Altogether, when questions of practicability and of principle are 
considered, we are forced to the conclusion that the proposal is 
radically unsound, despite its superficial attractiveness. 

1020. An alternative method of relieving industrial reserves 
was suggested by Mr. Keynes, who also discussed the question 
in relation to the funds of insurance COPlpanies. The essence 
of his proposal was that the standard rate of tax should be 
reduced and the graduation revised, the Super-tax limit being 
brought down, and the effective rates on the individual being 
increased, so far as necessary, in orderw maintain the total yield 
of the tax. This proposal would avoid many of the practical 
difficulties associated with the scheme we have just considered, 
but in principle it would be open to some of the same criticisms. 
Moreover, to bring down the Super-tax (or .. personal tax ") 
limit much below £2,000 would greatly mUltiply the number 
of individuals-and increase the amount of incom&-to be dealt 
with by direct personal assessment instead of by taxation at 
the source.. As a result there would be inevitable loss through 
evasion; this was recognised by Mr. Keynes, who regarded it 
as the main objection to his proposal. (Q. 3895.) We cannot 
recommend that the proposal should be adopted. 

Death Duties. 
1021. Life insurance policiea.-We are opposed to the sug

gestion that differential relief should be given in favour of . life 
insurance policies, mainly for the reason that those policies 
only represent one particula.r kind of savings (pa1'aB. 496-7). 

1022. Alloidance.-We have endorsed the opinion of several 
witnesses that the opportunities which exist for avoidance are 
a marked defect of the Estate Duty -(pua. 498). The deliberate 
legal avoidance of dnty takes many forms and we do not think 
that it could be satisfactorily checked by any simple measure. 
The most obvious form of avoidance is through gifts inter tliIlO'" 
which escape duty under the present law, unless they have been 
made by the testator within three years of his death. To 
increase the three-year period would be of doubtful assistance, 
as it would increase the difficulty already experienced by 
executors in tracing dutiable gifts. Moreover, it might tend ~ 
the wider adoption of methods which do not depend for thell' 
success on the duration of the testator's life. As regards these 
other forms of &;voidance, again-e.g., the various ways in which 
the formation of companies may be turned to account-we do 
not think it likely that any slight or sjmpl~ remed.y would be 
of much Bvail. It appears to us that avoidance IS a matter 

• ObrioUBly euch gtfla may ba made from quile ot .... mog",,! th~u iliat. of 
.. oidiDg duty .Dd we do DM q_tioD th., ;" __ tbe penial di·Vibu_ 
of aD _Ie 'baf ...... tb may ba ...... om;..lI,. deoirab'" 110 __ ,_ 
delibarale .,oidauoo by gift ia much ... objecUonable tbaa .,~ throalfb 
tbe forming of • oompaoy, wbich Iea_ the Wia ..... iD Yinnal _IIOI aod 
.,j.".- of the property. 
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which may require to be dealt with by legislation, and that 
drastic provisions may have to be faced, if they are found to 
provide an elective way-and the only elective way--of check
ing the trouble. 

1023. We may add that, without stronger safeguards than 
exist at present, we are inclined to think the Estate Duty on 
the largest -estates so heavy as to endanger the full yield. This 
suggests that, if it were thought desirable to aim at & more 
even progreBSion than that now existing (c/. gf'oph in Appendiz 
XVI); it would be wiser to moderate the scale for the highest 
ranges of estate rather than to stiffen it for properties of less 
magnitude. -

1024. TIle inheritance taG: pf'inciple.-We bve referred to the 
contention that the death duties should _ be graduated by 
reIerence not to the whole estate passing (as in the Estate 
Duty), but to the inherited share (pMIJI. 490-4); we have also 
noticed the 8uggestion that the graduation might take account 
of the other wealth of the beneficiary (pOf'o. 539). Although 
we have concluded that, on balance" the equity of the Estate 
Duty can well be vindicated- (pMG. 495), we have said that we 
think the argument for the inheritance tax principle not entirely 
without force (pMG. '94). 

1025. We should be very definitely opposed to the aubatitu
tion of a lingle inheritance tax for the present systl!m. The 
Estate Duty has many merita, it is well established, and it plays 
an important pan in the adjustment of direct taxation to ability 
to pay (paM. '715 et .eq). Moreover, as the Board of Inland 
Revenue 8tate in a Note on the Practical Aspecta of an Inherit
ance Tax (A""endiz xxvm, the Estate Duty is collected very 
chee.ply, and much more so than an inheritance tax could !!e. 
At the same time the incidence of the Estate Duty is not 
uniformly on the testator (pat'CI • .&5,), and U is c1ea.r that any 
form of death duties &axation must alIect the beneficiary. Our 
review of the Estate Duty and the Legacy and Suocession Duties 
IUggesta that it may be desirable to develop the latter two
which rep1'8l!eDt at least some recognition of the inheritance 
&ax principle-beyond their present mther rDdimrntary ~ 
(para. 540), perhapa refining on the distinctions of relationalllp 
which DOW fOl"lll the sole test (para. 637), .. well .. introducing 
Dew elements into the b&ais of graduation. On broad grounds 
of equity we think there is much to be aaid for the inheritance 
&ax principle occupying a more conaiderable position that U _ 
doee in the death dutiee system. 

1026. At the 8&Dle time we ha~ no doubt that any graduation 
by reIerence to the inherited share or to the total wealth of 
the inheritor, would produce ita own greater or Jeaa _aliee. 
We may take, .. miiy one 8J:&Illple, the c:tI8II of a man with 
£100,000, whoae eon is building np a fortune of hi. own,.nd 
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consider what may happen under a scheme taking the tota.i 
wealth of the inheritor into account .. If the son comes into 
the £100,000 at the age of 35, his .. other wealth" may be, 
8I\Y, £20,000· If he comes into it at the age of 55, his .. other 
wealth." may be. £80,000. In the former CllSO he may, 
according !'O the life tables, expect to enjoy the oil] 00,000 for 
32 years, In the latter CIIS8 for 17 years. It is not clear that 
he ought to pay more duty in the latter case. Indeed, the test 
of .. other wealth," iIi this not very extreme example, would 
seem to act in a distinctly arbitrary way. 

1027 . We recognise' that the recommendation .,f any wide 
departure from the present system could only be ju£tified after 
a very full consideration of the many questions involved, in
cluding difficulties of adminis~ation such as are adumbrated 
in the Board of Inland Revenue's Note (Appendiz XXVID : for 
such an investigation we are not qualified by our terms of 
reference. 

Stamp Dutie8. 
1028. Generally we have not viewed the Stamp Duties with 

much favour. Here we need only repeat that, if the £2 per 
cent. duty on bearer bonds should be detected lIS having any 
material influence on foreign loan business, the rate of duty 
should be lowered (para. 565). 

Cmwfn8 and Euiae Dutie8. 
1029. The food dutiea.-We have expressed the view thai 

the food duties, even as reduced by the Finlwce Act, 1924, mu£t 
still exercise BOrne adverse effect on the standard of living of 
the poor (para. 660). We consider that the sugar duty is 
relatively high and, that, if any relief in taxation is fo~d 
possible in the nen few years, it should be applied first ID 

reduction of this duty. 
1030. The ana of indif'6Ct ta:r:ation.-We have expressed the 

opinion that, while existing Customs and Ex~ d?ties have ,no 
verydiaturbing effect, the general tendency of mdirect taxation 
is to cause dislocation and to interfere with natural channeIa 
of trade (paraB. 590-1). We tbink there is a presumption 
against widening the area of commodities subject to, tax. 

1031. The tumotlef' taz j1f'Dp08al.-We think that, pftmIJ facie, 
there are extremely strong objections to a tax on mrnover, 
either in the cumulative fonn-i.e., imposed ai each stage of 
manufacture and productian-or in the form of a tax levied on 
one sale only, whether at the point of final consumption or 
earlier. In the latter form the tax WIIS suggested by Mr. 
Selfridge IIR II substitute for part of the existing income taxa.
tion, making it 'possible to raise .. a lot of money wbich no one 
would feel II (E. in C., 8, and Q. 7261-3). In our view, the 
Income Tax, which can be graduated according to ahility to r-y 
and which ill not passed on in prices like an indire<1 tax, J8 • 
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far superior instrument of .taxation from the standpoint both of 
the individnal and of industry. In theory and intention the 
turnover tax is one to be passed on to the consumer. It would 
undoubtedly lead to rising prices and, as a consequence, to wage 
disturbances. In the cue of a cur;nulative tax the price of food 
could not remain unaffected, whatever specific exemptions might 
be provided. From the point of view of industry the tax woulol 
be generally harmful as leading to increased costs, and would 
enhance the difficulties of industries open to foreign competition: 
it would seem imperative to allow di'Swbacks on export and to 
impose countervailing import duties. We are aware that turn. 
over taxes exist in various foreign countries. In this country. 
however, economic and other conditions appear to be very un· 
favourable to it. Moreover, in this country the taxpayer ill 
willing to bear a. large annual burden of direct taxes, which, 
as we have said, constitute in our view a much higher order of 
taxation. .Yet again, we would point to the large burden already 
imposed by existing indirect taxes on small incomes. In our 
view the considerations we have briefly referred to are sufficient 
in themselves to indicate that the adoption of a turnover tax ill 
place of any part of the direct taxes would be a retrograde step. 

We desire to plsce on record our deep sense of obligs.tion to 
Mr. G. R. Hanrilton and Mr. G. Ismay for their services aa 
Secretaries to the Committee. Their work haa ,been protracted 
and laborious, demanding high intellectual qualities. It has 
been performed throughout, with un{ailing regularity and 

I
, efficiency and a maatery of the subjects involved. We are parti. 

cularly indebted to them for the great aasista.nce they have given 
in the preparation of this Report. 

We have thO honour to be, 

My Lords, 

.Your obedient Servants, 

COLWYN (CMinnon). 
C. S. ADDIS. 
A. G. ANDERSON. 
A. BALFOUR. 
HENRY BELL. 
W. L. mCRENS. 
WII,r.IAM MoLIN'I'OCK. 
J. C. STAMP. 

G. R. HAMIl.TON (S..:retory). 
G. ISMAY (Aasirt4ftt S_tory) , 
15~ Noo",,"er, 1926. 
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COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEBT AND TAXATION. 

MINORITY REPORT. 

To TUB LOBDB COMMIBBION1m/I OIP IDB MAJBBTy'B TBBABUBY. 

My LoBD8, 

1. While it will be observed tha.t, on certa.in mattere con
sidered by the Committee, we &ore in a.greement with the 
ma.jority of our colleagues, we regret tha.t, owing to fundamental 
dilferences in the empha.sis which we lay on certa.in upects of 
the National Debt and of existing ta.xa.tion, we a.re una.ble to 
aign the Repm·t preaented by them. . 

PUT I. 

THE DEBT AND ITS EFFECTS. 

Compo8ition 01 tli, Debt. 
!l. Nea.rly the whole of the Na.tional Debt, which on 31st 

Ma.rch, 1926, amounted to a Domina.! tota.! of 4:."1,615,916,000, is 
the result of expenditure during the War of 1914-18, the pre
war debt (on Slat Ma.rch, 1914) amounting only to .£650,000,000. 

S. In the Annexe to thispa.ri of our Repdri, we give a table 
showing ~e apl=ximate tota.la, aa a.t 31st Ma.rch, 1926, of the 
various items of which this debt is composed, and the respective 
dates ai which these fa.ll due for repayment. . 

It may be useful at the outset to give a few words of comment 
and explanation regarding the composition of the debt ae shown 
by this table, 

4. The externa.! debt, aa will be eeen from. the ta.ble, com
priees about one-aeventh of the total. Of a total external debt of 
£1,110,778,000, nea.rly nine-tenthe is accounted lor by our debt 
to the United States Government. (The item of .£135,700,000, 
.. loans from. certain Allied Governments," consists of Joana 
from France, Italy and Ruasia. which &ore, of couree, much more 
than counterba.lanced by the debts due from. those ceuntriea.) 

6. The internal debt falls roughly into three grouJ*l, the 
Floating Debt proper, the medium-dated debt and the long-term 
and funded debt. The F\oaiing Debt, the 1UI10unt of which 
varies from week to week, conaiste of Treaaur;y Billa (running 
only for a few months) and Ways and Means AdvanCBB, and 
stood ai £104,296,000 at Slat March Iaet, the data. of the 
table. Figures of the Floating Debt are, howMIBr, liable to 
misinterpreta.tion, since a considerable part of this debt is held 
by Government Departments and Government Func1s, i.e., it is 
owed by the Government to itaelf. n is impossible to D1 wish 
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accuracy how much of the Floating Debt is thus held; but it 
has been suggested to us by Sir Otto Niemeyer that the total 
might be &8 much as £150,000,000. 

6. The m~dium-dated debt, i.e., that maturing in the next 25 
years, compnses much the greater part of the internal debt and 
includes the 5 per cent. War Loan of £2,044,053,000, ~hich 
is the largest single item in the debt. It will be seen that issues 
of considerable amount, though widely varying from year to 
year, f~l d?-e for repayment in each. of the next five years, 
amounting m the aggregate to £1,059,054,000 (exclusive of 
Floating Debt, premiums on National War Bonds, and external 
debt). 

7. The dates of maturity quoted in the table are those at 
which deM mwt be redeemed or converted. Many of the 
issues, however, carry options giving the Government the right 
to redeem (and in some C&SeS options giving the investor the 
right to claim repayment) at a much earlier date than that of 
final maturity. Thus the 5 per (:ant. War Loan may be 
redeemed at any time from 1929. The total amount of debt 
which may, or must, be repaid in the next five years amounts to 
over £3,000,000,000, or nearly half the internal debt. 

S. The long-term debt consists of the funded debt proper
Consols, &c., and the 31 per cent. Conversion Loan, of which 
£760,015,000 WII8 outetanding on the 31st March, 1926-and of 
the two long-term· issues of 4 per cent. Funding Loan 
(£391,910,000) maturing in 1990, and repayable at the Govern. 
ment's option from 1960, and of 4 per' cent. Victory Bonds. 
(£347,609 ,000) redeemable by annual drawings calculated to 
repay the loan by 1976. 

The lnlerut Oharge. 
9. The following table showe. the cost of interest (excluding 

management, &c.) on the National Debt for each year since the 
end of the War. For the purpose of comparison we have 
added figuree showing the total national revenue for each year, 
and the proportion of this absorbed by payment of the debt 
interest. 

OonoflD_OD ToaI NatioD&! NatioD&! DeM ID_ 
YMr. .. _~"'t.I NatioD&! Deln. lIeoenae. NatioD&! De. 

£ £ " 191~19 266,156,778 889,020,825 29'8 
1919-20 322,526,039 1,889,571,880 24'1 
1920-21 S26,On,oo. l,426,9M,666 22'9 
1921-22 802,157,989 1,124,8'l9,875 26'9 
1922-28 297,265,958 91,,012,452 32'6 
1928-24 805,769,196 SS7,lS9,2M 86'6 
1924-26 809,216,112 799,4lIb,596 38'7 
1926-26 S06,99',a.7 812.061,668 87'8 
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10. It will be seen tha.t the popular estimate tha.t the pay
ment of interest on the debt costs a million pounds for every 
working day in the year is substanti&lly acC1l1"&te. 

The Burden oj the Debt. 

11. We ha.ve heard a. grea.t variety of opinions a.s to the exa.ct 
natUl'e of the burden, if a.ny, which this debt imposes upon the 
oountry. On the one hand, witnesses have argued, tha.t the 
nation has now beoome accustomed to a. debt on the existing 
BcaJe, and tho.t this does not now do a.nybody serious ha.rm. One 
witness even went 80 far &8 to say thil.t .. the N ationa.l Debt a.nd 
the Floa.ting Debt, if held within the Unted Kingdom, a.re 
woeful instruments of credit, and increase the previously existing 
supply of ca.pital for tl-a.de a.nd industry." (8_61: E. in C., 
A rt.t. 1). On the other hlLDd, it ha.s been represented to UB tha.t 
co the presence of the debt . . . . . . is ca.using the 
working cla.sses to be deprived of the social amenities a.nd 
educa.tioualneceasities of civilised life." (English Trtiau 
Union Congrll88, Ell. p. 230, E. in C., vm (II)). We Me oj 
opinion that, although the' inju'1l may not be ell8f1lIDhere 1'ecog
rlliBed, the B:l:istBnoe of a National Debt on. the presmt .eale does 
impose /I 118f1I ,enous burden upon the nation., th!l no.ture of 
which we analyse below. 

1Il. In the first place, the debt is almost entirely the reeult 
of unproductive expenditure. Of the £7,615,916,000 out
standing on Slat March, 19116, all except £650,000,000 h&8 been 
accumulated in the past 11 yea.ra as a. result of the recent 
War, while the greater part of the rema.inder ha.a also o.riaen 
aa the result of expenditure on earlier wa.rB. Whatever the 
value of the results which this vast expenditure from loa.ne may 
have achieved (a. matter which it is outmde our province to 
diacuaa), the expenditure itself is evidently unproductive in the 
aenll8 tho.t it has provided no revenue-producing a.sset from which 
the service of the del?t mo.y be met. 

Th. Ezternal Debt. 

IS. The special burden imposed by the ezternaI debt is of a 
character which is easily seen, a.nd, we think, genera.\ly recog
nised. The external debt obligee the taxpayers of this country 
to make payments to the Governments of our creditor countries, 
giving the la.tter a claim upon the world's produciion which 
would otherwise have been exercised by a.nd for aome Briti$h 
citisen or institution. It reduces the real national income of 
this country. 

U. Further, the external debt is caJculated in Wms of .. 
foreign currency. The debt to America. enteila an obligation 
to mak!l payments having .. certain gold value. The burden 
of this debt is, therefore. heavier. the greater the effort that 
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we .have to make in order to obtain the necessary gold or its 
e9wv~lent. The burden ~ill be .increased by every apprecia
tIon m the value of gold m relatIon to commodities generally, 
or by every diminution in the productiveness of British labour; 
it will be diminished by converse changes. 

15. The world value of gold to.day, owing to the very large 
stocks of gold which have accumulated in America, depends 
largely upon the currency policy of the United States, and 
mainly upon conditions outside the control of this country alone. 
The burden, therefore, of the ezternal debt depends upon can
diti01l8 which we can neither fore8ee nor control. 

16. Further, under the arrangements made for funding the 
United States debt, repayment will not be completed until 1985. 
The period, therefore, during which we are exposed to varia
tions in the burden of the debt over which we have no control. 
is very long. 

The Internal Debt. 

17. The internal dilfers fundamentally from the external debt. 
in that it involves no direct reduction in the aggregate real 
income available for the citizens of this country. The HerVice 
of the debt necessitates levying certain taxation and corre
spondingly reduces the taxpayers' incomes. But the proceeds 
of this taxation are all paid out again as interest to the debt 
holders. The debt thus involves a transfer, but no destruction, 
of purchasing power. 

18. It does not follow that no burden is entailed. On the 
contrary. both internal and external debt appear to us to be 
serious obstacles in the way of social progress. The very heavy 
annual charge on the Exchequer entailed by the debt leaves 
but a am'lll residue for other purposes. Expenditure, therefore, 
upon new enterprisea such as assistance to nouning schemes. and 
on the development of existing services, such as education, is 
inevitably restricted. We think that this point is well illustrated 
by the table given above showing' the interest charge as a per
centage of the total national revenue for each year. It will be 
seen that from 1920-21 to 1924-25 this percentage increased from 
22'9 per cent. to 38'7 per cent., although the actual interest 
charge fell from £326,074,004 to £309,216,112. The percentJJgc 
.ttll &tan" at 37'8 per cent .• '0 that 6Ub.tJJnti4lly OfJer a third 
of all the t'eoenUII t'aiBed iB t'equired fOt' payment of interen OIl 
the debt. 

19. The explanation of the rising percenage is sinJply that 
during these years the amounts raised in taxation have been 
very severely linIited. Since it is inIpossible to .. economise .. 
on the debt charge (except to the very small enent d. the 
savings in intereai conaequent upon repaymenta through the 
Sinking Funds and conversions) without breach of contract, the 
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.. economy" neceaaitated by a diminishing income ia COllcen
trated on a small part of the total national expenditure, and 
ia correspondingly more severe within that restricted area. 

20. We have had to consider the contention that the limit 
oC what we can afford to spend upon the social services ia sel 
by the size of the total national income, and that, since the 
internal debt does not directly either increase or diminish the 
real national income, we should be DO better able to spend on 
tbese services were the whole of thia debt reduced or even 
abolished. We do not think that this contention ia justified. 
The immediate ob8tacle to incr6t18e4 .ocial ezpmditUf"e u the 
difficulty 01 f'aising the neC888G'lI taQ:88. But the less that must 
be mised in taxation for one purpose, the easier it is to find the 
money for other forma of expenditure. To argue that the BUIDS 
that can be spent on the social services are determined by the 
iUze of the ag!!I"egate national income, without regard SO the 
proportil'n of thn' income taken in taxation, is to &BBUIDe that 
expenditure on these services dillers from other forma d public 
expenditure in that it actually destroys a part of the national 
income. 

21. Such an B88umption ia obviously false. Both expenditure 
on the internal debt-charge and expenditure on the social services 
tranafer part of the national income, and do not directly destroy 
any real income whatever. All such transfers neceLliitate levy
ing certain tax_ process wbich ia always unpopular, and 
which, regardless of the purpose for which the funds raised are 
to be used, is accompanied by certain economic difficulties. Con
sequently, every reduction in the amount that must be raised 
for one purpose lessens the difficulty in the way of obtaining 
funds for other purposes. 

22. In concrete terma we are now eanmating for a tax revenue 
of £691,160,000, of which £804 milliona are required for interest 
on the debt. On the auppoaition that there ia any limit to our 
taxable capacity, it mun be true that, if taxpayers had not to 
pay eo much for the 008t of the National Dl!bt, they oou1d more 
easily be taxed for other purposes. 

28. Further, we are of opinion that the Vanaference of pur
~hasing power which the service of the debt elfecta ia itaelf of 
&1\ injurious character. In estimating the extent of thia injury 
we are much hamperecl by the lack (which we recogniae to be 
unavoidable) of any definite information .. to the cliatribution 
of hoIdinga of the debt. The number of registered debt holden 
runs into very large figures, but, even if it were possible to 
aacertain the number and amount of indiYidual hoIdioga in the 
debt, we should atill be without any knowlt.dge .. So the aggre
gate wealth of such individuala. Very wealthy pereona may bYe 
only small boldioga in the debt; while pereona of only moderate 
means may have the whole or nearly the whole of th_ inveodecl 
in the debt. 
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24. Moreover, a considerable part of the debt is held by banks 
and insurance and other companies, and the interest paid on 
this goes to the pl;ofit of the shareholders of these companies. 
In order, therefore, accurately to estimate the effect of the debt 
upon the distribution of wealth, we should need to know the 
position in the scale of wealth and poverty of all the shareholders 
of these companies as well as of all individual holders of the debt 
itself. 

2? We are thus in the somewhat upsatisfactory position of 
haVIng to form our conclusions on this matter-which is of 
primary importance in any discussion of the debt and its effects
on the basis of rough e~timates and on grounds of general 
probability. 

26. The followiug estimate of the general distriliution of hold
ings in the internal debt in 1924 was submitted in evidence by 
Mr. W. T. Layton. 

£ millions. 
Bank of England and other banks 
Savings banks or invested for sub

scribers through savings banks 
Treasury Note Reserve and ad

vances by Government Depart
ments 

(market value) 820 

Other holdings of Treasury Bills 
Insurance and railway companies 

.. 

.. 
" .. 

.. 

.. .. .. 

455 

810 
BOO 
480 

2,815 
Approximate addition to bring preceding items 

up to par value 277 

2,592 
Private persons liable to Estate Duty ... ... 2,850 
Foreigners, Trusts, Charities, Trade Unions, Joint 

Stock Companies, etc. 1,650 

6.592 

Debt in the hand& of Indicidu4l.r. 
27. If this estimate is correct, rather more than one-third of 

the debt is in the hands of. individna1s. 
28. It appears to us that the transfer of purchasing power 

from tlIe taxpayer to the individual debt hol~er. is injurious in 
two principal respects. In the first place, It IS reasonable to 
suppose that these debt holders represent mainly the wealthier 
classes of the community, and that the transfer accordingly 
aggravates the already great inequality in th~ distribu~ion of 
ownership of wealth throughout the community. ThJ8 pre
sumption is confirmed by the evidence afforded by the death 

. duty statistics. Of the total property liable to Estate Duty 
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left at death in 1923-4 in the form of British Government 
securities iBBued since 1914, approximately four·fifths was the 
property of persons having estates worth more than £5,000. 

29. Persons worth more than £5,000 oonstitute, however, the 
small wealthy minority of the population, estiJpated at about 
half a million individuals. A ny charge Up01li the gtmeral too: 
,.BtlenU68 of which jou,.·fijths or e"en th,.ee·fifths g068 to 80 small 
a minority is an 6"ident agg,.a"ation ()oj the inequality in the 
distribution 01 accu:mulated wealth. For the graduation of 
existing ta.xation is not nearly as steep as the graduation of 
property ownership. It should not be forgotten that the 
Customs and Excise du~ies, of which far the greater part i.q 
p&i.d by the relatively poor sections of the community, still 
aooount for over one-third of our total tax revenues. 

30. We hardly think that it i.q neceBBBrY to argue in detail 
that anything which makes the distribution of wealth more 
unequal is both economically and soci.qlly bad, alike in itself and 
in its effect upon the whole trend of our national production. 
It is, we think, a belief that the effect of the debt as a. whole i.q 
to aggrava.te t.he existing inequality in the distribution d. wealth 
which has done more than anything else to create popular feeling 
in, fa.vour of draatia methods of debt reduction. 

31. In the second pla.ce, the aervice of tha.t part of the debt 
which is in the hands of individuals seems to us to involve a. 
t.ransfer from the &ctive to the paBBive elements in the com· 
munity. At the time that the va.rious War Loans were first 
issued all kinds of motives inspired subscription t-o them. With 
the lapse of time, however, the stoclis have been bought and 
sold and have presuma.bly found their way into the handa d. 
tha~ section of the community to whom a first-cla.ss gilt-edged 
security is particulady a.ttr&ctive. Such securities must figure 
l~ely in the property of persons who are not engaged in active 
production and enterprise, including those who have retired 
from busineBB. I~ has been suggested to us by more than one 
witneBB that there is a feeling of resentment 1Wlongst ex-service 
men at paying taxes to provide the interest on a. debt whi::h was 
created by the War, but which i.q la.rgely held by those who by 
reaaon of their age were themselves exempt frc·m fighting 
service. We recur to this point in our discussion d. a Capital 
Levy (81'11 fHI"II. 188 aM 190). 

Sla. On the other ,band, it ha.s been put to us that these argu. 
ments rest upon a misapprehension, inasmuch 808 what ill alleged 
regarding the debt ill equa.lly true cI. all capital, or at least cI. 
&ll IUch as ia inveated in gil'-edged B8('urities. If there were 
no National Debt, it ill contended, those who subscribed to \he 
Government 10&118 at the time cI. issue would have found another 
in'Vestment for their money, while thoae who DOW hold the 
National Debt would instead be holden of 80IDe other aeeurity, 
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the intereSt upon which would be neither more nor less a tribute 
to the richer and to the less active elements in the community. 

33. That payments by way of interest upon capital generally 
go more into the pockets of the well-to-do than of the poor, and, 
in the case of gilt~ged investments, largely into the pockets 
of non-producers, is, .'we think, an obvious consequence of the 
exi&ting distribution of the ownership of capital in this country. 
None the less, payments of interest upon the debt stand in a 
category by themselves, since the BOMes of those payments 
dilfers from the source from which interest on capital generally 
is provided. 

34. The debt being, as we have already pointed out, the result 
of economically unproductive expenditure, its service becomes a 
eharge upon the existing revenues of the country. Other 
interest-bearing capital is, however, generally invested in enter
prises in which it is used· by productive workers as an instrument 
in increasing the national output. Out of this increase • pIll t 
goes in interest to the owners of capital, while the rest is dis
tributed in other ways. Payment of suc;b interest does not 
involve any fresh charge on the existing national revenues, but 
is drawn from the increase in those revenues which is ereated by 
the use of the capital on which interest is paid. 

35. In other words, had· there been no debt, the present debt 
holders would, we agree, have· made larger investments (though 
we think it is an exaggeration to say larger by the full amount 
of the debt> in other directions. Their re<>.eip's in interest 
might have been nearly as great as at present; but the national 
production would also have been greater, and consequently the 
burden on t;'he community of providing these receipts would have 
beel! correspondingly less. The general distribution of income 
is not alfected by a.n increaee of income distributed in the same 
proportions as income already existing; it is alfected by the 
transfer of existing income from one section of the population to 
another. The service of capital productively invested involvea 
the former; the service of the deM involves the latter. 

36. We are anxious not to be misunderstood on this point. 
We do not suggest that the holders of War debt are in some 
mysterious way less meritorious than other owners of capital, 
or that they are .. drones" in & sense in which other 1'entiff. 
are not drones. . We are concerned only with estimating the 
burden of the debt, and we 6Ubmit that the burdim upon the 
community of prooiding inUr6Bt upon capital which 1uu not 
been productit)ely employed i6 MCeB8arily greater than in the 
CaBe of capital which 1uu been .0 wed. 

37. As regards .the remainder of the debt, we think that what 
we have said above is also broadly true of that part which is 
held by joint stock companies. banks other than savings bank.~. 
and, to a limited extent, insurance companies. The interest 
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paid upon this debt goes ultima.tel~ to the benefit o.f the ~e
holders of these enterprises; and, smce the ownership of Ca.plt&! 
is in the main concentrated within a. relatively sma.1l clsss of 
more thaD a.versge wea.lth, (a.coording to Professor Henry Clay's 
estiDlate over two-thircll of the nation&! capital is held by leilS 
thaD II per cent. of owners ot capital), the effect of these pa.y
menta, as of the payment of interest upon such part of the debt 
as is in individual ha.nds, is to make the distribution of we..Ith 
more unequal. 

88. It is proba.ble, however, that, in the case of the debt held 
by companies, there is le88 reason to suppose a. transference 
from the active to the paBBive. The holders of Government 
stocks are likely to comprise a. 1a.rger proportion of pelBODB who 
have retired from active participa.tion in industry aDd commerce, 
or who have never engaged in such activity, thaD are the holders 
of industrial securities genera.l1y. 

89. In the case of insura.nce compa.nies, some part of the debt 
interest may accrue to the benefit of policy holder_in which 
case it seems to us impoBliible to estimate what the effect of the 
transfer upon the distribution of wealth may be. 

40. Similarly in the case of the railwa.y companies, we find it 
impoBBible to estimate the eIIect of the tra.nBfer involved by pay
momt of interest upon the debt. Since the railways are by 
statute limited to a certain atenda.rd net revenue, it C&DDot be 
said that the intere&t upon such part of me debt 88 they hold 
goes to the enrichment of railway shareholders. Presumably it 
ultimately redound. to the adVlUltage of the railway users, but 
the effect in this direction is evidently remote a.nd sma.1l. 

41. Tha.t part of the debt which is held by aa.viDge ba.nks 
moderstea rather tha.n aggrava.tes the inequa.lity in the distribu
tion of wealth. The interest paid upon it goes to the credit of 
savings bank depoaitora, who are predomina.ntly -representative 
of the 1888 a.fiI.uent classea in the community. The lIIIlIle thing 
is true alao of the debt held by Trade Uniooa a.nd kindred 
societies. 

Tile FIoatiftg De/lt. 

ti. The eIIects of the Floating Debt are of 8. special character. 
We have already indicated tha.t 8. part of this debt, being held 
by the Government itself, is, as it were, fictitious. The 
remainder of the Floating Debt is important, not for its eIIects 
upon the distribution of wealth a.nd income throughout the com
munity, which are probably negligible. but for its inftuence 
upon the general credit of the Gover-omeni, and upon the 
coM of the debt aervi08 && 8. whole. While intenoet n_ 
are falling, if 8. large proportion of the total debt is in the 
form of Floating Debt. aubetantial reductions are possible in the 
interest charge: for terma more favourable to tbe Go~n' 
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can be obtained week by week' as each block of Treasury Bills 
faIls due for renewal. In point of fact, interesb on the Floating 
Debt has for considerable periods been under 8 per cent. 

48. On the other hand, the Floating Debt haa considerable 
~angers of its own. Just as constant renewal of the debt 
enables the Government to take advantage of favourable condi
tions, 80 it may crea.te an awkward situation in conditions of 
the opposite kind. Should the Government itself require large 
additional borrowings for any purpose, or should there be heavy 
trade demands for money forcing up interest rates, the renewal 
of the FloOoting Debt mOoY prove expensive and difficult and 
da.maging to the national credit. For this reason, in spite of 
the potential cheapness of the Floating Debt, we think it 
important that the a.mount of debt which is retained in this form 
should be strictly, limited. The exact a.mount which the 
Floating Debt may, with safety, be. permitted to reaQh at any 
time can, we:think, only be decided in the light of the circum
stances of the moment. 

Conc/usion& IJII to Effects of the Debt apon Distribution 
of Wealth and Income. 

44. Having regard to the large amount of debt held by private 
persons and by the banks; to the probability that a large part 
of the £1,650 millions of debt which Mr. Layton estimates to be 
in the hands of trade unions, foreigners, charities and joint 
stock companies is, in fact, held by the last-mentioned group; 
and to the very small part of the debt, the interest upon whicb 
can definitely be said to go into the hands of tbe less well-to-do 
classes; we' think ,that it is beyond que8tion that the internal 
debt in1Jo/1Je8 on balance a tronafM of wealth BUch IJII IJ{Jgl'a1Jate8 
the eziating inequality in distribution of income, and tenda to 
inCf'elJll8 the p1'op01'lion of the national income which finda its 
way into the hands 0/ non-p1'oduc81". 

45. It appears to DB, therefore, that there is jnetifica.tion in 
, fact for the popular idea, to which we. have already .ref~m:d, 

that a chief part of the burden of the lDternaJ debt lies 10 its 
effects upon the distribution of wealth and income throughout 
the community. 

The Debt and the P,oice Le1Jel. 

46. We have indica.ted the directions in which, in our opinion, 
the existence of the debt is chiefly injurious to the welfare of 
the country. Since the debt is fixed in terms of money, the 
extent of this injury in the future depends npon the future value 
of IDOney. We have already shown how variations in the value 
of our creditors' currency may influence the burden of the 
external deb',i. 
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47. Similar and no less important condiderations. however. 
a.ffect aJeo the burden of the internal debt. Any fall in the. 
general price level a.t home. which is not accompanied by lion 
exactly proportiona.te increase in the productivity of British 
labour. involves an increaae in the burden of the internaJ debt; 
while any rise in our genera.l price level. una.ccompa.nied by 
a. proportionate diminution in productivity. lightens the burden 
of the debt a.t the expenae of the whole clus of debt holders. 
u well ae of all recipients of fixed incomes. 

48. We doubt if it is generally appreciated how seriously 
the burden of the debt hu been increased in the past few years 
owing to the rise in thevaJue of money. In the following ta.ble 
we show year by yea.r the totaJ nominaJ amount of the debt; 
the nominaJ amount of the debt other than fioa.ting. foreign 
a.nd pre-war; a.nd thia last expreesed in 1913 pric;es. * 

Slatiot Ind"" Debt, other tban 
Debt, oth •• thaD NDmber.t Floating, Foreign 

Date. Float.iif,' Foreign ToW Debt. Slot Muob. udPro.-...... 
and re-war. _pi din 

(191S -= 100). 1918 pri ... 

Slot Joly. 
(£ thou .... da). (£ thOUI&Dda). (£ tbo1Ul&llda). 

1914 ... - 646,000,000 96'9 -
(approL). 

8101 Marcll. I 1910 ... 899,091 1,104,967 122'0 827,12' 
1916 ... 1,141,190 2,II1S,I.e IDS" 743,1IS1 
1917 ... 2,697,668 4,011,((6 198'8 1,806.669 
1918 ... 8,849,211 6,871,661 221'1 1,614,110 
1919 ... '-892,879 7,484,849 117'S 2,091,67S 
1920 ... ',966,189 7,881.744 808'0 1,608,826 
1921 ... 4,848,180 7,686,'10 108'6 2,826,242 
1922 ... 6,286,996 7,676,290 168'8 8,IIS9,m 
1928 ... 6,478,984 7,772,897 166'1 8,609.887 
192' ... 6,462,666 7,680,628 161'1 8,882,665 
1926 ... 6,466,766 7,M6,8711 164'8 lI,810.6S7 

49. It will be seen that in MV:lh, 1900, the Statist index 
number (on the baeis 1918 - 1(0) atood &i 808'0, whilet in 
March. 1925. it ha.d fa.llen to.164·8. Bettee. tAus t.oo datu, 
tAen/ews. tAt "alue 0/ "My poand paid HI iftUrat "JIOI' tAe 
debt iftDreased b, GbOilt 8'1 peT ceRt. During the same period 
the nominal vaJue of the in~ deM. other than fioa.iing and 
pre-war, also increaaed slightly. with the result tha.t the to&al 
vaJue of this debt, expreaaed in 1918 prices, was actua.lly more 
than double in March, 1926. what it had been in March. 1920. 

• w. haw DO' _--.I. .... Bo.&iIqr IIDd foreign do'" ... _ .... pr;.. Ii""" 
th. burdou of ..... io ..... affonod by ..... __ of put BriUa1a price 
1e...m ; IIDd _ ha .. omitted __ .... doh' ..... thio io oompuali...Jy DOgIigibl. 
ill amo .... ' aud baa, of _ '-" affonod b, wn-IiODO ill .... prioo 1e'fOl 0_ . ".., lB. Ioasv p.nod \baa .... _ of .... cIeb&. 
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50. Sinee there was certainly no corresponding increase ill the 
national inC?me during the same period, it follows Mat (apart 
trom re.ductlO1I8 in the interest charge due fu repayments and 
conDerswns) the real cost to the nation 0/ financiTUJ the debt was 
also about doubled in the fi"''' years to 1925. 

51. The obverse of this increase in the real cost of interest 
on the debt to the nation is the enjoyment during the same 
period by the State's creditors as a class of an .. unearned 
increment" owing to appreciation of the real value of their 
holdings. By this we do not, of course, imply that every 
present War Loan holder has enjoyed an increment exactly 
corresponding to the fall in prices; indeed, in view of the fact 
that War Loans are constantly changing hands, it is extremely 
unlikely that this will be the use in any particnlar instance. 
Nor, in consequence of the various conversions of one issue into 
another which have been effected, is .it possible to relate . with 
accuracy the present real value of each part of the debt to the 
value of the money which was originally subscribed f<r it. 

52. A rougl' estimate of the position u.p to 31st March, 1925, 
made by the Treasury, indicates, howe",er, that 0fI6f" two-third8 
0/ the post-war debt Was raised when the ",Glue of money was 
lower than at 31st March, 1925, whil" the refTlllinder WfJ8 raised 
when the ",Glue 0/ money was higher than it WfJ8 at that date. 
Holders at. the pre-war debt have, of course, up to the present, 
dered a considerable .. decrement .. as compared with their 
position at the outbreak of war. 

Futu.re M OfJements 0/ Prices. 

53. In our judgment, the evidence avail&ble is not sufficient 
to permit of reasonably trustworthy estimates being' formed 
as to the course of prices for more than very short periods ahead. 
On this point, therefore, we only wish to express the negative 
opinion that we cannot confidently anticipate prolonged stability 
of prices. We are of opinion that this uncertainty 88 to prices 
constitutes an important additional reason for reducing the debt 
as rapidly as posaible. It is undesirable .that the bur~en !lPO~ 
the whole nation should be allowed to mcrea.se, 88 1t will if 
the level of prices falls ~thoot any ~esponding in~. in 
the national inoome. It 18 equally undesirable that a diminatlon 
of the burden should he purchased at the sole expense of the 
recipients of fixed incomes; as it; will if the level of prices "
without any oorresponding decrease in the prodactivity of our 
industry. 

CompaNOft with the Period /oUowmg the Napoleonic Wan. 

54. Wituesses have frequently recalled to DB the conditions 
prevailing immediately after the Napoleonic Wars, poinlillg out 
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how a. debt which W80S &bout equally burdensome in relation to 
the wealth 80nd popUlation of the time, subsequently became of 
relatively small importance (although no large eiods were made 
to reduce it) owing to the growth of the nation in numbers and 
in prosperity. What has happened before, jt h80s been suggested, 
m80Y very well happen 8oga.in. -

55. The following table gives an estimated comparison of 
certa.Ql f8octors in the position in 1818 and in 1923 :-

Ratio to National Income of: 1818. 1923. 

Tax 'Revenue 
Debt Interest-Internal .. . 

Foreign .. . 
Debt Repayment-Internal 

Foreign 
Deadweight Debt-Internal 

Foreign ." 

PM cent. 
14'07 

7'82 

'80 

210'0 

Per cfnt. 
18'89 

7"14 
'94 
'75 
'30 

173-47 
29'16 

56. It will be seen that the tota.! debt of 1923, 80S well 118 the 
ooat of interaat thereupon-, bears very much the sa.me ra.tio to 
tbe total national income as did the debt of 1818 to the income 
of that date. 

67. There are, however, certain differences between the two 
periods. In the first place, a century ago we had no external 
debt. Second, in the eatim80tes of total nationa.! income upon 
which the foregoing fignrea are based, the figure for the na.tional 
income includes int.erest on the internal debt 80nll war pensions, 
together with other items such 118 old age pensions. These items, 
while they add to the national money income and are subject 
to taxation, do not represent any present production of goods 
and services, and are not, therefore, strictly part or our real 
income Such items constitute a. much larger proportion of the 
whole national money income in 1928 than they did in 1818. 
If, therefore, a. compa.ri90n could be made between the ratio of 
the debt &I1d debt aervice to the real nationa.! income (i.e.. snch 
part of the tota.! nationa.! money income 118 represents IIOtuaI. 
economio production) it would be found thM the ra.tio is decidedly 
higher than it was a century &gO. 

68. Further. behind lhia general similarity between the ratio 
of debt &I1d debt service $I) nationa.l income to-day &I1d • century 
ago, there lie differenoes in other economic ODIlditiona whicb 
are of M least as !!reel imporit.nce. 

69. In the first plsce, we have no reason to &I1ticipste • con
tinu&l1C8 01. the exceptionailly rapid growth 01. populatioD which 
took pla.ce during the last century, grea.tly reducing the burden 
01. the National Debt per heed, &I1d being perhaps • contribntory 
cause of the notable expansion of our wealtb during the _ 
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period. On this subject we have heard expert evidence from 
Professor A. L. Bowley. According to Professor Bowley'. 
calculations the rate of increase of our population is declining. 
and the indications are that we are tending towards a stationary 
population. On the assumption that the number of births 
remains as at present, (in point of fact its tendene,y is to fall), 
and that emigration continues on a moderate scale, Professor 
Bowley calculates that our population would be very nearly 
stationary by 1951 and quite stationary by the end of this 
century. 

60. Further, on the assumption that the number of births is 
stationary, 20 years or so henoe a larger proportion of the popula.
tion will be found in t.be higher age groups, i.e., either outside 
the working population altogether, or in those age groups which 
experience has shown have the greatest difficulty in. obtaining 
permanent productive employment. 

61. It would seem, therefore, that, first, we cannot expect 
any large increase in our population during the next half century, 
even supposing (which we do not wish to be understood to 
admit) that this would be accompanied by a sufficient increase of 
wealth to make the reduction in the debt-charge per head ot 
population a real as well as an apparent relief; and, second. 
that such increase as may be expected is likely to occur pre
dominantly among the aections of the population who are at 
non-productive ages. 

62. Again, a century ago we were in the midst of a stream 
of new inventions and important changes in industrial technique. 
and had also something like a monopoly of the new methods. 
"'hile we do not suggest that the stream of invention has run 
dry, we see no reason to anticipate that history will repeat for 
our benefit an episode which WSB plainly of an exceptional 
character. 

63. On the prospects. for the future it is impossible to be 
dogmatic, least of. all without a searching investigation into the 
whole poaition of British industry such 88 would be altogether 
outside our province. We think, however, that we have said 
enongh to make it beyond doubt that he who relies for relief 
from the burden of debt upon • repetition of nineteenth century 
economic history in the tW/lntieth century is at best gambling 
upon a most uncertain chance. Nor should it be forgotten tba~, 
unless our currency is deliberately expanded to oounteract this 
result an increase in the national income will be BCCOmpanied 
by a fall in the general lev~l of prices. A.n increase ~ p~uc
tion however if a.ecompanied by an eqUivalent faJI lU pncea, 
leav;" the burden of the deM in relation to the national income 

. exactly where it was. 
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ANNIIXB TO PART I. 
Table ,howing the Composition oj the National Debt and Date, 

of Maturity of Vall"iOfl8 Loans. (ApP'"o~mate total, at 
31st Ma1"ch, 1926.) -

Yea. of I 
Malnri'y. 

1926-27 

1927-28 

1929-80 

1990-31 
19811-S8 
19S8-M 

1986-87 

1940-41 

194i-48 
1914-41> 
1946-46 
1947-48 

Beanri'y. 

696 T ..... nry Banda ••• 
Oon,raJ Argentino Bailway 

00., '16,000,000 
496 and 696 National Wor 

Bond. and 8'96 War 
Loan. 

496 aDd 696 NaUonol War 
Bonde. 

6t96 tlmula SeUlomoo. 
Dollar Loan. 

6t96 Trealnry Bonda and 
896 Excheqner BondL 

6'96 10-y... Bond .. 
'19.622600. . 

696 su-alla SoUI_. 
Doll •• Loan. 

6'96 Truaary Bonda .. . 
4696 T_llrY'Bonda .. . 
496 and 4696 Treaollry 

Bonde. 
696 Smug SelU_1a 

SterliDg Loan. 
6'96 110 - y... Bond. 

,148,687,000 • 
• .!na1o-French Loan "96 
• Banda, '18,860. 
496 War Loan, 19li9-42 ... 
4'96 Ooa~on Loan ... 
4696 War Loan ... .. . 
696 War Loan ... .. . 

496 Vio"'ry Bonda" .. . 
496 Funding Loan" .. . 
8'96 Ooa...-oion Loan" ... 
Onnoo1a, -... ... .. . 
Tenainabl. Anauitioa .. . 
Treaollry Billo ... • .. 
Wa:ra and M_ Ad_ 
Nauoaa1 Sew.. Ceni8-

DlIoI ... ... ... 
Laano froa .nam AIIiod 

Gooem ..... Ia... ... 
U.s.A. Go"""monl Loan°

",6SO,000,000 

Intemal. 

.~-109,632,000 

SOO,8I',OOO 

467,690,000 

46,271,000 

184,741,000 
121,266,000 
86,166,000 

1,758,000 

64,916,000 
210,687,000 

111,804,000 
2,044,068,000 

847,609,000 
891,91Q,000 
760,016,000 
818,606,000 

11,689,000 
564,866,000 
189,441,000 

876,6'11,000 

External. 

,; 

8,087,000 

8,341,000 

,,011,000 

',815,000 

119,604,00) 

8,000 

Total. 

;I; 

} 112,714,000 

800,814,000 

} 470,98i,oOO 

} 64,608,000 

184,741,000 
121,266,000 

} 86,909,000 

2lI,5IM.000 

8,000 

64,915,000 
210,!>87,000 

12,804,000 
2,~068,000 

847,609,000 
891.910,000 
760,016,000 
818,:.06,000 
11,689,000 

564,8:>6,000 
189,441,000 

876,6n,OOO 

136,700,000 

tIIO,8lI2,000 

Total oalalaDdinc OIl SI'" 
Maroh, 1m ... ... I,b05,lss,OOO 1,110,778,00( '1,615,911,000 
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The above table takes no account of the premiums due upon 
repayments of certain issues of National War Bonds, The 
possible amount of such premiums is estimated as being in the 
region of £30,000,000. This is, however, a somewhat theoretical 
figure, since many of these Bonds will certainly be converted 
before maturity, 

Second, the table takes no account of the liability for accrued 
interest on N ationa.! Savings Certificates, These are entered 
at their face value at the time of issue, viz., 158. 61l. in the 
case of the earlier, and ISs. in the case of the later issues. 
Allowance is made in the Budget estimates for each year for 
the interest expected to be paid on certificates actually cashed 
during the year, but no allowance for the accruing liability is 
inoluded in statements of the National Debt. A foot-note to the 
Finance Accounts shows that the approximate liability for 
interest accrued on certificates outstanding was £100 millions 
on the 31st March, 1926. 
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PART II. 

TAXATION. 

General Incid9l'Ule oj Taa:ation.. 

M. The terms of reference of the Committee require 
the investigation, not only of the N&.tioual Debt itself, bnt a.Jso of 
the incideuce of existing ta.xa.tion-of which, 118 we ha.ve shown, 
&. very la.rge pa.rt is required to meet the cost of the debt. 

65. In Section ill of the Ma.jority Repon will be found a.n 
analysis of the proportion of income pa.id in ta.xa.tion by f!mljljes 
in receipt of incomes of diJferent sizes, on the lines of the ca.l
culations made by Mr. (now Sir Herbert) Sa.muel in 1919. The 
aBBumptiona made in constructing the tables shown on pagel 94 
to 96 are explained in the M&.jority -Report. 

66. The calculations involve so ma.ny doubtful I18Bumptions 
that we do not think the figures should be ta.ken otherwise tha.n 
a8 &. broad, general indica.ti.on of the distribution of tax burdens. 
As such, however, they appear to us to show aome disquieting 
fea.tu.res. The burdeN oj tazatioll on jamily illCOmel oj £200 
and under (III ,Iaoton in the firlt tablll) are IJfIidmtly tlef'II hea"ll. 
The percentnge taken by kution from such incomes appears to 
be of the order of 10 per cent. to IS per cent., which we ea.n only 
rega.rd as unjustifia.bly high. 

67. Fa.mily incomes of £200 per annum and under ca.nnot be 
IIBoid to leave any appreciable ms.rgin ·over the bare needs 01. 
hea.lthy and civiliaed living. and are no$ fit subjects for taxation 
on the scale which these figures indicate. Moreover. with wages 
at their present level. ,uch incomes are by no mesne exceptiona.1. 
If the figures give a reasonably accurate view of the position. 
to. con onl, '"/n that • COJUidMabIe part 0/ the toGgll-earning 
populatiotl "'1I.tt III! sM'ioua/, OtIeriaud. 

68. We notice a.Jso that the compa.rab1e figures suggest that 
taxation on the lower .. middle-clasa" incomes of about £500 
is'moderate in compariaon with that levied on incomes of the 
wage-earning level. Even incomes of £1.000 show very little 
progression as compared with those of £100-£200. In view of 
the widespread belief that existing taxation preasea with exce~ 
tional weight upon the middle class. we wish to call special 
attention to the eomewhat unexpected result MOwn by the 
figures. 

Til. Principlll oj Taa:ation .pan Co_odilia. 

69. Although substantial reductions have been made in rerent 
years in the rates of indirect taxation npon certain eommoditiea, 
new duties have been introduced. and a very large proportion 
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of the tota.! tax revenue i!I still raised by this means. The 
estimates for the current year show that out.of a total ta.x 
revenue of £691 millions, £250 millions, or 36 per cent., are to be 
raised by Customs and Excise duties. 

70. We have found very little support, but much condemna
tion, among witnesses for indirect taxa.tion in principle. We 
are 01Jll'seiveB of opinion that taxes upon commodities, regOlrded 
as part of a gene.al system for rai8ing the money required for 
State ezpenditu.D, OIre objectiona.ble in principle, and that the 
important place which they occupy in 'our tax system can only 
be defended on the ground that they are BUTfJivals from a period 
when the administration of direct taxation was much morD 
difficult than it is to-day. 

71. Our objection to indirect taxa.tion rests primarily on its 
necessa.rily regressive character. The effect of such taxation 
is, except in specia.1 circumstances, to ra.ise the price of the taxed 
articles, and its prima.ry incidence is accordingly. upon the con
sumers of such articles. If any substantia.! amount of revenue 
is to be ra.ised by indirect taxes, these must necessa.ri1y be 
imposed upon articles of genera.! consumption. 'It; follows that 
such taxes must be regressive in cha.ra.cter, since tlie poorer 
classes of the community of necessity spend a. larger part of their 
incomes upon commodities of general consumption than do those 
who are betf>er off. 

72. It is in fact simply the large amount of commodity 
taxation in force which is responsible for the regression 
revea.!ed by the tables in the existing tax system on the 
lower ranges of income. We doubt if any defence in principle 
can be found for raising revenue by taxation of a. cha.ra.cter 
which presses more hea.vily upon the poor than upon ¢e rich
least of a.1l in a. community which presents such extreme con
trasts of wea.1th and poverty a.s does our own. Taiation should 
mitigate, not aggravate, inequality in the dfstribution of inCO'lne. 

73. The general objections to indirect taxation apply with 
specia.1 foroe to the taxes upon food, upon entertainments, and 
upon artificia.! silk. The food taxes, in particular, Gf which the 
most burdensome is the tax on sugar, must be paid by even the 
poorest section of the community, upon whom indeed they press 
with exceptiona.! severity. They are thus exceptionally regres
sive, and they take no account of a principle which we regsrd as 
essentia.1 to any equitable system of ta.xation, viz., that taxation 
should not be imposed upon any whose means are not adequate 
to maintain II certGin mifllimum atGndard of living. 

74. Moreover, such taxes necessitate a. restriction of consump
tion upon articles of which we think a.!1 consumers should be 
free to purcha.se aa much aa they require. Witnesses repre
senting the Parliamentary Committee of the Co-opera.tive Con
gress, speaking on beha.1f of an organisa.tion engaged in supply. 
ing the everyday needs of a. very large number of worlring-clasa 
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households, gave evidence before us of the restrictive effect upon 
consumption of the tllxation upon sugar a.nd tea.. They stated 
that. on informa.tion received from reta.il Co-opera.tive Societies, 
whose members, with their fa.milies, number about 3,000.000 
persons, the reduction in taxation, on tea a.nd sugar under the 
Budget of 1924 was immediately pa.ssed on to oonsumers, and 
that trade immediately expanded. Whila" the expansion wu.s 
not uniform throughout the country, . . . . an increase of 
10 per cent. in the saJes of teo. and of 5 per cent. to 10 per cent. 
in the sales of sugar may be taken u.s typica.l." During the 
14 weeks immediately following these budget reductions, the 
English and Scottish WholesaJe Societies' sa.les of teo. increased 
by 16'3 per cent., u.s compared with the corresponding period of 
1923, and by 23'8 per cent., u.s compared with the immediately 
preceding 14 weeka; while their saJes of sugar increa.sed by 24 
per cent., u.s compe.recl with the corresponding period of 1928, 
a.nd by 26'5 per cent., u.s compared with the immediately pre
ceding 14 week9. (CO-operatill6 Cong~8B', Ell. p. 306, E. in C., 
25 and 26.) 

Reoomm.a1lldation as to IJIdi~eat TlJ:I:IItion. 
75. W. ~eCotnmmd, tluwe/Of'e, that, IUbject to the Melfi of 

/resh 6zpenditwe"/mf tutu" IUryl"" 0/ retl6nu. ,hould be 
deooted to -abolition primarilll 0/ the food duties, anti th~eaft~ 
of the dutiu upon mterlai_ts and upon am}iciallilk. W II 
aTII of opimon that thlll. reductio", ,hould tokll ~lIcedenc& 01 
Gnll further rllducticnl oj di~6at ~on. 

76. We are prepared to admi$ that, on occasion, commodity 
taxa.tion may be the most convenient method of regulating 01' 

restricting the production of pa.rtioular articles. We think. 
however, that such ca.ses are few. We do not, for instance. 
think that they include so-ca.Iled .. lux1ll1" taxation on expensive 
articles. .. In our view, loxurioua expenditure should be limited 
by. mea.surea designed to secure • more equal distribution of 
wealth. and no$ by selecting pa.rtioular articles (which are no 
more obnoxious than many others) as objeda of luxury taxee. 
Our recommendations. however, in regard to commodity taxa
non are directed not 80 much to the imposition of. pariicular 
taxes primarily for other than revenue purposes, as to the use of 
IUch taxation as an imporiant instrumen$ of revenue. 

T~aMB~ 
77. It is evident from what we have alrea.dy said that we 

attach no impcrla.nOl to the maintenance of any periicular ratio 
betweeD the sums raised by direct and indirect taxation. No 
acientific argument hu.s been put forward in fo.vour either of the 
old-fa.shioned 50 : 50 ratio (from which this country has now long 
&inee depa.rtecD. 01' of any other proportions. We agree with 
Mr. McKenna thM the proportion obserged is wboDy • matter« 
expendiell('Y. (Q. 1983.) 
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78. We are aware that even the abolition of the food taxOH 
alone would enable a section of the community to escape 
national tuation altogether, and that the complete abolition of 
commodity taxation as an instrument of revenue would place 
lerge numbers of electors in that position. It has been put 
to us that members of the electorate, whatever their economic 
position, ought not to be wholly exempt from taxation, on the 
ground that, in this event, their votes will not -be exercised with -
a due sense of responsibility. 

79. We attach little importance to this argument. In the 
first place it appears to ns difficult to press the principle of " no 
representation without taxation" so long as the converse 
principle of .. no taxation without representation" is not 
observed, &8 is the case to-day with considerable numbers of 
women taxpayers. Secondly, the whole argument seems to us 
to be of a somewhat academic character. We suggest only that 
those citizens should be exempt from taxation whose means are 
inadequate to support a reasonable standard of life. 

80. We think that the effects of good or bad government are 
more marked in the lives of the poorest clesses than in the case 
of any other section of the community; and that the leBS for
tunate electors appreciate their responsibility &8 electors far more 
keenly on this ac~.ount than through payment of a few shillings -
in indirect ta.x&tion, as to the very amount of which they are 
frequently in ignorance. In our view, society hll8 already 
exacted snfficient sacrifice from those who, in the conditions 
that society permits, have been unable to attain a minllDum 
standard of civilised existence. 

Direct TaxatUm,-General. 
81. We have heard a very great deal of evidence dealing with 

the effects of existing direct tuation upon industry and trade. 
That such taxation is highly injurious has been very strongly 
urged upon us by many witnesses who have. had wide exper!ence 
in industry, commerce and finance. 'We have accordmgly 
thought it proper to give special consideration to this subject 
and have set forth our conclusions in some detail below. 

82. At the outset we think it desirable to mention that we have 
had practically no quantitatille evidence upon ~ subject.. ~e 
tendency of witnesses was to argue that eDStmg taxatwn Ja 
injurious and to indica.te the ~d of inj~ for .which, in. their 
opinion, it is respoDSJble, .WlthotU re!&~g this to particnler 
rates of taxation or expressmg any opIDJons aa ~ hoto grea~ a 
benefit or additional injury would be caused by a given reductlOD 
or increase in existing taxes. In particular, the evidence haa 
extended over a somewhat lengthy period during which the 
rates of direct taxation have been appreciably reduced nnder 
the Budget of 1925. We have not observed that t~is reduction 
hll8 in any way modified the evidence of witnesses whose eVldeuce 
we have heard since it took effect, or that those whom we heard 
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earlier would reg~d the opinions which they expressed when 
the rates of 1924-25 were in force as inapplicable to the conditions 
of 192~27. 

83. During the present century the maximum direct taxation 
levied upon any part of an indivi~ual income has ranged from 
lId. in the £ in 1903-04 to 128. in 1920-21, while the scale 
of death dutiea has a1ao been increased from a minimum Estate 
Duty charge (on unsettled estates) of 8 per cent. prior to 1907 
up to a maximum of 40 per cent. at the present time. Through
out this period, however, responsible persons have constantly 
expressed the opinion that the level of direct taxation was 
excelll!ively high. 

84. In 1907 a permanent Income Tax of lB. in the £ was 
.• a deplorable thing ... • Any Income Tax .. as high as lB." 
reacted .. directly upon the amount of employment for the 
people of this country. ". The tax was also characterised as 
likely to drive capital abroad t and as a .. very dangerous depar
ture," t only to be defended as .. an emergency tax. ": In 1909 
it was said of an Income Tax of lB. that it .. abolishes the reserve 
fund of the country "§ and .. alfects both profits and wages." § 
In 1909 it was believed illat the proposal to increase Estate 
Duty (to a maximum charge of 15 per cent. on unsettled 
eatatea) would .. lead to a very conaiderable depletion of capital .. 
which could .. only be accompanied by scarcity of employment, 
growing greater from one year to the other. "II 

86. We quote theae statements, to which it would be easy 
to find pars1lels relating 110 BUY other rates of tax that have 
been in force during the present century, as indicating that, 
in the opinion st leas$ of contemporary .taxpa.yers, the injurious 
effects, which it has been put to us result from direct motion 
upon the exiating scale, have been aasociated no less with direct 
~tion on a very much more moderate scale. . 

86. We do not doubt that -there is .. natural and inevits.ble 
tendency on the psrt of the taxpAyer to regard all taxation 
that has not lately been reduoed, whatever its leVel. as unjnstifi
ably burdenaome to himself and injurious to. the well-being of 
the country as a whole. In any scientific enquiry, it is impol'
tant to charegard generalisations arising solely from this ten
dency, and to confine attention to arguments which iBdicate with 
BODle precision both the quoIitaMI elfects of all direct taxation 
upon the national well-being, and, quantit4titlel,. how far the 
magnitude of these elfeets depends upon the maintemmce of such 
taxation at a given level. In the following paragraphs we ha-ve 
endeavoured to analyse such arguments as carefully and exhaus
tively as wa can . 

• Mr. (now Sir) A_leD Chamberlain. 1hDanLl!2/4111'/. 1439 UlCiI440.. 
t Mr. (now Sir) A_ ClaamMnam. H .... ard, 22i4IC11. 14«-

Mr. (no'; Sir) Williun ,Jo,.....n HiclrL Bauud, 17/5109, 111. 1
M •• s....tYR Oooil. Bauud, l!2/4m. 1'79. 

Mr. J. P. 11....... B..-rd, iO/b/09. fa8&. -
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Di1'tlct Tll$ation and Employment_ 
87 _ If the contention that direct taxation is highly inJ urious 

to trade and prosperity is valid, we should expect to find some 
correlation between movements in the level of such ta.xation and 
movements in the rate of unemployment_ We have, a.ocord
ingly. had prepared the following table and dia.gr&m showing 
from 1890-91 to 1925-26 the level of direct taxation per head 
(both actual and converted to' a uniform price level), the per
centage of total tu revenue raised by direct ta.xes and the Trade 
Union unemployment percentage_ -

~l'able showing yiela 01 Direct Tll$ation per heaa; yiela tlifJidea 
by Statist Inde3; 01 Price8; and Traae Union Percentage 0/ 
Unemployment from 1890-91 to 1925-26_ 

Direct Tuati011 Trade Union 
Percentage Statut per head OD baaiI P .......... 

Period. Direct taxa- of total Index No. of Statist Indes of DDem-

liOD perh .. d_ Tu (11167-77 No_ (1890-91 = &Oyed_ 
Revenue. = 100)_ 71-6) ( alendar 

(JriDaDDiai y ... )_ Yeer)_ 

£ ._ d_ £ .- d_ 

1890-91 18 11 «-I 71-5 18 11 2-1 
91-92 19 6 «-S 71-2 19 7 S-5 
92-93 18 11 «-I 68-0 19 11 6-S 
93-94 19 3 «-7 67-0 1 0 8 7-5 
94-95 1 0 0 45-4 61-8 1 S 2 6-9 

95-96 1 2 5 47-6 62-2 1 5 9 5-8 
91>-97 1 2 7 47-4 61-1 1 6 6 S-S 

97-98 1 S 6 47-9 62-4 1 6 11 S-S 

98-99 1 311 48-2 64-7 1 6 6 2-8 

1899-1900 1 6 9 48-4 70-5 1 6 1 2-0 

1900-01 1 8 9 49-4 14-S 1 7 8 2-6 

01-02 1 IS 1 62-6 69-5 1 14 0 S-S 

02-@ 1 14, 6 62-4 69-7 1 15 , '-0 

03-04 1 9 7 49-S 69-8 1 10 4 '-7 
04-05 1 911 49-5 70-7 1 10 S 6-0 

05-06 - I 910 6O-S 7S-4 1 9 1 5-0 

0S-07 1 10 6 61-4 78-2 . 1 7 11 S-6 

07-08 1 10 , 61-1 78-4 1 7 8 S-7 

08-09 1 911 62-6 72-6 1 9 6 7-8 

09-10 } 1 15 6 56-4 77-0 1 12 8 t 7-7 

1910-11 
4-7 

11-12 1 19 0 57-3 SO-9 1 14 6 S-O 

12-13 1 19 S 57-6 86-0 1 12 8 S-2 

13-14 2 1 0 57-6 84-' 1 14 9 2-1 

1 .... 16 2 9 7 50-I 89-7 1 19 6 S-S 

15-16 3 16 0 60-2 l1S'6 2 7 10 I-I 

11>-17 811 0 76-S 1«-9 4 4 6 0-' 

17-18 i1 0 6 82:7 1~-6 4 7 , 0-7 

18-19 13 11 6 79-6 192-7 6 0 8 0-8 

19-20 16 12 9 72-0 222-6 5 0 6 2-' 

1920-21 16 0 6 68-2 230-6 4 13 2 2-4 

21-22 11 6 10 62-7 146-4 5 10 9 16-3 

22-23 11 " 2t 64-4 ISI-8 6 1 7 15-4 

23-24 10 2 11 a 63-' ISI-o 5 10 4 11-6 

24-26 10 6 10(a 66-7 141-2 6 4 9 8-1 

25-26 9 19 7(_ 64_6 lSO-5 Ii 9 4 10-6 

Cal &oIDIilDg Irioh Free 8","'-
(Nora_-ExcoU Proll. Do$)' io iDc1aded UDder u.. beod of direo< 1Uatiaa.) 



DIAGRAM SHOWING 

DIRECT TAXATION PER HEAD. 

DIRECT TAXATION PER HEAD 
ON BASIS OF STATIST INDEX. 
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88. This table shows absolutely no ground fOT believing that 
direct tamation has been a material factor in cousing unemploy
ment. Thera is no significant correlation whatever between the 
figures. In 1890-91 the unemployment rate Wll6 2'1 per cent., 
while direct taxation per head was ISs. lld. In 1919-20 unem
ployment was only 2'4 per cent., but direct taxation, at 1;he prices 
of 1890-91, amounted to £5 Os. 6d., and, in the actual money of 
the time, to £15 128. 9d. Again, direct taxation at less than 
20s. per hea,d is found coinciding in various years with unemploy
ment rates ranging. from 2'1 per cent. to 7'5 per cent. 

89. We do not find the results shown by this table difficult 
to reconcile with the conclusions to which general reasoning 
leads; for, as shown below, we do not think that there is 
adequate ground for the general contention that. direct taxation, 
inlposed on any scale which we have so far experienced, and 
devoted to the objects by which it is at present absorbed, is 
likely to be injurious to prosperity and employment. 

90. This contention appears to be supported on five principal 
grounds. First, it is thought .that direct taxation reduces the 
community's purch ... ing_power. Second, it is urged that direct 
taxation inflates prices, thus handicapping this country in com
petition with less heavily taxed producers abroad, as wdll as 
limiting the market. and oppressing the general mass of con
sumer. at home. Third, direct taxation is thought to deter 
the taxpayer from exerting as much productive effort as he would 
if the State abstracted a smaller share of the proceeds. Fourth, 
our direct taxes are said to reduce the quantity of new Faving 
and investment by destroying at once the taxpayer's incentive 
and his capacity to save. Fifth, existing direct taxation is said 
to impair the quality of investment because it reduces the 
rewards of risky enterprise and so encourages a preference for 
gilt-edged, as compared with industrial, investments. 

Direct T"",ation and Purchasing Power. 

91. The view that direct taxation (other than that levied 
for the service of the external debt) actually reduces the aggre
gate purchasing power of the community appears to us to be 
entirely a misconception. Witnesses who have expressed this 
view have apparently concentrated their attention upon the 
obvious effects of taxation in impoverishing the taxpayer; but 
have omitted, in estimating the effect upon the community as 
a whole, to take into account the fact that other people-the 
State's agents or the beneficiaries of various forms of public 
expenditure-have power to spend all the purchasing power that 
the taxpayer loses. All taxation, whether for debt interest, debt 
redemption, the social services, national defence, or any other 
o&ject, involves a transfer, but no reduction, of aggregate 
purch ... ing power. 
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92. A be~ef that taxation actually reduces the aggregate volume 
of purchasIng power plays a large part, we think, in crE'ating 
the fears that are commonly expressed that the existing level of 
ta~a~ion is an important cause of unemployment. In our 
oplDlon, these fears are greatly exaggerated. Since taxation 
(whether it takes 5 per cent., 10 per cent., 20 per cent. or 
100 per cent. of the taxpayer's income) neither destroys any part 
of the national money income nor seriously delays the rate at 
which this is aclua.lly spent, (the State ]lormally pays out whet 
it receives from the taxes at least as rapidly as private persons 
spend their incomes), it cannot be said to cause unemployment 
by reducing the amount of purchasing power actually available 
at anyone moment for expenditure upon the goods and services 
which workers are employed to produce. 

Direot Taa;ation and Prices. 

93. The contention that direct taxation raises prices is in 
general confined to the Income and Super-taxes, to the exdusion 
of the death duties. It is argued that producers aim at obtain
ing a given net return 011 their capital and efforts, and thllt, if 
this return is reduced by increased direct taxation, they will 
put up prices to recoup themselves for the difference. On this 
view, the tendency of direct taxation is always to operate in 
this way; and the level of taxation is now such that the resulting 
effect on prices may be said to be definitely injurious. 

94. We are unable to accept this doctrine. We are of opinion 
that it is only in very exceptional cases that manufacturers and 
merchants are able to pass their Income Tax on to consumers 
through the prices of the goods that they sell. On this subject 
we are m substantial agreement with our colleagues. For the 
sake of completeness, however, we recapitulate briefly here the 
main reasons whir.h have led us to this conclusion. 

95. Fundamentally, it appears to us that all businesses try 
to charge prices which, in conjun~n w!-th their .to~al sales, will 
yield a maximum profit upon thell' capItal. ThIs IS tme of all 
conditions, from a complete monopoly, in which one firm has 
power to maintain prices at whatever level it may choose, to a 
keenly competitive industry, in which any firm that charges more 
than the 'ruling prices loses business to its competitors. In 80 

far as merchants and manufacturers are already getting the best 
profit that they can, they cannot get a better by putting up their 
prices. It follows that an attempt to recoup themselves for 
Income Tax by increased prices will defeat ita own ends and 
will only be carried out under a misapprehension. 

96. Further, as regards that part of trade which is. still in 
the hands of private concerns, it must be borne in mInd. that 
individual firms are liable to Income and Super-tax at WIdely 
differing rates. If these taxes are normally Pl!ssed ~to prices, 
the necessary addition to prices would vary WIdely ID the case 
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of different firms, a.nd the small priva.te mercha.nt who pa.ys only 
a very low tax would enjoy a. differential a.dvantage over his la.rger 
&lid richer competitor &lid OV!ll" the joint stock company. We 
are unable, however, to find any evidence that small private 
firms do underbid their competitors ,in this wa.y, 

97. Fina.lly, we .are at a loss to see how a genera.l increase 
of all prices consequent upon increased Income Tax can be 
sustained, unless the volume of the currency is aOO increased 
to meet this. We accept the theory that the general level of 
prices ca.n only change if there is a. cha.nge in the volume of 
money a.nd bank deposits, or in the rate at which these circulate, 
or if there is a change in the volume of production. We can see 
no reason whatever to suppose that increased Income Tax will 
lead to &II increase in the amount either of legal tender or of 
bank deposits, while, if, aa is widely believed, a high Income 
Tax is depre~lIing to trade, it will retard mther than accelerate 
the velocity at which money circulates. 

98. The only remainiug way in which increaaed Income Tax 
could raise the general level of prices would be by causing 8 
reduction in the volume' of production proportionate to the 
increase in the price level. In this event, however, manufac
turers and merchants would lose in reduced sales all that they 
had hoped to gain in increased prices. 

99. Our oofj&ltUiotll on thiB hrod _, therefor(J,. that direct 
ta.zotitln doB' not twnI'I4l111 enter into prices. It fol101DI that 
the (Jmtin, l(Jflel of IUCh tlill:ation oon'rlOt be mted lIB G direct 
oowe either of high pric" in thiB country or of the 'difficulti" 
which British monu/actur6ft tlUllI ezpmmce in quotin, pricu 
lIB low lIB those of their forei,n oompetitOrl. 

Direct T_tion II7Id the Output of Work. 

100. In the second place, it haa been repeatedly urged before 
UB that income taxation and death duties on the presenl scale 
destroy the incentive to work. The laxpayer does nol reglll"d 
the net return which he ca.n obtain by his efforts 88 a sufficient 
inducement to work aa long or aa intensively 8S he otherwise 
would. Other witneasea, on the other hand, have contended 
that the effect of laxation is exactly the opposite of this, and 
that higher laxation stimulates harder work, in order to prevent 
an unwelcome reduction in the taxpayers' etandard of living. 
We have found liille a&temp' to reooncile th_ two conflicting 
views, witneseea usually contenting themsehree with aUeaaing 
the one argument a.nd minimising the other. 

101. We think it nasonable to suppose tha& laxation operatee 
differently in the case of different taxpayers, acting ... a.n incen
tive to work in the OUR of thoae who are particnlarl, concerned 
to maintain • certain definite .tandard of living, a.nd u • di&
oouragemenl to others~ who ca.n mr.int.in whM the, regvd ... 
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a. norma.l" sta.ndard without exerting their energies to the full. 
We should be at a. loss to say whether on balance existing direct 
taxa.tion increa.ses or reduces the ta.xpayers' aggregate output of 
productive work. 

102. We think, however, that the influe)lce of direct taxation 
upon the output of work in either direction is insignificant, and 
that witnesses who have atta.ched much weight to it ha.ve not, 
perhaps, fully a.ppreciated the conditions which recent changes 
in industriaJ organisation have created. For, in the first place, 
the great mass of the natio1U1l output 0{ produ.ctioe work coma 
from those whose incomes and property are either wliolly. or 
almost wholly. below the leoel at which liability to direct taxa
tion begirra. It can. therefore, only be within a comparatively 
sma.il area tha.t liability to direct taxation can either stimulate 
or discourage productive effort. 

103. Second. even within this limited area, we are of opinion 
that the influence of direct ta.xation upon the output of work 
must have diminished greatly in recent yea.rs, and can now have 
but little importa.nce. The arguments which we ha.ve outlined 
above a.ssume tha.t. in the normal case. the direct ta.xpsyer is 
free to increase or diminish his output of work and his earned 
income at will. In the sta.tements that ha.ve "been put before 
us. illustrations were drawn from the medical. legaJ or such other 
professions as a.re usually remunerated by fees. in which this 
freedom undoubtedly exists. 

104. In the ia.rge and growing field of saia.ried enterprise. 
however. both work a.nd remuneration (and frequently also the 
age of retirement) a.re fixed. a.nd the ta.xpayer cannot earn more" 
by working harder or longer to compensate for his increased 
ta.xa.tion ; nor can he reduce his lia.bility to pay ta.xes by 
diminishing his output of work. unleBS he gives up his"employ
ment a.ltogether. With the growth of joint stock enterprise it 
a.ppea.rs to us tha.t the case of the taxpa.yer who can a.nd doee 
a.djust his output of work in accorda.nce with his lia.bility for 
taxation is so exceptional tha.t it cannot now have any serious 
effect upon the tota.! na.tiona.l output of productive work. 

105. In this connection we think it worth pointing out that. 
a.ccording to the CenSUB figures of 1921, persons described as 
employers or as working on their own a.coount did not amount 
to more than a.pproxiola.tely 1 in 10 of the occupied population 
over 12 yea.rs of age. Even this proportion would. of course. 
include a. number whose Iia.bility to direct ta.xation was either 
nil or very sma.ll. so that the proportion of the tota.l working 
popula.tion whose output of work is a.ctuaily affected by the level 
of direct ta.xa.tion must be apprecia.bly leBS than this. 

106. Fina.Ily. we wish to cai\ a.ttention to the results of an 
interesting investigation subInitted to the Committee by Mr. 
W. H. Coates on the basis of InIa.nd Revenue sta.tistics. The 
object of the investigation was to a.soertain whether. under the 
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stress of recent increases in taxation, there wa.s &Dy tendency 
for wealthy taxpayers to retire earlier in life from active enter
price. Mr. Coates' conclusion wail that, after maJring every 
allowance, it was .. difficult . . . . to find . . . . any 
statistics.l support for the view that the weight of post-war taxa.. 
tion tends to deter the weaJthy man- from continuing in business 
after reaching &D age at which he might well retire." (Etl. 
p. 640; E. in 0 .• 28.) 

107. Our conelwion under thiB head iB, there/ore, that direct 
t~ation neither Btimulate6 nor diBcourages the output of fDork 
in any important degree. 

Direct T~ationand the Quantity of Sooing. 
lOS. It has been put to us that direct taxation destroys both 

the incentive and the power to save, &Dd that its effect in these 
directions is sufficiently gree.t to be seriously detrimentaJ Ito 
the expansion of industry &Dd employment. 

(i) TI/.8 lneentitl8 to Satle. 
109. This evidence as to the effect of taxation on the incen

tive to 88ve, like that dealing with the incentive to work, has 
been oountered by evidence of an exactly opposite cha.racter 
from other witnesses. 'I'hese witnessea have argued that 
increased direot ta.xation strengthens the incentive to save, 
since it ma.kee a greater accumulation neossBSry to provide any 
given net income or capital sum for the future of the ~pay& 
and his family. In this case aJeo we have been sble to obta.in 
little evidence baeed on a scientifio attempt to estimate the 
quantitative effect of these oonllicting inftuencee upon the 
investing cla.sses generally. 

110. Our oonclusions, therefore, can only be based upon what 
appesn to us to be a reasonable view of the motives by which 
saving is most commonly prompted. 

Ill. We think that the most widespread motive of individual 
saving among all classes who· ma.ke permanent sa~ of 
apprecia.ble amount is the desire to provide for oontingencies, 
for old age and for dependants: or, in a more limi.ted number of 
cases, to enjoy the satisfactions attsobing to a higher stsndal-d 
of living or a greater reputation for wealth. In addition, a 
oonsid&able class (which includes, but is not confined to, tboee 
who are wealthy enough to find *he pt"'Fibilities of enjoyable 
oonsumption more limited th&D their incomes) rcl mainly on 
the principle do maintaining a gi-ven or gradually rising standard 
of ~t COI;'sumption. ~d accumulating (often for use in 
~ding ~ own bUlllDessea) whatever mugin of their 
moome remNDa. 
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112. Direct taxation reduces the net return obtainable from a 
given investment. But it only destroys the incentive to save, 
if the strength of this incentive varies directly with the return 
obtainable from sa.ving and investing a given sum. If, how
ever, our analysis of the chief motives which induce saving is 
correct, this is not usually the case. Persons who are making 
provision for contingencies, or for their dependants, usually a.im 
at a.chieving a certain sum, or enough to secure a certain 
minimum income; to them, a.ccordingly, the incentive is- actually 
greater when the return is less. Such pefllOns find indeed that 
the effectiveness of a given effort on their part to provide for the 
future is reduced by taxation. But it is difficult to believe tbat 
they will in consequence rela.x their own efforts 80 80S still further 
to reduce their provision for themselves and tbeir families, 80S 

though no bread were better than half a loaf. 

113. Again, the motives- of those, wbo, on the other hand, 
act on the principle of maintaining a given present sta.ndard of 
living and accumulating the balance of their incomes have 
obviously no connection with the amount of yield which their 
sa.vings give. 

114. A further point seems to us wortb notice. Supposing 
that the considerations which we have put forward above are 
not in all ca.sea applicable, and that the incentive to save on the 
part of some investors does vary directly with the prospective 
net return obtainable, we think that it is clear that such excep
tions ca.o only be found among persons of rela.tively moderate 
means upon whom the cla.ims of present consumption are very 
pressing. Only in the case of the .. margina.l " investor, can il 
be argued- that variations in the reinrn obta.ina.ble in1Iuence the 
strength of the inducement to sa.ve. 

115. The" ma.rgina.l " investor, however, is n~ found among 
the recipients of large incomes. A net return which may con
ceivably be the minimum required to maintain the sa.vings of & 

small investor affords a handsome surplus to the well-W-do, 
whose a.ccumnlations involve little efl'ort and are not, therefore, 
dependent upon the stimulbs of so great & return. Existing pr0-
gressive taxation, however, affects but little the retum which a -
small investor enjoys frQm a given investment, while it makes 
sn sppreciable reduction in the net yield which the recipient of 
a large income will obtain from a similar investment of like 
amount. It follows that tbe influence of taxation npon the 
yield of investments is only important in the case of those cl88llell 
whose incentive to save is least likely to be affected by con!lidera.
tion of this yield. We think that tbis circumstance also 
strengthens the conclusion which we bav~ formed that existing 
taxation is not a serious deterrent to aavmg . 

• We .boaJd parbopa ompbacioo $ba" dIroagbout dlia -uo.., ... are d.-. 
Gal, tbe __ u diatiDot from tho ... pa<il1/ to .ft. 
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116. The view that taxation destroys the incentive to save 
even among the wealthy who pay the heaviest taxes is not by 
any means universally expressed even by those of our witJlcsses 
who might be supposed to be familiar with the psy.chology of 
the well·to-do investor. Mr. Gordon Selfridge, for example, 
gave it o.s his opinion that .. One Cannot say that the existing 
tsJtes o.ct as 0. deterrent to the individual or the company from 
trying to Booe and trying to increase the surplus, but of oourse 
it ho.a 0. very Rerious effect on the result of that effort ... 
(E. in C., 4.) 
. 117, Mr. Coo.tes, who had six years' experience o.s Director 
of Statistics and Intelligence in the Inland Revenue Depart. 
ment,- stated that he did not think that" the existing rates of 
income taxation act &8 0. deterrent to saving generally, or to 
enterprise on the part of individuals engaged in tra4e, whether 
on their own account, or in the conduct of joint stock compauie& ... 
(Eo., p. 640; E. in C., 26.) 

118. We are 01 opinion that those who have expresaed the 
view that progressive taxation seriously impairs the incentive 
to ao.ve have not appreciated the distinction clearly drawn in 
Mr. Selfridge's sto.tement between the effects of taxation upon 
the incentive and upon the ability to save. Taxation by itself 
(i.e., if the subsequent expenditure of the proceeds 01 taxation 
bs ignOl'fld) obviously limits the individual taxpayer's margin for 
so.ving, but, for the r8&&ons given, we do not think that it ho.a 
any serious effect upon the effort to so.ve within that margin. 

119. The foregoing relates to the so.vings made by individuals. 
We have, however, also to take into account the considerable 
sums thllt are accumulated by joint stock companies in the form 
of reserves, out of funds which have ne __ been distributed into 
the hllnds of indi-riduilis. 

120. Such savings. being liable only to Income Tn at the 
standard rate. are not &fleeted by the progressive cho.rt.cter of 
our taxation. U existing taxation destroys the incentive to 
make so.vinga d this character. this incentive co.n only be restored 
either by reduction of the standard rate of Income Tax (to which 
policy there are obvious limits) or by special discrimination in 

. favour of compa.n.ies· reserves. which we do not think practicable. 
191. In any CBII8, however. we do not think that the motives" 

which induce this kind of so.ving are of a character likely to 
be much &fleeted by to.xstion. Chief among these motivee is 
• desire to provide for the stability and exps.nsion of the indivi· 
dual firms by which the so.vinga are made. 

1211. The incentive to make allocations to reeerve will evidently 
be affected by matters bearing 011 the position and prospecta of 
the firm.; but ainca a company. BB such. paya the so.me rate of 
tax&lion on aU profita. whether distributed or not, we fail to 
see how the standard of reeerve allocations aimed at ean be 

- lb. Couoo' .'fideooo ............. _ •• _ ill ... poi ... capo<ilJ. 
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affected by taxation. In this connection we axe much impressed 
by the remarkable steadiness in companies' allocations to reserve. 
The investigations into company accounts made by The Econo
mist, quoted by Mr. Layton, shaw that, for the five years before 
the War, allocations to reserve amounted to 24'4 per cent. of gross 
total profit, and to 2'3 per cent. of capital; while, in the five years 
after the War, a. similar investigation covering a much larger 
number of companies showed reserve allocations amounting to 
24 per cent. of gross profits and 2'8 pe~ cent. of capital. 

(ii) The Capacity to SafJe. 
123. It is obvious that direct taxation reduces the taxpayer's 

capacity to save. It is obvious also that this reduction is greatest 
in the case of the comparatively wealthy, from whom, under tbe 
existing distribution of wealth, the greater part of the total 
volume of new sa.ving must come. On the other band, expendi
ture of the funds raised in taxation increases the wealth, and 
therefore, the potentia.l capa.city to save, of the recipients. The 
questions that we have to consider are, therefore, first, whetber 
the transfer of wealth effected by existing taxation and existing 
expenditure, considered together, is on ba·lance a transfer from 
saver to spender; and, if 80, whether the lesult is to make the 
total volume of sa.ving only less than it would be were taxa
tion lower, or also less than it should be if the best interests of 
the na.tion a.re to be served. 

124. In connection with the first que&iion we think that it is 
important to bear in mind that, out of a. total expenditure in 
1925-26 of £754,695,000 on all objects other than tbe Post Office 
Services and the Road Fund (neither of wbich falls upon the 
general tax revenues), expenditure upon the internal debt ser
vices absorbed about £325 millions, or 43 per cent. The direct 
tax revenues (including under this head all tbe Inland Revenue 
duties) amounted, for the same period. to £428,441,000, of 
which total 43 per cent. or £184,230,000 may be regarded as 
used for meeting cost of interest 011 and repayment of the internal 
debt. 

125. This last portion of our tax revenues appears to us to 
stand in a category by itself. We can Bee no reason to suppole 
that the recipient6 of N tZtional Debt interest and repayments are 
likely to 8afJ8 a lesl proportion of thue receipts than would hafJ8 
been lafJea by the taxpayer, from who,e pockets this money is 
tak6n. Indeed we think the probability is rather the othef' way. 
We ha.ve aln:atly given reasons for supposing that tbe payment 
of intere.t on the Na.tiona.1 Debt bv taxpayers to deM holders 
is on balance a payment from the- community at large to its 
relatively well-to-do members. H the common assumption is 
true that the proportion of income likely to be sa.ved is greater 
in the higber income groups, it follows that a transfer of this 
kind would, if lIlIything, tend to increase tile total volume of 
ssving. 
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126. The matter is indeed somewhat conjectura.l, and we are 
not prepared to sny that payment of interest on the intemal 
debt must create a substantial increase in saving in this way. 
We tbink, however, that it is at least clear that taxation fOl" 
this purpose neither destroys any part of the aggregute nationar 
capacity to save, nor transfers money into the hands of persons 
who are likely to save less of it than are the taxpayers from 
whom it is tOoken. 

127. The case is much clearer in regard to taxation for debt 
repayment. W B 0,1'8 of opinion that Buch taa:ation definitely 
inc1'BaBeB agg1'egate sa"ing. It hall. been put to us by witnedBeS
and we see no reason to doubt the truth of the contention-tha.t 
pra.ctica.1Jy the whole of the money reoeived by debt holden 
as repayments will be regarded by them as capital and re
invested. On the other ha.nd, it is virtually certain that the 
taxpayers who provide the money for these repayments do so 
by restricting not only their savings but also their oonsumption. 
Practically the whole of the money is sa.ved by the recipients, 
whereas part, at l6llst, would have been spent had it remained 
with its originol OWDera. The transfer is thus definitely favour-
8.ble to sa.ving. We regard this aspect of ta.xation for debt 
redemption all. of considerable importance, and we doubt whether 
sufficient a.ttention is generally given to it. We recur below 
(pa1'(l8. 11411 to 244) to its implicatioIll!. 

128. There rema.ins some £Il44,1l11,OOO of direct taxation 
which is spent upon the externa.l debt, the Civil Services and the 
Defence ~'orces, &0. Undoubtedly .. pa.rt of this money is 
expended for the benefit of persons whose incomes are not lnrge 
enough to permit of their making any grea.t savinge. This is 
\l'ue, for eXlUllple, of part of the outlay of the Ministries of 
F:ducation; of Labour and of Pensions. 

129. To tOoke a.n extreme case, it is evident tha.t pra.ctically 
none of the money spent on Old Age Pensions, or State contri
butions to the Unemployment Insurance and Hea.Ith Insura.nce 
Funds is. invested by the recipients. In so far as these service. 
are tinlUlCSCl from direct taxa tion, we do not think that it can be 
denied that the direct effect of this ta.xation is to reduce the 
total of individual saving; though, even in this case, if any 
of these services contribute eo much to the well-being of tbe 
worken a.a to incresae their productiv& powera, the indirect 
"fft'cts of lOch taxation may be favourable both to output and to 
Bllving. 

130. These, however, are erlreme ca._ and they do DOl repre
sent more than .. small pa.rt of ths total oost of ths Civil Senices 
a.nd defences. AIl regards the whols of these services we do no' 
thiDk that it is possible to 8I\y more than that in all probability 
the ultimate beneficiaries save a aomewba.t amaller pro~OD 
of tbe money mised 'for these services than would have been 

K 
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ac:cumulated by the direct taxpayer had the money been left with 
him. Such taxation, therefore, is likely somewhat to reduce 
the total volume of saving. . 

131. Looking at both sides of the account, and attempting to 
estimate the quantitatio6 importance of these figures, WI! are 
unable to see any cause for the belief that direct taaation aJt 

at present imposed, and as· at present spent, can seriously reduce 
aggregate saoings. The funds raised by such taxation flow in 
two main directions; first, to meet the cost of the debt service, 
and, second, to meet the general expenses of Government. The 
first stream is likely to be, on the whole, favourable to saving; 
the second is, in part, unfavourable. The first stream exceed9 
the second by BOme £60 millions, a figure which represent6 
approxiruately 1·6 per cent. of the total national income and 
2·6 per cent. of the total income in the hands of Income Tax 
payers. We do not see cause to infer from these figures alone, 
or in the absence of other evidence, that existing direct taxa 
tion has, on ~alanee'. effects seriously detrimental to saving. 

I3!!. We have so far confined this argument io consideration 
of the effects of direct taxation, since it is the injurious effect 
of existing direct taxes that has been most strongly urged upon 
us. The effects of taxation on saving ou~ht, however, rather 
to be considered as a whole. No witnesses have suggested to 
us tha.t the indirect ta.xes are to any serious extent drawn from 
sa.vings, since the bulk d. them is paid .by the poorer classes 
whose contribution to aggregate savings must in any case be 
&mall; while such part as is paid by the relatively well-to-do 
does not represent a large enough proportion of the incomes of 
this class materially to affect their capacity to save. Hence the 
collection of such indirect taxes as are required to meet the 
~ost of the National Debt services is likely to cauae a definite 
increase of saving greater than results from the collection of 
direct taxes for the some purpose; while, further, there is no 
coITesponding lOBS of saving on indirect taxes that are used for 
the ordinary expenses of Government. Existing taxation a8 a 
whole is, therefore, more favourable to aggregate cipacity to 
save than is existing direct taxation alone. 

133. Our corwlusWn is, then, that existing direct taxation dis
tributed ooer existing Gooernment ezpenditure is not leriously 
prej1ldicial to our aggregate capacity to SafJO, and that ezisting 
to.l;ation as a whole is el>eR less 10. We do not think, therefore, 
that there is justification for the I>jew that an important cacue 
of the pruent unemployment or slacknel, of trade is a lhortoge 
of capital for which ~ion is responsib~e. It is indeed ~e 
opinion of witnesses emmently well qualified to speak OD thia 
subject that the real value of our annual new savings is less 
now than before the War. Mr. Coates estimated national 
aaviJig. in 1924 at £500 millions as compared with £350-£400 
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millions in 1913. He added, however, that" there seems little 
doubt that the existing capital equipment of industry is suffi
cient to maintain a marked expansion of activity without addi. 
tional capital requirements except in the form of working 
capital," and that he was .. not disposed to think that the 
existing rate of income taxation has a harmful effect upon the 
supply of permanent capital" (Ell. p. 640; E. in G., 19-25). In 
any case we think that the considerations which we have men
tioned show that the principal causes of a decline in new savings 
must be sought in factors other than taxation. 

Direot TiJa:ation ana Enterprise. 

134. We come now to the last of the five principal grounds 
ou which existing taxation ie held to be iniuriou~ to national 
prosperity-vie., that it discourages enterprise and initiative . 
.. All buainess enterprise involves risks of greater or less degree. 
But while the profits of any enterprise are reduced by the 
amount of direct taxation. 100 per' cent. of the risk always 
remains to be borne by those 'engaged in it." (Brand, 
E. in G., 2.) In illustration of this argument, our attention 
has been c&!led to the fact that in the past few ye&rB gilwdged 
securities have formed a larger, and industrials a &maller, pro
portion of the new issues offered for subscription upon the 
London market. Thas in the three ye&rB 1911-13, Government 
and mnnioipal securities -represented 23'3 per cent., 21'0 per 
cent., and 88'8 per cent. respectively of the tot&! of new iseuea 
on the London market, while industri~!I lIOOOunted for 76'7 per 
cent., 79'0 per cent. and 61'7 per cent .. of the tot&!. In 1924 
the proportIons were Government and mnnioip&! 58'9 per cent. 
and industrials 41-1 per cent. 

185. Weare of opinion that it ie a mistake to ascribe any 
large responsibility for a decline in enterprise to existing taxa
tion as such. Some part of such decline may indeed be traCed 
to the effeot of existing methOds of expenditure of the proceeds 
of taxation. in 80 far as money spent on the debt services goes. 
as we have already pointed out. into the pocliets of peraona who 
may be presumed. in general. to have a preference for gilt
edged over more risky inveetm.... Thie redistribuaou. of 
inoome in • manner unfavourable to industrial intestm.ent ie inci
dent&! to payments of debt interest, and (unlike the effects of 
taxation for the debt services upon the quantity. as distinct from 
the .. quality." of saving), it resulta &!ao from the prooeiII of 
debt repayment. This, however, ie quite dietinct from the 
argument, which haa been put before us, that existing direct 
taxation as such (i.e., apart from its expenditure upon the debi 
service) tend. to encourage the taxpayer to abandon risky un~ 
takings in favour of the security of • gilt.edged investmen\.. 
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136. Those who take this view appear to us to take 'account 
()f one aspect only of taxation to the exclusion of others. It is 
generally accepted that investment in risky enterprises yields 
on the average, over a period, a higher return than does invest
ment in gilt-edged securities. Individuals make their choice 
between different uses for their capital according as they do or 
do not feel that the probable return obtainable compensates for 
the degree of risk which any particular investment entails. 
Anything which alters either the relati"e return obtainable from 
an industrial investment, or the relative degree of risk attaching 
to these alternatives, will influence the proportions in which 
capital is distributed between them. Thus any change in 
political or economic conditions which adds markedly to the risks 
of industrial enterprise, without at the same time increasing 
the profits with which enterprise may expect to be rewarded, 
will discourage investment in industry, and to that extent create 
a preference for gilt-edged securities. Again, a special tax on 
fixed interest stocks would increase the attractiveness of, anil 
a·ttract capital towards, industrial investments. 

137. On the other hand, any cause which affects alike the 
l'eturn obtainable from all investments-from Government 
stocks to the DlDst hazardous industrial. enterpn-cannot, so 
far as we can see, involve any special discrimination against 
risk-taking such as would divert capital from risky into gilt

. edged stocks. Witnesses who have argued that existing taxa-
tion penalises enterprise have not, we think, taken suflicient 
account of the alternatives open to the owner of capital who is 
supposedly deterred flQm enterprise by existing taxation. In 
practice the alternative to industrial investment, the yield of 
which is .reduced by taxation, is investment in some torm. of 
bond, the yield of which is also reduced by taxation; and unless 
taxation reduces the yield of the former out Of p1"Oportion to the 
reduction it effects in the yield of the latter, it isilifficnlt to 
Bee how it can affect an individual's choice between the two. 

138. Cases in which such a disproportionate reduction of the 
yield of speculative investments occurs do not appear to us to 
be of sufficient importance, or (what is no less material) likely 
to be sufficiently often anticipated by persons who have capital 
at their dispoBSI. to have a serious effect npon industry generally. 
Where no actual losses are made, such cases will occur only io 
so far as investment in a more speculative enterprise, yielding 
a higher average' rate of tetum per cent. on capital, may bring 
its owner within the scope of higher rates of Income and Super
tax than those to which he would be liable if he had invested . 
his capital in a gilt-edged stock giving a lower gross yield per 
cent. Bot differences actually resulting in this way in the case 
of persons who are making investments ont of income will be 
negligible, since, even if a man BSves a large part of his income. 
the additional income resulting from this new capital mulli 
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neces8ll.rily be very small in rela.tion to his total income.· The 
remaining cases in which ta.xa.tion will reduce the yield of risky 
enterpriBes in proportion to that of gilt-edged securities are those 
of the owners of private businesBeB where actual losBes are made 
which are not 08'set for Income Tax purposes against the profits 
of subsequent years. In view of the limited _ part pla.yed by 
all private businesses in modern industry (,ee para. 225), we do 
not think tha.t these cases occur, or are anticipated, sufficiently 
often to be responsible for any serious effect upon industry as a 
whole. 

189. We do not dispute the fact that owners of capital do 
show a. greater preference for gilt-edged investments, and a 
greater reluctance to emba.rk on large enterpriBeB involving 
great risks, than has been the case at periods in the past. But 
our oonclUBion u that, Bincs tlu:ation jallB aliks upon the incotne8 
from. aU typu oj snterpri8s 01' in"estm.,nt, it cannot' be the clJ.U8e 
oj thiB prejerence. We think that the cause is to be found 
partly in a change in the distribution of the o_,hip of capital, 
which we have indicated as one of the objectionable results of 
tbe existence of the National Debt, and partly in the increasing 
risks of industry to the private owner resulting from the greater 
unoertainty of politics1 conditions and the violent fiuctuations 
of prices, which are legacies of the Wa.r. as well as in the grow
ing measure of State control over the publio interests involved 
in industry. Stich factors tend to increase the risks of industry, 
wi thout.. proportionately increasing ite profits; and since they 
either do not s.lfect gilt-edged securities a.t sll. or a.re much less 
important in this sphere, they tend to increase the re/atit:8 
a.ttractiveness of this form of investment. 

ConcllUions IJ8 to Direct Ttnation. 

140. We thus. conclude that each 01. the five arguments which 
appear to be principally responsible for the fear that existing 
direct taxation is prejudicial to employment and prosperity rests 
upon 8. misoonoeption. Buell to.zotion CIInnot, in our judgfMnt, 
r~duoe thll aggngatll pt&t'chtlring potDer of the community; tlor 
do IDe find thot it roilu pricu, or maUnalI, fllducu the Mtiotlal 
output oj toor1c, of 1fR'illl}, or of etItIIrpriBlI. 

• Adi_" of taDU08 .... 081, maD u.. DOt ......... fIom in __ .. in 
induaViaI on~ (o\her ...... pri .... bnm- abo"",,,. 01 ...... on. 
1"&f'. noding) oompan more fa_bl, ,,"'h tbat ob\ainable in gil\-edged 
_ori_ 'baa U d_ ., _, _ben \b .. ooach'~ .N fnI6.1led. Pi.., u.. 
in __ .. maal be OOIIIIid .... bIe m ~hemoeI_; -.J, u.. in __ .. maa' 
be ....,.lOII'I in proponion \0 \be 1_ of u.. iD_r; aad \bird, u.. adi
........ of taDU08 mna' be ........ _ 1DOI'8l, \0 ...... \bQ amooD' of u.. :::t. obarp, bu' u.o marbcll, \0 nd_ \be ~ ....... _r of u.. 
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PART m. 
METHODS OF DEBT REDUCTION: SINKING 

FUNDS A.ND CONVERSlONS. 

The Sinking Fund&. 

141. Under the Finance Act of 1923 a sum of £40,000,000 
in the year 1923-24, rising to £45 millions in 1924-25, and £50 
millions annually thereafter, was allocated as the .. New Sink
ing Fund " to be applied in redemption of the National Debt 
until Parliament should otherwise determine. In accordance 
with this arrangement, which superseded the pre-war New 
Sinking Fund of variable amount (£5i millions in 1913·14), 
£50 millions for the New Sinking Fund now appears annually 
upon the expenditure side of the Budget Statement. The Old 
Sinking Fund, under which any actual surplus of revenue over 
expenditure realised in any financial year is automatically applied 
to redemption of debt, still continues. 

149. These Sinking Fund8 rep1'esent the only definite fW~iIion 
now m4de for redemption 0/ II deadweight National Debt of 
£7,616 millions. Repayments under the Old Binking Fund are 
of course entirely a matter of chance, and have in fact varied 
very greatly from year to year. Indeed, since it is the objed 
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to budget as accurately as 
posRible, efforts are made to avoid large budget surpluses almost 
ag much. as deficits, and therefore, indirectly, to reduce to a 
minimum repayments of debt by this means. During the years 
immediately following the War, when prices and indeed economic 
conditions generally were exceedingly unstable, repaymer..ts of 
debt by this means were considerable, e.g., in 1922-23, £101 
millions were thus applied, while in 1923-24 the figure was 
£48,000,000. During the year 1924-25, however, the sorplue 
realised was only £3,600,000, while 1925-26 haa ended with 
a deficit of £14,000,000, neutraliaing to that extent the effect of 
previous repayments of cl.ebt under the Old Sinking Fund. 

143. The New Sinking Fond, on which alone it is possible 
to count with any degree of certainty, is non-comoIative, i.e. 
the charge remains filled .at £50 millions and is not increased by 
the amount of interest saved by repayments of debt. The Fond 
wiII thus require a period of 153 years in which to redeem the 
whole debt. 

144. In the Table annexed to Part I of this Repori, mention 
was made of the fact that certain loans carry specific Sinking 
Fnnds, i.e. that provision was ~ade in the terms. of their ~8 
for the establishment of some kind of fund for thell' redemptIon. 
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For example, under the terms of issue of 31 per cent. Conversion 
Loon, the Treasury is required to issue for purchase of debt for 
-cancellation a sum equal to not less than 1 per cent. of the totBl 
amount of the loan outstanding at the close of each half-year 
in which its average daily price has been less than 90. In 
addition, specific arrangements for redemption- (or support of 
the market price) are attached to the following issues :-

(i) 4 per cent. Victory Bonds and 4 per cent. Funding 
Loan. 

(ii) Life Annuities and Terminable Annuities charged on 
the Consolidated Fund. 

(iii) The debt to. the United States Government. 
(iv) 5 per cent. War Loan and 4 per cent. (tax

compounded) War Loan. 

Sums have also to be set aside to meet the provisions wWllby 
certain Government lleCurities, notably Victory Bonds, are 
aocepted at par or above their market value in payment of 
death duties. 

145. The primary object of these specifio Sinking Funds ie 
not 80 much to expedite repayment of the National Deht as 
to maintain, by Govllrnment purchases, the price of the various 
loons. Certain of the funds are indeed terme4 depre('iation 
funds, and are in fact only applicable when the. price of the 
issue to which they relate falls below a certain minimum. By 
these precautions sgainst any severe fall in the market price 
01. the debt it ia ·hoped both to maintain our nationBl credit 
in the eyes 01. the world, and to facilitate the conversion of the 
debt, as occasion olfers, to lower rate& of interest. 

146. We doubt i' it i.t 01_1,1 tlnder.tood that the "'''''' n80/l6-
.''''11 to meet the,e 'fJecifio siraking "'nM lIII'e included in the 
NmD Sinking Fund total of £50 "'iUiou. The establishment 
01. this fund did not, therefore, mark the allocation 01. a clear 
addition 01. £50 millions to the obligations to redeem debt Blready 
binding on the Government. Indeed, as the following table 
ahows, much the greater pari Of the New Sinking Fund is at 
present required to meet this obligation, the free balan-ce 
amounting only to £9,991,000 in 1925-26. 

Capital 01. Terminable Annuities ... 
Funding Loan Sinking Fund 
Victory Bonds SinkinlJ Fund 
Conversion Loan Sinking Fund 
Iuues to NationBl Debt CommiSBionera for 

Bonds, &0., for Death Duties under s. 8 
01. War Loan Act, 1919 ..•. ..• . .. 

Repayment 01. War Loan, &0.', eurrendered 
for duties under e. 84 01. Finance Act, 
1917 

4! 
1,080,000 
9,642,000 
9,931,000 

14,386,000 

6,995,000 

178,000 
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Ullited States GoverDlllllnt - Hepayment 
under ~'unding Agreement ... ... 4,953,000 

Depreciation Fund under the Finance Act, 
1917 ... 7,539,000 

Balance of New Sinking Fund, 1923, iS6ued 
to National Debt Commissioners to 
redeem debt 9,991,000 

£50,000,000 

147. The question whether any given Sinking l!'und is or is 
not adequate must always be a matter of opinion, determined 
by the particular importance attached to the effects believed 
to follow from the existence of a National Debt on the present 
scale. We have found that the present non-cumulative Sinking 
]"und of £50 millions per annum commended itself to a con
siderable number of our witnesses. On the other hand, we were 
unable to ascertain any reasoned basis for this figure, other 
than the fact that it had actually been adopted and commanded 
the measure of assent usually given to the established order of 
things in preference to any change. 

148. Some witnesses, on the other hand, took the view that 
the existing provision for repayment of debt was inadequate; 
ProfeSBOr Cannan, for example, suggested that a serious effort 
ought to be made to get rid of the debt in the next 35 years and 
suggested to that end a cumulative Sinking Fund of £100 millions 
per annum. We do not think that it has been anywhere sug
gested to us that the present figure should be reduced, tho1l#!h 
certain witnesses, notably Mr. Keynes, indicated that, quite 
apart from the taxation which it involves, a large Sinking Fund 
might have injurious consequences upon the distribution of 
capital. 

149. We have already indicated the very serious view which 
we take of the effects of a National Debt on the present scale. 
It follows that we regard repayment of the debt and reduction 
of the burden of the debt-charge as matterR of great urgeucy. 
We cannot a.g1'ee that B Sinking Fuflid calculated to apread repay
ment otI~ B period of 150 year. iB at all adequote--Ie&st 0' nil 
when it is borne in mind that practically the wbole debt has 
arisen in consequence of events occurring during this generation; 
and that, under the present Sinking Fund arrangements. which 
extend over five generations, our great-great-great-grandchildren 
would still be paying. at best for the misfortune, and at WOl'l't 

for the crimes, of to-day. We are concerned. therefore. carefully 
to examine such alternative methods of expediting the process 
of debt repayment as have been snggested to us in evidence or 
have occurred to us in the course of our enquiry. 
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Reduction of the Debt Burden by Oon1l81'8ion. 

150. In general thoee witnesses appearing before the Com
mittee who were opposed to any material increase in the present 
Sinking Fund were disposeq to rely upon successful conversions 
to effect any further reduction in tI1.e burden of the debt, many 
of them attaching considerable importance to suCh conversions, 
though we did not have submitted to us in evidence actual esti
mates of the savings likely to be realised. 

151. The term conversion covers operations of more than one 
kind. It may be used to describe options of transfer from one 
to another issue on terms definitely favourable to the investor 
and unfavourable to the State, such as it wa.a necessary to give 
during the War when the conditions under which loans were 
raised were becoming increasingly difficult. But in the present 
-connection the term implies some kind of option-either renewal 
of an old loan on fresh terms or exchange into another issue-in 
which the balance of advantage is on the side of the State. 

1511. Again, conversion options may he offered to the holders 
of an existing issue at any time during its currency, such holders 
having of course the alternative of continuing under the original 
~rms of the iuue of their loan, if the terms of the conversion are 
not sufficiently attractive; or a conversion may be effee-ted when 
a loan matures, holders having the option of conversion or repay
ment. In the ease of loans repayable at any date, such con
v~rsions can, of course, be effected at any time wheu conditions 
are fsvourable.-

153. In the ('ase of voluntary conversions during the currency 
of a loan, it is clearly neceBBBrY to offer· terms considerably more 
attractive to the holder than in the case of compulsory con'7ersion 
I1pon maturity, when the holder's only alternative is repaynlent, 
and there is no option of continuing under the old terms. One 
method of making the terms 01 BUch an option sufficiently sttrac
tive is to offer, in exchange for a somewhat lower annual rate of 
intel't'st, an increase in the investor's nominal holding or a 
premil1m at the date of repayment. 

154. Recent conversions have been very largely of this type. 
Thus from the 1st January, 1920, to 31st March, 1925, con
versions eff8t'ted resulted in an increase of .£284 millions in the 
principal of the debt and a BBving of £1,191,000 in the annURI 
interest ('harge. While we do not say tb.t such methods are 
never pE'rmissible, we are in general opposed to them, IlJld we 

• W. lhiDit i' may be wor\h pniaw.. out turlher aha, __ ou ditfuo fro ... 
tb. policy of oompoloorily nciuciul! tho .. Ie of iD_ ou "'" dahl io thaI 
ond .. aay <ouwraioa oohome ,he d.bt IIold~r lou at-:n "'" oplioa oi"- of 
.... pUnIl tho .... " ..... rity oft.nd (or, io _of __ 00 befOl'O maturity. of 
00lluumna hia I .. " aD the .... &erma .. befnre) 01' of ACIOPpu. ""PlY'."" on 
tho ....... &DcI al tho elale \."";bod in tbe origiD&l _ of ..... of tbe 1 .. 0. 

(It)Q...tou doe. DO,," l.heref.\I'e.,.' would aD all-round redaction of iuter.& OIl 

u.. debt, in""' ... a b ..... b of tho origi .... 1 _~ "Dder "bit-I> "'" Ioauo to be 
"'D..nooI ...... ioaaod. 
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think that their application should at all times be very carefully 
watched, since they offer an easy way of lightening the im
mediate burden of the debt at the expenBl! of the future. 

155'. Moreover, as pointed out to us by Professor Cannan, any 
reduction in the interest charge which is purchased by an in
crease in the capital of the debt is particularly dangerous, since
it tends to minimise the apparent necessity for debt redemption. 
'lVhen the interest charge is comparatively light, no matter wha.t 
the total capital of the debt, the urgepcy fer the need for repay
ment will almost certainly be underestimated. If the counter
balancing disadvantages a.re weighed against the immediate 
saving on the interest charge, we think tha.t it is very doubtful 
whether any appreciable relief can be derived from voluntary 
conversions before ma.turity, 'since in such cases the investor is 
necessarily in a. strong position to resist changes that are un
favourable to him. 

156. It is rather to the conversion of loans as they mature that 
attention must be ,directed, if it is hoped to effect a.ny appreciab~ 
saving in the interest charge. The volume of unfunded debt 
other tban Floating Debt, Victory Bonda a.nd Funding Loan, 
maturing up to 1947-48, i.e. in the next 22 yea.rs, and open for 
conversion, amounts to a.bout .£3,600 millions, the interest charge 
on which is £177 millions per a.nnum. The g~088 ,afling bV 
confl~Bio1i of thD fDhole of thil amount to a 4l pe~ cent. ba&i8 
would be somewhat Of)~ £15 millions, whil~ confl~sWri to a 
4 pe~ cent. basil would gifle a g~088 8afling of about £33 millroM.· 
The great bulk of the safling, howefle~, would not ame, und" 
confl~sion at maturity, until towa~d8 the end of this pemd of 
nearly a, quarte~ of a centu.~. 

157. If the loans in question are divided into three groups 
according as tbey ma.ture in or before 1928-9, in tbe yea.ra 
1929-30 to 1933-4, a.nd in tbe yea.rs 194Z-3t to 1947-8, it will 
be found tha.t the gross saving from conversion to 4l per cent. 
and 4 per cent. ba.ses respectively is distributed as under. 

I Up to 1929-!!O to 1942-8 to -- 1928-9 1933-4 1947-8 

£ £ £ 
G ...... oaviug OD 4196 buia •. . .. 3,450.000 1,114,000 10,645,000 
GrotIII saviDg OD 496 baaia ... ... 7,839,000 3,O~3,OOO 22,207,000 

It will be seen that by fa.r ilie greater pm of the possible 
saving does not &rise until the third period; tha.t is, until from 
16 to 22 years hence . 

• In • few _ COD.eniOD upward. would he D~ on Ul_ .. _ of 
iDte ..... ' ~b ... are allowed for in lb ... viDgs .bOWD. 

t The:" are DO malunu .. of interoa1 d.b~ belw_ 1933-4 and 1942-S. 
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158. Several of the loans covered by the &hove table have, 
however, alternative dates of repayment, i.e., the Government 
has an option of repayment before the final maturity. If con
version be effected at these earlier dates, the bulk of the savings 
shown in the above table as occurring in the third period mo.y be 
transferred to the second, though there is pra.ctically no change 
in the distribution between the first and second periods. On this 
more faflourable a8sumption, therefore, ths greater part of gros. 
Baoing shown by the abooe table might be realised in: eight YOOTI. 

159. From these gross savings must, however, be deducted 
the tax revenue now obtained by way of Income Tax and Super
tax on the interest which diso.ppears as a result of conversion. 
Such loss of revenue is. an inevita.ble accompaniment of any 
reduction, by whatever means, in the interest cha.rge on' the 
debt. We deal more fully with its eud importance in our dis
cussion of the Capital Levy, in which connection pulilic attention 
hilS been more generally directed to it than has been the case 
in regard to other methods of reduction of the debt-charge. Our 
statements here should, therefore, be read in the light of that 
part of our Report (paras: 172-30 and Annexe to Part IV). 

160. On a groas &aving of £15,109,000 the loas in tax, if we 
&BBUIDe a rate of ..,. in the £, would amount to £3,022,000, 
reducing the actual net saving by conversion to a 41 per cent. 
basis to £12,087,000. Similarly, on a groas saving of 
£33,099,000, the loss would amount to £6,620,000, reducing the 
net saving on a 4 per cent. b&l.is to £26,479,000. We have no 
means of computing the actual loss of revenue from Income 
Tax and Super-tax together, but at the present rates it must be 
considerably higher than the figures that we have given. 

161. In the light of these figures, and of the following further 
considel'ations to which in our view great importance is to he 
attached, we do not leel that the prospect of 'aflmg, by conoeraion 
of debt is sufficiently prompt, sufficiently large, and sufficiently 
certain to jwti/y rB/ian.oe on this po/icy IU the on/y relief addi
tional to th6l p1BBsnt Sinking Fund.t. 

16~. In the first pla.ce, any saving from conversion depends 
upon an exceedingly. dubiou8 &88umption, vis. : the prospect of 
8 fa.1I in the genera1 rate >If interest. U nleas interest rates are 
falling it will be idle to ask debt holders to convert their holdinga 
to lowel' rates. They will prefer to claim repayment and seek 
mare remunerative investments elsewhere. 

163. We have absolutely no means 01. forecasting the future 
COUl'tle of interest rates; nor do we think that history throws 
much light on what may be expected in the quite different COD

ditions of the future. We might hazard the forec&Bt that, should 
there be any marked revival of trade, interest rates might be 
more likely to rise than to fa11. But 88 regards the level and the 
movements of interest 10, !IO or 30 yeara hence, we do not think 
that the materisls for any reaaoDed opinion exist, aDd W8 cannot, 
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theref01'e, commit ourselves to the IWIsumption, implicit in the 
arguments of many of those who expect material relief from con
versions, that a fall in interest rates over the next quarter Or 
half century can be counted upon. We can find neither more 
nor less evidence in support of this than in SUppOl·t of dn exactly 
opposite assumption. 

164. Second, even if interest rates do fall, there must, we 
suppose, be a not very distant limit to their fall. They are not 
high enough to fall very far. There is, therefore, no prospect 
of continued savings from conversion of any appreciable size. 
Each saving actually elIected necessarily reduces the prospect 
of further conversion thereafter. 

165. We conclude, therefqre, that substantial relief from the 
burden of the debt cannot be relied upon with certainty from It 

policy of conversion. At the same time, we do not, of course, 
wish to overlook the possibility of m&king some savings by this 
means, and we hope that advantage will be taken of every oppor
tunity for conversion on terms that (having regard both to im
mediate and to future ellects) are favourable to the State. 
Indeed we think it a not unimportant subsidiary advantage of 
the measures which we propose below for more rapid repayment 
of debt that, by maintaining the price and reducing the yield of 
('TOvenlment stocks, these may themselves improve the chances 
for further conversions. We feel bound to point out, however, 
that the savings from conversion are necessarily limited in 
amount, oller no prospect of immediate relief, and are wholly 
contingent upon an assumption for which we have not been able 
to find any, evidence. 
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PART IV. 

TH:!!; CAPITAL LEVY. 

Nature of Le"1/' Scheme, 
166. The most comprehensive scheme which .we have lad to 

9ClUsider for reducing the National Debt by .. substanti&l amount 
within a short period i& the proposal for .. Capital Levy which 
was submitted to us in evidence by the Trades Union Congress, 
tbe Co-operative Congress, Mr, Pethick-LawrenC8 and Dr. Hugh 
Dalton, and on a smo.1ler scale also by Professor Macgregor. 
The 'l'rades Union Congress and the Co-operative CongresA had 
in mind a levy calculated to yield' about £3,000 millions; 
Dr, Dalton a levy yielding not less than £2 ,000 millions, and 
preferably nearer £4,000 millions; Mr. Pethick-LawrenC8 hoped 
for a yield of 81 to , milliards; while Professor Macgregor 
thought that the best results would be obtained from !J, levy 
of £1,000 millions. 

167. In what follows we propose to address our remarks, 
except where otherwise stnted, to consideration of a levy of the 
type proposed to us in evidence by the Trades Union Congress. 
This proposal conforms closely to the &cheme put forward 
by the Labour Party in their pamphlet (1922) Labour and the 
Wilt' Debt, and hilS had more general consideration throughout 
the country than has any other scheme. We ha.ve, bowever, 
also had in mind the claims of alternative proposals, and, where 
these di1ler materifl.lly from those of the Trades Union Congress 
scheme, we indicate below our views upon them. 

168. Under the Trades Union Congress scheme it was pro
posed to raies a levy upon a graduated scale from all personal 
owners of capit-al in e:Ecess of £5,000, oOODlpanies and corporate 
bodies bsing, 88 such, e:Eempt. The scale W88 to be so adjusted 
as to raise a gross sum of £8,000 millions, and the whole of the 
proceeds applied to redemption of debt. A provisional scale of 
graduation waa published in Labout" and tM War Debt, and 
ranged from a charge of I) per oont. on the e:Eoess over £5,000 
of an owner of n~ more than £6,000, to a charge of 60 per 
cent. on the excess over £1,000,000 of every owner worth more 
than that amount.· The witneaaea on behalf of the Trades 

• The .a1e io .. follo_:- Lowy. 

Pi .. , £5,000 £0 £5.000 
,.._L 

'" 0 
Ne'" £1,000 £5,000 £6,000 5 .. £3.000 £6,000 £11,000 10 .. £i,roo £8.000 £10.000 15 .. £5,00.10 £10.000 £I~,OOO ilO .. £5,000 £15,000 £20,000 lI!i .. £10.000 £ilO.OOO £SO 000 SO .. £20,000 ~,OOO £!\O.ooo 1I6 .. £511,000 £!\O.OOO £100.000 40 .. £100.000 £100.000 £i!OO.OOO 45 

• £SOO.OOO £i!OO,OOO £5IlO,OOO SO 
• £51.10,000 £500,000 £1.000.000 55 

ReJD&inder Abo .. £ 1,000.000 60 
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~nion Congress, while referring to this sca.le, expressed the 
VIew tha.t more importa.nce was, in their judgment, to be 
atta.ched to the total sum to be raised than to the detailed 

. graduation shown in the scale. 

169. The Board of Inland Revenue prepared for the Committee 
an estimate of the yield of a. levy upon this scale. This shows 
that at the present d.at.e such a scale would be unlikely to raise 
~ore than £2,500 mllhons. In accordance, therefore, with the 
VIews expressed by the principa.! witnesses who sdvocsted a 
Capital Levy-namely, that the scale should, if necessary, be 
adapted to fit the total sum to be raised and not tlice tlMBG

we have had in mind a levy of £3,000 millions, a.nd have assumed 
that, if such were imposed to-day, it would be on a. scale of 
20 per cent. greater severi~y than that put forward in Labour 
and the War Debt. 

THE CASB FOB THB CAPITAL LBvy. 

(i) Reduction of Debt. 

170. The prima.ry adva.ntage claimed for the Capita.! Levy by 
its advocates is that it is the only scheme which has yet found 
any considerable measure of approval tha.t proposes to efect 
repayment of the National Debt on any large scale in the 
immediate future. The first merit of the Capital Levy in their 
judgment is simply that it will reduce the National Debt. The 
proposal is, therefore, necessarily associated with certain views 
as to the gravity of the injurious effects due to the debt.· If 
the debt itself has no serious consequences, there can be no 
object in proposing a Capital IJ6VY to repay it. 

171. We have a.lready indicated in the first pa.rt of our Report 
the serions view which we ourselves take of the effects of the 
debt on the majority of the working citizens of this country. 
If we do not reiterate here the advantages claimed for the 
Capital Levy purely as a. means of debt r~payment, it is beca~ 
these are simplv the obverse of those dIsadvantages attaching 
to the National" Debt which we have discussed above. Since. 
however. we have associated ourselves with opinions regarding 
the National Debt generally held by the adv~tes o.f a. Capi~l 
Levy, we are bound to give very careful COIlSlderation to then' 
propoaal for debt redemption; and in event of this proving 
una.cceptable, ourselves to seek for some alternative. . 

(ii) Til" Net A nntUll Slming on t1uJ Budget. 

179. In the II6COnd place, a.ttention is drawn by advocates 
of the Capital Levy to the .. net annual saving" on the Budget 
which must necesaarily follow from repayment of debt on a.ny 
large scale. By repayment of debt a certain gross saving is 
efected on expenditure upon debt interest. Aaauming, as have 
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the Board of Inland Revenue in their estimate, that debt is 
redeemed on a 5 per cent. basis, this gives a gross saving of 
£150 millions per annum from a Capital Levy of £3,000 millions. 

'1.78. Since, however, Income and Super-tall; are charged upon 
the interest, and death duties upon the capital, of the debt, it 
follows that any repayment or conversion of the debt necessarily 
reduces the yield 'of some or all of these taxes. When debt is 
ca.ncelled, the cost of interest upon it disappears from one side, 
and the revenue from taxation upon that interest from the other 
side of the national accounts. If both sides of the accounts 
are taken into consideration, the net annual saving consequent 
upon a Capital Levy must be materially les8 than the gr0l8 saving 
in interest alone. So long, however, as taxation on the interest 
and capital of the debt amounts to leBS than 20 •. in the £, the 
whole of the gross saving by reduction of the interest charge 
caunot be cancelled by lollS of taxation upon that interest; some 
net saving must result.· 

174. The exact amount of this net saving from any given 
Capitlll Levy is necessa.rily very difficult to determine. Widely 
varying estimates have been put forward at dilferent times by 
various writera on the subject of the Capital Levy: and, indeed, 
since the Joss of revenue from taxation on debt interest itaeIf 
depends upon the. rates of taxation prevailing at. lilly time, it 
follows that, quite apart from the difficulty of estimating 
oo~tly, the results of accurate ca.lculation must necessarily 
differ at differeut times. Witn_ who supported the Capital 
Levy before us were generally disposed to. agree that only 
official estimates could be relied upon in this connection. 

175. The Board of Inland Revenue also furnished the Com
mittee with an eRtimate of the net annual II&ving from a Capital 
Levy with In~.ome and Super-tax and death duties at the rates 
in force for 1925-26. 0" this bw the Board calculate tllat a 
Iflt"!! n" thll pt'Om.nonal ,calli ,hOWft ill •• Labour alld thll Well' 
Debt," yielding £11,500 mil/iolll, would gioll a IIIIt IItlftll4l ,.fling 
of £(8 milliolll. A I"", of £8,000 millioM, obtailllld '" 
inct"eoring this &calli ~, II!> per emt. tIlraughout, would giOIl a 
IIIIt ,afling 0/ llearl, £58 million •. 

176. Supportera of the Capital Levy claim loll one of ita 
principal advantages the release of this net annual 88ving, to 
be applied either in relief of taxation or to fresh expenditure 
whkh it is not otherwi98 possible to incur. Stress was par
'icularly laid upon the c1aima of increased social expenditure, 
and upon the reduction of such taxation 88 is bome -by the 
pooter sections of the oommunity. Of the menta of the former 
it is outside our provinoe to judge; of the desirability of the 
latter we have already expressed our approval (pImu. 67 to 75), . 

• Aaolhv aopoo& of thiI di«--__ \he ............ ..... ..J-'fiIII 
from _ "'"" .. hiob _,,_ 10 _ of .... iIIlporil_. d·, • ill ... ~ 
10 Put IV. of 011. Bepon. 
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177. In comparing the net annuaJ sa.ving a.chieved by a. Capital 
Levy with alternative methods of raising the same sum of 
money,. advoca.~es of the levy claim certain further advantages 
for thell' method. A Bum of about £58 millions per annum 
might be raised to-day by increasing the standa.rd rate of Income 
Tax by la. in the £. This revenue, however, is contingen~ 
upon the continuance of such increased taxa.l;ion. The annual 
sa.vin~ consequent upon a Capital Levy once ce.rried through, 
remams assured in perpetJrlty; whereas, if it ia proposed to raise 
a siJ:nila.r amount by fresh taxation, it will aJways be open for 
Parliament to undo in one year what it did in another, and 
experience suggests that the temptation to do this is likely to 
be considerable. In short, the one method is permanent and 
certa.in, the other temporary and uncertain. 

(iii) Equitable CIJ86 jot' a Capital L61)1/. 

178. We proceed to consider certa.in arguments in equity 
which appear to ha.ve played a very large part in gaining popular 
support for the Capital Levy. 

179. The Capit&i Levy is represented by its Mvoca.tes as 
imposing the burden of war expenditure upon the shoulders best 
fitted to bear it. The argument runs as follows. The War was 
financed by methods involving very heavy burdens upon the 
post-war period, which somebody must ca.rry. Those who hsve 
capital in exce88 of £5,000 have, whstevel' their personal or 
family circumstances, security against economic distress 
involving serious physical ha.rdship. They are a minority, and, 
whether this ia the result of their own efforts or of those of other 
people, they are in fact in a position of economic well-being which 
is never atta.ined by the vast majority of our citizens. If there is 
heavy taxation to be borne, it is this minority alone who are in II 

position to beal' it without disproportionate hardship. 
180. The income deriva.ble from a capitaJ of £5,000, al'B'lming 

only the low yield of 41 per cent., amounts to £225 per annum, 
which is in excesa of any income now ordinarily earned 
by the wage-earning population who constitute the great majority 
of the populstion. Further, since the income of an owner of 
capital is not dependent, as is tbat of a. worker, upon the life and 
health of the recipient, the owner of an investment income of, 
say, £225 per annum, is in a stronger position to pay exceptional 
tsxation than ia one whose a.nnnaJ earnings reach that amount. 

181. The force attached to these considerations necessarily 
depends on the general view taken of the objects of taxation 
for auy purpose. The direct effect of a. graduated Capital Levy 
is obvionsly to mitigate somewhat the existing inequality in the 
distribution of wealth. In accordance with the views already 
expressed (para. 80), we should neceBBBrily consider this an 
important inoidental advantage of a. levy which would have 
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material weight in forming a decision a.s to the baJance of 
advantage for or against a levy; though we do not suggest that 
the effect on the distribution of wealth of such a levy as that 
which has been urged upon us is, by itself, ground for recom
mending or rejecting a Ca.pit..t Levy as. a means of debt repay
ment. 

18fA. Certain other equita.ble oonsiderations ma.y also be 
advanced in favour of a Capital Levy. Whoever must take the 
responsibility for the oost of the War and of the means adopted 
to finanoe it, that responsibility cannot be laid at the door of 
the generations to come; and it may, therefore be argued that 
we of to-da.y should make every possible effort to shoulder these 
burdens, and not ask posterity to pay for events over which 
they can have had no poesib1e control. So long, /JB. there ill 7110 
Capital Le"t/, with 606r1I lIear that p/JB8/IB there ill a Bteadll 
irwre/JBe in the proportion of tal/;pallerB who I/I'e meeting the colt 
of a debt oller the oreation of which thBl/ l&ad no control. 

183. Aga.in, our attention is called to the contrast between 
the very large profits made during the War by BOme of those 
who were exempt from military service, and the risks and hard
ahips incurred by those who served in the Forces. Conscription 
ol life is oontra.sted with fa.ilure to conscript we..tth; and it is 
urged that a strong case exists for exacting a substanti..t oontri
bution oowards the money oost of the War from thoae who either 
actually made money out of the national emergency, or at the 
lea at, found themselves at ita end still in possession of oonsider
able means. Thia contrast undoubtedly played a great part in 
the popula.r demand for a CapiW Levy in the years immediately 
after the War. when indeed the condltions which it suppoees 
were most accurately realised. 

18'. Finally attention is drawn to the very heavy increase in 
the re..t burden of the internal debt consequent upon the severe 
f..tl in prices that' has occurred since the boom period immediately 
following the War. We have already. in the first part of our 
Report. drawn attention to the effecta upon the deht of the 
change in the price level. In connection with the CapiW Levy 
it is ufRed that the large unearned increment. presented to debt 
holdera as a class by the fall in the prioe level, illustrates the 
unfortunate Consequence of onr not having impoeed a CapiW 
Levy immediately after. if not actually before. the War _ 
ended. 

TaB EQUlTABLB CASB AGADIST A CAPITAL LBn. 
185. In turning to conBi.der the argumenta that are brought 

in oppo.~tion to the Capital Levy. we deal first with considera
tions of equity; since. if it can be shown that a Capital Levy. 
even if carried out under the moat favourable conditions. is a 
fundamentally unjust proposition. there is no ooeaaion to c1i __ 
the problems inherent in ita practical working 
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186. The principal argument against the equity of a Capital 
Levy which has been put before us, and that which we think is 
generally felt by opponents of a levy to have greatest force, is 
that the levy involves a penalisation of thrift which is both unjust 
and also economically ·indefensible. Contrast is drawn between 
the man with a. considerable income who lives up to it, and tbe 
man who, by saving, both provides for his own dependants and 
increases the national capital. Under a Capital Levy the former 
goes scot free, while the latter must pay. . 

187. In all novel forms of taxatioR certain inequities are in
evitably felt. We think that it is in ca86S such as those cited 
that the Capital Levy is most likely to present itself as unfair; 
and particularly in the contrast between the recipients of large 
Ilarnedincomes which escape, and of more moderate investment 
incomes which ·have to pay. 

188. In assessing the weight to be attached to these considera-
. tions we feel bound, however, to take into consideration certain 

other factors which Bre often overlooked. In the first place, 
thrift is nnt tM only p1'e-requisite fM the acquisition of a fli'rtune 
ezcDeding £5,000. A working man earning the now compara
tively good wage of £3 a week, even if he is employed regularly 
for 50 weeks in the year, does not receive throughout an adult 
working life of 45 yea.rs more than a total &um of £6,750. No 
amount of thrift can bring him within reach of a Capital Levy 
having an exemption limit of £5,000. Acquisition by the exercise 
of thrift of a fortune exceeding £5,000 implies in fact the posses
sion both of ·that virtue and of the means upon which to exercise 
it. Although, as we have already indicated (paras. 108-133), we 
sre alive to the importance of maintaining the national capital, we 
OII"e disposed to thinJc that disp1'oporlionate weight is often attri
buted to the f)irlue (If aaf)ing as compared !Lith the importance of 
8ecuring a wider diffU8ion ?f something to saf)e. 

189. In the second place, it is obvious that a very large number 
of properties owe nothing whatever to the thrift of their present 
owners. They are the result of inheritances or of one or other 
of the many forms of unearned increment arising in our industrial 
system. 

190. It is further urged against the equity of a Capital Levy 
that the supposed contrast between those who fought in the War 
and those who stayed al home and made money out of it is at 
nny time based on an unjustifiably simple generalisation, and 
become" increasingly unreal as we travel further away from the 
immediate war period. At most, it is felt, thill might have been 
made ground for the special taxation seven or eight years ago 
of wealth made directly out of the War; it is no reason for a 
Capital Levy tG-day. 

191. We think that at any time there is considerable force in 
this contention and that this force obviously increases with the 
lapse of time since the War ended. 
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FIRST CONOLUSION ON TUB EQUITY OF A CAPITAL LBVY. 

192. In balancing the conflicting considerations of equity set 
out above, we are led to the conclusion that a strong case has 
been established by advocates of a Capital Levy for imposing 
upon owners of accumulated wealth in a steeply graduated 
form the taxation incidental to any large effort to repay debt at 
au early date. Whether or not this taxation should take the form 
of a Capital Levy must, in our view, depend very largely upon 
the further considerations which we proceed to disCUBB below, 
the force of many of which must be greatly affected by the con
ditions prevailing at the time when it is proposed to carry a levy 
into effect. 

Plu.OTIOAL CONSIDBBATIONS IN BBGAB.D TO A CAPITAL LBvy. 

(i) General Practicabilit". 

193. The note submitted to the Committee by the Board of 
Inland Revenue on the pmcticability of a. Ca.pital Levy, while 
pointing out that a levy is in all conditions a task of the first 
magnitude, gives no ground for the belief, which we think pre
va.ils among a section of the public, that the practica.l difficulties 
involved in a Capital Levy are insuperable. In 1919 the Board 
expressed the view that a levy upon the increase of wealth 
during the .war period was not outside the range of practic
ability; and this evidence has been quoted by certain of our 
witnesses iii suppon ot the propoeal for a Capital Levy. 

194. In order to test the validity of this evidence, the Com
mittee asked the Board of Inland Revenue how far, and with 
what modifications, their conclusions as to the practica.bility of 
&. levy on War Wealth may be applied to a Capital Levy. In 
their reply the Board emphasise the high degree in which the 
8ucce88 of a levy of either type must be in1luenoed by the attitude 
adopted by the taxpayers affeded, but, assuming &. reaeonable 
measure of goodwill, they give no reason for' suppoeing that &. 

Capital Levy is &. 1_ practicable proposal than a levy OIl War 
Wealth; while .. from a technical point of view the as =IIDt 
of &. liability' to . Capit.al Levy would normally be less difficult 
than &. corresponding a88e88Dlent to Waz Levy." 

196. At the same time it haa been put to DB that there are 
important practical difficulties which would inevitably arise in 
the attempt actually to impose &. levy, and which are sufficiently 
serious to make the Capital Levy an undesirable, even if &. 

feasible, method of deb, repayment. To eome of these difficultiea 
we attach considerable importance; others apr-r to us to be 
1~ly based on a misconception of the nature and purpose of &. 

levy. We proceed to discuss below the significance of BUch as 
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appear to have weighed most with witnesses who were opposed 
to a levy, or to have played the largest part in general discussion 
of the pros and cons of a Capital Levy. 

196. We understand that the practical. difficulties of a levy 
would be much less if it were confined, 118 we have supposed it 
would be, to fortunes exceeding £5,000, than if it were extended 
to smaller properties. Witne&1!es have suggested to us 
that, on equitable grounds, a limit of £5,000 is too high, 
and that its adoption 00 grounds of practical convenience is 
indefensible; £1,000 is suggested as a more suitable starting 
point. 

197. We have no hesitation in rejecting this suggestion. Both 
practical convenience and equity appear to us to point in the 
same direction. A levy on fortunes of less than £5,000 would 
mean a great expense on assessment for very little additional 
return; nor, ill our view, are persons possessed of less than this 
amount generally in a position to bear special taxation. Indeed, 
even supposing only a return of 41 per cent., a married couple 

. with a capital of £5,000 are at present exempt even from Income 
Tax. To impose· a Capital Levy on a person having only £1,000 
of capital is to demand a special contribution towards the cost 
of the War from incomes of less than £1 a week. We can see 
no justification for such a proceeding. 

(iil Problema oj Valuation. 

198. The Capital Levy would necessitate the valuation at a 
given date. of the property of all persons liable or likely to be 
liable to the levy. We understand from the Board of Inland 
Revenue that the number of individuals now owning more than 
£5,000 is in the region of half-a-million. It is submitted that 
this valuation would involve major problems of two distinct 
kinds. 

199. First, owing to technical difficulties, arising particularly 
in regard to the valuation of settled property, it would be diffi
cult to give a. fair estimate of the value of many owners' total 
wealth at the appointed day. 

:.100. Second, owing to the rapid changes liable to occur in the 
case of certain capital values, even an accurate valuation at the 
appointed day might bear little relation to the actual value 
of the aame property a few months later. In consequence a 
man assessed at £10,000, and liable to pay on the scale appropriate 
to that rate, might, even before he had finished payment of his 
share of the levy, find himself worth only £6,000; another 
assessed at the same amount might shortly afterwards be worth 
much more, and thus escape with payment of a sum which. when 
actually paid, would be substantially 1_ than the scale-rate on 
the then value of his capital. 
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201. As to the first of these problems we are s&tisfied that 
the difliculties Me not insuperable. The Board of Inland 
Revenue were prepared in 1920 to undertake the much more 
ilifIiouh task of valuation of capital for a levy on the increase of 
wealth during the War as between -two dilIerent datell-One six 
years previous to the date of valuation. They have sugges~ed 
methods of overcoming the difficulties in, regard to the valuatIon 
of settled property-particularly life interests-which appear to 
us to be reasonably s&tisfactory, and whioh are in fact found to 
work efficiently in valuatione for death duty purposes. In all 
nBllessments to taxation certain inaccuracies and inequities occur 
in inuividual cases. We, see no reason to suppose that' these 
would be abnorma.\ly great in the case of a Capital Levy. 

202. 'I'he second difficulty appears to ua more serious. If .. 
Capital Levy eould be imposed during s. period of oomparstive 
stooility of prices the difficulty would indeed be at a minimum. 
We do not think, however, that it would at any time be negligible, 
01' that it would be possible altogether to rule out appeals (on 
both sides) against aaaesamenta based on valuations which became 
qllickly out of date. Any great multiplication of appeals and re
assesaments would, however, obviously muoh complicate the 
adual machinery of the levy and reduce its efficiency as .. speedy 
BlId equitable means of debt repayment. 

(iii) Destruction of Capital. 

208. We think that the fear that a Capital Levy would in ;olve 
destruction of capitsl has played no amall part ill creating 
upposition to the levy propoeal. In oae sense this fear seems 
to UB to arise from a misunderstanding. A levy, the proceedli 
of which are used to rep .. y the National .Debt, cannot destroy 
('apitnJ, since the debt represents no real capital whatever, but 
nnl) an 1m productive charge upon the revenues of the OOI.lntry, 
Aa tile war expenditure from whioh the debt aroee created no 
llIlpital, so cancellation of the debt, whether by a levy or by any 
other means, destroys none. At the end of ,the operation, the 
real national capital remains the same 88 before, though the 
lOOney capital of individuals ia diminished by the cancellation 
of the paper securities of whioh the debt consists. We point 
nut in the Annexe to this part of our Reporlliow reduction of 
the interest charge of the debt reduces the apparent money 
income of the nation withont affecting our real income at all: 
in an exactly aimilar way debt reduction by a levy reduces the 
money total of our capital, infta.ted &8 it is by the debt, bu~ 
leaves the real produdive 888eta of the nation entirely unaJfected_ 

204. In a second sense, however, the ~ew that a levy destroys 
capital may be understood to mean that it destroys the moti'V8 
to create capital. We ha~ already diacuso..-J both the motives 
whit-h promp~ saving (pmu.t. 109-129) and the imponan~ to 
be attat-hed to this opt'ration; and do not propoooe to t'OVPf this 
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ground again. It has been put to us, on the one ha.nd, that a 
Capital Levy carried out once only would involve a less serious 
discoUIagement to saving than continuous high rates of annual 
taxation; while, on the other hand, it is argued that a Capital 
Levy would induce an attitude of cynical despair on the part 
of those who are in a position to make substantial savings. 

205. We find it very difficult ,to strike a balance between 
these conflicting considerations. First, the effect of a levy on 
future savings clearly depends to a considerable extent upon 
the confidence of levy payers that th\l Capital Levy is an 
exceptional operation aesigned to meet exceptional circum
stances and not to be forthwith repeated. It is agreed by all 
parties that no, absolute guarantee against repetition can be 
given under OUI Constitution; and, indeed, it would 'be obviously 
undesirable even to attempt to bhid posterity in all circumstances 
and for all thne. 

206. At the same time we do not think that it should be 
impossible to devise a form of guarantee against repetition of 
the levy for one or .more generations, which would both be 
observed in fact a.nd command the confidence of the public. 
The State does in fact engage in contracts whicli are held 
binding by successive Governments of differing political com
plexions. The very terms of issue of the various loans com
posing the National Debt are conspicuous illustrations of such 
contracts, binding sometimes for as much as 70 years, the good 
faith of which is not questioned by investors and has never 
been tampered with by Governments in this country. 

207. We think it is clear that the effect of the levy on 
savings is a matter which would be in a large degree aB'~ 
by the circumstances prevailing at the time when a levy mIght 
be proposed. The volume of saving depends largely on the 
psychological state of the very class who would be liable to 
a levy. Judging from the statements of onr witnesses. and 
from the literatUIe on the subject, we think that the attltud.e 
of representatives of this class is different now from what It 
was six years ago. We have no means of jndging what it may 
be six or even three years hence; nor of how far the actions of 
individuals in regard to their savings correspond to their own 
generalisations as to the effect of the levy on savings generally. 

208. We elln only conclude that the effect of /J CapittJI LIH11I 
on stlflings is tI matte1' which a//erl4 not 60 much the genMaI 
question whetMf' /J leflY is or is not duirable, lIB the moment 
al which /J /efly, if deemed expedient on othef' groundB, may 
best be intf'oduced, lind the ci1'CUmnances in which it is moBt 
likely to be mCoeBss!ul. 

(iv) Flight 0/ Capital. 

209. The fear that a Capital Levy would drive capital from 
the conntry has been very generally expressed. This·is one 
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of the objections to & Capital Levy the fcirce of which, we 
think, has been greatly exaggerated. A levy would be charged 
upon capital in the ownership of British residents, and could 
not legally be evaded except by those who were prepared them
selves .to emigrate along with their capital. The mere tran8-
ference of wealth into foreign securities would afford no legal 
means of escape, since these, if the property of resident British 
owners, would be DO less liable to the levy than investments 
in this country. 

210. We doubt if this point has been sufficiently realised. 
Similar fears have often been expressed in regard to proposed 
increases of normal taxation. Though we have made no detailed 
inve~tigation upon this point, we thinIi: that, had emigration 
to avoid tuation been taking place on any serious scale, we 
could not but have found evidence of the fact in the course of 
our enqurnes. No such evidence has come to light. Per
manently to remove one's domicile to another country is a drastic 
step onlY possible to those who have exceptionally few ties of 
business or family. It may often be threatened, bnt we doubt 
if it is orten actually taken under the inducement of no more 
urgent or credito.ble motive than a desire to evade taxntion. 
In the case of a Capital Levy, we are particularly sceptical 
as to the likelihood of. the country being seriously impoverished 
in this way. It would seem a somewhat quixotic action for 
anyone to effect a permanent change in his whole place anel 
mode of living in order to escape payment of a single non
l'fICurring tu even of a drastic character. 

lUI. Attempts may of course be made to escape a Capital 
Levy or any other form of taxation by fraudulent means. W& 
think, however, that the iuformationas to the wealth of indi
viduals already acquired for Income and Super-tu purposes by 
the Board of Inland Revenue must be sufficiently detailed to serve 
as a check on any serious loss from this cause; nor, indeed, do 
we think, or understand the opponents of a levy to suggest. 
that it is by evasion of this kind that a levy would be defeated. 

(v) The EfI('ct of Q Lell, Oft the Pricu of Sec.ritiu. 

lUg. We have next to consider the risk that a Capital Levy 
would lead to heavy aales of Stock Exchange securities on the 
part of holders wishing to realise the means of paYing their 
levy. 

!US. We can _ no ground for anticipating any genersl fall 
in security prices as. re8lll$ of a levy-unlesa indeed such .should 
be engineered with the express purpose of discrediting the 
whole scheme. For. in the lirat plaoe. there is no reason 
to suppose that aay large part of the levy need be paid in cash 
at aJl. '.[be Board of Inland Revenue estimated that. in th& 
mae of • levy of £9.000 millions on the BOale auggested in 
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Labour and ihe W OA' Debt, 50 per cent. might be paid in 
G~v~rnment securities. We have no figure for a levy of £3,000 
millions, but we do not suppose that the proportion would ue 
very much less. 

214. As regards the balance of payment, we think that cailh 
payments and the necessity for realisations could be reduced 
~ a ~inimum, if the Governmen~ were to accept approved securi
ties m payment and to negotIate the direct exchange of 
these with debt holders whom the levy is to repay~n the lines 
which were suggested by Mr. (now Lord) Arnold in the Economic 
Journal of June, 1918, and which appear to us pra.cticabl~. 

215. Realisation of securities might thus be virtually con· 
fined to those that were not approved for this purpose, such as 
industrial stocks. We think that a levy might well cause some 
depreciation in these, and that this fact would render a levy 
inopportune at a time when there was a marked depression in 
such securities, and salutary when there was a boom in indus. 
trials. Even in tbis ease, however, two mitigating factors must 
be taken into account. 

216. First, since the whole proceeds of the levy are allocated 
for debt repayment, against owners of capital wishing to I·ealise 
for the purpose of Jery payment must be set an exactly equiva· 
lent body of debt holders seeking fresh investments to take the 
place of their holdings of National Debt now repaid. 01161' the 
whole area of 8ecuI'ities there must be bwyeT8 to the exact 
extent that there are 8eller8. Though former debt holders, as 
a class, are likely to give their first preference to gilt.edged 
securities, IIny relative appreciation in the gilt-edged market 
(due to the advantages attaching to securities .. approved" for 
levy payment, and to the presaure of paid~ff deb~ holders for 
fresh gilt-edged inve.tments) and depreciation of industrials will 
certainly divert some part of their money and that of other 
investors to the support of the latter. 

217. Second, disbtrbance in security values consequent upon 
a levy is necessarily of a temporary character. So far as 
realisations nre necessary, they must Be concentrated into a com
p."lratively short period. We think that there is ground for the 
suggestion made to us in evidence by the Trades Union Congre611 
that depreciation due to factors of such limited duration neces
sarily carries its own corrective within itself, inasmuch 3S there 
would be a speculative demand for securities thus depreciated, 
in anticipation of their revival as soon as the influence of theoe 
tempom.ry fRrtors had passed. 

(vi) Effect of a LellY on C~dit and the General Pm. Leflel. 

1118. We have had conflicting evidence as to the probable 
effect of a levy upon the. iSsue of bankers" credits an.d, through 
this, upon the general pnce level. <?n the one hand It bas beeu 
represented to us that the cancellation of 80 laTJre a volume of 
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securities s.a upwards of £8,000 millions (nominal) of holdings of 
War debt must necessarily restrict the basis of credit and lead to B 

serious rontrnction. 

2W. 011 the otber hand it bas been submitted, first (e.g. by 
Mr. McKellllll) that the volume of bankers' advances is deter
ruined not by the volume of good securities which borrowers 
bve to otl"er, but by the funds which the banks themselves have 
at tbeir disposal. Banks desire to maintain that proportion 
hetween their cash resources and their liabilities which 
maximises profit without endangering lIIIfety. If liabilities fall 
sbort of this proportion, credits will be increased; if the propor
tion is exceeded, credits will be diminished, without reference to 
the aggregate volume of ~ ationu.1 Debt or other securities in th~ 
ba ndB of tbe public. 

220. Second, there is evidence that the volume of securities 
actually pledged 68 B b68ia for credit is only u. very IIIDlill pro
portion of tbe total volume availp.ble for that. purpose. If 
National Debt were cancelled, other securities could take itl' 
place. In this connectioll it is pointed out that the National 
Debt baa increased ,inee the War in far greater proportion tban 
has the amount of bankers' advances, and thu.t in consequence 
the greater part of the debt cannot in fact be actually in use as 
& basis of credits. Reference is made in this connection to tb~ 
('vidence given before the Select Committee on IncreaSe of Wealth 
(War) by the Board of Inland Revenue. 

221. In the third place, it is pointed out that, so long 68 thia 
country is on a gold standard, our price level is necessarily deter
mined by the world value of gold, and cannot diverge otherwise 
than temporarily and in a sma.ll degree from the level of gold 
prices througbout the world. 

222. In the main we think that there is substance in tbese 
lnst contentions. At the same time we are not prepared to 
any that the imposition of a CapitaJ Levy. particularly if opposed 
by the leading bankers, would be unaooompanied by any tem
porary disturbance of the price level. We are of opinion tbat 
the only safeguards against such a disturbance. and consequent 
f'tracta upon employment. would be 110 wise choice of the moment 
of imposition of 110 CapitaJ Levy. and sympathetio administration 
on the part of the banks. 

223. We think alaq that, while the cancellation of some .£3,000 
millions of National Debt securities would not aeriously a1fea& 
the aggregate power of borrowers to obtain credit from the banks, 
it migM materially modify the distribution of that power between 
individuals. It does not follow that the .. IItIOOnd line .. aecnrities 
which are available to take the place of N &tiona! Debt that is 
paid off are in the handa of the lIIlIIle individuals as were thoe!t 
holdings of debt. We think th.t this is one of the drawbacka 
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incidental to & levy as & means of debt repayment, and, though 
we do not regard it as sufficient by itself to outweigh the advan
tages to be derived from large scale repayment of debt, it must 
not be overlooked in the choice of the beyt means of attaining 
that end. 

(vii) Payment of Capital Le1JY by Pri1Jate Busine88e8, etc. 

224. We have already indicated our view that & substantial 
portion of a levy could be paid either directly in British Govern
ment securities or by the exchange of other " approved" stocks.· 
There remain certain cases in which this would not be possible, 
of which that most frequently cited before us is that of the owner 
of a private business having sufficient wealth to be liable to make 
a contribution to the levy greater than could be met out of 
income, and without appreciable liqdid resources outside his 
business. 

225. Advocates of the Capital Levy have generally agreed thai 
in cases such as that named, a8 also in the case of farmers and 
landed proprietors having little free wealth, peyment of the levy 
would have to be made by instalments out of income. They 
have, however, also argued that such cases constitute a very small 
proportion of the whole, aud have quoted in support of this con
tention the figures given by the Board of Inland Revenue in 
evidence before the War Wealth Committee in 1920, which 
Efuowed that, even before the War, of the total national capital 
<excluding national and municipal property, and capital invested 
in non-income producing assets), probably not more than 9 per 
cent. was in the form of capital invested by individuals and 
partners iD. industry, trade and commerce. 

226. In order to test the validity of this contention, the Com
mittee sought from the Board of Inland Revenue further parti
culars relating more nearly to the present time. The Board 
accordingly repeated for the same firms in 1923 an enquiry 
which they made in 1919 into the position of some 216 manu
facturing and trading concerns of .. private character, owned by 
454 individuals. They find that out of total assets of £27j
millions representiug the private and business resources of these 
individuals, only 48 per cent. or & little over £13 millions were 
accounted for by business assets. 

227. If these figuTe8 are Tepre8entatioe, te6 think it is clea,. 
that the proportion of free wealth not " locked up in the busi
ness" in the hands of proprietof's of prifJate concerns must be 
much laTg6f' than is often supposed, and that the 001Jocates of 
6 Capital LefJY aTe th6f'efOf'e justified in theiT mew that payment 
by instalments wou14 be necessary only in fl minimum numb" of 
(JIUe8. 

THB LEVY AND UNBMPLODIBNT. 

228. We find that the fear that .. Capital Levy would cause 
widespread unemployment has played & great perl in the 
writings and speeches of opponenta of & Capital Levy; though we 
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think that this aspect of the matter has been more generally 
stressed in discussion elsewhere than in evidence before us. If 
this fear were well grounded, it would, in our judgment, be by 
·itself sufficient ground for rejecting the Capital Levy as a means. 
of debt repayment. The chief evil of the debt is the burden 
which it imposes on the majority of the working popUlation. It 
would be worse than futile to propose to get rid of this evil by 
any means which involved consequences which are justly dreaded 
in the highest degree by that same population. 

229. We do not, however, think that there is reasonable 
ground for this view. and our reasons for this conclusion are 
implicit in what we have already said as to the effects of a levy 
upon prices and upon private businesses. The most potent 
cause of unemployment is a general fall in the price level. We 
have already given reasons for supposing that no such fall need 
accompany a levy. Or again, unemployment would be cauged 
by any factor which gravely restricted the resources which 
employers have for use in their businesses. By far the greater 
part, however. of our trade and industry is now in the hands of 
joint stock' companies, which would not be liable to or aIIected 
by a levy; and, 80 far as private businesses are concerned, we 
have already given evidence for supposing that the resources in 
(he hands of proprietors outside their own businesses would 
normally be more than adequate to cover their levy obligations. 

230. At the SBme time, though a levy need not, itt" our view, 
be a cause of unemployment, we do not doubt that it might have 
this effect, in consequence of misunderstanding of its purpose, 
or of panic, or of a mere obstructive desire to discredit the whole 
attempt. We do not wish to minimise this risk, which in out 
judgment might be sufficient mously to jeopardise the 
proposal. 

CONCLUSIONS AS TO A CAPITAL LBvY. 
231. We are now in a position to state our conclusions in regard 

to the Capital Levy. We regard tile 1e11V 118 equitable and, in 
Gacot"dcuace tDitll the ,t/ltemmt of tile Board of .Inland RlIt1mtU, 
III practicable aI8o, prooided that it u oocepted tDith gmM'lll 
good-tDiU • 
• 239. Throughout our discnssion of the practical difficulties 

likely to be encountered in the working of ale"),, it has indeed 
been apparent that these would be at III minimum if the nature 
of the operation were understood, and ita purpose endorsed, no* 
only by the majority of the citizens, but also by the greater part 
of thoee liable to the Ie"),, and by the banks and others whoee 
assistance in the financial operations incidental to it would be of 
material value. In this reaped conditions were evidently much 
more favourable in 1919 anel the early part of 19110 than they 
are to-day. W. hooe tID "esit4tiott in lOlling that 41 Capit4l 
Let>, at that time could "ooe bem catried out COtnponWtlely 
earily and that it i.t a maU~ for great f'Cgre that tID let1y toM 
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then imposed. We feel this the more strongly in view of the 
heavy fall in prices which, as already pointed out, has so mate
rially increased the rea.! burden of the debt aince that date. 

233. A Capital Levy would still in our judgment be the best 
method of dealing with the debt, provided that it were generally 
approved and assured fair treatment by the taxpayers, and were 
not obstructed by artificial multiplication of appeals, or by dl'ii
berate attempts to create pa,nic in the minds of the public. 
Parliamentary Government indeed always requires the faithful 
acceptance by all concerned of measures constitutionally carried. 

234. In any case, we hope tha,t by the analysis contained in 
this Report we may ourselves have done something to create the 
very conditions of understanding and good-will which a.re 
requisite for the successful working of a levy in practice. If 
these conditions are fulfilled, the-. nation 1rUl.1/ yet turn to the 
Capital LeflY as a wise and practicable measure of/eriwJ the bP8t 
road out of its difficulties. 

ANNEXE TO PART IV. 

Certain Aspects of thE> Difference between the (}ross and Nel 
Safling from a Capital Le"". 

We think that attention should also be given to another asped 
of the graBS and net saving from a levy, which, however, we 
do not notice to have been considered by witnesses either for or 
against the Capital Levy. It is genera.lly agreed that payment 
of interest upon the internal debt, though it increases the total 
nominal money income of the nation, adds nothing to the real 
national income out of which, in the mst resort, taxation is 
paid. Similarly, the cancellation of debt interest consequent 
upon the repayment of debt reduces, it is true, the money yield 
of taxation at a given rate, e.g., of Income Tax at a standa.rd 
ra te of 48. in the £. But it reduces also the proportion of the 
tota.! rea.! national income which ia absorbed by taxation at a 
given rate, and thus lightens the-real burden of such taxation. 

Thus, we may suppose that the present annua.! value of our 
output of goods and services ia £3,600 millions per annum, and 
that of thia BUm £300 millions per annum ia transferred from 
taxpayer to debt holder by way of interest, giving a total 
nominal money income lia.ble to taxation of £3,800 millions p« 
annum. An J Dcome Tax at, aay, an average rate of ~8. in the 
£ over the whole of this taxable income would YIeld £380 
millions per annum, and would absorb 10'9 per cent. of the total 
nationa.! real income. If the whole debt were repaid, and £300 
millions per annum thus written oft' the total taxable money 
income, Income Tax at 2s. would, it ia true, give II money 
yield of only £350 millions per annum; but this rate would 
absorb only 10 pet cent. instead of, 'as fonnerly, 10'9 per cent. 
of tbe total nationa.! real income. Alter repAyment of debt an 
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Income ':I.'» of just under ~s. 3d • yielding £380 millions, could 
be imposed without any inc.r_ in the proportion of the total 
national income taken in taxa.tion. 

We think that this point has escaped notice in the discussiou 
of a Capital Levy on both sides, and that it is not unimportant. 
'.rhe individua.! taxpayer thinks of the burd",n of taxation upou 
himself chieDy a.a a matter of the rate charged upon his income 
or ca.pital. He pays so much in the £, o.nd is better or worse 
011 according a.a this rate is diminished orinc.reased. But in so 
far a.a it is reasonable to speak of taxation a.a a .. burden or on 
the nation as a whole, in measuring this burden the elleot of 
raising a given sum in taxation must neceBSa.rily be related to 
the amount of the tota.! real nationa.! income. After a Capita.! 
Levy the rates of taxation necesasry to r8.ise a given sum, say, 
£50 millions, must be higher than before; but expenditure of 
£50 millions absorbs exactly the sa.me proportion of the tota.! 
national income a.a formerly. 

It follows that, if our capacity for public expenditure is 
ultimately limited, as has been suggested, by the total national 
income, it is unalIected by the loss of money revenue from 
eerta.in taxea consequent uPon a Capita.! Levy. Indeed, were it 
rtI&SOnable to argue that our capacity for expenditure is 
reduced by reduction of the Nationa.! Debt, it would be no !eas 
reasonable to argue that this ca.pacity would be inc.rea.aed by an 
increa.se in the Nationa.! Debt, and that the debt is positively 
advantageous, in so far a.a it inc.rea.aea the tota.! money taxable 
income-Bn obvious paradox. In the example given above, if 
debt interest had required £500 millions instead of only £800 
millions, the tota.! money income liable to taxation would have 
been .£4,000 millions, and &. tax of lis. in the £ would have yielded 
£400 millions instead of .G38O millions; but it would be generally 
admitted that, notwithstanding this, snch an increase in debt 
interest would be very far from lu,mi"9 the burden entailed by 
&IIy propoeed expenditure amounting to .. given totaJ. 

Though the Det anDua.! aa.ving from a Capita.! Levy is thus 
necessarily leas than the gross amount of interest on the debt 
redeemed by the levy, the importance of this dilIereDce between 
the groaa and Det figures is modified by the foregoing COD
siderations. 
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PDT V. 

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DEBT 
REDUCTION. 

PBOPOSBD SUB-TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOMBS. 

235. We think it well also to consider alternative methods of 
raising funds for debt redemption from owners of accumulated 
wealth, which may be less liable to obstruction than is a Capital 
Levy. 

236". The simplest method of doing this is to increase the 
present rates of Income and SUpel'-ta.x on inll88tment as distinct 
from earned incomes. This method raises no new problems of 
administra.tion and requires no new machinery. Moreover, a.s 
was pointed out in evidence by Lord Bradbury, .. Economically, 
a. permanent charge on the income derived from capital is in" 
clistinguishable from a Ahare of the capital itself" (E. tn C., 29). 

. A charge upon investment income is, in fact, a Capital Levy in 
an alternative form. Since it necessarily spreads the repa.yment 
of debt over a longer period than would a. Capital Levy, such a 

"charge is to that extent inferior to a. levy a.s a means of debt 
redemption; but it a.voids certain of the difficulties atta.ching to 
so large and novel an experiment as a Capital Levy. 

237. In this connection we are interested to notice that Lord 
Bradbury further expressed himself a.s in agreement " with the 
advocates of a Capital Levy that the method by which the interest 
and Sinking Fund on the debt is at present provided tends to 
discourage personal exertion and saving," and as favouring 
.. altera.tions in the Income Tax, Super-ta.x and dea.th duties 
under which that portion of them which is required to meet the 
debt-charge would become, even more completely than it is, a 
burden on ~ente genera.lly, rather than an attempt to liquidate 
the debt itself by a levy on capital" (E. in C. 29). 

238. An increase in the present cli1ferentiation between earned 
and investment incomes may be defended also on general grounds. 
An investment income involves a capital fund behind it; and, as 
we "have already pointed out, the possession even of ~ moder~te 
capital fund makes all the cli1ference b~tween economIc seeun?, 
and insecurity. Moreover, the lVC?~g tende~cy of pub.lic 
opinion to regard earned as more mentonous than 1I!vestm~nt ID

comes appears to us both just and r~t.Iable. It III admIttedly 
desirable to cliscourage persons from Iivmg on the proceeds of 
invested wealth (that is, ultimately, on the ~ur of others), 
witbout themaelves engaging in any uaef~ a.ctlVlty; or, a~ lea:st, 
to require from those who do so a substantially larger .contnbutJon 
towards publio purposes than is paid by those who bve upon the 
fruits of their own labour. 
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239. It must always be a matter of opinion whether any given 
differentiation between the rates of taxation upon earned and 
upon investment incomes is sufficient to coun~erbalance these 
differences in the character of the t"Yo types of mcome. In our 
view, the present (1926-27) differentiation, under ~hich earned 
income enjoys a rebate of one-sixth, subject to a maXllDum allow
ance of £250, is not adequate. 

240. Since we wish to 'raise ad&itional BUmB jar debt redemp- . 
tion jrom owner8 of in"6Btea wealth, we think. t~t, ij .there be 
no Capital Le",/o this might well be done by ,ncre~ng auch 
differentiation. 

:.141. '.rhis proposal has, in our judgment, one further merit 
which should go far to IlOIllDIeDd it. In the section of our Report 
dealing with taxation we have discussed in some' detail the 
possibility that existing direct taxation may imperil the accumu
lation of an adequate capital fund. Though we have given 
grounds for believing that this· possibility is not at present 
realised, we are aware that, if the proceeds of taxation upon the 
rich are increasingly used to raise the standard of living of the 
poor, as on generaJ. grounds we hope will be the caee, the possi
bility may have to be reckoned with. 

242. Taxation of mvestment incomes for the purpose of debt 
redemption seems to us, however, to provide one ctlrlain safe
guard against undue reduction of savings by redistributive 
t-aution. As we have tJready pointed out, to meet this taxation 
taxpayers must certainly curtail their expenditure to some 
extent; but the debt holder in practically &lJ. cases treats money 
handed over to him in repayment of his holding not as income, 
but lIS capital. The whole process involves, therefore, a measure 
of compulsory saving. 

248. We attach great importance to this point. It haa been 
suggested to us in evidence by many of our witnesses that a 
reduction of direct taxation would be in the best interests of &lJ. 
clallSes, since the money remitted would be saved and invested 
and become the means of employment. At best; this is a dubious 
method of promoting saving, since remission of direct taxatiOD 
means to the taxpayer an increase of income, and there is DO 
mellns .of knowing how far he will employ this in increased 
expenditure, and how fv in increased saving. 

SlU .. Ta:t:otio~ 0/ i-. lor d«Jt redamptioft, Oft tAe other 
~, " .- __ tall~ ",ethod 0/ tram/erring trIOft6J from income to 
caPItal, I.e., 0/ mcrearing 8Gf1ing.. The risk therefore of. 
dan~U8 diminution of the DaUonai capital, ';hich Utsches to 
~vere ~sea ~ clired taxation of inoome for other purpoeea, 
~ practically eliminated in the case of taxaUon for debt redemp
~. We ~eed Dot, therefore, heeitste to ~ that large 
mvestment mcomea should heal- • considerable w .. iaht of ... _
tiOD for this purpoee. ..... -
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245. ·We reco"~memL, th8f'e/ore, that, ij there b~ .:" Capital 
LefJY, an additional annual oharge be imposed upon infJestment 
incomes jor the purpose of deat redemption. By this we do not 
intend that the proceeds of such taxation be so earmarked for 
debt redemption by statute that they do not enter into the 
general Budget. revenues at all. We are, in general, opposed to 
the rigid alloca.tion of any ta.xes to specific objects; and we think 
tha.t the objections to this course apply no less in the ca.se of 
the new taxation which we are suggesting than to the earmarking 
of existing taxes for particular purposes. At the same time, we 
wish it to be understood that we are putting forward this pr0-
posal with the object of safeguarding the more rapid redemption 
of the debt, and of ensuring that sufficient funds will·be available 
for this. purpose, notwithstanding any increase of expenditure 
which the nation may be ca.lIed upon in the future to incur. 

246. As regards the amount of such taxation, we think that it 
would be reasonable to aim at an annual ~um of £100 millions. 
We understand that, as far as Income Tax is concerned, about 
70 per cent. of the present yield comes from investment income, 
and that the mere restoration of the standard rate of tax upon 
infJestment incomes only to the level (68. in the £) charged upon 
all incomes as recently as 1921-22 would yield &bout £85 millions. 

247. We quote this figure, however, merely for illustrative pur
poses to give an idea of the seale of our proposal. We do not sug
gest that the bulk of the additional revenue· which we desire to 
raise should be ohtained by an increese in the standard rate of 
Income Tax upon investment incomes. On the contrary, 1M 
think it 1II0st important that this 1'efJenUe should be raised by 
graduated tazation, and that, whatefJ8f' the precise form 01 ttJe 
·adopted, its graduation should be at least a. steep as that 01 thlt 
present Income Too: mul Super-too: together. 

248. We understand that for administrative purposes no com
plete division of all income liable to Income Tax and Soper-tax 
into earned and investment income, reepectively, is at present 
made. Our proposal would necessitate such a distinctio~, which 
would we think, be valuable in itself for the incidental informa
tion ~hich it would yield as to the proportions in which income 
is divided between earners and owners. In view, however, of 
the already complicated character of the present Inco~. ~ax 
and Super-tax, with their appropriate allowe:nces and ~e~efs, 
we think it might be found convenient to r&l6e the additional 
revenue not by an adjustment of the rate of those taxes charg~ 
on unearDed income bot by the introduction of a special 
graduated Sur-tax applicable to investment income alone. ~e 
proposal would have the additional advantage that the exceptions 
and reliefs allowed under the new tax need not necessanly be
the same as tholle provided under the present Income and Super-
tax. 
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PBOPOSALS .(8 TO DMTR DUTIBII. 

(i) General VielD' on the Sy,tem. 
249. In addition to the propo~s a.Iteady· given,. we think 

that furthu funds' for debt redemption might also .be found 
from an extension of the present system of death duties. 

250. We ha.ve heard much evidence on the general IlUbject 
of the death duties, many witnesses being strongly. opposed to 
the whole 'principle involved in thie fOrlIl of· taxation, while 
others regarded ~he ta.x as a. useful meaDS of revenue of which 
the bordeR is comparatively little felt, and which OOIIlplements 
in important particulars our system of taxation upon income. 

251. In our judgment, the .taxationof 'l'ro~ passing at 
death hll8 much in principle to recommend. It. . In. the: first 
place. inheritances are a principal cause of thalmequality in 
the distribution of accUlIlula.ted wealth which is 110 ugly a feature 
of our civilisation; and particularly of .su'Clh inequality 118 bean 
110 relation to differences in industry or social uBl!fulneaa. Second. 
in spite of .. legitimateexpectationB." Ii great deal of property 
received by inheritance undoubtedly comes as something of a 
windfall to the recipient. and as such isa peculiady fit subject 
for taxation. Third •. death duties. being assessed upon capital. 
bring under taxation such asseta as househola property or 
speculative gairis by way of capital appreciation. which do ·not 
yield. and cannot themselves be classed. as ... inOlllDe." . 

252. We ha.ve. therefore. to consider whether the objections 
to death duties which have been raised in evidence before us 
are sufliciE'.nt to outweigh these advantages. These objections 
are. primarily. that the taxes are destructive of capital. and. 
secondly • that they fall with gree.t hardship on the owners of 
private busineaaea and landed proprietors. 'lVhose resources are 
not aVailable in liquid form. . 

268. We are not impressed by the force of these objectiou 
The first appears to U8 to be baeed on a. misunderstanding. 
Thllllgll deaUt- dutiu Gr' lJUu •• d Oft OGpital they dutnJy _ 
.mBting capital; Ilt most they llb80rb potmtial capitol bW diem. 
ing to the fIIlYmE'nt 01 the dlltiu mcome "'k",k IDlIUld othertDiBc 
Me. gone into '14111) aoeing,. In tAil they do not Iliffer. [rom 
11\OOft\C TG$ Of" ., other tos o[ oomparable tftIlgnitllde. ~ven 
whera estates are sold to meet the duties. capital is only Van. 
lerred. not destroy.ed. ThJI property sold must eventua.'ly be 
bought by aomeone who hae free inoome -eng ali invel!tmenl. 
and the ooly effect is to divert this income from '\be ct'8&Uon of 
a new. to the purchllllC! of an existing. investment. There is no 
reductioo of actual ftopital. 

26 •• The difficulties which death doties CW'8aion for thoee 
whose wealth is not available in liquid form appear to DB to be 
greatly exaggerated. We have already refen-ed to the e"ridenee 
submitted by the Board of Inland Revenue in regard to th~ 

o 
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place of private businesses under a Capital Levy, which indicated 
that proprietors of such businesses normally ~ have the bulk of 
their wealth outside their trade assets altogether, This evidence 
was strikingly confirmed by a further investigation into the 
position of 373 estates left at death by owners of private busi
nesses. It was found that, if all the debts were apportioned 
evenly over all the assets of the estates, in only three cases weh! 
the non-trade assets insufficient to meet the whole. Estate Duty 
charge; whilst, even if the debts were treated as a charge only 
on the non-trade assets, in only 12 cases would this have been 
the position. 

255. As regards landed proprietors also, we have heard no 
evidence to convince os that any difficulties are not adequately 
met by the existing reliefs in the case of quick successions, and 
the erlended period allowed for payment. 

256. In our fliew the death dutie8 are a moat flllluable 80uree 
of reflenue of which by no mellnB adequate we haB IllretJdy been 
'mIl4e. As we do not regard these taxes as .. coming out of·" 
capital, we differ froin those of our witneeses who wished the 
proceeds of the taxes to be earmarked for debt redemption. 
Since, however, we are concerned tQ find additional funds for 
repayment of debt, it is in this connection that we put forward 
our proposals for extension of the present system of death 
duties. 

(ill P08sibilitie8 of an Inheritnnce TtJ:I:. 

257. The main death duty at present levied is the Estate 
Duty, charged on the whole property left by the deceased. and 
graduated in accorda.nce with the size of this property. The 
Legacy and Succession Duties. charged on property received by 
successors, play a minor part. We are diapoeed to flUnk thst 
it \vould be desirable to relate the graduation of death doties 
more closely to the wealth of the successors than is done under 
this system. It seems unreasonable -that a millionaire, receiving 
a bequest of £1,000, should pay no higher rate of duty on this 
than does a person whose. whole property prior to the bequest 
amounts to no more than a few hundreds. Since. however. we 
have taken no detailed evidence upon this point. and have been 
unable k> give full consideration to the propoaals necessary to 
carry out any change, we abstain from making any definite 
recommendation •. and express only the view that graduation 
in accordance with the wealth of the recipient seems to be • 
principle deserving of recognition in any system of death doties. 

(iii) The Bignano Prop08at for .Vodificalion 0/ E.tnte Duty. 

258. The pruent rate 0/ EBttJte Duty iI graduated up to a 
maximum charge of 40 per cmt. on uttJtu of £2,000.000 and 
upw/Jf'tU. We think that, eflen apart from an" changu in the 
principlu 0/ graduation, the pre8ent .eale I_Ill a conaiderable 
margin for itlCl'eGBe. -
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259. We have, however, given some attention to the proposals 
put forw&rd by Professor Rignano for alteration of the basis of 
graduation of death duties, such 88 might be applicable to the 
British Estate Duty. The wide BOOps of our enquiry has pr. 
vented our obtaining det&iled evidence on this proposal, which 
indeed h&& not anywhere, so f81: &8 we are aware, yet been 
attempted in practice. We think, however, that the plan is 
of sufficient importance for us to record the results of our pr. 
liminary consideration of it, and the conclusions to which these 
apJIP.&r tq lead. 

260. Professor Rign&DO's proposal is, in short, that, in 
addition to gradnation of Estate Duty in &ceord&nce with the 
size of the deceased's estate (and in addition to any other dllties 
inirodllcing graduation &ceording to the degree of reIa.tionahip, 
or the eDiting wealth 01 the inheritor. or the amOunt of indi
vidual beqlle8ts), the rates of _ dU9" shonld be dilferentisted 
according to what may be termed the .. relative age" 01 the 
estate-that is to say, the number of times that the deceased'. 
property has already been the subject of inheritance and beqllest. 
Tbus, if A dies leaving £500,000, of which £300,000 W&8 IICC1l1llU
Ia&ed by himself during his oWn lifetime, and £200,000 had been 
inherited by him from hie father, a heavier rate would be charged 
on the latter than on ~e former sum. 

:161. In its most elaborate form the proposal would dis
tinguish three rates of duty, running up to 100 per cent. in the 
elUIe of the third transfer, 80 that after three succeesions the 
whole balance of any estate' would pB88 to the State. The 
following simple examples show how this system would WOl'ir. 

(For the sake of simplicity, graduation ODthe existing system 
is ignored; it can, of course, easily be superimposed npon 
graduation on the Rignano plan.) Rates of SO- percent. on the 
first, 60 rer cent. on the eecood, and 100 per cent. on the third 
transfer are &8B1lJIled. 

A inherits nothing and aocnmulatea from 
his own bnain_, &C., £100,000. 

Firat transfer At A's death the State takes dnty at 
SO per cent. (i.fI., £80,(00) leaving 
£70,000 to be inherited by B. 

B increaaea this by his sr.vings _ 
£l!OO,OOO. 

Second transfer ... At B'II death the State takes duty 
at 60 per cent. on 

£70.000 (i. •.• £ti.OOO) and 
at 80 per eent on 

£180.000 (i .•.• £39,000) 

£81,000 

leaving £1l9.000 to be inherited bJ C. 
C increaaea this to £250 ,000. 
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Third transfer At C's death the State takes duty 
at 100 per cent. on 

£28,000 (i.e., £28,000) 
at 60 per cent. on 

£91,000 (i.e" £54,600) 
at 30 per cent. on 

£131,000 (i.e., £39,300) 

£121,900 

A's original £100,000 is thus reduced by £30,000 to £70,000 
at the first transfer; by £42,000 to £28,000 at the second 
transfer; and by £28,000 to nil at the third transfer. 

262. A simpler method of achieving the principal results 
which it is hoped to derive from this proposal would be to 
distinguish only two rates of duty-one applicable to all wealth 
received by inheritance (or gifts, which for thie purpose must 
be treated exactly as inheritances) whatever its .. relative age," 
and one.to that portion of the estate accuIi:tulated by the 
deceased's own actions during his own lifetime. Supposing 
these two rates to be 60 per cent. and 30 per cent., the fore
going example would work out as under :-

At A's death the State takes duty 
at 30 per cent. on £100,000 ... 

At B's death the State takes duty 
at 60 per cent. on £70,000 
at 30 per cent. on £130 ,000 ... 

At C's dea.th the State takes duty. 
at 60 per cent. on £119,000 ... 
at 30 per cent. on £131,000· ... 

£30,000 

£42,000 and 
£39,000 

£81,.000 

£71,400 
£39,300 

£110,700 

263. The exact amount of revenue derived by the State 
depends, of course, not on the number, bu« on the adjustment 
of the rates. 80 that no inference is to be drawn from the chance 
figures of £239,900 and. £221,700, representing the total duty 
paid nt the three deaths in the above .examples. 

264. In any case it is evident that the full yield of any dutiee 
graduated according to relative age could not be available until 
alter the lapse of a considerable period. To this extent, there
fore, any ·propoaaI on these lines is neceBBarily secondary, as a 
means of debt redemption, to more immediately remunerative 
measures such 811 a Capital J-evy.or au annual tax on investment 
in~omP'9. 
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265. As; regards the actual introduction of the system. we 
understand that ProfeB80r Rignano suggested that. in the case of 
all deaths occurring after the appointed day. a certa.in proportion 
oC the deceased's property should be deemed to have been the 
result of hill own activities and ~he remainder of inheritance 
from others. We think. however. that any such convention 
would operate too inequit&bly as between individuals. and that 
it would be necessary at each death to charge the higher rate 
of duty only npon sums that the deceased had actually received. 
since the appointed day. by way of gift or inheritance. an~ 
to face the oonseqnential delay in realising the full yield of 
the duties. 

266. We have no doubt that the administrative problems 
involved in the simpler proposal under which only two scales 
of duty would be applied-one to the property accumulated by 
the deceased. and one to property received by him from others-
would be very muab less intricate than those that would arise 
from more elaborate dilrerentiation ; and since the chief 
advantages which oommeild the idea underlying the propoeal 
in either form appear to be realised in the simpler pla.n. it is 
to this. rather than to the more elaborate &cherne. that onr 
remarks in what fonows are primarily addreBSed. 

267. Of these advantages the chief. in our opinion. is the 
fact that an Eltat~ Dutil graduated according to .. relatillll age .. 
appea,., to be g",/tlIl8' 01 tAe chArg' of discouragil'.l41 flnt61'pri8e 
and 8lJ11ing. which if brought agailllt all otA. lormI 01 direct 
toa:atiolL The knowledge that the State will take a substantial 
part of a man's fortune at his death may-thongh we doubt if 
it often does-induce him to dissipate. or at least to refrain 
from increasing. that fortune during his lifetime. We cannot, 
however. believe that the actions of anybody are materially 
alrected by the prospect of taxation occurring. not in his own 
lifetime, nor even at his own des.th, nor in the lifetime of his 
heirs, but only at the death of those heirs. In consequence, 
gradnation aooording to .. reiati?& age" meana that, in the 
case of wealth not due to the d_ased '8 own efforts, ?&ry high 
rates of taxation indeed might be imposed without raising the 
bugbear of diminished enterprise and saving. 

268. Indeed. we agree with Profesaor Rignano that the effect 
of a duty graduated on thi8 basia would be positively to 
stimulate enterpriae and saving. particularly on the part of 
those who ha?&inharited money 110M who would themaem. 
benefit by BODle such ·lItimulua, no 1_ than would the oom
muDity as a whole. Knowing that an inheritance is a wasUng 
aaaet in a aenae not applicable to the proceeda of his own 
effons, a man is the more likely to uaa those efl'orta at Ieast to 
maintain the total that he can pa88 on to his own heirs at the 
IigunI which he himself receiwd. The?6I'Y fact that the net. 
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value, for inheritance purposes, of every pound earned or 
accumulated by himself is higher than that of every pound 
received from somebody else should be in itself an inducement 
to concentrate upon the former rather than upon the latter 
method of acquiring a livelihood. 

269. The most serious objection to the Rignano system of 
graduation which we have encountered is that it would operate 
unfairly in' cases in which property received by inheritance 
depreciated (or, we may add, appreciated) through causes 
outside the owner's control. Thus. if .. A" !inherited la.nd 
worth £100,000 which, owing to a change in the amenities of 
its situation, subsequently depreciated to £80,000, and made 
good the difference by himself accumulating £20,000, so Lhat 
he atill died worth £100,000,. he would be charged at the higher 
rate on the whole of his property, although £20,000 was strictly 
the result of his own activities. Conversely, if the-ftlue of the 
land apprec,iated to £120,000, and .. A .. added nothing at sJJ 
to his inheritance, the State would only get the lower rate of 
duty on the additional £20,000, though" A .. had done nothing 
to create this. 

270. While we see some force in this objection, we do not 
think that it is sufficient to outweigh the merits of the whole 
proposal. The inequality, in our oiew, lies not so much in 
differentiation of the rates of duty as in the fact that some 
people's property appreci6U8 while other's does not; and for 
this no system of taxation is to blame. Under the present 
system, etf two persons both dying worth £200,000, of whom 
one has made practically the whole of his fortune by his own 
enterprise, and the other has had throat npon him, by 
inheritance, the riches created by other people, both pay the 
same charge. We are disposed to believe that, in gen ...... l, the 
inequitable contrasts arising under the Rignano system, com
bined with the present system of graduation, would be less 
than those now commonly arising in such C8"ses as we have 
qnoted. We think, however, that provision migM reasonably 
be made, if it were proposed to introduce the Rigna.oo syste~, 
for appeals (on both sides) in the ease of serious hanlshlp 
arising out of severe fluctuation in values. 

271. The fWUlt of BUCh consideration as we luwe been able 
to gioe to this proposal iB certainly to suggest that the principle 
of graduation according to tM .. reiatioe oge .. of estatu might, 
with great adoantage, be introduced into the Bntiah system of 
dMth tluties. If this principle were superimposed upon the 
existing graduation of Estate Duty, so as materially to increase, 
at all tranafers other than the fil1lt, the seale of duties now 
chargeable, it would be fJIe means of raising a substantial 
amount of fresh revenue for increasing, 8S we suggest. the sums 
now devoted to debt redemption. 
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272. We have admittedly not been .&ble to consider in deta.il 
the administrative problems which this novel form of gradu .... 
tion must raise. So far as we ha.ve been &ble to ascert&in, 
however, these should not present any insuperable difficulties, 
and we understand that such also is the view of the .Boa.rd of 
Inland Revenue. . It should be understood that, in order to 
carry out such graduation, it would not be neceS8&ry for the 
Inland Revenue authorities to keep record of the actual life 
history of ea.ch physical portion of an estate, e.g., a. given block 
of railway shares, but only of the aggrega.te values received by 

. inheritance by each individual during his lifetime and left by 
him at his de&th-facts which alre&dy come to their notice in 
administration of the pressnt Estate, Legacy and Sucoession 

. Duties. . . 
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SUMMARY OF REPORT. 

PART I. 

The Debt and ita Effects. 

An analysis is given of the debt and the interest charge. 
The popular estimate that the payment of interest on the deb$ 
008ts a. million pounds for every working day in the year is 
found substantially &CCurate (parM. \I to 10). 

The burden of the external debt 'consists in the reduction of 
the real national income of this country. The burden depends 
upon conditjons which we can neither foresee nor control 
.(parM. 11 to 16). 

The internal debt involves a. transfer, but not any destruction, 
of purchasing power and limits the sums available for increased 
expenditure on other 6ervices (parM. 17 to (1). 

The ~ects of the Floating Debt are of a speciaJ ch&r&eter. 
We think it important th&tthe amount of debt retained in 
this form should be strictly linrited (parM. 42 and (3). 

It is beyond question that the internal debt involves, on 
balance, '" transfer of wealth and income such &8 aggravates 
the existing inequality in distribution and tends to increase 
the proportion of the national income in ihe hauds of non· 
producers (parM. 44 and 45). 

The burden of the debt has been very gravely increased by 
tbe recent fall in tbe genera.! level of prices. A rough estinIate 
indicates' that over two-thirds of the post-war debt was raised 
when the value of money was lower than at present, while the 
remainder was raised when the value of money was higher than 
it is to-day (parM. 46 to 52) .. 

There is no trustworthy evidence &8 to tbe future course of 
prices for more than very abort periods. It is unlikely that 
such automatic relief S8 occurred in the burden of the debt 
after the Napoleonic wara, through expansion of the population 
and wealth of the country, will be repeated in the case of the 
p~nt debt (parM. 53 to 63). 

PART II. 

TtJa:atwn. 

An analysis of the distribution of taxation for diJfereni income 
levels shows that the burdens of taxation on family incomes of 
£200 and under are evidently very heavy. We infer Uiat " 
considerable part of 'he wage-earuing population must he 
seriously over-taxed (parM. 64' to 68). 

Taxation upon commodities, regarded as part of " genera.! 
system for raising the money required for State expenditure, 
appears to us objectionable in principle. The objection reale 
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primarily on the regreasive character of BUch taxation. The 
genera.! objections to indirect taxation' a.pply with special foroe 
to the tU611 upon food, enterta.iDmeuts and artificial silk. We 
recommend that, subject to the needs of fresh expenditure, any 
future surplus of revenue should be devoted primarily to the 
abolition of these duties (pMas. 69 to 76). 

We attach no importance to the maintenance of any parti
cular ratio betw6lln the sums raised by direct and indirect 
taxation . We do not think that the, merits of our suggestions 
are invalida.ted by the fact tha.t, if these were ca.rried out, they 
would enable & section of the community to escape national 
taxation altogether. Only those citizeDa would be exempt from 
taxation whose meaDS are inadequate to support ... reasonable 
standard of life (ptJl'G8. '17 to SO). 

We have heard much genernl evidence d~g with the 
injurious effecta of direct taxation upon industry and trade, but 
practically no qua.ntitative evidence upon tbe subject (paras. 
81 to 86). 

If the contention that direct taxation is highly injurious to 
trade and prosperity i8 valid, we should expect to find some 
correlation between movements in the level of sucli taxation 

• and movements in the rate of unemployment. We find abso
lutaly no correlation (pal'G8. 87 to 90). 

Tha view that direct taxation, other than that levied for the 
service of the eIternal debt, actually reduces aggregats 
purohaaing power appears to us to be entirely a misconception 
(pa1'G8. 91 and 92). 

We are unable to accept. the doctrine that direct taxation raises 
priC611 generally (ptUW. 98 to 99). 

We are of opinion that the influence of direc. taxation upon 
the output of tDOf'1c CBlI now have but little importance and must 
have greatly diminished in recent yean (pal'G8. 100 to 107). 

We are of opinion that direct taxation does not seriously 
impair the iftCmt"'. to Htle on the part of individuals, and 
that thoae who have expresaed a contrary view have not fully 
appreciated the distinction between the effects of taxation upon 
the incentive and upon the ability to save (pm •• lOS to ll8). 

We do not find thiM existmg direct tantion destroye the 
inoentive to save on the part of joint stock companies, and we 
notice a remarkable stability in the allocationa made by com-
panies to reserve (ptUW. ll9 to l22). . 

The effecta of taxation npo!1 the capacity to &ave cannot be 
oonsidered apart from the nee made of the funds mised by 
such taxation. Such part of the tax revenues .. ia used for 
payment of the internal debt interest, and etill more such part 
.. is ueed for repayment of the internal debt, appeanl to us to 
be distributei in a manner definitely favourabl .. to saving. Some 
part of the tax revenues spent on the general civil services and 
the defence foroea ia distributed in a manner definitely prejudicial 
to saving. Looking at both sides of the aorount. and attempQDg 
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to estimate the quantitative importance of the figurel!, we are 
unable to see any cause for the plea that direct taxation, as ali 
present imposed, and as at present spent, can seriously reduce 
aggregate savings. We are of opinion that the causes of the 
known decline in actual savings must be sought elsewhere than 
in taxation' (pa~as. 123 to 133). 

We are of opinion that existing direct taxation is not seriously 
prejudicia.l to enterprise, and that thor.e who take a contrary 
view have taken account of one aspect only of such taxation 
to the exclusion of others. In practice, the alternative to 
industrial investment, the yield of which is reduced by taxation, 
is investment in some form of bond, the yield of which is also· 
reduced by taxation. Cases in which a dis~oporlionate 
redu!!tion of the yield of 8peCulILtive investments occurs do not 
appear to UB to be of sufficient importance, or (what is no less 
important) to be sufficiently often anticipated by persons who 
have capital at their dispo!o&l, to have a material effect upon 
industry generally (pa~as. 134 to 139). 

Our general conclusion as to existing direct taxation is thali 
it cannot reduce aggregate purchasing power, and that it doe& 
not raise prices or materially reduce the national output of work, 
of saving. or of enterpriMl (pMIJ. 140). 

PARTm. 

M ethod& of Debt Reduction; Sinking Funda and ConflM8Wn .. 

An analysis is given of the existing sinkinlf fund arrangementa 
for redemption of the debt. The New Sinking Fund, on which 
a.lone it is possible to count with any degree of certainty, will 
require a period of 153 years in which to redeem the whole debt 
(pa~as. U1 to 145). 

We doubt if it is clearly understood that the sums necessary 
to meet specific sinking funds attached to particular loans are 
included in the New Sinking Fund total of £50,000,000 per 
annum. We cannot agree that a sinking fund spreading repay
ment over' so long a period as 153 years is ali all adequate 
(pa~as. 146 to 149). 

An e&timate is given of the savings which might be anticipated 
from reduction of the debt by conversion as opportunity offers 
to a 4! per cent. and also to a 4 per cent. basis. The gross 
savings in interest thUB obtainable would amount to £15,109,000 
per annum and £33,099,000 per annum respectively. If con
versions are effected on these lines as the various loans mature, 
the great bulk of the saving would not arise until the end of a 
period of nearly a quarter of a century. If conversions are 
effected at the earliest dates on which the Government has an 
option of repayment, the greater part of the gross saving might 
be realised within eight years. Owing to lOBS of Income Tax 
and Super-ta.x on the interest saved, the aetual net savings 
poBBible would fall short of the figures given (pa~/U. 150 to 161). 
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The prospect of all savings from conversion depends upon the 
assumption of a fall in the general rate of interest. We can 
find neither more nor leBS evidence in support of this than in 
support of an exactl)' opposite assumption. We conclude that 
the savings from conversion are necellll8riIy limited in amonnt, 
offer no prospect of immediate relief, and are wholly contingent 
upon an assumption for which we have not been able to find 
any evidence (partl8. 169 to 165). 

PART IV. 

ThB Capital Le"lI. 

We have considered the scheme submitted to os by several 
witnesses for redemption of the debt by a Capital Levy, and 
have directed our attention principally to the scheme - for a 
levy of £3,000,000,000 &ubmitted by the Trades Union Congress 
General Council (par". 166 to 168). 

We estimate that if a levy of £3,000,000,000 were imposed 
to-day; it would be neoeaae.ry to adopt a scale of 00 per cent. 
greater severity than that put forward in the Trades Union 
Congress evidence (para. 169). 

The primary advantage claimed for the Capital Levy is that 
it will reduce the National Debt on a large scale in the immediate 
future (partl8. 170 and 171). 

In the second place, attention is drawn by advocates of the levy 
to the net annual saving on the Budget resulting from a levy 
We find that, in the case of a levy such a.a that proposed, thia 
net annual saving (i.e" the excess of the reduction- of interest 
on debt repaid over the loss of taxation consequent on a levy) 
would be ,£(8,000,000 in the case of a-levy of £9,500,000,000, 
and nearly £58,000,000 in the case of a levy of £3,000,000,000 
(parol. 179 to 175). 

Advocates of the levy claim that this net annual saving would 
remain assured in perpetuity (parol. 176 and 177). 

The Capital Levy is repreeented by its advocates as impO&ing 
the burden of war expenditure upon the shoulders beet fitted to 
bear it. 'niey point out that, eo Ion« as there is DO levy, with 
'8very year that pa.ssee there is a steady inorease in the propor_ 
tion of taxpayers who are meeting the cost of a debt o~ the 
creation of which they had no control (paru. 178 to 182) . 
• ' Our attention is also called to tiuI contrasi between the very 

lar-ge profits made during tho. Wei by some who were exempt 
from military service and the risks and hardWipa incurred by 
those who served in the Forces (paro. 183). 

Finally, our attention is drawn to the heavy inorease in the 
real burden of the internal debt consequent npon the recent fall 
in prioes (paN. 18(). 

The principal argument ogamn the equity of the Capital 
Levy is that it involvee a panalisation of thrift which is boih 
unjust and economically indefensible. It is ~ urged that 
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the supposed contrast between those who fought in the War and 
those w·ho stayed at home and made money out of it is un· 
justifiably &imple and becomes increasingly unreal with the lapse 
of time (pa~as. 185 to 191). . 

In balancing the confiicting considerations of equity regard. 
ing a Capital Levy, we conclude that a strong case has been 
established for imposition upon owners of accumulated wealth, 
in a steeply graduated form, the taxation incidental to any large 
repayment of debt at an early date (para. 192). 

In 1919 the Board of Inland Revenue expressed the view that 
a. levy on War Wea.lth was not outside the range of practicability. 
In considering the applicability of this conclusion to the problem 
of a Capita.! Levy, they give no reason for supposing that a 
Capital Levy is. a less practicable proposal than a levy on War 
Wea.lth, while in some important technical respects they find that 
it is definitely easier (pa~as. 193 to 197). 

We do not find that the difficulties of valuation involved in a 
levy would be insupera.ble (pa~as. 198 to 202). 

We do not find that a Capital Levy would destroy any existing 
capital (pa~a. 203), 

We conclude that the effect of a levy on potential capital, that 
is, on savings, is a matter which affects not so much the genera.! 
question of the desirability of a levy as the circumstances in 
which it is most likely to be succeBBful (pa~lJ8. 204 to 208). 

The fear that a Capita.! Levy would drive capita.! from the 
country has, we think, been greatly exaggerated (parlJ8. 209 
to 211). 

We se~ no reason to anticipate any genera.! fall in security 
prices as a result of a levy, thongh we think that industria.! 
stocks might depreciate relatively to gilt.edged securities. We 
are of opinion, however, that such disturbances would be neces
sarily of a temporary character (parlU. 212 to 217). 

We have had confiicting evidence as to the effect of a levy npon 
the genera.! price level. In the main, we think that the levy 
would not canse dellation of credit and prices generally. We 
think that it might materially modify the distribution of borrow
ing power between individuals (p4~IJ8. 218 to 223). 

We do not think. that the payment of a levy by private 
businesses would give rise to insuperable difficulties, or that 
payment by instalments would be necesssary in more 'han a 
minimum number of cases (p4~IJ8. 224 to 227).' 

We do not think that a levy need cause unemployment, 
though we do not doubt ~hat it might have this effect in con
sequence of misunderstanding or panic or obstruction (parlJ8. 
228 to 230). 

We have no hesitation in saying that a Capital Levy could 
have been carried out comparatively easily in 1919 or 1920, and 
that it is a matter for great regret that no levy was 'hen imposed. 
A Capital Levy would still, in onr judgment, be the best method 
of dealing with the debt, provided that it were generally approved 
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IUId were assured fair treatment by the. ta.xpayers. The nation 
may yet turn to the Ca.pital Levy aa a. wise and practica.ble 
measure a.ffording the best road out of its difficulties (PMIIB. 231 
to 234). 

PART V. 

Propo,ed A Itematil1t\ M eam 0/ Debt Repayment. 

As an a.lterna.tive method of raising fundi for debt repayment 
from owners of accumulated wealth, which may be less liable 
to obstruotion than a Capital Levy, we suggest the imposition 
of additional ta.xa.tion on unearned income. We think that 
an inoreaf18 in the present differentiation between earned a.nd 
investment incomes may be defended on general, groundS. 
Further, ta.xation of invef>ted incomes 'for the PU1lKlse of debt 
repa.yment seems f9 provide one oerta.io safegua.rci a.ga.iost undue 
reduction of savings by redistributive taxa.tion (parll8. 235 to 244). 

We recommend tha.t, if there be no Capital Levy, an addi
tional a.nnual charge be imposed upon investment incomes for the 
purpose of debt redemption. Ae regards the amount of such 
taxation, we think that it would be reasonable to aim at a.o 
annual sum of £100,000,000. The graduation of such taxation 
should be al least aa steep aa that of the present Income Tax 
and Super.tax together. We think that it might be desirable 
to raise this revenue by the imposition of a. special tax on un
earned inoo.JDell rather than liy adjustment of the rates of Income 
and Super-tax DOW charged on those incomes (flOral. 245 to 248). 

We think that further funds for debt repayment might be 
found from an extension of the present system of desth duties. 
The taxa·tion of property passing·at de .. th haa much in principle 
to recommend it. The objections that such taxation is destruc
tive of capital, and falls with grea.t hardship upon the owners of 
private busine_ and la.oded proprietors, appeal" to us to be 
much exaggerated (pnral. 249 to 256). 

We think that the principle of an inheritance tax graduated in 
a.ocordance with the wealth of the recipient of an iuheritanoe 
esema to be a. principia deser:ring of recognition, but ha.ve taken 
no detailed evidence on the matter (para. 257). 

We ha.ve given IIOme atteution to the proposals put forward by 
Professor Rigoano for Ifladuation of death duties iu accordance 
with the number of times that the deceased', property haa 
already been the subject of inheritance a.nd bequest. We 
think that these propoaalB have the advantage tha.t such gradua
tion appeara to be guiltless of the charge of discouraging enter
priee and saving. fndeed, we agree with Professor RignsDo that 
it would positively stimulate enterprise and, saviog (poraI. 258 
to 968). 

The moat aerioua objection to the ~ ayatem of gradua
tion which we ha.ve euoountered is that It would operate unfairly 
in ca.sea .in which properly received by iuherita.noe de~a.tecJ 
or a.ppreciated througn 0IIU888 outside the owner'8 oonQ-ol. 
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While we see some force in this objection, we think that the 
inequity lies not so much in differentiation of the rates of duty 
as in the fact that some people's property appreciates while 
other's does not (para. 269). 

The result of such consideration as we have been able to give 
to the proposal is to suggest that the principle of graduation in 
accordance with the Rignano principle might with great advan
tage be introduced into the British system of death duties. We 
understand that the administrative difficulties would not be 
insuperable (plWtJ8. 270 to 272). 

We wish unreservedly to associate ourselves with our 
colleagues on the Committee in expressing our indebtednesa to 
the Secretary, Mr. G. R. Hamilton, and the Assistant Secretary, 
Mr. G. Ismay, and our warm appreciation of the invaluable 
assistance which they have given at every stage of the enquiry. 

We have the honour to be, 

15th. NOfJember, 1926. 

My Lords, 
Your obedient Servants, 

J. W. BOWEN. 
FRED HALL.-
H. B. LEES-SMITH. 
BARBARA WOOTTON. 

• SigDocioabjeot '" u.e followiDa _UOD. 
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RESERV~TION BY PROFESSOR FRED HALL. 

l. I have signed the Minority· Report of the Committee as I am 
in general agreement with the conclusions 01). the .. ~cidence 
and effects of existing taxation." - I aleo share the VIews ex
pressed therein npon many aspects of the debt problem, but I 
regret that I am unable to concur in the proposals made for the 
redemption of the National De~t. Whilst I. am in ~~ 
sympathy with the reoommendations on that pom* contamed m 
the Minority Report than with those in the Majority Report, 
there are some features of the reoommendations in the former 
which I regard as unsatisfactory. I wish, therefore, to submit 
separate proposals. 

9. The grounds upon which the Majority Report supports " 
measure of steady repayment are briefiy :,--(a) *0 improve the 
national credit, with particular reference· to the resul*upon 
future conversion operations; (b) ~ facilitate future borrowings 
should circumstances make this course imperative; and (0) t.l 
reduce the risk of an. increase in the burden of the debt..charge 
*hrough a fall in the price level. In my view these grounds 
indicate need for a greater e.tJort to redur.& the debt than is 
proposed by the majority. Particularly in view of the very 
great opportunities which will ooour in the nen few years for 
oonverting debt, I am of opinion that a strong reinforcement 
of the Sinking Fund is neceuary in order to create the moat 
favourable conditions for conversion during that period. I ahara 
the view of my colleagues $hat, on the whole, taxation for debt 
redemption is beneficial to savings, snd that. money applied to 
redemption will, in the fin.t instance, seek outlet in the gilWdged 
market. I think, therefore, that the oonditions for conversion 
will be improved by expediting the repayment of debt over.a 
period of, say, five years, and that the limitation of the neces
sary additional taxation *0 this short period will avoid many of 
the harmful. e.tJecte which might be anticipated *0 follow the 
imposition of heavy additional permanent taxation, such as is 
suggested in the Minority Report. Failing some such operatiou 
as the Capital Levy, it is clear that the payment of interefi on 
.. large body of debt must in any 'circumstances continue for .. 
very long period. Even fractional savings in conversion terms 
(108&1IDling that long period or funded loans are issued) become 
of importance in these circumstanCM, and in my view the pr0-
posals in the Majority Report fail *0 make the IIlO8t of the 
opportunity offered. 

S. I am inclined *0 attach more importance than aome of my 
colleagues *0 the risk of an increase in the burdeD of the deb&.. 
charge through .. fall in the price level. The extent of that risk 
depends largely upon future economy in the use of gold. While. 
the position is very uncertain, it seems *0 me that oonaicleratioDa 
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of safety indicate the need for a more vigorous debt policy in ilie 
immediate future than is suggested by either group of my 
colleagues. 

4 .. I am also averse to the creation of a feeling in the com
~umty that the amount of the debt does not matter so long as 
~ntere~t charges are paid .. If past history is any guide. the 
lDcentlv~to. r~deem debt wIll become less and less as tinIe goes 
on; I thmk It llDportant, therefore, to set a high present standard 
of repayment which may have an influence on future genera-
tions. . . 

The amount o{ the debt, and the consequent taxation, will 
obviously become inIportant if the Government becomes a large 
borrower again; prudence &uggests that this is a further 
reason why an effort should be made to effect a substantial re
duction in the amount of the debt. 

5, FQr theBe reasons the proposal of the Majority Report that 
the debt should be dealt with by a Sinking Fund gradually 
increasing to £75 millions over the next few years seems to me 
insufficient. That Report, it is true, contemplates an increased 
effort in the more distant future, but I have indicated my view 
that more is required in the period inllDediately ahead. 

6. The proposals in the Minority Report for accelerating deM 
redemption are based in the main upon an increase of taxation 
upon investment incomes. In addition to reducing debt more 
slowly and incre&&ing ta.xation for a. longer period tha.n I think 
desirable, the scheme ha.s the defect that it would throw none of 
the extra burden of debt repayment upon earned income, though 
in the case of many persons some of this income is, in part, a 
return upon capital invested in training for their occupations. 

7. The alternative proposal for non-recurrent supplementary 
taxation submitted below is designed to avoid the deterrent 
effects upon saving a.nd enterprise which normally proceed from 
high permanent taxation, even though in some respects these 
effects lire· tempered where the proceeds are applied to debt 
redemption. This consideration, combined with the fact that 
the tax is a general contribution from all direct taxpayers, 
satisfying the principle of ability to pay, would probably secure 
for it a more general measure of a.cceptance than would be 
accorded to schemes falling only upon particular c11l1!l!'!fl. It is 
of inIportance also to note thlOli no new ~a.chiI>ery would be 
required for the working of the scheme. 

8. I recommend that steps should be taken to effect a reduc
tion of, f*1.y, £1,500,000,000 in the debt by the employment of 
present fiscal methods and ma.chinery. For this purpose I 
propose--

(a) that the sum of about £1,000 milli?ns should be raised 
over a period of five years by a non-~ war-debt-~edemp
tion tax in the form 01 a supplement on (a) mcome taxation and 
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{~) death duties. the proceeds being definitely assigned to the 
~epayment of debt. 

(b) that the proceeds of the above taxation should be supple
.mented for the period of five years by the present Sinking Fund 
of £50 millions; bv the sums received in respect of reparatioWl 
and allied war debts; by the amount of the reduction in deb~ 
interest; and by any budget surpluses. '\\1rile the snms available 
from these sources cannot lie definitely foreseen. it seems not 
unreasonable to estimate that· approximately £500 millions shonld 
be available in the period of five yeM"ll. 

9. It is proposed that the above sum of £1.000 millions should 
be raised from additional inoome taxation on !noome Tax e:i 
Super-tax payers to the extent of. 8ay. 185Q.millions. and from 
death duties to the extent of, say. £150 millions"though the 
precise division between thue sources might be Illbiect to alight 
modification. 

10. The supplementary inoome taxation should.. it is 
IUggested, fall upon all persons liable to !noome Tax, and in the 
case of large inoolI\es should be mOle ateeply graduated than the 
present oombined !noome . Tax and Super-tax. Even if th" 
present rates of taxation are increased by an .addition n8ll8ll8&ry 
to secure an annual increase of £170 millions to £180 millions, 
the rates would probably be, for all but a relatively lImall'number 
of persons, no higher than those in foroe a feW' years 1IgO. 

11. The additional revenue' from death duties should be 
obtained by an increase throughout the scale of duties, supple
mented by an additional increase in the case of the intermediate 
range of estates. Since the additional !noome Ta~ proposed 
above will have been paid on the income of estates falling in 
after the first year, i\ ia suggested that the addition to the death 
duties should be on a scale diminishing yearly, but designed to 
produce approximately £150 millions over the period of five 
years. 

111. It appears reasonable to assnme tha~ the redemption of 
some £1,500 millions of deM Under $his IIChl'me would nsult in 
a reduction on the present interest charge at the end of the five 
year period of from £65 millions to £70 millions. Whether or 
not any oonsiderable reaction upon the future yield of taxation 
would follow from the scheme is unceria.in. deaz-ly it would 
not approach the degree of importance inwlved in tbe prorx-Jo 
for ... Capital Levy. I will assume, however, that the interest 
saving will be offset to some. extent by the reaot;iQIUI on tall 
revenue, and that, at the end of the fi~ year period, the dis
posable net amount will be somewhere between £50 mjUioDl' 
ed £65 millions. 

13. I recommend that of this netamonut £50 millions ahould 
be nsed to raiae the Sinking Fund to £100 millions at the end 
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of the five-year period, the balance, together with the amount 
of reparation receipts and repayments in respect of allied debts, 
being then set free for general application in the Budget. 
Unless offset by increased expenditure, this application should 
make poasible an immediate reduction in the aQlount required to 

. be raised in taxation. Under this suggestion the balance of the 
debt would be redeemed in about 60 years. I propose, however, 
that the Sinking Fund should be progressively increased, until i~ 
renches the sum of £125 millions, by the addition of one-half of 
the annual saving in the interest charge. That point would be 
reached in about 15 years from now and the scheme should 
enable the whole debt to be redeemed in a further period of 
about 40 years, though some scaling down towards the end of 
the period would no doubt be necessary. 

14. It will be obvious that my proposal merely outlines the 
general basis upon which I think-the debt policy should be 
framed, while indicating the sources from which, in my view, 
the additional taxation necessary in the early period should be. 
drawn. In detail the scheme would no cioubt require to be 
adjust.ed in some respects. In particular I should make it clear 
that the figures· of savings quoted are illustrative rather than 
actusl, and it will be well understood that I am unable to give 
consideration in the scheme to other factors which may affect 
future rates of taxation. 

FRED HALL. 
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lDoluaioD of 811m. reoaired from, in .aIuI of estate for death d_tieo, 

49&-7, 10»1. 

Invubnont 1_: .r 
Increaoed _tion of, aamination of propooal for, 

Joint Stock C ......... I., 
S .. OompanMa. 

Land Tax: " 
Total De' reoeipta; 1913-1t to lQll5.ll8, 218. 

Llllld V.I_ Dutl.: ,. 
Tobl _ reoaipta, 1013-1t to 1925-lI8,' 218. 

., 
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Legacy Duty: 
See under Death Duties. 

Living: 
Coot of, lad"" ligurea (1914 &lid 192(}.1926), 1S-20. 
Standard of: 

I •• aIoo Wages. 
Binoo 16th oontury, 11. 
Adequate, relative nature of, 10. 
Changes in direction of expenditure, 40-2. 
Comparison with pre-war, 13-43. 
Consumption, comparison with pre--war, 37. 
Elfecto on: 

of Cuotoms and Exciile dutieo, 659-67, 670, 690, 1029. 
of Inoome tax, 1)61-64, 489. 
of Tu:ation generally J 690. 

Evidence received 're, 38. 
during and after Napoleonic waro and comparioon with 1914-18 

and since, 12. 
Spending, comparison with pre-war, 69. 

-Loans, issue of. at heavy discount: 
I •• und ... National Debt. 

Munitions, Exchequer Payments: 
AooeptallC8 of Nationa.! War Bonde in payment, ISO. 

National Credit, effect on, 
of Capital Levy, 766-70, 811, 874-
of Steady annua.! reduction of debt, 966, 967. 

Hational Debt: 
S.e aIoo Capita.! Levy. 
Amount: 

(1818, 1864, 1875, 1891, 1913), 679. 
. (1914, 1920 &lid 1926), 67, 68, 70. 
Burden: 

Comparioon with poot-Napoleonic war period, 676-9. 
Future, 683. 

Charge (1818, 1864, 1875, 1891, 1913), totaJ aDd per head, 8711. 
OoDvel"BioDS : 

in Future, question .. to pouibility of _ring from, 188-96, 
202, 1007. 

of Leana maturing up to 1932, Mr. Hoare'. echeme, 943-7. 
Operationo, ....... ts of, 1211-43, 154. 
Optiona, 131-3 •. 
in Reopon ... to ne .. 0«01'8, 134-42. 

lit per cent. Converoion loan, 124-7, 135, 137, 138, 164, 158, 163, 170, 
210, 212, 1114. 

4t per oont. Conversion loan, 140, 142, 170. 
Specific oinking fund, Dr. Da.!ton'l luggeotion, 1116. 

Externa.!: 
American: 

Funding arrangen>eilta, payments of prineipal, 1110, 219, Ill. 
Intereot, chargoe (192(}.21 &lid 1~6), 182, 163, 186. 
Preoent pooition, 86-91. 

Amount (1920, 1926), 68. 
Borrowingo and repayments (192(}.1I1 to 1925-26), 122-7. 
Burden, and comparioon with burden of internal debt, 110M, lI5II. 
D;.tillC~ion from internal debt, 71-86. 
Intereat charge (1919-20, 1925-16), 69, 91. 
P ..... nt pooitioa of, 87-92. 

II per cent. Wer Loan 1929-47, depreciatioa fund, 210, 212, 21(, 
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National D.bt.--c""t. 
Floating debt: 

Advantage of, 98. 
Amount, evidence reo&ivecl re, 98-100. 
Amounts outstanding various dates, 1916 to 1926, 90. 
Dangera and disadvantagee of, 99-101. 
ReductioD, vien as to, 1()2...4. 
Treasury billa: 

Amount: 
(1914, 1920, 1926), 61, 68. 
(1916 to 1926), 96. 
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Creation and redemption (192Q.21 to 1926-16), 121, 128-;. 
Bolden, D7. 
Intareat charge: 

(1919-20, 1926-26), 69. 
(1920-21 and 1926-26), 183, 184, 187. 

Way. and M.aoa Advan_: 
Amount: 

(1916 to 1926), 1I6-tI. 
(1920, 1926), 68. 
Creation and redemption, 1ll2-S. 

Intereet charge: 
1919-110, 1~, 69. 
1920-21 and 1926-26, 183, 184, 187. 

Form cI Loan ioeu .. : 
Form of _urity to be "'ued, queetion of, 1008-11 
lau. at figure not vary appreciably below par, 170, 1008. 
lee ..... at heavy diloount, e"amination of, 156-70. 

, per .. nt. Funding Loan, 1960-90, .inking fund, 210, 2111, lI18. 
, per Mnt. Victory Bonde, oinking fund, 1110, lilli, 1Il8, additional 

apeoillo oinking fund, Dr. Dalton' •• _tion, 216. 
, par OInt. War Loan (tax compounded) 192114ll, depreoiatlon fund, 

11lD, lilli, 111'. 
hnded debt: 

Amoun' (l9U, 1920, 19l16), 87, 68. 
Inlloreet ch .... (l919-lIO, 1926-26), 69. 
N.tu .... of, M. 

110_: 
Cbol'll" : 

(1919-lIO, 1926-26), 69, 70. 
(1920-21 and 1925-l16) .nd cau ... cI reduction, 18l1-8. 

Payment&, 19l1Q..31 and 1925-S6, details, 183-7. 
In,,"r".~: 

0_ 01: 
on Distribution of wealth, 75, 98, 960-79. 
on Sa.,;" .... 98, 28S-7lI, 275. 

Boldera 01, Il88. 
Inlioreot, and ...,1.tion to budget receipt&, 1915-1' to 19115-l!6, N. 
Pooition, 8la\ March, 19l1O, 107, 108. 
RedamptioD, ... tAoC title 'eloto. 

Reborrow;nga and .... payment aiDOl I. April, 19\10, IIJG.3. 
R&d.mptioD : 

(1920-21 to 1925-l16) 109-19, 11&-7. 
Allocation 01 principal ",paymento of Allied ...... debt. to, 999. 
AnDu;ti .. ronning for life or bed term 01 yeera, Mr. Svacb4\Y',. 

propoaal, Nl-l1. 
Bndltt'\UY proviaion for, 19l1O-Sl to 1---. 110-11, 118. 
Burden of, relation to obllDgeB in pri .. Ie,"", 19i-l!Ol. 
Earmarking of deeth duti .. for, argu ....... to for and apina, 

641-4. 
~ of ~ tranefw of Capital dae to bie redamption 

1Ob_,971. 

, 
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National Debt-cont. 
Bedemption-cont. 

Effects of: 
on Bank advances, 981-4. 
on Crodit, 981-4. 
on Distribution of wealth, 279, 887. 
on Jt'oroign investment, 278, 385-6, 980. 
on National oredit, 966-72. 
on National SavingB, 274-8, 979. 

Foroed loan scheme, examination of, 87S-94. 
Linking-up of, with policy for dIminution of unemployment, 

Prof. Bowley's scheme, -examination of, 94S-63. 
Rate: 

no Formula possible, 995. 
Possibility of future emergency, 973-4. 
RaqJid,· displaoement of ... pita! b:v, aocording to Mr. 

McKenna, 971, 980. 
Regulation, formulas proposed b:v witnesaes, and difficultieo 

of, 9~. 
Bumm:lry of evidence f'e, 986-94. 

misceUanoou& Receipte applicable to, 116-9. 
Continuance, 1003. 

RecommendatioDs f'e, 1()()()..6. 
Regulation of, according to demand for gil~ged aecuriti .. , Mr. 

Keynes' eontentiolUl, 978, 979, 980. 
Sinking funds, It. that titl •. 
Steady annual reduC1tion, advantAges of, 966--15. 
Steady and regular polio:r, importance of, 1006. 
Summary of evidence f'e, 976-86. 
Sumined efforte neoeasar:r, 996. 
Terminable aDDuitiea, examination of acheme, 935--41. 
Variation according to .tate of trade, 1006. 

8ervioe, ezpenditure on (1818, 1913, 1923), and proportion to national 
income, 67~, 684. 

Special taxation privilegeo attached to loans, 111.81, 1008. 
Terminable anDuities, 65. 

Amount, 1914, 1920, 1926, 61-68. 
Interest charge, 1919-20, 1926-26. 69. 
Sh,king fund, 210, 212. 

Tn_ctionl, summary of, 1~21 to 1926-26, 144-164. 
Unfunded debt: 

Amonnt, 1914, 1920, 1926, 67.8. 
Intereot charge, 1919-20, 1925-26, 69. 
Natnre of, 86. 

Nat, ..... Income: 
(1818, 1864, 1816, 1891, 1913) total and per head, 619. 
and Proportion of national expenditure to (1818, 1913, 1923), 676-8. 

National Savingl Certificate.: 
Coawnion offer, 196. 
Encaahment, 1920-1 to 1!J26.26, 122-7. 1_, 

Accumulated liability: 
81.t March, 1926, 10, 998. 
Provision for, in budget, question of, 998. 

a.arge (1~21, 1926-26), 183, 186. 
boa .. , 1920-21 to 1926-26, 121, 123-1. 
8tat.iltica, DO nEe guidance u to working..cJau .... ings, 61. 
Treatment of, in AOCOUDta, 998. 
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Population: . 
All" and oe>: di.otribution (1911. 1921). 39. 
Family, lise of, comparison with 1914, 39. 
Future, estima tee of J 680, 699. 

Prlcea: 
Determination of. 293-324 (pao.im). 
Effect on: 

of Direct tnation. 702. 
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of InoolnG tn •••• .....ur lnOOInG tel<. Effects of and Incidence of. 
of Indirect tnation. 1)8().8. 

Future level of: • 
in Connection with capital levy. 787-42. 
Evidence ..-ived .... 202. 740-2. 975. 
n..lation of burden or debt repayment to chang<lll in. 197-202. 

Produotlon : 
Comparieon with p ..... war. 44. 
Flat..rate tn on. &DIIlination of pro--' for. 91~20 •. 
Fntore productivity queotion, 68()...'), 006. 
par Head per hour. oomparilqu with p ....... ar. 26. 

Prollt and Prollb: 
Detarmiution of1 ~ (ptUrim). 
in Monopcq trade. 80()..4,. 
Rate of. OOIlftlltiOnai. G8. 
Stetiatica of total oom~ pro&ts (1912. 1922. 1928). ~. 
and Turno_. percenteae relation in Vl4'ioua trad .. (192().1. 1922-.'1). 

807 (19111-18, 19l1U). 809. 
Undistributed •••• ~ ~ ... Oompani ... 

Roo.lpb, 
Stamp on. ... .....tor Stamp dutieo. 

RtdomptlQn of Dtbt: 
II. "nd ... National Debt. 

Rlgn_ IOhtmtl 
....... d ... Death duti ... 

Saving and Sav,nl" 
Comparison with _war I 

GeaartJly. ~ • 
..... Hom. iau .. folo iDdanriu p~ ... d in_nt abroad, 

l1li, l1li. 
Undistributed trede p ..... 48-&6. 

Dellnit.ioa ... 
EII_ OD, 

of Annal u..: OD capital. 699. 
of OapiW leY7. 810.s7. 869. 8n. 
of Oaatemo aDd Ezaioe dutitt, 66S-70. 
of Debt in_ P"1Jlllll" 26().6. 
01 Debt repaymeo" 17'-8, 979. 
of Direot tazat.ion. 701. 
of Eltete duty. 6lS-tO, 6l/S.3&. 11'7. 
of Iooome u..:, 865-77. aao.3, 4.l6-iS, a9-8i1. 440-4.. 10111. 
I............ u..:.t.ion of In_tIlleD' inoome. !lOt, IOU •• 
of Rip .... 1Ob_ M, 
of Tax.t.ioo aenerally, 891-l1. 

of Income u..: payiDc c1.... liB. 
N.t.ionU: 

19lI4 tttimate lIy Mr. Ooateo, (7. 
Total, comparilOll with , .... war. 45-60. 

aDd N __ of iDcreuing _ul.t.i .... 696-700. 
RodiRribat.ion of power. by capiW leY7. eos.a. 
01 WaHinS c1 .... 117. 
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Savings Certificate.: 
lee National Savings Certmcatee. 

Securities ; 
'Effects of capital levy on value of, 761.4l4, 867, 878. 
Gilwdged, demand for, Mr. Keynos' proposal that debt redemption 

should be regulated according to, 978-llO. 
Payment of ca.pital levy LD,. Ills under Payment under Capital Le.,.. 
Tendering of, in payment of death duties and exceee profits duty, 

180, 181, 210, 212. 

Sheltered industrie.: 
Wages, 24, 43. 

Sinking Funds: 
Development of, 203-15. 
Ne ... (1875), history of, 206-8. 
Ne ... (1923): 

Allocation of, 1924-25 and 1925-26, 212. 
Amount: 

£50 Million, adequacy, view. on question of, 977-1000. 
flncrease : 

to £75 MillioDs, recommendation for, within five yeanr 
1001. 

to £100 "Millions, -recommendation, 1002. 
proposed Statutory provision for, 1005. 

Summary of evidence -re, 989-94. 
Approximate Provision for 1926-7, 1980-1, 1940-1, 1950-1, 218-6. 
F..!tablishment of, and inorease, 118-6. 

Old, history of, 204. 
Raiding of: 

Risk would be increaeed b7 Prof. Bowley'. debt redemption 
.. heme, 961. 

Safeguarding question, 1005. 
Redemption of debt through, advantage of, 968. 

Specific: 
Advantages of, up to the present, 211, 1005. 
Dr. Dalton'. anggestion, 1116. 
Extension of ayatsm not advocated, 1111, 1005, 1008. 
ParticuIa.ra of, 209.16. 

Social Services: 
Generally, ~. 
Increase in, 32, 43, 68£, 861. 

Spirits duty •••• Alcoholic drinks duty oil. 

Stamp dutl .. : 
on Bearer hood.: 

Criticisms by witnesses, and commente on, 064. 
Effect on foreign loan issues in United K.ingdom, 6&&-6, 1028. 
Incidence, 663. 
Rate of duty, 562. 
Yield (191S-19 to 19I1IHI),. 6611. 

on Cheques: 
Critici8lll8 by witnes'5El8, aDd commenta on, 573-8. 
Incidence, 512. 
Rate of duty, 611. 
Yield, 1909-10 to 1925-26, 511. 

on Companies' Ihare capital : 
CriticisJns by witnessea, and comment. on, 668. 
Effect on amount of capital registered, 568, 570. 
Effect OD formation of oompani ... 668-10. 
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StamP dutloa-.ont. 
on Compa.nies' share oapita,1-cOft'. 

lnoideDoo, 567. 
Rate 01' duty, 566. 
Yi"ld, 1918-19 to 1920-26, 566. 

on Oonveyanoe of land, etc.: 
CritioismI by witneal. and oommenta OD, 555-7. 
Incidenoe. 604. 
Rate of duty, 553. 
Yield (1918-19 to 1~26), 553. 

History of, 649. 
OD lIAlceipta: 

Criticioma by wi_ and commenta OD, 678. 
Incidnoe, 677. 
Rate of duty, 1i76. 
Yield, 676. , 

'Iota! Det receipta, 1915-14 to 1920-26, 218. 
on Transfer of otooka and ohareo: 

OriticillJDA b!r wiu._ and oom.DleDta on, 560-1. 
lnoidenoe, MD. 
Rate 01' duty, 1IIiII. 
Yield (1918-19 to 1920-26), 668. 

Vie ... of Committee OD dati. _,,"ally, 661, 679, 1028. 
Yield (1818, 181S-14, 1911i-16, 1917-18. 19215-26). MO. 660. 

landard of Living: 
II. LiviDI, .taDdard of. ' 

ateokl and ,huH, 
Transfer 01 •• tamp duty OD, II ....... er Stamp duti •• 

........ Ion Duty: 
II ... nder Death Duti •. 

.... or. tto., duty: 
••• 0100 OuatoIDII and Ezoioe datieo. 

U7 

Burdon of, on .peoi_D iDoom. (190S4, 1915-14.' 1918-19, 1923-24 
1~26), 240, lI43, 266. eru. 

ll.ateo 01 duty, ... tail pnc. and OODIamption and duty per head, 
1915-14 to 19215-26, 626.!0. 

Total no' reoeipta and duty per head, 1915-14. 1928-9& to 1926-l16, 
698. 

Viewl 01 Oommi_. 690. 701. 10'J9 • 

....... to: H' lnoom. tu. and Super bz. 

Taxation: 
... u!.o undfto tAl _oral _. 
Burdon: 

Comparison wili> other oountrieo, impl'llOtiCllbility of, 8iS-li. 
Comparison with _~NapoIeonie war period, 678-8.. 
General, 701, 701. 
on Speoimeu i __ (190S4, 1915-1t, 1918-19, 1925-M, 1920-26), 

lIM. 
M.thod of deollni: witll, ~. 

Oou_\ion with rep ....... tatioa ....... nt, 888. 888. 
m."ibution. Geaeral ........,. 01 _"' .. ar, 693. 
l""ideuoe: I-

Geaera\ OONid..tioDa, lI89-92. 
tlee 01_ .. dinin'" fro .... eBeda," ll88. • 

1",,-., yi .... of ONmai_ OD q....niOll of. lQOO..!, 1011. 
Total !'I' --apu (191S-14 to 1916-i6), 118. 
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To. duty, 
,ee allo Customs and Excise dutiea. 
Burden of, on specimen inoomeo (l~, 1913-14, 11118-19, 1923-24, 

1925-26), 240, 248, 265, 628. 
Rates of, retail prioeo, and oononmption and duty per head, 1918-14 

to 1920-26, 616-28. 
Total net receipte and duty per head, 1918-14 and 1923-24 to 1926-28, 

593. 

Torms of roforence, 
Interpretation of, 5-1. 

Tobacco duty, I., aU. Customs and Exciae duti ... 
Burden of, on specimen inoomeo (1908-4, 1913-14, 1918-19, 1928-24, 

1925-26), 241-2, 244-1, 265, 636, 637. 
Raw of, retail ·priceo and ooDlumption and duty per head from 

1918-14, ~. 
and Standard of living, 661, 661. 
Total net receipte and duty per head, 1918-14, 1928-24 to 1926-26, 593. 

Treuury Bills, 
". "0001' Floating debt undM National Debt. 

Turnovor tax, 
ObjectioDl to, 1031. 

Unemployment or short tlmo omploymant, 
Increase, effect on average .agea, 28, 81, 48. 
Linking up of debt iedemption with policy for diminution of, _ 

aminatioD of Prof. Bowley'. scheme, 948-63. 
Statistics (1923, 1924, 1925, 1926), 28. 

United Statn of America, 
Debt due to, ". External debt tmd&r National Debt. 

W.gI larn,", 
earnings of, in reletion to tota1 production and national income, ". 

Wagn, 
Average: 

Elfect of unemployment and abort time on, 28, 31, 43. 
for Employed ... ag .......... oro: 

Generally, 14-21. 
in particular indDltries, 22-1, 48. 

Earningo: 
Comparison with pre-war, 22--7, 84, 43. 
of Piece workere, inanaee greater than incNUe in piece rate.. 

22, 24-5. .. 
Rates, courae of, since the W'V and comparison with p,...."ar level, 

18-21. 
Relation hetween ouatolDll and uciae duti .. and, 598-614. 

Ways and Mlans advances, I.' uM.r Floating debt tltlder National Debt. 

Wealth, distribution of, elrecto on: 
of Capital levy, ~. 
of Debt interest and repayment, 16, 98, 260-2, 266-18, 219, 881. 

Wino, Duty on, 
, '" Alooholic driDb, duty OD. 

CHECKED 
""") w ...... " ••• /PLI1... '000. 4/M. • e QQ ~4 



Official Publications on 
Income-Tax 

A Digest and Index of the Official R~ports of Tax Cases 

Income Tax:, Super Ta~, Inhabitated Honse Dutyand O~rporation 
Duty. Deing a Judicial Dictionary of Tax Law. By E. R. Harrison, 
LLB. 

3rd Edition Revised and conSiderably Enlarged.. 258. (258. 9d;) 
Supplement No.1. 1926. 180 (Is.2!d.) 
.. 01 ~_t pr..,tloal Nne. . • .• • The -oompillr hal d.... hls .. ork 

admimbl,.n_Aol"ov1l.t41U... . . -. 
41 We han aotbing but: praiJe for thlJ .. err practical WOI'k. "-LGIQ Jnf"fllll. 

Income Tax Acts. 
The Income Tax Aot 1918, ·and Finance Aota years 1919 to 1925 

Inclusive 80 far as they relate to Inoome Tax and Super Tax, with 
OI'O!lS Roferencee to Former Enactments, Tables of Ratss and Index. 
10 •• 6d. (Us. 3d.) 

"Supplement No.1. 1926. 38. Od. (38. lid.) 

Income. Taxes ·In the British Dominions 
A digest of the Law8 ImJ>08ing Inoome Taxes and Oognate Taxes 

in the Brit.ish Dominions, Oolonies, Protectorates, eta. 5s: (58. 5id.) 

Supplement No.1. 1924.· .la. (la. 2d.) 
Supplement lSo. 2. 192-l. 11. il •. 2d.) 
Supplement No. B. 1924. I.. 1 •. 2d.) 
9uppll'mont No.4. 1925. lao la. ~d.) 

. Supplement No.5. 1926. 11. 11. lid.} 

.. w .... "". to IUIrI!* \hat I ... Iarp ._ will .-m.ur be without • 
001'1 of thI., worlt."-..&,~i.tt\ . 

68th Annual Report 
Of H.M. OommillBioDeI'II of Inland Revenue. Year ending 3ut 

Maroh, 1~25. Cmd.2547 •. 21. Od. (28.2d.) 

Death Duties 
An annotatM edition of the Aota relating to Death Duties, 

Including """ti~". of various Acta Inoid811tally affecting thoea dutiee. 
With. full index. Oloth, 11#. 6.1. (1&. 3d.) . 

S\ll'plcm"nt No.1 coutaining relative matter for the year 1925-
23. tid. (2.i. 1 ¥J.) . 

AU ,I"'kw .... ht. .... tA., iA ,..,.,'_ uw..w ,.,..,.. 

HIS MA.JESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE, 
LONDON, EDINBURGH, MANCHESTER. CARDIFF. BELFAST 
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